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My Dear Sir Benjjmin

It

gives

me

to dedicate to you the

SOCIETY, &C. &C.

1st

College,

August

Brodie,

sincere

pleasure to be permitted
concluding volume of my fathers

Life of Cullen.
This I do, not merely as a
in common ivith all scientific

mark

also because I know that the

high

father held
researches,

your

professional

friendship,

would have rendered this dedication

agreeable

1859.

scientific

and

of the respect

which

men, bear towards you, but

estimation in which my
attainments and

and the value he attached to your

personal

peculiarly

to him.

Believe

me

to

be,

My Dear Sir

Most

I,

respectfidly

Benjamin,

and

sincerely

yours,

ALLEN THOMSON.

NOTICE BY THE EDITOR.

In

now

val of

bringing

before the

public, after an inter
concluding part of Dr

twenty-seven years, the

Thomson's Life of Cullen, the writer of the present
notice feels called upon to say
nation of the
cumstances

of the

attending

From the

published,

cause

vear

down to

his Chair in the

the

few words in

a

expla

long delay, and of the cir
completion of the work.

1832, when the first volume

1841, when

University

of

Dr Thomson

Edinburgh,

was

resigned

his leisure

employed, in concert with his eldest
son, in preparing materials for the completion of
Cullen's Biography ; and in the course of 1841,
time had been

about three hundred pages of the present volume
were

printed

under their

joint

revision.

gress of the work then suffered

terruption,

in consequence

son's removal to the

a

The pro

temporary in

of Dr William Thom

University

of

Glasgow,

which

place in the autumn of 1841. Their labours
being subsequently resumed during a visit of Dr
Thomson to Glasgow, about one hundred additional
took
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pages

Of this part it may

in 1844.

printed

were

be proper to state that the sheet marked 2 B,
pages 385 to

prising

400,

was

in

proof,
undergone a slight

only printed

off, and has since

and not thrown

com

alteration.
The

decline of Dr Thomson's health,

subsequent

his death in 1846, Dr William Thomson's

increasing

Glasgow, and ultimately his
illness and death in 1852, prevented the fulfilment
of a design which both the authors had deeply at
heart, and for the accomplishment of which they had
duties in

professional

laboured

incessantly during

many years.

The whole of the papers and materials connected

with the work

having passed

present editor, he felt

a

brought

on

account of its value

Biography

and

self and to

authors.
own

a

that few
fession
to

many

as a

published,

were

others in

however,

to

only

contribution to Medical

connection with its

too well
a

aware

nature to

task; and he felt impressed
men

not

but from its interest to him

had not been of

possessed

secure

the

History,

He was,

pursuits

for such

a

strong desire that it should

conclusion and

be

to

into the hands of the

that his

qualify

with the

him

belief,

be found in the medical pro

of the amount of erudition

accuracy in the

narration,

judgment, of the events to
concluding part of this memoir.

requisite

and fairness in

be treated of in the

vii
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He

himself most

regarded

fortunate, therefore,

when he succeeded in

persuading Dr Craigie to un
dertake the task, feeling assured that his rare learn
ing in the general history of medicine, and his
special acquaintance with many of the topics dis
cussed in this volume, qualified him in a peculiar
manner for
carrying out with success the design of
the

previous

authors.

that the latter

It is to be

understood, then,

part of the present volume, from page
is

the work of Dr

Craigie.
To this the present editor has contributed nothing
beyond revising the sheets and making suggestions
as to the materials to be employed, and the plan to
401

onwards,

be followed in
At the

completing

the volume.

time it is proper to state, that much

same

had been done
the

entirely

by

completion

Dr Thomson and his

of the

work, by

son

towards

the collection of

plan of treatment,
and even by the composition and printing in proof
of considerable portions of the remaining part of the
materials, the arrangement of

But the

volume.

Craigie,

a

present editor, in

became aware, in

reviewing

concert with Dr

these materials,

that to have carried out in its full extent the

indicated

by

stances in

writings, would have
proportions as, they con

Dr Thomson's

swelled the work

ceived, would

plan

to such

be unsuitable in the altered circum

which it

was now

placed.

They felt, too,
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that

years had

as

on, while many of those

passed

gone who would have taken

were

of events and the

history

interest in the

an

of doctrines

description

of modern

they had been contemporary, the changes
medical science itself necessarily dimi

nished in

great degree the value of the discussion

with which

of

a

even

of the learned reader of the

accordingly
as

in the estimation

bygone speculative opinions

much

as

related to

felt the urgent

necessity

possible that part of
the history of Italian

medical doctrines

Should any

upon Brunonianism.

fection or

incompleteness, therefore,
of the

this

to

the desire which the editor

possible should
phical history of Cullen
the

as

history

of Materia

Cullen's latest and

although
a

important

Dr Thomson had

considerable

the

Medica,

amount

of

belong

be attributed

to

felt,

that

as

be reserved for the

himself.

imper

appear to

volume, this is

to

space

of

the volume which

following

part

They
shortening

present day.

much

biogra

With respect to
in connection with

work

that

subject,
planned, and even printed,
materials in regard to it,
on

difficulty was felt from the want of space ;
Craigie was under the necessity of rewriting

same

and Dr

nearly

the whole.

With respect to the

personal and private history
of Cullen and his family, the editor and Dr
Craigie
have to regret the paucity of direct and accurate
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IX

from the removal

information, arising

by death,

absence of almost all those who could have

this

in

history

greater detail.

had found the greatest

in

difficulty

How much less

supplied

Even Dr Thomson

liable information of this kind at

period.

obtaining

a

re

much earlier

prospect could there

now

satisfying the curiosity of the reader when
only grandson of Cullen is already approaching
be of

age of four

score

But however

might

have

fluence in
as a

the
the

years !

interesting

been,

it is

promoting

science and

or

as a

as

a

these

details

personal

history

of Cullen's in

the advancement of medicine

practical

will possess its chief value.

that this memoir

art

And the editor trusts

that, notwithstanding the unavoidable defects

which

the work may possess, in consequence of the diffi
culties under which it has been
which is

now

given

to the

completed,

public

hance the value of the first

may not

the part

only

en

volume, by completing

biographical history of one of the greatest British
physicians of the last century, but may form a useful
and interesting contribution to the general history of
the

medical science.
The editor takes this

grateful
and

care

thanks to Dr

opportunity of expressing his
Craigie for the zeal, diligence,

with which he has endeavoured to

the facts and statements

relating

to

verify

all

Cullen's life and

X
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other matters contained in the

volume,

and for the

kindness with which he received any

suggestions,

which,
make

in the character of

as

editor, he has ventured

to the form of the

and he

work,

hopes

to

that

the

intelligent reader will agree with him in ap
proving of the learning, candour, and judgment with
which Dr Craigie has discussed
subjects of no or
dinary difficulty.
The editor has farther to state, that he has thought
it proper to

republish

a

his father and brother.
be

prefixed

to the

first

short

Biographical Notice

This notice is intended to

volume,

in consequence of

the want of space in the present

also be obtained

Glasgow
1st

separately

College,
August 1859.

of

one

from the

; but it may

publishers.
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John Thomson
His

father,

and for
but

by

was

who

born at

was

Paisley on the 15th of March 1765.
originally from Kinross, was a silk weaver,

time had been rather prosperous in the world ;
imprudent confidence in a person with whom he was
some

accustomed to have
in

difficulties,

dealings in business, he became involved
obliged him ever afterwards to live in a
frugal manner. His family was thus brought

which

humble and most

up with rigorous attention to economy, and his children
to work at an early age.

put

After being engaged for about three years in the minor ope
rations of trade under different masters, John Thomson was,
at the age of eleven, bound apprentice to his father for a term
years, and he continued to assist his father for
two years after his apprenticeship had expired.
of

seven

During

the whole of the

Mr Thomson had

sought

period he had been thus employed,
knowledge from every source from

for

which he could obtain it ;
workshop ; the newspaper
father's

nearly

possession, which,

—

the conversation carried

on

in the

weekly read there ; the books in his
however, related chiefly to doctrinal

divinity a circulating library,
was
weekly contributed ; and
;

to which

books

a

very small

pittance

borrowed from

probably
period, purchased with
disinclination for a mechanical employ
his own
ment, and ardent desire for a profession that would admit of,
or
require, his devoting a larger portion of his time to the
pursuit of knowledge, must have been known from an early

some

of his

associates,
earnings. His

or, at

a

later

a
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period

to his

father, who,

to

promote

that

desire,

would

willingly

should be educated with

a

view

agreed that his son
the Antiburgher
to qualify him to become a minister among
of Scotland, of
Church
Seceders, a branch of the Dissenting
which Mr Thomson senior was a member highly esteemed for
His son, however, de
his upright character and great piety.
had for some time
he
as
clined to accede to this proposal,
felt a strong prediliction for the study of Medicine, and still
and pur
hoped to be enabled to make that the great object
had
This the elder Mr Thomson
uniformly
suit of his life.
on the ground of expense, and partly in conse
opposed, partly
and hazardous nature of the voca
quence of the unpromising
At length, an explanation
tion which his son had selected.
determined
the future destiny
which
between
took place
them,
Some occurrence, possibly an appear
of Mr John Thomson.
his
ance on his part of neglect of his work, gave occasion to
had
been
he
from
heart
wished
his
that
he
father exclaiming,
at the learning long before, as he saw he was never to do good
at his trade,
adding, that it was too late, however, to think
of changing, as his want of previous instruction rendered it
hopeless to expect that he should now be able to qualify him
self for a learned profession.
Upon this, his son, producing
a Latin book, and reading a few sentences out of it, to the
father's no less delight than surprise, confessed having, about
a twelvemonth before, without his father's knowledge, placed
himself under a master capable of teaching him the Latin.
From this time Mr Thomson senior withdrew all opposition to

have

—

the wishes of his son, and as the son was often heard to men
tion, with an affectionate tribute to the considerateness of his
he continued for several years to reside under the pa
rental roof and follow the bent of his own inclination.

father,

In accordance with the resolution thus
son

was, in

bound

1785, when

apprentice

adopted,

John Thom

he had reached the age of twenty years,
Paisley, in which capacity he

to Dr "White of

continued for three years.
His master was a man of
education, in the possession of an extensive and varied
and Mr Thomson's
much

more

of

a

pursuits,
scientific

whilst under his
character

than

superior
library ;
charge, partook

could have been

7
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expected
years

of

such

as

His zeal in

to deserve and obtain my warmest

acquiring

medical

remitting ; and I still
many pleasing hours I
ing

the best authors

over

Writing nearly forty

Dr White gave the following account of the
"
in which these three years were spent.
His conduct

afterwards,

manner
was

country apprenticeship.

a

on

knowledge

was

approbation.

ardent and

un

satisfaction, the
recollect,
passed with him in reading and study
medical subjects, and especially in going
with much

with him the excellent MS. lectures of the late celebrated

Dr Cullen.

knowledge thus acquired, he had fre
quent opportunities
visiting my private patients, and also
those admitted to the public dispensary.
On these occasions
I frequently remarked in him a singular talent in discriminat
ing diseases, a talent which appeared to me almost intuitive.
It may not be improper to mention, that he at this time also
cultivated the departments of botany and chemistry with great
Besides the
of

—

ardour."

general science, and for the several
history in particular, must have been
greatly strengthened at this time by the intimate friendship
Mr Thomson's taste for

branches of natural

which he had contracted with Mr William
wards became

island of Trinidad.
when

Some

medicine in

Lochead,

who after

garden in the
letters written by this gentleman
Edinburgh, during the winter ses

superintendent

of the

botanic

studying
1786-87, to his friend Mr Thomson, have been pre
served, and are interesting as evidence of an independent and
enthusiastic temper of mind, which, had he lived, must have
raised him to high eminence in the departments of science to
sion of

Avhich he devoted himself.
Another circumstance

which,

at that

time, fostered

these

Thomson, while it afforded the opportunity of
gratifying them, was the favour conceived for him, and the in
terest taken in his advancement, by Mr Robert Alexander,
brother of Mr Boyd Alexander, of Southbar, in Renfrewshire.
This gentleman, who was himself a zealous naturalist, had
stored his garden, in the immediate vicinity of Paisley, with a
tastes in Mr

very rich collection of plants, and his library with a valuable
collection of books in the several departments of natural hisa

2
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particularly botany

tory,

to make free

encouraged

was

Mr Alexander

studies.
such

of these his young friend
in the prosecution of his

; and of both

seems

use

also to have

readily provided
experiments in

wanted for the chemical

apparatus
they were jointly engaged.
as was

which

beginning of the winter session of 1788-89, by which
time his apprenticeship to Dr White was completed, Mr John
He
Thomson went to Glasgow to attend the medical classes.
Mr
was introduced by Mr Alexander to the particular notice of
succeeded
William Hamilton,* who had a short time previously
his father in the chair of anatomy in the university of that city,
At the

promise of rising to very great distinction as a
branch, and as a practitioner of surgery. He
speedily gained Mr Hamilton's friendship and confidence, and
in this way his anatomical studies were materially assisted.
Besides prosecuting the study of anatomy with ardour, he at

and who gave
teacher of this

tended the lectures of Dr

Cleghorn,

who

was

lecturer

on

che

mistry in the college, an office which had been successively held
by Cullen, Black, and Irvine. He also joined a chemical so
ciety, which contained several members who afterwards attained
great eminence as practical chemists. The doctrines of La

just been made known, and gave much interest to
the proceedings of a society of young and ardent cultivators of
chemical science, among whom it may be supposed that they
found a readier reception than among those who, before adopt
It
ing the new doctrines, had previously to unlearn the old.
that during
is consistent with my knowledge," says Dr White,
his studies at the University of Glasgow he acquired the esteem

voisier had

"

"

and confidence of the late

worthy

that eminent lecturer Dr

could learn from
with their zeal in
In the

summer

some

The
*

and of

of

1789, Mr Thomson had the misfortune to
first patron Mr Alexander, after an illness

weeks, during which he sedulously waited upon him.

history

of his connection

Father of Sir William

fessor of

Hamilton,

and from every

Cleghorn ;
thing I
these gentlemen, his improvement kept pace
teaching."

lose his friend and
of

Professor

Logic

and

with this

Hamilton, Baronet,

Metaphysics

in the

gentleman presents

the late

University

of

distinguished
Edinburgh.

Pro

9
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several persons in so agreeable a point of view, that we shall
venture to dwell on it.
Mr Alexander, who seems to have
been a diligent collector of
of natural

cularly

to

come

had

in the
see a

brought

objects
history, parti
vegetable kingdom, was invited by Dr White to
collection of dried plants which his apprentice

back with him from the islands of Bute and

Arran, whither
ander

having

Mr Thomson

this

was

quently

he had gone to recruit his health.
expressed much satisfaction with the
the instant

requested

took in his advancement.

from

was

Antigua

in

a

friend of Mr

April 1789,

which Mr Alexander had
some

requital

from that
can

in

Alexander's, and
reply to a letter

expressed
specimens which he had sent
concludes by saying,
Any attention

for botanical

island,

he

in
in

his desire to make him
"

show to Mr Thomson will be the

self."

collection,

his acceptance of it, and
the foundation of the interest Mr Alexander subse
on

Mr Lochead also

writing

Mr Alex

same as

if it

were

him

you

to my

Nor is the

history less touching of the manner in which
friendship continued to benefit his young pro
tege even after he was himself consigned to the grave. At the
conclusion of the funeral ceremony, Mr Hogg, then
manager
of the Paisley Bank, afterwards of the British Linen
Company's
Bank in Edinburgh, coming up to Mr Thomson, said to him,
that, of the numerous array then present, he believed they two
were the
parties by whom Mr Alexander's loss was most sen
sibly felt ; that out of respect to his friend's memory he was
Mr Alexander's

desirous to be of service to him ; and that he would endea
vour to
supply to him, as far as he could, the loss he had sus
tained in Mr Alexander's death.
This engagement, during
the remainder of his

life,

Mr

Hogg

most

faithfully performed.
beginning of the winter session of 1789-90, Mr Thom
went to Edinburgh to pursue his medical studies.
He has

In the
son

often been heard to mention that he
ment

being

of that

session,

the

attended,

introductory

satisfied that the doctor

at the commence

lecture of Dr

in too frail

Cullen, but,

condition to
make much progress in his course, and the state of his own
finances not admitting of his throwing away
money, he did not
enter to the class.
In point of fact, Dr Cullen
a few
was

a

resigned

10
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afterwards, and died before the middle of the session.

weeks

It is not

precisely

and Black
time

during

;

—

with Mr

passed

was

Fyfe,

amiable man, who officiated
anatomical rooms.
In

in the

courses

this session,
but it is certain that

attended

son

known what

September 1790,
Royal Infirmary

he

a

probably

those of Drs Monro

considerable

a

portion

of his

most accurate anatomist and

assistant in the

Dr Monro's

as

was

of instruction Mr Thom

appointed assistant-apothecary

in the month of June

;

the

in

following, as
following September,

sistant-physician's clerk; and,
house-surgeon, under the designation of surgeon's-clerk. His
predecessor in this last office, Mr Clark, as Mr Thomson has
been known frequently to mention, had availed himself of the
opportunities which the hospital afforded for making the pa
thology of lumbar abscess a subject of particular investigation,
and had satisfied himself of its uniform connection with
tebral

disease,

confirmed

by

—

a

conclusion which Mr Thomson

numerous

ver

subsequently

post-mortem examinations made in the

hospital.
In his residence in the

particularly

It

fortunate.

Royal Infirmary, Mr Thomson was
may easily be conceived how much

influence the character of the matron must have
fort of the resident
an

ing
this

well

officers,
Long afterwards,

institution.

as

as

on

the

com

of such

of the

patients,
paid the follow
at that time occupied

Mr Thomson

tribute to the memory of the lady who
"
There are many who must remember well the
position.

daily visits
Infirmary ;
patients

;

which Mrs Rennie made
her

through

unceasing

the tenderness with which she

cumstances of those who

appeared

to

the numberless little acts of kindness

them

;

the wards of the

efforts to add to the comforts of the

the strict

conduct of the

charge

inquired into the cir
be in peculiar distress ;
which she performed to

which she took of the character and

friendly and maternal attentions to
;
impartiality, equanimity, and propriety
with which, in the faithful discharge of the duties of a laborious
and difficult situation, she conducted herself in all her inter

the clerks

nurses

; her

and the

with the servants, medical officers, and managers of the
Infirmary. It is pleasing to record the virtues of such a chacourse

11
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and in

racter ;

of

paying the tribute of our respect to the memory
departed worth, to point out Mrs Rennie as a model for the

imitation of her successors."
Mr Thomson

with whom he
of these

was

singularly fortunate also in the young men
associated in the duties of the house.
One

was

was

Mr John

Allen,

afterwards

private secretary and
With Mr Allen,

confidential friend of the late Lord Holland.

up to the time of his death in 1843, he maintained an unin
terrupted friendship, to the powerful influence of which over
the fortunes. of his life he has himself borne

dedication,
len.

to Mr

Another

Allen,

was

testimony

in the

of the first volume of his Life of Cul

the late Dr William

Russell, who was after
Calcutta, and was created
mission to Russia in 1831, for the

wards member of the Medical Board of

baronet

on

his return from

a

purpose of investigating the progress of the cholera in that
country. Dr Russell was the brother-in-law of the late Mr

Andrew Wood, surgeon in Edinburgh, and through him
nated Mr Thomson's acquaintance with that excellent
To Mr

Wood,

origi
man.

in after

life, he professed himself, in the dedi
on Inflammation, bound
by the
the kind attentions, counsel, and support for

cation to him of his Lectures

remembrance of

which he had been indebted to his

friendship, without which
composed, nor his
probably
directed in a particular manner t® the study of

that work would
attention been

surgery.
In the
came a

beginning

never

have been

of the winter session of

member of the Medical

Society,— an

1790-91,

he be

institution which

has in very many instances served as an arena both for ex
hibiting and for strengthening the powers of those who have
received their education in the medical school of Edinburgh.
About that time its business

was

carried

on

with

even

more

spirit ; and that Mr Thomson bore his share in
might be inferred from the fact of his having, at the
of
the following session, been nominated one of its
beginning
presidents, an office in which he had the pleasure of having
conjoined with him, besides his friend Mr Russell, Dr Richard
Fowler, now of Salisbury, a gentleman who early manifested
that taste for scientific investigation by which, through his
than its usual

its labours

—

—

12
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long career of professional usefulness, he has been most ho
nourably distinguished. Dr Fowler, in reference to the period
of which we are now speaking, says,
During three years that
of
in
the
I passed
Edinburgh as a student of medi
University
cine, I had the pleasure of a frequent intercourse with Mr
Thomson, of the most intimate, and, I may add, with respect
"

to

tive,

A

of the most instructive kind.

myself,

or more

informed mind than

stronger,

his, certainly

was

more ac

not to be

As his studies
found within the limits of my acquaintance.
to
the profession
were directed ardently, and almost exclusively,
of which he has become

so

distinguished

an

ornament, his

ex

influence than that of any other indi
ample
perhaps
vidual in exciting the emulation of others."
had

more

the established usage of the Medical
Mr Thomson was called upon, during his first session as

According

Society,

to

a mem

it, to write upon a "Case" and a "Question." The
which fell to him was one of catarrh, and his paper is in

ber of
case

teresting

in this

respect

at

least,
Allen,

to Dr Lubbock and Mr

that view of the

which,

theory

in his lectures

or

on

twenty years afterwards,

that it
as

expressly refers by name
having separately proposed

intimate nature of inflammation

this

he

subject, published
again ascribed to them.

more

than

The ques
the Agents which

tion upon which he wrote, viz., " What are
Nature employs in the consolidation of the Strata of

our

Globe ? "

shows how much his tastes inclined to the consideration of sub

jects of natural history. In the subsequent session he com
pleted the duties he owed to the Society as a writer by a paper
on the
question, In what manner can the mechanism of the
Passions be explained ?
After residing for nearly two years in the Royal Infirmary,
Mr Thomson resigned (31st July 1792) his appointment as
"

"

in consequence, as the minutes bear, of the la
borious duties of the office having proved detrimental to his

house-surgeon,
health.
himself

Soon after this he
as a

pupil

proceeded

at Mr Hunter's

to

London,

and entered

school in Leicester

Square.

In this year Mr Hunter finally relinquished his course of lec
tures in favour of his brother-in-law, Mr, afterwards Sir Eve-

rard Home.

Mr Clift

speaks

of his

early

recollection of the

13
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diligence
time he

with which Mr Thomson

was

in Mr Hunter's

and Sir Everard

Home, in

u

I witnessed your ardour
applauded your zeal, and

cilities

as

were

pursued his studies at the
dissecting rooms in the year 1792 ;
reference to the same period, says,
in the pursuit of medical science,
endeavoured to give you such fa

in my power, to encourage you in your la

bours."

object of Mr Thom
son's visiting London at this time was to qualify himself for
teaching anatomy, a design which he afterwards relinquished,
partly in consequence of difficulties connected with the outlay
that would have been necessary, and partly in consequence of
the high impression which he had formed of the abilities of Mr
John Bell, who about that time entered on this department of
instruction in Edinburgh.
Mr Thomson returned to Edinburgh early in 1793, and in
the following year, his friend, Mr Hogg, having kindly inter
posed his credit with the bank of which he was manager, for
It is believed that the

more

immediate

the advancement of the necessary funds, he became a Fellow
of the Royal College of Surgeons, a body with which his con

nection

was

to be the

destined to become of

source

a

still closer

of much honour to both

forthwith to have taken

measures

for

character,

parties.

renewing

He

and

seems

his connection

Royal Infirmary, as it is recorded in the minutes (of
September 1793) that permission was granted for his at
tending as surgeon along with Mr Brown.
Upon his leaving the Infirmary in 1792, Mr Thomson had

with the
2d

entered into

engagements

to form

an

alliance in business with

a
a fellow of the College
gentleman of some pecu
considerable
abilities and of great
but
of
of
manner,
very
liarity
Mr
Arrott's
Under
kindness of heart.
hospitable roof he con

Mr

Arrott,

—

tinued till the autumn of

great variety

of

1798, seeing

a

large

amount and

a

society.

began to deliver a course of
a course which,
lectures on physiology,
by the testimony of
all competent judges, was singularly distinguished at once by
the multitude of facts which it placed before the easy compre
hension of the hearers, and by the philosophic spirit with which
In

1794,

his friend Mr Allen
—

14
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the whole

Mr Thomson's

in

would,
trace,

as

a

time

own

was

can

be

no

manner

employed during

full narrative of his

there

The

and animated.

arranged

was

be very

life,

doubt that there

were

this

in which

period,

important

it
to

then laid the

subsequent investigations ; but we
cannot at present enter upon this inquiry.
Chemistry, at all
attention
his
of
share
; and, in
events, occupied a considerable
this de
in
1798, he began to render the fruits of his labours
partment available to himself and the public, by the publication
ground-works

of many of his

Fourcroy's Elements of
Chemistry and Natural History, with the Philosophy of
Chemistry prefixed. In publishing this edition, he adopted the

of the first volume of

translation of the
mous

"

an

he

by Mr Nicholson, and an anony
Philosophy ;" but to almost each

Elements"

translation of the

chapter

edition of

"

appended copious

notes, in the

composition

of

which,

in view to

he says in the advertisement, he had had it chiefly
exhibit a short abstract of the most interesting discoveries and

improvements that had been made in the science of chemistry
within the period of the previous twenty years, and to make
accurate references on every subject of importance, to the
various original memoirs, essays, and writings from which
farther information might be derived.
By intermixing in this
of
modern
he
the
observes,
manner,"
chemistry with a
history
work so long and so deservedly popular, I have endeavoured to
assist those who may be desirous to prosecute this interesting
science beyond the narrow limits of an elementary treatise."
The second volume of this work was published in 1799, and
the third and last in 1800.
In speaking of it, Professor
"

"

Jameson says, " This edition, as I well remember, was received
in a distinguished manner by the illustrious author himself;
and your illustrations were considered by your countrymen as
a fine
specimen of elegant -taste and composition, combined with

varied and
In

profound philosophical

the winter of

Thomson had

now

Allen, with whom Mr
business, went to Lon
the
study of anatomy.
prosecuting

1799-1800,

formed

don for the

views."

an

Mr

alliance in

purpose of
that winter the late Earl of Lauderdale

During
in Edinburgh,

and

being,

came

to reside

with that ardour which characterized
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him in all his

chemistry,

15

.

very desirous to prosecute the study of
introduced to him as a person qua
Thus originated his acquaintance with that

pursuits,

Mr Thomson

lified to assist him.

was

distinguished nobleman, whose uniform kindness and assistance
he always felt had laid him under a deep debt of gratitude.
Under Lord Lauderdale's auspices, a chemical class was
formed, consisting chiefly of gentlemen connected with the
Parliament House, and which met at Mr Thomson's private
residence.
Writing to Mr Allen in January 1800, he says, I
If I continue to like
delivered my ninth lecture to-day.
lecturing as well as I have done hitherto, I shall certainly try
to get a larger class from the Parliament House for summer.
I speak from short notes, and the embarrassment I experienced
After the completion of
for the first days begins to wear off."
I have resolved on repeating my lessons
the course, he writes,
in
summer ; but as the number I expect will be too large
again
for my room, I shall be obliged to go to your class-room."*
Dr Hope has announced
But in a subsequent letter he says,
of the Parliament
a course of chemistry for the gentlemen
It is to last from the 12th of May till the 12th of
House.
July. I shall not go, in consequence of this, to (the class
room
in) Surgeon's Square, as it would have the appearance of
His zeal for the
my wishing to oppose myself to the Doctor."
"

"

"

advancement of chemical

ment,

as

is shown in the

dressed to Mr
the incidental

Allen,

science, however, suffered

following

extract from

which will not be the less

glimpse

of two individuals who

a

no

abate

letter ad

interesting

from

it furnishes of the scientific relaxations

subsequently

attained great eminence in

the councils of the nation ; and with both of whom Mr Thomson
"

extremely happy," he adds, in the prospect of being now ahle
plan I have so long intended for the winter, I
mean a course of lectures on the elementary parts of Chemistry, Materia
Medica, and Pharmacy." So early as 1793, his friend, Dr William Russell,
inquires after a work on Pharmacy, in which he was then engaged ; and MiGeorge Bell, in writing to him from London in 1797, apologizes for not
having yet obtained for him notes of certain courses of lectures on Materia
Medica, then in progress of delivery in the medical schools of the metro
polis. But he must soon afterwards have abandoned all thoughts of engag
ing in such a work.
*

"

I

am

to carry into effect the

—
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Some of
friendly terms.
on
me
some
waited
the members of the Natural History Society
In the
time ago to talk to me about the state of the Society.
that
's
I
could perceive
course of conversation
salary was
considered as an insuperable obstacle to the prosperity of the
Society in its present circumstances. Various plans of relief
were
proposed, and I at last suggested the turning the Society
into a Chemical Society, that should provide itself with an
apparatus, and occasionally make experiments. This proposal

had the

pleasure

of

living

on

very

has since been talked of among the members, and is, I believe,
universally approved of. In mentioning it to Horner, he pro
posed an alliance with the Academy of Physics. Brougham,
in the

meantime,

came

home, and has entered keenly into

I have made the continuance of

views.

's

salary

our

a con

dition with each of them in private, and the general belief is,
that, instead of any want, we are likely, when the plan can be
carried into

effect,

to have

an

overflow of members.

It

has, on
ordinary

suggested to restrict the number of
thirty. The two chief difficulties which at present
the want of a proper place, and an
occur to the plan are,
shall
combine the interest of the Society
which
arrangement
of
the
with the operations
experimental committee. I have not
but with his leave
yet said any thing of the proposal to

that

idea,

been

members to

,

shall, under him, be acting secretary till you return. I wish
you would make an offer to the Society of your class-room to

I

meet in till

they can provide themselves with a place. Per
sanguine, but I conceive that, if we can give
haps
to the infant society a good organization, it may become an in
stitution which you will have pleasure in patronising. We shall
be able to draw into it, I hope, all the young men of the place
who have any turn for physical researches.
It is proposed to
meet in summer.
is
to
write
Brougham
you in a day or two.
He looks well, and his present appearance would give you much
Horner and he are both particularly anxious
satisfaction.
that you should approve of the plan of a Chemical
Society."
His subsequent letters during the continuance of Mr Allen's
I

•

am

residence

too

in

the Chemical

London

contain

Society,

and of the

reports of the proceedings of

topics

he

was

going

over

with
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Lord Lauderdale.

An extract from one, dated 12th
June,
as illustrative of the ardour of that
be
may
quoted,
nobleman,
"
to which reference has already been made.
Lord Lau
derdale and I made the galvanic experiment last week, and I

exhibited it to the

Society on Saturday. We are getting tubes
gold
glass stoppers to try its effects on caustic
and
we are
liquids,
getting a very broad plate of zinc made, to
whether
the
of power be in proportion to the
increase
try
increase of surface.
In that case his Lordship's whole service
of plate will be converted into a galvanic
battery !"
But whilst thus indulging in his fondness for chemical
pur
suits, and endeavouring to render these subservient to his
immediate necessities, Mr Thomson never lost sight of the
pro
fession on which he had embarked.
to
Mr
Writing
Allen, of
date 20th December 1799, he says,
I shall not expect much
anatomical information from you, but, indeed, you must trea
sure
Notes, however short,
up for me every hint in surgery.
of Cooper s Lectures, may be of much use."
Be assured," he
writes early in 1800, I am not to be diverted by chemistry or
any other occupation from the prosecution of surgery." Again,
with

wires and

"

"

"

few months

"

I wish to be able to assist you in the
anatomical labours you propose ; and so long as you continue
a

later,

fond of dissection, be assured I shall never suffer
drawn away from the study of anatomy and
And in

after

myself to be
experimental

"

noticing that Mr Kussell* has
been rather anxious about my giving in to
chemistry," he
announces his
of
next
purpose
session, if you ap
lecturing,
of
if
and
health
will
on
the principles and
it,
prove
my
permit,
practice of surgery." The allusion to experimental surgery, in
the preceding paragraph, was probably suggested
by that in
into
the
in
the
osseous
quiry
changes occuring
system in the
processes of Necrosis and Callus, in which he had been engaged
in the previous summer with his friend and pupil, Dr Alexander
surgery."

May,

"

*

Reference is here made to the late Professor James

Mr Thomson had
elsewhere

dedicated his

recorded,

chair of Clinical

edition of

that when Mr Russell

Surgery

in the

Fourcroy,

succeeded,

in

University instituted,

have Mr Thomson associated with him in that chair.

Russell,

and of

1803,
he

in

was

to whom

whom it is

getting

the

desirous to
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Hermann Macdonald of

Hamburg, the

Dissertation

in the

Inaugural
graduating in September 1799.
The

time, however, had

Mr Thomson to make

objects

a

results of which

published by

now
more

that

appeared
gentleman on

necessary for
decided election of the leading

come

when it

was

1800, Dr Gregory addressed to the
pursuits.
the Royal Infirmary his well known
Memorial,"
In

of his

"

managers of
in which he attacked the mode of attendance of the surgeons in
the hospital,
by rotation, which at that time was

promiscuously

followed.

A communication

the managers to the

by
opinion having
to the proper

on

College

the

of

subject having

Surgeons,

and

a

been made

diversity

of

sprung up among the members of that body as
course to be pursued, each fellow was invited to

give in his own suggestions. Mr Thomson, on this occasion,
published Outlines of a Plan for the Regulation of the Surgical
Department of the Royal Infirmary," in support of a motion
which Mr Andrew Wood had submitted to the College, suggest
ing a middle course between the then existing mode of general
"

rotation and the
some

appointment

of

surgeons, which
The party then pre

permanent

had been inclined to recommend.

dominating in the College advocated an adherence to things as
they were ; and very intemperately directed their censures
against those who supported opposite views. Among others,
Mr Thomson was blamed for having submitted his proposal to
the consideration of the managers of the Infirmary, instead of
to that of the College itself; and Mr Andrew Wood was cen
of which
sured for reading to a committee of the managers,
body he was a member, an extract from a protest that had
been lodged by Mr Thomson against a decision of the College,
without accompanying it with the answer on the College's be
—

—

half.

which

It is not necessary to trace the progress of the lawsuit
arose between
the majority of the College and the

Infirmary on this occasion. Suffice it to
that, fortunately
humanity, the courts of Jaw decided
managers of the

for

say,
that

the managers were entitled to select the persons whom they
considered best qualified for the performance of the duties of
surgeons, irrespective of any bargain supposed to have been
entered into by the predecessors of the two parties engaged in
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litigation. Meanwhile, however, the managers had resolved
nominate
six surgeons, on the principle recommended by
to
Mr Wood, and advocated in Mr Thomson's pamphlet ; and

the

before the end of the year (1800), they agreed on
a list in which Mr Thomson's name was included ; his
associates,
all of them his seniors, being Messrs Russell, Wardrop, Law,

accordingly,

Inglis,

and Brown.

Mr Thomson entered

the

teaching of Surgery soon after
the Royal Infirmary.
In a
surgeon
appointment
letter addressed to Mr Keate, the surgeon-general, which must
have been written in September 1803, he mentions his having
been employed for three years in teaching Surgery, and his
having given, during that time, two courses of clinical lectures
in the Royal Infirmary, and two courses of lectures on the
Principles and Practice of Surgery, in a private theatre.
A subject which very early engaged Mr Thomson's particular
attention as a teacher of surgery, was the natural means by
which haemorrhage from wounded arteries is suppressed,
con
he
to
as
was
this
doctrine
accustomed
to
be,
ceiving
say, the
main pillar on which all speculations regarding the operative
part of surgery must depend for their support. It has been
repeatedly noticed in other publications than the present, that
the inaugural dissertation on the subject of divided arteries,
published by Dr Jones of Barbadoes, on graduating at Edin
burgh in 1803, and which he afterwards republished in a more
extended form in his Treatise on Hemorrhage (1805), derived
a
large share of its value from the assistance afforded him by
Mr Thomson.
The precise share in Dr Jones's investigation
which Mr Thomson claimed for himself, in the absence, as
he conceived, of suitable acknowledgment on the part of
the author, appears in the following extract from his sur
gical lectures ; in which, however, it may be permitted to say,
that delicacy of feeling and regard for his pupil have perhaps
contributed to diminish the force of expression with which
so
unwarrantable an appropriation might have been charac
his

on

as

to

—

terised.
"

There

sion of

are

two views of this

haemorrhage) which,

subject (the natural suppres
from the first moments of lectur-
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ing in this place,

I have endeavoured to inculcate and

at

The first of these

explain

is, that the natural suppres
from divided arteries is not a simple event,

length.
hsemorrhagy
one in the
production

some

sion of

of which several powers concur. The
second view which I have been accustomed to take of this sub

but

ject is,

that each of the

ascertain the

experimenters

who have endeavoured to

by which nature suppresses hsemorrhagy,
has added something valuable to our knowledge of these means,
means

and that these

to take

a

experimenters have

erred

chiefly by directing their

stage of this process, and by neglecting
step
and
general
comprehensive view of the whole. These

attention to

one

or

views which you will find explained and illustrated at great
length in a most excellent treatise on the process employed by
nature in suppressing the hsemorrhagy from divided and punc
are

tured

arteries, by

the late Dr Jones of Barbadoes.

views which I have
he first heard
man was

me

reason

to know

were new

deliver them in these lectures.

led to consider the

subject

of

They

are

to Dr Jones when

That

haemorrhage,

in

gentle
conse

quence of my explaining to him , in various private conversa
tions, the opinions which I entertained with regard to this pro
cess.

He had made choice of the absorbent

system

as

the sub

ject of inquiry for his inaugural thesis. I suggested, and strongly
recommended to him an experimental investigation into the
means
by which nature suppresses haemorrhage. It was with
no small
pleasure I prevailed upon Dr Jones to undertake this
investigation, because, among my medical acquaintances, I have
seldom known one who, from previous acquirements, steady
attention, and a cautious observation and accurate description
of the phenomena which presented themselves in his medical
inquiries, was better able to conduct it. How far Dr Jones had
the candour to acknowledge the use that he made of the views
wrhich he adopted from my lectures and conversations, or the
assistance which I lent him in most of the experiments which
he performed while in
Edinburgh, the perusal of his treatise
will inform you.
To be obliged to allude in this manner to one
in whom I placed unlimited
confidence, must ever be to me a
matter of the most
painful regret and mortification. After Dr
Jones had left Edinburgh, he continued his researches, and made
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several new, original, and most interesting experiments, the
details of which you will find in his treatise,
a work to which
I can refer with confidence those who are desirous of
acquiring
—

minute and accurate

knowledge of everything which is at
present known,
only respecting the natural means by which
haemorrhage is suppressed, but also respecting the use and ap
plication of the ligature to arteries, the most useful of the means
which art has ever employed to suppress haemorrhage."
The only circumstance which Dr Jones has not made out
completely to my satisfaction is the formation of the internal
clot."
The conical internal clots which adhere by their bases
to the closure of the arteries, have appeared to me to be com
posed of secreted organizable coagulable lymph, attached often
to the artery by one side as well as by their bases.
This opinion
a

not

"

"

of the formation of the internal clot I had formed before I pre
vailed upon Dr Jones to undertake the investigation of this sub
I often communicated to him my opinions with regard to
the internal clot in conversation, and I stated to him, just be

ject.

fore the

publication
tinctly
writing."

of'his thesis, these

opinions

still

more

dis

In consequence of the conversation in
which this statement was made, Dr Jones added the supplement
"

in

which you will find at p. 72 of his thesis, printed here in 1803.
In this supplement Dr Jones has given an extract from the last

Petit, containing an opinion very similar
formed, and am still inclined to adopt. I

of the memoirs of M.
to that which I had

do not find that Dr Jones has made any addition to
ledge of this subject (the formation of the internal

our

know

coagulum),

in the very valuable experiments which he made after he left
Edinburgh, nor in the account which he has given of it at page
160 of his treatise."
On the renewal of hostilities between this
in

1803,

of much

the

country,

as

is well

excitement

known,

was

the

country

and France

thrown into

of

a

state

invasion

;
apprehension
for putting Scotland in
a state of defence, the establishment of a military hospital at Edin
burgh was contemplated. Previously to being informed of this
proposal, Mr Thomson had resolved, at the particular recom
mendation of the late Sir Thomas Maitland, to give, during the

military

and in connection with the

by

an

arrangements

b
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winter session of 1803-4,
and treatment of those

a

course

injuries

of lectures

the nature

on

and diseases which

come

more

peculiarly under the care of the military surgeon ; and as there
were but few authors
upon these subjects in this country, he
employed

himself in

studying

the

writers who had treated of them.

best French and German
The idea of

giving

a course

of

military surgery he was the more readily induced to adopt,
partly, as he himself says, by the circumstances of the times,
and partly by his knowledge that the army and navy during the
impending momentous conflict, must in a great measure be sup
plied with surgical officers from among the young men educated
in the medical school of Edinburgh, who, from the narrowness
of their circumstances, could not afford to attend the hospitals
in London, but must go immediately from the Edinburgh school
into actual practice.
Entertaining these views, he listened with
no small
degree of pleasure to an unsolicited offer which Mr
Benjamin Bell made, of endeavouring to procure for him a place
in the military hospital, about, as was understood, to be estab
lished in Edinburgh.
In furtherance of this object, Mr Thomson went to London
in the autumn of 1803 ; and through the influence, among
other parties, of Sir Walter Farquhar, to whom he was strongly
recommended by Dr Gregory, Mr Keate was induced to enter
into his views.
As the rules of the service required that the
whole surgical department of the army should be filled
by those
who had

begun

hospital mate,

at

he

the lowest

step

appointed

was

to that

this arrangement at a subsequent
"
In 1803, when an invasion was
the Medical

Military

Staff of

in the

service, viz.,
In

rank.

that of

speaking

of

period, he himself says :
dreaded, I was attached to

—

Scotland,

with

a

small

salary,

it

is true, but with directions from the Surgeon-General, that I
should be employed only in superior duty, and with
as
surance

from the

hospital being

same

quarter, that,

established in

on

private
a
military

the event of

Edinburgh, I should have the situ
chirurgical department." And Mr
Keate, in introducing him to Dr Rogerson, then principal medical
officer in Edinburgh,
Mr Thomson has been
says,
strongly
recommended to me, and is now
appointed hospital mate to the
ation I wished for in the

"
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proposed general hospital in Edinburgh. He is a gentleman of
superior talents, and will no doubt, if the exigency of the service
requires it, prove highly useful in the superior departments of
his profession."
Mr Thomson did not allow the time spent
by him in London
whilst

on

this errand to be consumed in the business of solici

On the

tation.

way of his

turned it to

contrary, he

great

account in

the

professional improvement. The pathological
metropolis especially engaged his attention.
Mr Howship mentions that he applied himself with unwearied
assiduity and peculiar diligence to the study of the various de
partments of pathology, as exemplified in the divisions of Mr
Heaviside's Museum ; and speaks with admiration of his
most
to
the
laborious
task
of
unceasing application
possessing him
in
the
of
all
the
useful
information
least
that
self,
possible time,
own

collections of the

"

could be obtained

his

to

having

Hunter's
"

in

by

a

visit

to London

made at this time

collection, particularly

the

had

;"

and Mr Clift alludes

close examination of Mr

a

pathological part

of

it,

till that time been

particular
by any visitor, and, indeed, not frequently since, except by
college professors." The ample notes of the preparations
a manner so

as

never

done
the

in these and other

collections, which

and which

preserved,

fully

are

still

as

well

he made upon the spot,
his own private letters,

as

corroborate the statements of these

Mr Thomson

was

gentlemen.

mention, that, the evening
this occasion, he dined with Mr Aber-

accustomed to

leaving London on
nethy, previously to going to hear him lecture at St Bartholo
mew's Hospital, and that Mr Abernethy allowed him to make
The subject he chose was
choice of the subject of the lecture.
had
not yet published ; and
which
Mr
on
Tumours,
Abernethy
finished
in one night, Dr
to
be
a
as this was too extensive
topic
Jones took notes of the subsequent lectures, and forwarded
These notes are also still preserved,
them to him in Edinburgh.
one
on
and the subject was
which, both in his surgical and in
his pathological lectures, Mr Thomson used to dilate, always
rendering to Mr Abernethy the praise to which he was entitled
before

for his

attempt

at

a

scientific classification of morbid

growths.

b 2
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Mr Thomson had at

an

of his

early period

surgical

studies

towards the elucidation of

impressed with the necessity,
subject of hernia, of a more accurate anatomical
tion of the regions of the body in which ruptures are

become

the

examina
liable to

"

Writing to Mr Allen early in 1808, he says, Marshall,
It forms an ad
I am told, has studied the subject of hernia.
mirable subject for illustration with drawings and prepara

occur.

tions

;" and of

a

same year, in reference to
illustrative of hernia which Mr Allen had

later date in the

preparations

some

"

If the preparations on
having seen, he writes,
hernia are very interesting, I wish you would get any kind of
outlines of them, however rude." His critical notice of Camper's

mentioned

Herniarum, and his short

Icones

comment

Dr Heberden's

on

both in the second number of the

Edinburgh
Ileus,
and his Observations on Mr Hey's
January
1803),
(for
chapter on Strangulated Hernia, in the third number of the

article

on

Review

same

Review

same

work,

(for April 1803),

as

well

all show how much his mind

cupied with that branch of surgery.
It was probably during the visit to
ence

sign,

has

as

just

made, that he saw
hernia, in which he

been

relative to

other articles in the
was

at that time

to which refer

London,
reason

oc

to abandon

had been for

some

a

de
time

engaged, as explained by himself in his lectures on Surgery,
This is a part
when speaking of the anatomy of the groin.
"

of

Anatomy,"

find

he

was

accustomed to say, " of which you will
description before the publication of Mr

good general
Astley Cooper's splendid work upon hernia, though many parts
I was so much im
of it separately had been well described.
of
the
with
the
anatomy of this region, that
importance
pressed
I had very nearly completed the description and delineation of
the different parts which enter into the formation of the groin,
with a view to publication, before I had heard of Mr Cooper's
being engaged in investigating the subject of hernia. I was too
well aware of the superior advantages which he possessed, to
think of continuing my design.
Mr Cooper's descriptions and
plates contain almost all the information which we possess re
specting the anatomical structure of the groin, and confirm the
no
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views which I had taken of this part, while they add consider
ably to their extent and to their importance."*

portion of Mr Cooper's work relative to Inguinal Hernia
was
published in 1804, but the portion relative to Crural Hernia
The

did not appear till 1807-

In

the late Mr William

1805,

Wood,

for the Col-

on

to

of this

about to enter, made choice
and with that candour which characterized

being required
prepare
he
which
of
Surgeons,
lege

subject ;

a

Probationary Essay

was

him in all the relations of
"

been

life, frankly avowed how much he had
Thomson, Professor of Surgery to the
Surgeons of Edinburgh, for the information

indebted to Mr
of

Royal College

which I have received

on

the

not

subject,

only from

his valuable

lectures, but also from his very accurate dissections of the parts
concerned in the disease, which he was so kind as to allow me
to

witness."

turn from

This

gentleman

studying

has informed us, that on his re
1804, he was strongly urged

in London in

Mr Thomson to set about the

by
Ruptures,
as

the

of

preparation
of all his

a

Treatise

on

well

materials,
preparation. Mr Wood, from a misappre
conceive, of his own qualifications, shrank from

was

promised

use

as

of his advice in its

hension,

as we

the task.

had

by

and

How well

projected

a

work of the

description

which Mr Thomson

for his young friend was soon afterwards executed
(1807) the profession is well aware.

Mr Lawrence

In connection with the

subject

of

Hernia,

Mr Thomson had

particular attention to the natural process of repair occur
in Intestines in which, by injury or disease, solution of

paid
ring
continuity has been produced. His experiments on this ques
tion of surgical pathology he communicated to Mr Cooper, who
introduced a notice of them into his work on Inguinal Hernia.
After mentioning some experiments of his own, in which the
intestine was returned into the abdomen, where it rested against
the wound in the parietes, and the ligatures were left hanging
externally, Mr Cooper proceeds to quote his friend Mr Thomson,
Lecturer on Surgery at Edinburgh, as having, with the assist*

Among

visit,

there

his notes of his communications with Mr
occurs

the

following

the termination inwards of the
more

observation
internal

minute and correct than mine ; not

fascia,

nor

:

—

"

oblique
so

his

Mr

Cooper during this
Cooper's dissections of

and

transversalis,

account

of the distribution of the tendon of the external

much

of the external

oblique."

.
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of Drs Farre and

Jones, performed

a

series of

experiments,

from which it appears that, in the animals which were the sub
jects of them, not only the intestine may be returned into the

cavity of the abdomen, but the ligatures which are applied upon
it; and that no apprehension need be entertained of these liga
into that

cavity to produce the inflamma
bodies, seeing that they are in fact
tory
separated into the intestinal canal, and discharged from it by
the natural passages.
Mr Cooper next proceeds to notice a
curious difference in the facility with which a longitudinal and
a transverse wound of the intestine unites.
It has been shown,"
he remarks,
that transverse wounds heal readily; but with re
spect to the longitudinal, they have a contrary tendency;" and
in illustration of this principle, he quotes the experiments of
Mr Thomson,
the result of which," he observes, will be found
curious."
extremely
Mr WTilliam Wood, in a correspondence with the late Dr
Monro, in the course of 1807, mentions that Mr Thomson,
in the two courses of his lectures, which he had had the plea
sure of
attending, described at great length the different modes
of stitching divided intestines that had been recommended from
the time that Celsus first mentioned the practice to the present
day. But in showing the results of his experiments, which Mr
Cooper has described, he took particular pains to caution his
students from inferring, that, because the practice of stitching
intestines had often succeeded in brute animals, and in a few
tures

being separated

effects of extraneous

"

"

"

"

"

instances also in the human
be followed in

subject,

it

was one

the diseased state of the

which should

intestines

usually
accompanying strangulated hernia." This subject of the process
of nature in
repairing wounds of the intestines was, as is well
at
a
known,
subsequent period, very fully discussed in a most
valuable monograph by Mr Travers, a
gentleman whom Dr
Thomson had the happiness of
numbering among his pupils,
and the still
greater pleasure throughout the whole of his after
life of
counting among his friends.
Mr Thomson
again delivered, during the winter session of
1803-4, his course of lectures on the
Principles and Practice of
Surgery; and in the succeeding summer (1804) he carried into
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effect his intention of
gery.
says,
short

delivering a short course on Military Sur
In writing in the subsequent autumn to Mr Keate, he
I have taken the liberty to inclose for your inspection a
prospectus of a course of lectures on Military Surgery,

"

which,

in addition to my usual winter course, I gave this last
I trust you will approve of the desire
at Edinburgh.

summer

delivery of this course to pro
lies,
mote,
good of that department of the
public service over which you preside. That I may be able to
devote my time exclusively to the learning and teaching of Sur
gery, I intend to give up private practice for two or three years,
or at least while I am continued in the place of resident hospi
tal mate, which I now hold by your goodness."
The beneficial influence of these courses was very speedily
perceived by those interested in the improvement of surgical
education in Edinburgh, and by none more promptly than by
Mr Benjamin Bell and Mr Andrew Wood ; and they revived a
wish that had repeatedly been expressed in the College of Sur
in this city upon a
geons, to have the teaching of Surgery placed
permanent and respectable footing. Accordingly, shortly before
which I have manifested
in

as

far

as

in

me

by

the

the

the commencement of the winter session, 1804-5, a memorial
was
presented to the College, signed by Messrs A. Wood,- George

Wood, James Law, William Farquharson, Benjamin Bell, Wil
liam Brown, James Bryce, Andrew Wardrop, and James Arrott,

pointing out the advantages likely to result from the institu
tion by the College of a lectureship or professorship of Surgery.
The College approved of the suggestion, and Mr Thomson was,
as was afterwards stated by Dr Erskine,
universally considered
as
better
qualified than any one
by his professional brethren
else of their number for the office of their professor, which, ac
cordingly, they unanimously conferred upon him." The extra
"

ordinary attempts that were made to frustrate this measure were
recorded by Mr Thomson in a Statement of Facts published in
considerable part was reprinted in a pam
phlet, afterwards to be noticed, published by him in 1826,
under the title of Additional Hints respecting the Improvement
As a part of the scheme of taking
of Medical Instruction, &c.
1806 ; of which

on

itself to

a

provide

instruction in

Surgery

for the medical
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students

to

attending

Dr Thomson

on

institute

a

s

the

Edinburgh School, and, as is well known,
suggestion, the College of Surgeons resolved
To this he made

Museum.

he had been himself

forming

for

some

and extension of this Museum he

over a

years.

collection which
In the formation

zealously assisted by his
young friend and pupil, Mr James Wardrop, who, in a few years
afterwards, by the publication of the first volume of his Morbid
Anatomy of the Human Eye (1808), and of his Treatise on

Fungus

Hsematodes

(1809),

was

evinced how

been imbued with the conviction that

a

thoroughly he
knowledge oT the

had
true

nature of diseases is the

The

tice.

under the

museum

fostering

tions of its

only safe foundation of rational prac
thus commenced has gone on
increasing,

care

members,

of the

of whom

College, partly by
none was more

the contribu

assiduous in its

behalf than Mr Thomson continued to be ;
partly by the late
Dr Barclay's bequest of his valuable museum ; and
partly by
the

of that of Sir Charles Bell ;
till it has attained a
most honourable position among the anatomical and
pathological

purchase

—

collections of the

empire.
receiving the appointment of Professor of Surgery to the
College of Surgeons, Mr Thomson proposed to the College, that
In

medical officers of the army and navy should be allowed to at
tend the lectures delivered under its
patronage without paying the
usual fees. This proposal was
the

immediately adopted by
College;
accordingly his lectures were, on this footing, attended every
year subsequently by varying but considerable numbers of offi
cers
belonging to these departments of the public service.
The expectations of the
College in instituting a professorship
of Surgery, and
conferring it upon Mr Thomson, were speedily
realized.
Dr Erskine, in
writing to Mr Allen in the beginning
of 1806, relative to Mr Thomson's claims to an
appointment
presently to be more particularly noticed, says, He has, by
delivering several full and separate courses on Surgery, already
performed a service of the greatest benefit to the public ; for,
since the commencement of his
lectures, a very material im
provement has taken place in the qualifications of the
young
men whose
education, as surgeons, has been confined to this
place, and they are now found to possess such a stock of proand

"
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fessional information as, in former times, I am convinced, was
rarely to be met with among them. The truth of this I have

opportunity,

of the examinators of the

College of
by personal observa
Surgeons,
It is also, I conceive," adds Dr Erskine, "no slight con
tion.
sideration, that, in order to do justice to this very important
course, he has withdrawn himself, for a time at least, from
private family practice." In reference to the same subject, the
late Mr George Bell, at a later period, speaks of the "increased
and increasing improvement in the qualifications of candidates
for surgical diplomas since the establishment of the professor
ship of Surgery by the Royal College of Surgeons in 1804.
an

in

as

some

one

measure

The beneficial effects of this

to ascertain

professorship have been

made mani

of this

country, and have been very
not only by practitioners in civil
life,

large portion
generally acknowledged,
but also by the medical officers both in the army and navy.
No one acquainted with these facts," says Mr Bell, in address
ing himself to Dr Thomson, can hesitate to attribute a great
part of this visible and important alteration to your exertions."
In 1806, on the formation of Mr Fox's Administration, Mr
Thomson was encouraged by Lord Lauderdale to apply to his
Majesty's Government for a commission to be Professor of
Military Surgery in the University of Edinburgh. Earl Spencer,
at that time Secretary of State for the Home Department, after
a
personal interview with Mr Thomson, and minute inquiry into
the objects and probable usefulness of an institution for the in
struction of medical students intending to enter the service of
the army and navy, advised his Majesty to create this professor
ship, and recommended Mr Thomson for the appointment, which
he accordingly received.
A fact which came to light during the preparation of his

fest

a

over

"

commission may give some idea of the extent to which the
The clerk
bitterness of party feeling was at that time carried.
in the

Secretary of State's office,
was referred, reported to

this deed

against

Mr Thomson's

Crown had been
and that it

had,

to whom the

Lord

Spencer

preparation
that

of

caveat

any appointment from the
in that office for a considerable time ;

receiving

lodged
previous occasion, prevented

on a

a

his

receiving
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appointment of a different sort, even after it had been pro
We have been assured
mised him by two different ministers.
an

impression has prevailed in some quarters, that Mr Thom
an
early period of his medical career, took a share in po
litical movements of a character hazardous to public tranquil
lity, and particularly that he was a member of the association
known under the name of the Friends of the People.
These
Whilst
are
erroneous.
notions, however,
utterly
warmly at
tached to popular rights, he was persuaded that these can be
soundly advanced only by moral and intellectual persuasion,
and not by physical force.
And it was with him a matter of
that

an

son, at

regret, that his friend Mr Allen, who, in general,

extreme

particularly distinguished by
judgment, allowed himself to be entangled
had the not

that of
were

was

calmness and soundness of

most

directed.

a

which

viz.,
they

Of the motives

enced in the conduct he

from their

proceedings

consequence of extreme measures,
the hands of those against whom

uncommon

strengthening

believed,

in

correct

by which Mr Allen was influ
pursued at that time, we have, it is

statement, in the following extract of

common

friend,

Dr W.

Russell,

to Mr

a

letter

Thomson,

"Allen has
when in London, of date 20th November 1792.
left the hospital, but notwithstanding your good advices, is

by far too deeply engaged in democratic politics, I think. I
have constantly urged him to give out, as I conceive it is not only
inconsistent with his present situation, but occupies his time,
and introduces him to a public notice which, at best, can be of no
advantage to him. There is to be a public meeting of delegates
to-morrow, after which I hope he will be persuaded. His fears
are, that from the volcanic heads which, certainly at least
here, conduct them, viz., Muir and Johnson, they will be mis
led ; but I am afraid that, though he were even to devote his
whole time, this will not be prevented, unless some of the more
staid men join, who rather at present
keep back." And a
in
one
of
Mr
Allen's
own
letters to Mr Thomson, of
passage
date 4th January 1793,
at
one
of the difficulties experi
points
enced by a man of
in
a
cause
in which he has once
spirit quitting
even
when
he
comes to
embarked,
disapprove of the means by
which it is pursued.
I have given up their societies, but on
still

"
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the whole I believe

still

increasing. If I ever return,
present situation,
merely to prevent any
of
desertion
in
hour
the
of danger."
imputation
Mr Thomson has been heard frequently to mention, in illus
tration of his anxiety to steer clear of the
volcanic heads
referred to by Dr Russell, that having occasion to speak with

they

are

it will be

while in my

"

"

Mr

Allen,

at

a

time when he

was

in attendance

he abstained from

of

on

one

of the

himself to the

delegates,
meetings
going
and
sent
a
of
to
fetch him ; and that
messenger
meeting,
place
on Mr Arrott
him
that
informing
Margarot, who, as a medical
man, had brought an introduction to Mr Arrott, from a com
mon friend, was to dine with them on a
particular day, he
he
that
was
to
dine
that
immediately replied
day at Stenhouse
Mills, the house of Mr Allen's stepfather, Mr Cleghorn, where all
Mr Allen's friends at that time experienced the comforts of a
kind home.
In giving these explanations, it is not meant to
a doubt as to the
strength of Mr Thomson's political
suggest
opinions, or to offer any apology for them, but only to establish
the fact, that, in entertaining these opinions, he was very
guarded in giving no countenance to measures for their advance
ment by which there was risk of the public tranquillity being
put in peril.
The issuing of Mr Thomson's commission, as Professor of
Military Surgery, again renewed that strife which each succes
sive attempt to improve the system of teaching Surgery in Edin
burgh had created. Some of the particulars are related in the
It' has often been dis
Additional Hints" already referred to.
paragingly objected to the creation of the chair of Military
Surgery, that much more advantage would have resulted had a
chair of ordinary Surgery been at once instituted in the Uni
versity ; but those conversant with the actual circumstances of
the case will allow that as much was done by the creation of
this chair, for benefiting surgical instruction, as could be accom
plished at the time.
"

January 1808 Mr Thomson obtained from the
King's College, Aberdeen, the degree of doctor in

On the 11th

University

of

medicine ; and

early

surgeons of the

in the

year, being then one of the
"
Infirmary, he printed Observations
same

Royal
acting
on Lithotomy; being a republication

of Dr James

Douglas' Ap-
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History of the lateral Operation for the Stone, and
original papers relative to Mr Cheselden's invention
improvement of that operation." To these papers he added,
proposal for a new manner of cutting for the Stone."
to his

pendix

of the other
and
"

A

by

It will not be necessary to enter here into a discussion raised
the late Dr Yelloly, as to whether Dr Douglas has given, in

his

Appendix,

tion.

a

correct account of Cheselden's

final opera

will be sufficient to state that the main

It

Dr Thomson's

own

"

Proposal

"

was

to

point

object

out the

of

practi

of the gorget, in its multiplied forms,
as a cutting instrument in lithotomy ; and to suggest a certain
procedure whereby the knife may be employed in this operation,
cal

objections

so as

to the

use

to obviate the risk of

wounding

the rectum with it.

His

operating differed, as he himself stated, from that
which was then generally practised in this country, in the instru
ments used in making the internal incision, in the direction, in
some cases, of the incision itself, in the constant introduction of
the finger into the bladder, previous to that of the forceps, to
ascertain the size of the internal incision, and, if possible, also
manner

of

the size and situation of the stone ; and in employing the finger
as a conductor for the knife, in all cases in which it
may be
necessary to enlarge the internal incision. This mode of opera
tion he put in practice in five cases on which he operated for
the stone in the

One of

1808-9.
fatal.

Royal Infirmary

Another

these,
case,

a

as

of

Edinburgh, during

the years

child of four years of age, proved
having along witli the first, led

accidentally to a change in Dr Thomson's later career in
practice, requires some farther notice. In this case so great
a
difficulty occurred in seizing the stone, that it was neces
sary to put the patient to bed for a time, in order to restore
quiet and procure rest. The renewed attempts by Dr Thom
son

days later also proved unsuccessful, and he having
fatigued and anxious by his long-continued efforts,

some

become

gave the instruments into the hands of Dr

assisting him,

and

who,

with considerable

Brown, who

difficulty,

was

and after

repeated attempts, at last succeeded in removing the stone.
The patient was
finally dismissed cured.
Shortly afterwards Mr John Bell published an account of these
two cases in which he
strongly condemned the proceedings ; but
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certainly

without

knew the

circumstances,

which

led Dr

just

not

for all

unprejudiced men who
only applauded the manly courage

reason

;

Thomson in the first

instance,

to his

but

professional reputation,
they also expressed their

to dismiss the

entire

tive

procedure,

only

be from

that the
son

and their conviction

some

difficulty

in

in the coats

attention

patient

to

risk

rest,

of the opera
in his hands, it could

approval

that,

peculiarity in the seat of the stone
seizing it was experienced. Dr Thom
the difficulty to the stone being partially
of the bladder ; but as the patient re

the real state of the

covered,

some

unknown

himself attributed

encysted

at

drawn to the

case

by

case

was

not ascertained.

The

the unfavourable remarks of Mr

Bell appears to have made a deep impression on Dr Thomson's
fcelings,=— an impresion which was increased by the circum

stance, that the managers declined to accede to his request that
a formal inquiry into the cases should be instituted ; and in the
vexation of the moment, Dr Thomson, perhaps unnecessarily,
and to the great regret of his friends, resigned his appointment
in the

Infirmary.

Dr

Thomson

might

no

doubt have

treated

he had treated many previous attacks from
quarter, with silent contempt; and it is scarcely

as

the
the

attack,
same

possible

to

doubt, that such is the line of conduct which, in the cool
exercise of his
another.
to be

judgment,

That he followed

accounted for

he
a

would have recommended to
different

procedure is probably
thought the
the public mind, and

the influence which he

by
might exercise on
by what he conceived was expected from "him as surgeon to a
public institution. Nor can it be altogether overlooked, that
the state of Dr Thomson's own feelings at this time was ill
calculated to render him tolerant of a charge of the nature of
In point of fact,
that which had been preferred against him.
the practice of operative surgery was extremely disagreeable to
He possessed a practised dexterity of hand and great
him.
quickness of eye, but he was deficient in that freedom from
commiseration which Celsus declares to be requisite in a sur
Both previously to the performance of any serious
geon.
operation, and during the doubtful period of the subsequent
statements of Mr Bell

3i
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progress of a case in which he had operated, he was oppressed
with an anxiety that went so far as to deprive him even of that
moderate share of rest which he

self.

wonder

No

characterized

language

by

which

duced Professor

if,

we

these

under

Mr John

accustomed to allow him

was

Clerk,

circumstances,

attack

an

afterwards Lord

Eldin,

in

quote, and which in
to send back to the author a presenta

shall not venture to

Playfair

tion copy of the work in which it was contained, on the ground
that he never received a present for which he could not return

thanks,

—

should have disturbed the

equilibrium

of Dr Thom

temper, and led him to follow its promptings rather than
the counsel of attached but unruffled friends.
son's

But whatever

of

opinion may arise on this point,
when Mr Bell was
there will be none as to the spirit which
dictated the following tribute by Dr Thomson to his
no more
merits as a promoter of surgical science,
Mr John Bell, in
diversity

—

—

"

—

the
in

course

of lectures

Edinburgh,

also, which
auditors.

on

anatomy, which he

delivered lectures

were

Wounds,
particular, have, since
on

read with much eagerness and
men, and have contributed in

the

select

listened to with the

His Discourses

Aneurism, in

on

In

subjects

their

delight by
powerful

publication,

cessful.

military hospitals,

In the memorial which he

on

been

all ranks of medical
manner

and, of

to

promote

course, to lead

previously

respect to their nature and treatment.''
1811, Dr Thomson renewed his attempt

nection with the

years

and his Observations

study
dangerous affections ;
to more correct views than had been
with

some

of

Surgery
greatest attention by his

a

of thegfe

gave for

entertained

to obtain

but in this he

a con

was unsuc

the occasion

presented
expressed his wish to extend in
future the course of lectures he delivered in the University to
the principal diseases which, in different
regions of the world,
come more
under
the
care
of
the military surgeon.
immediately
He mentioned also that he had
annually delivered a course on
Military Surgery in the University, and that, in the previous
to the

Army

winter,

Medical

Board,

on

he

he had read these lectures without fee to the
students of
Surgery in Edinburgh, nearly 200 of whom had availed them
selves of the
opportunity thus afforded them.
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to

In the

course

whom,

on

of the

retiring

same

from

business,

which he died.

It

was

who

was

Gordon,

taken Dr Erskine's

his friend Dr
he had

general practice,

sible transferred his

John

(1811)

year
was

seized with

a

as

fatal

Erskine,

far

as

pos
of

illness,

Dr Thomson's wish that his friend Dr

then

residing

with

but Dr Gordon

place ;

should have

him,

being

averse

to form

that would interfere with his duties

any engagements
teacher of Anatomy, declined this

proposal

as

a

and Dr Thomson

;

with the assistance of his friend Mr Turner,
who had for some time been acting as Dr Erskine's assistant, to
resolved

himself,

take up the business, which he accordingly did.
About this period Dr Thomson seems to have taken

siderable interest in the
in

existing

Edinburgh

success

of

a

con

Chirurgical Society, then
College of Sur
Medical and Surgical Journal
a

in connection with the

In the number of the
geons.
for April 1812 (viii. p. 249), it is mentioned, that "at a late
meeting of the Chirurgical Society of Edinburgh, Professor

Thomson gave an account of a particular species of counterfracture which he had repeatedly had occasion to observe in
the examination of the crania of persons dying in consequence
This is a variety of counter-fracture
of injuries of the head.

which

to be

seems

determinate in its
scribed

by practical
and

cranium,

runs

frequent
position, than
more

authors.

side

with,

auditorius externus.

only

any of those hitherto de
occurs in the basis
of the

portion of the temporal bone
cavity of the tympanum, and of the
In

some

of the head ; in others it

and at other times

bones."

occipital
more
general

more

that

along

which forms tlie roof of the
meatus

It

in its occurrence, and

without,

a

To this notice

instances it exists

occurs on

both, sometimes

fracture of the
are

on one

appended

sphenoid
some

or

of the

results which Dr Thomson deduced from the par
ticular histories of the cases he related.
In

1813,

he

published

his Lectures

on

Inflammation,

ex

a view of the general doctrines,
pathological and prac
tical, of Medical Surgery. This work was received with universal

hibiting

approbation,

and

speedily

insured for itself

tion in the medical literature of the

mended

by

a

country.

permanent posi
It

was recom

the Professor of the Practice of Medicine in the
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University

as

treatise of

a

and

information,
this it did, and

great merit, communicating much

to be most useful to

likely

the student.

All

a great deal more ; it supplied a deficiency long
felt in the literature of medical and surgical Pathology, and

exerted

a

remarkable influence

these two

departments

advert somewhat

publication

on

the

of science.

more

particularly

subsequent progress of
It may be proper here to
to the services which the

of this treatise rendered to the medical

Previous

to

time

the

when Dr

profession.
Lectures

work which the

the

Inflammation

Thomson's

on

de

only
student,
appeared,
obtaining a knowledge of the general doctrines of
this, the most important of all the pathological conditions of
the economy, could consult with advantage, was the Treatise of
John Hunter on the Blood and Inflammation, originally pub
sirous of

Mr Hunter's work

lished in 1794.

was

remarkable for the

important facts which the author had
pathology of inflammation ; for the
of
the
doctrines
; and for the strong tendency
great originality
to simplification, both as respects pathology and treatment,
which was evinced in the application of principles to practice.
Probably no work contains so many new and curious facts
regarding the state of the blood and the vascular system in
health and under various states of disease ; and certainly no
work published before that time contained so many important
and instructive observations on the phenomena of inflammatory
number of

and

new

adduced to elucidate the

diseases, and their constitutional effects. With all these advan
tages, the work of John Hunter was, and continues to be, ex

tremely

difficult to

study

and to

comprehend.

The method of

arrangement is perplexed in the extreme ; and the author often
throws out the most important facts and hints in the place
where

they

are

least

expected

contained in this treatise

were

to be found.

interesting,

The statements

because

they

were

and

pointed ; but it was difficult to remember them, in con
sequence of their not being at all times arranged in the most

new

methodical order.

Mr Hunter had also

ration many

which he had not himself

or

points

sufficiently explained.

required

to be read and

suggested for conside
fully discussed,

In short, the work of John Hunter
studied several times before its doc-
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trines could be

thoroughly understood, and their actual bearing
applications could be estimated ; and as few possessed the
fortitude and perseverance requisite for an undertaking so
arduous, the work was too often, after the perusal of a few
chapters, laid aside in despair ; and eventually it had come to
be an authority much more frequently quoted and spoken of
than carefully studied.
Several of these evils, and perhaps others, Dr Thomson doubt
less felt in studying the work of John Hunter, and expounding
its doctrines to his pupils ; and it was manifestly one great object
and

of his lectures

Inflammation to render the doctrines of this

on

surgeon
easily intelligible, and
of his work to be more thoroughly
more

that he

arranged

explained
done;

these doctrines in

them in

and

by

a

his

much clearer
own

thereby to cause the merits
appreciated. It is certain
a

much better

manner

comments

on,

order,

and

than their author had
and additions to, Mr

Hunter's statements, he exhibited a more connected, syste
matic, and complete view of the pathology of the process of

inflammation, and

effects, than had ever before been taken.
Respecting the state of the vessels in inflamed parts, or the
proximate cause, as it used to be called, of inflammation, Dr
Thomson advanced a large amount of new, original, and, in
general, accurate information. This subject had been a favourite
subject for discussion in the Medical Society; and from the con
tending hypotheses maintained in these discussions, in which
Dr Thomson was wront to take an active part, he was led to
investigate the subject experimentally, and by the aid of the
microscope. By applying the results of his experiments to
explain and rectify the theory of inflammation proposed in 1765
by Vacca Berlinghieri, Dr Thomson was enabled to present a
its

pathological characters of this process more comaccurate
than any previously adduced, and one which
and
plete
has formed the basis of the efforts of many subsequent inquirers.
view of the

One of the most
on

Inflammation

important parts

was

of Dr Thomson's Lectures

the examination of

the

modifications

by the difference of the
Though Dr Carmichael
this subject in 1790, yet Dr

induced in this process, and its effects,
textures which are affected with it.

Smyth

had

given

a

short view of

c
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Thomson
clear and
of

lights
much

undisputed merit of giving the first
comprehensive exposition of it, elucidated by the
morbid anatomy and pathology, and enriched with

certainly

new

The

had the

information.
he gave of the constitutional effects of
remarkable for its philosophical views, and

history which

inflammation

was

for the correct and

Whytt,

ingenious

in which he

manner

the effects of morbid

This

sympathies.

traced, after

subject

had

been very much neglected, surgeons too often confining them
selves to the mere local treatment of inflammation. Dr Thom
son

inculcated

strongly

the

necessity

of

general,

and the value

of medical treatment.
Not less

and instructive

given in this
inflammation, especially suppuration and
effects
ulcerative absorption. In explaining the nature of these morbid
processes, Dr Thomson performed the part of a faithful and
intelligent interpreter of the doctrines of Hunter, which, with
out his exposition, must have remained in a degree of obscurity
quite impenetrable to the great body of students. In the his

original

work of the

were

the views

of

of gangrene, also, Dr Thomson
equally able and learned expositor of

tory of the different forms
showed himself to be

an

contradictory facts which had been
subject. Llis description of traumatic gan
grene, of the gangrene of the aged, and the state of the arteries
in these affections, as well as his account of the gangrene which
arises from the use of spurred rye, presented specimens of the
most accurate and precise generalization on these subjects ;
the

multiplied

recorded

on

and often

that

their treatment, and especially on that so
confidently recommended by Mr Pott in the senile gangrene,
showed the philosophical spirit with which he estimated the

while his remarks

on

powers of remedial agents in diseases.
The most unequivocal proof of the
tures is found in the

facts,

that in

high

value of these lec

very short space of time
transferred to the pages of Mr
a

large portions of them were
Samuel Cooper's Surgical
Dictionary, by which the knowledge
they contained was diffused most extensively through the pro
fession at home ; and that translations of the
work itself appeared
m

France, Germany,

and

Italy,

and

a

reprint

in America.

The
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English

edition

was soon

exhausted ; and

that when

they appeared they
original cost.
publication of this work,

were

copies became so rare,
bought with avidity at four

five times the

or

The

and abroad

a

most

in

short,

beneficial influence

on

exerted both at home

the

study and practice

of surgery.
It gave a new direction to the minds of the reading
and reflecting portion of the profession ; and all subsequent
essays and monographs on the subject of inflammation have
been written, more or less, upon the principles therein adopted,
and present distinct traces of the influence of this example.
By the publication of the part of his course relating to inflam

mation,

Dr Thomson

enabled,

in his

public instructions, to
devote a larger amount of time to various other important sub
jects. He had now lectured on the principles and practice of
was

surgery for thirteen years ; and as every year had enabled him
to introduce from foreign authors, and the experience of the
surgeons, improvements and rectifications,
of lectures may be regarded as having at this time,

best civil and

his

course

military

1814-15, &c, reached its highest degree of perfection. This,
therefore, may be not an inappropriate point in our narrative at
which to offer
merits

a

few observations relative to Dr Thomson's

teacher of surgery.
The great peculiarities in Dr

the

as a

large

Thomson,

amount of accurate and useful

as

a

lecturer,

were

information which he

communicated, the clear and methodical order in which it was
presented, the intense interest and ardent zeal which he excited
in his audience, and the sound spirit of criticism and judgment
with which the different
that

came

under review

opinions, propositions,

were

examined.

and theories

At the time when Dr

began to lecture on surgery, no separate or distinct
course on that
subject was delivered in Edinburgh, either in the
or
University
by any private teacher. Surgery was taught only
as an
appendage to anatomy ; and the result was, that a few
lectures, hurriedly introduced at the close of the anatomical
course, long formed the only instructions in surgery given in
this city.
It is easy to perceive that from such courses com
Little attention could be
little
benefit could result.
paratively
in
none could be
them
to
and
surgical anatomy;
given to
paid
Thomson

c2
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tial part of
local

of

surgical
surgery, viz.,

pathology

diseases,

meagre, and

was

The

diseases.

important

These lectures were, indeed,
demonstrations on the principal surgical

—

and their different modes of
and

view of surgery at once
ance,
Thomson was among the first who

recognised

of establishing the

of surgery

a

necessity

essen

unsatisfactory manner.

merely short courses or
operations, their history
—

and

phenomena, causes, and effects of
either neglected or treated in a cursory,
the

sive and stable

foundation,

teaching
and who

narrow

supplied

perform
unjust. Dr

and showed the
on a more

exten

the serious defect

that had existed in the education of surgeons, by delivering a
complete course of lectures on surgery, presenting a systematic

surgical anatomy, surgical pathology, and surgical
operations. In these lectures the student found not only ample
and correct information on surgical anatomy, but what was
nowhere else given, either in a satisfactory manner or in any
form at all, a large amount of information, often entirely new,
on the
pathological history of surgical diseases. He impressed
on his
pupils the necessity of studying well the phenomena and
progress of those diseases which the surgeon is expected to treat,
of discovering their natural tendencies and terminations, and of
ascertaining, if possible, how much or how little they require
of manual or proper chirurgical interference. He always studied
also to distinguish and appreciate the exact influence of remedies
and operations ; and it is believed that his example has tended

view of

than that of any individual to diminish the number of
operations, and to direct the minds of practitioners to the great

more

of medical treatment in

surgical diseases, and to the value
of what has been called Medical Surgery.
In short, his course
was
in
upon surgery
unequalled
importance and judicious
use

selection ; and when students found how much information was
communicated in an interesting manner in these lectures, they
became

indispensable

for the conscientious

to every

one

discharge

who desired to

of his

qualify h'mself
professional duties.

Dr Thomson devoted much attention in his

course

to the

diseases and

injuries of the arteries and veins, to the patho
history of aneurism, to the subject of injuries of the

logical
head, to

the

anatomico-pathological history

of

hernia,

to

tin-
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pathological history

of calculous and

that of diseases of the

petent
or

to

judge

joints ;

urinary"*affections, and to
pupils, who were com
the time of receiving them,

and all his

of his instructions at

who have since remembered

them, will be able to bear testi
accuracy of his information, and

mony to the novelty as well as
to the high value of these lectures.

His lectures

on

syphilis

of mercury, and the progressive but decided course
which he adopted in demonstrating the pernicious effects of this
and the

use

remedy, form a most conspicuous era in the history of
modern pathology and therapeutics.
It was not only, however, as an instructor who communicated
vaunted

correct and useful information that Dr Thomson showed his

pupils

surgical pathology really is, and what the scientific
ought to be. By examining not only opinions, hypo

what

surgeon

theses,

and

theories,

but facts and statements of facts in the

pupils to
by setting
observe, to think, and to reason
them the example of original and vigorous, yet perfectly logical
reasoning, he laboured to train their minds to that species of men
spirit

of candid criticism and

inquiry,

he

taught

his

for themselves ; and

tal exercise which is of all others the most useful to the medical

practitioner.
doctrines, and

—

the

faculty

of estimating the true value of medical

the actual merits of various remedial

Dr Thomson had established the
in

separate

courses on a

adopted by

was soon

foundation

practice
so

of

teaching

firm and

several able instructors.

measures.

surgery

stable, that

it

Students found

that

they could not obtain the necessary information in this
branch of study without^attending such a separate course ; and

the different boards followed the
in

Surgeons

example set by the College of
Edinburgh, by requiring such attendance on the part

of candidates for their licences.

change

in

education in

Of this great and beneficial
Scotland, Dr Thomson must be

surgical
the originator ; and whatever benefit has thereby ac
crued to the profession and the public must be ascribed mainly,
if not solely, to his sagacious discernment of what was
required
by the actual state of surgical science. It must, indeed, be re
garded as singular that in the University of Edinburgh no pro
vision for teaching this important branch of medical education
was made, till,
by his influence and at his suggestion, a profesregarded

as
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sorship
late

cine in
was

by the government then in office, so
requisite to teach the practice of medi
separate course of lectures, not less necessary surely
devote a distinct course to the principles and practice

was

established
If it

1831.

as

a

it to

was

of surgery.
Of the effect of Dr Thomson's

dents,
"

It

the

eye-witness gives

an

was

surgical lectures
following account :

on

the stu

—

in the winter of 1815 and 1816 that I attended the

lectures of Dr Thomson.

At that

time, partly

from the great

study of medicine and surgery, partly
from the great number of army and navy surgeons who came to
Edinburgh to renew or complete their studies, the number of
enthusiasm felt in the

great and annually increasing. The lec
There
ture-room was crowded daily to its greatest capacity.
must have been at least 250 or 280 auditors, and of these about
medical students

50

or

60

was

were men

who had been in the service of the country

fifteen years.
During lecture every one listened with
and
the deepest attention
interest, eager to carry away every
word of the discourse, which was always animated and often

for ten

or

The

eloquent.

impression

it

produced

evinced

was

by

the

con

versations and discussions that ensued after lecture.

The army
and navy surgeons especially used almost invariably to carry on
a keen discussion on the merits of the various doctrines
pro

pounded in the lecture;

and these discussions

revived in the Medical

were

often continued

in the Clinical Wards of

Society,
Royal Infirmary. The proper treatment of gunshot wounds,
the comparative advantages of primary and secondary amputa
or

or

the

tion, the

hospital
present

of traumatic tetanus, traumatic gangrene, and
gangrene, all formed points on which every individual
causes

was

induced to state his

opinions,

and the results of

what he had himself

seen and done.
These discussions among
the army and navy surgeons were often of great use to the mere
student, by making him think, read, and inquire, and thereby

leading

him to increase his

knowledge, and render it precise ;
was
unquestionably to be as

and all this intellectual exertion

cribed to the influence of the
But the

able,

not

course

simply

surgical

of lectures delivered
as

a

body

of

lectures of Dr Thomson."

by Dr Thomson was valu
chirurgical instruction. From
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the method of
of which he

arrangement which he adopted, and the subjects
treated, it followed that much information on medical

only were his lec
equally
physician as to the
but
his
on
lectures
cutaneous
surgeon,
diseases, on injuries of
the head, on wounds of the chest, on hernia, and on syphilis, led
him to communicate a large amount of information of the ut
most value and interest to the physician.

pathology

tures

was

Hence not

communicated.

inflammation

on

useful to the

From these circumstances it resulted that the

Thomson, indispensable

to the

less necessary to the physician
sicians at that time educated in

importance of attending these

course

of Dr

well-educated surgeon, was not
; and hence there were few phy

Edinburgh who

did not feel the

lectures with the utmost

Dr

Thomson, indeed, evinced
medical diseases, and especially

as

regularity.
knowledge of
depending on organic

intimate

of those

a

as of those falling under the proper management of
the surgeon; and he was destined to exemplify, in his own case,
the principle, that the practitioner who is trained fully and suf

changes,

ficiently

in

surgical pathology, necessarily becomes acquainted
pathology, and that, however the arts may be dis
practice, in study they must be conjoined and made to

with medical

joined

in

assist each other.

1814, availing himself of the termination
of the war to execute a purpose he had long had at heart,
Dr Thomson, accompanied by his friends, Dr Robert RenIn the

now

amining
Europe.
"

of

Edinburgh, and the
Newcastle-under-Lyne, made a

ton,
of

summer

of

late Dr Thomas M'Kenzie
tour for the purpose of

ex

into the state of medicine in the different schools of
"

In the

course

of this

journey,"

says Dr

Renton,

visited France, Italy, Austria, Saxony, Prussia, Hanover,
and Holland.
Dr Thomson examined minutely into the modes
we

of medical and

surgical practice followed in the public hospitals
His practical knowledge of diseases, and

of those countries.
hi s extensive

acquaintance

with the works of the best medical

writers of the different countries

cured for him

which we passed, pro
and attentions of the

through

everywhere
respect
practitioners of medicine, and facilitated greatly
The minute
attainment of the objects which he had in view.

teachers and
the

the
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accuracy,

also,

pathological

with which he examined the anatomical and

collections at the Ecole de Medecine in Paris, at

Pavia, Vienna, Berlin, Leipzig, Halle, Gbttingen, Amsterdam,
and Leyden, evinced an ardour in his researches which I and
in pro
my fellow-traveller, well as we knew Dr Thomson's zeal
fessional pursuits, could not observe but with feelings of sur

prise

and admiration."

February 1815 Dr Thomson became a licen
Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh, a measure
though not necessary, yet expedient to one who was. now acting
as consulting surgeon, and occasionally as consulting physician.
In the ensuing summer he again returned to the Continent,
with a different object, but one not less indicative of his anxiety
for professional improvement.
Upon hearing of the result of
the battle of Waterloo," as he has himself said, " I immedi
ately resolved to proceed to Belgium, that I might have an op
portunity of observing the medical and surgical condition of the
men who had been wounded in that battle.
My friend Dr
Somerville, principal medical officer in Scotland, to whom I
communicated my intentions, instantly formed the wish of ac
companying me thither, and gave me encouragement to hope
On the 7th of

tiate of the

"

that the Medical Board would not

which

we

had in

view,
Belgium.

hospitals in
riving in London,
of

our

intentions,

in

wishing

disapprove

to visit the different

We had the satisfaction to

that the Director- General

and

was

disposed

to

afford

in his power to carry them into execution.
cordingly received a letter from the Medical
offers of

of the

find,

objects

military
on

ar

approved warmly
every assistance
Dr Somerville ac
us

Board, accepting

the

service, and containing instructions and recommenda
regard to me in every respect calculated to procure

tions with
the

opportunities

left London

July

;

on

of observation which I

so

much desired.

the 4th and arrived in Brussels

and, conformably with

on

We

the 8th of

the instructions which he had

re

reported himself, and introduced me to the
there, Mr Gunning and Dr M'Neill. We
made known to these gentlemen our desire to visit the different
military hospitals under their charge, and to have an opportunity
of observing the condition of the wounded whom these hospitals

ceived,

Dr Somerville

senior medical officers
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They received us with the cordiality of friends,
readily into our views, and introduced us without delay
to the other officers who composed the medical staff at Brussels.
By these officers we were everywhere received with the most
flattering marks of attention ; they did everything in their power
to forward our examination of the wounded ; and by their frank,
contained.

entered

open, and liberal communications on the individual cases of their
patients, facilitated greatly the attainment of the objects of our

inquiry."
The duty which he had thus zealously undertaken, Dr Thom
On the late
son most faithfully and laboriously
discharged.
occasion of the severe action in Flanders," says Sir J. M'Grigor,
he was the only one of the three gentlemen then honoured
with acting appointments who devoted himself entirely to the
professional duties for the relief of the wounded ; and the testi
"

i:

monials which reached

me

of the services he rendered both to

and to the medical staff

the

patients
At Brussels,
gratifying."
Deputy-Inspector Irwin, I

by

his advice

were

most

"

after the battle of Waterloo," says
knew you to be consulted on every
case of moment, and you never failed to
convey the most satis
factory information and useful advice, both as physician and
"

surgeon, which your judgment and research so qualified you to
"
I have had the comfort and gratification,"
communicate."
says

Deputy-Inspector Gordon,

"

of

experiencing

the benefit of

your able counsel and advice at the bed-side, on many import
ant and trying occasions, in the hospitals of the wounded at

Brussels.
them

On this
at the

subject,

I need

only say, that as I appreciated
do I still feel gratitude and com

time, so
highly
at
of the advantages derived from your
the
recollection
placency
assistance and co-operation."
When I first had the pleasure
of your acquaintance at Brussels in 1815," says Deputy- In
"

"
I was struck, in common with every officer
spector Hennen,
of the staff, with the enthusiastic zeal and indefatigable atten
tion with which you investigated the wounds, and the endemic

and other diseases which at that time abounded in the

military

forget the professional emulation
which you excited among. the junior officers,
the friendly and
in
which
communicated
you
unpretending style
information,

hospitals.

And I

can never

—

—
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and the

ready

and available assistance which you offered to

us

all."
after his arrival at Brussels, Dr Thomson was ap
a communication from the Secretary of the Army
Medical Board, that, on being made acquainted with the dis

Shortly
prised by
interested

manner

Netherlands,
glorious

late

H.R.H.

in which he had resolved to

it, in

a

to the

advantage that might
accepting
appointment of acting staff; and the Director- General having accordingly recom
this measure, H.R.H. had been pleased to approve of
the

Commander-in-Chief the

be derived from his
surgeon
mended

proceed

for the purpose of assisting the wounded in the
battles, they had deemed it advisable to submit to

full

the

assurance

of the benefits that would result to the

service from the exercise of his talents in the

military hospitals.

On his way home from Belgium, Dr Thomson conceived the
idea of applying for a continuation of his appointment as an

the

understanding that he should be at
military hospitals in Edinburgh. His position
as Professor of Military Surgery had made him
long regard a
with
the
as
connection
military hospitals
highly desirable ; but
he had recently come to attach to such an appointment the
greatest importance, from the opportunities it was calculated to
afford him of prosecuting his inquiries into the necessity and
expediency of the administration of mercury in the treatment
of syphilitic diseases, a subject which, for several years pre
viously, he had been prosecuting in the necessarily circum
scribed field of private practice.
He accordingly addressed a
memorial to the Duke of York, praying for the permanent
appointment of surgeon to the forces. The memorial was re
ferred to the Director-General of the Army Medical Department,
who returned it with the expression of his
hope that the
Commander-in-Chief would be pleased to honour this
request
with his sanction.
Being strongly impressed," the DirectorGeneral added,
with the opinion that great and
permanent
advantage may be derived from the employment of Dr Thom
son, and from the public
being enabled to avail itself of his
talents in
forwarding the education of students intended for
the army, and
perfecting those already holding appointmentscs m
army surgeon,
tached to the

on

"

"
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higher branches of scientific surgery, I beg leave most
respectfully to recommend for the approbation of H.R.H. the
Commander-in-Chief, that Dr John Thomson may be appointed
The appointment accordingly took
surgeon to the forces."
place.
On his return to Edinburgh, Dr Thomson occupied himself
in reducing the observations which he had made in the British
military hospitals in Belgium into the shape of a Report, which
he published in the following year, along with a very valuable
discourse upon Amputation.
This report he inscribed to the
Duke of York, by whom his services had been viewed in so
gracious a manner. The great variety of important surgical
topics concisely but forcibly handled in this report, show how
much Dr Thomson was at home in this department of the healing
art, and how diligently he must have availed himself of the com
paratively limited opportunities occurring in civil practice for
making himself acquainted with the more immediate and more
remote effects of injuries and wounds of every description.
It is not to be supposed that so signal a mark of favour as
it in the

•

had thus been conferred

jealousy
were

in

some

quarter

made to convey to

on

Dr Thomson could fail to excite

other; and, accordingly, strong efforts
the mind of the Secretary-at-War, by

or

anonymous communications, an impression of the impropriety
of the appointment he had received. In the beginning of 1817,
the

Secretary-at-War having indicated

commission,

a

disposition

to recall

his

Dr Thomson submitted to the Director-General the
"

You are not ignorant what share of
following statement :
since
return
to Edinburgh, has been employed in
time,
my
my
official military medical duties ; but I beg leave to state, for the
information of the Secretary-at-War, that, in addition to these,
—

in the winter session of 1815-16, I gave admission without fee
to my lectures upon the Principles and Practice of Surgery to
18 medical officers

officers
of

belonging
I

belonging

to the navy ;

without

to the army, and to 62 medical

and that in the

summer

session

of lectures

on Mili
1816, delivered,
fee,
tary Surgery, which was attended by 110 students, of whom 17
a course

belonged to the army and 28 to the navy ; and that this
I have given out 51 gratis tickets for each of my courses

winter
of lee-

»
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tures to medical officers of the army, and 53 to those of the

Further, you are aware that the depot hospital, which
navy.
has been under my charge since March last, and the hospital of
the 9 2d

regiment

at

present

in

Edinburgh Castle,

have been

medical officers of the army for the purpose of
instruction under my superintendence ; and that I have been,
open to the

and

am

at

lectures,
officers
It

present, employed during this winter in giving clinical

on

the

cases

attending

was

admitted into these

practice
trials,

ducted his

to the medical

there."

under such observation

tlemen who had been
medical

hospitals,

is here adverted to, of gen
longer or shorter periods in

as

for

engaged
public service,

in the

in the

that Dr Thomson

military hospital

con

under his immediate

charge, of the treatment of syphilis without mercury. On this
subject he published a very short paper towards the latter end
of 1817, in the shape of a letter to the late Dr Duncan, jun.,
and inserted by him in the 53d number of the Medical and

Surgical Journal. In this paper he stated the circumstances
which originally suggested to him this mode of treatment,
among which he alluded particularly to the conversations he
had had with Mr Pearson of the Lock Hospital.
He described
the beneficial effects which he found to result from the longcontinued administration of the decoction of sarsaparilla in those
cases which had been treated
by mercury and in various forms
of the disease ; and he gave an account of the experimental trials
which he

was

enabled to make in the most favourable circum

military depot hospital of Edinburgh Castle, in
which the patients were placed wholly under his control. He in
variably followed the same modes of treatment in private prac
tice, and was led, from his experience, to place the most entire
stances of the

confidence in the non-mercurial treatment of every form of the
disease, whether primary or secondary ; thus demonstrating that
the employment of mercury as a
unneces
specific was

altogether

sary, and that the

general principles of medical and surgical
therapeutics were as applicable to this as to other diseases.
In the course of these
inquiries, which excited considerable
interest, and some opposition from those who regarded it as hete
rodox in medicine to doubt the
specific efficacy of the mercurial

•
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treatment, he received a letter from his friend Sir Astley Cooper,
requesting information as to his practice ; and his letter in reply
contains

a

temperate and satisfactory refutation

statements in which

some

had

indulged

as

hurtful effects, of the non-mercurial

even

together

with

a

plan of treatment ;
obtained, which,
advantages of the new plan

relation of the results he had

unprejudiced mind, placed the
of treatment beyond doubt. Of the truth
to

of the mis

to the ill success, and

an

of

this,

we

receive the

strongest confirmation in the revolution as the change may
fairly be called which the employment of mercury in the treat
ment of syphilitic diseases has undergone in this country since
—

—

first advocated and

adopted by Dr Thomson.
We quote the last paragraph of Dr Thomson's letter to Sir
Astley Cooper as a specimen, not only of the fulness of the evi
dence which he required as satisfactory in such an inquiry, but
it

was

of the caution with which he deduced conclusions

experimental
"

trials which

This is all that at

and

appeared complete

present

occurs

to

me

your letter ; but as I know you love your
above all things the discovery of truth in

profession,
I

from

satisfactory.

to say in

it,

even

am

answer

to

and desire

assured that

you will think well of the trials of the non-mercurial practice
which are being made in the military hospitals, under the super

intendence of the most

officer that has

ever

active, intelligent, and enlightened medical
place of Director -General. Whe

held the

from the

investigation which has just been entered upon,
ultimately be found advisable to administer mercury for
the cure of syphilis, and whether, in the event of the use of this
medicine being found to be advisable, it will be better to employ
it in the first or in the secondary stages of the disease, are, I con
ceive, legitimate subjects of inquiry, concerning which very little
satisfactory information is to be found in the past records of our
art.
From the trials I have myself made, and seen others
make, I am fully satisfied that not a single individual has
hitherto been injured, and that, on the contrary, many, particu
larly persons of scrofulous constitutions, have been saved much
evil, by abstaining, during the treatment of syphilitic complaints,

ther,

it shall

from the

use

of mercury.

anything contrary

to this in

Be assured that if I should

practice,

I shall feel

ever see

myself

bound
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to state it, not only to my private friends,
I think I may do this the more readily,
and
public ;
that I never pledged myself for anything besides the accuracy

in honour and

duty

but to the

which,

of the statements

subject, and to secure
myself entitled, I was
Dr Thomson had

strongly impressed

in order to attract attention to the

my share of a claim to which I conceive
induced to make public."

returned from

with the

the

advantage,

Continent in 1814,
both to the sick and

diseased poor, and to the medical school in Edinburgh, which
might arise from the establishment in that city of an efficiently-

dispensary. This led to the institution of the present
Dispensary, which, at its commencement, met with
a vehemence of opposition, of which, at the present day, it is
difficult to form any conception. The gentlemen engaged in the
design found it necessary to lay before the public a detailed
statement of facts, which, if we mistake not, was chiefly prepared
by Dr Thomson. The simple fact, that the number of patients
conducted

New Town

admitted to the benefits of this
lishment in

September

institution,

1815 to

31st

from its first estab

December

1844,

was

229,020, of whom the number visited at their own houses was
97,819, contains the best practical refutation of the allegation

strenuously urged of its being unnecessary ; and nothing,
certainly, has since occurred in the history of the other chari
table medical institutions of Edinburgh to justify the apprehen
sion then so loudly expressed, of its being calculated to be pre
judicial to them. We scarcely think we are attributing too
much to the influence of Dr Thomson's example upon the gen
then

tlemen with whom he

was

associated in this measure, when

we

say that, had not his professional zeal been equalled by his
moral courage, the New Town Dispensary would have been

strangled
In

at its birth.

1818, another occasion occurred for testing his moral

courage in the cause of humanity.
vious year, principally through the

In the

course

of the pre
of his friend

instrumentality
inquiry was set on foot as to
certain defects in the economical treatment of the patients in
the Royal Infirmary.
This inquiry gave great offence to the
managers, a very influential portion of the community, and to

and former

pupil,

Dr

Gordon,

an
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Previously to the meeting of the Court of Con
Report of the Committee of Inquiry was
considered, Dr Thomson drew up and published, in the

their friends.

tributors at which the
to be

form of

a

letter to the Court of

results of the

Contributors, a summary of the
meeting, the managers'

At the

investigation.
overpowering numbers. Whoever attempted
party
to speak on the opposite side was overpowered by clamour ;
whilst a very high functionary was listened to in a lengthened
mustered in

oration,

in which he

censured, in

no

measured terms, the

con

duct of those who had been in any way instrumental in the
inquiry ; and particularly vituperated the author of the letter to
the Court of Contributors.

When the

meeting,

at which Dr

Thomson had not been present, was over, a general feeling pre
vailed that this speech had not been met as it should have been ;

deeply participating in this feeling, Dr Thomson set about
the preparation of a second letter to the Court of Contributors,
in which he went into a full examination of the arguments by
and

which the honourable manager had endeavoured to set aside the
Report of the Committee, and the recorded evidence on which it

appeared without his name.
The
In the
Advertisement
to the second letter, he says,
author of the following letter is fully aware of the well-founded
prejudice which exists with regard to anonymous publications,
and his name certainly should not have been withheld could he
imagine it would have added any weight to that side of the
question respecting the late inquiry into the state of the Royal
Infirmary, which he has felt himself compelled, by an imperious
sense of
duty, to adopt. But in delivering his opinions with the
freedom which the nature of the subject seemed to him to re
quire, he is conscious that he has endeavoured to avoid every
thing which might give offence to those connected with the

was

founded.

These two letters
"

"

"

management of that institution ; and he trusts that he has in no
respect expressed himself differently from what he would have
done had he

judged

his former letter."

believed that the

it proper to subscribe his name to this or to
But though appearing anonymously, it is

source

from which these letters
What share

generally understood.
strengthening prejudices which

very

led in

a

proceeded

was

they may have had in
few years afterwards, as
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presently see, to Dr Thomson's exclusion from the place
in the University to which the voice and the interests of the pub
lic loudly called him, it would perhaps be vain to conjecture.
It is extremely gratifying, however, to know, that not only have
we

shall

the greater

part, if not, indeed, the whole of the economical
the Committee of

Inquiry, and
enforced by Dr Thomson in his two letters, been since adopted
in the Royal Infirmary, but that changes pointed out by them
in the constitution of the management have been introduced,
which, by placing that management more under public control,
have secured for the institution a much larger share of public
support than it had ever previously received.
In the course of 1817—18 commenced an epidemic of small
pox in Edinburgh and other parts of Scotland, which for a suc
cession of years engaged a large share of Dr Thomson's atten
tion, compelling him to abandon the pleasing conviction he had
up to that time entertained of cow-pock being an absolute pre
ventative of small-pox, though it left him fully convinced of its
possessing extraordinary powers in modifying the severity of
that disease when occurring in persons previously vaccinated ;
and leading him to the persuasion that the distinction between
small-pox and chicken-pox, established by Heberden, and since
generally admitted, is erroneous.
The results of much personal observation of the disease, and
of much reading, were communicated to the public in two
volumes,- viz., the "Account of the Varioloid Epidemic," &c,
published in 1820, and in his "Historical Sketch," &c, pub
arrangements

recommended

by

lished in 1822.
of vaccination

early period of
they regarded
practice, brought
examples
as the occurrence of small-pox
subsequent to cow-pock ; and
represented this as an overwhelming objection to placing con
fidence in that practice as a preventative of small-pox.
The
of
on
the
other
vaccination,
hand, had denied that
champions
such an objection could be brought against the practice ; alleg
ing that what had been represented as cases of small-pox, occur
ing subsequently to vaccination, were actually cases of chickenBy degrees, however, they were
pox, and not of small-pox.
The

the

opponents

forward

had, from

an

of what

-
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constrained to

acknowledge the reality of this occur
acknowledgments tended to lead both
themselves and the public into the persuasion that, as the op
ponents of vaccination had proved correct as to their facts, so
also they were correct as to their inferences, and that the prac
tice of vaccination was not deserving of the confidence it had
acquired as a preventative of small- pox.
It was, we think, in a very considerable degree, if not mainly
by Dr Thomson's labours that the profession and the public
escaped from falling into what would, practically, have been a
most unfortunate error.
These labours clearly established that
what was happening in the case of cow-pox, had previously
happened in the case of small-pox, whether natural or inoculated ; that is to say, that the persons who had passed through

at

length

rence; and these reluctant

one

attack of that disease had been liable to

attacks of the

subsequent
passed through
sequent

same

cow-pox were
attack of small-pox ; but

is there absolute

one

if not

more

disease ; just as those who had
now found to be liable to a sub

that, though

from the

in neither

case

of

small-pox,
of
in
attack
small-pox
secondary
general
the one case, and the attack of small-pox after vaccination in
the other case, is greatly milder than a primary attack of small
pox ; and his personal observations even led to a conclusion far
more favourable to vaccination than could ct priori have been
anticipated, viz., that small-pox occuring in those who have pre
viously passed through cow-pox is, on the whole, a much milder
disease than small -pox occuring in those who have previously
passed through small-pox.
In the concluding part of his historical sketch, written at a
late period of 1821, Dr Thomson mentions that, since June
1818, 836 cases of the varioloid epidemic had come under his
the

rule

exemption
is,

occurrence

that the

"Of the whole number, 281 have occurred in
individuals who had neither had small-pox nor cow-pox, and of
these
more than one in four have died ; 71 had previously

observation.

fully
passed through small-pox, and of these two have died ; and 484
had undergone the process of vaccination, and of this number
one
only has died, results which evince," he observes, beyond
"

the power of

cavil,

the beneficial effects of vaccination in prod

*
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the human constitution from the

tecting

and the great advantages which must
universal adoption of this practice."

dangers of small-pox,
ultimately arise from the

In

finding himself compelled to admit that some of the small
pox-like, or varioloid, cases which occur after vaccination ac
tually proceed from small-pox contagion, and cannot be got rid
he and other advocates of vaccination had been wont
to suppose, on the plea of their
being cases of chicken-pox, Dr

of,

as

Thomson

was

naturally led

to

he and others had failed to

inquire how it had happened that
recognise their true small-pox

nature, and had set them down as cases of chicken-pox ; and
the conclusion at which he arrived
was, that there was a funda
mental error in Dr Heberden's
recognition of chicken-pox as a
disease distinct from
and
in
of

small-pox,
that,
point
fact, what
generically or specifically distinct dis
ease, is only one of the many varieties which
small-pox, as it
occurs under various
modifying influences, is liable to exhibit
had been established

as a

in its external characters.
to

discuss

medical

or

to

It is not the
purpose of this memoir
vindicate the correctness of Dr Thomson's

opinions, but,

believe,

we

number of believers in the

of

chicken-pox

very much
to

separate

distinct disease from

a

small-pox is already
and that, under the
progress of time and
it is likely to become still more
diminished, if not

reduced,

observation,

entirely

as

may safely say, that the
and independent existence

we

disappear.

The labour which Dr Thomson went
tion of this
inquiry, the almost entire

through in the prosecu
possession which it took
of his mind for a
of
can
be conceived only by
long period
time,
those who were witnesses of it.
Any subject which offered a
prospect of extending the boundaries of medical knowledge was

sufficient to engage the attention of a mind
but the interest and
importance of
manner

nation

the

were

so

ardent

vindicating

advantages

of

calculated

He

so

great

to call

into

a

boon to mankind

operation

as

in the

all his

as

his;

right
vacci

energies.

dedicated with great satisfaction the two
volumes to Sir
James
M'Grigor, Director-General of the Army Medical

fdt hlmSelf attached
h? obligations of
wXh r^' S Whr ^ other

which he could
make

no

acknowledgment

besides that of
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cherishing them, as he did to the last hour
most grateful remembrance.
In connection with the subject of
cow-pox

55
of his

life,

in the

and small-pox, it
is proper here to notice a short letter from Dr Thomson to the
late Dr Duncan, which appeared in the 21st volume of the
Medical and Surgical Journal
92), in which he

(p.

that the well-known

suggests,

of Mr

Bryce bears the same rela
tion to the primary cow-pox which secondary
small-pox bear to
primary small-pox ; that cow-pox modify cow-pox as small-pox
modify small-pox ; and these diseases produce each a diminutive
or
spurious pock in being reciprocally modified by one another ;
and that if medical men, previously to the introduction of
vaccination, gave the name of varicella to varioloid eruptions,
many of which we have reason to believe were cases of secondary
small-pox, we may now, with equal propriety, give the name of
vaccinella to secondary cow-pox. These analogies, he adds, be
tween small-pox and cow-pox, are as curious in a
speculative
as
they are important in a practical point of view.
In the

lectures

summer

of

test-pock

1819,

Dr Thomson delivered

a course

of

the diseases of the eye,

partly systematic and partly
what is usually, though inaccurately, termed
clinical, the
patients affected with eye diseases who applied for advice at the
New Town Dispensary being transferred to his
class-room, and
other means being used for bringing together illustrative cases.
In Edinburgh, at that time, there did not exist
any separate
institution for the treatment of this class of diseases, and no
on

—

of lectures for its consideration had been
pre
viously delivered. Dr Thomson's inducement to undertake this
course was, it is
believed, his desire and hope that it should be

separate

course

continued

by his pupil and esteemed friend, Dr Tweedie, whose
early removal to London frustrated this expectation. There can
be no doubt, however, that this course
paved the way to the
institution, five years later (1824), of the first Eye Dispensary,
as well as at a
subsequent period (1834) to that of the Eye In
in
firmary Edinburgh, the senior surgeon of which (Dr Watson)
always referred to the course of lectures delivered by Dr Thom
son in the summer of
1819, as having first directed his atten
tion in a special manner to this
department of practice, in which
d2
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justly attained considerable eminence. Dr Thomson had,
throughout his whole professional career, bestowed much study
he

and attention
than

one

on

period

the diseases of the eye, and seems at more
to have entertained serious thoughts of se

as a
special department of practice. Among his
lecting
correspondence is found a letter from Dr De Cairo, well known
as an
early promoter of the practice of vaccination upon the Con
tinent, and who was then resident in Vienna, giving an account
of the celebrated living oculists of that capital, and advising his
friend in what way he would be able to derive the largest amount
of benefit from their instructions; and, in letters written by him
self from London in 1803, he repeatedly speaks of the diseases
of the eye as being likely to be the first professional subject on
which he would venture to appear before the public as an

them

author.

comparatively little engaged in the
practice of surgery, and that only in the way of consultation,
and had become desirous to transfer his energies as a teacher to
His connection with the University, however, so
a new field.
as it continued, debarred him from delivering any course
long
that could be considered in the light of competition with any of
The history and treatment
those delivered by his colleagues.
of organic diseases was a department of medical science which
his habits of pathological investigation had especially prepared
him to teach ; and though attendance upon a special course of
this kind was not required by any of the public boards, on the
part of candidates for their licences, he hoped to be able to
render such a course attractive, particularly by extending in it
a
practice he had pursued to a considerable extent in his course
of surgery, that, namely, of illustrating the various diseased
appearances of the different organs of the body by coloured
Dr Thomson

delineations.

was

now

With this view he secured the services of Mr,
singular talents

afterwards Dr and Sir Robert Car swell, whose
for the

representation of morbid structure have since been so
advantageously manifested, not only in the large collections of
drawings which he executed successively for Dr Thomson and
for the University College in London, but in his published
Illustrations of the Elementary Forms of Disease."
"
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The benefits that

delineations to the

might result from the application of coloured
representation of diseases, were fully pointed
"

Meditatio de Iconibus Pathoby Professor Delius in his
ad
Naturam
logico-Anatomicis
pictis," published at Erlangen
But though, in some particular departments, and
in 1782.
out

especially in the illustration of the diseases of the eye and of
the skin, advantage had been taken of this mode of representa
tion, the idea of applying it, in a systematic course, to the
elucidation of the whole range of diseases, does not seem ever
to have been entertained by any teacher previously to the bold

conception of Dr Thomson. It is scarcely necessary to remark
what important benefits have resulted to pathological science
Had it
from his engagement of Dr Carswell in this design.
had no other consequence besides that of training Dr Carswell
himself to an intimate acquaintance with morbid anatomy, to
the promotion of which his personal observations and labours
have furnished very large and important contributions, it would
have conferred

a

most valuable service.

But when

we

look to

morbid anatomy, illustrated by coloured
delineations, which have since appeared, and consider how much
the

numerous

both the

works

on

preparation and the publication of these works have
promotion of pathology, we cannot fail to regard

tended to the

this

as

instance, in addition to the many which Dr
history affords, of the beneficial effects resulting to

another

Thomson's

science from

a new

cultivators, by

an

direction

impulse

being given
from

a

to the labours of its

judicious

and

intelligent

mind.
Dr Thomson's collection of

before

1826,

pathological delineations, begun

1820,
greatly extended between the years 1822 and
when Mr Carswell was entirely occupied in its formation
was

in this country, and in various hospitals and museums on the
Continent, to which he was sent by Dr Thomson. It was first

employed
Practice of

in illustration of Dr Thomson's Lectures

Physic.

later

it underwent

on

the

greater
period
adapted to the illustration of the courses
Pathology in the University of Edinburgh ; so that

increase, when it
of General

At

a

a

was

at last the number of delineations amounted to about 2400.

Of this

number,

more

than

a

half consisted of

original finished
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paintings, chiefly

in water

observed in different
most

colour, of the morbid appearances
disease, many of which were of a

of

and interesting kind. It may be proper here to state
that this unrivalled collection of pictorial illustrations

rare

further,
of

cases

pathological subjects

afterwards

was

employed by

liam Thomson for the illustration of his Lectures

on

Dr Wil

the Prac

Physic in the University of Glasgow, and that after his
death it passed into the possession of the University of Edin
burgh, in connection with the Practice of Physic Chair.
In the year 1821, Dr Gregory died, and Dr Thomson, along
tice of

with

manv

others, offered himself

candidate for the vacant

as a

in the

chair of the Practice of

University. In that appli
Physic
cation he was most nobly supported.
His early instructors, his
his
his
fellowr-students,
professional brethren, all com
pupils,
of
bined in furnishing a body
testimony in his favour which left
patrons of the chair, no room
Most, of these," said Dr Thomson himself, in
portion of his testimonials to the patrons, are

the

Town-Council,

for

difficulty.

transmitting

to

were

—

a

"

who

have

themselves

branches of medical science

teaching
men

who

"

individuals

from

—

;

been

employed

in

and all of them from

of such worth and

have obtained

eminence, that, as it is my highest pride
their good opinion, so it shall be the study of

my life to endeavour to justify it."
In laying before the reader a single

fessional
of

name

to the

but
the

specimen of these pro
testimonials, we might perhaps present it under a
more extended and
imposing authority than attaches

one we

that of the late Dr Kellie of Leith ;
shall select,
not under that of one more capable of estimating

certainly
qualifications

judgment

—

of

a

colleague

than Dr Kellie was, in the
intimately, and no one

of those who knew him most

knew him better than Dr

Thomson,

those talents and attainments which

or

only

valued
needed

of exertion to have raised their possessor to
first rank in his profession.
"

Your

so

a

wider field

position

of the

which you have done me the
indeed most ample and respectable ;

printed testimonials,

honour to send me, are
but you have lived so long

and

a

highly

more

amongst

eminently distinguished

us, and have been

for all those

long
accomplishments
so
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which the vacant chair of
should have

thought

such

our

medical school

demands,

that I

of testimonials little wanted to

a mass

"
A physician of mere practical ex
substantiate your claims."
and
one of mere science and research would be
perience,
equally

unfit to
in

discharge

the

alma mater.

important
You, in an

duties of
eminent

of medicine

professor

degree, unite

the qua
With great talents, joined to unrivalled in
dustry, you have established for yourself abroad, as well as at
home, a distinguished reputation as a man of literature and of
our

lifications of both.

science,
and

a

and have become

practitioner

of medicine.

better deserved this
has made
Nor

equally

high fame,

greater sacrifice

eminent

as a

writer,

As I know few
so

surely

to merit and

men

I know

no

a

teacher,

who have
one

who

obtain it."

the evidence borne in his favour confined

exclusively
profession ; and one non-medical testimony
to Dr Thomson's high qualifications we cannot deny ourselves
the pleasure of introducing here
prompted not more by the
singularly truthful and eloquent exposition of his scientific cha
racter it affords, than by our knowledge of the value he attached
to the long and steady friendship which it records.
It is now,
was

to members of the

—

"

think," says Mr Thomas Thomson, to whose labours all in
terested in the constitutional history of Scotland are under per

I

"

petual obligations, more than thirty years since I first had the
good fortune to make your acquaintance, when we were attend
ing the chemical lectures in Glasgow College ; and I can dis
tinctly remember the high opinion we all then formed of your
scientific talents, as well as of your zeal in the acquisition of
knowledge. That acquaintance laid the foundation of a friend
ship which has ever since subsisted between us ; and which,
while it has certainly afforded me ample opportunity of esti
mating your character in riper years, may probably be thought
to have disabled me from judging impartially in anything where
At the same
your interests or your fame are nearly concerned.
time, I am confident that I shall not offend against the convic
tion of any of those to whom you have been best known, in
stating, that from the period when you first entered on the
career

of

science,

down to the present

day, throughout a life
profession,

devoted to the laborious and anxious duties of your
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original ardour in the pursuit of knowledge has never
slightest abatement, but has carried you onward in
an
uninterrupted progress of discipline and of acquirement,
which constitute at once the highest title and the best qualifica
tion for the important and honourable office to which you are
your

suffered the

now

aspiring."

It soon,

however, became apparent that other considerations

qualifications of the candidates, or the reputation and
welfare of the University, were to determine the choice. As the
day of election approached, representations were made to the
Duke of York of the individual injustice and public injury that
were threatened by the disregard of Dr Thomson's claims.
Upon
this his Royal Highness addressed to the Lord Provost a letter,
in which, to a strong representation of the opinion entertained
than the

of Dr Thomson's character and services in the army, he sub
joined the expression of his own best wishes for Dr Thomson's

This communication

success.

The

too late.

majority

of the

had committed themselves

unfortunately
Council,

to the

at

a

arrived

a

few

days

previous meeting,

they were to pursue,
degree
impossible for them to draw
be
no
back. There can
doubt, however, that this letter produced
a very startling impression upon them ; and with a view to
counter- balance its effect, and to justify the conduct of the
Town-Council in His Royal Highness' eyes, a declaration of the
high qualifications of the gentleman on whom the chair was to
to such

as

a

be conferred

was

as

course

to render it

obtained from several of the members of the

Faculty in the University, a declaration which tended
to
destroy the confidence which patrons of University
greatly
chairs might repose in the judgments of academic colleagues.
Early in the competition for the Practice of Physic Chair, Dr
Thomson resigned the chair of Surgery, which he had held for
seventeen years from the College of Surgeons, and had the double
gratification of receiving the warm thanks of that body for the
manner in which he had discharged the duties of his office, and
of seeing elected as his successor in that office his former pupil,
and latterly assistant as well as friend, Mr Turner.
In the
course of the
following summer, his services as surgeon to the
forces having been discontinued in consequence of reductions in
Medical

—
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military establishments of the country, he resigned his ap
pointment as Professor of Military Surgery in the University,
thereby freeing himself from any restrictions as a teacher ; and
accordingly, in the subsequent winter session, he delivered, as an
extra-academical lecturer, a course upon the practice of physic.
In entering on this course he at once put aside that arrange
ment of diseases which nosologists had adopted, in their desire
to imitate the classifications of naturalists, and to secure to
the

medicine the benefits which these classifications had conferred
of natural

the several

In its

on

he sub

departments
history.
place
anatomico physiological arrangement, as the one best
adapted for lectures or for treatises on the practice of physic,
inasmuch as it brings together, in the first place, the different
diseases of the same organ, and, in the second place, those of
the organs most intimately related to one another.
The expe
diency of this change has received the best sanction which it
could have obtained, in the rapidity with which it has been al
most universally followed by other teachers of the same depart
stituted

an

ment of medicine in this

country.

Our limits do not admit of

entering into any exposition of
the character of this course generally, or of the topics discussed
in it, and the manner in which they were treated.
We may
view
which
Dr
the
Thomson
that
observe, however,
presented
of the diseases of the respiratory and circulatory organs, in par
ticular, embracing as it did the most recent researches of Con
tinental as well as domestic pathologists, and more especially
those of M. Laennec, which had been published two or three
years before, was probably fuller and more systematic than had
ever
previously been exhibited in a course on the practice of
physic. And illustrated, as it was, by coloured representations
of almost all the morbid alterations of structure to which these
a
deep
organs are subject, it could not fail to give his students
interest in these two classes of diseases, and to urge them to a

investigation of the many circumstances in their
natural history which he pointed out as being still imperfectly
more

accurate

understood.
The

greater part

previously

to their

of these lectures

delivery

;

were

composed immediately

and it may convey to the reader
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idea of Dr Thomson's energy, copiousness of knowledge,
and systematic arrangement of his ideas, to learn that very many

some

of the lectures
the
he

morning
was

in

were

of the

dictated

day

on

bed, and this
that

in

at

nearly fully

which each
a

period

to

an

one was

when he

amanuensis

delivered,

was

so

on

while

much

en

other time could be found free from

gaged
practice,
interruption. He was then in the habit of reading in his car
riage as he went during the day to his different professional
visits, and of studying in the evening in his extensive and wellHe retired to bed generally about ten o'clock,
chosen library.
and by three or four in the morning he was again at work,
digesting and preparing the materials which, between the
hours of six and

nine,

no

he dictated in the form of lectures to

the amanuensis.

Among those who, in addition to his sons, acted in this capa
city for Dr Thomson at various times, and all of whom he made
his companions in study, may be mentioned the names of Mr
Gray, surgeon, of Kinross ; Dr Donald Mackintosh, who died
in 1827; Dr (afterwards Professor) Ferdinand Becker, of Berlin,
who died in 1836 ; and Professor J. Y.
versity of Edinburgh.
It has been

erroneously said,

Simpson,

of the Uni

that Dr Thomson treated the

stethoscope, on its first introduction, with ridicule, So far from
this being the case, he took infinite pains, in his lectures on the
two classes of diseases that have been mentioned, to make his
students acquainted, as far as can be done in a merely systema
tic course, with the various acoustic phenomena which the prac
tice of auscultation

reveals,

and with the inferences to which the

phenomena in particular cases leads, so far
as the then existing state of
knowledge admitted of such infe
and he urged upon them the propriety
rences being deduced ;
of making themselves* practically familiar with these phenomena
as
they occur both in health and disease. It was in respect of
the risk of being led by an over-implicit reliance on auscultatory
phenomena, to set down as cases of organic disease of the heart
what are really only cases of functional disturbance of that or
gan, that Dr Thomson principally cautioned his students against
an
imprudent confidence in drawing inferences from stethoscopic
occurrence

of these
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signs ; and no impartial person who reviews the progress of
knowledge in this department, since the time when the first
edition of M. Laennec's work was published, can fail to acknow
ledge, that, in the doubts which Dr Thomson expressed as
to the sufficiency of the knowledge that had then been acquired,
for effecting the discrimination of the diseases dependent on
organic alteration from those of a simply functional or dyna
mical character, he only afforded an illustration of his usual
sagacity, and of his practical acquaintance with both classes of
diseases.

perchance have been tempted to say
on some
particular occasion, in bantering a stethoscopic enthu
must
not be construed to the precise letter, any more than
siast,
off-hand
his
profession that the practice of the homoeopathists
differed from that which he followed, chiefly in this respect, that
while they gave very little medicine, he gave none at all.
His
sentiments as to the employment of medicines as remedial agents
What Dr Thomson may

in the treatment of

diseases,

on

which also there

seems

to be

misconception, may be best learned from the following
observations with which he was accustomed to conclude his
some

practice of physic.
I am aware that, on looking back on the remedial part of
treatment of most diseases, there are two points in which my

course on
"

the

the

The
may appear to some of you to have been defective.
first is, the small number and great similarity of the remedies

course

which I have

recommended in the treatment of diseases ;
the entire omission of the mention of many of

usually

and the second

is,

those remedies which you will find

strongly

your books on emateria medica, and which
used by many respectable practitioners.
"

are

recommended in
even

still much

Respecting these points, all I can say is, that I have
been chiefly desirous to make you acquainted with the gene
ral facts or principles which appear to me to have been ascer
tained with regard to the antiphlogistic plan of curing diseases;
and, at the same time, with some of those salutary changes which
nature, aided by diet and regimen, often accomplishes, but
which are usually ascribed by the ignorant to the operation of
the medicines that have been administered during the time that
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those natural and

fact, ultimately

salutary changes, by which diseases are, in
or relieved, have been going on in the

cured

constitution.
"

With

regard

to the small number of remedies which I have

recommended for the

of

cure

diseases,

I have to

observe, that

though it be certainly very desirable that we should have in our
possession a sufficient store of remedies, and some room for
choice in their adaptation to different constitutions, even in the
treatment of the same diseases, yet I cannot but regard the
infinite number of remedies with which the Materia Medica is
incumbered as one of the greatest evils to which the practice of

present exposed. The endless number of these
remedies, and the variety of powers which each of them is sup
posed to possess, renders the study of the materia medica pain
fully and uselessly laborious, the choice of remedies perplexing,

physic

is at

and the consideration of their results doubtful and

mechanical art in which

unsatisfactory.

could be
certainly
expected to acquire much skill in the application, or in the
knowledge of the comparative effects, of different instruments,
were he obliged to employ, in the exercise of his profession, in
There is

no

struments

as numerous as

the remedies

necessary that the medical
exercise of his art.
"In

department
opinion, necessary
no

my
the number and

are

practitioner

of the

healing

a

which it is deemed

should

art is

man

a

employ

greater reform, in

than in the Materia Medica.

strength

of the

prejudices

in the

But from

and interests with

which this reform has to contend, I fear that it will be

long,

—

before it can be accomplished. We must
that it will be ages,
and
by our exertions endeavour to promote it,
hope, however,
—

—

—

that in the progress of the healing art, the articles of which our
materia medica consists shall be such only as are universally

acknowledged

to have the sanative powers ascribed to them ;

and that these powers shall be such as to produce sensible effects,
in the same way as those remedies which we at present include
under the

&c, and

general

not of the

terms of

Cathartics, Diuretics, Diaphoretics,

kind which have been

so

long included

the indefinite and deceitful terms of Tonics,

Specifics."

under

Alteratives,

and
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In

1824, it having

been rumoured that

proposals

were

un

der the consideration of the Senatus Academicus of the Univer

sity, for improving and extending the curriculum of study re
quired of candidates for the medical degree, Dr Thomson, under
the designation of a Graduate of King's College, Aberdeen, ad
dressed to the Patrons and Professors

entitled,

"

Hints

a

few remarks which he

the

Improvement of the Literary and
degree of M.D." &c.
In 1826, on the appointment of a Royal Commission for visit
ing the Universities of Scotland, he prefixed to these Hints,
"Observations on the Preparatory Education of Candidates for
the degree of M.D. in the Scottish Universities," and addressed
the whole to the Royal Commissioners in his own name.
He
subsequently printed Additional Hints respecting the Im
provement of the System of Medical Instruction followed in the
University of Edinburgh," the object of which was to call atten
tion to two great defects, as he conceived, in that system,— the
want of separate professors of surgery and clinical medicine.
In consequence, probably, of these publications, Dr Thomson

respecting

Scientific Education of Candidates for the

"

received notice that he

was

to be summoned before the

Commis

sioners for examination ; and a considerable interval having
elasped between the time of notice and his being called to give

evidence,

he had

each

topic the

viva

voce.

of extending into short essays on
which he at first proposed to offer remarks

opportunity

an

heads

on

These remarks

are

to be found in the

printed Evi
Royal Commission.

dence" which

"

accompanied the Report of the
impressing on the Royal Commissioners his views as
to the improvements desirable in the preparatory education of
medical students, which he regarded as of incomparable im

Besides

portance, and in the modes of teaching surgery and clinical
medicine, he suggested to them the expediency of making General

Pathology,
Medicine,

then

the

taught
subject of

as
a

a

department

separate

course

In the first volume of his Life of

wards inserted

a

statement of his

education ; and it merits

this

subject,

a

near

of the Institutes of
of lectures.

Cullen,

general

Dr Thomson after

views

that in recent

notice,
approach has

on

medical

legislation

been made to

some

upon
of the
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important suggestions thrown
publications above referred to.
most

In the
two

of

course

volumes

and First Lines

extracts from Dr

in

chiefly

in view ;

first,

published an edition, in
Works, containing the Physio
of the Practice of Physic, with

Cullen's MS. papers, and from his
"
In preparing it for the

dedicatory
Edinburgh,

a

the Medical School of

Dr Thomson in the

Medica.

treatise of the Materia

press," he observed,

by

Dr Thomson

8vo, of Dr Cullen's

logy, Nosology,
numerous

1827,

out

address to the students of
"

I have had

two

objects

to furnish you with such extracts from Dr

Cullen's MS. papers as seem to throw additional light on the
subjects of which these books treat ; and, secondly, to put the

public

in

of documents that appear to me to estab
claims to originality for observations and

possession

lish Dr Cullen's

which, under various modifications, have been repeat
edly brought forward since his time, and made the bases of
new theories or systems of medicine."
And, again, In pre
with
these
senting you," says he,
elementary works in their
I
am well aware that the science of medicine has
form,
present
made great advances since they were first produced ; advances
doctrines

"

"

which

require corresponding changes in the manner in which
now be
taught. But I know of no general
the
of
on
work
practice
physic, hitherto published in this
calculated
to
Dr Cullen's writings as text
supersede
country,
books ; and certainly none which can bear a comparison with
them in the extent and variety of the medical information which
they contain ; in the model which they afford of distinct and
comprehensive definitions and histories of diseases ; and in the
talent which .they display for the accurate discrimination and
simple generalization of the results of experience."
In this, as in all the other works published by Dr Thomson, he
entirely neglected pecuniary considerations. They were all a cause
of expenditure, rather than a source of emolument to him. It can
scarcely be doubted that if, at the period at which we are now ar
rived, he had published a treatise on the Practice of Medicine, em
bodying the more modern information contained in his lectures,
this science should

he would have satisfied

a

great demand which existed for such

a
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work, with much advantage

and accession of reputation to himself.

But he

preferred doing justice to Cullen's reputation, by the
publication of the edition of his works, with the addition of ex
tracts from his manuscripts which had come into his
possession.
During the sessions 1828-29 and 1829-30, Dr Thomson de
livered his course on the Practice of Physic in conjunction with
his elder son, after which he transferred it wholly to his son,
with no expectation of again resuming the duties of a teacher.
In discontinuing this course, he probably felt that the motives
which had prompted him to commence it, had now, in a great
One of these, his desire, by teaching,
measure, ceased to operate.
to augment his own knowledge, he had in a very considerable
degree removed, by making himself acquainted, so far as his very
extensive and laborious business would permit, with the latest
and best writings upon special pathology.
He had established
a greatly
improved method of teaching this important depart
ment of medical education upon

well

that he had

solid foundation ; and he
amply justified the favourable
a

feel, also,
might
of
his qualifications for teaching it that had been
opinions
expressed by his friends in reference to his application for the
chair in the University.
In the course of the autumn of 1830, he indulged himself
with the recreation of a tour through a large portion of England,
accompanied by his younger son, chiefly for the inspection of
asylums for the reception of the insane ; a class of institutions
which he lost no opportunity of visiting.
On his way home
wards he paid a visit to Dublin and Belfast.
In 1831, Dr Thomson addressed to Lord Melbourne, then
secretary of state for the home department, a memorial repre
senting the advantages to medical education likely to flow from
the establishment of a separate chair of General Pathology.
The result was the issuing of a commission in his favour, con
ceived in terms which inferred that the course of pathology
should be added to the curriculum of study required by the
University of its medical graduates. A similar commission was
at

the,

same

time issued in favour of his friend Mr

the first distinct Professor of
the latter

appointment,

Surgery

in the

Dr Thomson derived

Turner,

University.
even more

to be

From

gratifica-
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tion than from that in which he

was

himself

concerned,

—

not

public grounds than on account of the acknowledgment
implied of the high qualifications of one with whom, after
having seen him educated to the profession under his immediate
superintendence, he had, for upwards of twenty years, lived upon
habits of the most intimate and confidential friendship.
The creation of the Pathology Chair gave rise at the time,
Dr
and on several subsequent occasions, to much discussion.
of
the
Thomson defended the utility
measure, first, in a letter to
the College Bailie, of date 29th October 1831 ; and a second

less

on

it

time in

in Remarks

1837,

the Memorial of the Town Council

Russell, &c, respecting the professorship

to Lord John

dicine and

on

of

me

general pathology.

It is unnecessary now to enter upon the discussion of the
propriety of the establishment of a chair of general pathology

in the

University of Edinburgh, as the experience of a quarter
of a century has fully shown how correctly Dr Thomson estim
ated the future progress of medical science in recommending that
measure ; and there are at the
present day few large medical
schools in the country in which general pathology or pathological
anatomy does not form a distinct and regular course of instruction.
It may be proper, however, to state in this place, very shortly, the
which led Dr Thomson first to propose, and to the last
to defend through all opposition, the institution of the chair.

reasons

The

of General

Pathology originally formed a
Theory or Institutes of medicine,
along with Physiology and General Therapeutics. But the
progress of the knowledge of the structure and functions of the
human body in a state of health had rendered physiology so ex
tensive a subject as to demand the whole of the time allotted for

department

branch of the

one course
a

of

course

lectures,

of the

and to absorb the whole of the attention of

teacher, who should

vator of his

at the

same

time be

an

earnest

culti

It had thus become appar
department
that
either a distinct professorship of general pathology
ent,
was

required,

of science.

or a

separate

course

of lectures

the

on

that

subject by

professor of the institutes had become necessary. The latter
expedient had accordingly been for some time resorted to in
the

Edinburgh

School of Medicine.
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In almost all the Continental

universities, however,
recognised
separate course,

had been

Pathology
taught in many by

as a

General
and

was

distinct

professor. More especially, the
advances
made
very great
during the first quarter of the present
in
the
century
department of pathological anatomy, a continu
ally growing science, requiring peculiar and special means of
illustration and instruction,
seemed to render it inexpedient that
so
important a body of doctrine as that which treated of the gene
ral nature, causes, and effects of disease, should be included in
the same course with the equally or more extensive subject of
physiology. It had, indeed, become obvious to the majority of the
most enlightened persons in the profession, that no full or satis
factory account of two such comprehensive and different depart
ments could be communicated to students by the same teacher ;
and that the investigation of both could scarcely be undertaken
even
by the most highly gifted individual with advantage. It
was not to be wondered at, then, that, in the proposal for the
a

—

—

establishment of the
and

approval
who felt

science,

an

new

sympathy

Dr Thomson met with

chair,

of all those members of the

the

profession

earnest desire to extend the boundaries of medical

and who

were

of

opinion

that the formation of the

new

professorship would tend to the improvement of the education
of those obtaining the medical degree at the University.
These arguments have continued to gain force with the ad
vance of knowledge of the several departments in the present day,
and we trust that in any changes which hereafter may be in
troduced in the amount of the qualifications for the medical
degree, it may not be considered expedient to attempt to lessen
the alleged burdens upon the medical student, by the removal
from the curriculum of the subject of instruction which, from its
presenting the phenomena of disease to him in their most gene
ralized and scientific

study

of

physiology,

aspect,
in

student, and elevating

has the

greatest effect,

next to the

improving the powers of mind of the
the scientific character of the medical

profession.
Soon after his

logy, Dr
Cullen, a

appointment as
Thomson published the
work in which

he

Professor of General Patho

first volume of the Life of

had

been

long engaged,
e

but
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greatly retarded, partly by his numerous
engagements, partly by his great fastidiousness as to what is
required in a work to be presented to the public, and by his
apprehension of falling short of what was due to the memory
of one, of whose scientific character he had formed a very high
had

which

been

estimate.
In the winter session of

of lectures

on

previous
have brought

1832-33,

Although

general pathology.

courses

of lectures

on

under his review

he delivered his first

the

practice

course

Dr Thomson's

of medicine must

considerable part of the facts
and doctrines which fall to be treated of in a course of general

pathology,

and

attention to the

a

although he had in those courses given especial
organic changes occasioned by disease, yet we

cannot but be struck with the energy which enabled him at the

age of sixty-seven, when most men are contented to rest satis
fied with previously acquired knowledge, to embark on an ex

tensive range of new inquiries, necessitating a vast amount of
varied reading, and much reflection and collation.
His mind
was

not

one

which could be contented with

imperfect

infor

mation in any subject, much less in that which formed the
special object of his inquiry, and accordingly we find him at
this
for

period engaged
maturing

eases.

in

In this labour he

whose education he had
the

collecting materials
general nature

his views of the

hope

that he

might

was

much assisted

carefully

from all

and

by

Thomson

of dis

his eldest son,

directed into this

channel,

succeed him afterwards in the

office for which Dr William

sources

causes

possessed

chair,

in
an

many and

peculiar qualifications.

printed syllabus of the course, which was, soon after its
commencement, jointly prepared by them, sufficiently attests
the extent and importance of the subjects to be taught, the
The

erudition necessary for their treatment, and the labour and
judgment required on the part of the professor who should
succeed in

conveying to his students a consistent view of the
general pathology.
In the succeeding autumn, Dr Thomson
again made a Con
tinental tour with his younger son. On this occasion they pro
ceeded through the Low Countries up the Rhine, visiting some of

doctrines of
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the German universities ; then through Switzerland to the north
Italy, and by Turin, Milan. Bologna, Florence, and Rome,

of

Naples ; thence they returned by sea to Marseilles, and visited
successively Montpellier, Lyons, and Paris. This extensive
tour was performed in less than three months, and every place
visited was seen in a very thorough manner.
He was accus
asked
how
on
when
he
his
had been at
tomed,
return,
long
Don't ask me how long I was
any particular town, to reply,
visit
but
what
I
His
to the Italian schools of
saw."
there,
to

"

medicine derived great additional interest from his having; been
for

previously engaged in the study of the works of
pathologists, in reference to their bearing on patho
logy generally, and on the doctrines of Brown in particular,
which it was his intention to discuss fully in the second volume
some

time

the Italian

of the Life of Cullen.
In the

tacks and

summer

long

of

1835,

in consequence of repeated at
illness, Dr Thomson formally

continuance of

professional brethren his resolution to decline
on
patients at their own houses, and to con
fine himself exclusively to such consultation practice as could be
pursued at his own residence. This measure he adopted in the
announced to his

in future attendance

hope that he would thereby be enabled to go on with his course
on
general pathology. At the beginning of the winter, he experi
enced

a severe

blow in the death of Mr

Turner; and in the

ceeding spring, he was again seized with illness,
strength, and by the approach of

reduced his

suc

which
the

greatly
following

winter he found it necessary to obtain the consent of the patrons
to the delegation of his University duty. With the exception of

lectures, delivered in subsequent sessions, his
labours as a teacher now terminated, the course being conducted
by deputy up to the time of his resignation in 1841, and the
appointment of a successor in 1842.* In 1837, however, on a
some

occasional

to be

proposal, threatening

the

fatal to the permanent existence of
part of the Town- Council, to which

Pathology Chair,
body, mainly on his recommendation,
the

*

on

Dr

Craigie

conducted

Dr William Thomson the

one

the patronage had been

of these courses, Dr

remaining

Simpson another,

ones.

e

2

and
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transferred,
of defeating

he made his last visit to London for the purpose
these efforts.
the

From the time of his

quitting
principally

practice

of his

profession,

villa, on the south side
of Edinburgh, near the foot of Blackford Hill, making occa
sional visits, particularly for portions of the winter, to his sons.
The purpose of the present notice, and the length to which it
has already extended, equally preclude us from following him
We may remark, however, that in retiring
into his retreat.
thither from the field of active life, Dr Thomson ran no risk of
being the victim of that weariness which is so apt to make a
Dr Thomson resided

at his

He was
prey of those who venture upon such an exchange.
mental
natural
and
to
those
in
now at
follow
liberty
pursuits

science which
or

congenial

were

his tastes, without distraction
or
harassing anxieties

to

from the laborious duties

interruption
profession.

of his

In the

course

of

our

narrative,

we

have had

repeated occasion

to refer to the interest which Dr Thomson took in

studies,

cog

nate, indeed, with medicine, but not absolutely appertaining to
But into how many tracks, and how far, he pursued these
it.
studies, it has not been possible for us to indicate ; nor is it at

present in our power to supply the defect which belongs to this
When I say
part of our picture of his intellectual character.
that Dr Thomson is the most learned physician I ever met with,"
observed the late Dr Henry Davidson, who was perhaps him
"

self better entitled to that character than any living compe
"
I know that I am quite safe from any appearance of
titor,
exaggeration ; because I have heard the same language em

ployed by
foreigners

many medical men in
with whom he became

fessional tours

on

the Continent.

England, and by all those
acquainted during his pro
It is not only in medicine

and its immediate branches that Dr Thomson has

markable

degree

conversed with
vious

of

or

of

knowledge.

No one, I

am

most

a

certain,

can

consulted him upon the actual state

or

re

have
pre

history
chemistry, botany, mathematics, or general
without
been surprised at the extent and accuracy
philosophy,
of his information ; which can have been acquired only by a
devotion of time and attention to laborious study, seldom found
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and but little

expected

in

individual

engaged, as Dr Thom
son has been, in an anxious and
fatiguing profession."
It is perfectly true that Dr Thomson's acquirements were the
result of much assiduous application, superadded to the posses
sion of large natural endowments.
Few men, we believe, ever
an

wasted less time than he did upon frivolous or unimproving oc
cupations. Every morning, for a long period of his life, with

steel, he had lighted his candle,

the assistance of his flint and
and

was

busy

in the work of

which most students think

self-improvement during

themselves

hours

entitled to devote to

And when professional avocations used to call him to
repose.
the country, the quantity of reading he was able to get through
upon the road communicated to these
gree of enjoyment.
A circumstance of

journeys

primary importance,

as

an

we

especial

de

conceive,

in

in his mind the extensive and varied information

consolidating
which he possessed, was his persuasion that knowledge is not to
be seized by a sudden onset, but must be regularly approached
through her portals. To whatever subject his studies were di
rected, therefore, his first

concern was

to make himself familiar

He had

gained for himself a ready access
writings of foreign authors,
knowledge
by the diligent cultivation of a considerable proportion of the
European languages ; and in French, Italian, and German, he
had acquired such facility in correct and even elegant extempore
with its elements.

contained in the

to the

translation,

that

when,

in his

lectures,

he had occasion to read

a

passage from a book in one of these languages, it was not un
common for his students to
go away under the impression that
he had been reading from a translation, and not from the origi

nal edition of the work he had

quoted.

as a student, was his
leading
and
the resolution with
imperfect information,
a
term
occurred, or a
which, when, in the course of reading,
fact was adverted to, of which his knowledge was deficient, he
would, before allowing himself to proceed, seek to obtain, at
whatever expense of time and labour, an explanation of the
difficulty that had presented itself. From these two character
istics it arose, that not only were the shelves of his library along-

Another

intolerance of

feature in his character
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side his habitual

chair, and the

table beside his

bed, loaded, but

stuffed with

Grammars, Ele
pockets
carriage
ments, Manuals, and Dictionaries, of all descriptions, readily
available for strengthening the foundations of his knowledge,
and for aiding him in its extension.
Did space permit, abundant illustrations might readily be ad
duced to exhibit Dr Thomson as not less amiable in disposition
than vigorous in intellect.
Considering, indeed, that he was not
of his

the

were

in the exercise of any public
whom, in the course of his

tions, and particularly the
able effectively to advance

patronage, the number of persons on
life, he conferred essential obliga

number of young men whom he was
in their career, prove the kindly in

terest which he took in the welfare of

others, while

with which he made his

the

it evinces

offices bear upon
Acts of this de

friendly
judgment
peculiar circumstances and qualifications.
scription originated less frequently in applications addressed to
him, than in the spontaneous suggestions of his own mind ; for
he was ever anxious to discover opportunities of rendering ser
vices to those whom he esteemed ; and desirous to see placed,
in situations of responsibility, the persons by whom their duties
would be most efficiently discharged.
His own disposition to advance in the career of improvement,
caused Dr Thomson to take especial pleasure in the society of
the young.
In him the author of any train of original investi
was
sure
to find a warm sympathiser ; one ready to go
gation
their

over

with

him,

and to authenticate his

additional modes of

illustration, and

facts that had been

previously recorded.

observations,

to

suggest

to trace out any correlative

From the wide range of his information, his readiness in bring
ing it to bear on the subject in hand, and the animation with

which he

was ever

uppermost

him,

in the

disposed to enter
thoughts of those

on

the

who

topic

came

that

might

be

in contact with

Dr Thomson's conversation could not fail to be most im

But it had also, in a singular degree, that quality
which, more than any other perhaps, tends to render conversa
tion agreeable, its being conducted, as nearly as
possible, on the
principle of intellectual equality between those engaged in it ;
never
manifesting any intolerance of listening, nor dictated by

proving.
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any love of display ; but indicative of a genuine desire to acquire
well as to convey information, so that the opposite party had

as

gratification of feeling, along with his consciousness of
deriving, that he was also conveying improvement, that the
advantage was at all events not wholly upon one side, however
unequally it might be divided.
We have already adverted to the great interest which Dr
Thomson took in the prosperity of the Medical Society.
The
winter session after the publication of his Lectures on Inflamma
tion, the Medical Society raised him to the rank of an honorary
the

—

member ; and when it is considered that the list of those to

whom this

compliment had been paid for a succession of years
previously to its being rendered to himself, presents, in un
broken line, the names of Jeuner, Vauqelin, Cuvier, Abernethy,
Davy, Werner, Pearson, Playfair, Berzelius, and Astley Cooper,
it will be admitted that this honour, which the society always
showed great judgment and scrupulousness in conferring, had,
as

it reached

him, lost

none

of its value.

Dr Thomson did not,

fellow of the

Royal College of Phy
sicians ; but soon after his joining that body, its members called
upon him to accept, greatly out of the order of college seniority,
the office of president.
He was a fellow of the Royal Societies
of London and Edinburgh, and of many other learned bodies in

till

a

late

period,

become

a

this country and on the Continent.
Dr Thomson was of a large and

body

considerable extent in middle

plaints
in practice.

more

to

apparently

robust frame of

; but he had suffered from asthma and rheumatism to

the careful

than

once

In later

regimen

life,

so

much

threatened to
had in

life, they
which he

so

that these

a

com

his

continuing
prevent
great measure yielded

a

pursued,

but

they

left his

con

all events, they had ren
dered him peculiarly liable to attacks of illness from exposure
to cold.
In the last years of his life the body seemed rather
to suffer from the gradual loss of its nutritive powers than

stitution somewhat enfeebled,

or

at

from any specific disease, and death appeared at last to be the
effect of natural dissolution from advanced age. The mind re

mained, however, perfectly entire, and in his last moments, as
is related of Haller, he watched with calmness, and indicated
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to those around him the

tions,

gradual

extinction of the vital func

and the encroachment of those

him which marked the actual

The features of Dr Thomson's face

middle life his
but in the last

ion and

complexion

signs

so

well known to

invasion of the fatal

was

were

sallow,

strongly

change.

marked.

and his hair

In

jet black,

years of his life a more ruddy complex
whiteness of his hair, combined with the

twenty

silvery
kindly smile, and the thoughtful
a

and

intelligent expression

of

his brown eyes, rendered his countenance peculiarly attractive
and agreeable.
An excellent portrait of him, painted by Geddes, was pre
sented to him in 1822 by the Medical Officers of the Army
and

Navy who

had attended his lectures.

From this

painting
published soon afterwards. A
bust, copied from one executed by
Angus Fletcher about the year 1829, is placed in the hall of
the Library of the University of Edinburgh.
Dr Thomson died at Morland Cottage, on the 11th October

very correct engraving
very characteristic marble
a

was

1846, in the 82d

year of his age.
twice married ; first in 1793, to Margaret
second daughter of John Gordon, Esq. of Carroll in

Dr Thomson

was

Crawford,
Sutherlandshire, who died early in 1804; and a second time,
in 1806, to Margaret, third daughter of Professor John Millar,
whose lectures on jurisprudence and government long shed
much lustre upon the University of Glasgow.
By his first

marriage,
these,

Dr Thomson had

three

children.

The

eldest

of

John Gordon

winter of

1818,

evidence of the

Thomson, died in the beginning of the
at the age of 19, when he had already given

possession of excellent abilities, and of a sound
understanding rare at his period of life, embellished by
uncommonly prepossessing manners. Pie was studying anatomy
under the superintendence of the late Dr Gordon, who was
desirous that he should be prepared as speedily as possible for
taking his own place as a teacher of anatomy, an occupation
in which a rapidly increasing practice warned him that it
would be impossible for himself long to
While the
persevere.
was
under
a
the
effects
of
slow
pupil
declining
malady, the
instructor was cut off by a sudden and rapid disease ; and

ness

of
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within

a

few months Dr Thomson found himself

deprived,

as

it were, of two sons.
His eldest daughter, who died in

1824, at the age of 23, had
number of years been her father's companion in those scien
tific pursuits which constituted his relaxations from professional

for

a

duties and
ted

by

by
an

studies,

talents of

a

part for which

she

was

well fit

singularly

very high order, most sedulously cultivated
education that comprehended almost every branch, not
a

only of polite learning,
by that entire freedom

general science, and accompanied
from display that disarms the censure
even of those who are most
jealous of female learning.
The survivor of Dr Thomson's first family, Dr William
Thomson, was appointed Professor of Medicine in the Univer
sity of Glasgow in 1841, and died in 1852. Of his family by
his second marriage, two only outlived the age of childhood,
both of whom still survive, a daughter and a son, the Editor
of the

The

but of

present notice.

principal events of Dr Thomson's
entirely from a biographical notice
from the united pens of Dr Craigie and Dr William Thomson,
which was inserted in the 170th number of the Edinburgh
Medical and Surgical Journal, published in 1847, and has
undergone only such alterations in the present reprint as the
change of circumstances, arising out of the lapse of time,
We are tempted to subjoin to it a few
seemed to require.
extracts from a character of Dr Thomson drawn by a friendly
hand in the Scotsman newspaper, a few days after his death.
We fear that we are not competent to form a just appreci
ation of those powers and qualities which enabled Dr Thomson
foregoing Notice

of the

life has been derived almost

"

to

tinguished place
so

a very humble condition of life to a dis
in the first rank among the practitioners of

raise himself from

honourable

and difficult

a

a

profession,

science

as

and the cultivators of

medicine.

And yet

that the occasion should be allowed to pass
attempt being made in our pages to pay

memory of

one

whose

we are

over

a

so

extensive

reluctant

without

tribute

some

to

the

talents, acquirements, and energy of
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character, have for
the

reputation

a

long

time

contributed to maintain

largely

of the Medical School of

Edinburgh.

*****
"

Till he reached the age of twenty, whatever cultivation his
was obtained under difficulties which
nothing,

mind received

could have enabled him to

perhaps,

overcome

but the conscious

of the mental powers that nature had bestowed upon him,
and the inward conviction that, by the steady exercise of these,

ness

he would be able to
able than

a

place himself in
employment,

mechanical

that thirst for information which
ent element of his mental

a

position more favour
gratification of

for the

seems

to have been

an

inher

constitution.

"

At the age when he succeeded in overcoming his father's
reluctance to his embarking on what, in his circumstances, was

perilous enterprise, he
that branch of knowledge
a

to attain

so

observer,

a

much

at

once

entered

in which he

eminence,

—

as an

sound reasoner, a skilful
impressive teacher.

on

was

the cultivation of

destined in after life

ardent

student,

practitioner,

an

and

acute
an

en

thusiastic and
"

As

a

practitioner, successively,

of the two

departments

of

medical science, surgery and physic, in each of which he may be
said to have acquired the highest confidence of his professional
brethren and of the

public,

Dr Thomson

was

particularly

distinguished by the acuteness and promptness of his discrim
ination
by the rapidity with which he detected the actual
—

position of his patient, and traced the phenomena of disease
which presented themselves, or which his discriminative
sagacity
enabled him to bring to light, to those inward changes in the
economy on which they depended.
In proceeding to adapt the mode of treatment to be
pursued
to the conception which he had formed of the nature of the
particular case, Dr Thomson's first object may be said to have
been to determine in his own mind what assistance could fairly
Jbe expected from those natural processes by the agency of which,
in so many instances, the state of disease more or less
quickly
disappears, and is replaced by the state of health. It was with
him a fundamental principle to secure, as he was wont to
say,
"
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"

fair

to nature."

play

to detect wrh at

in

But the

same

which enabled him

sagacity

amiss in the economy, singularly assisted him
how far, in the particular circumstances, nature might

judging

was

be relied upon ; and where such reliance seemed doubtful or hope
less, the remedial measures which he considered appropriate were

prosecuted

with

indecision.

a

vigour

At the

that bore

no

these

indication of inertness

or

time,
eminently
simplicity, as he was strongly impressed
with the conviction that the practitioner will effect a larger
amount of good by the employment of a limited number of

characterised

by

means, with the

same

measures

were

their

use

of which he is

familiar,

than

by

that of

a

wider range of remedies, of the action of which, from their very
number, he can have only an imperfect knowledge. As an

operative surgeon, as well as in the character of a prescribing
physician, he ever aimed at simplicity in the instruments he
employed ; and it was a favourite expression of his, that, in
their long careers as practitioners, as well as improvers, of their
respective departments of the healing art, Mr Hunter had never
invented

a

new

instrument,

nor

Dr Cullen introduced

a

new

remedy.
"His intercourse with the sick

singularly agreeable, bring
only
vigour of his understanding but
The interest which he
the kindly dispositions of his heart.
of his patients,
in
the
individual
took
circumstances
manifestly
speedily inspired them with the confidence that their ailments
were
duly considered, and understood as far as science and skill
would allow ; and that nothing would be neglected that could
In a profession singularly
contribute to their cure or relief.
for
the
unremunerated
work which it performs,
distinguished
Dr Thomson's liberality was conspicuous.
the form in which
"The duties of a consulting practitioner,
a
and
as
a
both
as
Dr Thomson,
surgeon
physician, had princi
pally occasion to exercise his profession, are apt to place him in
a
position of great delicacy, as between the sick or their friends,
and their ordinary medical advisers. Dr Thomson's professional
brethren had a perfect assurance that in his hands their reputa
tion was safe;
that, where the measures which had been adopted
previously to his being consulted appeared to him to have been

ing

into exercise not

was

the

-

—

—

—
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cordially bear testimony to the fact ; and where
correction, that he would sedu
might
lously guard them from blame ; and that while every justice
would be done to their patients, no change would be made in the
mode of practice, merely to create or strengthen an impression of
the expediency of his assistance or advice having been had re
proper, he would

it

seem

course
"

to

stand in need of

to.

Regarded as a cultivator of

in Dr Thomson's character

relative to the

subject

viously ascertained,

medical science, a leading feature
his desire to know everything

was

under consideration that had been
pre
anxiety to vindicate for

and his honourable

every author of an original observation or opinion the claim
which it might appear to give him to the gratitude of men of
For proofs of his talents for original observation and
science.

inquiry,
as

well

we

was ever

may refer with confidence to his published works,
writings of several of his pupils, to whom he

to the

as

ready,

in

suggesting topics for investigation,

to transfer

the fruits of his own, frequently laborious, inquiries.
diousness in respect of publication, arising out of the
he had in
mances-

satisfying

limited the number of his

what

might

from

one

and
kC

himself with his

have been

capable
impressive manner.
As

he

published

difficulty

intellectual

perfor

works much below

expected, and could have
conveying instruction in

of

so

own

A fasti

been
an

desired,
agreeable

singularly successful in engaging the
by the judicious selection of materials
which he laid before them, as well as by his power of generaliz
ing the results of his observation, reading, and reflection, and
of presenting these results in a clear and simple form ; and
above all, perhaps, the interest he himself evinced in the
subject
under discussion had a powerful influence in stimulating the
enthusiasm and energy of his pupils.
Another striking feature
in his character as a teacher was the rapidity with which he
discriminated the several capabilities of his students, and di
rected their energies into those channels in which
they might
be most usefully employed.
To this early direction of their
thoughts and pursuits, many of his more distinguished pupils
have been known in after life gratefully to ascribe much of their
a

teacher,

was

attention of his audience
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worldly success, and of the scientific reputation which they had
acquired.
Considering the wideness of the range of professional subjects
"

which Dr Thomson embraced in his

borious

manner

course

in which he conducted his

of

study,

inquiries

and the la

into each of

them ; and considering also the impediments and interruptions
arising to the prosecution of his studies, not only from his entire

dependence on the fruits

of his

own

toil,

but also from the

tain state of health which he

uncer

considerable

experienced during
life, it might have been supposed that even for his
ardent mind the investigation of these subjects would furnish am
ple occupation. But this was far from being the case. Indeed,
so varied were his studies, that no work, in almost any depart
ment of learning, cahie amiss to him ; and so accurate and exten

portion

a

of his

his information, that he never came in contact with any
of
however different occupations and pursuits from his
person,
own, from whom he did not extract, or to whom he did not con
vey, information in the particular department of business or study
sive

was

which his

companion
*

*
"

had made the

occupation

of his life.

*

*

To the cultivation of moral science,

also, he

*

devoted much

time and labour, and was extensively read in the writings that
have emanated from the different schools of metaphysics.
In
if his

tastes had drawn him less

powerfully in
direction,
Dugald Stewart, and
his hereditary affection for the present distinguished occupant of
the chair of logic, would, in themselves, have supplied powerful
motives to maintain and extend his acquaintance with this depart
ment of knowledge.
As a portion of medical science, too, he felt
a
in
the
natural
interest
history and treatment of those mo
deep
difications to which both the mental faculties and moral feelings
are
subject in the state of disease ; and in various journeys which
deed,
that

even

own

his ardent admiration for Mr

he made both at home and abroad for the
for the

improvement

of his

own

and treatment

reception
professional knowledge, asylums
of the insane formed an object of primary interest.
That a well-educated physician should possess some general
acquaintance with several, if not with all, of the branches of know
ledge to which we have referred, and they are far from exhaust"

—
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ing the catalogue of Dr Thomson's studies, is what the public
is prepared to expect ; but that he should possess a familiar ac
—

quaintance

with their

and

principles, doctrines,

details,

so as

that

those who had made any one of them the object of their special
study should be led by his conversation to conclude that in him
had encountered

they

a

fellow-labourer in their

is well calculated to excite

own

department,

surprise.

early period of life, and when in an humble sphere, Dr
Thomson was led to adopt political opinions favourable to popu
lar constitutional rights.
These opinions he continued to retain
and
life
not
;
through
conceiving that any one who lives under
and enjoys the benefits of a free constitution, is entitled to with
"

At

an

hold whatever support it may be in his power to render to free
institutions, he never shrank from avowing the opinions which he

entertained,

and that at

the doors of official

a

time when such avowals not

only

those who made

preferment on
on
by the great body

caused them to be looked

closed

them,

but

of the

wealthy
suspicion, distrust, or aversion. He was no admirer, how
He
ever, of extreme opinions even in favour of popular rights.
was
the
that
ame
with
the
gradual
strongly impressed
persuasion
lioration of political institutions is not only safer than that which
is effected by sudden convulsions, but affords more security for
their permanence, and that the extension of political privilege
with

should go hand in hand with, or rather should follow in the wake
of, intellectual cultivation a persuasion which heightened all
—

the

more

the interest he took in

everything

calculated to promote

the education of the

people.
have elapsed since the stateof Dr Thomson's
health
him
to relinquish his duties as a practitioner
bodily
obliged

"Though ten years

and

teacher, his mental faculties remained
and his zeal for

feebled,
last days
what

was

knowledge

to the latest

unen-

to his very

unabated.

Up
lively interest of
in the political world ;

he continued to hear with the most

passing both in the scientific and
agreeable to his many friends

and it will be

full conviction which he

entertained, for

some

to

know,

weeks

that in the

previously

to

his
a

decease, that his period of earthly existence was hastening to
close, he contemplated the approach of death with all the digni

fied calmness which the consciousness of

inspire.''

a

well-spent

life could

PUBLISHED WOEKS OF DE JOHN THOMSON.

1. The Elements of

Chemistry and Natural History ; to which is
of Chemistry, by M. Fourcroy, 5th edition,
Philosophy
prefixed
Translated, with Notes, by John Thomson, Surgeon, Edinburgh, in
Vol. i., 1798 ; vol. ii., 1799 ; vol. ML, 1800.
three volumes.
2. Outlines of a Plan for the Regulation of the Surgical Department
of the Royal Infirmary, 1800.
3. Critical Notices of Camper's Icones Herniarum, Heberden's
article Ileus, and Mr Hey's Chapter on Strangulated Hernia, with
some other papers in the early volumes of the Edinburgh Review.
4. Observations on Lithotomy ; being a republication of Dr James
Douglas's Appendix to his History of the Lateral Operation for the
Stone," &c, with a proposal for a new manner of Cutting for the Stone.
Edinburgh, 1808.
5. Notice of a particular species of Counter-Fracture of the Base
of the Cranium, in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, April
The

"

1812.
6. Lectures

on

Inflammation, exhibiting

trines, pathological

and

practical,

a

view of the

of Medical

general doc
Surgery. Edinburgh,

1813.
A translation of this work into the German

published
an
volumes,
Krukenberg,
Italian translation, by Dr Benedetto Barozzi, was published, in two vol
umes, at Pavia in 1819-22 ; and a translation into French was pub
lished, in two volumes, by MM. Jourdan and Boisseau, at Paris in

by

in two

Dr Peter

language

was

at Halle in 1820 ;

1827.
was published soon after the appearance ot
and
was again published in 1831, at Philadel
the Edinburgh edition,
Lea.
and
(American Journal of Medical Sciences for
phia, by Carey

An American

reprint

and February 1832.)
of Observations made in the British Military Hospitals in
after the battle of Waterloo, with some remarks upon Am

August 1831
7. Report

Belgium

putation.

Edinburgh,

1816.
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8. An Account of the Varioloid Epidemic which has lately prevailed
Edinburgh and other parts of Scotland, with Observations on the

identity of Chicken-pox
James M'Gregor, &c. &c.

with modified Small- pox, in a letter to Sir
London and Edinburgh, 1820.

Opinions entertained by Medical Men
Secondary Occurrence of Small-pox,
respecting
with Observations on the Nature of the Security afforded by Vaccina
London and Edinburgh,
tion against attacks of that disease, &c. &c.
9. Historical Sketch of the

the Varieties and the

1822.
with

respect to the Test-pock, &c,
Surgical Journal, vol. xxi.
Edinburgh
11. Hints respecting the Improvement of the Literary and Scientific
Education of Candidates for the degree of M.D. &c. Edinburgh, 1824.
12. The same, with Observations prefixed, addressed to the Royal
University Commissioners. Edinburgh, 1826.
10. Letter to Dr

Duncan, junior,

Medical and

in

,

13. Additional

Hints, &c.

14. The Works of William

Physiology, Nosology,
numerous
on

15.

Letter

on

the
16.

on

Physic

; with

papers and from his Treatise

Extracts from his

the Materia

Remarks

Cullen, M.D., &c. &c, containing his

and First Lines of the Practice of

manuscript
Medica, in two volumes. Edinburgh, 1827.
to the College Bailie on the Pathology Chair,

1831.

the Memorial of the Town- Council to Lord John Russell

same subject, 1837Syllabus of Lectures

on

General

Pathology.

Edinburgh.

17. An Account of the Life, Lectures, and Writings of William
Cullen, M.D., &c. &c. First volume, 1832 ; Second volume, 1859.
"
Animal Magnetism," in the 7th edition of the
18. The article
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1841.
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William Thomson

was

born at

and received his

July 1802,
of that city,

where

decided taste for

Edinburgh

on

the 3d

education at the

early

High

day

of

School

he, while yet

very young, exhibited that
pursuits which distinguished him

literary
was
originally intended for the legal pro
through
were
fession ; but his plans
changed in 1818, in consequence
He accordingly began his
of the death of his elder brother.
medical studies at the University and in the private school of
Edinburgh in the session of 1818-19, and joined the Royal
Medical Society as a member in April 1819.
In 1821-22 he passed a winter session at the University of
Glasgow, in the farther prosecution of medical and philoso
phical studies. In 1822 he accompanied Mr Carswell to the
Continent, and, during some time, assisted him in the observa
tion and dissection of those cases of disease in the hospitals of
Paris and Lyons which were the subjects of the drawings pre
pared by Mr Carswell for the illustration of Dr Thomson's
He extended his tour through Germany and Italy,
Lectures.
life.

He

in company with his friends the late Dr Patrick Macfarlane of
Perth, and the amiable and learned Dr Ferdinand Becker,

physician and professor in
Berlin was
early death.
by
On returning from his second Continental tour in 1825, he
settled in Edinburgh as a medical practitioner and teacher.
He joined the Royal College of Surgeons as Fellow at this
period, and was shortly afterwards elected one of the surgeons

whose

distinguished
too

soon

career

as

cut short

a

his

'

/
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of the New Town
tures

was on

repeated
1828,

His first

Dispensary.

of

course

public

lec

the Institutes of Medicine in 1826-27, which he

following years ; but at that time, or in
associated with his father in his Lectures on the

in the two

he

was

Practice of

Physic, and,

duties of that

in

1830, he

came

to

assume

the whole

course.

William Thomson

the constant

was

companion

and assistant

labours ; and among the
referred
to, he assisted in
which,
period
the preparation may be mentioned Dr Thomson's various writ
ings on the subject of medical education, the Life of Cullen,
of his father in all his later
at the

works of

literary
now

and the materials for the

of Lectures

course

on

General Path

instituted in 1830.

professorship of which was
carefully directed the education of his son
towards the various topics comprised in the departments of
General Pathology and Pathological Anatomy, and it was to
him a source of great disappointment that his son did not ob
ology,

the

Dr Thomson had

tain the chair at its first establishment,
he

resigned

the

professorship.

The

nor

afterwards when

opposition with which
by a portion of

institution of the chair had been received
medical

professors

in the

University,

and

a

variety

the
the

of other cir

cumstances, concurred to interfere with William Thomson's
promotion to the chair, notwithstanding his acknowledged high

qualifications

for the

performance

of its duties ; but he con
; and afterwards,

tinued to assist his father in the lectures

failed, he delivered several of the
until his appointment, in 1841, to the Profes

when Dr Thomson's health
entire courses,
sorship of the Practice of

in the

University of Glasgow.
In 1831 William Thomson obtained the degree of Doctor
of Medicine, on examination, from Marischal College and Uni
versity of Aberdeen, to which he was obliged to resort in con
sequence of his not having studied the period required by the
In 1833. he
statutes within the University of Edinburgh.
of
joined the Boyal College
Physicians of Edinburgh as Fellow ;
and in 1840, a year before he finally quitted Edinburgh, he
was
appointed and acted as one of the Physicians of the Boyal
Infirmary. It was at this time, during his attendance on the
wards of the hospital, that he suffered from an attack of rheu-

Physic
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fever, which, though it did not appear at the time to have
any very obvious injurious effects, had very probably laid

matic

left

the foundation of the cardiac disease of which he died twelve

years afterwards.
During the fifteen years of Dr William Thomson's settlement
in Edinburgh, his attention was not exclusively absorbed by

professional pursuits. His energy of character, and liberal
and enlightened principles, led him to take a keen interest and
active part in measures of public utility, as well as of professional
improvement. He acted as Secretary and Director of the
School of Arts for a number of years after the departure from
Edinburgh of Mr Leonard Horner, whose name was so long
and well known in connection with that Mechanics' Institution.
He took

an

active share in the

rurgical Society,

of which he

proceedings

was

for

a

of the Medico-Chi-

time

one

of the

secre

taries ; and he also engaged zealously in the management of
the affairs of the Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons.
It is indicative of the confidence
the members of these

placed in
colleges,

his

integrity

that

he

and

de
judgment by
in
on two occasions, first in 1833, and
to
1834,
again
puted
pro
ceed as their delegate to London, to watch over the proceedings
in Parliament connected with medical legislation.
On the first
of these occasions, he acted as delegate from the College of Sur
geons ; and on the second, as joint delegate along with the late
Mr William Wood and Professor Christison, from the Boyal
Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons and the University, to
endeavour to

secure

was

the interests of these several bodies in

connection with the bills

proposed in Parliament for regulating
the education and privileges of the medical profession.
It
cannot be doubted, that although the conflicting interests and
vested rights of the various licensing boards then opposed, and
for a long time retarded, the satisfactory accomplishment of le
gislative
opinions

enactment

on

entertained

this

by

subject,

the sound and

tors contributed to exercise

a

powerful

the introduction and continuation of

the character of the

enlightened

Dr William Thomson and his

measures

and various later occasions in

influence in

abuses, and in

coadju
checking
elevating

proposed and discussed on
regard to medical reform.

these
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subsequent eleven years of his life, in which he
resided in Glasgow College, Dr William Thomson devoted
himself to the careful extension and improvement of his lec
tures on the practice of physic, and gave a large share of his
time to the management of the internal affairs of the College
and University, a task for which he was admirably suited by

During

the

his accurate habits of business and sound judgment. He acted
as Clerk of Faculty, or Secretary of the College, during six or
years, and

seven

affairs

was

thus

to the

appertaining

necessarily closely engaged
management

his office of Professor of Medicine in the

By

University,

Dr

permanent Director of the Boyal In
and also of the large Asylum for Lunatics at Gart-

William Thomson

firmary,

with all

of the institution.

was a

Glasgow ; and he wras unceasingly engaged, with
assiduity
vigour, in sharing the management of these estab
lishments.
During the greater part of the same time he acted
as Physician of the Glasgow Boyal Infirmary, and in his turn

navel,

near

and

gave the usual courses of clinical lectures in the hospital.
During the winter of 1848-49, when the office of physician-

in the

superintendent
Dr William

Thomson,

asylum

had been

actuated

by

a

suddenly

left vacant,

desire to relieve the In

stitution from the embarrassment which threatened it, undertook
These duties were rendered
the arduous duties of that office.
more

than

anxious and laborious

usually

by

lence of Asiatic cholera in the
time.

So virulent

forty

inmates of the

attendance

as

was

thus

his other

to

a

great

extent at the

the disease that it carried off

asylum during

the

period

more

than

of Dr Thomson's

physician.

The exertions of
was

asylum

peculiar cir
by the preva

the

cumstances which had led to the vacancy, and

body

and mind which Dr William Thomson

during five months, in addition to
required
occupations, proved too great for a constitution not
to make

naturally strong, and which, there is reason to believe, had
already suffered from the inroads of the disease which ulti
mately proved fatal. Very soon after the conclusion of this
laborious

to

symptoms of cardiac disease manifested
irregularity of the heart's action, and tendency

session,

themselves in

dyspnsca

on

the

any unusual exertion,

These

symptoms

con-

DR WILLIAM THOMSON.

tinued

to

increase,
signs of organic disease

the

gradually

became

more

and
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and within the last year of his life
of the mitral valves of the heart

decided.

more

Notwithstanding the many painful accompaniments of his
disease, Dr William Thomson continued his occupations and

performed his duties till within a few days of his death. He
had just concluded his eleventh session in the University, when
the congestion of the lungs and the difficulty which the blood
experienced in returning to the left side of the heart caused
intense feelings of painful anxiety and a total inability to sleep,
at first in the

ing

Edinburgh
consulting some

view of

on

increase of these

12th of

and afterwards in any posture.
Hav
the 10th May 1852, partly with the

recumbent,

gone to

of his old medical

symptoms proved

fatal

on

friends, the sudden
the morning of the

Dr Thomson retained the use of all
of same year.
his faculties till within an hour of his death ; and being fully

aware

May

of the

signs

of its

approach,

met it with that

serene

calm

ness and firm courage which were characteristic of his whole life.
Though in its public aspects Dr William Thomson's life may

be said to have

presented

few

striking events it was not without
sphere in which he moved. He
whose merits are apt not to be fully
,

influences in the

important
belonged to a class of men
acknowledged. In him, as
the desire of fame
He

impulses.
to

was

was

in all

ever

men

of well constituted

subordinate to

justly

earned ; and he

was

approbation

a

long

which he

much too honourable and

minded to desire any other.
In the early part of his career he had
of

minds,

and nobler

too modest and unobtrusive in his nature

vindicate his claim to that share of

had

higher

enjoyed

the

and most intimate intercourse with his father

knew better how to

the

high-

privilege
;

and

no

and

example, wisdom,
carefully
conducted in its literary and philosophical, as well as in its
professional departments. His mind, already well stored, was
ever on the alert to acquire new information ; a sound judg
ment; a spirit hopeful, firm, and courageous ; a charitable view
of the motives and actions of others ; a ready sympathy, and a
wise and judicious suggestion of measures at once liberal, pracone

learning

of his master.

profit by

His education had been most
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tical, and enlightened ;

feelings,

character,

only

who

a

mild

and most unselfish

in itself

admirable,

thoroughly

temper, amiable

disposition,
but

knew him

so

were

and affectionate

combined to form his

unostentatious that those

fully

aware

of the

genuine

value of its excellence.

Among his friends and acquaintances Dr William Thomson
affectionately loved. He communicated his own spirit of
fairness and dignity to all the proceedings with the management
of which he was connected, and though not by nature given to
what may be called the popular arts of pleasing, he yet secured
the confidence, respect, and esteem of all who were brought into
contact with him in public or private life.
These qualities,
was

to his active

disposition, gave to Dr William Thomson
the power of benefiting materially those institutions with the
management of which he was more particularly engaged ; but
he also busied himself occasionally with more public measures,
and as might be supposed from his education and disposition,
he was a decided liberal in his political opinions, and took an
active share in the discussion and promotion of all those public
measures which he conceived to be for the
political or social
of
at
the
large.
improvement
people
With medicine in general, and more especially with the
literary and philosophical departments of medical knowledge,
he was intimately conversant by extensive reading and study.
He was not much given to speculative inquiry, preferring rather
to attempt at all times the establishment of
great generalized
truths, to the discussion of hypothetical views however ingenious.
He was an accomplished master in the exposition of
complicated
observations and reasoning on medical topics, and in the logical

joined

deduction of sound inferences from the most intricate and
there

statements.

con

Indeed,
flicting
the legal profession he would have greatly
distinguished him
self by his power of discriminating the essential and the real
from the irrelevant and the false parts of
any argument or body
can

be little doubt that in

of evidence.
Dr William Thomson's

style in writing was characterized by
clearness, and elegance which is only
practice and attentive study in the art

that union of correctness,
to be acquired
by long
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of

composition.

Though

not

naturally fluent,

he had thus ob

tained the power of expressing his thoughts both orally and in
writing with facility and clearness, and his acquaintance with

general
ness

and medical literature gave at

once

elegance

and

copious

to his

These

of the

style.
qualities

will be found to

pervade

his

writings,

a

list

of which will be found below.

important
pamphlets on controversial and other sub
jects, they consisted chiefly of original articles, and of carefully
prepared digests of important subjects for encyclopaedias and
On the Black Deposit in the
His Essays
medical works.
Lungs of Miners," and on
Sloughing of portions of the In
testinal Tube," and some of his contributions to the
Ency
clopaedia Britannica," are deserving of special attention. His
contributions are all full of well-arranged information on the
subjects of which they treat ; they are valuable as correct and
judicious records of the state and progress of professional
opinion, and more especially as bringing out more prominently
those great general principles which appeared to be established
more

Besides

numerous

"

"

"

on a

sound induction of observation.

Dr William Thomson

was

married in December 1827 to

daughter of the late Mr Ninian Hill, Writer
Edinburgh. The widow and six children sur

Eliza Hill , second
to the

Signet

in

vive him.

PUBLISHED WORKS OF DR WILLIAM THOMSON.
A Probationary Essay (for the Fellowship of the Royal College
Surgeons of Edinburgh) On the Extraction of Calculi from the
Urinary Bladder." Edinburgh, March 1825.

1.

of

"

2.

The

following

Contributions to the

"Edinburgh

Medical and

Surgical Journal," viz. : -u Case of Spontaneous Luxation of the Ver
Abstract of Cases in which a portion of the
tebra dentata," No. 121 ;
Alimentary Canal, comprising all its Coats, has been discharged by
Stool," &c, No. 125; Appendix to the same, No. 127; "Abstract of
—

"

Cases in which Pseudo-membranous Substances have been

discharged

from the Bowels," No. 128 ; "Historical Notices of the "Occurrence
of Inflammatory Affections of the Internal Organs after Injuries and

Surgical Operations,"

No. 141.
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3. The

following
Britannica," viz. :

Articles in the 7th edition of the

—

The Article

"Medicine," being

"

a

Encyclopaedia
General View

of Medical Science and Practice ; the Article " Practice of Physic,"
being a General View of the Sources of Difficulty and Fallacy in

Diagnosis

; the Article

"

General

the Proximate Causes of
"

Pathology," being a

General View of

Disease, Organic and Dynamic ; the article

Plague."

Expectoration and the Deposition of Black Matter
Lungs, particularly as occuring in Coal Miners," in the "Trans
actions of the Medico -Chirurgical Society of London," Vol. xx.
London, 1837.
Second part of the same.
Ibid., Vol. xxi. London, 1838.
5. A Letter to the Fellows of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and
Surgeons of Edinburgh, respecting the Proposal to Abolish the Chair
of General Pathology in the University. Edinburgh, 1837.
6. The Articles "Diseases of the Liver," and "Diseases of the
Mesenteric Glands," in "Dr Tweedie's Library of Medicine."
7. "A Practical Treatise on the Diseases of the Liver," &c. Edin
burgh, 1841.
4.

"On Black

in the

LIFE

OF

WILLIAM CULLEN, M.D.

In consequence of the arrangement with Dr Gre
gory which has been mentioned in the preceding vo

lume of this narrative

(p. 161),

the

course

on

the

University

of lectures

Dr Cullen delivered

the Practice of

Physic,

in

Edinburgh, during the winter-ses
sion of 1769-70. Previously to the commencement of
that course, he published, in the Latin language, a
Synopsis of Methodical Nosology, as a guide for those
who were to attend his lectures ; thinking it, as he has
himself remarked in the preface to the second edition
of his Nosology, to be his first duty, in teaching the
Practice of Physic, to instruct students of medicine
as
carefully as he could in the accurate diagnosis of
of

diseases.

department of me
science, calculated to facilitate diagnosis, was
considered by Dr Cullen, as it had been by some of his
predecessors in that line of investigation, to embrace
three separate objects of consideration,
1st, The dis-

Nosology, regarded

as a

distinct

dical

—

VOL. II.

A

2
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particular diseases, or of the
genera and species of diseases ; 2dly, The nomenclature
of diseases, or the assignment of the names by which
they are to be designated ; and, 3dly, The arrangement
tinction and definition of

or

classification of diseases in

some

methodic and

con

The first of these

objects of nosology,
the distinction and definition of particular diseases,
Dr Cullen regarded as being by far the most imports
ant; and it was to its improvement that his efforts
were at all times
chiefly directed. The circumstance
of his having been engaged, for a long series of years,
in delivering lectures, first, on the Practice of Physic
in the University of Glasgow, and subsequently on Cli
nical Medicine in Edinburgh, had necessarily served to
direct his attention in a particular manner to the exa
mination of those characters by which diseases may be
most easily and accurately distinguished from one an
other, not only as an object of interesting speculation,
and of immediate practical importance, but also as af
fording a means of facilitating the teaching and the
study of medicine. And his intimate acquaintance with
the rules of Logic, as well as the attention which he had
venient order.
—

—

bestowed upon the different branches of Natural His
tory, by familiarising him with the principles upon
which logicians and naturalists respectively distinguish
different

objects

from

one

another, formed, when

con

joined with the extensive practical knowledge of the
phenomena of diseases which he possessed, the best
possible preparation for an attempt to extend these
principles to Nosology *
It is

ject

interesting to learn that, at the very time when the sub
Nosology in a particular manner occupied his

of Methodical

3
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It appears from several passages in Dr Cullen's corre
spondence and manuscript lectures, that his attention

drawn in

particular manner to the study of
Nosology by the publication of M. Sauvages' Nosologia
Methodica, at Montpellier, in 1763 ; for, soon after
this period, he manifests, in his correspondence with
his pupils, a desire to ascertain the opinions which
other physicians had formed respecting the utility of a
plan of Methodical Nosology, such as that followed in
Sauvages' work. Thus, in a letter written by him in
1764 to his pupil Dr David Millar, who was then in
Let me know if any body at Lon
London, he says,
don has read Sauvages' Nosologia Methodica ; or if
any body enters into such a plan, or approves of others
doing it ;" and it appears by a letter from his former
pupil Dr Dobson of Liverpool, dated October 1764,
was

a

very

—

thoughts,

Dr Cullen

"

was

engaged

characters bv which minerals
This appears from

Walker, professor

burgh,

to

Museum.

Highlands

man

great zeal, the

distinguishable from

one

of the minerals contained in the

In the year
of Scotland,

preface

with

another.

passage in a preface, prefixed by the late Dr
of Natural History in the University of Edin

1764, Dr Walker made

referred to,

a

order of the General

by

Church, for the purpose of
schools in these districts.
in the

studying,

a

catalogue

a

are

in

University

through the

tour

Assembly

into the state of the

inquiring
Not long

of the

parochial

"

"

before I set out," says he,
Dr Cullen had received the first Ger

edition of Cronstedt's

of which he

pocket.

was

so

Essay towards a system of Mineralogy,
fond, that he carried it several weeks in his

He translated to

Cronstedt's

new

and

me

out of it the

peculiar

anxious," adds Dr Walker,

"

classes.

leading
He

was

characters of

particularly

about the Zeolite ; and it

was

in

con

sequence of this that I first observed it among the basaltic rocks at
the Giant's Causeway, and afterwards, in greater plenty and va

riety,

in many of the Islands."

(See Appendix A.)
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physician, likewise, had been
directed to this subject by Dr Cullen about the same
period. (See Appendix B.)
In a clinical lecture, delivered in January 1765, Dr
Cullen gave a short but comprehensive view of the
principles of Nosology, and an account of the labours
of Sauvages in this department ; and he continued,
after this, to refer constantly in his clinical lectures to
the definitions which that distinguished author had
given of diseases, till the publication of the first edition
of his own Synopsis. In the short course of lectures
on the Practice of Physic which he delivered, with
Dr Gregory's permission, in the summer of 1768
(vol. i. p. 161), he gave an introductory lecture on the

that the attention of that

distribution

or

arrangement of diseases, in which he

having printed a synopsis of the three
Sauvages, Linnaeus, and Vogel. As this

mentioned his
methods of
course was

addressed

to

a

class of advanced students,

Dr Cullen found himself at

liberty

to enter

on a com

parison and critical examination of the higher divisions
of Classes and Orders which these nosologists had
established. In concluding this review, he remarks,
These are the faults in the systems hitherto given.
—

"

offer you another.
The matter is so diffi
cult that I have hesitated much about making an at

I must

tempt

now

; but I hazard

something

to be

useful, and

an

imperfect attempt is allowable here, though not fit to
be offered to the public.
As it is now given out, it is
to be

regarded

as a

sketch not finished."

Into the first edition of his
Nosology, published in
the subsequent year
Dr Cullen introduced the

(1769),

definitions of the genera of diseases that had been

given

5
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and

Vogel, together with the
attempt he had himself made to simplify the classifica
tions they had proposed, and to give fuller and more
accurate definitions of at least the principal genera of
diseases. In an address to his pupils, prefixed to
this edition, after stating generally the objects and

by Sauvages, Linnaeus,

nature of the

work, he remarked, that, notwithstand

predecessors in this de
partment, it was not to be supposed that Nosology was
yet in a perfect state, or that it would be improved in
any other way than by repeated attempts and by much

ing

the valuable labours of his

attempt which he had
improve the characters of diseases,
he had bestowed more pains on those of Universal, than
on those of Local diseases, which latter class he had
labour and time ;
himself made to

—

that in the

superficial maimer ; and that he
was aware he had left many things imperfect, but he
hoped to be able to explain and to vindicate those
matters which might appear incorrect or doubtful.
Two years afterwards (in 1771), when it was again
Dr Cullen's turn to deliver the practical course, he
published a second edition of his Nosology. Besides
endeavouring, in this edition, to improve the defini

considered

only

tions of the

added,

in

a

—

and genera of diseases, he
genera, a list of, and references

classes, orders,

under his

own

principal species enumerated by Sauvages ; and
prefixed to his own part of the work a preface entirely

to, the
new.

A third and

carefully revised edition of Dr Cullen's
Nosology appeared in 1780 ; but it is the fourth edition,
published in two volumes 8vo, in 1785, which contains

6
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the last corrections of the

sological labours in their

author, and exhibits his

no

most finished form. Into the

introduced, besides the classifications
of Sauvages, Linnaeus, and Vogel, already mentioned,
third edition he

Sagar, as contained
Systematicum, published at

that of

the

fourth,

in his

Systema

Morborum

Vienna in 1771 ; and into
that of Dr Macbride, as contained in his

Methodical Introduction to the

Theory and Practice

of

Physic, published at London in 1772. Numerous re
prints of these different editions of Dr Cullen's Noso
logy appeared upon the Continent, particularly in Hol
land, Germany, and Italy.
Though Dr Cullen's Synopsis was, on the whole, very
favourably received by the medical public, yet, by some
very distinguished physicians, the study of Nosolo
gy, when first introduced by him into this country,
was

suit.

frivolous and unattainable pur
His favourite pupil, Dr Monro Drummond, in

considered

writing
says,

"

to

as

a

London, 14th December 1771,
know, Sir John Pringle thinks the

him from

So far

as

I

properties of diseases to be such as render them inca
pable of those methodical and strict arrangements which
are
applicable to plants ; and the modern Nosology, in
consequence, fanciful and useless ; and not only so, but
hurtful also, by fixing the mind on the circumstance of
collocation merely, and detaching it from more accu
rate investigations into what is in
general so little
known, the thing itself to be placed. This I never
heard him express myself in so
many words ; but from
what I have heard him
say, and have learned from
others, such, I collect, is the opinion he entertains. Ac-

7
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cordingly, you may believe, what I have been otherwise
told, that he has neither considered Sauvages' work nor
yours with much care. Many of the other physicians
here have heard of Nosology, but few have studied it.
There

botanists among them, but mechanical
for the most part, I suspect ; or if syste

are some

merely,
matic, no practitioners,
ones

—

like

Solander,

—

and

logic

you know is out of fashion here."
These and other objections to the

study of Nosology,
Dr Cullen has carefully considered and ably refuted
in the preface to the fourth edition of his Synopsis ; and
also in an introductory lecture on the subject of Noso
logy, with which, for some years before his death, he
was accustomed to open his course on the practice of
physic. That lecture I have introduced into the ecliti n
of his "Works which I published in 1827 (vol. i. p. 444),
from a persuasion that few if any of those who have
followed him in this department of medical diagno
sis, or who have indulged themselves in criticising his
labours, have fully understood or duly appreciated the
objects that he proposed to himself, and the principles
by which he was guided, in the composition of his Sy
nopsis. It contains, I believe, a much abler exposi
tion of the true nature, objects, and principles of No
sology, than is to be found in any other writing yet
extant, except, perhaps, in the excellent Prolego
mena

with which Sausages introduced his work to the

knowledge

of the medical

public.

It is difficult to ascertain at what

medical

men

descriptions

began

of

to

precise period

reduce the detailed histories

diseases,

to

or

those brief enumerations of

8
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peculiar characters which constitute the first
object of nosology, their definitions. That the state
of disease is not simple, uniform, and identical, but

their

and that

manifold,

its manifold

as

ex

of external

hibited in the

variety

different

of diseases

cases

character,

phenomena which
exhibit, depends partly on
partly on differences in the

differences in the seat, and
nature, of the morbid affections to which the economy
is subject, are facts which must have been perceived

very early period of medical practice, and which
could not fail to lead to the recognition of particular

at

a

diseases.
The

writings attributed to Hippocrates (some of
which are universally allowed to have been the com
position of that author himself, whilst others are evi
dently the production of some of his predecessors,
contemporaries, and immediate successors or followers)
shew that a very considerable knowledge of the external
phenomena of particular diseases had been acquired at
the period at which these works were written ; for
we find in them
surprisingly accurate descriptions of
of the diseases with which

most

acquainted, under,
which they

names

we

are

at

present

in many instances, the identical
bear at the present day. " Those

who have collected what

are

called the Cnidian Sen

tences," says Hippocrates (De Victus Ratione in Acu"
have well described the symptoms of diseases,
tis),
such

as

they

shew

themselves,

as

well

in which certain of them terminate."
cratic

to

manner

In the

Hippo-

few if any definitions of dis
be found ; nor, indeed, do definitions occur

writings, however,

eases are

the

as

9
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in any of the

of the ancient

writings

considerable time after the

physicians till a
period in which Hippo

crates lived.

From

some

of the few

which have been

fragments

of the medical authors who lived between

preserved

Hippocrates and that of Celsus, and from
the testimony of later authors, it would appear that
the practice of attempting to define diseases, some
times by their supposed nature, and at other times by
the time of

the

and succession of their

concourse

been introduced and

followed,

to

a

symptoms, had

considerable

ex

by some of the empirical physicians in Greece,
by Erasistratus, Herophilus, and their followers

tent,
and

in Alexandria.
There is

a

small

treatise, entitled Ogoi lar^xot, that has
several editions of Galen's works,

published in
though it is not now considered as the production of that
author, which consists wholly, as its name imports, of

been

different branches of medical

definitions relative

to

science.

500 definitions which it

Of

upwards

nearly

of 200 relate to

several instances two
the

contains,
particular diseases, and in

or more

definitions

disease ; many of these possess
of accuracy.
In a letter prefixed

same

degree

tise, the author

predecessors

had

under his

come

pocrates

which he

contained in the book

of

Hippocrates

notice, did

connected with the art.
to

the ancient

states that

and those

The

refers,

not

only

are
a

to

given

of

wonderful
this trea

physicians,
writings

whose

define any terms
definition by Hip

is that of medicine
Art

itself,
"

concerning
(nsg/ Tg^s.) Of
the physicians who came after Hippocrates, some," he
wrote and employed definitions, and others did
says,
"
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10
not.

The followers of Herophilus and Apollonius Mem-

phites, and likewise Athenaeus Attalensis, seem to have
been diligent in this theory ; but even they did not
follow any regular order, nor did they compose a
regular treatise, but introduced their definitions occa
sionally in their works." The author, therefore, un
dertakes the task of collecting the definitions given by
the older physicians, arranging them in a proper order,
and of supplying, himself, such as are deficient. It is
singular that this remarkable treatise, which contains
the earliest elements of

Nosology, should have entirely
escaped the notice of Sauvages, Cullen, and others,
who, in modern times, have occupied themselves with
framing nosological definitions and diagnostic charac
ters of diseases.

Coelius Aurelianus, who was in all probability a
contemporary of Galen, has introduced into his work on
Acute and Chronic

Diseases, a considerable number of

definitions of diseases derived from medical
of

an

lived,

earlier date than the
but which

writings

writings

period at which he

have not reached

himself

our

times.

particular, he refers to a book or books of defini
tions by Asclepiades, who, as is well known, was the
fashionable physician at Borne in the time of Cicero,
In

hundred years before the time of Galen, and the
inventor of the methodic system of medicine. The
two

comments which Coelius

of these

definitions,

Aurelianus makes

and the

changes

on

on

several

them which he

proposes, shew that he had examined the principles on
which nosological definitions should be formed, with no

inconsiderable degree of
In the

descriptions

care.

of diseases

given by

Aretaeus of

11
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who lived

about, or perhaps a little pre
vious to, the time of Galen, frequent use is made of

Cappadocia,

definitions

to

diagnostic

or

Trallianus,
is

a

mark their different

species by

pathognomonic symptoms.
medical author of the 6th

equally attentive

or

7th century,

the definitions and the

to

proper

Alexander

diagnostic

symptoms of most of the diseases which he describes.
It is curious to observe how minute and accurate both
he and
were

Celsus, who lived several centuries before him,

in their

distinctions of

diagnostic

some

of the

affections.

cutaneous

Subsequently to the revival of letters in Europe, the
systematic writers on medicine seem generally to have
given short definitions of the diseases of which they
treated, along with an account of their etymologies,
synonymes, and varieties. These definitions were, in the
same work, sometimes derived from the supposed nature

proximate cause of the disease, sometimes from the
symptoms manifesting themselves during its course, and
sometimes from a combination of both. Examples of

or

such definitions

cinae of

are

to

be found in the Lilium Mecli-

Gordonius, which

was

dictated

by that

teacher

to his students at

period,

in the

nertus.

The

nitions of
duced to

a

Montpellier in 1 305 ; and, at a later
writings of Fernelius, Plater, and Senpractice, however, of giving short defi

diseases,

much greater degree re
Johnstonus in his Idea Universae

was

system by

in

a

Medicinae, published at Amsterdam in 1644, than it
had been by any practical author previous to his time.
To the account which he gives of each disease, this
author has prefixed a definition of it, printed in italics,
and quite separate from its history, so that the whole of

12
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might very easily be extracted
system of nosological definitions.

them

and formed into

a

The great advantages derived, in modern times, in
the study of Natural History, from establishing, upon

principles, definitions, not only
of its various objects individually, but also of those
more or less
comprehensive groups under which it was
found possible, from their analogies, to arrange them,
fixed and determinate

suggested to medical men the idea
tage might be obtained in medicine
such groups

eases, and

found it

or

that much advan

from

defining

families of diseases
under

as

dis

they

recognise,
general
similar
names, upon
principles. Sydenham,
whose sagacious and comprehensive mind seems to have
been strongly impressed with the regularity of the con

expedient

to

terms

or common

and successions of

symptoms which occur in
the natural progress of diseases, notwithstanding the
courses

produced in them by peculiarity of constitu
tion, epidemic influence, and diversity of treatment,
recommended that descriptions of diseases should be
framed after the model of those that are given of
plants, and he himself lays down various judicious
rules for the proper execution of this object in the pre
face to his work on Acute Diseases, first published in

varieties

1675.
The

Baglivi,

precepts of Sydenham
and

by

several other

approved of by
medical philosophers ;
were

but it does not appear that any attempt was ever made
to reduce them to
practice, or to define and arrange

diseases

according

to

ists, before this idea
Professor

Sauvages

the

principles adopted by

botan

taken up and acted upon by
of Montpellier.
It is well known
was
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]3

that this
the

ing

distinguished physician published in 1732
outlines of a nosological system, in which, arrang
diseases under

endeavours to

of

each,

as

lay

well

as

and genera, he

classes, orders,

down the characteristic
to enumerate

their

phenomena
principal varie

The very favourable
met with from the medical

ties.

reception which this work
public, and particularly the
it by Boerhaave, encouraged

approbation bestowed on
Sauvages to continue his labours in the new and inte
resting field of medical inquiry which he had begun
to explore, for an additional period of thirty years,

world, in two volumes 4to, his
Nosologia Methodica," a work which, whatever may

when he gave to the
"

be its defects
the

or

errors, marks

history of medicine,

as

an

having

important

led to much

accuracy in the distinction of diseases than
viously observed, and which cannot fail to

era

in

greater

was

pre

secure

a

lasting reputation to the name of its author.
Dr Cullen, in assuming that the proper foundation
for the distinction of particular diseases is the occur
rence, in a number of persons, of steady and uniform
combinations of morbid phenomena or symptoms, pre
senting themselves in concourse or in succession, had
it for his principal object in the composition of his
work on Nosology to mark each particular disease by
such a short enumeration of its leading characters as
might serve to distinguish it from every other ; or in
other words, to establish a series of correct nosological
definitions. It had then been urged by the opponents of
Nosology, as it has frequently been since Dr Cullen's
time, that diseases are too unsteady and variable in
their characters, to admit of definitions of them being

14
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conformity with the principles observed in
defining the objects of natural history. To this objec
tion, however, Dr Cullen by no means gave his assent.
framed in

things by genus and species," he
remarked, is universally applicable to every two things in
nature that are capable of being distinguished from one
another, and, therefore, among other things, to the distin
guishing of diseases ; and this mode of distinction only re
quires that we should know what is peculiar to one thing
and common to no other ; it is to know every thing by some
circumstance or circumstances peculiar to itself.
The seve
ral distinguishing circumstances or particulars, and the com
bination of them which serve this purpose of distinction,
"

The

distinguishing

of

"

constitute what in Natural

Physic
—

"

we

call it

History we call a character ; in
Pathognomonic. (Works vol. i. p. 446.)
"

a

That the distinction of diseases is sometimes

difficult,

by all ; but it must also be allowed that in some
possible, for if any one were to deny this, it would

is confessed
cases

it is

be the

same as

dicine.''

—

"

At

to say that there is

present

much confusion, that
and

some

no

science

or

art of

me

the distinction of diseases lies in

Nosology

must

certainly

be

so

difficult,

carry it so far as to assert that the attempt is im
But certainly this is going a great deal too far. I

possible.
acknowledge that many difficulties occur in Methodical No
sology, and the difficulties are sometimes such as I cannot
pretend to surmount ; but this is not universal ; if it were
so, what would be the consequence % It would make the study
of physic absolutely impossible, for if we cannot arrive at
some distinction of diseases, we must act at random.
Nay,
this is

much

to say that there are
greater difficulties in
in
than
all
that
have been urged
way
ascertaining facts,
against false theories."—" If medical men are able to distin
as

as

our

guish diseases from one another, they must surely be able to
tell by what marks
they do so. But these marks can be none
else than those which define each disease

by

genus and spe-
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cies, which again

only

15

be ascertained

by a properly con
nosological
Nosology only tells you in what
manner
I presume no
any person does distinguish diseases.
that
can
a
certain
we
go
length in this, and
person will deny
no
can be urged
certainly
against going a certain
objection
length, though we can go no farther but how far we can go
nobody can say till it has been tried. I have no hesitation,
therefore, in affirming that the distinction of diseases, hither
can

method.

ducted

—

to in many

by
as

a

cases

nosological

often

eases,

as we

this

the

doubtful, may be rendered more certain
Besides, it is to be remarked, that,

method.

attempt

advantage

a

distinction of dis

will arise, that either the deficiencies

definitions will be very easily perceived,
and, when perceived, will lead either to the more accurate
consideration of observations previously made, or to a greater

or

errors

of

to establish such

our

of accuracy in subsequent observations, and will thus
be of much service both to Methodical Nosology, and in

degree

rendering

the

diagnosis

of diseases

more

perfect."

subject will
readily perceive how large a portion of the objections
that have been recently urged against the study of
Nosology, in the writings of M. Broussais, and of Drs
Those who

Marshall

are

conversant

with this

Hall, Barlow, and others, has been antici

pated and refuted in these remarks of Dr Cullen's.
It has been much disputed
among pathologists,
whether the definitions of diseases should be derived
from the external

that present themselves
from the internal pathological condi

phenomena

in their course, or
tions on which these phenomena
and

particularly

are

supposedto depend;

such of these conditions

as

consist in

structural alterations discoverable after death. Dr Cul

len declared himself in favour of definitions derived
from the former of these
of

guiding

for the purpose
the formation of definitions founded upon
sources.

It

was

16
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superseding them, that he conceived
the nosologist ought to make use of the information
So understood,
derived from pathological anatomy.
he is quite consistent both with himself and with Sau
vages, though, in the last of the passages about to be
quoted, he seems to betray some suspicion of the
not of

symptoms,

contrary.
"
that the
says Dr Cullen,
dissection of morbid bodies is one of the best means of im
"

It is, I

think,

now

agreed,"

proving us in the distinction of diseases. Sauvages has, in
deed, rejected the employment of the internal seats of dis
eases as a means of
distinguishing them ; but he has, in a
hundred instances, tacitly employed it ; and, under the am
biguity that often occurs in external symptoms, it is evident
that dissection, by shewing the part singly or jointly affected,
shews the real and steady changes in the system upon which
the external symptoms depend, and, therefore, must lead to
the proper limiting of genera and species ; and if in no
other way, at least in this, by leading us to observe more
exactly the external appearances connected with the internal
that are observed by dissection.
This, therefore, like the
—

attempts

in

system which

we

mentioned before, must lead

particulars. On the pre
I
subject, think it must appear evident that the distinc
tion of diseases must be often guided by the dissection of

to

a more

accurate observation of

sent

morbid bodies,

physiology, and
By looking
another place,

must be

constantly guided by anatomy,
pathology, united together."

—

"

into the

systems of medicine," says he

at

you will perceive that physicians have gone
track of defining diseases by their proximate

"

on

in the

same

causes, which are, in many cases,

be

so.

to

distinguish

view

This

we

; for the

much

we

and may long
We must endeavour

disputable,

must avoid hereafter.

diseases

independently of every theoretical
theory we employ, however specious, however

may be

persuaded

of its

truth, will

not appear

in

17
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the

same

point

of view to others, and must, therefore,

sion endless confusion."

self

as

"

occa

I have

formerly expressed my
in
might,
consequence of our now
well from dissections, frequently be attended
—

if the internal seat

knowing it so
to in forming our

characters

; but

this internal seat is, with much

I

am

satisfied that though

propriety,

added to the his

tory of the disease, it is better not to be taken into the spe
cific character, as it is never directly evident, and only such
marks

ought

to be

employed

as

are

evident."

(Works,

i. p. 457, 8.

In the criticisms which Dr Mason Good has made
on

Dr Cullen's

work

on

the

objections

Nosology,
same
subject,

to

it,

"

the

in the

preface

he has stated

want

as

to

his

one

own

of his

of discrimination between

"It is impossible," he remarks,
genera and species."
"
to take a survey, however brief, of Dr Cullen's sys
tem, and not to notice his very extraordinary confusion

of genera and species.
And the author," continues
"
Dr Good,
is the more induced to advert to it, because,

extraordinary as such a confusion must appear to all
who are acquainted with the difference, Dr Cullen is
by no means the only nosologist of our day who has
run into the same mistake."
This charge
(P. 19.)
against Dr Cullen," Dr Good again remarks, is, that
while, in some cases, he has given genera with the pro
per species belonging to them, in others he has given
"

"

genera without any species whatever ; and in others,
again, he has described species under the name of ge
nera."

(P. 21.)

That Dr Cullen

fully aware of the difficulty,
inaccuracy, here pointed out by Dr
abundantly proved by the following
his introductory lecture on Nosology, in
was

and consequent
Mason Good, is
extract

from

VOL. II.

B
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satisfactorily explained the circumstance
which had led nosologists into the mistake of applying
the designation of genera, in many instances, to what
are
properly species of diseases.
which he has

According to the principles of method, that is strictly
called a species in nosology, which is a concourse of symp
toms, or a character not admitting a farther subdivision of
steady and constant particulars. The species, therefore, is
"

the ultimate character ; and whenever you come to this, it
ought, in strict propriety, to be called a species, and not a

But

system has avoided this difficulty or error.
You will find that, in every system of nosology [and it may
be added, of natural history] the name of genus and spe
genus.

no

cies are, in this

respect, confounded.

But the

thing

to be

remarked is, that it is the ultimate concourse, the ultimate

character,

not

of subdivision unless into varieties,
to have in view in the study of diseases, no

admitting

which you are
That is the
matter whether you call it species or genus.
character in nosology which is the fixed object of our prac

tice, and the chief object; for though I know that the study of
the varieties may be necessary, it is by no means universally
so.
And I would here observe, that though I have said that
we can

only

aim at

a

generic practice,

I

now

say

more

clearly

that such genera as do not admit of farther division, may be
considered as species.
It has happened, I think accidentally,

nosology, by beginning with the characters of the
class, and from thence descending to orders and genera, the
term genus has been very universally applied to species ; and
in short, by imitation, I have been led to do the same thing;
for of the 133 genera which I have established [in the first
edition of the Nosology], 100 are properly species, and admit
that in

of

farther division, except into varieties.
These genera,
characterised, have the ultimate concourse, the steady
character of species, and admit of no farther subdivision but

as

no

there

into

what

are

truly

varieties.

In the other

systems of

noso-

19
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logy,
great

the number of genera enumerated has amounted to a
many more : but I maintain that the same proportion

holds ; that three-fourths,

of their genera are spe
I have come to my
of method.

perhaps,

cies, in the strict language
conclusion, that the chief business in nosology is the forma

tion of the character of what I have called genera, but what
you truly, for the most part, may consider as species."

(Works,
Dr

i. p.

454.)

Good, in order

to avoid the mistake which pre

ceding nosologists had committed in applying the term
genus to the species of diseases, has, in his Nosology,
instituted a number of entirely new genera, which he
has designated by names sanctioned, as he conceives,
by classical authority, but which certainly are not in
use at the
present time, and were never employed for
the purpose for which he has thought fit to revive
them. It would not be difficult to point out, in this
portion of Dr Good's work, several inconsistencies with
the best established rules of

method, and

to

shew that

of the diseases which he has denominated genera
are, in fact, species ; while others of them ought, ac
some

cording

to

the strict method of

rather than genera.
It
whether the advantage to be

ders,

naturalists, to form or
may be doubted, too,

gained

in

nosology by

accuracy in the discrimination between genus and spe
cies, be commensurate with the inconvenience that
must

necessarily

result from the introduction of

many additional names as Dr Good has
into medical nomenclature.

so

employed,

Ploucquet, in his Delineatio Systematis Nosologici,
published at Tubingen in 1791-93, in four vols. 12mo,
in styling Dr Cullen's definitions of diseases the flower
of his work, has had the hardihood to allege (Praef p. 23 )
.
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they were for the most part borrowed from Vogel*
In framing his definitions, Dr Cullen had before him
the systems of Sauvages, Linnseus, and Vogel, inde
pendently of any help he might take from practical

that

authors ; and it must at least be

allowed, that he af

forded to every one an opportunity of judging how
much he borrowed from the nosological labours of his

predecessors,

as

well

as

what alterations

or

he

improve
reprinted

made upon their definitions, as
these along with his own, in order that, to use his
ments he

own ex

"

pression, being placed together, they might the more
easily be compared, and that, being compared, they
might indicate the characters that

suitable,
are

might

or

best

or

most

lead the reader to correct such

erroneous, and to obtain

However

are

much, therefore,

or

more

as

exact distinctions."

however

little,

Dr Cullen

of
may have availed himself of the generic definitions
Vogel or of any of his other predecessors in nosology,
unfairness

no

or

want

of candour

can

be attributed to

But on a comparison of
his conduct in this respect.
Dr Cullen's generic definitions with those of his pre

decessors in

nosology, there do not appear any reasons
for believing that he employed Vogel' s definitions more
frequently than those of Sauvages and Linnseus, as the
groundwork of his own ; still less that he implicitly
adopted any of them, without endeavouring to correct
*

It is not

a

little illustrative of the notions entertained

very distinguished medical scholar
his Delineation of a

respecting nosology,
Nosological System does not contain

definition
writers

work.

;

on

by

this

to find that
a

single

arrangement and nomenclature, with references to the
the different diseases,
forming the sole objects of that

21
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and amend

them,

as

enabled him to do

far

so.

which Dr Cullen has

his

knowledge or experience
If, for example, the definitions
given of the diseases included
as

him under the different orders of his second

by

the Neuroses,

as

those of apoplexy,

palsy,

pepsia, hypochondriasis, chlorosis,
with the definitions of the
the incorrectness of

gel,

same

syncope, dys
&cc. be compared

diseases

Ploucquet's

given by

of

Ploucquet

is to the effect

that,

Vo

assertion will ap

pear very manifest.
Another equally unfounded statement
"

class,

in

on

the

part

the spe

marking

cies of each genus, Dr Cullen for the most part merely
divides the species of Sauvages into idiopathic and

symptomatic,

and has

scarcely

done

which

anything

would make it worth while to copy his enumeration of
species." Upon this statement, it is only necessary
to observe that Dr Cullen has himself given, in the

following

passage of his

and much

more

Ploucquet,
"

correct statement than that

of the

divisions into

introductory lecture,

use

which he had made of

a

candid

given by
Sauvages'

species.

You must

begin by studying what we call genera; but
you must not stop there : it is absolutely necessary to pro
ceed to the study of species, and even to that of varieties ;
and I have therefore thought it proper to attempt giving you
some assistance in this
particular. I wished, indeed, to have
ascertained and characterised the several species, as I have
done under the genus Cynanche, according to my own view
of the matter ;* but I found that, owing to various insupe*

It

seems

several

species
according

racterised
Good

undeserving of attention that the genus Cynanche, the
of which Dr Cullen states he had ascertained and cha

not

as one

to his

own

view of the matter, is

pointed

of the instances in which Dr Cullen has adhered

out
to

a

by

Dr

regu-
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particularly as I had no other assistance but
Sauvages, this was impossible. I have at

rable difficulties,
the

nosology of
tempted, however,

to make my

arrangement more convenient

and useful than that of

Sauvages. He has gathered together a
particulars relating to species and varieties of dis

great many
eases

;

he

seems

to have marked down whatever he found in

his

the appearance of a com
reading, so
monplace book, afterwards to be arranged by the author,
that his work has

than of any

rangement,

probable

else ; there is

thing
a

more

everywhere

want of

digestion

Sauvages

would have done

a

But it is very
great part of what

I have done, if time and leisure had allowed him.

taken

ever

he

I have

distinguish his species by arranging them un
Wheretwo heads of Idiopathic and Symptomatic.
finds a principal or very remarkable symptom of a

pains

der the

ar

into order.

want of

that

a

to

disease, which likewise appears as a symptom in another
disease, he has repeated it as a species in both places, and

thereby multiplied
dent,

to

an

the

species,

to the confusion of the stu

unreasonable number.

separated the
Sauvages, but I have

I have

idiopathic and symptomatic species of
I have
further given to both quite a new arrangement.
placed those together which I suspect to be one and the
same, and next, those which have the nearest affinity to
In many places, again, where Sauvages has mul
them.
tiplied the genera, and repeated the same species under each
of them, I have taken care to put these together so that you
The effect of all
may know the real number of species.
this, I think, must be to lessen considerably the whole num
ber ; and it must be comfortable to the student to
his

object,

hended in
In
lar

which

was

a narrower

comparing

that

seemingly so large, may be compre
(Works, vol. i. p. 464.)

view."

Dr Cullen's definitions of the

classes,

systematic precision in respect of genus and species. " It affords,"
"
Good, one of the most excellent specimens in the entire scheme

adds Dr
of

see

perspicuous description

and accurate discrimination."
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orders,

genera, and

his
to

predecessors, an
be struck by the
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species of diseases, with those of
impartial judge can scarcely fail
superior practical knowledge of

diseases evinced in the selection of those groups of
morbid phenomena by which he has characterised

them, and by the success with which, in making that
selection, he has in general pursued a middle course

redundancy and obscure brevity. It is much
be regretted that those nosologists who, subsequent
Dr Cullen, have attempted to improve this branch
medicine, such as Drs Young, Good, and Hosack,

between
to
to

of

should have bestowed

so

small

a

share of their la

important duty of improving the defi
nitions of diseases, by pointing out such changes on
those proposed by him or his predecessors, whether
bours

on

the

in the way of alterations, omissions, or additions, as a
fuller consideration of individual diseases, or the more

advanced state of medical science in

general, might

suggest ; and should have devoted so much industry
and learning to the comparatively trivial objects of
methodical arrangement and nomenclature. Without
wishing to derogate from the merits of such attempts

these authors have made

improve this depar1>ment of Nosology, I feel authorized, by a careful review
of their writings, to believe that the amount of their
improvements, in respect of importance and number,
is far from justifying the kind and degree of disparage
ment of this part of Dr Cullen's nosological labours,
in which some of his critics, and particularly Dr Young,
have indulged.
Dr Mason Good, who cannot be suspected of
any
undue partiality for Dr Cullen's nosological labours, has
as

to

24
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had the candour to pay him the compliment justly due
"
The definitions of the
in regard to his definitions.
"

species," he remarks, were generally recomposed by Dr Cullen, and apparently modelled in
consonance with the reformer's own practical obser
"
vations."
The author shewed evidently that he had
laboured his attempt in no ordinary degree ; and many
genera and

of his definitions discovered
before been

exemplified

:

a

mastery that had

pictures painted

to

never

the

life,

"

and of proper dimensions."
To this extent of praise,"
adds Dr Good, " Dr Cullen's system is fairly entitled ;
an

extent

which

to be borne in mind amidst

ought ever

the numerous, and, in many instances, exaggerated
exposures of its defects which have lately been ex

hibited,

and which it

growing fashion to
abroad, more especially in

seems

detail both at home and

to be

a

Germany, where it has been asserted ex cathedra, and
believed by extensive audiences, that, after all his pre
tensions, Cullen has done little or nothing for the im
provement of nosology."
Whatever estimate may now be formed of the value
of Dr Cullen's nosological labours, it cannot, with any

degree of fairness, be alleged that his pretensions in
regard to them were extravagant. On the contrary,
he everywhere speaks, in his lectures and writings
on this
subject, of what he had done in this de
partment with the utmost modesty and diffidence, en
deavouring at all times to impress on his hearers and
readers, that nosology, like the other branches of me
dical science, must
necessarily be progressive in its ad
vancement, and that it is only by frequent and multi
plied trials that it can be brought to any degree 'of
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perfection. In the preface to the second edition of his
Synopsis, he remarks, that probably as long a period
would intervene between the appearance of Sauvages'
work, and a good system of nosology, as did between

the first attempts at botanical arrangement by Csesalpinus and the writings of Linnseus, adding that he
himself would be contented with the humble
which Morison the botanist

exciting

to

viz. the merit of

study of his favourite science.
object of Nosology, the nomenclature

others to the

The second

of

aspired,

praise

which has furnished much scope for
The names im
of classical erudition.

diseases, is

the

one

display
posed upon diseases,

in the earliest

periods

of

me

Greece, were derived, as has been well shewn
by Galen, in the second book of his treatise on the

dicine in

Method of

from several

Curing,

Some of them

were

different

taken from the

sources.

part affected,

peripneumonia, ischias, podagra, ophthalmia, dysenteria, &c. ; some from the predominant symptom,
as ileus, tenesmus,
spasm, paralysis, dyspnoea, coma, &c;
some from these two circumstances combined, as
cepha
lalgia, otalgia, cardialgia, odontalgia, hysteralgia ; and
some also from the
supposed proximate cause, as me

as

&c.

To these may be added a
considerable number of names of diseases derived from

lancholia, cholera,

imaginary resemblance to external objects, as elephas, cancer, polypus, anthrax, &c. ; and after this,
there still remains a considerable number, the origin

some

of which it is not

easy to trace.
It is obvious from this mere enumeration of the

rious

sources

diseases

was

now

va

from which the Greek nomenclature of

originally derived, that,

even

supposing
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various tempta
tions to amend or reform it could not fail to present
themselves in the progress of medical knowledge. If
the seat of a disease was supposed to be more accu
it to have been

everywhere adopted,

im

rately ascertained than at the time its
the
posed, or if the opinions of pathologists respecting
medi
proximate cause of a disease came to be altered,
cal men naturally became desirous to get rid of any
that was
erroneous opinion, on either of these points,
involved in its designation. Where a name seemed to
have no particular signification, they were tempted to
replace it by one expressive of some important charac
name was

of the disease.

ter

If it

were

found that

two

or more

comprehended by the early physi
cians under one common designation, then it became
to invent new names for
necessary, in separating them,

diseases had been

one or

for all of these distinct diseases ;

or

if,

on

the

expedient to comprehend two
as dis
or more diseases which had been recognised
tinct by the ancient physicians, under one designation,
then either an entirely new name was to be framed
other

for

hand, it

this,

had

or a

was

choice

previously

found

was

to be made among those

been attached

to

the several

which

species.

rendering medical nomenclature uni
form, by deriving the names of diseases from one
source only, or from a certain or fixed combination
The idea of

also calculated to incite many to attempt its reformation. In recent times, two circum
stances have tended very powerfully to encourage at
of sources,

was

tempts of this kind ; first, the great and rapid progress
that has been made in pathological anatomy, and the

light

which it is conceived

to

have thrown

on

the

na-
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and the seat of many diseases ; and, second, the
great success that has attended the introduction of an
ture

uniform system of nomenclature into chemical science.
It has been alleged, indeed, by Ploucquet, that
"

the

of each disease

name

or

species

should be

so

significant, that a person slightly ac
quainted with the language and the subject should, on
hearing it, immediately understand what is the nature
It seems very obvious,
of the disease it designates."
however, that if the name of a disease ought to convey
characteristic and

accurate idea of that which it

an

be

of the

composed

the

disease,

—

in

same

fact, it

elements
must

represents, it
as

must

the definition of

be the definition

con

denomination ; consequently it must be
derived either from the supposed proximate cause, or

verted into

from the

a

symptoms of the disease.

But

a

term

ex

pressive of the nature and the seat of a disease, may
very possibly be erroneous in respect of each of these
facts singly, or of both together ; and even in the case
of inflammatory affections, in which the symptoms
during life, and the morbid appearances met with after
death, might be thought sufficiently characteristic to
guard us against the risk of error, some recent at
tempts to replace old names of diseases by terms of
more
significant import, as in the localization of fevers,
of tetanus, and of dysentery, prove that the practice
is, in several respects, objectionable.* And as to the
*

M.

to be

observing that the names of diseases ought not
from anything which is variable in science, however

Bayle,

derived

in

incontestable it may appear, remarks,
lowed this principle, that we see the

"
—

It is from not

name

succeed to that of bilious fever, that of

having fol
meningo-gastric fever

adynamic fever

to

that of
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comprehending, in the name of a dis
ease, a summary of its elementary symptoms, a little
reflection upon the number of these that usually en
ter into a definition will suffice to shew how hopeless
an
undertaking it would be to attempt to construct out
of them any other kind of names than those sesquipe
dalian terms which all nosologists concur in condemn
ing, at least when employed by others.
But whilst such have been the temptations to the
substitution of new nosological designations for the
names
by which diseases have been recognised in for

proposal

of

the inconveniences that have resulted from

mer

times,

the

practice

have been

by

no

Some of these inconveniences

means

seem

to

inconsiderable.
have been

ex

anticipated at a very early period of me
The passion for changing the usual
dical science.
language of medicine called forth, on several occasions,
the indignant rebuke of Galen, particularly in his trea
tise on Dyspnoea, in reference to the terms employed
by some physicians of his own times to designate the
simple diversities of difficult respiration; and in his
perienced

or

Pulses, he derides, with
all the arrogant superiority of a Greek, the barbaric

treatise

on

the Differences of

Archigenes had proposed to apply to the
eight qualities of the Pulse which he was disposed to
recognise.
Sauvages, in his original sketch of his Nosological
System, insists on the inexpediency of abandoning,

terms

which

except when it is unavoidable, the
putrid

fever

;

due time, be

logie,

&c

and that,

unquestionably,

replaced by

Paris, 1802.

others."

names

these

of diseases

new names

Considerations

sur

will, in

la Noso
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received and

adopted by the ancients, or of substitut
ing new ones in their place, without an extreme neces
sity ; for words, he remarks, are good only in respect
I have not chosen," says he,
of their signification.
to take upon myself to give new names to diseases ;
and I have preferred the circumspection of Ray, Plu"

"

mier, Winslow, Linnseus,
which

might

same

time he

Artedi,

to

an

exactness

have been

will be

always

and

regarded as too bold." At the
admits that it always has been, and
permitted to give new names to new

diseases,

and to select the best out of those which

in

Accordingly,

by

use.

he

are

the considerations

specifies

which he had been himself influenced in his choice

of the

names

of diseases ;

as

not the

least

important

of

which may be mentioned his remark that such names
of genera and species as indicate the proximate cause,

in

of the

place

"

error.

leading symptom,
the employment of

If

mitted," he observes,

"

are

liable

such

new names

to

lead into

names were

ad

of diseases would

be

required whenever a new hypothesis is started.
Though the doctrine of proximate causes be subject to
changes, the nomenclature of diseases ought to be in

variable."
were

These views

afterwards

the

nosological nomenclature

fully expounded by Sauvages in
his Methodical Nosology. (J. 93,

more

Prolegomena
&c.)
Dr

on

to

Cullen, also,

was

strongly impressed

conviction that the nomenclature of

by long
urgent
"

he,

use,

not to

be

diseases, confirmed

changed

without very

reasons.

In the
"

ought

with the

attempts I have made towards

I have nowhere introduced

one

a

single

method," says
new name

of

a
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disease, but have adopted

which had been

employed
by one or other of the systematics before me. I found it
absolutely necessary, indeed, to make a choice, and upon
names

many occasions I have not taken the name which was for
merly the most common ; and in other instances, where I

have

adopted

names,

I

am

not

quite

satisfied that

they

are

the most proper ; but rather than occasion any sort of con
fusion by new names, I have avoided every thing of that

kind."

This

the part of Sauvages and of Cullen
has not been followed in all instances by other nosolo
reserve on

gists.* Dr Cullen complains of Linnaeus that he had
frequently changed medical nomenclature without any
urgent necessity ; and of Vogel that he had disfigured
nosology by the introduction of new, frivolous, and in
appropriate appellations. Dr Mason Good says of
the nosological system of Ploucquet, that "it is singu
larly distinguished by the author's fondness for long
crabbed words ;" and alleges that Pinel has betrayed
singular itch for changing established terms, which,
in many cases, require no change whatever ; and su
perseding them by others which are neither more true
to correct theory, nor more euphonous to a correct ear."
Dr Mason Good himself, in professing the correction
and simplification of nosological nomenclature to be
one of the
great objects of his system of nosology, has
explained, with much erudition, the general rules by
"

*

"

New terms,"

as

has been observed

"

source

of the unskilful

or

statesman who

are

generally

the indolent, and often

mark of writers who neither know

(Edin. Review,

a

of literature and

his

equally distinguished by
knowledge
phy (the late Sir James Mackintosh),

by

vol. xxvii. p.

192.)

nor

love their

a

was

philoso

the easy

re

characteristic

own

language."
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which he has been

guided.
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But however

specious these
themselves, no one

may appear when considered in
who has attempted to make use of that work for the

purposes of study or of instruction can have failed to
feel, in the multitude of names employed in it which
any other authors, at least of modern
date, a serious drawback on any advantages it may
possess in the correctness of the principles on which
its nomenclature is founded. Dr Good, however, seems
are

not

used

by

of the great inconvenience which
results from incorporating particular pathological doc

to

have been

trines in the

aware

language

and he animadverts in

and nomenclature of

diseases,

the

following
up the coinage of new systems by the coinage of new
terms, as one source of imperfection and perplexity in
This," says he, has been a very ample
Nosology.
severe

terms

on

"

"

and inveterate medium of error, and

one

which has

merely run through our nomenclature, but through
our
reasonings insomuch, that through its prolific in
fluence, the language of medicine has become a curious
mosaic of the chief speculations of ancient and modern
times."
(Prelim. Diss. p. 1.)
It is not perhaps possible to assign a better reason
for adhering to the names of diseases given to them by
the ancients than has been done by the accurate and phi
The moderns," says he,
losophical Baglivi.
ought
not to be opposed to the ancients, but, as far as is pos
sible, to be joined with them in perpetual alliance.
For what can be more absurd than when they agree
in fact, to make them disagree in words. This passion
for inventing new terms retards, in a wonderful degree,
the progress of the tyro, and involves him in difficulty
not

—

"

"
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As respects patients, it is of little matter
to them whether you designate the effects of disease,
and doubt.

and the elements of the

living body, by the less po
lished terms of the ancients, provided you have a per
fect knowledge of the true principles of treatment, so
that your words may pass into facts, and the events
correspond with your predictions."
There is

one

circumstance which

seems

to

have been

very much overlooked by those who have occupied
themselves with the reform of nosological nomencla

ture, viz. that many of those diseases which received
generic appellations from the ancients, may proceed
from different internal morbid

cynanche, of
and that, to distinguish between these different forms
of the same nosological disease, it is sufficient to annex
a
specific to the generic appellation, without inventing
an
entirely new name for each distinct form which we
This principle was
may be disposed to recognise.
well understood by Sauvages, who remarks,
that to
case

of

conditions, as in the
apoplexy, of ileus, of jaundice, &c,

"

each genus there should be attached one name, and
that as simple as possible ; and each species of that
genus should be designated, not by the generic name
but also

by an epithet, or specific name, added to
The fewer the generic names or genera, the more
it.
easily are they retained and understood. But if as
many genera as species be formed, then they are mul
tiplied without necessity, and to the great injury of
only,

science, for medical nomenclature falls back to its ori
ginal chaos, and all method is useless."
Besides giving a special definition of each
particular
disease, and assigning to each a peculiar appellation,
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physicians

have conceived it

to

be
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advantageous,

with

view to

diagnosis, to arrange the whole of the dis
eases which
they recognise under more or less com
prehensive groups, and the consideration of the differ
ent plans which
may be pursued in such arrangements,
forms, as we have seen, the third object of Nosology,
a

viz. Classification.
It is obvious that any single character or combina
tion of characters, in respect of which particular or

special diseases agree with,
such

as

their remote

or

or

their

differ

from,

proximate

one

another,

causes, their

seats, their symptoms, &c, may be made the basis for
their methodic arrangement under a larger or smaller
number of divisions, or, in the language of logicians, of

higher
of

and lower genera,

classes, orders,

whilst

one

or

and, in that of naturalists,
families, and genera; or that,

such character is

employed

of distinction between the divisions

or

the

ground

classes,

another

as

character may be made use of for the same purpose in
respect of the subdivisions or orders, and a third for
the subordinate orders

genera.
Accordingly, of
plans upon which diseases have at different
times been arranged under a larger or smaller num
or

the various

ber of divisions and

subdivisions,

tion to the remote

causes

some

from which

have had

they

a

rela

have been

supposed to proceed, others to the part of the
ganized frame, whether a texture, a system, or an
—

or
or

gan, which they have been supposed to occupy,
others to the more obvious symptoms which they have

—

exhibited in their progress, particularly as indicating the
function more especially deranged, others to the more
—

VOL. II.

c
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striking features of their general course, and others,
again, to the particular internal morbid conditions,
structural or functional, on which they have been sup
posed to depend.
It would be absurd to imagine that an arrangement
of diseases under higher and lower divisions, or classes,
—

orders, and genera, executed upon any one of these
principles, or on any combination of them, could be
without its advantages to medical science. Diseases,

objects in nature, should be contem
plated by those who profess to study them, from every
possible point of view ; and every circumstance of re
semblance or of difference, if duly investigated, can
not fail to suggest important considerations in the his
tory of the particular species. It is impossible for the
medical inquirer to prosecute his investigations into
the seats of diseases, without aiming at an arrange

like all other

ment of them

calculated

to

mark their relations to

the textures, systems, and organs on the morbid con
ditions of which they depend.
It is impossible for
him to endeavour to arrive at

a

knowledge

of the dif

ferent internal morbid conditions which constitute the

proximate

determine what

of

diseases, without being desirous to
particular or special diseases proceed

causes

from each of them.
his attention
their

to

operation

morbid

common

or

—

impossible

the different kinds of
on

conditions,

each of these

It is

for him to turn

agents which, by

the economy, induce its different
without endeavouring to refer to

the remote

specific

—

the

of

diseases,

whether

particular

diseases

to

causes

which

it may give rise.
But it is not to be
expected that
there will be found a strict coincidence in the arrange-
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ments founded upon these different

grounds of classifi
cation, nor can we reasonably hope to devise an ar
rangement equally applicable to all these several pur
poses ; and it should never be forgotten that an ar
rangement of objects is good or bad, not in itself, but
respects the purpose which it is intended

as

The

principal,

has been deemed

expedient

to

establish

objects

systematic

the reference of individual
It it

specimens

or

of natural his

tory, of minerals, plants, and animals, is

species.

serve.

if not the sole purpose for which it

methodic classifications of the

lar

to

to

to

their

facilitate

particu

obvious, therefore, that the classifi

cation which tends in the greatest degree to facilitate
this reference, must, so far as this particular object of
the natural

historian,

cerned, be the best.
are

not

ments

inconsistent

proceeding

the distinction of

species,

is

con

But classifications of this kind

contradictory of,
other principles, and

with,

upon

or

arrange
intended

That the botanist finds it
other purposes.
convenient to classify plants according to the methods

to

serve

of Linnaeus

Jussieu, founded on their correspondence
in some common external characters, does not prove
the gardener to be in error because he arranges them
or

according to the climate or to the soil best suited to their
growth, to the mode of their perpetuation, to the di
mensions which they attain, to their adaptation to pur
poses of ornament or of use, &c. &c. ; nor does it prove
th physician to be wrong, because he arranges plants

the nutritious, medicinal, or poisonous
powers of the principles which they may contain.
If it be considered
So also in regard to diseases.

according

to
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desirable to frame classifications of
to assist the

dual

a

view

practitioner in referring indivi
particular species to which they

medical
to

cases

these, with

the

belong, then the classification which facilitates dia
gnosis in the greatest degree, must, as regards this pur
But it by no means follows that,
pose, be the best.
for other purposes, other arrangements may not be
proper or may not be required.
In natural

history,

the
no

importance

that

which the genera, orders, and classes
founded should, like those employed for marking

the characters
are

it is esteemed of

on

be of easy recognition ; and there can be
doubt that the same principle ought to be kept in

species,

nosological classification intended to assist
diagnosis. A slight comparison of the characters on
which, as we have seen, it has been proposed to estab
lish the higher divisions and subdivisions of diseases,
view in

shew that it is the symptoms which
exhibit that constitute the marks of correspond

seems

they

a

sufficient

to

and difference most easy of recognition; and
hence, whatever advantage it may be found possible to
ence

take of

between symptoms and other
cause, seat, pathological condi

correspondence

characters, as remote
tion, &c. in framing nosological classes, orders, and
genera, it is the symptoms that should constitute the
as

well

may,

as

of this

of methodic arrangement,
of the distinction of particular diseases.
It

groundwork

indeed,

as

we

portion

shall afterwards have occasion

particularly to notice, be a matter of question,
framing of classes and orders of diseases
is requisite for the purpose of
diagnosis ; but if a classi-

more

how far the
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fication under

object
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and lower genera, having for its
to facilitate the reference of individual cases of

higher

particular species, be considered desir
able, that object ought to be strictly held in view in
the execution of the project.
It has been usual, indeed, for nosologists, imitating
the language of naturalists, to speak of nosological
arrangements of diseases as being more or less arti
ficial or natural. By an artificial arrangement seems
to be meant one in which the points of resemblance or
difference between the objects brought into close ap
proximation in the several orders and classes, have
relation to obscure or trivial characters ; and by a na
tural arrangement, one that brings together objects
which correspond in their most obvious and important
relations, phenomena, or characters.
The classifications adopted in the several depart
ments of natural history, shew that, for purposes of
disease to their

distinction,

consequence how tri
characters employed to mark

it is of little

vial the character

or

or

no

the classes and orders may be, provided they are
fixed, steady, and determinate in the members in

subdivisions, and that they are readily
recognisable; or, in other words, that an artificial
arrangement of these objects is, in this respect, as

cluded in the

advantageous

as

a

natural

one.

And in the

same

to be sub
way, in a classification of diseases intended
servient to diagnosis, every circumstance of correspond
ence or difference, however trivial it may appear in

of in constituting the
may be taken advantage
higher and lower genera of diseases, which will assist
cases successively
us in the
easy reference of individual

itself,
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the

class, the order,

the genus, and

ultimately

the

species to which it belongs.
Many of the objections which have been urged
against particular nosological classifications, as bring
ing into close approximation diseases which, in their
intimate nature, are widely different from one another,
or as
being artificial" or not natural," seem to
have originated in inattention to the sole purpose
"

"

which such classifications

of

namely,

are

intended to

facilitating diagnosis

fulfil, that,

; and it may,

perhaps,

added, that, in many attempts at nosological classi
fication, a similar inattention to its proper object has
been betrayed.
be

When
ment

or

to have

nal

nosologists

have

spoken of a natural arrange
diseases, they seem generally

classification of

founded upon the various inter
conditions which give rise to special

understood

pathological

diseases, such

as

For

spasm, &c.

one

inflammation, haemorrhage, pain,

though

the several diseases

of these

depend
differ in

proximate
any
their
of
phenomena, according to the part of the
many
body in which they are seated, yet still their commu
ing

on

nity

of

one

cause

occasions

a

causes

considerable

affinity

of cha

A methodical arrangement of this kind, or
this principle, has been considered the more desir

racter.
on

able,

being likely to bring together diseases, cor
responding not only in some very important relations
as
regards their symptoms, but also in the indications
and means of treatment which
they suggest and re
If we are to
quire.
attempt to establish a general
doctrine of inflammation, of
haemorrhage, of spasm,
&c,

as

as so

many morbid conditions which, occurring in
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different parts of the body, constitute the proximate
causes of special diseases, then there can be no doubt

that,

to

enable

to ascertain the

us

general history

of

any of these morbid conditions, we ought to bring
together, under separate heads, the various special
diseases which

believe to

we

inflammations, the

appertain
haemorrhages, the

to

each, the

spasms,

&c.

purpose which the arrangement of
diseases under natural families is well suited to pro
But it does not necessarily follow that the
mote.
This is

obviously

a

arrangement will be found advantageous for pur
poses of diagnosis. An arrangement of this kind must
same

according to the progress of knowledge and of
opinion, for a disease which is at present supposed to
depend on one pathological condition, may be found
It must separate diseases
to proceed from another.
which, though depending on different pathological
conditions, bear a striking resemblance to one another
in their external phenomena, as the different species
of apoplexy, of epilepsy, and of jaundice; and it may
bring together diseases which, though belonging to the
same natural
family, may respectively be characterised
by groups of symptoms which do not bear any very
obvious resemblance.
Thus, in the haemorrhages,
diagnosis would be little assisted by the bringing to
gether of apoplexy and haemoptysis.
Dr Cullen, following the example of Sauvages,
vary

deduced the characters of his classes and orders, as
well as those of his genera and species of diseases,

phenomena or symptoms the defini
higher division containing an enumera

from external
tion of each

tion of characters

—

common to

all the lower divisions
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comprehended under it. Several more recent nosolo
gists have not considered the defining of classes and
orders symptomatically, to be essential to nosological
classification.
They seem disposed to believe that, as
the advantages which naturalists derive from defining
their classes and orders by appreciable characters, de
pend on the immense number of objects between which
their comparison must be made, the physician, from
the limited number of special diseases, may dispense
with this assistance ; and that an arrangement founded
on some other
principle may prove more advantageous
to the teacher or student of medicine, particularly

arrangement which shall bring diseases into ap
proximation with one another, according to the part
an

of the

body principally affected, and the function
principally disturbed. On this principle Drs Young
and Good, in establishing their classes and orders
of diseases, in imitation of Ploucquet, on an Anatomico-physiological basis, have not defined but merely
interpreted or paraphrased the terms employed to de
signate them ; and, indeed, it may be doubted whe
ther,
ed

if the classes and orders of diseases be found

anatomico-physiological considerations, we can
expect to be able to assign to the groups of diseases
thus formed, symptomatic definitions in the manner
pursued by Sauvages and Cullen, seeing that it is by
on

easy to mark common characters in which
the subdivisions shall correspond. But even with this

no

means

disadvantage, it must be allowed that
physiological arrangement of diseases
adapted
Physic,

for lectures
as

or

for treatises

bringing together,

on

an

anatomico-

is the

one

best

the Practice of

in the first

place,

the
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different diseases of the

same

organ,
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and, in the

second

those of the organs most intimately related to
another. That it may be pursued with advantage,

place,
one

however, it is requisite that the student should have
been

previously

instructed in the

general

doctrines of

Under each division must be included spe
cial diseases that depend respectively on inflamma

disease.

spasm, &c. and

tion, haemorrhage,

a

previous know
consequently in

ledge of these pathological states is
dispensable. In teaching upon an arrangement founded
on natural families, there
may be the opportunity of
discussing the general doctrines as an introduction to
the particular family ; but where the arrangement is
anatomico-physiological, no such opportunity can pre
sent

itself.

It does not appear that any divisions or arrange
ments of diseases adopted by the ancients had the pro

motion of

their

were

for the most part under two
correlative, founded on some

diagnosis for
merely divisions,

heads, dichotomous

striking
as, for

or

contrast in the

example,

history

of

particular

that into internal and

into acute and chronic
both

particular object.

diseases,

They

diseases ;

external,

into those

common

or

to

all ages, and those peculiar to the
female sex or to infancy, &c. They were, in short,
what Sauvages has termed synoptical, in contradis
sexes or

tinction

to

to

systematic arrangements; and, perhaps,
beyond that of affording a ground,

served little purpose

Hildenbrand remarks, for subdivisions of treatises
on medicine into books,
chapters, sections, and para

as

graphs.
Galen,

in his

"

Treatise

on

the Method of

Curing,
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addressed to

Glauco," mentions,

mendation,

an

that

thinking

these

genera,

in terms of

high

com

Athenian

physician, Mnesitheus, as
beginning by the first and highest
should be again divided into other

"

genera, species, and differences; these, in like man
ner, into others, which again should be distributed in
the

manner, till

same

will admit of

as

no

we

descend to

some

such

species

And Galen follows

subdivision."

up this reference by expressing his own opinion, that
whatever faults are committed by other sects and by
many physicians in the cures of diseases, a faulty divi
sion is their first and chief cause. " For some," says
u
he,
stop short at the first and highest genera, con

tenting

themselves with those indications

only

which

taken from them ; others make a certain progress
in division, but do not arrive at the end, and many
divide erroneously."
are

This passage has been repeatedly referred to as
proving that Mnesitheus had proposed a classification
of

even

refers

approved; and Sprengel
vol. i. p. 375) to Galen as

of which Galen

diseases,

(Hist,

de Med.

that Mnesitheus rendered himself very cele
brated by the classification which he established among

saying

by no means appears, however, that the
passage refers particularly to the division of diseases ;
and at all events, it cannot be construed into any thing
more than the
approbation of a general principle in
logic, that, namely, of systematic division.
diseases.

Galen

Diseases

be,

to

there

It

himself,
—

in his treatise

the threefold

on

object of

which he

determine 1st, what disease
are

of

universal, simple,

the Differences of

and

is; 2d,

professes to
how many

primary diseases,
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the

elements,
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it were, of

others; and, 3d, how
many diseases are compounded of these, has sketched
what may perhaps be regarded as the outlines of an
arrangement of diseases, under these two heads, of
as

—

Simple

or

Primary

and

Compound.

his differences of diseases

of the

body

He establishes

the division of the parts
into similar and organic, or, in the lan
on

guage of the moderns, those of textures and organs,
and endeavours to accommodate it to either the me
thodic doctrine of dilatation and constriction of the
passages, or to the Democritic doctrine of the four ele
ments. Galen has not, however, attempted an enume
ration of the diseases referable to each of the divisions
of which he has thus sketched the

plan.

physicians and their successors, as
Sennertus has remarked, passing over the general me
thods of arrangement pursued by the Greeks, consi
dered diseases, with their causes, signs, and cures, in
the order of the parts of the body in which they occur,
The Arabian

those of the

chest, of the abdomen, &c;
and this arrangement Sennertus, in designating it the
customary order of practical physicians, himself adopt
ed in his Medicina Practica, published in successive

as

head, of

the

parts between 1628 and 1635.
To Felix Plater is attributed the merit of

first

proposed,

1602,
on
or

the

an

in his Medicina

having
Practica, published in

arrangement of diseases into classes, founded

more

remarkable

symptoms,

or, in his

analogies

own

words,

of their
"

phenomena
according to those

manifest affections which fall under the senses, or which
are
the senses of the sick, or of the by

perceived by

standers, and concerning which patients first complain
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physicians." The highest genera or
established by Plater, in conformity with

their

to

heads

first
this

1st, The lesions of the functions, compre
hending those of Sense and Motion ; 2d, Pains or
Uneasy Sensations ; and 3d, Those morbid affections
which have been termed Vitia, and which may be con

view,

were,

corresponding with structural alterations.
But, as has already been observed in speaking of
the definitions of diseases, it is to Sauvages that medi
cine is indebted for the first system of Nosological
Classification, executed in conformity with those logical
principles which had been applied to the classification
of the several subjects of natural history ; a classifica
tion having for its purpose, by a succession of divisions
sidered

and

as

subdivisions,

finition

expressive

characters

it,

de

all the lower genera compre
to enable the practitioner gradually
to

objects of comparison,
the precise species to

to circumscribe the number of

and thus arrive at
which the

a

of certain determinate and obvious

common

hended under

each of which is attached

to

length

particular

at

individual

case

under his obser

vation is referable.

principal advantage calculated to result from
the institution of nosological classes and orders, ap
peared to Dr Cullen to be the necessity which every
such attempt imposes on those who engage in it, of
marking very accurately the characteristic phenomena
The

of

particular
"

In natural

diseases.

history,"

says

he,

"

it is the

attempts towards

system that have produced the knowledge of particulars ;
and though these are, in their turn,
necessary to render the
it
system perfect,
has, however, been especially every new efa
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system that has excited

fort in
and

rendering

The

more

45

industry in completing
knowledge of particulars.
example, led to a more exact

a new

accurate the

system of Tournefort, for

observation of the form of flowers
attention to the number and

that of Rivinus directed

;

disposition

of the leaves ;

Vaillant and Boerhaave led to the

slight attempt by
ing of stamens and pistils
carried the

:

and the

much farther.

same

In

a

study

of Linnaeus has

system
short, I think every body

with the progress of natural history must know
that the attempts in system and the study of particulars have

acquainted

"

It is cer
mutually promoted and supported each other."
the
same with
to
If
diseases.
a
tainly
regard
system a no
methodica
now be rendered
cannot
sologia
just
tolerably
that
it
is
a certain
the
of
which it
particulars
proof
perfect,
—

—

—

should be formed

plete

; and it is

dered

so

till

are

at

present neither

equally probable
attempts

our

in

that

accurate

they

nor com

cannot be

ren

system have been repeated, and

Our attempts in system
farther progress.
are
The formation
necessary to enlarge our stock of facts.
even of classes and orders
in
may,
many cases, contribute to

have made

a

some

fuller and

though

we

more

exact distinction

cannot at all times obtain

of the
a

For

species.

certain and accurate

arrangement of this kind, yet the very attempts to obtain it
must be of great use, by leading every now and then to useful
discussions both in

pathology and in the history of diseases.
distinguished both by the symptoms pe
culiar to each, and by those common to each with some
others ; which is nothing else than to distinguish diseases as
all other things in nature should be distinguished,
by spe
cies and genera, and a distinction of this kind necessarily
requires the noting both of the lower and of the higher ge

Diseases must be

—

nera."

Dr Cullen

labours

or on

never

set

those of

high value either on
other nosologists, so far
a

his
as

own

these
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had

merely

for their

object

the

arrangement or classi

fication of diseases.
"

Those who have

applied to

this

study

before us," he

re

have, as it appears to me, gone improperly about
the matter ; for, paying little attention to the species, they
have been occupied in constituting classes, orders, and ge
"

marks,

by nature species only are given ; the formation
of genera is the production of the human mind, and must
be fallacious and uncertain till all the species are well known
and distinguished ; and our labour in constituting genera,
unless we always have regard to the species, will be vain and
futile." ■" I am so far from thinking that we ought to enter
anxiously into the general systematic arrangement, that, in
Be
my Prolegomena, I have insinuated a contrary notion.
cause I think there is use in the attempt, I have, with
But

nera.

—

others, endeavoured to form classes and orders; but for the
I have many
accuracy of these, I would by no means vouch.
difficulties still with regard to them, and I think I could still

point
study
them

improvements ; but my labour is to
genera in the first place, and, when I can arrive at
more
certainly, species. If I can distinguish these
out considerable

with tolerable accuracy, I am not concerned with my distri
It
bution into classes and orders being more or less exact.
accuracy with respect to the species that all the
rest of the divisions can be
properly established ; and in no

is from

our

sology, indeed,

very much

we are

of the number of the

particular
"

it

arranged,

from

a more

things

to be

distinguished

are

very numerous,

to be very useful and necessary, both for the inves

and remembrance of

ferred to

things

to be

attention to classes and orders."

When the

seems

tigation

objects

relieved, by the smallness

some

are

higher genera ;

them, that they should be
but when the

not very numerous, and it

species

re

of these

does not exceed the

powers of most men's memories to remember

them, there

scarcely
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any necessity of referring
to classes and orders.""

them, with great

seems

solicitude,

With Dr Cullen's recorded statement of the
of

which he himself attached

slight

the
importance
of his nosological labours relating to systematic
arrangement, it seems superfluous to enter on any

degree
portion

to

lengthened consideration of the various criticisms

to

which this part of his work has been subjected; the
more so that a large share of these criticisms were an

ticipated and discussed by himself, either in the Pro
legomena or in the Notes to his Nosological System,
though his remarks respecting them have seldom, if
ever, been recognised or adverted to by his critics, who
have brought forth their objections as if they were
entirely original, and as if they afforded so many proofs
of their own superior discrimination and knowledge of
the subject.
A few remarks, however, on some of the
more
prominent of these criticisms will best serve to
shew how far they should be considered as detracting
from the general merit of Dr Cullen's Nosological
System.
Dr Cullen, as is well known, arranged diseases in
that system, under four primary divisions or classes,
viz. Pyrexiae, Neuroses, Cachexias, and Locales. Dr
Mason Good has objected to this division, on the ground
that

"

the class Locales has

no

scientific relation

to

the

parallel or apposition with them.
To have brought it into any such kind of bearing, the
whole of the three first classes should," he alleges,
have been denominated conjunctively Univer sales, as
has been done by Dr Macbride. But this," he adds,
would have destroyed the general casting of the arother three

"

"

classes,

no
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rangement, and have produced
not wanted, and
perhaps does
But Dr Good is mistaken in

had not in

division which

a

not

exist."

supposing

was

(P. 16.)

that Dr Cullen

view, in framing his nosological system, the

general division of diseases into the Universal and the
Local, the division long ago followed by Celsus in his
very elegant treatise on Medicine ; for Dr Cullen was
himself accustomed to make the
his
"

lectures, in

reference

From the term

ceive that I

mean

applied

to make

Universal and Local,
tem

at

once

Here there

following remark in
his nosological distribution.

to

to the last

a

general

class, you must per
division of diseases into

into those which affect the whole sys
and those which affect one part of it only.

are

or

difficulties, but

some

it is

enough

to

give

what is very general."
It may not," he elsewhere observes,
"
be at all times easy to distinguish between the diseases of
"

the whole

system which

classes, and those of
are

placed

single part,

or

the local diseases that

acknowledge that this
happen, though rarely. But nothing better
to us,

present occurs

legomena,

included under the three first

in the fourth class.

may sometimes
at

a

are

we are

We

and, for the

reason

not very solicitous about

stated in the Pro
a

perfect

arrange

ment of classes."

It may be doubted, too, whether the rules and prac
tice of natural historians, in framing their classes,

any obligation on Dr Cullen, formally to ex
press the contrast which he intended to make between
Linnseus
the three first and the fourth of his classes.

imposed

institutes

such contrast between his

twenty-fourth
plants,
twenty-three
Cryptogamia,
classes
and
it
as
;
preceding
reasonably
might perhaps
be alleged that Dr Cullen, in styling his first class
Pyrexiae, should, in order to bring it into bearing with
class of

no

the

and the
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the other three
der

a common

classes, have comprehended them

title of

un

Apyrexiae.

In his division of universal

diseases,

Dr Cullen

en

advantages of a symptomatic
The idea
method with one founded upon physiology.
of my Nosology," he remarks,
proceeds upon the
view that pathology generally considers symptoms as
the effects of morbid derangements of the three se
deavoured to combine the

"

"

veral classes of

tural.

functions,

the

vital, animal,

and

na

Our

Pyrexiae comprehend the vital functions ;
the Neuroses, though extending to the whole of
the functions, have chiefly in view the animal ; and
the Cachexise comprehend the affections of the na
tural functions."
This plan of arranging diseases
according to the functions which they principally af
fect, was still farther extended and improved by
Professor Ploucquet of Tubingen, who established
seven classes,
comprehending the diseases of the Ner
vous, the Circulatory, the Respiratory, the Digestive,
the Secretory and Excretory, and the Reproductive
Functions, and those in which there occur Changes of
the Sensible Qualities.
Ploucquet's arrangement was
pursued, with only slight variations, by Drs Young and
Good in their nosological systems, the former reducing
the number of classes to five, viz. the Nervous, San
guine, Secretory, and Structural Diseases, and Displace
ments

; and the

latter, again extending

viz. the diseases of the

Digestive, Respiratory,

guineous, Nervous, Sexual,
and Fortuitous Lesions

them to seven,

or

San

and Excernent

functions,

Deformities.

Notwith

the great diversity in the Greek appellations
bestowed by these nosologists on their several classes,

standing

VOL. II.

D
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they have all proceeded on the
same
anatomico-physiological principle in framing
them, and that, in fact, they are for the most part
it is easy to

the

see

that

divisions under different denominations.

same

Conceiving

that the

diseases which

systematic

authors have been accustomed to

designate as Febrile,
exhibit such a number of phenomena in common as to
admit of their being advantageously comprehended
in one nosological class, Dr Cullen applied to them
the general term of Pyrexiae ; and, in his definition of
this term, endeavoured to mark the external pheno
agreement in which has led to the group
ing of diseases, in other respects so different, under
mena, their

a common

title.

Fully

sensible of the

difficulty

of this

attempt, he has himself, in different parts of his writ
taken occasion to

point

out the

imperfections
chargeable, and has
thus amply and ingenuously anticipated and recognized
most of the objections that have since been urged
against it, objections which, judging from the trials

ings,

with which his

own

definition is

—

hitherto

made, it would

peat than
"

to

seem

to

be much easier to

re

obviate.

I may

"

here," says he, be allowed to offer an excuse for
what may perhaps be censured, both in this and in several
other instances.
are

Thus it may be said that febrile diseases
sometimes seen which had not been preceded by any

shivering, or in which there is neither greater frequency of
pulse nor greater heat, than is usual in health ; and that,
therefore, the character given of this class of diseases is nei
ther true nor
universally applicable. I will not deny that
febrile affections of this kind,
though very rarely, are some
times seen ; but in characters of classes to be
employed for
the purpose of
it
distinguishing species, does not appear ne-
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cessary that the whole of the marks of the class should be
present in every species, and it is sufficient if most of them
be

present

in each

species."

And after

applying to the definition of this class of
diseases, the general rule that every proper charac
ter should point out a concourse of several marks or
symptoms," he observes :
"

"

We have

as

far

possible attended to these considerations
we have here
given of Pyrexiae ; but,
of other classes and orders, I could scarcely
as

in the character which
in the characters

expect

to be

so

if the character

cies, I do

not

fortunate ; and, with respect to most of them,
can be
properly applied to most of the spe

myself about a few exceptions ;
in general useful ; I cannot expect

concern

enough for me to be
always perfect."

it is
to be

Assuming, then, the phenomena enumerated in his
character of Pyrexia?, to be common to all the orders of
diseases, Dr Cullen conceived ih^t Fevers, more
strictly so called, which he established as his first order,
are
particularly distinguished by two circumstances, 1st,

febrile

the

pyrexial symptoms being preceded by languor, las
situde, and other signs of debility ; and 2d, their occur
ring independently of any primary local disease. Dr
Smith, in a late criticism on Dr Cullen's
definition of fevers, has jumbled together at random
Southwood

the definitions of the class

Fevers,
not

if the several

as

make

one

and of the order

parts of these definitions had

their author to have any fixed
another, and has then proceeded to

been intended

relation with

Pyrexia?

by

very severe animadversions upon this sup
definition. After stating that Boerhaave re

some

posititious

duced the catalogue of symptoms which appear in all
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fevers to
and
"

three, viz. horror or shivering, frequent pulse,
heat, Dr Smith remarks :

To the

catalogue of Boerhaave, Cullen makes the follow
ing additions : languor, lassitude, and other signs of debility,
together with derangement of the functions, particularly a
want of vigour in the limbs, without any primary local affec
tion. This extension of the catalogue," continues Dr Smith,
adds in no respect to the excellence of the generalization.
"

It has all the vices which
racters

are

definition

can
possess ; the cha
all
cases
not present in
; the very opposite are
in
while
the last, ' without any
prominent
many,
a

strikingly
primary local affection,' has so direct a tendency to mislead
the mind, and positively to prevent it from observing the
real phenomena of the disease, that it may well be questioned
whether the introduction of this single phrase into the defi
nition of

fever, has

not been the occasion of far

more

prac
compensated by any good that
ever can be
accomplished, by all

tical mischief, than has been
has been
the rest

accomplished, or
of the nosology."

supposititious defini
Of
nowise chargeable.
fully aware.

With the vices of Dr Smith's

tion, Dr Cullen certainly is
the defects of his
"

As

some

lectures,

ing

; and

"

we

own

he

was

of the other marks of

might

debility,"

said he in his

here add anorexia, nausea, and vomit

further, that the pulse will be found

weaker before the attack.

symptoms of debility

are

Here let

particularly

me

to be

always

observe that these

to be found in the be

of all intermittent s, and in the most part of those
continued fevers which we would arrange under typhus or

ginning

synochus ; but with respect to the synocha, we have not an
opportunity of observing the debility that precedes. The
character of a disease, however, never rests on a single symp
tom, but on a concourse of them, so that whatever difficulty
there may be in applying the symptoms of debility to syno-
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cha,

we are

relieved

local disease.'

The

by what

is

subjoined,

'

without

primary

"

practical question

at

issue between Dr Cullen

and Dr

Smith, therefore, is, whether, in the ordi
nary course of fevers, the succession of symptoms is of
the following nature, viz. languor, lassitude, and other
marks of

ing,

and this followed

increased
and

succeeded

debility,

or

attended

by increased

heat, disturbance

by a shiver
frequency of pulse,

of several of the

functions,
particularly diminished strength of the limbs, and

all these

occurring

without there

necessarily existing

any evident morbid alteration of a particular texture or
organ. That this general statement of the order of suc

cession in which the phenomena of fevers manifest them

by which the practi
tioner may determine whether a particular case under
his observation does or does not belong to the order
Fevers, is not capable of improvement, I by no means
selves, considered

as

a

standard

undertake to affirm ; but that it has as yet received
any considerable amendment, notwithstanding the host
of criticisms to which it has been

subjected,

I feel very

much inclined to doubt.
that part of Dr Cullen's
definition of the fevers more strictly so called, which
Dr Smith's

objection

to

points out their independence of a primary local disease,
is by no means very intelligible. It may be ques
tioned as a matter of fact, whether any such pyrexia!
diseases actually occur ; or if this negative character
does not establish such

a

difference between the fevers

pyrexiae, as the practitioner, on careful exa
mination, is able to recognise, it may be improper to in
troduce it into the definition, even admitting it to be a
and other
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correct

distinction.

such diseases
are

as

But unless it be assumed that

idiopathic

termed, exist, it

seems

or

essential

impossible

fevers,

as

no

they

conceive how

to

the statement in the definition of

fevers, of their essen
fact, capable of being determined

tiality, as a matter of
by observation, should
the

mind,

have any
to prevent it from

or

phenomena

of febrile diseases.

tendency to mislead
observing the real
Indeed,

as

Dr Cul

len has himself stated, the want of any primary local
disease might have been considered as in itself suf

ficient, taken in connection with the definition
class, to characterise his order of fevers.

of the

Here," says he, " you will take notice of the phrase
Primary Local Disease, for if every word be not of import
"

ance, it

ought

not to be in the

ease," Dr Cullen proceeds,

as

definition.

if in

The local dis

anticipation

of

some

hy-

"

percriticism upon the expression, may be very universal ;
but here I use the term in the common acceptation. Thus, an
inflammation may supervene, or, from some concurrent cause,
may attend a fever ; but then, it is not the primary disease
upon which the fever depends, so that the
whole definition is what constitutes fever."

Dr Cullen

was

well

aware

that

cases

import

of the

sometimes

oc

cur, in which it is difficult to determine whether the

primary

affection be

simply a

of the other orders of the

fever

or

a

disease of

Pyrexiae ; and in his
commentary on the seventy-third paragraph of his
First Lines, he was accustomed to point out the con
siderations by which this matter may be determined.
They must, therefore, it is conceived, entertain very
erroneous notions of the
purposes for which Nosology
has been intended, or be very ignorant of Dr Cullen's
one
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writings upon fevers, who can concur in the strange
and groundless opinion expressed by Dr Smith, that
his introduction of the phrase without primary local
disease,' into the definition of fevers, has produced
more
practical mischief than all the rest of nosology
'

can

compensate for.

In

subdividing

his order Fevers under

sections,

Dr

Cullen framed his definition of Intermittent fevers

so

that it should

comprehend the Remittents, of which
previous nosologists had formed a separate order. This
arrangement, as he himself informs us, he adopted,
as

from the
tent

considerations, that

arise from the

same

namely marsh
gether, epidemically,
tents,

the fevers called remit

morbific

cause as

intermit-

miasma ; that they prevail to
in the same places and at the

of the year ; that they are cured by pre
cisely the same remedies ; and that very frequently, in
the same person, what seems to be the same disease ex
same season

hibits

time the type of an intermittent, and at
another time that of a remittent fever.
Diseases,
at one

therefore,

so

causes, cure,

closely resembling one another in their
and type, ought not, he conceived, to be

referred either to different orders
tions.

It must be

stances

of

or

acknowledged
correspondence between

to

different

sec

that the circum

intermittent and

remittent fevers which Dr Cullen enumerates, are cal
culated to establish a striking analogy between these
forms of febrile

prove their spe
cific identity ; but all of them seem, both severally and
collectively, to have been unaccountably overlooked by
two

diseases, if

not to

most, if not all, of those critics who have taken it upon
themselves to censure this part of Dr Cullen's nosolo-
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gical arrangement.- (See Works, i. 246, 487, and
516.)
Another singular allegation of Dr Smith's, is that
the single fact suggested to the mind of the practi
tioner by the classification of true or idiopathic fevers
"

under the two great divisions of Intermittent and
Continued, is in the highest degree trivial." Whether

the

single fact of the type of fever, be or be not trivial
in itself, every practitioner knows that it is a fact of
the utmost importance in the inferences that are deducible from it ; seeing that it serves, in a great mea
sure, to mark both the

cause

from which the disease

proceeds and the particular or specific treatment which
it may require.
Dr Smith also alleges, that, "of the particular groups
of symptoms which have been brought together under the
great class Continued fever, it is impossible to discover any
kind of

led to the formation of the dis

tinct

been made,

principle which has
assemblages that have

clature when thus collected.
are

the three

or

to their

nomen

Synocha, Typhus, Synochus,

genera," proceeds

Dr

Smith,

"

which modern

nosology, in the power and pride of its strength, has put
forth, as at once distinctive and exhaustive of this class of
disease.

The

aggregate phenomena constituting Synocha

form

that

particular

just

series which is

common

forms of fever and to all acute inflammations.
of

symptoms thus brought together do

to

some

The train

not alone form any

variety of fever. The second group of symptoms forming
Typhus, and the third forming Synochus, independently of
their being brought together and named according to no
known or even assigned principle, are liable to the farther
and fatal objection, that they do not even occur in nature."
(P. 62-3.)
In reference to these

criticisms,

it may be remarked
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that, in endeavouring
rather

specific,

to establish

forms of continued

distinct

fever,

generic,

or

Dr Cullen set

aside those divisions which

previous nosologists had de
duced from the duration of the disease, regarding this
as a character neither determinate in itself nor
capable
of furnishing to the practitioner the means of diagno
sis ; and in place of these divisions, he substituted one
founded upon the predominant symptoms of the dis
ease, or on those symptoms by the presence or absence
of which the method of treatment to be pursued is, in
a

measure, to be determined.

great

appeared

These symptoms
to him to be referable to two heads ; first,

those which

give

evidence of increased action

flammatory irritation in the system ; and second,
which give evidence of a weaker reaction.
"

This

distinction," says he,

"

is the

same

or

in

those

with that of

Inflammatory and Nervous, the distinction at
present most generally received in Britain. To the first, as
a genus, I have
given the name of Synocha ; to the second,
that of Typhus ; and, little studious whether these names be
authorized by the ancient use of the same terms, I depend
upon their being understood by the characters annexed to
them in our Nosology, which I apprehend to be founded on

fevers into

observation."

however, that the phe
of Inflammatory fever, or Synocha, seldom

Dr Cullen
nomena

was

well aware,

be met with pure, but are generally accompa
nied with more or less of catarrh, rheumatism, or some
are

to

inflammatory affection. By the term Ty
phus, Dr Cullen obviously intended to designate the
most malignant form of continued fever, the putrid or
slow nervous, the petechial, jail or hospital fever of dif

other local

ferent

authors, which often runs its

course

without

ex-
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hibiting any distinct evidence of increased action or in
flammatory irritation in the system. But whilst he
thought that Synocha and Typhus, as representing re
spectively the predominance of inflammatory irritation
and weaker reaction, might be considered as the funda
mental differences of continued fever, and rejected those
distinctions that had been founded

on

biliousness and

putrescency, he acknowledged that the continued fevers
of this country exhibit most commonly, not the one or

separately, but a combination
of them ; the phenomena of fevers being, as he says,
greatly diversified and variously combined, and the
symptoms of inflammatory and nervous fevers being
the other of these forms

often intermixed with

one

another.

To fevers exhi

biting such a combination and succession of symptoms,
commencing usually as inflammatory and terminating
as nervous, he proposed to apply the name Synochus.
My aversion to change terms," says he, has made
me
employ this ancient word, which implies simply a
"

"

continued fever."
In

respect of the distinctions which it is desirable

to

recognise among continued fevers, it may be remarked,
that when we consider the great diversity, in respect of
the predominant symptoms, and particularly of those
indicative to use Dr Cullen's language of inflamma
—

—

tory irritation

or

of weaker

reaction, which

sent itself in different individuals in the

may pre
of the

course

epidemic fever, and that, even, an epidemic
depending upon a specific contagion, it seems very
same

—

—

doubtful whether differences in the
rant

us

in

establishing

tinued fever.

more

than

And this doubt is

symptoms will

war

species of con
strengthened when
one
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we
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consider that in each of the febrile

pending

de

eruptions,

single specific contagion, the character of
the attendant pyrexial symptoms is liable to the same
diversities which occur in the case of simple fevers. The
circumstance of some continued fevers, sporadic or
epi
to
arise
from
whilst
in
others
demic, seeming
contagion,
no evidence of
can be detected, seems to
contagion
pre
sent another ground of distinction between these fevers,
to which, perhaps, Dr Cullen paid too little attention,
as he seems to have considered
Synocha to be the
only form of continued fever which occurs indepen
dently of contagion. But here again, if contagious
and non-contagious fevers are found to exhibit the
same

on a

external

characters,

and if

no

differences

can

be

detected in the morbid appearances presented by the
bodies of those who sink under them, it may be doubted
whether the mode in which continued fevers are pro

duced will furnish

a

sufficient

ground

for

specific

dis

tinctions between them.
Dr Good mentions

as a

palpable

instance of Dr Cul

len's

having frequently found himself compelled, from
the paucity of his classes, to overstep the natural boun
dary implied by the terms he employed to designate
those classes which he

hages (the
says, have

established, the tribe

Haemorr

third order of the class
no

Pyrexiae), which, he
direct catenation with any idea suggested

by Pyrexia in the common use of the term; and he far
ther complains that all the hemorrhagic diseases are not
brought together by Dr Cullen, some being included by
Both of these objections
him under the class Locales.
have been taken notice of by Dr Cullen himself, in a
note upon the order Haemorrhages, in which, after ex-
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plaining the grounds of his disinclination to admit into
his Nosology such a class as the Fluxes of Sauvages and
Sagar,

the Profluvia of

Vogel, and the Evacuatory
diseases of Linnaeus, and the necessity of finding places
for the diseases which these nosologists had included
under this class, thus variously designated, he makes
the following statement :
—

—

"

Those

haemorrhages which are always accompanied by
a certain
degree of pyrexia, ought certainly to be placed
under the class Pyrexia?, and here, therefore, I have placed
what are called the Active Haemorrhages. I follow Hoff
mann, who has treated of the haemorrhages of this kind im
mediately after fevers, and has stated the reason in his pre
face, namely, that, when the phenomena are well considered,
and their explanations are examined with some attention, it
appears that eruptions of blood are produced by nearly the
same internal movements from which fevers arise,
though
not sufficiently completed to produce fevers."
It may be remarked, that Dr Good's objection to
the recognition of haemorrhages as an order of the
class
two

would

Pyrexiae,

apply

other orders of the

Profluvia,

same

with

equal

force to the

class, Exanthemata

each of which has also

a

and

corresponding apy-

rexial order.

decide what genera
should be comprehended under the order of

In reference to his
or

species

Exanthemata,

attempts

to

Dr Cullen observed in his lectures

—

"

I

find many difficulties in Nosology, and nowhere greater
than in this place. I am truly not satisfied with this

order.

logy
of

This may be considered as an objection to noso
in general ; but it merely shews that the history

diseases,

as

it

now

stands, is far from being complete

and accurate ; and I say that it is the attempt at

no-
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sology

which

chiefly serves to point out these doubts,
questions, and to direct our farther observa

to start

Without

it, the matter would have remained
uncertainty, confusion, and obscurity, in which

tions.
in the

it has continued for ages past."
In no branch of prac
tical medicine has the truth of these remarks been more

fully

confirmed since Dr Cullen's

time,

than in that

nosological distinctions of the dis
eases of the skin, of which
eruptive fevers form so im
portant a part. The writings of Plenck, Alibert, Wilwhich relates to the

lan,

and

Bateman,

and of their followers both in this

the Continent of

Europe, have given
a
precision and interest to the diagnostic characters of
these diseases, which the study of Nosology could alone
have procured for them ; and, at the same time, hold
country and

out

a

on

strong encouragement

improvement

in the

reiterated attempts at
of other natural families

to

diagnosis

of diseases.
the agency of
in the animal economy led him

Whilst Dr Cullen's views

the Nervous
to

System

respecting

believe that almost all morbid movements in this

economy depend on movements in the nervous system,
and that, consequently, almost all diseases might in
be termed nervous, he conceived that this
denomination might advantageously be limited to those
sort

some

diseases which affect the
or

at

ing

least

primarily,

nervous

without at the

the circulation of the

humours, unless in

a

blood,

secondary

eases, which he conceived

are

or

same

time affect

the nature of the

manner.

to be

Such dis

found in all the

functions, it was his object to comprehend
his second class, Neuroses. In the animal func-

classes of
under

system almost singly,
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tions

they present themselves under the character of
diminished voluntary motions, with sopor or suspen
sion of the senses (Comata) ; in the vital and natural
functions,

under the character of diminished involun

tary motions ( Adynamiae); in all the motory apparatus
of the economy, muscles and muscular fibres, subser
vient to the animal, the vital, and the natural functions,
under the character of

irregular motions (Spasms);
and, lastly, in the functions exclusively mental, under
the character of impaired operation of the judging
mind, without pyrexia or coma (Vesanise).
An examination of the subdivisions of this

class,

into orders, genera, and species, as established by Dr
Cullen, cannot fail, it is conceived, to satisfy t hecandid

critic, that whilst all those affections which involve sen
sation, voluntary motion, and mental exercise, or in
other words, the affections of the animal functions, are
most

properly

under this

and

head,

advantageously brought together

the diseases of the several vital and

natural functions which he has here introduced do not

obviously correspond with the definition of the class
as to render their comprehension under it advanta
geous ; and that an arrangement bringing them into
nearer
proximity with the other morbid affections of
their respective functions, would be greatly more ser
viceable for purposes of diagnosis.
so

Dr Cullen's third

class, Cachexia?, which he charac
terised as depraved habit of the whole or a great part
of the body, without primary pyrexia or neurosis, and
which he divided under the three orders of emacia
tions of the whole

of the whole

or a

body (Marcores), external swellings
great part of the body, whether from
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growth, &c. (Jntumescentiae),
and the cachexiae principally deforming the skin and
external surface (Impetigines), has been the subject of
He was by no means unaware of
various criticisms.
the difficulties to which his attempt to bring together,
fat, wind, water,

or

solid

—

under

one

class and

a common

name, such of the ge

neral diseases of the natural functions

place
posed.
a

in the classes

as

had not found

and

Neuroses, was ex
In the brief introduction to the Cachexias, in

Pyrexiae

his First Lines of the Practice of

Physic,

he thus

ex

presses himself.

Cachexy has been employed by Linnaeus and
Vogel, as it had been formerly by other authors, for the name
of a particular disease; but the disease to which these authors
have affixed it, comes more properly under another appella
tion (Leucophlegmasia) ; and the term Cachexy is more pro
perly employed by Sauvages and Sagar for the name of a class.
In this I have followed the last-named nosologists, though I
"

The term

find it difficult to

give

such

a

character of the class

as

will

clearly apply to all the species I have comprehended under
it.
This difficulty would be still greater if, in the class I
have established under the title of Cachexies, I were to com
prehend all the diseases other nosologists have done ; but I

willing to be thought deficient

rather than very incorrect.
Those difficulties, however, which still remain in Methodical

am

Nosology,
If I

can

species

must not affect

here
that

us

much in

a

treatise of

practice.

and describe the several

properly distinguish
truly and most commonly exist,

I shall be less

concerned about the accuracy of my general classification ;
though, at the same time, this, I think, is always to be at

tempted ;
possible,"
more on

"
and I shall pursue it as well as I can."
It is not
"
he remarked in his lectures,
to say any thing
—

the class

prehending

generally

considered.

It is artificial,

diseases which have little connexion with

com
one
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another.

I

either the class

belongs

to

very little of an introduction to
the orders ; but if we keep in view what

give, therefore,
or

particular diseases,

we

need be less anxious about

the establishment of classes and orders."

regretted that, in constituting a
intended to comprehend the derange

It is much to be

class of diseases
ments

of the natural

lowed out

more

functions into

functions,

strictly

Dr Cullen had not fol

the usual division of these

nutrition, secretion,

for the loss of any advantage that
definitions of the class and of its
been

tion

and

reproduction ;

can accrue

orders,

from his

would have

amply compensated for by the better approxima
which he might thus have effected of resembling

and related diseases.
Dr Good considers

by

far the most

faulty

and in

of Dr Cullen's arrangement to consist
in his fourth and last division or class Locales ; and

corrigible part

"

Young affirms of this class, that it appears to be
wholly undistinguishable by any sufficient criterion
from general diseases."
In establishing a particular class of Local diseases,
Dr Cullen remarked, in a note on his nosology, that it
may sometimes, perhaps, be doubtful whether certain
diseases ought to be referred to the universal or to the
Dr

local ; but that, in most instances, their proper refer
"
ence in this
respect will be sufficiently obvious ; and
"

that by the institution of
he,
this class of local diseases, a very considerable number

we

maintain,"

adds

may be arranged more
in the systems of other

correctly and
nosologists."

more

Dr Cullen has been much blamed for

easily

having

duced into the class Locales
many diseases

than

intro

which,

as
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whole system, and

being affections of the
corresponding general
been

be

so

nervous

treatment, ought not
The diseases referred to,

designated.

particularly

requiring

a

have

to

seem

to

those in which there is affection of the

system ; and Dr Hosack takes credit

to

him

having introduced into his class Neuroses the
paralyses of the senses, as well as several other diseases
self for

of the

nervous

system, which

were, he says,

strangely placed by Dr Cullen in
as
Nostalgia, which, being a form
now

associated with the Vesaniae."

verts to

the

difficulty

in

Dr Cullen's motive for

"

most

his class Locales ;
of Melancholia, is
Dr Good also ad
"

determining what could be
placing Nostalgia in any part

of the class Locales."

guided Dr Cullen in the
arrangements to which these objections seem to refer,
are to be found
explained in the notes appended to the
general titles of the order Vesaniae, the class Locales,
and its orders Dysesthesias and Dysorexiae. In respect
The considerations which

of mental

distinct

very desirous to draw a
between those delusions and desires

affections, he

boundary
solely

which arise

and

was

simply

from morbid conditions

of the sensory and other organs, and those in which
there is a derangement of the judgment. It may here
be

remarked, that the special object of

some

recent

ingenious memoirs by the late eminent mental patho
logist M. Esquirol, was the marking of the same dis
tinction, by applying the term hallucinations to ima
ginary perceptions originating in the mind ; and that
of illusions to false perceptions, dependent on the state
of the bodily organs. (Arch. Gener. 2e serie vol. i.)
Having in the first edition of his nosology defined the
VOL. II.
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**
merely as Impaired Functions of the Mind,
without Pyrexia or Coma," Dr Cullen subsequently
amended it by the introduction of the qualifying term
judging mind, so as to exclude the false perceptions

Vesaniae

or

hallucinations

erroneous

Sagar,

(the illusions of Esquirol), and the
appetites or Morositates which Sauvages,

and Linnaeus

had,

under various

bined with the diseases in which there is

of

titles,

com

impairment

judgment.
"

It is true, indeed," he remarks, " that both false per
ceptions and erroneous appetites are sometimes conjoined with

derangements

of the

the

present other indications of the deranged judg

same

time

judgment ;

ment, which shew that these

but in such cases, there

erroneous

are

at

perceptions and
general affection.

only symptoms of a more
reasons, I formerly ranked the Hallucinationes of
Sauvages and the Imaginarii of Linnaeus among the local

appetites

are

For these

diseases ; and I

now

do the

Sauvages and the Pathetici
merly altogether omitted."

same

with the Morositates of

of Linnaeus, which I had for

He seems, however, to have become satisfied that
he had drawn the line too strictly between the false

perceptions and erroneous appetites that can be re
garded as general affections, and those that are of
local origin.
I had excluded the Hallucinationes and
Morositates from the order of Vesaniae," he remarked
m his
lectures, in so far as they depend upon a fault
"

"

disease of the external
organs ; and I now perceive
that I should have
retained them more distinctly in so

or

tar

they depend on the brain itself. I
truly do this,
explicitly enough." (Works, vol. i. p. 518.)
6
my8ter? of the P^ce assigned
by Dr Cullen to

as

but not
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Nostalgia, is explained in a note on the Dysorexiae or
False Appetites, where, in justifying the propriety of
placing these under the Locales, on the ground of
almost all of them being manifestly affections of a
single part, rather than of the whole body, he adds;
Nostalgia alone, if indeed it be really a disease,
cannot by any means be considered as local ; but I
"

could not well separate this uncertain disease from the
other erroneous appetites."
The

same

remarks

as

have been made relative to

applicable in
regard to the place among the Locales assigned by
Dr Cullen to the affections characterised by impair
ments of sense and motion (the first and third orders
of the class, viz. the Dyssesthesiae and Dyscinesiee).
By the definition he had given of the class Neuroses,
the Hallucinationes and

Morositates,

he had excluded from it such

are

nervous

diseases

as

are

any local affection ; but from the com
mentary which he was accustomed to give on this de
finition in his lectures, as well as from his history of

accompanied by

the

particular

diseases which he included under

is obvious that the local affections here alluded
affections of parts external to the
"

The Nerves," he remarks,

"

are

nervous

it, it

to

are

system.

the foundation of the ani

mal economy ; they are the principal organs in every exer
But we perceive that the senses
cise of motion that occurs.
and motions of the different

parts depend partly

on

some

origin of the nerves, and partly upon certain
that
are
applied to their extremities. Now, the in
organs
terruption of sense and motion may arise from a fault in the
origin of the nerves, or from a fault of the organs appended

function of the

to

them.

Those

affections, and

are

organs are local
to be excluded here ; and under this title

affecting

the

appended
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give only the affections of sense and
properly affections of the general system of

of Neuroses

we are

motion that

are

the

But

nerves.

their

origin,
System."

or

to

we

consider the affection of the

what

we

nerves

in

call the centre of the Nervous
„

The distinction which he marks between

Palsy, con
sidered as a local and as a systematic affection, clearly
shews by what principles he was guided in referring
affections of the powers of Sense and Motion to the
class of General and to that of Local diseases respec

tively.
"

The loss of the power of voluntary motion," in which
this disease appeared to him to consist, " may," he remarks,
"

be

owing

either to

a

morbid affection of the muscles

or

by which they are rendered unfit for mo
tion, or to an interruption of the influx of the nervous power
into them, which is always necessary to the motions of those
organs of motion,

The disease,
under the power of the will.
from the first of these causes, as consisting in an organic

parts that

are

and local affection,
eases.

I

am

we

refer

entirely to

the class of local dis

here to consider that disease

only

which de

upon the interrupted influx of the nervous power ;
and it is to this disease alone I would give the appellation of

pends

Palsy. A disease depending on an interrupted influx of the
nervous power may, indeed, often appear as merely a local
affection ; but

as

it

depends

on

an

affection of the most

general powers of the system, it cannot be
rated from the systematic affections."
In

admitting

the

justness

properly

sepa

of Dr Cullen's distinction

between those affections of the animal functions of

sensation, voluntary motion,

pend
the

on

and

thought,

which de

portions of
depend on mor

morbid conditions of the central

nervous

system, and those which

bid conditions of the extreme ramifications of that
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rather of the organs exterior to these, it
must be allowed to be very undesirable that these two
or

system,

affections should be

widely separated from
one another as
they are in Dr Cullen's nosological
arrangement. A similar observation applies to other
two orders of this class, viz. the Apocenoses or fluxes
without pyrexia or increased influx of fluids, and the
Epischeses or suppressions of the excretions. By hav
ing found places for these, as might easily have been
clone, under some of the other classes, and by having
sets of

so

omitted the three other orders of his
mores,

Ectopise,

and

Locales,

Dialeses, which have

the Tu-

more

rela

surgery than to the practice of physic, Dr Cul
len would undoubtedly have obviated much censorious

tion

to

criticism.
The circumstance of Dr Cullen's

having subjoined
to his Nosology a list of diseases, about forty in num
ber, which he had omitted in the body of the work,
but which, he thought, ought perhaps to have been
included, has furnished

to some

of his critics

a

handle

Dr

Young declares
proof of Dr Cullen's
genera, orders, and classes, being lamentably deficient
in the essential qualities of a logical systematic method,

for very severe animadversions.
that " nothing can be a stronger

than the

numerous

list of diseases

which, from the de

classes, he has been obliged
appendix, having no place in the system

fective constitution of his
to

insert in

which

an

they
imperfection,"

to

want

of

a

could with
he

adds,

propriety

"

be referred ;

which not

—

only implies

an
a

clear view of the relations of the diseases

immediately concerned,

but

a

radical

damental divisions of the whole
have been established

on

error

in the fun

subject, which cannot
natural grounds, while any
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part of it is thrown
had

no

out

of the

general order,

connexion with the remainder."

if it

as

Dr Good

agrees with Dr Young in considering the necessity of
"
fatal to the reputation of a
a list of omissions as
"

The utter want of fit

places
nosological system," says
he, in reference to a statement of Dr Cullen's presently
and this, too, in the opinion of the
to be quoted,
nosological system."

for well known diseases in

a

"

author of the system, is a defect from which
P. 18.
or labour can ever relieve it."
Dr

the

no

time

Cullen, in his Prolegomena, after enumerating

means

by

which he had reduced the number of

particular diseases in his Nosology, especially by throw
ing out such of those recognised by his predecessors as
were in
reality merely symptoms, goes on to remark ;
"

I shall

perhaps

be

readily pardoned

diseases I have mentioned.

But there

for
are

omitting

the

other diseases

worthy of being mentioned, the omission of which will not
be so readily pardoned by the student. Omissions of this
kind I confess and regret, but various reasons have caused
In the first place, it may be
me to omit several diseases.

entirely escaped our observation ; secondly,
there are some sufficiently known, for which a fit place has
nowhere been found in our system ; and, lastly, there are
others whose history is so imperfectly known by physicians,
that no fit place or character can be assigned to them. In
order, however, that genera of this kind might not be omit
ted entirely, I have subjoined a catalogue of the O mis si, as
far as I know them, in order that my more perspicacious fol
lowers, considering them with greater diligence, may assign
I know of some genera,"
to them characters and a place."
which in my Synop
says he in his Introductory Lecture,

that

some

have

"

"

omitted, as I either had no clear or accurate know
ledge of them, or could not work them into any part of my

sis

are
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system.

Ray attempted his system of botany, he
number of plants would not incorporate ; and

When

found that

a

hence he found it necessary to add at the end a list of
malous plants, or, as Linnseus has it, incertaz sedis. I
of

few of that kind ; but,

I

ano

once

not suf

thought subjoining
ficiently acquainted with many of them, I have omitted them."
(Works, vol. i. 461.) The nosologists who have gone before
me, have done well in attempting to bring every kind of
But I find it extremely difficult
disease into their system.
to do the same thing : and, both from want of confidence in
my own knowledge, and from want of leisure, I have not at
tempted to comprehend the whole of diseases, because I
think it better to leave the general plan imperfect, than to
introduce into it any thing about which I am uncertain.
While I only attempt subjects of which I have a knowledge,
I stand a better chance of escaping many errors, than those
who have grasped at every thing, trusting not to their own
knowledge alone, but more commonly to that of others."
a

as

am

"

P. 458-9.

Botanists, it is believed, will
the

long

list of

not

readily

allow that

which M. Jussieu has

plants

under the

his Genera

appended
designation of

Plantarum,
Plantw incertw sedis, exposes his methodical classifi

to

cation to

censures

and Good have

similar to those which Drs

Young

that of
unsparingly pronounced
It is curious that they should have ne
Dr Cullen.
glected to observe the oversight which Dr Cullen com
mitted in not giving definitions of such of the diseases
so

on

included in his list of

Omissi,

as

he himself had had

opportunity of observing ; for this, it is obvious, he
might have done, though unable to assign to them ap
propriate places in his methodical arrangement.*
Dr Cullen added greatly to the value of his
Synop-

an

*

Appendix

C.
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sis of

Nosology, by introducing under the genera and
species accurate and, in some instances, very copious
lists of the synonymes employed both by other nosologists
and by the most celebrated practical authors, with re
ferences to the corresponding definitions in the systems
of Sauvages, Linnaeus, Vogel, and Sagar, and to the
best descriptions of each disease, as contained in the
ablest systematic works or particular treatises that had
I
appeared previously to the time of its publication.
with the greater diligence,
have done this," he says,
that students might thence learn from what writings
chiefly a knowledge of diseases may be best attained.
"

"

'

hitherto," he continues,

I have

"

omitted the syno
not because I thought

nymes of the ancient physicians,
their writings should be altogether
cause

I could not

ficient

certainty."

but be

their synonymes with suf
This omission in his Nosology, of

point

out

references to the ancient writers

occasion

neglected,

on

medicine,

several harsh and most

has

given

criticisms.

unjust
said, that,
by precept and ex
ample, Dr Cullen discouraged the study of the ancient
medical authors ; in his whole System of Nosology,
where there occur upwards of six hundred citations,
only three authors who wrote before the decay of lite
to

Thus it has been

"

both

mentioned, and each of these but once ;" and
"
M. Roussel, in his Eloge of M. Bordeu, says, that as
to Cullen, it is easy to see that the ancients were for

rature

are

they had never existed."
When treating of intermittent fever in his lectures
on the Practice of
Physic, Dr Cullen was accustomed
to make the
following remark with regard to his

him

as

if

omission of the synonymes of the ancients.
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the synonymes of the ancients,
it would have been of use to you in your after studies ;
but the ancients are not precise, nor are they always uni
"

If I could have

form and constant,

given

so

such references would have been

a

perplexing. And if I had taken it upon me to de
termine them here, I would have done it with doubt, and

little

besides it would have cost

me more

labour than I could well

So I have abstained from giving any refe
bestow upon it.
rence to the ancients, except through some modern.
But
if any one would more particularly consult the ancients upon
this subject, he may do it in the works of Sennertus. who
was a man of great erudition, and of a systematic turn ; and
every student ought, at
writings of Galen.''

one

period

or

other,

to

study

the

with respect to the amount of
to be derived, particularly by students, from

Dr Cullen's

opinions

advantage
the perusal and study of the ancient writers on medi
cine, were very explicitly stated by him in the follow
ing passage of a lecture introductory to his course on
the Practice of Physic.
"

I

acknowledge

vantage, but,
read

by

with

so

To take

at

the

that the ancients may be read with ad
same time, I maintain
they are not to be

beginner in the study of physic, and at no time
much advantage as has been commonly supposed.
The works imputed to Hip
one example for all.

a

many of them the works of different men in
different ages, and we have much difficulty in distinguishing

pocrates
the

are

spurious. We have reason to believe
the genuine are mutilated, corrupted, and inter
many places. In the most entire the meaning is

genuine

that

even

from the

polated in
frequently obscure, and we are often at a loss to determine
what are general and universal propositions, and what are
particular and local facts. The reading of such writings
must certainly be ill suited to a beginner in study.
No one
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condition to attempt it till he has acquired a modern
system of physic, and a large acquaintance with diseases ;
and it appears to me extremely ridiculous for any student

is in

a

early engaged in the study of the ancients. For
what I have said chiefly with respect to Hippocrates, if time
allowed me, I could equally well apply to every one of the
ancient writers now remaining.
They cannot properly give
or fundamental knowledge, nor can
any rudimentary
they
ever give any complete knowledge of
physic.

to be very

"

Sir Richard Blackmore, who has been

of the critics in
he

was

poetry,

beginning the

was a

study,

physician.

so

much the butt

It is said that when

he consulted Dr

what books he should read to

Sydenham about
acquire knowledge ; and that

Dr

The
Sydenham advised him to read Don Quixote.
is
of
this
advice
not
well
understood
or
meaning
agreed on ;
but I judge it to imply that, in Sydenham's opinion, the
knowledge of physic was not then to be acquired by reading;
and I do believe that Dr Sydenham thought there was not
much to be learned by a young beginner from the perusal of
the incomplete and obscure works of the ancients, or, indeed,
of most of the writers before his time ; and it is certain that
he made little

use

of any of them himself."

general impressions which Dr Cullen's lectures
and writings relative to nosology produced on the minds
of his more intelligent pupils, may be judged of from
the following estimates of their value given by two of
these, the late Dr Currie of Liverpool a physician
not more distinguished for his knowledge of practical
medicine, than for the soundness of his philosophical
opinions and the elegance of his literary compositions,
The

—

—

and the late Sir Gilbert

Blane, whose

constant aim

during the long and active services in which he had
been engaged, was justly said by himself to have been
to extend the
utility and uphold the dignity of the
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medical

profession, by founding
genuine science and

lid basis of
"

With
Dr

serves

plicity,

comprehensive

more

Currie,*

"

a more

it

on

the

sound

deep and
philosophy.

views than

lucid order, and

Dr Cullen divided the whole

body

so

Sauvages,"" ob
a
happier sim

of diseases into

four classes and twenty orders.
In his definitions, he excels
in accuracy all who have gone before him ; and it is, indeed,

his

distinguished and peculiar praise, that, not only in his
Nosology, but in his First Lines, his descriptions of diseases
receive no colouring from his theories, but are everywhere
faithful to nature.
Original and inventive, Dr Cullen, in his
reasonings and explanations, dwelt much on the causes of
diseases.
Aware, however, of the imperfection of the art,
he did not attempt to arrange them according to their proxi
mate causes,
to

ing

an

—

as

it

was

his wish to have done,

—

but accord

humbler method, founded
their causes, and

partly on their symp
partly on their seats. The

partly
Nosology of Dr Cullen has not had the attention or the
praise it merits. The elder class of physicians were not
likely to receive a new system from their contemporary, and
the attention of the rising generation has been too soon with

toms,

on

drawn from this

as

well

as

the other works of this accurate

the bold and

specious, but presumptuous and
by
sometimes dangerous, speculations of his pupil Dr Brown.
The Systema Nosologicum of Dr Cullen is, in the judgment
of the writer of this article, his most masterly production,
and, indeed, the finest synopsis of the history of disease that
has hitherto issued from the press."
Dr Cullen's Nosology," says Sir Gilbert Blane, in a let-

observer

"

*

Dr Currie entered

ter of

his

1777-78.

biographer,

a
"

amongst these he

His

on

the

study

of medicine at

indefatigable industry

as a

Edinburgh in the win
student," says

medical

attracted the notice of the different Professors ; and
was distinguished by the
nattering kindness of the il

To this great man he some years afterwards paid
following [vide supra] testimony of respect and admiration, in his Re
view of Darwin's Zoonomia."
(English Review, Lond. 1796, p. 537.)

lustrious Dr Cullen.

the

See

Life,

p. 43, 45.
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with which he favoured

in 1828,

"

is

me

on

his last visit to Scotland

of his clear and

comprehensive mind ;
for with all the faults and imperfections which seem inse
parable, by its peculiar nature, from the subject, it is superior
to any of the systems which preceded, and equal to
any which
a

proof

have followed it."

That

opinions relative to the value of Dr Cullen's
nosological labours, of a very opposite nature to those
which have just been quoted, have, as we have seen,
been expressed by various authors of considerable re
putation, must be attributed, I conceive, partly to the
very mistaken notions which they have entertained as
to the purposes which Nosology is intended to serve,
or the objects which fall under the limits of its inves
tigations, and more particularly as to the relative im
portance of its several departments ; and partly also to
a
gross inattention to the exposition which Dr Cullen
has given of his own views in this department of me
dical science, and of the principles by which he had
been guided in endeavouring to carry these views into
effect. For a large share of the objections that have,
since his time, been advanced against nosology in ge
neral, and against his own system in particular, had
previously been candidly pointed out and most ably
discussed, if not refuted, by himself, in the Preface or
in the Notes to his Synopsis.
Respecting those objections, in particular, that have
been urged to that department of nosology which re
diseases, it may
founded either, 1st,

lates to the distinction and definition of
be

observed, that they

on

the difficulties which attend the advancement and

application

seem

to be

of medical science in

general,

rather than
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of this branch of it in

state, rather than
or,

3d,

than

on

on

particular ; 2d, on its imperfect
incapability of improvement ;

its

the abuse which has been made of

it, rather

its

being destitute of use. They seem to have
been propounded, also, in forgetfulness of the truth so
well expressed by Dr Cullen in his remark, that "per
on

fect division and definition is the summit of human

knowledge in every department of science, and requires
not only the clearest but the most comprehensive views,
such as, with respect to diseases, we can arrive at only
by often repeated exercises and much study."
I cannot conclude the consideration of Dr Cullen's la

bours in

Nosology in more appropriate terms than those
employed by that distinguished pathologist, M. Bayle,
in speaking of the difficulties necessarily attendant on
In waiting
nosological definitions and classifications.
for a perfect guide," says he,
which perhaps we shall
never have, let us follow the
plan which presents few
est imperfections ; but let us not
forget that the deter
mination of the species is what is most essential, and
that the arrangement is what is least important in a
Nosology ; that each arrangement has its defects, pre
sents its deficiencies, and exhibits some forced
approxi
mations. Let us appreciate the plan of arrangement
at its just value, let us consider it as a
repertory more
or less exact, and let us
prefer the one which shall
bring together the greatest number of analogous dis
"

"

eases."
In the year 1770, an alarm
an infectious
distemper which
the Horned Cattle in

arose
was

Holland,

in Scotland that

prevailing

and

which,

among
between
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April

1769 and March 1770, had

country nearly 160,000 cattle
of those which it attacked*

—

destroyed

more

in that

than two-thirds

had made its appearance
at Portsoy, a sea-port town in the Moray Firth.
Very
active measures were adopted, both by the local autho
—

rities and

by government, for checking the progress
of this malady which, eighteen years before, had
proved so destructive to the horned cattle in England,
as to call for
Parliamentary investigation, and had
given rise to several interesting publications. On
this occasion, Dr Cullen was applied to by the lawofficers of the Crown in

Scotland,

to

suggest what he

thought might be useful. In compliance with this re
quisition, he drew up a short Memorial concerning
the Contagious Disease affecting the Horned Cattle,"
"

*

This

was

the

epidemic

which afforded to the celebrated Cam

per occasion to deliver in 1769, in the Anatomical Theatre at
Groningen, those lectures on the Pestilential Disease of Cattle
which he
ments

on

subsequently published ;*

well

as

the Inoculation of the cattle

of which he

was

led to believe that the

tice

during

the

mortality occasioned by it.t

the

to

make his

experi

the results

distemper, by
employment of

this prac
is calculated to diminish

epidemic,
The
Impartial Examination of
the advantages which the inoculation of the Epizootic disease has
produced in Holland and Germany, and of those which may be
expected from it in France," published by M. Vicq d'Azyr in the
History of the Royal Society of Medicine for 1777-78, seems,
however, to have satisfied those interested in the investigation of
the diseases of horned cattle, that the practice of inoculation can
never hold a
principal place among the means for preventing the
of
the
ravages
malady in question.
*

prevalence

of

as

See (Euvres de Pierre

t De l'Inoculation de

qu'elle

demande.

an

Camper,
l'Epizootie,

Ibid. p. 178.

"

&c.

de

Paris, 1803.
avantages

ses

Tome iii. p. 7et des

precautions
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which, along
the

with

and other

subject,

order of the

an

documents,

Lancisi,
peared in

whose treatise

the

Pope's

this

on

territories in

Council

on

transmitted to

was

the several sheriffs of the district.
to

Privy

Assuming

with

disease, as it ap
1711, he refers,

that the disease could be very readily propagated, not
only by the direct communication of infected with

indirectly by

substances which had

been in contact with diseased

animals, Dr Cullen's

sound

object

cattle,

but

in this memorial

vious modes in which the

nicated,
the

as

means

supposed

point out the
infection might be

was

to

less ob
commu

fomites of various sorts, and to suggest
of obviating these. Though the disease was

by

shew itself

to

at

several

places

in the

neigh

the months of

bourhood of

March,
Portsoy, during
it
never
spread extensively,* a fact
April,
May,
which seems to afford a presumption at least, that the
means
employed there were beneficial in preventing
and

its diffusion.

Very soon after this, another occasion for public
alarm presented itself, which again called Dr Cullen's
attention to the consideration of the measures by which
the spreading of a malignant contagious disease may
be most effectually resisted or controlled, an apprehen
sion, namely, of the probability of the Plague being
introduced into this country.
It is well known, that a war

having

1769 between the Russians and the
of the latter nation carried the

into Wallachia and Moldavia.
*

Scots

Magazine, 1770,

broken out in

Turks, the troops

plague along with them
This pestilence, after
vol. xxxii. p. 172.
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spreading, in the course of the following summer, into
Poland, passed by Kiou to Moscow, which it reached
about the end of the year 1770. In that city it con
tinued to prevail about a twelvemonth, during which
period it destroyed from 70,000 to 80,000 of the
On the 5th October

inhabitants.

1770,

orders of

England for the performing of
quarantine, in consequence, as they bear, of informa
tion having been received that the plague had broken
out, and was then raging in Wallachia, Podolia, and
other parts of Poland ; and the apprehension thereby
excited, that the infection might be brought into this
kingdom from Dantzig, or some other place in Royal
Council

were

issued in

and Ducal Prussia

or

The appearance
latitude with their

Pomerania.*

of this fearful disease in the

same

naturally alarmed the inhabitants and
civic authorities of Edinburgh, who applied to the
members of the Medical Faculty in the University for
advice as to the measures which it might be proper to
adopt, with a view to prevent the introduction of the
plague into Edinburgh, or to diminish as much as pos
sible its destroying influence in the event of its actually
manifesting itself there. The answer of the Medical
Faculty seems to have been prepared by Dr Cullen,
among whose papers I find several revised copies, in
his own handwriting, of a Memorial concerning the
administration of the City of Edinburgh, in case of its
being in more immediate danger of the Plague, or of
its being actually infected with it ;" as well as the final
The me
copy signed by himself and his colleagues.
own

city,

very

"

morial exhibits
*

a

clear and concise detail of those

Scots

Magazine,

xxxii. 532.
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proper to be pursued in a city or
district in the dreaded or actual attack of any epide
mically contagious disease ; but, fortunately, there did
measures

which

are

that time any occasion for putting into
execution the measures which it suggested.

not

occur

In

at

August 1773,

on

the

resignation

of Dr Colin

Drummond, who had gone to settle at Bristol, Dr
Cullen was elected, by a vote of the College, President
of the Royal College of Physicians. In this situation,
which he occupied till November 1775, a variety of
duties devolved upon him.
The College, in 1774,

published a new edition of their Pharmacopoeia, on the
composition and arrangement of which it appears,
from their Minutes and from manuscript notes in
my possession, that Dr Cullen had bestowed, for
some years
previously, a great deal of pains. Works
of this kind being intended for the guidance of the
dispensing druggist or apothecary, as to the articles
with which his shop should be supplied, it seems to
have been long customary to divide them into two
parts, the first intended

wdiich, either
condition, or

to

exhibit

a

list of those sub

from their

being used in their
natural
from their being supplied ready
made by the wholesale dealer, do not require any pre
paration at the hands of the apothecary; and the
second part, containing an enumeration of those sub
stances which it is necessary for the apothecary him
stances

self

prepare, with instructions as to the mode of
preparing them. The existing state of the chemical
to

arts must at

all times

number of the
VOL. II.

in respect of a large
articles employed in medi-

determine,

compound

F
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82

to be

cine, whether they ought

referred to the

one or

other of these classes of substances ; since sub
stances, which at one time were seldom if ever used

to the

except

as

upon the

and

medicines,

which, therefore,

it devolved

himself to prepare, have at sub
to be extensively employed in the

apothecary

sequent times

come

practical arts, and their preparation has become, per
haps, the proper or exclusive employment of particular
manufacturers.

endeavouring to adapt their Pharmacopeia, the
previous edition of which had been published in 1756,
to the existing state of medical practice and of the arts
of Chemistry and Pharmacy, the College of Physicians
In

made several alterations

on

both

parts of the work. In

part, they shortened the catalogue of medicinal
substances, by omitting such as had fallen into disuse,
the first

and such as, from their being articles of domestic use,
it is unnecessary for the apothecary to keep ; but

they transferred, from the second part of
the work, several compound substances which the
apothecary can procure better from the manufacturer
to

this list

than he can,
to

introduce

ment

of

prepare them.
precision into the

himself,
more

Pharmacy, they

And, with

a

view

vegetable depart

added to the

names

of the

different

plants enumerated in the catalogue, the spe
cific appellations employed
by Linnseus. In the second
part of the work, too, they found occasion to omit a
number of medicines admitted into former
but which either had ceased to be
men,

jects

or were

employed by medical
regarded as more properly the sub
nata
prescriptions than of pharmaceu

to

of pro re
tical formula?.

editions,

be

Some

new

medicines

were

introduced
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which, either from the personal experience
members of the

College,

or

of the

from the credible autho

of others in their

favour, seemed to promise to be
useful in the practice of medicine, and an attempt was

rity

made

to

render the chemical nomenclature

more

ac

simple, by divesting it of many of the
terms which the early chemists had employed, either
from ostentation or from a desire of mysterious con
No lengthened examination can now be
cealment.
required of a work which, from its very nature, must,
in a few years after its publication, have become in a
curate

great

and

measure

It is sufficient

obsolete.

to

have shewn

that the edition of the

lished under Dr

Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, pub
Cullen's superintendence, fully kept

pace with the progress of medicine and its collateral
sciences, and was calculated to do credit to the body

from which it emanated.*
Besides

receiving

fellow-members

on

the

the

suggestions

of his resident

of the

Pharmacopoeia,

subject

proof of the estimation in which this edition of the Edin
burgh Pharmacopoeia was held, it may be mentioned that, besides
a first
impression of 2000 copies, a second edition of 1000 copies
was
agreed to in September 1775, which, by May 1778, was so far
exhausted as to occasion an application from the publisher for per
It was reprinted at Rot
mission to throw off other 2000 copies.
terdam in the year subsequent to its publication at Edinburgh, and
two editions of it were published in Germany under the superin
tendence of Professor Baldinger of Gottingen, the first in 1776,
*

In

and the second at Bremen in 1782.

lengthened preface prefixed
"

to

The learned editor, in

the first of these editions,

emendata omnino, et

concilio contracta,

a

speaks

sapienti
pas
jure meritoque perpolita nuncupari possit, suisque auctoribus, viris eruditissimis, sagacissimis,
rerum usu
peritis, perquam digna."

of it

as

sim novis medicamentis aucta, ut

ac
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Dr Cullen

corresponded

with Sir John

Pringle,

who

Edinburgh and of the Lon
don College of Physicians, and who at the time was
President of the Royal Society of London. Sir John's

was a

fellow both of the

letters contain

a

number of minute criticisms both

on

the proper matter of the Pharmacopoeia, and also on
the dedication to the King, the adjustment of which
seems

In

to have been

a

matter

of considerable

difficulty.

of the

at last

receiving
copies
published work,
John Pringle expresses himself in regard to it in
following terms (19th August 1774) :

Sir
the

hope the work will tend to the advancement of the
reputation of our society ; though perhaps not so much im
mediately as hereafter, when the rest of the medical world
comes
up with it, by acquiring such a degree of learning and
good sense as may enable them to see and acknowledge the
barbarity and absurdity which hitherto have reigned in
I should judge that in
almost all the works of this kind.
point of simplicity and elegance of composition, where com
position is required, the new Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia has
got as far before the last London Pharmacopoeia," that pub
lished in 1746,
as that work excelled all others
preceding
"

I

"

it.

Doubtless, however,

we

shall have fault found with

things, by some for having so far cast off the old
farrago, and by others for not having availed ourselves of all
the new lights. To the latter set of critics we shall be obliged,
as their remarks
may be turned to profit by those of us that
shall be alive at the publication of the next edition."
several

Another matter connected with the

sicians, into which

College

of

Phy
warmly,

Dr Cullen entered very
the arrangements
relating to the building of their
Hall.
So early as 1756, the year of Dr Cul
present
len's entrance into the
College, the building of a new

was
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hall for its

had been under

meetings

contemplation.

The College at that time had their meeting-room
situated in the middle of a garden near the Cowgate

ruinous, they did
Their property
not choose to build in that situation.
having been bought in 1770, by the gentlemen of the
Port ; but the house

having

become

Episcopal communion in Edinburgh, for the erection
of a chapel the Cowgate Chapel the College, in
the subsequent year, appointed a committee to consider
of ways and means for purchasing a proper area and
building a new hall. No very active steps, however,
seem to have been taken till the presidency of Dr
Cullen, who, early in 1775, reported matters as in an
advancing state. Arrangements were promptly made
—

—

with the Town Council for the
one

of the divisions of

area

in the centre of

George Street,

on

wdiich the

stands; a subscription was set on foot
Cullen's presi
among the members; and before Dr
dency terminated, he had submitted to the College a
plan of the proposed new hall, designed by Mr Craig,
architect the nephew of the author of the Seasons,

hall

now

—

planner of the New Town of Edinburgh which
had been approved of by architects of reputation both
at London and at home.
By a letter from Sir John
Pringle to Dr Cullen, it appears that the plan had

and the

—

been submitted to Mr

quities
Dr

of Athens.

Cullen,

the

Stuart,

I presume, to
recommended to the Building

Out of

College

the author of the Anti

compliment,

Committee that the foundation should be laid at farthest

November, that is, before the expiry
of his presidentship ; and, accordingly, the ceremony
before the end of
took

place

on

the 27th of that month.

On the 7th
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May 1776, on Dr Cullen's reporting the arrangements
with Mr Craig as ready for ratification, the unanimous
thanks of the College were, upon a motion from the
then President, returned to the Building Committee,
and particularly to Dr Cullen for his very great and
unwearied labours in forwarding and finishing the above
These labours appear to have been con
tinued during the progress of the building, till the

business.

College

met in

its

new

hall for the first time in Au-

gust 1781.
As connected with the

College

of

Physicians,

is another matter in which Dr Cullen took

a

there

part that

In all periods of the existence
may here be noticed.
of medical incorporations, the harmony of these insti

tutions has been
draw

a

frequently

disturbed

by attempts

to

broad line of distinction between different

branches of

less

dignified
or reputable in their nature ; and to restrict the privi
lege of admission into particular corporations, to per
sons who devote themselves exclusively to the exercise
of particular departments of the healing art. The Col
lege of Physicians of Edinburgh has, in its time, had
its full share in the contentions arising out of such at
tempts. Its friends may congratulate themselves on
these restrictions having been abandoned voluntarily,
and at a more early period than by some kindred in
stitutions ; and it is satisfactory to find that Dr Cullen
entertained just and liberal views upon this subject.
In 1754, the
College had passed an act prohibit
their
Fellows or Licentiates from taking upon
ing
themselves

practice,

to

use

the

as

being

more or

employment

of

an

apothecary,
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have and

keep an apothecary's shop. In 1765,
to support that cha
in order, as they conceived,
racter and esteem which they had all along main
tained, and to keep up that distinction which ought
to be made between the members of the College and
the practitioners of those branches of the healing
art which have been always esteemed the least reput
able," they resolved that for the future they would
or

to

"

person to be one of their Fellows whose com
business it was either to practise Surgery in gene

admit
mon

ral,

no

Midwifery, Lithotomy, Inoculation, or any
other branch of it in particular.
This resolution was
followed up by a proposal to make a law extending the
same restriction to Licentiates of the College, which
or

seems

to

have remained under the consideration of the

College from May 1765 to February 1769, without re
ceiving any vigorous opposition. But, at the latter
period, an act declaring those who practised Surgery
or
any of its branches disqualified for being admitted
Licentiates of the College, having been agreed to by
a
majority, a dissent from this determination was en
tered by Dr Thomas Young, who, from the year 1756,
had held the office of Professor of Midwifery. In this
dissent he was supported by his colleagues in the Uni
versity, Drs Cullen, Monro, Ramsay, John Gregory
and Black, and by Dr James Hay.
In the further
progress of the discussion, which lasted till May 1772,
when the College reverted to their original resolution
of

Surgery and its several
their body only, Dr Cullen
the lead at the meetings of

prohibiting the practice
departments by Fellows of
took, in
the

a

great

College.

measure,

of

Two very elaborate papers

on

the sub-
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ject were lodged by the dissenters from the College's
resolution, to which Dr Cullen's name is the first sub
scribed, and which probably were, in part at least,
A few passages from
if not chiefly, composed by him.
these, which appear to me, in conception and expres
sion, worthy of his acute and vigorous mind, will be
An able paper on the
found in the Appendix (D).
other side of the argument is signed by Sir Stuart
Thriepland, who was President at the time.
Dr Cullen had the pleasure, a short time before his
death, to see the obnoxious resolution of the College
repealed, in so far as it prohibited the Fellows from
the practice of midwifery ; and he availed himself of
this repeal, at the second last meeting of the College
which he

attended,

to propose for

lowship

the late Dr Charles

in

shews how much

admission

to

the Fel

Stuart, whose inaugural
dissertation De Systematis Nervosi Officiis, published

1781,

liarising himself
This proposal of
said

was

a

he had taken in fami

with the doctrines of his
Dr

measure

the laws of the

as

pains

preceptor.
Cullen
Dr
Fellow,
Stuart,
he had always intended, as soon

College

as

would

a

permit.

1774, Dr Cullen drew up a Letter on the Recovery
of apparently Drowned persons, addressed to Lord
Cathcart. A society had been formed at Amsterdam,
in the year 1767, for the recovery of drowned persons.*
This laudable example having been followed in Milan,
Venice, Hamburg, and Paris, a society for the same
In

purpose, which still exists under the
•

en

See

"

Histoire

faveur des

et

Noyes.

name

Memoires de la Society formee

1767."

of the Hua

Amsterdam,
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mane

Society,

of 1774.

instituted at London in the

was

The attention of Lord

Cathcart,

summer

who at

that

time held the office of President of the Board of Po
lice in

Scotland, having been directed

he transmitted
and

a

recoverable,

to

the

subject,

"

paper relative to persons drowned
though seemingly dead, with direc

proposed to be promulgated in the several coun
ties and burghs in Scotland," to Dr Cullen, for his
opinion as to its suitableness. Dr Cullen considered
the directions proposed to be promulgated as very ju
dicious, and perfectly adapted to the purpose intended;
but thinking that advantage might result to the public
from entering a little further into the explanation of
principles and the details of practice, he embodied his
views on the subject in a letter to Lord Cathcart, and
the two documents having been laid before the Board
of Police, were (11th August 1774) ordered by them
to be printed and extensively distributed throughout

tions

Scotland.
The notion

long entertained that, in drowning,
death is occasioned by the entrance of water into the
stomach and lungs ; and it followed as a practical de
was

duction from this

that among any measures em
ployed for the recovery of drowned persons, those cal
culated to promote the evacuation of this water must

hold

a

belief,

principal place.

force the

erroneousness

Dr Cullen
of the

was

at

explanation,

pains to

en

and the in

consequences that must result from the prepos
terous plan of treatment founded upon it.
The measures proper to be pursued in the manage

jurious

of drowned persons he reduced to a few heads.
His first indication was to endeavour to restore the
ment
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and he described the different pro
His second
to be followed for this purpose.

heat of the

ceedings

indication

body ;

was

to restore

the action of the

moving

be most advanta

which he conceived

might
by throwing tobacco-smoke into the
geously
intestinal canal, a practice in general use at that time,
and on the efficacy of which great reliance was placed,
but w-hich seems now to be very properly abandoned
fibres,

effected

as

useless, if

not

detrimental, in consequence

sitively debilitating
to restore

effects.

the action of the

of its po
His third indication was

lungs

and

heart,

for which

purpose he recommended inflation of the lungs ; and he
has mentioned the results of some experiments made by

his

colleague

ing

the best

Dr

purpose of ascertain
of accomplishing this inflation.

Monro, for the

maimer

in the progress of chemical science,
has since been thrown on the function of Respiration,
The

light which,

has corrected the notion

obviously

entertained

by

Drs

Cullen and Monro, that it is immaterial whether in
flation be performed with air that has previously

passed through the lungs of another individual or with
unrespired air. Late observations and experiments,
also, seem to suggest the necessity of great caution even
in the performance of the mechanical part of insuffla
tion, by shewing the injurious effects which are pro
duced when this operation is performed with any de
It may be doubted, indeed, whether al
ternate inspiration and expiration may not be accom
plished as effectually and more safely by gentle attempts
gree of force.

alternately to elevate and to depress the chest by the
hands or by a bandage, than
by any other method that
can

be

employed.
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In addition to the fulfilment of these three

primary
likely
the
opening
jugular veins

Dr Cullen recommended

indications,
to prove beneficial, 1st, The
to relieve the congestion which, he says, almost con
stantly occurs in the veins of the head, and is probably
a frequent cause of the death of drowned persons; and,
as measures

2d, The application of certain stimulants
sensible parts of the body.

Notwithstanding

the

more

that have been afforded

by

extended

to

the

more

opportunities

the formation of societies

established for the recovery of the drowned,
the number of interesting facts that have been brought
so

properly

experimental investigations which have
been instituted on the subject of drowning, and the more
to

light by

the

in the progress of
doctrine of Asphyxia has been

elaborate consideration to

which,

physiology, the general
subjected, it seems to be
more

doubtful whether any means
efficacious than those enumerated by Dr Cullen

have yet been discovered.

obtaining sole possession of the
Chair of the Practice of Physic in 1773 to the period
of his retirement in 1790, Dr Cullen's professional
studies were mainly directed to subjects immediately
relating to practical medicine, and to the means by
which the knowledge of this branch might be most ef
fectually imparted to his pupils. On the improvement
of his practical lectures he bestowed unceasing pains ;
From the time of his

and in order to allow himself

more

time for the dis

of the duties of his Chair and of the other avo
cations arising out of his more extended personal prac-

charge
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tice and written

the

consultations, he, in 1775, relinquished

teaching of Clinical Medicine.

The

his

concern

pupils

was

which he took in the instruction of

in

frequently gratefully acknowledged

addresses from them at the close of the session.

the

introductory

lecture to the

course

of

In

1782-83,

Cullen, who was then seventy-two years of age,
mentions that, for two sessions past, he had given lec
Dr

tures at

separate hour

a

students,

"

with what

to second and third

advantage,"

he

years'
remarks, they
"

judge ; but I believe it to be of service, and shall
It is to these meetings obviously that
continue it."

must

the

following

"

address relates.
"

Sir
"

Permit

us

to express the

Edinburgh, March 1782.

grateful

sense

which

have of your goodness in meeting with us at five of the
ing, amidst your various and important avocations.
"

You have

employed
larging the
"

With

with

an

even

generously dedicated to our improvement those

valuable hours which,
in

we

usual, you would otherwise have
the health of mankind, and in en

as

promoting

boundaries of science and of the Medical Art.

which endears you to us as a man,
acuteness which characterises the Philosopher, you
a

familiarity

explained to us those important doctrines which ought
to be the guides of our future years.
We perhaps shall soon visit the most distant quarters
of the globe ; but we trust that neither distance of time nor
place shall ever erase from our memories the high obligations
have
"

which
fessor.

we
—

lie under to

Sir,

That his

degree,

his

we

our

disinterested and illustrious Pro

have the honour to be," &c.

advancing years did not diminish, in any
zeal and assiduity as a teacher,
may be in-
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ferred from the statement which he himself
the

following

in

gives

introductory lecture

to the

of 1786-87.

course
"

passage of the

That my

is not

comprehensive enough, and does
might be desired in a course
subject
of the Practice of Physic, is a matter that has always given
me much concern ; but with all the pains I can take, I have
course

that

not treat of every

been able to do

yet

never

the 1st of

January

much

I lecture six

after the 1st of March I

give

This, hope,
my part; but, after all, I have
to render my

days

course so

can

possibly
At

From after

of the week, and from

three afternoon lectures every
not been

complete

as

able,

taking pains
nor

on

shall be able,

I could wish.

derance arises from the extent of the
than

I wished.

as

will be allowed to be

I

week.

so

The hin-

subject, which is larger
in the time allotted to

be

comprehended
Bologna, the course

of Practice takes up
my
four years ; at Paris, it takes three ; at Leyden, it is an an
nual course, and takes up eight months, but in these eight
course.

months

As

they

through

the half of their

subject."

farther illustration of the zeal with which Dr

a

Cullen

do not go

was

accustomed to

discharge

the duties of Pro

fessor of the Practice of Physic, it maybe mentioned that
he held

regular oral examinations of his pupils. Among

his papers I find a Latin letter of thanks addressed to
him by a number of students, commencing " Nobis qui
te

non

solum docentem, sed

mus," which, from the

examinantemquoque audivi-

names

attached to

it,

seems

to

have been written in 1783. There is also another Latin
letter

apparently the year after,
thanking him for having held privatas conciones, ubi
varias opiniones ad rem medicam pertinentes eo animi
candore, eaque ingenii vi quibus emines, dijudicasti ;
ubi errores autorum, non verborum asperitate, sed
preserved,

written

"
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mira

suavitate, qualis philosophum decet,

morum

re-

unumquemque te consulentem consiliis
tuis exeristi et confirmasti."

darguisti,

et

practice of holding exami
nations of the students on the subjects treated of in
the lectures delivered to them, had been followed by
any medical Professor in this University previously to
Dr Cullen ; nor, I believe, was his example imitated
Oral examination is certainly one of
for many years.
I

am

not

the most

aware

that the

difficult, but it is

at

the

same

time

one

of

the most useful forms of academical instruction ; and it
is one for which Dr Cullen was in many respects admi

by that frank and kind manner which
put his pupils so much at their ease in his presence ;
by the conversational fluency which made his society
at all times so agreeable ; and by the extensive know
ledge he possessed in all the departments of medical

rably

fitted

science.
The chief insinuation that has been thrown out
those who have wished to

by

the merits of Dr

depreciate
practical medicine, has been,
that he himself indulged, and that he encouraged his
pupils to indulge, in frivolous hypotheses, to the ne
glect of more solid practical inquiries, an allegation
sufficiently refuted by those correct histories of diseases,
and explanations of the treatment they require, which
Cullen

as a

teacher of

—

his lectures
at all

exhibited,

and the outlines of which he

times

diligently employed in preparing for
the public. The following extract from an introductory
was

lecture, delivered at the commencement of the course
for 1781-82, will shew how little foundation there is for
such allegations ; and with how much earnestness he
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enforced

on

his students the

accurate attention to facts ;
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necessity of
pointed out

a

minute and

the fallacies

of systems, and shewed that the proper use of
hypo
thesis is to suggest inquiry, and to guide, but not to
supersede, the investigation of facts.
On this

"

subject (the general

conduct of

offer you one lesson which, in my
portant I can give you. It is this,

opinion,
that,

—

study),

I shall

is the most im

in the

study of phy

sic, your chief and

most constant attention should be direct

ed to

facts of

obtaining the
proceed at all,

physic, without which you can
and to obtaining on every particular sub
the
whole
of
the
facts relating to it, without which
ject
you
are in
of
danger
proceeding erroneously.
not

—

"

To make this clear, I would observe to you, that almost
the only mode of reasoning which medical discussions admit

of, is what is called the method of Induction ; that is, from

a

number of facts

relating to the same subject, as all agreeing
particular, taken together, to form a general conclu
sion which we may employ as a principle in our after rea
sonings. If this is our method, it will readily appear that
the truth of such conclusions and principles must
depend
upon the exactness of the facts, and especially upon the num
ber of them being tolerably
complete with respect to the sub
of
the
conclusion.
ject
Whoever knows anything of physic, and of the
opinions
which at different times have prevailed in the schools of
physic, must know that many opinions which formerly pre
vailed are now universally
exploded ; either because they
were not founded on facts at all, or because
they were found
ed on false and mistaken facts, or because they were general
conclusions from a few facts only, while many others relative
to the same subject were unknown or unheeded.
Such, gentlemen, is the importance of facts, and so
in

one

"

"

much

are

these the foundation of

that the state of

physic,

at any

our

period

art, that I maintain
of its existence, has
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always

been

more or

less

the stock of facts which for the time had

in

proportion to
been acquired and

perfect, precisely

attended to.
I shall

with

regard to my
question is, Whether

The

"

Just

only touch one general question
present subject of the study of facts.

now,

we

have

yet got such

may allow us to attempt a system \
of the most knowing will assert that

a

stock of facts

I believe that

as

we

have not

some

; and

I

affirm very confidently, that we have not yet got so many
facts as are necessary to form a tolerably complete and per
None such, indeed, is to be hoped for ; but I
fect system.
still maintain that

a

system,

for these

be

as

well

as we can

make

it,

is to

the best

means for
; 1st,
attempted,
and
the
facts
known
; Idly,
collecting
remembering
already
as the best means of rendering them in the mean time as
useful as possible ; and, lastly, as the best means of discover
ing where facts are wanting, and therefore of leading us to
that diligence and attention in observation and experiment
that are the only means of supplying our deficiencies. I ad
mit, therefore, and I plead, therefore, for the utility of sys
reasons

as

tem, but still it is with a constant distrust of it as such,
and that distrust, too, is always the greater in proportion as
the

system

is

more

general.

"

How much soever, gentlemen, I may seem to employ a
system, I assure you it is with a constant attention to the
facts which form and establish it, and I hold that a system
particular parts of our subject, is more safe than any ge

for

neral one, because
nearer

to, and

particular systems are, with
more
closely connected with, the

me,

always

facts which

establish them.
"

To conclude, gentlemen, ever since I have been en
gaged in teaching physic, it has been my study, from reading
and

experience,

ing,

to communicate them

may

seem

to collect the facts of

to maintain and

physic ; and, in teach
I
I possibly could.
fully
deliver a system, but it is only
as

as
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because I think it the best
whole of the facts, and of

I know of.

tempt

a

means

applying

of

the

communicating

them in the best

manner

For this session I am, for that purpose, to at
; but, at the same time, I shall always give

system

of my system.
you the facts which may occasion any doubts
I shall sometimes give you facts which may make me desert

altogether, and I shall often give you facts which, so far as
But I shall
I can judge, do not admit of any system at all.
thus give you the whole of the facts, to be employed as
your own judgment shall afterwards think best."

it

introductory lecture delivered by him in the
subsequent year, in speaking of his own progress in
medical philosophy, Dr Cullen says,
In the

"

In

pursuing my studies,

and

plete system, I found that not
vailed, but taking the systems

constantly aiming at a
only many errors had

com

pre
offered at very best, I per
ceived that innumerable defects still subsisted in all of them.
I felt all this in my teaching, and though I was always frank
in acknowledging my own errors and defects rather than

those of others, yet I must now fairly own that I
either the one or the other as fully as I wished.
criticism and

never

did

I found

tedious, and I found that

insisting
discouraging to
imperfections
proved
I must say, farther, that I have always found
my hearers.
the ardour and boldness, or rather the temerity, of young
genius was not to be restrained, as I thought there was little
harm in speculation, because I expected that riper judgment
would correct it ; so I own that I have always indulged the
pursuit of system both in myself and others.
I have always felt great defects in the art, and many in
own endeavours to
my
supply them ; but I maintain that I
have always been making some progress, and have never re
peated a course without making both corrections and addi
tions to that I had given before. I must own, however, that
on

the

controversy

of the art

rather

"

my progress has been often very slow. The system, quern
animo metimur,"1 to use Lord Bacon's phrase, is indeed of im'
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extent, and is not to be reached in the course of one
man's life ; and measuring matters in this way, I have in
deed done very little ; but comparing with what had been
mense

done before, I flatter

myself that

I have done

a

good

deal."

having taught Clinical Medicine for sixteen
and delivered six courses
years in the Royal Infirmary,
of lectures on the Practice of Physic in the University
of Edinburgh, Dr Cullen commenced the publication
of his First Lines of the Practice of Physic, a work
which, as we have already seen (vol. i. p. 27), he had
projected thirty years before. The first volume of this
work appeared in 1776, the second in 1779, the third
After

in

1783, and the

intended

fourth and last in 1784.

to have added

of Women and
not appear

fifth volume

a

Children,

ever

the Diseases

but the materials for it do

have been

to

on

Dr Cullen

arranged by

him for

publication.
Though various Systems and Compendiums of Prac
tical Medicine had been published in different parts
of Europe subsequently to the appearance of the Apho
risms of Dr Boerhaave in

have

seem

to

work

obtained,

either

as

guides

acquired
or

to

none

of these

reputation as that
been employed so extensively

so

have

1709, yet

great

a

text-books

for those

by teachers of medicine, or as
engaged in the practice of physic.

The views of the animal economy which had been in
culcated by Stahl, Hoffmann, Haller, Whytt, Gaubius,
and other

widely
haave,

ledge

physicians, differed,
adopted in
so
great and rapid

from those
and

had taken

place in

science, particularly

in many respects, so
the writings of Boer
an

increase of know

all the branches of medical
in what relates to the influence
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the other parts of the ani
mal economy in the states of health and disease,
that a generally increasing conviction had been pro
of the

nervous

system

on

duced in the minds of medical men, of the want of a
systematic work which should combine the improve
ments

that had been made in the

with the

practical

results of

theory
experience

of

medicine,

in the treat

ment of diseases.

length of time during which Dr Cullen had
been zealously engaged in the study of both the theory
and practice of medicine, his situation as Professor of
the Practice of Physic in the University of Edinburgh,
The

and the enthusiastic admiration entertained for his ta

acquirements by his friends and pu
pils, all seemed to point him out to the medical pro
fession as the person in these kingdoms by whom an
undertaking so difficult in its execution might be ex
pected to be best accomplished. How fully the wishes
of the public and the sanguine expectations of his
friends were realized by the publication of his First
Lines, may be presumed from the very favourable re
ception which this work met with on its first appear

lents and medical

ance, and from the extensive

made of it in the

study

and

use

that has since been

practice

of medicine in all

parts of the civilized world.
Soon after the appearance of the first volume of
this work, a Latin translation of it was published at

Leyden by

Dr Boerenbroeck of

Antwerp,

who had

Edinburgh under Dr Cullen. Se
veral letters from this physician have been preserved
which give a very pleasing account of the interest that
had been excited by Dr Cullen's writings in the school
studied medicine in
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Leyden. In one of these letters, dated 2d September
1777, he says,— After my arrival at Leyden, I waited on

of

"

Practice of

Dr Hahn
was

so

(Professor of the
obliging as to offer

to look

Lines, himself, and take

your First

I waited also

correction of it.

who

Physic, &c),

my translation of
of the printing and

over
care

Gaubius, who had

Dr

on

read with great satisfaction the English edition of your work ;
though he says that if he had written it, he would have made

He can well conceive, he
another arrangement of diseases.
says, how debility lays the foundation of the gout, according
of that disease ; but supposes an acrid is ge
to the system, and is the conditio sine qua

to your

opinion
nerally applied
non

of the gout.

He is of

opinion that

the Latin edition will

be read very much, and lead to many useful inquiries. On
the whole, he thinks the First Lines very useful, and the
general precepts you have laid down concerning bleeding,

&c, excellent indeed.

This is

Doeveren also whom I went to
that he has been in
have taken

so

much

a

great

pains

of Van

nearly

the

see.

He flatters himself

measure

the

opinion
cause

why

to refute the doctrine of

you

mor

according to him, has not been
He desired me to
done in a manner altogether satisfactory.
stay a whole day with him to go over each argument sepa
rately, and I promised to do it at my return from Aix la
Chapelle. Dr Hahn thinks that the work will be reprinted
in Germany, and serve as a text-book in some of the Uni
bific matter, which, however,

versities.

Whatever be the fate of the book

on

the Conti

happy if the translation be to your satisfac
Dr Hahn told Gaubius that he would write a preface

nent, I shall be
tion.

to it ; but to

me

he

thought that
preface which I
In

met

France,

he mentioned
I

might

wrote at

add

a

nothing

great deal

Royale

more

Dr Cullen's First Lines
de

it, except that
to

the Latin

Edinburgh."

with considerable favour.

Soci&e'

about

Medecine,

seem

to have

In the Histoire de la
an.

1777-78,

in the

no-
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tice of works
volumes

are

published by their members,
spoken of in the following

would be difficult to

work

clear,

more

more

point

the two first
terms

:

"

It

out to students of medicine

methodical,

and

more

a

solidly written.

practitioner. All
Throughout
the facts conformably with which Dr Cullen gives the history,
the etiology, and the treatment of diseases, are discussed and
analyzed in it with the most uncommon sagacity. Conjectures
are presented with a reserve and wisdom that characterise
In the first volume will
the exact and impartial observer.
be read with the greatest pleasure, more particularly, the
author's doctrines of fever, of crisis, and of critical days ;
it bears marks of the skilful

and, in the second, what relates
to

to exanthematic

pulmonary consumption.'1
In 1785, a French translation

was

published by

the late

fevers, and

of the First Lines

distinguished

M. Pinel.

A

copy of M. Pinel' s translation seems to have been
transmitted to Dr Cullen, by a mutual friend, for his

remarks, and a scroll in his handwriting has been pre
served, containing a considerable number of comments,

interesting, as evincing a singularly critical
acquaintance with the structure and peculiar idioms
of the French language.
In transmitting these cri
ticisms to his correspondent, Dr Cullen observes,
which

are

—

"

is very little at present, I have, at your
looked into M. PineFs translation of my First Lines,

Though my leisure

desire,

I have gone, I am very well pleased with it.
I hold it to be impossible to make a perfect translation. For

and

so

far

as

everywhere precisely and fully the
ideas of another, written in a language foreign to him, and
to express these clearly and correctly in his native tongue,
is not to be expected ; and though M. Pinel has sometimes

one man

to

understand

fallen short of my ideas, his translation is, upon the
very respectable, and I think myself highly honoured

pains

whole,

by the

he has taken to translate my First Lines into French."
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About the

same

Pinel's translation,

very soon after, M.
the learned M. Bosquillon pub
time

with,

or

lished another French translation of the First Lines,
to which he
gave a great additional value by introduc
into it the definitions of the genera, species, and
varieties of diseases, as they had been given by Dr

ing

Cullen in his

Nosology, and by adding numerous ex
tracts from Dr Cullen's manuscript lectures, both on the
Theory and the Practice of Physic, which M. Bosquil
lon, as he informs us in his preface, had read and studied
for a period of twelve years.
The character which
M. Bosquillon has given of Dr Cullen's writings in
his Discours Preliminaire, sufficiently proves how fully
he understood the opinions, and with how much saga
city he appreciated the merits, of the author whom he
undertook to introduce to the knowledge of his coun
"

The

"

celebrity," says M. Bosquillon, which
Dr Cullen has acquired during the more than forty years
he has been engaged in the practice of medicine, the great
number of pupils who, from all parts of Europe, have visited
Edinburgh, in order to profit by his instructions, and the ra
pidity with which his works have been disseminated, bear
ample testimony to his merit. He has successfully combated
a
great number of deep-rooted prejudices adopted by most
physicians, which raises him, in several respects, above the
celebrated Boerhaave himself; for the latter, though pos
sessed of astonishing erudition and an exquisite judgment,
has been obliged, in collecting all that had been written pre
viously to his own time, to adopt several prevailing errors,
from want of sufficient personal experience to enable him to
trymen.

recognise
"

The

and to combat them.
errors

him,
sides, have

of the celebrated

and the obstacles
not

that

men

who have

presented

deterred Dr Cullen.

preceded

themselves

on

He has felt that it

all
was
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only by

reiterated

conjectures

and

experiments

that the dis

covery of truth could be attained. Convinced by the valuable
discoveries which we owe to a great number of celebrated

physicians, that it was possible to render medicine more gene
rally and more certainly useful than it has yet been, he has, in
consequence, attempted a new theory, which, being simple and
founded solely upon facts, is preferable to all those that have
hitherto been adopted. We recognise in it a man solely
occupied with the care of instructing his readers, and plac
ing them beyond the reach of error ; he never proposes his
opinions but with the greatest circumspection ; and, far from
palliating the defects of his theory, whenever he does not
find it clear and evident, he points this out with a good faith
which characterises his zeal for truth.
ticular

manner

him, is the

exactness and

each kind of disease, and

properly belong

But what in

raises him above those who have

evident

precision
distinguishes

to it from those which

preceded

the symptoms that
merely accidental.

are

pointed out the proximate
dwells only on those which are

causes

of

clear and

; where this is not the case, he confines himself to

facts, of which all his reasonings
ces.

par

with which he describes

No author has better

diseases, but he

a

His curative method is
; he

are

always

the consequen
founded on the proxi

merely

out with much

prudence and judg
ment the
of medieines ; he explains with
clearness their manner of acting, and the cases in which
they are suitable, without losing himself in subtile reason
ings or in too minute details. Hence, we are indebted to Dr
Cullen for an improved theory, joined with much circumspec
tion in the use of this theory, and with great attention to ex
perience and observation, all which qualities render his Ele
ments of Practical Medicine a work of the greatest
utility.'1
mate

A

points
particular powers

cause

new

edition of M.
Paris

published
and employed by
at

M.

so

Bosquillon' s

late

as

Recamier,

1819

translation

by

M. De

was

Lens,

Professor of Clinical
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Medicine

to

the

Faculty

of Medicine,

as

text-book

a

for his lectures.
In

Germany,

two

editions of

a

translation of Dr

Cullen's First Lines into the German

language

was

published at Leipzig during his lifetime. To the first,
in 1778-80, was added an appendix exhibiting his sys
tematic distribution of diseases ; and the

1789,

Italy, also,

an

edition

with notes taken from the
It

chiefly derived from
Bosquillon.
was published, enriched

illustrated with notes

was

the French translation of M.
In

second, in

same source.

undeserving of remark, that, by means
of M. Bosquillon's translation, containing, in the form
of notes, large quotations from Dr Cullen's manuscript
lectures on the Practice of Physic, and by means of the
subsequent translations of these into German and Ita
lian, the medical profession on the Continent of Europe
possessed much greater facility of access to many of
Dr Cullen's particular opinions than was enjoyed in
his own country till the publication of his Works in
seems

not

1827.
Of the introduction of Dr Cullen's First Lines into
the North American

pil

and

States, his warmly attached pu
friend, the late Dr Rush, gives the following

account, in a letter dated
ber 1783 :—
"

Philadelphia,

One of the severest taxes

paid by

only
tunately

new

everything.

work that

was

profession during
regular supply of
are eight
years be

a

Your First Lines

smuggled

it fell into
my hands.

Septem

our

the war, was occasioned by the want of
books from Europe, by which means we

hind you in

16th

into the

I took the

was

almost the

country. For
liberty of writing
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a

preface

to

it, and of

American edition had

105

during the war. The
and a general circulation
It was read with peculiar

publishing
a rapid sale

it

throughout the United States.
attention by the physicians and surgeons of our army, and,
in a few years, regulated in many things the practice of our
hospitals. Thus, Sir, you see you have had a hand in the re
volution, by contributing indirectly to save the lives of the
officers and soldiers of the American army."
In

a

written
says,

—

652), which was
about a year after the preceding, Dr Rush
Your First Lines accompany population and

letter

already given (vol.

i. p.

"

government in every part of this Western world.
edition of your last volume is
city, and will be published in

An

in the press in this
few days."

now
a

respect which Dr
Cullen received on the publication of his First Lines,
there is one from a quarter whence it could have been

Among

the

numerous

tributes of

expected, that must have been peculiarly grati
fying to his feelings. It is contained in the following
passage of a letter (without date) from his former pu
pil Mr Joseph Ewart, at that time Charge d' Affaires

little

at

the Court of

who
"

was

Berlin,

to

then resident in

his brother Mr John Ewart,

Edinburgh.

Tell Dr Cullen that all the editions of the First Lines

have been translated into German

they appeared,
ought
forget to mention,
also, that I got a copy of the original from England a few
months ago for the great La Grange, the first mathematician
of the age, to whom I had given the former edition, and who
considers it as the only classical book existing on the Prac
tice of Physic, with the principles of which he is well acquainted, as he is with every other branch of science."

the last not

excepted.

The distinct and

I

as soon as

not to

comprehensive definitions

and

histories of diseases which the First Lines contained,
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they displayed for the accurate
discrimination and simple generalization of the results
of experience, were qualities which, in the perusal of
and the talent which

the
a

work, could

mind

not

fail to attract the attention of such

that of La

as

Grange ;

and it

seems

reasonable

that it has been those

qualities, so difficult
to be imitated, which have so long secured for it the
highest place among systems of physic. That Dr
Cullen's First Lines should now begin to be regarded
to presume

as, in many

respects, unfit

to

represent the present

of the Practice of

Physic, is a fate to
which every systematic compend of practical know
ledge, in a science so progressive in its nature as Me
dicine, must necessarily be subjected. He seems to
have been himself fully aware of this, in the liberal and
improved

state

candid reflections which he makes

predecessor

on

the system of his

Dr Boerhaave.
"

will consider the merits of Dr
Whoever," says he,
Boerhaave, and can compare his system with that of former
writers, must acknowledge that he was very justly esteemed,
"

and gave a system which was at that time deservedly valued.
But in the progress of an inquisitive and industrious age, it
was not to be expected that
any system should last so long
as

Boerhaave' s has done.

I

apprehend that,

in every branch

of science with respect to which new facts are daily acquired,
and these consequently giving occasion to new reflections
which correct the

it is necessary,
the whole system,

principles formerly adopted,

from time to time, to reform and renew
with all the additions and amendments which it has

re

ceived and is then

re

capable

with

of.

That at

this is

present
Medicine, will,

I be
quisite
regard
lieve, readily occur to every person who at all thinks for
himself, and is acquainted with the systems which have

hitherto prevailed."

to the science of
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Subsequently

to

the

publication

Dr Cullen delivered his lectures

Physic
several

107

of his First
on

in the form of illustrative commentaries

paragraphs

of that work.

Lines,

the Practice of
on

the

The arrangement
with that laid down

pursued in both was in conformity
The full account which
in his Synopsis of Nosology.
has been already given of Dr Cullen's general doctrines
in physiology, pathology, and therapeutics, supersedes
the necessity of any lengthened exposition of his appli
cation of these to special pathology, or the considera
But the very numerous
tion of particular diseases.
and often repeated censures which have been passed on
particular portions of the doctrines inculcated by him
in the First Lines, too often by persons who have not
had the industry to study his opinions, or have not duly
comprehended them, render it proper, if not indispen
sably necessary, to take a slight review of his published
writings and of his oral prelections on the Practice of
Physic.
With whatever defects Dr Cullen's general defini
tion of his class Pyrexia? or of his order Febres may
be conceived to be chargeable, every well-informed and
unprejudiced mind will allow, that the history of the
phenomena and progress of a febrile paroxysm, as
given by him from the sixteenth to the twenty-third
paragraphs of his First Lines, is, both in respect of
the minute fidelity of the delineation and of the clear
ness and conciseness of the
language in which it is
portrayed, a perfect masterpiece and model of medical
description.
The occasional occurrence in fevers, of congestion
or

accumulation of blood in

some

of the internal vis-
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profession has in
recent times been particularly directed by Dr Jack
son and
by Dr Armstrong under the name of Conges
tive Fever, had not escaped Dr Cullen's observation.
In shewing that the appearance of an unusual quantity
cera, to which the attention of the

of bile in the intermittent fevers of

warm seasons

climates

an

ought

rather than
vol. i. p.

as

505);

attended with

''

regarded

as

effect of fever

cause, Dr Cullen remarks

a

—

a

be

to

(Works,

It is obvious that the attack of fever is

constriction of the extreme

with the

and

vessels, which,

of the

body, certainly prevents the
blood from being sent in its usual quantity to the extreme
vessels.
It will therefore be accumulated in the body, and
particularly in the venous system, where the circulation is
more
languid and the dilatation greater. Thus it will be
more
copiously determined to the vessels of the internal
and
parts,
especially to what I call the hypochondriac system,
or
system of the vena portarum, in which there is not only
the largest proportion of venous blood, but where it is more
difficultly transmitted ; for wherever the blood is not deter
mined to the surface of the body, we find that, in conse
together

debility

And that such
quence, it is collected in the vena portarum.
congestions are in fact formed in fevers, is well known : the
■

dissections of such
a

as

have died of intermittents have shewn

great increase in the bulk of the liver and spleen.

the blood is thus collected in that
more

copious

region,

it must

But if

produce

a

secretion of bile."

The very full account which Dr Cullen gave in his
lectures on the Practice of Physic (see Works, vol. i.

563) of the marks of determination of blood taking
place in the progress of fevers to the brain (p. 564),
to the
lungs (p. 567), and to the abdominal viscera
(p. 569), presents so many points of resemblance with the
view of the same subject taken
by Dr Armstrong in
p.
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his Practical Illustrations of
1816

Typhus,
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&c.

published

in

render it very difficult for
to believe that Dr Armstrong had not had access

me

(p. 25,

et

seqq.\

as

manuscript copy of Dr

to

Cullen's

lectures, or to one or
other of the Continental translations of the First Lines,
to a

in which

copious extracts from these lectures are given*
This supposition is not the less probable, on account of
the affected ^eentempt which Dr Armstrong has else
where expressed for Dr Cullen's genius and writings.
Dr Armstrong's mode of illustrating the subject of to
pical determination in fevers, is indeed different from
Dr Cullen's in this

respect, that while Dr Cullen, in

this

subjectf has given an enumeration of
those symptoms only which afford a presumption of
the existence of determination to particular parts, Dr
Armstrong has given a brief description of the whole

discussing

succession of symptoms wdiich fever presents, accord
ing as it is attended by one or other of these complica
tions ; not limiting himself to those which are peculi
arly indicative of the local affection. It is certainly
proper that the subject should be considered in both
ways ; but for calling attention very pointedly to the
fact of complication, Dr Cullen's method seems to me
to be

decidedly the

better of the two.

In the view which Dr Cullen gave, in his lectures,
of the Prognosis in fever, he was accustomed to point
out that

even

in those

cases

in which

symptoms of

an

degree of debility present themselves, there
may be taking place at the same time some topical,
and particularly some cerebral, inflammatory affection,
extreme

*

See Elemens de Medecine

par M.

Bosquillon,

t. i. p. 96.

Pratique

de M. Cullen, traduits
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calculated

greatly

cordingly,

he

to

aggravate the danger.

at

was

much

pains

to

point

And,

ac

those

out

"

he says,
express an irritation ap
certain part of the system, the brain espe

symptoms that,

plied to a
cially, while

as

other powers of debility, acting
in the same part, and preventing the effects of the irri
tation from appearing so considerable over the whole
there

are

sanguiferous system, as if it had occurred as an inde
pendent disease ;" the circumstances, in short, which
a combination of irritation and
express
debility, par
as the irritation occurs in the brain."
ticularly
(Works,
vol. i. p. 589.)
"

or

The attempt which Dr Cullen made to ascertain,
rather to promote, the inquiry into the Proximate

Cause of
or

or, in other

Fever,

states of the several

taneously
remote

causes

of

fever,

follow the

and

on

operation

which the

more

of the

remark

phenomena common to all
given rise to much discussion,

able and essential

depend,
exposed him

vers

of the First
to

tracted

to much

From its

critics.

seem

has

a

state

parts of the body which simul

successively

or

words, the morbid

Lines,

censure

have advanced

and

the hands of his

it were, at the portal
persons, dissatisfied with it,

standing,
some

at

fe

no

as

farther,

general prejudice against

Works, from this doctrine

and to have

con

Dr Cullen's Prac

theory. It would
not, on any other supposition, be easy to explain how
these critics should have been so unscrupulous in ap
plying the name of theorist to a medical author who
has seldom if ever been excelled
by any systematic
writer in the correctness of his
descriptions of diseases,
tical

and of his

practical indications

or

of treatment.

Dr Cul-
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len's warmest admirers will

never

claim for his

Theory

will

of Fever an infallibility which,
presently be seen,
But
he never himself pretended that it possessed.
as

it is due to his

reputation shortly

to

notice the

guments that have been stated in opposition
and

to

endeavour to ascertain what of these

ar

to

are

it,

well

founded, what of them have originated in misconcep
tion, and whether there may not be some that rest

misrepresentation. To facilitate the con
sideration of the objections which have been urged to
this theory, it may be convenient to state in detail
the several propositions of which it consists. These,
as collected from his
writings, seem to be,
1st, That there are three states which always take
place in fever, a state of Debility, a state of Cold, and
a state of Heat ; and as these three states regularly
and constantly succeed each other, in the order in
which they have been mentioned, it is to be presumed
that they stand in the relation of cause and effect with
entirely

respect

on

to

one

another.

2d, That fever chiefly depends upon changes pro
duced in the state of the

system.
3d, That the

remote causes

and human
rate

by

moving

powers of the animal

of fever

(marsh-miasma

sedative powers, which ope
contagion)
diminishing the energy of the brain.
are

4:th, That this diminished cerebral energy is mani
fested primarily in the animal functions, by the lan
guor, inactivity, and debility of the voluntary
by the imperfect exercise of sensation, by a

motions,

feeling

cold, &c. ;

—

that, in

the vital

functions,

it

produces

of
a
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weakened action of the heart and arteries, with atony,
accompanied with spasm of the extreme vessels ; the
effects of which are manifested in the smallness and
the paleness and coldness of
weakness of the

pulse,

shrinking of the whole body ;
extremities,
and that, in the natural functions, this debility or
and the

the
—

sympathetically in
the muscular fibres of the stomach, as is shewn by the
occurrence of anorexia, nausea, and vomiting.

atony of the

extreme

vessels exists

5th, That the spasm of the

vessels is pro
the remote causes of

extreme

produced directly by
fever, but is merely a part of the operation of a general
law of the animal economy (the Vis Medicatrix Naturae),
whereby it happens that powers which have a tendency
bably

not

to hurt

tions

and

as are

destroy
suited

the

to

system, often excite such

mo

obviate their noxious effects.

6th, That this spasm, however induced, proves an
irritation to the heart and arteries, and thus gives rise
to the phenomena of the hot stage, viz. heat, redness,
and turgescence ; the spasm, however, still subsisting
in

it,

as

is

proved by the

continued

dryness

of the

and,
7th, and last, That the increased action

sur

face ;

of the

heart and arteries thus

the
the

produced, finally overcomes
a solution of the disease,
spasm, and thereby gives
hot stage ceasing with the flowing of sweat and

the return of other

excretions, which

are

marks of the

formerly constricted.
These propositions will be found, it is presumed, to
exhibit a concordant, though fuller and somewhat
more
explicit, development of Dr Cullen's theory of

relaxation of vessels
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fever, than that contained
sketched

by

himself in the

in the

following summary
forty-sixth paragraph of his

First Lines.
"

Upon

the whole,

The remote

our

causes are

doctrine of fever is

certain sedative

explicitly this :
powers applied to the

system, which, diminishing the energy of the brain,
thereby produce a debility in the whole of the functions, and
particularly in the action of the extreme vessels. Such,
however, is, at the same time, the nature of the animal eco
nervous

nomy, that this

debility

proves

an

sanguiferous system; whence, by

indirect stimulus to the
the intervention of the

cold stage and spasm connected with it, the action of the
heart and larger arteries is increased, and continues so till it

has had the effect of

extending
therefore,

restoring the energy of the brain, of
this energy to the extreme vessels, of restoring,
their action, and thereby especially overcoming

the spasm affecting them ; upon the removing of which the
excretion of sweat and other marks of the relaxation of the
excretories take

place."

The first of the

propositions

voured to reduce Dr Cullen's

which

to which I have endea

theory, that, namely,

the

regular succession, in fever, of the
three states of debility, cold, and heat, has been con
troverted on various grounds.
Dr Armstrong alleges
(Lecture in Lancet, vol. v. p. 104) that Cullen has
committed a very serious mistake in supposing that
fever, commonly so called, is always attended by the
assumes

"

cold

stage.

He has

shivering always

assumed," continues

Dr

A.,

attends the commencement of

but I shall shew you that fever frequently has
stage at all." And, in considering fever as

"

that

fever;
no

cold

capable of
arising from three distinct causes, viz. depression, sti
mulation and irritation, Dr Armstrong expresses his
when it is produced by the direct
conviction, that,
"

VOL. II.

H
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of

application
at

stimulants,

it is without any cold

stage

all."

accustomed, in reference to the 34th
paragraph of his First Lines, in which allusion is
the hot stage of fever being so constantly
made to
preceded by a cold stage," to make, in his lectures,
Dr Cullen

was

"

the
"

following
It is at

remark

:

present nearly agreed,

that the

frequency of the

pulse must follow a cold fit, in order to constitute a fever.
Sauvages has founded his character of fever entirely upon
this opinion ; but it is Dr Hoffmann who has laid the proper
foundation of this, and has pointed it out in the most express
His words are these, For there is no species of it,
terms.
whether intermittent or continued, mild or malignant, acute
or slow, inflammatory, sanguineous, lymphatic or bilious,
'

without exanthemata, or whether symptom
atic, in which there are not observed at the accession, in the
course, and even at the time of exacerbation, coldness of the

whether with

or

parts, great constriction of the skin and of its pores,
detumescence of the vessels, horripilation, rigor of parts,
external

constipation of the belly.' Here
it is asserted in the most positive terms,"" continues Dr Cul
that a fever has constantly as a part of it a cold fit,
len,
appearing always once, or occurring more or less frequently."
suppression

of sweat, and

"

And in

commenting upon the definition of the Pyrexiae,

he

accustomed to make the following observations

was

:

"

Neither the pulsus frequens of the moderns, which they
have made the sole character of the Pyrexiae, nor the color

major, which

was

the sole character of the ancients, is suf

ficient to constitute
so

when these

a

disease of this class

;

and

symptoms accompany horror,

they only do

and

more

or

less of

debility. Such is the description of fever in every
and
I would not need to have insisted upon it, were it not
book,
for an observation of Boerhaave's that the horripilation is con
fined to diseases from internal

causes,

while the other symp-
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toms

are

universal

fit which is not

; so

that, according

preceded by

a

cold

to

one.

him, there is
But here to

a

hot

apply

general rule, I say that a fever of this sort does not occur
It is possible, that mere vio
once in ten thousand times.
a

lence of exercise and excessive heat may bring on a fever,
without any excessive horror ; but even in such cases I have

place before any
if
does
and
it
came
on
fever
not, in no case does
;
permanent
the fever come on, unless there is some topical affection,
always

some

observed that the horror did take

congestion,

which is the

cause

of inflammation.

And

language with respect to
may speak
our
being in a fever, upon many occasions this has been
owing to the mistake of physicians with respect to its na
however

in

we

common

ture ; and the character must remain

horror is

universally

the

prelude

as

it

stands, that the

to all kinds of fever.'"

Armstrong (loc. cit.), Dr Cullen
has committed another mistake by asserting that the
cold stage is always followed by the stage of reaction
or excitement, the
ground of his contradiction seem
ingly being, that common congestive fever sometimes
continues as a distinct variety, and may be resolved
entirely by the means used, without reaction super
vening. That the cold stage of fever may terminate

According

to Dr

any reaction supervening, and this
at very various periods of the disease, was well known
to Dr Cullen.
But that the cold stage may terminate

in

death, without

in resolution

or

restoration to

health, without reaction

occurring, is an opinion which will not readily be re
cognised as true by those who have attended to the
course

of fevers.

Such

a

form of

disease, indeed, if it

occurred, might constitute a congestion, but certainly
would not constitute a fever, according to any inter

pretation of this
by medical men.

term

that has

ever

been

recognised
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The second

that fever

chiefly depends
upon changes
moving powers of the
animal system, which Dr Cullen adopted principally
from Hoffmann, has been generally recognised as true
by medical inquirers since his time.
M. Pinel, after quoting Hoffmann's statement of the
succession of phenomena that occur in fevers, puts the
question, Has not Cullen expounded the same prin
ciples ? and how could he appropriate to himself this
doctrine respecting the proximate cause of fever, with

proposition,

in the state of the

"

recalling the source from whence he had derived it?"
Nothing seems to have been more remote from Dr Cul
len's nature than a disposition to appropriate to himself
the opinions of others. In the paragraph of his First
out

Lines in which he describes the share which he sup
poses spasm to have in producing the phenomena of
the passage in which
Hoffman had advanced that doctrine ; and in various

fever, he subjoins

a

reference

to

passages of his lectures, he explicitly stated what parts
of his theory of fever were derived from Hoffmann,
and what part he considered to have originated with
himself.
The third
the remote

proposition,

causes

viz. that the

of fever is

primary effect of

diminished energy of the
of the whole of the func

a

brain, occasioning a debility
tions, was, indeed, the only part of the theory of fever
stated by Dr Cullen, to which he laid claim as his own.
Dr Hoffmann's system," says he,
goes no farther than
the spasm and hot fit, not taking in debility at all ; and I
"

"

own

that I have assumed the existence of this state of de

bility, previous to

the spasm, before it has been clearly proved
It is surprising," he adds, " that

to exist in every case."

physicians

have

so

"

long overlooked debility

as a

considerable
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part of the proximate
observe that in the

cause

course

of fevers.

Nobody

can

miss to

of fevers many symptoms of de
increasing with the dis

bility appear, and go on constantly
ease when it
proves fatal."

general view upon this
That
subject seems to be commonly acknowledged.
fever in its commencement or earliest stage," says Dr
Good, is characterised by debility of the living fibre,
or, more closely in the words of Dr Cullen, by dimi
nished energy of the brain, extending directly or in
directly to the voluntary muscles and capillaries, can
not for a moment be doubted by any one who accu
rately watches its phenomena ; and thus far the Cullenian hypothesis is unquestionably correct."
The
first position of this celebrated doctrine," says Dr Jo
seph Brown of Sunderland, the work of a man whose
powerful mind has still left its impress on our [medical]
reasonings, and perhaps on the practice of some of us,
The soundness of Dr Cullen's

"

*'

"

"

viz. that the energy of the brain is diminished, is a fair
inference from the phenomena of almost every case of

idiopathic
The

fever."

share, however, which

Debility to
phenomena

have in

producing

Dr Cullen conceived

and

determining

the

of the cold stage of fever, as indicated
in the 4th proposition, has most unaccountably been

misrepresented by several authors. Dr Southwood
Smith, in professing to point out the errors common
to all the theorists on the proximate cause of fever,
has made a statement, seemingly intended to refer
Dr

Cullen, among ethers, but which, in so far as
he is concerned, is assuredly singularly misapplied.
The believers in debility," says Dr Smith,
derive their
notion of the whole disease from the phenomena which

to

"

"
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in the first and the last stages only : in these, it is true,
may find abundant evidence of debility ; but then they

occur

they

overlook the intermediate stage in which there
the most unequivocal indications of increased

generally
sensibility in
are

the nervous, and increased action in the vascular, systems.
In this manner," he adds, " they characterise the disease by

stages of it."
Dr Cullen's summary of his Theory of Fever, above
quoted (p. 113), and which is quoted by Dr Smith
what

appertains only

to certain

it

does, that, by the intervention
of the cold stage, &c, the action of the heart and
larger arteries is increased, and continues so till it has
had the effect of restoring the energy of the brain, &c,

himself, bearing,

as

sufficiently proves that he at least cannot be charged
with having overlooked the intermediate stage of in
creased action, either as regards the vascular system,
or

those other functions which he conceived to be de

the energy of the brain. And the account
which Dr Cullen has himself given, from § 127 to

pendent

§ 200
ployed

on

of his First

Lines, of the

means

to

be

em

moderating the violence of reaction in
fevers, might, one would reasonably have supposed,
have prevented the possibility of his ever having been
charged with overlooking that intermediate stage of
fevers in which there are generally the most unequivo
cal indications of increased sensibility in the nervous,
and increased action in the vascular, systems."
Dr Smith says that
Brown, like his predecessor,
But he might have
attributes all fevers to debility."
learned from Dr Currie's Reports (5th edit. vol. i.
p. 234), or a little consideration might have enabled
for

"

"

him to

bility

in

perceive, that between the
fever taught by Dr Cullen,

doctrine

of de

and that

taught
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there

by Brown,

was

that whilst

rence,

this wide and essential diffe

debility

only the first link
theory, according to Dr

was

in the chain of Dr Cullen's
it formed the sole

Brown's,

and continued

essence

amusing to find, that
when Dr Smith, after much pretension to the ob
servance of a more
rigid philosophic method, in tra
cing the succession of phenomena in fever, comes to
expound his own theory of this state, the account he
gives of the first change produced in the economy by
the operation of the exciting causes, proves to be no
thing more than a paraphrase of the corresponding
of fever.

It is not

a

little

part of the doctrine of Cullen.
"

In

conclusion, then," says he,

"

the doctrine of fever

which appears to approximate most nearly to the truth, may
be summed up in few words.
The immediate cause of fever
is

a

poison,

which operates primarily and specifically upon
spinal cord. The diseased state into which

the brain and the

these organs are brought by the operation of this poison,
deprives them of the power of communicating to the system
that supply of stimulus
(nervous and sensorial influence),

which is

requisite

to maintain the functions of the economy

in the state of health.

tions, deprived

deranged,

the

order, and in

The organs, the seats of the func
of their supply of nervous influence, become

derangement
a

in each

Practical

Medicine,

reference

to

a

Fever,

in the

"

duced

collapse

fixed

has also made

Dr Cullen's doctrine of

Cyclopaedia

some

in

After

Cullen believed that in fever certain

of

remarks in

debility

vague and inaccurate character.

that

a

determinate manner."

The author of the article

of

in

taking place

fever,

stating

causes

pro
diminution of the energy of the brain, the
effect of which, on the voluntary muscles and extreme ves

sels,

was

or

universal

debility,

&C.'1 he adds,

"

The

promi-
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Edinburgh Professor assigned to the
which was imagined to result from this
unknown condition of the brain, notwithstanding his theory
that there was an inherent protective power in the system
by which this fancied weakness was to be overcome, has
been followed by serious practical errors, by abstracting the
acute forms
young and inexperienced mind from the more
of fever, and from those important local complications which
very frequently take place in its progress."
nent

importance
fictitious debility

the

alluded to in the above pas
to understand the
sage, we are, it must be presumed,
remote causes of fever.
Why the diminished energy
the certain

By

of the
said
it

to

can

ture,

brain, arising from their operation, should be
be an unknown condition, is not very obvious ;
like every thing else in na
the effects which it produces, or its external

be known

by

to

fancied
have

only,

The terms

manifestations.
"

causes

weakness," which

imagined

to

"

fictitious

debility"

and

states Dr Cullen is said

result from this unknown condi

imply a disbelief in the ac
tual occurrence of such a state, though the phenomena
attributed to that debility, might have been thought
to leave little room for scepticism on this point. That
Dr Cullen's theory of fever has any tendency to ab
stract the young and inexperienced mind from the
more acute forms of fever, and from those important
local complications which very frequently take place
in its progress, is an opinion which we cannot very
readily admit, seeing that no practical author with
whose writings we are acquainted, has been at more
tion of the

brain,

seem

to

the symptoms which denote the
violence of reaction as occurring in fever, particularly

pains

to

point

those which

are

out

thejiiarks

of

a

general inflammatory
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diathesis,

and

of

particular local de
terminations to the brain, to the lungs, and to the ab
dominal viscera, such as frequently occur in the low
nervous or
typhus fever.
Dr Cullen's opinions respecting the supervention of
Spasm in the cold stage of fever, its cause, the effects
to which it gives rise, and its mode of termination, as
stated in the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th propositions
have been the subjects of much animadversion, and of
no small share of
misconception and misrepresenta
more

especially

tion.
"

When Cullen goes on to affirm," says Dr Smith,
the proximate cause of all the morbid phenomena (of
is

a

and

ing

spasm of the extreme
more
as

an

palpable,

but not less

only

a

as

a

conjecture,

and for which he does not

that

fever)

vessels, he commits the additional

undoubted fact,

rence, what is

"

even

common

error,

of

assign

real and ascertained

occur

and for which there is not,

attempt

to

adduce, the shadow

of evidence."

In the first

place,

Dr Smith has

no

grounds

for the

assertion that Dr Cullen affirmed spasm of the extreme
vessels to be the proximate cause of all the morbid

phenomena

of fever.

Dr Cullen's

admit of the

theory

of fever did

supposition as its opponents seem
uniformly to imagine that all the morbid phenomena
of that affection depend on any one proximate cause
whatsoever. A debility of the nervous power, as form
ing the beginning of the cold fit, he considered to lay the
foundation of all the other phenomena (Works, vol. i.
p. 492); and from the diminished energy of the brain,
he endeavoured to deduce a succession of internal patho
logical conditions, as giving rise to the various pheno
not

—

—

mena

that manifest themselves in the progress of fever#
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cause

in the

pal part

as

as

proximate

proximate
as a
princi

of fever

cause

be

might

the

Dr Smith says,
of all the morbid phenomena, but

considered, not,

(J 41);

and

way he conceived that an atony, subsist
in the extreme vessels on the surface of the body,

in the

ing

the extreme vessels

thought that spasm of

same

may be considered as a principal circumstance in the
"
proximate cause of fever ( J 44) ; but he remarks, this
suppose to depend upon a diminution of the
energy of the brain" ( § 45). But, in the second place,
it is not easy to understand how Dr Smith should have

atony

we

that Dr Cullen does not

alleged

attempt

even

duce the shadow of evidence for the

to ad

occurrence

of

a

spasm of the extreme vessels in fever. The fortieth
paragraph of the First Lines contains a distinct,
—

whether

or

statement of his

of such
"

a

shall be considered

not it

for

reasons

satisfactory,—
recognising the existence
a

morbid condition.

It is to be

Dr Cullen remarks, "that
there seems to be a spasm in

particularly observed,"

the cold stage of fever,
duced everywhere on the extremities of the arteries, and

during

more

especially of those upon the surface of the body. This appears
suppression of all excretions, and from the shrinking
of the external parts; and though this may perhaps be imputed
in part to the weaker action of the heart in propelling the

from the

blood into the extreme vessels, yet as these symptoms often
continue after the action of the heart is restored, there is
reason

place

to believe that

a

; that it subsists for

stage,

—

for this

stage

It is

obviously

some

ceases

and the return of other

relaxation of vessels

spasmodic

constriction has taken

time, and supports the hot

with the

flowing

excretions, which

formerly

open to

are

of the sweat

marks of the

constricted."

inquiry,

whether the

pheno-
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mena

that

were

attributed

by Hoffmann and

Cullen

to

spasm of the extreme vessels, may not be more satis
factorily accounted for on some other supposition than
that which
as

they adopted.

Dr Cullen

was

By

Bellini and

"

the symptoms of the cold fit were
produced by a viscidity of the blood,

stagnation
Cullen,

"

Boerhaave,
lectures,

accustomed to observe in his

supposed to
occasioning

be
its

in the extreme vessels ; and this," adds Dr
has continued to be the doctrine of all the

Quesnay, in parti
More recently, Dr Joseph
cular, has
Brown conceives that the phenomena of the cold stage
of fever admit of being explained independently of the
The
supposition of spasm of the extreme vessels.
Boerhaavians till

and M.

lately;
adopted it."

"

diminished energy of the sensorium," says he, " lessens
the action of the heart ; whence the paleness and the
coldness of the

surface, which require

not the inter

vention of this assumed spasm to explain them, but
arise, whether at the commencement of fever or in the
cold fit of ague, from want of nervous energy and of the
due propulsion of blood to the capillaries." But it is ob
vious from the statement in the fortieth paragraph of the

First Lines

(above quoted), that it was
the phenomena of the cold stage of fever,
themselves,
nomena

but

as

not

so

much

considered in

viewed in connection with the

of the hot

stage,

phe

that induced Dr Cullen to

supposition of spasm of the extreme vessels.
And it may be doubted whether any other hypothesis
has hitherto been proposed, that enables us to conceive

adopt

the
be

the

manner

in which the

suppressed,

often

long

may continue to
after the temperature of the

perspiration
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vigour of the capillary
cutaneous circulation has become morbidly increased.
Dr Parr has remarked, in speaking of Dr Cullen's
theory of fever, that in this system the production of
a
spasm by debility is an isolated fact, without a sup

body

has been restored and the

"

port

; and the introduction of the vis medicatrix

na-

interposition of a divinity in an epic, when
no
probable resource is at hand ;" and this observa
tion has been quoted again and again, as if of oracular
authority. Dr Mackintosh, in his Elements of the
It is remarkable that Cullen,
Practice of Physic, says,
turce is the

"

—

much

pertinacity on spasm of the
extreme vessels being
principal part of fever, should so
completely have forgotten himself as to assert that atony,
which is the very reverse of spasm, is also a principal cir
The meaning of
cumstance in the pathology of fever.''
who has insisted with

so
a

—

"

spasm of the extreme vessels," continues Dr Mackintosh,
"
is morbid contraction ; that of atony of the extreme vessels
is

a

defect of muscular contraction.

tion and

the

same

a

Can

a

morbid relaxation coexist in the

morbid contrac
same

vessels in

disease V

In the account that has been

given of Dr Cullen's
lectures on physiology and on general pathology, his
illustrations of the influence of causes of debility in
producing convulsions, or of acting as, what he termed,
indirect stimulants to the muscular system, have been
already noticed. (Vol. i. pp. 302 and 382.) These

sufficiently establish the frequent coexistence of debi
lity of the general system with irregularly increased
motions of the muscular system, in whatever manner
this singular conjunction is to be explained.
His ob

servations

on

tremor and

palpitation (p. 387)

are con-
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firmatory of the same view. In reference to the diffi
culty adverted to by Dr Mackintosh, the occurrence
of spasmodic contraction in vessels supposed to be in
a state of
debility, Dr Cullen was accustomed to
—

—

observe

:

—

"

It may seem difficult to understand how an atony and
spasm subsist at the same time ; but whatever difficulty there
may be in accounting for this, we consider it as a matter of
fact, and at the same time think it may be found analogous
to what
we

happens

upon other occasions in the

often observe atony

producing

system, where
The symptoms

spasm.
also
the
marks of the spasm,
evident,
debility
and we know that weak and irritable systems are most liable
of

are

as

to the several

affections."

singular that Dr Parr, after de
production of spasm by debility to be an

It is not

claring

spasmodic

are

a

the

little

support, should, in the very
next column of his Dictionary, have stated that, under
the article " Convulsions," and in other places, he has

isolated fact without

endeavoured

equal

to

a

shew that either real

excitement is the

of

he says, appears in the tremors and
and in the spasm of the Capillaries, not only

muscles,

rigors,

cause

debility or un
irregular action of the

and

this,

but of every other organ.
The mode in which Dr Cullen, in following Hoff

of the surface and

mann, has

glands,

attempted

tion of the heart and
hot

to account for the increased

arteries,

stage of fever, and

which takes

place

to establish that the cold

ac

in the

stage

of the hot stage, has been the
much animadversion, originating in a great

is the

cause

and

subject of
degree in
to the
opi

misrepresentations as
nions he entertained on the subject of the Vis Medica
Dr Good urges it
trix Naturw. (See Appendix G.)

misconceptions
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"

as

a

defect in Dr Cullen's

striking

that must

occur

here made

to the

a cause

of

attentive

strength,

Theory

reader,

that

of

Fever,

debility is

the weakened action of

the first stage giving rise to the increased action and
re-excited energy that restore the system to a balance
of health ; and here again," says he, " we stand in need
of the interposition of some present divinity to accom

plish

such

an

effort

by

such means."

Dr

Good, how

disposed to consider the Cullenian hypothesis
correct
in supposing the cold stage to be the founda
tion of the hot," but it must surely be as difficult to ex
plain how a cold state of the body shall lay the foun
dation of a hot state, without the interposition of some
present divinity, as how weakened action shall give
ever, is

"

rise to increased action.
"

doubt," says Dr Cullen,

I have little

"

that

repeated

paroxysms of fever may induce debility, in consequence of
the violent excitement ; but debility occurs in the very be

ginning of the disease also, in
however difficult
duces reaction,

we

yet

other follows, and,

cession, that

a
very strong degree ; and,
find
it
to
explain how debility pro
may
we find that the one
precedes and the

presume, from the order of their suc
connected as cause and effect." (Works,

we

they
573.)
Agreeably to the opinion of most part of physicians," he
I suppose that in every fe
observes in the 59th paragraph,
ver there is a power applied to the body which has a tendency
to hurt and destroy it, and which produces in it certain mo
are

vol. i. p.
"

"

tions which deviate from the natural state ; and, at the

same

time, in every fever which has its full course, I suppose that,
in consequence of the constitution of the animal economy,
there

are

certain motions excited which have

a

tendency

to

obviate the effects of the noxious powers, or to correct and
to remove them. Both these kinds of motion are considered
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constituting the disease. But the former is, perhaps,
strictly the morbid state, while the latter is to be considered
as the
operation of the vis medicatrix natural, of salutary
tendency, and which I shall hereafter call the REACTION of

as

the

system."

"

debility brings on, with
arteries,
respect
seemingly contrary state
of force and activity, is a difficulty which we do not pretend
entirely to remove. We can only refer it to a general law
In what

manner

the state of

to the heart and

of the
is

a

is very well established, and
That where a deviation from the natural

system, which, however,
this

shortly

:

state of health

deviation

happens, from the nature of the economy this
naturally produces a tendency in the system to re

store itself to its former condition.

This, I say, constitutes

the vis preservatrix and medicatrix natural"

And after

siology,
"

he

quoting the
proceeds :

120th

For further information with

paragraph of

respect

to this

his

law,

Phy
see

Dr

Gaubius' s Pathology, from par. 633 to 650, where you will find
commentary enough upon what I have read. There you will
find

that, while many physicians refer this entirely

to the

mechanism of the

body, thinking that it is merely the effect
corporeal part acting upon another, or that the one
state necessarily follows the other from the laws of animal
mechanism, their succession depending entirely upon me
chanical principles, others think that the mechanism of the
body is by no means equal to such effects, and refer it to
the powers of the mind, considering it as an operation of the

of

one

Dr Gaubius himself takes

rational soul.

making it
body, but

in

part

also in

to
a

depend
great

the matter

the mind,

as

separately

and

a

middle course,

upon the mechanism of the
upon the operation of

measure

explained by Dr Stahl, acting
independently of the body, and directing the
was

motions of it without any necessary and mechanical mea
sures.
Now, with regard to this, I assume the existence of
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vis

medicatrix,

ticularly

assume

as a

the

fact, and,

following

to

our

present purpose, I par
it, that when any

instance of

power has been applied to weaken the action of the nervous
power, the debility thereby occasioned, when not carried too

far, produces

a

reaction of the brain,

or

an

increase of its

energy ; and I have laid a foundation for this in the para
graph of my Physiology following that which I have read.
"

Now, I say, if it shall be proved that, in

stances of cases of debility,

fairly

a

be transferred to the

ferred to

a

so

reaction ensues, the

many in

analogy may

in

hand, and it may be re
general law of the system. But it is desirable to
case

step further ; and here I have constantly rejected the
Stahlian system, and I do not compound the matter as Gau
bius does, but assert that the mechanism of the body is par
go

a

ticularly

Now to take into consideration the

concerned.

mechanism of the

in this

particular case, will be diffi
But the case is attended with peculiar circumstances ;
cult.
if
and
any of them can throw any light upon this matter,
they are such essential parts of fever as require our particular
body,

consideration."

Such is

an

outline of the

doctrine of

Fever,

by Dr Cullen ; and a view of some of the
objections which have been urged against it

taught
principal
by those who,
as

like

him, have been disposed

nise the existence of
that

general

is,

of fevers

idiopathic

or

which, whatever

essential

accidental

to

recog

fevers,

—

complica

they may experience in their progress, are not
necessarily, in their origin, accompanied with, and, at
all events, are not preceded by, nor dependent upon,
any primary local affection ; in which, to use a conve
nient term, the fever is protopathic, not deuteropathic.
It would be foreign to our present object to enter on
the consideration of some recent pathological doctrines,
according to which no such disease as an idiopathic or
tions
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protopathic fever is recognised, all fevers being sup
posed to originate out of some primary local inflamma
But it may be remarked, that even assuming
tion.
that these views
in the
were

were

advancing

established

as

correct,

or

that,

pathological chemistry, it
primary operation of the ex

state of

ascertained that the

of fever is upon the blood, the ascertain
ment of such a fact would only prefix another link to

citing causes

the chain of morbid conditions

proximate causes re
cognised by Dr Cullen as producing the phenomena of
fever ; as he, in the recognition of the debility of the
nervous system,
prefixed an additional link to the chain
recognised by Dr Hoffmann. It would merely estab
lish that the production of this debility is not effected
directly by the operation of the exciting causes of fever
on the nervous
system, but through the medium of
some
previous change which those powers produce in
or

other part of the economy. So far, therefore, as
Dr Cullen's theory can be considered a correct gene

some

ralization of

facts, it

must remain in full

integrity

amidst any such extensions of medical knowledge.
M. Pinel was one of those who joined in the censure
of Dr Cullen for the

share of attention which he

gave to the
diseases. " Cullen,

of the

large
investigation

proximate

celebrated

causes

of

physician of Edinburgh/'
says he, in an article on the Method of Study in Medicine,
prefixed to his Philosophical Nosography, acknowledged
having imbibed the first principles of medicine in the writ
ings of Boerhaave ; but in the preface to his work, he gives
a judicious criticism of these
writings, and exposes with
great judgment their imperfections and defects. In the
course of his work, however, he
engages himself in other
vain subtleties, and suppos.es himself able fully to unveil the
a

"

VOL. II.
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mode of production and the

proximate

cause

of fevers, of in

and of other diseases, in

flammations,
himself simply

to

describing

their

place
history."

of

confining

contradictory complaints that have been urged
against Dr Cullen, of having, in his Nosology, paid
The

attention to the

too much

little

to

symptoms of diseases and too

the internal conditions which

produce them ;
writings on the

having, in his lectures and
Practice of Physic, wasted his own time and that of
his pupils in searching after proximate causes, seem to
proceed from inattention to the purposes which, on
each occasion, he had it more especially in view to
promote ; that whilst, in the Nosology, it was his aim
to establish the means of diagnosis, his principal con
cern, in his practical writings, was to establish the in
That it is truly on the symptoms
dications of cure.
of diseases that the medical practitioner must depend
and of

for his

diagnosis,

and that it is

internal morbid conditions
eases

or

on

his notions of the

proximate

causes

of dis

that he should endeavour to found his method of

treatment, will

ample might,

scarcely

Dr Cullen's

ex

the opponents of
nosology , that there is no inconsistency

at all

symptomatical

be denied.

events,

satisfy

between a minute attention to the symptoms of diseases,
and a zealous attempt to arrive at a knowledge of those

internal conditions of which the symptoms are only the
outward manifestations, and which internal conditions,

they so strenuously insist, ought to be considered
constituting the real disease.
In considering the merits of Dr Cullen's theory
Fever, or, indeed, of any
writings, it must always
—

—

as

of

part of his medical
be kept in view, that the
other
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great aim of all his physiological and pathological in
vestigations

was

to

ascertain the established order of

succession in the various trains of healthy and diseased

phenomena which occur in the animal economy. Adopt
ing the views of his friend Mr Hume on Causation,
he has assumed as a principle to guide him in his rea
sonings, that any phenomenon or event which imme
diately and invariably precedes another, is to be con
sidered as the cause, and that event which uniformly
follows as the effect. Various unknown changes may
indeed intervene in the animal economy between events
that seem to us to be related as causes and effects; but
our

ignorance

vent

in

us

of these

links does not pre
than in any of the

intervening

medicine,

more

any

other branches of physical

science, from regarding the

invariable apparent antecedent of any event as the
cause of that event.
In the explanations which Dr

Cullen has

phenomena of the animal eco
nomy, and of his proximate causes or theories of dis
eases, the chief object of his investigations, therefore,
was the
discovery and simple expression of the more
regular and uniform order in which these phenomena
succeed
sion

on

given

of the

another in nature, and not a vain preten
his part to explain the production of one phe
one

nomenon

merely by

another.

the

He has not,
physicians would lead

as

presence of
the observations of some

occurrence

us

to

or

believe, attempted

to

describe what he conceived

the

order of nature in the

the

might or ought to be
phenomena of fever, and of

other morbid processes of which the human economy
is the seat ; but his great and pre-eminent aim evi

dently

was

merely

to

detect what that order

really
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"

is.

My

business is

not,"

he himself

observes,

"

so

explain how this and that happens, as to
examine what is truly matter of fact." (Works, vol. i.
My anxiety is not so much to find out
p. 442.)
how it happens, as to find out what happens."
Accordingly, in his lectures on the Practice of
Physic, after having explained the opinions which he
entertained respecting the nature and proximate causes
of fever, and detailed the particular facts on which
these opinions were founded, he was accustomed to
much to

"

remark :

"
—

I have now given you my general scheme of the

Theory of Fever, and it amounts to this ; That in every fe
ver, properly so called, there occur these three states, of de
bility, spasm, and increased action of the heart and arteries ;
and as these succeed to one another in the order just now
mentioned, upon the ordinary grounds of reasoning we
conclude that they are so far cause and effect. This, then,
is what I call the Theory of Fever; but observe what sort of
theory it is : it amounts to this the establishing of certain
facts, or that certain states do take place successively in the
system. Here is no mysterious doctrine of the nervous sys
tem; I propose a nervous power, indeed, which everybody
supposes to exist, as well as they suppose the existence of
their eyes; but our theory is the same whatever opinion we
—

hold with respect to the nature of that power.
With
regard to the mutual connection of these several states,
I have

far

to

the system,

a

only gone so
general law of

power

a

power

to say that it has
—

or

a

reference

that there is

vis

or

—

—

are hurtful.
So this I suppose to form the
tion between the several states of fever, which,
as

every

a

autocrateia, or that the system has
to redress its own deviations,
or that there is
in the economy to resist and remove such things

medicatrix nalurce,
a

as

system supposes; viz.,

that there is

an

connec

indeed,

effort of nature
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to

something

remove

that is noxious, and

continuance, would disturb the system
"

This

theory

that there
bined

are

together

of fever amounts to

certain states of the
in

from this constant
as

a

series of

and effects.

than

which

body

saying

are

com

succession, and

combination, they

causes

destroy it.

no more

certain order of

a

or

which, by its

are

that

to be considered

This I

assume

as

a

1 suppose that this connection is determined by
certain mechanism or organization of the body ; but I

fact, and
a

pretend to explain the nature of this. I might
offer conjectures upon this subject ; but while they are
only conjectures, I shall not trouble you with them, so
shall go no farther.
But the length we have gone, I hope
we shall find it applicable to the practice ; for I have only
referred some part of the connection to a certain general
do not

law of the system, to the vis medicatrix natures, or autocrateia, which, though it does not explain the connection, as
sists in

establishing

it."

That to trace the order in which the

phenomena

of the animal economy succeed to one another, and,
from this succession of external phenomena, to attempt
to

infer what is the succession of internal

conditions

pathological

or, in the language of some pathologists,
to arrive at the ratio
symptomatum in each form
—

—

of

disease,

was

the

object

which Dr Cullen

kept

constantly in view in all his observations and specu
lations, and of which he proposed to exhibit an ex
ample

in the

Practice

composition of his First Lines of the
of Physic, may be presumed, not only from

the rules which he laid down for
from the

manner

has been executed.

however,
ceived

or

in

himself, but also
which every part of that work

His main

design in this respect,

have been but little if at all
per
understood by many of his critics, who

seems

to
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have

so

often

regarded

ralizations to which he

the gene
led from observation, read

and

was

represented

merely hypothetical assump
tions. E very re-perusal of Dr Cullen's First Lines of
the Practice of Physic, and comparison of them with

ing,

and

reflection,

as

the other medical text-books at that time in
or

which have since

appeared,

existence,

tends to confirm

me

in

the belief that his work exhibits in the execution of all
but particularly of that relating to fever, the
its

parts,

application of the princi
ples of inductive philosophy to the study and practice
of physic that has ever been made by any single phy
sician ; and notwithstanding all the advances which
have since been made in the auxiliary and collateral
branches of medical science, and particularly of patho
logical anatomy, I doubt whether it has yet been, or
is likely soon to be, surpassed or equalled.
most

"

skilful and successful

It is not Dr Cullen's

praise,"

as

has been well observed

"

by Dr Wilson Philip, that he invented an ingenious hy
pothesis, but that he new-modelled, if I may use the ex
pression, the whole practice of medicine ; that, in his Sy
nopsis Nosologise Methodicse, he defined and arranged dis
eases with an accuracy that is still unrivalled ; and, in his
First Lines, reduced their treatment to a degree of simpli
city formerly unknown."
The view which Dr Cullen took of the Remote

Causes of

Fever,

must be

acknowledged, even by
those who may be disposed to question its accuracy,
to have presented this
subject under a much more
simple aspect, and one more calculated for the eluci
dation of truth than any in which it had ever
previ
ously been exhibited; and if its details cannot be con
sidered as having originated with him, he is
certainly
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entitled to the credit of

having put them together in
such a way as to constitute a general doctrine, capable
of improvement according to the progress of know
ledge.
Dr Cullen conceived that the remote

causes

of fever

chiefly of two kinds; viz. 1st, Effluvia from the
Human body; and, 2d, Effluvia from other substances,
The effluvia of the
and particularly from Marshes.
former description he regarded as the principal cause
of Continued, and those of the latter as the prin
cipal, if not the only, cause of Intermittent fevers ;
and he conceived that, for general purposes, these two
kinds of effluvia may be distinguished from one an
other by the names of Contagions and Miasmata. He
was
perfectly aware of the fact which has been ad
verted to by Dr Good, that the terms Miasma and
Contagion do not, etymologically considered, justify
the signification which he has attached to them ; but
the accurate definitions he has given of the sense in
which he proposes to employ these terms, in the 78th
and 84th paragraphs of his First Lines, and which a
very slight modification would render perhaps unobjec
tionable, make this a matter of little importance. Dr
are

Good says, that

endeavouring

to

"

no

great benefit has resulted from

draw

a

line of distinction between

these two terms, and that hence it is a distinction
which has been very little attended to of late years."
It may be questioned, however, whether the reverse
of Dr Good's proposition would not more correctly ex

press the fact, that the little attention which has been
paid to this distinction, has prevented the benefit
which would otherwise have arisenfrom its observance.
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The very curious and
the source and natural

important investigation into
history of the Agent which

produces Intermittent and Remittent Fevers,— com
menced by Lancisi in Italy, and followed up by the ex
cellent and accurate observations of Sir John Pringle
and Dr

jointly

the three authorities upon which, con
with his own experience, Dr Cullen chiefly re

Lind,

speculations upon this subject,* has been
continued to the present day by a succession of zealous
and intelligent medical philosophers and practitioners
in all the different regions of the globe. Many efforts
have been made to demonstrate the physical exist

lied in his

—

ence, and to ascertain the chemical

nature, of this

precise conditions of its origin, the laws of
its dispersion through the^atmospherejand particularly
the distance to which it may be conveyed, by atmo
spheric currents, from the seat of its production.-)- But
though intermittent and remittent fevers have been
observed to occur chiefly in the neighbourhood of
marshes, and the name of marsh-poison has from
this circumstance been generally applied to the agent
to which their production is attributable, it is con
agent,

the

ceivable that the combination of conditions essential
its

to

development, including peculiarities

moisture,

and

heat, may

occur

of

in situations that

soil,
can

marshes ; and that inter
mittent and remittent fevers may consequently arise

not be

*

strictly designated as

Torti, Werlhoff, and Cleghorn,

rities

on

t See

falcon,

were

Dr Cullen's chief autho

the varieties of Intermittent Fevers.

particularly

the

and Dr Maculloch.

writings

of Sir Gilbert

Blane,

Mon-
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in such

in situations which
of

and it is

situations;*

conceivable, also, that
usually fall under the designation

the necessary combination of conditions
may be wanting, so that the morbific agent shall
not arise, and
consequently intermittent and remit

marshes,

tent fevers shall not be

developed.

On the

whole,

it

that this morbific agent is always
present and active in warm climates ; but that in the
temperate and colder, its generation being dependent

seems

on

probable

the simultaneous and alternate action of heat and

moisture, it is chiefly
and autumn that its

fest.

For

at the stated

operation

periods

of

spring

is rendered most mani

excellent summary of the results of
the observations and experiments that have been
made

an

this

important subject, I have much plea
sure in
referring to the chapter on Ague in the
Elements of the Practice of Physic by my learned
and intelligent friend Dr
Craigie.
It is well known that in warm climates, not
only
on

intermittent and remittent fevers convertible into
one another, but
into fevers
they not unfrequently
are

pass

of

continued type ; whilst those of a continued
type
less
pass, though perhaps
frequently, into intermittent
and remittent fevers.
It is equally well known that,
a

in the British

and in every other
country of
there exist fevers of a continued
type, which

islands,

Europe,
occur
sporadically, and even sometimes prevail epi
demically, without there being any reason to believe
that they have had their origin in human effluvia, or
i

*

See the

Dr Wilson.

interesting

observations of Dr W.

Ferguson

and
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ordinary circumstances, liable to be,
if indeed they are capable of being, directly communi
that

they

are, in

cated from

one

individual to another.

It is

now

toler

ascertained, also, that the contagious fever
of these islands, termed Typhus, loses its infectious

ably

well

quality in being conveyed to warm cli
mates ; and, consequently, that patients affected with
it may, when carried to these climates, be safely
placed in private houses or in hospitals, without any
danger of infection being communicated to those with
whom they are brought into intercourse, a fact which
I first learned from a near connection and pupil of
character

or

—

my own, the late Dr William Gordon of Berbice, and
which has since been confirmed to me by the writings
of Dr

Jackson, and by conversations with him

with several other West India

It

the

and

practitioners*
facts, together with

of these

knowledge
my having myself repeatedly observed in this country,
and also over a large tract of the continent of Europe
was

in the

summer

and autumn of

1814, continued fevers

uncontagious character, that led me, in com
mencing to teach the Practice of Physic in 1822, to
lay aside the division of Continued fevers which had
been adopted by Dr Cullen, and to propose one which
I regarded as more simple and conformable to the
present state of our knowledge. In adopting Syno
chus as a generic term for Continued Fever, as sug
gested by him, I divided it, on etiological grounds,
into the two species of Non-Contagious and Con
tagious Synochus, each of which may be considered
as
comprehending three Diathesical forms or varieties,
according as the predominant character of the disease
of

an
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shall appear to be

inflammatory, nervous

or

typhous,

putrescent or bilious. These Diathesical forms
indeed, are observable in Idiopathic fevers of all
types intermittent and remittent, as well as con
or

—

tinued ; and they are equally observable in all the
orders of Symptomatic pyrexia?, or the fevers accom

panying Inflammations and Haemorrhages, and par
ticularly the Exanthemata and Profluvia.
Dr Cullen, however, was not disposed to exclude
altogether from the character of remote causes of
fevers, some other agents besides human and marsh
effluvia, particularly the power of cold applied to the
human body, fear, intemperance, &c. (§ 87, seq.
9.)
I will not," says he, in his lectures,
positively
determine that cold may not of itself produce fever,
but it very seldom does so ; and I am persuaded that
if it ever produces anything like fever, it is the
simple and mild Synocha." But, both in respect of
cold and of the other supposed remote causes of fevers
"

"

that have been referred to, he was satisfied that their
influence in the production of these diseases is

chiefly

exerted in
or

concurrence

with the

operation

of marsh

of human effluvia.

Physicians, as Dr Cullen was accustomed to point
out, had been greatly divided with respect to the ques
tion, how much ought to be attributed in the produc
tion of Epidemics, and particularly of epidemic fevers,
to the sensible or physical qualities of the
atmosphere,
its
moisture,
comprehending
temperature, electricity,
&c, and how much to its insensible qualities, meaning
thereby its impregnation with marsh and human efflu
via ; and whether these two sets of qualities are to be
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considered

acting separately or in conjunction. He
was not himself
disposed to admit, on the one hand,
that the sensible qualities of the air are the sole
agents on which the production of epidemic fevers
depends, nor, on the other hand, that these qualities
do not exert any influence upon such epidemics.
While he believed miasmata and contagions to be the
chief causes of fever, he acknowledged that the sen
sible qualities of the air, its degrees of temperature
and

as

may exert an influence over those,
its insensible qualities, and may modify the character

moisture, &c,

of the

epidemic which they produce. Thus heat, par
ticularly as combined with moisture, he considered to
be a leading circumstance in the production of marsh
effluvia; the tendency of epidemics to a putrid (in
cluding a bilious) or to an inflammatory character, he
conceived to be referrible to the degree of heat or
coldness of the atmosphere ; and he was satisfied that
the same qualities have also an influence upon the
type which fever assumes. (Works, vol. i. p. 558.)
We have seen that, whilst Dr Cullen regarded
Synocha as attributable to cold, he considered both
Typhus and Synochus to be contagious diseases, or
rather to be varieties of the same disease, arising from
the same cause, though differing in their diathesical
character.
But, independently of those epidemic
continued fevers which propagate themselves by con
tagion, agreeably to Dr Cullen's definition of that
term, and of those which, as exhibiting more or less
of an inflammatory complication, may be considered
as
Synocha produced by cold Epidemic fevers of a
continued type unquestionably occur in temperate as
—
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well
for

as

in

warm

suspecting

which, at the

climates,

human

same

of the sensible

qualities

or

of the

no

operate, and in

obvious condition

atmosphere

to which

As to the nature of the remote

which such

terrestrial emanation
accidental

there is

to

no room

epidemics depend, whe
in a mixture, with the atmosphere, of a

cause or causes on

ther it consists

contagion

time,

they can be attributed.

in which there is

different,

adventitious

in its

qualities,

essence or

in its

from that which

produces intermittent and remittent fevers, or whether
it be some undiscovered modification of the physical
qualities of the atmosphere itself, there obviously still
remains much room for speculation and inquiry.
In ascribing so large a share of influence, in the
production of fevers, to the operation of marsh and
human

effluvia, Dr Cullen

was

further led to the be

that in respect of each of these kinds of
there exists but very little variety.

lief,
"

effluvia,

A very

important object of our practice," says ne, in
recapitulating, in his lectures, his opinions relative to
marsh miasmata and human effluvia,
is the preservation
of men from fevers, which must chiefly turn upon our
knowledge of the remote causes. Instead of following the
common opinion, I have endeavoured to seek for causes
more general than those which have been
usually described;
and now that it is brought forth, it may be wondered that
It is agreed among phy
it has not been perceived before.
sicians that fevers depend upon miasmata and contagions ;
but the endless variety that appeared at first prevented them
from inquiring into the matter ; we have, therefore endea
voured to obtain a more simple view of it. Nothing is
"

better established than that there

and effluvia
which

are

arising

the

cause

from

are

certain exhalations

marshy grounds in hot seasons
particularly of intermit-

of diseases, and
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tent fevers.

And, again, it is certain that we know of no
intermittent fevers being epidemic, but where we can trace
their

source

to such exhalations.

The

sameness

ferent kinds of intermittent fevers leads

us

of the dif

to believe that

the nature of these exhalations is

nearly

of

the most

identical, that they are
one kind, and that, therefore, we have hit
upon
general, nay probably the only, remote cause of

Intermittent and Remittent fevers.

Contagions, they are of two kinds, one that seems
to be constantly subsisting in the world, and ready to appear
"As to

whenever the circumstances of the
its

and

season are

favourable to

have now, by the experience of some
hundred years, found that certain contagions produce always

activity;

the

same

as we

diseases, we consider these

as

specific contagions.

They may be at one time latent and dormant, and at other
times active ; but from their producing the like diseases in
periods and seasons, there must be something we
call specific in them. The origin of these contagions in par
ticular places is very uncertain, as also who have been the
first writers respecting them ; but it would appear that they
Another kind of contagions is
are never generated anew.
such as may in any part of the earth, under certain circum
stances, be generated, and again, by other circumstances, be
destroyed or extinguished. These we call common con
tagions. Now, the variety of epidemics will depend upon
the variety of these specific and common contagions."
With regard to Common Contagions, Dr Cullen observes:
If we can find distinctly but two sources of fevers, viz.
marsh miasmata and human effluvia, and if, in fact, besides
the singularity of the diseases arising from them, we can
trace the most part of epidemics to one or other of these
sources, and if every day shews the greater similarity between
the diseases of different years and countries, we must con
clude that common contagions are fundamentally of little
variety, and that the seeming variety in their effects may
for the most part, be entirely referred to certain circumdifferent

"
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stances which

force,
that

—

give

these

causes more or

to the situations of the

in

patients,

less

activity

and to the

and

causes

them.

exciting
again, to fevers that arise from specific
contagions, they are very few, so that the variety is by no
It has been ima
means endless, as has been supposed.
gined, indeed, that to characterize a specific contagion, it
"

concur

With respect,

should affect persons but once in their lives ; but there are
disorders, in other respects deserving to be considered as

specific contagions, where this will not apply. Now, if this
last character is given up, we shall find it probable that
there is one general and common source of contagion pro
ducing continued fever, viz., the effluvia arising from the
human body. This matter, however, may be in many dif
ferent degrees of intensity or concentration, which will
occasion some variety in the fever which results.
You will observe, however, that I give you only gene
ral propositions, and never one that is absolutely universal.
So, on the subject of the Typhus, in a note, I say with re
spect to the long list of species enumerated, that, after all,
I must allow' there is a strong presumption that typhus may
be of different species. This would appear from consider
ing the Yellow Fever of the West Indies, which seems to
be of the nature of a specific contagion, it being always pro
pagated with the same original appearance. The same may
be said with respect to the sweating-sickness of England,
which I have thrown into the same place. But admitting
these two to be different species of typhus, and, at the
same time, considering that these are the whole that I can
gather from different ages, it will lead us to conclude that
the matter is of small variety."
"

improbable that Dr Cullen may have got
his first impressions of the contagious nature of Yellow
Fever from what he had heard of it during the six
months he passed in the harbour of Portobello, in the
It is not
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Gulf of Mexico (vol. i. p. 5), where the disease had

raged

proved highly fatal three or four years before his
arrival at that place. But it was not till some years
and

after his death that the appearance of this disease in the
West Indies, and in some parts of North America,
to excite that universal attention to its history

began

which has been almost uninterruptedly continued since

its first appearance in Grenada, as described by Dr
Chisholm, till its last appearance in Gibraltar, when
many others, that zealous and
talented medical officer Dr Hennen, while employed

it carried

off, among

so

treating the disease and investigating its origin.
During all this period, the contagious or uncontagious
nature of yellow fever has been the subject of much
contention and controversy. As far as it is possible,
amidst the conflicting and contradictory statements
in

fact, which have been put forth in the
progress of this controversy, to arrive at any concor
dant, consistent, or satisfactory conclusions, it would
on

matters of

seem,

1st, That Yellow Fever, and that even of a se
vere and malignant character, is an endemial dis

sporadically, and
in particular seasons even prevailing epidemically,
in many instances without there appearing reason to
believe that it has arisen from, or been propagated
by, contagion,
ease

occurring

in all

warm

climates

2d, That the disease, in its severest forms, has
most frequently appeared in seaport towns and their
harbours, in which men were crowded together in nar
row ill-ventilated streets and
filthy houses ; and that,
originating in such situations, it has been supposed
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by

the

non-contagionists

to have been occasioned

in the minds of

local causes, whilst,
has been produced of the disease

ported, by particular ships, from
known or suspected to prevail
ships leaving them.

others,

a

having been
places in which it
at

by

belief
im
was

the time of these

3d, That, when it has once manifested itself in these
situations, whether it may have been of foreign or of
indigenous origin, its diffusion has, by the one party,
been attributed to the influence of the

same

local

by which they believed it to have been de
veloped, and, by the other party, to contagious com
causes

munication.
These differences of

opinion with respect to a point
involving so many important consequences, have neces
sarily had the effect of calling into action all the ta
lents, feelings, and interests of those who have engao-ed
in its

investigation ;

and have

unfortunately produced

in many of them those states of mind in which the
search after truth is so liable to be lost sight of in

the desire for

victory.
The question truly at issue between the contagionists
and the noncontagionists, respecting Yellow Fever,
has at length become, not, as has been often conceived
and represented, whether this disease may not occur, and
that of a malignant character, in an uncontagious form
—

for this

seems

to be

now

but whether it has or has

not

universally acknowledged
been observed, in

soiue

;

par

So
ticular instances, actually to spread by contagion.
communication have
many instances of such apparent

been recorded

by

credible persons, that the

necessity of

admitting the occasional contagious propagation of YelVOL. II.

K
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low Fever can, it would seem, be evaded only by sup
posing a succession of very extraordinary mistakes or

of

strange coincidences. (Appendix, Note H.)-

Entertaining

the

opinions already

limited number of the
Dr Cullen

was

not

causes

disposed

which had been inculcated
fevers of the

stated

as

from which fevers
to

the

to

arise,

accede to the doctrine

by Sydenham,

that the

district present an endless variety
in the symptoms which they exhibit in different epi
demics.
same

"

After the observation of many years," he remarks,
Dr
has
concluded
that
the
of
Sydenham
epidemics
every year
differ essentially ; so that, from his experience, he could not

judge

"

if the

same

kind of

tion, appear again,

and

epidemic might,
consequently could

in the
not

same

rota
to

pretend as
certain the species of fevers and to fix the general method of
cure.
Now, there is no foundation for ascribing this variety
in the characters of fevers to changes in any of the six nonnaturals, though, perhaps from its being common to a number
of persons, the variety may be referred to the atmosphere.
But the inexplicable variety of the exhalations going on there,
gives us hardly any hopes of attaining our purpose (i. e. of
determining what is especially the variety of fevers) ; and
the changes we see occurring in the sensible qualities of the
atmosphere leave us without hopes of ascertaining this va
riety. So, if this doctrine be true, that the variety of exhala
tions in the atmosphere is inexplicable, and if diseases do so
immensely differ, we cannot hope to be able to reduce epide
mics to any common or general nature, and to find out a
general plan of cure ; but we must be obliged to remain at
tached to Dr Sydenham's plan of studying every epidemic as
it arises, and perhaps must destroy several lives before we can
learn the method of treating the remainder. But his opinion
on this
subject is not well founded ; for, from the observations
1 have delivered, the variety of these epidemics is evidently
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nearly so great as he alleged ; and as we may determine
nearly to what length the variety proceeds, so we can reduce
epidemics or epidemic fevers to certain genera, and thereby
attain a generic method of cure."

not

The very limited variety of the causes which produce
fevers, Dr Cullen accordingly professed to be a doctrine

is, he remarks, very
favourable for putting the practice of physic upon a more
steady foundation than that of Sydenham and Boerhaave.
of which he

was

very fond ;

—

as

"

it

give some indications which will unite all the seem
ing diversity of remedies upon the general plan, and will
correspond with the method of cure which experience has
shewn to be most successful.
Boerhaave has supposed that
the methodus sanandi requisita scepe immensum differebat,
and if it was so, we could not hope to obtain this method of
But looking at the
cure without the
expense of many lives.
whole of Sydenham's works, we find no such variety ; only
a few
general remedies, employed more or less according to
circumstances, but of no great variety ; so that the whole
may be reduced to a few general rules, and these such as, in
fact, he himself has given."
It will

Previously to Dr Cullen's time, medical writers had
very generally described, under the name of Continent
Continuous, a form of fever, the whole course of
which, though protracted for several days, they sup
or

posed
fit, of
sion.

consist of

single paroxysm, of but one hot
only one reaction, uninterrupted by any remis
Dr Cullen, however, satisfied himself by obser

to

one

vation, that every fever which is of more than one
day's duration, is formed of repeated, and, in some
measure,

separate paroxysms,

or

exacerbations and re

missions, though the remissions may be very obscure,
and difficultly observed ; and, consequently, that there
is

no

such fever

as

the schools had

agreed to designate
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"

Continent.
sive

course

a

attentive

of forty

years' pretty exten

"

I have never observed what I
says he,
continent fever.
I could always discern,

practice,"

could call

by

In the

observation,

and remission."

more or

He satisfied

less of exacerbation

himself, also,

that each

febrile paroxysm is finished in less than twenty-four
hours, and that, consequently, every continued fever
which

repeated
four

out to

runs

paroxysms

hours,

or

truly

days than one, is formed of
recurring in the course of twenty-

more

consists of diurnal exacerbations.

This

tendency in fevers to diurnal paroxysms, Dr Cul
len thought, must depend upon the same law which
seems to subject the human
economy, in respect to
many of its healthy or physiological phenomena, to a
diurnal revolution, as shewn in the regular returns of
sleep and waking, of appetites and excretions, and in
the steady changes which may be remarked at different
periods of the day, in the state of the pulse, and of
most of the other functions of the body.
"

But whether this diurnal revolution

depends,"

Dr Cullen

remarks, "upon the original conformation of the body, or
upon certain powers constantly applied to it, and inducing a
habit, I

positively determine. It may proceed from
those causes which are produced by the diurnal revolution of
the earth, viz. the regular alternation of heat and cold, light
cannot

and darkness.
"

But whatever its

may be, I presume,"
in the human system, a diurnal
cause

he says.
from facts, that,
revolution does take place, and that the

phenomenon

of the

paroxysms of fever being always finished in less than twentyfour hours, does not depend on the cause of the fever, but
rather upon the nature of the economy itself, or upon some
laAV of the system determining it to a diurnal revolution,

which modifies fevers in this respect.

That febrile paroxysms
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are

connected with that diurnal revolution

farther from this, that
are different in different
*'

appears,"

he adds,

the intervals of paroxysms
cases, yet the times of the accession

though

generally fixed to one time of the day ; so
that quotidians usually come on in the morning, tertians
at noon, and quartans in the afternoon."
(Works, vol. L
p. 510.)
of paroxysms

The

are

of

occurrence

sions in the

course

daily

exacerbations and remis

of continued

fevers,

long partially known, though

been

seems

have

to

but little attended

referred, in par
ticular, to Vogel, De Haen, and Brendel, as bearing,
in a greater or less degree, testimony to the truth of
the fact; but it is certainly to Dr Cullen himself that
physicians are principally indebted, if not for the ori
ginal observation, at least for its first explicit statement

to

by

medical

men.

Dr Cullen has

and full accurate elucidation.

The observations of

authors, as of Mongellaz, Bailly, Bayer,
Puccinotti, and Pallas, seem sufficiently to establish

more

recent

tendency of diseases in which no intermission
occurs, to periodical exacerbations, and that of dis
eases in which intermissions do occur, to
periodical re

that the

currences,

are

not

confined

continued and intermit

to

fevers, but are observable in several other natural
groups of diseases, nervous, inflammatory, heemorrha-

tent

gic, and dropsical.*
Intimately connected with the question as to the ten
dency to diurnal revolutions or periodicity in the course
*

les Irritations Intermittentes, &c.

—

Traite des Fievres Intermittentes, &c, 8vo. Paris, 1825.

—

art.

Mongellaz,

sur

Intermittent in the Diction, de Medecine, xii. 336.

notti della Periodicita nelle Febbri

Pallas,

sur

Tlntermittence.

e

della

sua

Causa

e

Bailly,
Rayer,

—

Pucci

Natura.

—
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of

fevers, is that relating to the doctrine of Crisis.
This doctrine, as taught by Hippocrates in its appli
cation to various diseases, and particularly to fever, and
adopted by a large proportion of physicians since his
time, may be said to consist, in its simplest form, of
three distinct propositions ; 1st, that the changes in the
state

of certain diseases, whether of

character,

occur, in

a

salutary or fatal
great proportion of cases, not in
a

gradual but in a sudden manner ; 2d, that these
changes are very frequently attended by some very
obvious external manifestation, as by great sweatings,
diarrhoea, haemorrhages, the formation of abscesses, &c. ;
and 3d, that these critical phenomena, and consequently
the changes in the state of the disease which they ac
company or indicate, take place in a large proportion
These se
of instances on certain determinate days.
veral propositions, in the Hippocratic doctrine, are not
necessarily connected, so that the admission of any
one of them does not necessarily require the admission
a

of the others.
The oj>ponents of the Hippocratic doctrine, as re
spects critical days, may be divided into those who
deny that any such regularity in respect of the days

salutary or injurious changes occur in diseases,
had ever or in any place truly been observed; and those
who, in admitting the accuracy of the observations as
made by Hippocrates in Greece, allege that, whether
on

which

in consequence of differences in the character of the
diseases, as influenced by climate, or in consequence of

differences in the modes of treatment pursued,

no

such

observable at the present day, at least
in temperate regions.
The former of these opponents

phenomena

are
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powerful argument from the contradictory
to what
statements in Hippocrates' own writings, as

derived

a

days are actually critical. This argument
in
rately investigated by Dr De Haen of Vienna, who,
of his Ratio
a
chapter on that subject in the first part
was

Medendi, published in 1756, gave, in

lysis

of the crises of the individual

eases

to

be found recorded in
to

according

whether of

a

the

or

table,

cases

an ana

of acute dis

Hippocrates' writings,

particular day

favourable

a

accu

on

which

a

unfavourable kind,

change,
was

ob

incorporating in this table, as single
observations, Hippocrates' statements respecting the
days of termination of several epidemic constitutions.
From this mode of testing Hippocrates' general state
ments on critical days, it appears that the 24th apho
rism of the 2d Book of his Aphorisms corresponds
best with his own observations as far as the 17th day,
beyond which it does not extend ; and that, in point of
fact, the most critical days, according to these obser
served to

occur

;

vations, are the 3d, 4th, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 14th, 17th,
20th, and 40th. De Haen declares that in his own
hospital practice at Vienna, exact observation had de
monstrated the truth of

Hippocrates'

statements

re

these

days.
Cullen,
giving De Haen great credit for the
judicious manner in which he had set about determining
what were Hippocrates' real opinions, by appealing
to the particular facts recorded in his writings, avow

specting

in

Dr

ed himself

an

advocate for the existence and influence

being satisfied that the doctrine of
the ancients, and particularly that of Hippocrates, on
this subject, that is, of there being something in the

of critical

days,
—

as
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nature of

be of

certain

a

generally

duration,

or

to

determines them

to

terminate, whether in

a

fatal manner, at certain periods of the dis
rather than at others,
was well founded, and that

salutary
ease

fevers which

or

—

it is

applicable to the fevers of our climate. With the
exception of the 4th day, which he denied to be natur
ally critical, Dr Cullen adopted the enumeration of the
critical days given by De Haen, as far at least as the
20th, beyond which he conceived that there are not a
sufficient number of observations of fevers

to

ascertain

their course, and that probably, also, the movements
become less exact and regular, and therefore less easily
observed.
As

the results of his

to

subject

of critical

days

in his First Lines

"

own

observations

on

the

in fevers, Dr Cullen mentions

that

they amount to this, that fevers
with moderate symptoms, generally cases of the synocha,
frequently terminate in nine days, and very constantly upon
one or other of the critical
days which fall within that period :
But it is very

rare

in this climate that

cases

of either the

synochus
day ; and
typhus
when they do terminate on or before this day, it is for the
When they are protracted beyond this
most part fatally.
I
have
time,
very constantly found that their terminations
were upon the 14th, 17th, or 20th day."
(Par. 124.)
terminate before the eleventh

or

But in

plying
times,

adopting

fevers of his

to the

own

evacuation.
minations

"

days,

as

country and his

ap
own

necessary part of
the occurrence of some unusual

Dr Cullen did not admit

the doctrine of

tions.

the doctrine of critical

crisis,
In such

as a

cases," says he,

"

the

salutary

ter

seldom attended with any considerable evacua
A sweating frequently appears, but is seldom con

siderable

;

are

and I have

hardly

ever

observed critical and de-
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cisive terminations attended with

evacuations

vomiting,

by

The solution of

in the urine.

remarkable

changes
chiefly to be discerned from some return of
sleep and appetite, the ceasing of delirium, and an abate
ment of the frequency of the pulse.
By these symptoms we
can often mark a crisis of the disease ; but it seldom happens
suddenly and entirely : and it is most commonly from some
favourable symptoms occurring upon one critical day, that
stool,

or

the disease is

we can announce

a

more

entire solution upon the next fol

lowing."
Those who have

adopted

the doctrine of critical

days, have naturally been anxious to render some ex
planation of so remarkable a phenomenon. Hippo
crates had adopted the Pythagorean opinions concern
ing the power of numbers, and to this circumstance
may be
critical
a

attributed,

days,

as

has been

alleged by

some,

at

least

part of the contradictions which appear, in different

passages of his
"

if not the whole of his doctrine of

writings,

in his mode of

stating

it.

attempt," says Dr Cullen, in his Lectures
a solution of this seem
Physic,
ingly difficult problem, and that from the laws of the
animal economy ; but though the account I am to offer
may be frivolous, and even fallacious, this will not, in
the slightest degree, weaken the force of the facts I
have alleged."
The principles of Dr Cullen's explanation of this
tendency of continued fevers to terminate at certain
periods of their course, were, 1st, that this tendency is
connected with a general disposition of the animal
economy to periodical movements; there being few
I

on

am

to

the Practice of

"

continued fevers in which the
may not

perceive periodical

most

heedless observer

paroxysms

:

and, 2d, that
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from the

universality

in intermittent

(§ 119)
being in the animal
periods of these types.

of tertian

quartan periods
fevers, we cannot doubt of there

economy
"

Of

a

a

or

tendency

thousand

cases

to

observe

of intermit

fevers," said he, "the tertian type certainly occurs in up
wards of nine hundred ; and, from that type most frequently
tent

occurring,

there

can

be

no

doubt that there is

system thus determining it, though in this,

a

law of the

in many other
instances of the laws of the animal economy, which we can only
as

take up as so many facts, there is, or may be, in every one of
them some anomaly or irregularity.
They are all established

by the majority of instances, when that is considerable, as, per
haps, nineteen cases out of twenty ; and however we may ac
count for the irregularities, certainly the general fact is de
The tendency of the ani
termined by a law of the system.
mal economy is to a tertian period, and the only remarkable
exception is when the period proves quartan, which certainly
occurs, filling up a tenth, or perhaps only the twentieth part
of the cases ; but it is still so frequent as to be admitted as a
The critical days above mentioned are con
natural period.
sistent with this tendency of the economy, as all of them mark
either tertian or quartan periods. These periods, however, are
not promiscuously mixed, but occupy constantly their several
portions in the progress of the disease ; so that, from the
beginning of the disease, a tertian period takes place ; and
from the eleventh to the twentieth, and perhaps longer, a
quartan period is as steadily observed. What determines
the periods to be changed about the eleventh day, we have
not clearly perceived."

George Fordyce in his third
Dissertation on Fever, it appears that so early as 1757,
the year after the publication of De Haen's Essay, Dr
Cullen had suggested the explanation of critical days,
The only plausible mode
stated in the above extract.
of accounting for these critical days," says Dr Fordyce,
From

a

statement

by

Dr

"
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"

is that which

was

pointed

out

by

Dr

Cullen,

in

a

cli

nical lecture he gave about the year 1757 ; viz. that
continued fevers observe, in some degree, the types of

that, during the first week of
a continued fever, it observed the quotidian type ; that,
in the second, it observed the tertian type ; and in the
third week, the quartan type," &c.
The author of a
intermittents.

He said

criticism of the First Lines in the Journal de Medecine says, in reference to the account of critical days
"
given by Dr Cullen, that his idea on this point of
doctrine appears the most simple and the most luminous
that has ever been proposed, all difficulties disappear

ing before it, and doubt being changed almost into cer
tainty." And Dr Mason Good remarks, that Dr Cul
len examined this subject with great attention, and
simplified it from many of its difficulties;" and that
Dr Fordyce, who scarcely does justice to Cullen upon
"

"

other

points, unites with him upon the present, and
justly compliments him upon his ingenious examination
and explanation of the Greek distribution of critical
days."
Another curious speculation relative to the influence
of periodical revolutions on disease, is the doctrine
which has been entertained by a number of physicians
and philosophers, from Hippocrates and Aristotle down
wards, that many diseases, and particularly fevers,
influenced in respect of their commencement and
of their course, by certain relative positions of the
are

sun, moon, and earth.

duated at

Edinburgh

Calcutta, in 1784,

a

Dr Francis Balfour

in

(who gra
1767), having published in

small treatise in which he endea

voured to call the attention of the medical

profession
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several

to

moon

in

propositions respecting

fevers,

vice, reprinted

(See Mr
p. 643.)
well

the influence of the

this treatise was, by Dr Cullen's ad
at Edinburgh in the following year.

A. Balfour's

On his return to

known, submitted

Cullen, vol. i.
England, the author, as is

letter to Dr

to the

several additional

public

works in corroboration of the doctrine of sol-lunar in

fluence.*

The

of Dr

republication

Balfour's

first

essay, by the recommendation of Dr Cullen, induced
the late distinguished army physician Dr Robert

Jackson,
a

address to Dr

to

statement of

his

own

Cullen,

letter

a

observations

on

containing

the connection

subsisting between the moon's periods and the invasion
and relapse of fevers.
Though Dr Jackson soon af
terwards published his observations on this subject at
greater length,-}- and resumed its consideration in se
veral of his subsequent writings, his letter, as contain
ing a succinct view of the facts on which his opinions
were
originally founded, has appeared to me deserving
of a place in the Appendix. (Note I.)
Having, under the head of Prognosis, established
three diathesical states of the
in

system

as

liable to

occur

fevers, each of which is capable of producing the
*

Treatise

1790
fluence

on

Putrid Intestinal

A collection of Treatises
on

Fevers. Lond. 1812.

ten-

Remitting Fevers, Edinburgh,

on

the Effects of Sol-Lunar In

Several East India

practitioners
adopted Dr Balfour's opinions, have, however, ad
general accuracy of his facts, and have endeavoured to

who have not

mitted the

explain

them

by

the influence of the

moon on

the tides, and the

effects of the water of these upon the soil and
borders of the sea-shore or of rivers.

t Lond. Med. Journ. for 1787, vol. viii. part 1.
Balfour's collection of Treatises, p. 278 and 354.)

subsoil

(See

on

the

also Dr
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dency to death, those viz. of violent reaction, great de
bility, and a tendency to putrefaction in the fluids, Dr
—

Cullen conceived that the indications of

cure

should be

formed upon the view of obviating the tendency to
death, from whichever of these states it may seem to
proceed, the means of executing these indications being

directed

by

of fevers.
three

proper attention to the proximate cause
Accordingly, he considered that there are

a

general

indications to be followed in the

continued

fevers, viz.

action,

remove

to

to

the

debility,

and to obviate

fluids to

putrefaction.

course

of lectures

delivered

during

on

cure

moderate the violence of

causes or
or

of
re

obviate the effects of

correct the

tendency

of the

It appears from notes of the
the Practice of Physic which he

the session

that the table

1771-72,

Lines,

in

of continued fevers,

as

inserted at the 227th section of his First

which the wdiole of the

cure

indications, is brought under
one view, was circulated
amongst his students in the
course of that session ; and it likewise
appears that, in
commenting on that table, he took a very full view both
founded

on

these three

of the Stimulant and of the
ment

the

in

fevers,

excess

bility

or

Debilitating plan

under the two titles of

—

of stimulant

take off the

power," and,

excess

"

of sedative

"

of treat

To take off

To obviate de

power."

With respect to the third indication of cure
that of
obviating or correcting the tendency of the fluids to
—

putrefaction it is obvious that the importance attached
to it must depend, in the first place, upon the opinions
—

that may be entertained as to the actual occurrence of
any change in the fluids of the body in the progress of

fever,

and

particularly

of any

change

that

can

be

re-
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denoting a tendency to putrefaction in the
fluids ; and, secondly, supposing such tendency to oc
cur, on the opinion that may be entertained as to the
possibility of obviating it. Dr Cullen, though he has
ex
been represented by several of his critics as an
clusive solidist," had expressly stated, in his First
Lines (§ 50), that whilst he conceived there is no evi
dence in support of the old doctrine of a viscidity sub
sisting in the mass of blood previously to the cold stage
of fever, by which the production of this state can be
explained, he by no means intended to deny that the
cause of fever frequently operates upon the fluids, and
I
particularly produces a putrescent state of them.
acknowledge," says he, "that this is frequently the
The enumeration given by him, in the 105th
case."
paragraph of the First Lines, of the symptoms denoting
garded

as

"

"

the

putrescent

state of the

fluids, and, in

the 222d to

the 226th

paragraph, of the means of obviating and
correcting their tendency to putrefaction, is well worthy
the consideration of those who entertain any doubts as
to the fact of the animal fluids undergoing considerable

modifications in their

physical properties and

constitution in the progress of fevers.
the more recent researches of Clanny,

chemical

But, in truth,
Stoker, Burne,

Twreedie, &c. relative to the conditions of the blood in
typhus fever, as occurring in these islands; those of
Chomel, Andral, Louis, Lecanu, &c. relative to these
conditions in the continued fever of France ; and those
of Dr Stevens regarding them in the ardent and ma

lignant

fevers of hot

climates, confirmatory as they are
of the observations of Towne, Warren, Hume, Hillary,
&c. leave

no room

for doubt

as

to

the actual

occurrence
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changes, whatever opinion may be entertained
as to the
precise period in the course of fevers at which
they occur, or as to the precise chemical alterations
upon which they depend. At the same time, Dr Cullen
certainly regarded the other two indications of cure
which he established the first directing the employ
of such

—

ment

of the

violence of
those that

means

reaction,

debility

in their

are

calculated to moderate the

and the second the

fitted to

are

the effects of

quiring,

that

—

remove
as more

the

employment of

causes

important,

fulfilment, the greatest

or

obviate

and

skill

as re
on

the

It may be doubted whether
since his time, has pointed out

part of the practitioner.
any
so

author, before

distinctly as

or

he has

done, the different circumstances

in fevers wdiich

require the employment, respectively,
of the debilitating and of the stimulating modes of
treatment, particularly in regard to the abstraction of
blood, and* to the use of wine and of opium. His dis
tinct and explicit statements on these points, however,
have not had the effect of preventing many erroneous
representations from being given of his opinions rela
tive
"

to

the treatment of fevers.

We see,

then," says

Dr

Welsh, in his Practical Treatise

Efficacy of Bloodletting in the Epidemic Fever of
Edinburgh (1819), that primary debility in fever was a
necessary part of Dr Cullen's doctrine ; and the debility
might be so great as entirely to exhaust the powers of life,
that is, to produce death, or, though it did not proceed quite
so far, might readily be carried to that extremity by the
exhaustion produced by any additional sedative applied ;
and hence it became a dangerous matter to prescribe seda
tive means that might co-operate too far or too effectively
on

the

"

with the remote

cause

of the disease.

Another, and the
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chief, fallacy

in

changing the name of febrile excitement
into reaction, a change which, by presupposing a debilitat
ing power to which it was opposed, necessarily implied a
danger of uncertain extent to be dreaded, and which must, of
course, be augmented by the only means capable of removing
the bad effects of reaction, that is, by the more powerful evawas

—

In consequence,

cuants.

we

find this great Professor mani

festly averse to bloodletting, nearly interdicting purgatives
(146, 147, 148), and exceedingly shy even of his favourite
remedy, emetics (178, 179), in continued fever."
Dr Welsh also says (p. 117), that " Cullen, perhaps
unknown to himself, succeeded in nearly interdicting
in fever ; for it must be con
fessed, that his precepts on that subject are so hedged
in with provisos, that one can hardly suppose he seri
the

use

of

bloodletting

ously meant it to be employed." Dr Welsh's opinions
on
bloodletting in fever were formed from the observa
tion of a single epidemic,
Dr Cullen's from the obser
vation of many, and the careful comparison of his own
personal observation with the recorded experience of
—

others.

No wonder that their conclusions

rent ; and

no

wonder if it be true

were

that, short

diffe

as

Dr

long enough to afford him the
opportunity of becoming satisfied how very unsafe it
would be to treat contagious fever, whenever it presents
itself, on the same plan which was found so beneficial
in the epidemic which he has so well described, and
Welsh's life was, it

was

the leading character of which

strong,

or even

means

which

known to be

violent, reaction early in its

and progress.
In the article Fever in the

Medicine, in

was

a

occurrence

Cyclopaedia of Practical
speaking of the employment of those
induce perspiration for the purpose of
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procuring

an

heat, it is ob

abatement of the febrile

"

This attempt to imitate nature was strongly
inculcated by Cullen.
Spasm of the extreme vessels
served

being
it

was

:

supposed cause of the phenomena of fever,
imagined that every measure which tended to

the

diminish

or remove

this state of the cutaneous exha-

lants, would have the effect of subduing the disease.
in fever

grounds, the employment of Diaphoretics
was
suggested, and these remedies now con

stitute

part of the

Upon

A

these

a

perusal

treatment

of all febrile diseases."

of the 16 2d to the 169th

Dr Cullen's First

paragraphs

of

Lines, will shew how very erroneous

representation of his views respecting the
employment of sudorific medicines in fever is ; with
how much impartiality he has stated the arguments in
favour of and against the practice of sweating in fevers;
with how much discrimination he has distinguished be
tween the means of fulfilling this indication that are
the above

safe, from those

that

are

attended with mischief

or

danger ; and has laid down the rules for the conduct
of sweating, if the practice is to be attempted; and
with how much modesty he has declared, that it must
be left to further experience to determine how far any
general rule can be established in this matter.
Dr Currie states in his Medical Reports (vol. 1.
Dr Cullen mentions cold
p. 90, 5th edition), that
drink, but gives no opinion on the propriety of its
being used in fevers, and certainly did not recommend
it in practice.
He was even doubtful of the extent to
which cold air might be admitted ;" and, in corrobo
"

ration of this statement, Dr Currie in

the First

Lines, article

VOL. II.

a

note

refers

Cure of Fever.
l

to
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In his First

to the
Dr Cullen, in reference

Lines,

tonic in fevers, remarks, that
the experience of all ages has confirmed that cold drink
taken into the stomach has proved very hurtful, and, there

employment

of cold

as a

'■

fore,

that the

use

of cold drink in fevers

requires

some

limi

tations. What these limitations should be, and what are
all the circumstances which may forbid the use of cold drink,
is difficult to determine ;

in all

cases

system, and

where
more

minations of

an

a

but it

phlogistic

seems

clearly forbidden
prevails in the
are
topical deter

diathesis

especially when there

inflammatory nature."

In his lectures he

entered upon this subject more fully. After
to different ancient and modern authors, he
—

"

referring
remarks,

From these authorities it would appear that, whenever
ambiguous, or whenever it is a

the character of the fever is

synochus
and

we

with

are

some

degree

uncertain how

inflammatory diathesis joined,
long that may subsist, especially
of

where that

suspicion arises in cold climates or cold seasons,
and in general during the spring season, when there is the
greatest prevalence of inflammatory diseases, the use of cold
drink is a suspicious practice. I would even admit, further,
that, from the like reasons and suspicions, it is of doubtful use
in the beginning of most fevers, and is at least to be employed
with

a

great deal of caution.

This consideration will suffi

ciently explain to you why the practice of this country is, so
universally, that of giving warm drinks in fevers. But, to be
cautions have been carried too far, and have missed
the benefits which we
might have obtained ; and, for rea
sure,

our

sons

of

that
a

are

contrary kind,

it is evident that, in all fevers

purely nervous,
manifestly accompanied with
diathesis, cold drink must be useful and even ne
; and,
accordingly, it will equally follow that, in hot
imates and
seasons, and
particularly in the autumnal
Climates' cold dri*k is safely applicable, and
°r f
one of
the most useful
remedies. Nay, I
we had the
or are

putrid

cessary
i7*Z
c

a

wish
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as
courage, and stood so little in awe of popular prejudice,
to admit it in the advanced state of most fevers when the

inflammatory diathesis which did prevail is either entirely
can have
any
gone or considerably abated, or whenever we
tolerable security that the system is without inflammatory
topical determinations to the lungs or to the brain. Upon
the whole, there is
water may be

and

we

no

sort of

of the most

one

doubt, that the

powerful

use

of cold

remedies in fevers,

have, both by design and accident, innumerable in

stances of its

efficacy."

of exposure to cold air, of which Dr
Currie states that Dr Cullen was doubtful of the ex
On the

subject

tent to which it

might

be admitted in

fevers,

Dr Cul

observes, in his First Lines, that when the power
of the system generating heat is increased, as is commonly
the case in fevers, it is necessary not only to avoid all means
of increasing it further, but it seems proper also to supply
air of a cooler temperature, or at least to apply it more en
tirely and freely, than in a state of health. Some late ex
periments in the smallpox and in continued fevers, shew
that the free admission of cool air to the body is a power
ful remedy in moderating the power of reaction ; but what
is the mode of its operation, to what circumstances of fever
it is peculiarly adapted., or what limitations it requires, I
shall not venture to determine, till more particularly in
structed by farther experience."

len

"

Lines, Dr Cullen adverted to the fact
that not only cool air, but cold water also, may in fevers
In his First

be

applied to the surface of the body, as a refrigerant
and perhaps as a tonic remedy.
The ancients," he
observes,
frequently applied it with advantage to
particular parts as a tonic ; but it is a discovery of
modern times, that in the case of putrid fevers, at
tended with much debility, the body may be washed
"

"
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In his lectures, Dr Cul
accustomed to enter into an historical detail of
of cold washing or cold bathing in

all

over

with cold water."

len

was

the

employment
of fever, referring particularly to the treatise of
De Hahn of Breslaw, the original of which, how

cases

Dr

ever, he does not appear to have

seen.

From that de

appear, that from both
the ancients and the moderns we have enough of facts

tail he conceived it

plainly

to

applied to the surface of
the body as a remedy of some importance, and that it
may be employed wherever the employment of cold
entitle

to

us

to

consider cold

It is unnecessary to
confirmation this statement subse

drink is admissible.

water as

a

say how

strong

a

Reports of Dr Currie, to whom,
as he has himself very candidly stated, a trial of the
practice was first suggested by the perusal of a little
memoir on the subject by the late Dr William Wright
of Jamaica, and latterly of Edinburgh.*

quently

received in the

Those who have been led to believe that Dr Cullen
was a

mere

theoretical

physician, unacquainted

with

themselves in nature, and
speculating upon them in his closet from the informa
tion supplied by the writings of others, and that his
diseases

as

they present

writings
gination than
own

workings of his ima
his personal experience,

exhibit rather the
the results of

would do well to peruse the series of
*

That

judicious practitioner and

cases

excellent naturalist

of fever

having

sa

of cold

tisfied himself of the beneficial effects of the external

use

water in the

of that dis

ease
on

smallpox, during

in Jamaica in 1768,

the occasion of his

was

being

his passage from Jamaica

to

the

epidemic prevalence

led to make trial of it upon himself
contagious fever when on

seized with

England

in 1777.
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which he

accustomed to sketch in his lectures

was

vol. i. p. 652, et seqq.), in order, as he says, to
illustrate his doctrine with respect to the treatment of

(Works,

these

diseases, and

to

give

the

particular application

of it.

No person, it is conceived, who has himself had
experience in the treatment of fevers, can rise from

the

of these few pages with a doubt upon his
to their having been written by a man who,

perusal

mind

as

singular powers for the
accurate observation of the phenomena of diseases,
and of the changes induced in them by different modes
of treatment, and who, by the diligent and long con
to

a

most

logical mind,

united

tinued exercise of these powers, had rendered himself
a consummate medical
practitioner. It is much to be

regretted that

Dr Cullen should not have embodied his

views of fever in

subject.
such

in

so

a

separate and general treatise

His lectures contained

work ; and no one could
perspicuous and accurate a
a

on

that

ample materials for
have arranged them
manner as

he would

himself have done.
Some years before the appearance of the first vo
lume of the First Lines (viz. in 1772), Dr Lettsom,

pupil of Dr Cullen's a short time
before, published anonymously a small treatise entitled
who had been

Reflections

on

a

the General Treatment and Cure of Fe

opinions expressed in this treatise respecting
the diseases of the Fluids, respecting Marsh Miasma
and Human Contagion, respecting the tendency of these
morbific agents to induce debility of the system by sud
denly weakening the nervous power and energy of the
brain, together with several other opinions both theore
tical and practical, shew how largely Dr Lettsom, in
vers.

The
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compiling

this

Dr Cullen.
made

had drawn upon the lectures of
That in freely availing himself of these he

treatise,

reference

no

to the

source

is calculated to create

from which he derived

very unfavourable opi
nion of Dr Lettsom's candour.* It is satisfactory,

them,

therefore,

a

to be able to state his

in his

apology

own

words.
Dr Lettsom to Dr Cullen.
London, Great Eastcheap,
August 22. 1773.

Honoured Professor,
"

I know thou art not

stranger to a publication I lately
made, entitled Reflections on Fevers, the first and only
I write this, there
edition of which is now nearly sold.
fore, to request the favour of Dr Cullen to permit me to
a

dedicate to him the next edition.
was

inscribed to Lord Dartmouth, but

publishing

a

work to be

man's sanction, I

treatise
"

I

on

am

can

It

I

with

immediately under that
propriety omit his name

noble
in the

conscious how much information I have received
but I

thought

it would be

generally known.
appeared to me, therefore,

were

unjustifiable
generally

neither

nor

more

prudent
things

character, rather than to attribute those
which I had
*

about

am now

more

to ascribe to him doctrines which

admitted

as

fevers.

from Dr Cullen,

"

It is true, the former

no

authority

to

publish

as

such.

to risk my
to

another,
But

now

This treatise is noticed in the first volume of the Medical and

Philosophical Commentaries, by a Society in Edinburgh, pub
No
lished in the beginning of 1773, in the following terms :
name is
printed on the title-page of this treatise ; nor could the
author with justice assume to himself the merits which may be
due to those new opinions it contains. We are here presented
—

with

"

concise, but tolerably distinct view of the doctrine of fevers
which has, for several years past, been delivered by one of the
a

professors

of medicine in this

University."
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the circumstances

Critical Reviews,
such

approbation

sume

to ask Dr

which I
"

not

widely differ,
as

well

as

Monthly and
Public, have expressed

as

the

both the

of the first outlines,

as

Cullen's sanction of the

induces

me

improved

to pre

edition,

for the press.
this little work hath had a hasty sale, I should
edition so early, were it
a second

am now

preparing

Though
have attempted

the

obligations
I OAve to Dr Cullen, and likewise to gratify
Macquer,
are
who
of
and Dr Dubourg
translating my piece
Paris,

not from

a

desire to

acknowledge openly

Dr

into

French, and wait for the second edition

the same,

as

Cullen would

which, as
admirer,

the former has

indulge

soon as

me

just

informed

to

me.

conclude
I

beg

Dr

in this favour, to be informed of

convenient, will greatly oblige his sincere
"

John Coakley Lettsom."

reply to this communication is pecu
liarly interesting as a statement of his wishes regard
ing the publication of his opinions by his students.
Dr Cullen's

Dr Cullen to Dr Lettsom.
Edinburgh, Zd September 1773.

Much Esteemed Friend,
I

town and much busi
sorry that both absence from
have prevented me from answering your polite letter

am

ness

so soon as
"

I wished.

you that I thought
acknowledgments in your former

I must

some

own

to

myself entitled to
publication, but I

willingly accept of your excuse. I am not very vain of my
own opinions, and am indeed not willing that my pupils
should point them out very particularly, as I am not confi
dent enough in giving them to the public, especially in the
imperfect state in which I am sometimes obliged to deliver
them, or in the imperfect manner in which they are some
However, I must also say that
times taken by my pupils.
I am always proud of having given any light or instruction
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to persons who

good use of them as you can, and
so candid
acknowledgments as you do. Upon this
I
must
footing,
say that I shall think myself much honoured
by your dedication. I am very glad to find, by your last
publication, that some opinions which I was afraid of hazard
ing have been so well received by the public. I hope your
new work shall have
equal success, and you may depend
upon it that, when it shall appear, I will do all justice to
can

make

so

make

your merit in it, which, from the former essay, I believe,
will be very great.
Believe me to be, with regard and
esteem, dear Sir, your faithful and most obedient servant,
W. C.
"

P. S.

hardly tell you that I am now engaged
entirely in teaching the Practice of Physic, and my whole
I hope to go farther than
studies will be directed to it.
I have yet done in the doctrine of fevers, and hope also
to communicate it to the public ; but, amidst my many
occupations, and under increasing years, it is very uncertain
when,

or

—

I need

if ever."

Pyrexial diseases besides Fevers, those,
namely, which are necessarily connected with, and de
pendent upon, local affections, Dr Cullen referred to
four orders, according as the local affection consists in
inflammation, cutaneous eruption, haemorrhage, or ex
cessive discharge or excretion.
Inflammatory diseases, or the Phlegmasiae, as they
were designated by Dr Cullen, in
following Sauvages,
constitute a natural family which, from their num
ber, and the importance of their effects upon the eco
nomy generally, and on particular parts of it, as well
as from their
frequently requiring prompt and vigor
ous measures of treatment, must
always be regarded
as of the
highest interest to the medical practitioner.
Dr Armstrong, following Dr John Brown, complains
The other
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that Dr

Cullen,

"

in his order

Phlegmasia?,

has made

the fever appear always as the mere effect of inflamma
tion ; but if you investigate this hypothesis, you will
find it to be erroneous, for, even in this order, inflam
mation is
cause

more

of the

the consequence than the
In
I shall afterwards prove."

frequently

fever,

as

the doctrines of Brown, I shall have occa
sion to refer to the view which Dr Cullen took of the

discussing

relation in respect of priority of appearance, of the local
and constitutional affections, not only in the Phleg

masia?, but in
At

some

of the other orders of the

Pyrexiae.

observe that the occasional

I shall

or
only
frequent supervention of inflammation in the progress
of a fever, certainly does not disprove the liability of
fever to supervene in the progress of a primary or pro
topathic inflammatory affection.

present,

In respect of the Proximate Cause of Inflammation,
Dr Cullen set aside the idea entertained by Boer

haave, of its depending

on an

obstruction

preternatural lentor or viscidity of
particles of blood entering a vessel

a

the
or

produced by
blood, or by

vessels whose

branches will not allow of its passage. And, in con
formity with his general views as to the dependence

of the

of the animal economy, healthy and
the living solids, he conceived that a

phenomena

morbid,

on

spasm of the extreme arteries, supporting an increased
action in the course of them, may be considered as the

proximate

cause

His doctrine

consisting

of the

1st. That the

of this state.

this

subject may be regarded as
following propositions :
phenomena of Inflammation depend

on
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immediately

on

an

increased

vessels of the part affected.
2d, That this increased impetus is
to the

of blood in the

impetus

owing especially

increased action of the vessels of that part it

self.

3d,

That the increased vascular action

manifestly

arises in many cases from the application of stimulant
substances to the part, but, in other instances, no such

application being evident,
sou

some

other

cause

must be

edit for.

4th, That though obstruction from a

stopping
the primary
some
degree

matter

up the vessels is not to be considered as
cause of inflammation, it is
probable that

place in every case of inflam
obstruction produces an inequality in

of obstruction does take

mation, which

the distribution of the blood.

5th, That an unusual quantity of blood being thrown
upon particular vessels, necessarily proves a stimulus
them ; and
6th, That the vis medicatrix naturce, by the forma
tion of a spasm on the extremities of these vessels,
to

still

more

increases their

is to relieve the

Diversified
different

as

action,

the

tendency

of which

congestion.
have been the

pathologists,

explanations given by

since Dr Cullen's

time,

of the

of the successive

changes in the vascular sys
tem on which the production of inflammation depends,
they have very generally concurred with the doctrine
of De Gorter, followed by Dr Cullen, in this respect,
that they have sought in the containing solids rather
nature

than in the contained

fluids, for the

sources

of the

17 1
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obstruction which the external
blood
the

to

undergo

in the

phenomena

part that is,

or

that

prove the

becomes,

With the

exception, in
deed, of the first of these propositions, representing the
increased impetus of the blood as occurring in the ves
of inflammation.

seat

sels of the part inflamed, Dr Cullen's doctrine of In
flammation corresponds with the results of the latest
and best directed

inquiries into this subject.
With respect to the recognition of the influence of
the vis medicatrix in the production of inflammatory
spasm, without which it seems difficult to account for
the increased pulsation in the part affected, precisely
the

observations in the way of objection and of
explanation, are applicable here as were made in refe
same

theory of Febrile Spasm.
The investigation of the local phenomena and

rence

to

the

same

effects

of inflammation in the successive stages of its pro
gress, carried on so indefatigably and successfully for
a

series of years by Mr Hunter,
but which
not published till after his death,
and afterwards

long

were

—

—

happily

so

Bichat,

to

extended

by

the

genius

and

industry

of

the modifications to which inflammation

in the different textures, systems, and
organs of the body may be said to have laid the
true foundation for a great part of those discoveries

is

subjected

—

in

pathological anatomy
the medical inquiries of
Dr

Cullen, however,

fects of texture in

flammation, is

chiefly characterize
present period. That

which
the

was

not

modifying

unaware

the

of the ef

phenomena

of in

evident from the arrangement which
he made of inflammatory diseases into Cutaneous, Vis-
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and

which he

accuracy with
out the three distinct seats which in

Articular,

points

and from the

flammation may occupy, when it attacks the viscera
contained within the cavities of the chest and abdo
men, viz. their
•

their

serous

parenchymatous

and

mucous

membranes,

and

substance.

The influence of the natural texture

or

structure of

the part inflamed, as one of the principal causes of
specific distinctions amongst the various forms of in
flammation, had been particularly pointed out to the
in this country some years be
fore the appearance of Bichat's Traite des Membranes,
by a distinguished pupil and friend of Dr Cullen's,
notice of the

profession

Dr, afterwards Sir, James Carmichael Smyth, in

a

paper read to a Society for the promotion of Medical
Knowledge, in 1788, and published in 1790.* In
this paper, which is entitled, " Of the different kinds
or
species of Inflammation, and of the causes to which
those differences may be ascribed," Dr Smyth particu
larly considered the inflammations of the skin, the cellu

membrane, the diaphanous membranes, the mucous
membranes, and muscular fibres. It is to the volume
containing this memoir, that Dr Carmichael Smyth
lar

refers in

of the letters addressed

by him to Dr
Cullen that are inserted in the Appendix to the former
volume of this work (p. 630). To the several touching
expressions of attachment contained in these letters,
equally honourable to him from whom they proceeded,
as to him to whom
they were addressed, I have much
one

—

—

*

Lond. Med. Communications, vol. ii.
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pleasure

in

adding

the

following,

contained in

note

a

in the second volume of the London Medical Commu

nications.

quote Dr Cullen as one of the latest and most respect
able authors, the mention of whose name always gives me a
"

I

singular pleasure, as it brings to my remembrance the many
advantages I derived from his instruction, and the happiness
I long enjoyed in his society and friendship.
'Hyjjtfstfda/ fisv
didu^avrcc [M rr\v Ttyyry ravrrj), /tfa ysver^tv e/Aoitiiv. Hippocr.
rov

Jusjurand."
Great and valuable

been,

a

the additions made to

inflammatory diseases,

our

since the

publica
Dr Cullen's First Lines, have unquestionably
comparison of the accounts which he has given

knowledge
tion of

of

as

of this class of diseases with those of later

writers, will

evince that these additions have hitherto tended

more

improvement of the diagnosis and histories of par
ticular inflammatory diseases, than to the introduction
of any important changes in the modes of treating them.
to the

It is curious to find that

even

the mode of treating*

inflammatory affections, particularly of the Chest, by
the internal use of large doses of emetic tartar, which
has of late years been so strongly recommended by
some Continental
physicians, had been made the sub
ject of clinical experiment and remark by Dr Cullen
in the Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh.
In a clinical
lecture delivered by him 5th April 1768, formerly re
ferred to (see vol. i. p. 114), in describing a case of
fever with inflammatory diathesis, in which the patient
had been blooded three times with but little
in which Dr Cullen

bloodletting,

he

was

observes,

averse
—

"

to

the

relief,

and

repetition

of

We trusted to emetic
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tartar and

blistering.

twelve hours

hours
cause

on

the

on

the

10th,

nor

two

11th, had any effect

the intervals

grains given in
grains given in three

Neither four

were

too

on

large

the
or

disease,

be

the doses too

small, but more especially the first. But doses of one
grain each, given every half hour to three times on the
12th, and to five times on the 13th and 14th, brought
down the pulse, and made it fuller, firmer, and more

equable, induced sleep, and took off delirium."
Among the inflammatory diseases, Dr Cullen in
cluded the Gout, and from the bearings of this disease
on his
general system, he was led to bestow on it much
consideration; and he certainly seems to have discussed
it in a more simple, and at the same time more precise,
manner than had been done
by any preceding writer.
The opinion which Dr Cullen was led to form re
specting the pathology of this disease differed so widely
from those entertained at the time he began to teach
the Practice of Physic, as to procure for it no incon
siderable degree of attention.
.

"

The

opinion," he remarked in his lectures (See Works,
vol. ii. p. 120),
which has generally prevailed is, that the
gout depends upon a certain morbific matter always present
in the body, and that this matter, by certain causes thrown
upon the joints or other parts, produces the several phe
Stahl is the only writer who has
nomena of the disease.
thought that the supposition of a morbific matter was not
necessary, and that the disease could be better explained by
the state of the motions of the system. I very early adopted
this opinion of Stahl : the contrary, however, is generally
received ; and when persons wished to shew the absurdity of
my opinions, they thought that this was the strongest proof
"
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of it, that I denied the existence of

morbific matter in the

a

gout."*
Sir Charles

Gout,

Scudamore, in

has made

definition and

a

being

professed treatise upon

number of criticisms

history

on

Dr Cullen's

of this disease and its different

forms, which it is proper
to

a

to notice here ; their

tendency
not duly

induce the belief that Dr Cullen had

considered the

subject. Sir Charles objects, in the first
place, to Dr Cullen having introduced into his definition
of gout the character of a hereditary disease," alleging
that the gout is found to be more frequently acquired
where no hereditary reference can be traced, than where
"

such influence does exist.

In his First

Lines,

Dr Cul

len had himself restricted his defintion

by observing
(§ 493)
gout
generally hereditary dis
ease, but some persons, without hereditary disposition,
seem to
acquire it ; and in some a hereditary disposi
tion may be counteracted by various causes.
These
circumstances," he adds, may seem to give excep
tions to our general position, but the facts directly
supporting it are very numerous." The proportional
number of cases in which gout appears as a hereditary
or as an
acquired disease, will probably in a great
measure
depend on the state of society at the particular
time or in the particular country. Where society is
very stationary, wealth remaining confined to the same
that

"

the

is

a

"

*

As

a

proof of the difficulty with

existence of

a

morbific matter in

which the

gout

was

opinion

received

it deserves to be mentioned that Dr Cullen's

of the

by

non

medical

theory of gout
was
opposed on this ground in an inaugural thesis, published by
Dr Tode at Copenhagen in 178-4, and in another,
published two

men,

years afterwards at

Halle, by Dr Luther.
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families from

generation

to

generation,

the

hereditary

character of gout will be most marked. Where, again,
by manufacturing skill or commercial enterprise, many
themselves from the necessity of
persons are

raising

active labour

affluence and its

accompanying ease
and luxuries, a large proportion of cases of acquired
gout may be expected to occur.
to

A second character in Dr Cullen's definition of Gout
"

objects, is that of its arising
external cause," the gout being,

to which Sir C. Scudamore

without any evident
according to him, often called into

action,

first

and evident

fit, by

a cause

equally external

which leads to rheumatism.
"

in the

even

In his First

as

that

Lines,

Dr

have been very
the occasional causes of gout;

Cullen has observed that
confident in

physicians

assigning
but in a disease depending so much upon a predisposi
tion, the assigning occasional causes must be uncertain,
as in the
predisposed the occasional causes may not
always appear, and in persons not predisposed they
In pointing out what he
may appear without effect."

thinks may be considered as the occasional causes of
this disease, which are, for the most part, of an in
ternal description,
he mentions cold applied to the
—

—

lower extremities ; and in his lectures, in pointing out
the grounds of distinction between gout and rheuma

tism, he observes,
viz. sprains ; for, if

—

attribute

to

"

One

cause

desired to

they have in

recollect,
gout,

this the first fit of the

the rheumatism."
It is not meant

by

these observations

Dr Cullen's definition of
gout,
logy, might be improved

as

given

common,

most
as

to

patients

well

as

deny

of

that

in his Noso

by being expressed

in

a more
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restricted manner, in respect of the two characters ob
jected to by Sir C. Scudamore ; but merely to shew that

exceptions were not overlooked by him in his writ
ings or in his lectures.
Sir C. Scudamore objects to Dr Cullen's division of
gout into Regular and Irregular, on the grounds that
the

"

the fundamental distinctions convey, on the one hand,
more
precision of definition than the various modifica
tions which the disease assumes, seem to admit ; and,
on the other, allow more looseness and latitude of
ap
"

An
plication than is compatible with good practice."
attack of gout," he adds,
is not the less regular be
cause it seizes some other
part not belonging to a joint,
"

appears in some other situation instead of the foot
and hand, or because it proves of long duration, and
or

changes frequently its seat." Sydenham had given the
name of
Irregular to gout when it appeared in any other
situation than the foot ; but this was not the significa
tion in which that term was adopted and understood by
Dr Cullen, who used it rather as equivalent to the term
anomalous, as employed by Musgrave; that is, according
to Musgrave's own representation, as
synonymous with
Internal.
In the 518th paragraph of his First Lines,
Dr Cullen has stated, in very clear language, the
grounds of his distinction between regular and irregular
gout, leaving, it is conceived, no room for the very
vague objections urged against it by Sir C. Scudamore.
"

In the whole of the

len,

"

says Dr Cul
form of the dis

history already given,"

I have described the most

common

and

which, therefore, however diversified in the manner
I have said, may be still called the regular state of the gout.
Upon occasion, however, the disease assumes different ap-

ease,

VOL. II.

M
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pearances ; but as I suppose it always to depend upon a cer
tain diathesis or disposition of the system, so every appear
ance

which

we can

perceive to depend

sition, I still consider
The

as

a

symptom

upon that same dispo
and case of the gout.

we term the
principal
regular gout
the
is the inflammatory affection of
joints ; and whatever
symptoms we can perceive to be connected with, or to depend
upon, the disposition which produces that inflammatory af
fection, but without its taking place, or being present at the
same time, we name the irregular gout"

circumstance in what

Sir C. Scudamore

objects to the introduction into the
definition of regular gout, of the characters, that the
inflammation of the joints continues for several days,
and recedes gradually with swelling, itching, and de
The time of duration here
squamation of the part.
"

"

almost

only to the first fit ;
regard
exception prevails. The
swelling is not deferred till the inflammation has gradually
receded, but usually takes place in the course of twenty-four
hours, and is rarely delayed beyond forty-eight. The itching,
as being the last and least remaining irritation of nerve, and
also incidental to a scurfy state of the skin, is an ordinary
occurrence ; but the desquamation of the part is by no means
sufficiently frequent to serve as a characteristic symptom."
mentioned," says he,
and in

even

to

belongs

this, much

quite obvious that
by Dr Cullen are to

It is

tioned

the characters here

be

regarded

men

as an enume

by which the external in
flammatory affection, occurring in a regular attack of
gout, may be distinguished from the inflammatory af
fection of the same parts in an irregular attack ; that
they are intended to mark the contrast between, first,
the degree of the inflammation ; second, its duration ;
and, third, the state in which it leaves the integuments
ration of the circumstances
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Amidst the great diversity
upon its disappearance.
which unquestionably occurs in particular instances,
there

seems

no

reason

to

doubt that these characters

correctly mark this distinction. The inflammation in
the regular gout recedes gradually in the irregular,
suddenly ; in the regular, it leaves swelling, &c. behind
it in the irregular, no trace.
Sydenham distinctly
when the fit is going off, a violent
mentions, that,
itching seizes the affected foot between the toes, and
afterwards the skin of it peels off by scales."
—

—

"

Dr

Cullen's definition of

forms of

irregular gout,

Scudamore.

Atonic,

is also censured

That definition

recognises

of cases, 1st, those in which the
solely of debility of the stomach,

part, without the

as

expected

or

one

of the

by

Sir C.

two

classes

symptoms consist
or

other internal

usual inflammation of

joints; and, 2d, those in which the symptoms
consist of pains in the joints that are only slight and
transient, and that often alternate quickly with dys
pepsia or other symptoms of debility. The latter
class of cases Sir C. Scudamore recognises as constitu
ting what he names the Passive or Chronic form of
gout. But of the part of the definition which applies
it is descrip
to the former class of cases, he says, that
tive only of the dyspepsia, or other internal derange
ments, which may take place in the gouty individual
as a common occurrence, and without being necessarily
dependent on that state of the system which tends to
gout." But the practical question obviously is, whether,
when the stomachic affections alluded to, take place
in a gouty individual, they be not in a great majority
of instances, if not invariably, dependent upon the ar-

the

"
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thritic
local
are

diathesis,

or

inflammatory

so

modified

affection

is apparent not

only

by it,

although no
That they really
great liability of

even

occurs.

from the

such symptoms to occur in persons of a gouty diathesis,
but also from circumstances manifesting themselves in

their progress, as well as from the mode of treatment
which they require. Unquestionably, the suspicion of
their gouty nature will be greatly strengthened, as Dr
Cullen has noticed in § 521, when the symptoms men

tioned

are

degree

of the

intermixed

with,

and

are

relieved

by,

some

inflammatory gout.
But Sir C. Scudamore's most important objections to
the view of gout taken by Dr Cullen, seem to have
had their origin in his inattention to the distinctions
which Dr Cullen meant to mark by the two other forms
of irregular gout which he recognised, viz. the Retroa
cedent and the Misplaced. The former he defines
gout, with inflammation of the joints suddenly reced
ing, and debility of the stomach, or of some other in
ternal part immediately succeeding;" the latter, as
gout with inflammation of some internal part, in
flammation of the joints either having not preceded, or
having preceded and quickly disappeared." It is quite
"

"

obvious that in both of these
tion is considered

as

of this internal

the

important cha
and that they are principally
another by the different nature

constituting

of the disease ;
distinguished from one
racter

forms, the internal affec

affection, which is characterised

as

de

in the one, and as inflammation in the other.
Sir C. Scudamore combines under one form all those

bility
cases

in which

external gouty inflammation sud
and is succeeded by an internal af-

an

denly disappears,
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fection, of whatever
modic

or

nature that

inflammatory ;

title of Retrocedent, he

and

may

giving

be, whether spas
to

this form the

Dr Cullen for not

censures

having recognised, under what he termed retrocedent
gout, the frequently inflammatory character of the in
ternal affection, just as if Dr Cullen had made no
mention whatsoever of a misplaced form of gout.
external gout, and
of the disease in internal parts, the in

Whether, in the retrocession of
the

occurrence

ternal affections

participate most frequently of a spas
modic or of an inflammatory nature, is a point upon
which there may be room for much difference of opinion.
Sir C. Scudamore believes that the internal inflam

matory affections

much

frequent than the
spasmodic. Dr Cullen, again, regarded the inter
nal gouty affections as being
usually of the spasmodic
kind.
That they are sometimes of the one charac
are

more

ter, and sometimes of the other,

seems

to

be

now

universally acknowledged ; and great obligations are
certainly due to Dr Cullen for having pointed out
this distinction so clearly as he has done, in the re
spective definitions which he has given of his retroce
dent and his misplaced varieties of
gout. Sir C. Scuda
more,

himself,

nition of
its

misplaced gout,
comprehending one of

dent form.
"

in his observations

with

"

on

Dr Cullen's defi

shews that he

was

aware

of

the varieties of his retroce

The definition

concludes,"

he

remarks,

repetition of what was before said of the re
trocedent variety, with the difference that the new in
ternal action is here
unequivocally designated as that
of inflammation."
Yet when he comes to speak of
the treatment of retrocedent gout, he
speaks of Dr
a
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Cullen and authors in

appearing to have
considered it as a settled axiom of practical doctrine,
that debility and spasm, and not inflammatory action,
general,

as

seize the internal organ in the
gout; he alleges that in every

gout, Dr Cullen has directed

a

case

of retrocedent

case

of retrocedent

treatment

entirely

sti

and

professes himself disposed to propose a
very different general rule of practice, in opposition to
that laid down by Dr Cullen. Now, the simple answer
to all this is, that the rule of practice upon which Sir
mulating ;

C. Scudamore

much

so

insists, is that which

in

Dr

Cullen,

laid down for what he called

following Sydenham,
misplaced gout. Sydenham, in speaking of the risk
of some violent symptom coming on suddenly, after
the striking in of the gouty matter, mentions diarrhoea
There is another
as one of these, and then proceeds
"

—

symptom which
mon,
a

viz.

cough

a

I have often seen,

translation of the

though

peccant

it is not

so com

matter to the

in the winter season, occasioned

lungs, by
by taking cold in

the fit, which by degrees invites the matter to those parts,
the joints the mean while being in great part or totally freed

from the

pain

and

swelling,

bid matter to another

from the translation of the

part.

In this

single

case

mor

the curative

indication is not to be levelled at the gout, but this symptom
is to be treated like a true peripneumony ; namely, by re

incrassating medicines and
regimen, as the blood that is taken away, especially in this
symptom, exactly resembles that of pleuritic persons."

peated bleeding,

Musgrave,

and

in

cooling

and

acknowledging

the

necessity

of

vene

gout in which
hsemoptoe and peripneumony present themselves, con
section in those forms of anomalous

siders

Sydenham

mendation of that

having gone too
plan of treatment.

as

far in his
But Dr

recom

Cullen,
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in his First

Lines, stated that in the misplaced gout,

the disease is to be treated

by bloodletting,

and

by

such other remedies as would be proper in an idiopa
thic inflammation of the same parts ; and in his lec
tures

he

was

accustomed

misplaced is more
gout; it is where

"

observe,
immediately connected

an

to

inflammatory

that inflammation is not in the

What I call the

with the

state takes

joints,

but in

regular
place, and

some

of the

parts, whose functions are of more immelu.te im
portance. What I have to say with regard to it is, that as
internal

writers upon this subject have been clear and distinct,
and I have been told that they are not so always, this case

far

as

misplaced gout is attended with the same symptoms as
attend the idiopathic inflammation of the same viscera ; and
so we have the
peripneumonia arthritica of Sydenham and
Musgrave ; and at the same time we learn that it is attended
with all the symptoms of inflammatory peripneumony ; and
as this is
generally and universally the case, I can discuss
the matter by further adding, that they also agree in this,
that it is to be treated by the same remedies, chiefly by
venesection. I have given," he adds,
the difficulties which
occur with
regard to venesection in regular gout ; perhaps
somewhat of the same doubts might occur here, but we are
not thus to deliberate, we are under the strongest temptation
and necessity of hazarding all the consequences of bleeding
with regard to the constitution in general, when life is im
mediately at stake."
of

"

The

descriptions which Dr Cullen has given of the
diseases comprehended under his third order of Py
rexiae, the Exanthemata, were, for the period at which
they were written, uncommonly correct, and appear to
have been all greatly improved by the results of his
own observations and
experience. The rules, also,
which he has laid down with regard to the treatment
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of these

and in

diseases,

with

regard to the
use of
bloodletting in Measles and Erysipelas, are ex
tremely distinct, judicious, and important.
With respect to the supposed eruptive fever, which
had been described under the name of Miliary Fever,
and imagined to have appeared for the first time in
Saxony about the middle of the 17th century, Dr
Cullen, while he gives an account of what he found
delivered by authors who had considered the white
miliary fever as an idiopathic disease, declares, for his
own
after having often observed the disease, I
part,

particular

"

must say that I doubt much if it

pathic

as

is much

has been

after the

and I

Beerenbroeck, in writing

publication
"

be such

an

idio

suspect that there

in what has been written

fallacy

Dr

ject."

supposed ;

ever

to Dr

on

the sub

Cullen,

soon

of the second volume of the First

I have

lately sent a paper on the Mili
ary Fever to the Medical Society, which is to concur
The ques
for the prize to be awarded next August.
tion is, Whether there exists a Miliary Fever as a pri
Lines, says,

mary
mata

affection,
?

and distinct from the other exanthe

Your treatise

on

the

Miliary

Fever has been

of great service to me, and I find your opinion con
firmed in a book just published by the successor to the
late Dr De Haen

tions made

at

who proves, from observa
that it is not a primary and

(Stoll),

Vienna,

And
distinct disease ; that it is not contagious," &c.
after transcribing a few lines from Stoll' s Ratio Me-

dendi, he adds,

"

other reflection upon
the extract, than that most of his observations con
firm what you have delivered in your treatise on the

Miliary

Fever."

I will make

no

I have inserted in the

Appendix
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letter in which

opposite view of the
nature of Miliary Fever is
adopted, that was addressed
to Dr Cullen by one of his early and favourite
pupils,
Dr Francis Hutcheson,* son of the celebrated professor
of Moral Philosophy in the University of Glasgow,
and who wras at that time a distinguished medical prac
(Note I.)

a

an

titioner in Dublin.
In

recognising the Haemorrhages as an order of the
class Pyrexiae, Dr Cullen, as we have already seen,
included under this title only those cases of sanguine
ous effusion that are attended with
some
degree of
pyrexia, that seem always to depend on an increased
impetus of the blood in the vessels pouring it out, and
that arise chiefly from an internal cause. From this
order he excluded, therefore, not only those effusions
of red blood that are owing entirely to external vio
lence, but those also which, though arising from inter
nal causes, are not attended with pyrexia, and which
are
seemingly owing to a preternatural fluidity of the
and to the weakness

blood,

or

rather than to any increased
them.
As

an

Active

erosion of the

impetus

essential foundation for

Haemorrhage,

a

vessels,

of the blood in

general

doctrine of

Dr Cullen endeavoured

to

mark

the order in which the several

of this state

succeed each

Those indi

other,

as

phenomena
consisting of, 1st,

cative of fulness and tension about the parts from
whence the blood is to issue ; 2d, Those indicative of
the state of

Pyrexia,
*

See

the cold stage followed

Appendix

to

vol. i. p. 583.

by

a
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hot

stage, in the course of which last the blood bursts
forth ; and, 3d, The spontaneous cessation of the effu
sion, and, along with it, of the haemorrhage.
In the view of

haemorrhage taken by Stahl, the
effusion of blood was regarded as the immediate and
necessary consequence of a congestion of blood in a
particular part, which congestion was in its turn attri
buted to motions excited, in a plethoric system, by the
Soul for its

explanation
occurrence

congestion
was

wise purposes. Hoffmann, in his
of active haemorrhages, had interposed the
own

of febrile action between the states of simple
and of

followed

by

haemorrhage ;

Cullen.

and in this view he

Dr Cullen

ever, if not to trace, at least to

endeavoured, how

lay

a

foundation for

tracing, the sequence of events between the occurrence
of congestion in a particular part, and the production
of fever, and its attendant increased action of vessels,
by a reference to the vires medicatrices Naturoe.

unequal distribu
tion of blood in different parts of the body, out of which
local congestions arise, and wdiich, as has been seen, was
attributed by Stahl to tonic motions excited by the
To

explain

the

production

of that

Soul, Hoffmann availed himself of the doctrine of con
striction of the extreme vessels, which he had applied
to fever, and arrived at the conclusion that fever and

haemorrhage are produced by the same motions ; the
only difference being, that in fever these motions are
Dr Cullen
more, and in haemorrhage less complete.
did not limit himself to constriction of the extreme

morbid condition which may form
the first link of the proximate cause of haemorrhage ;

vessels

as

the

only
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but conceived that the remote

eventually
marily on

to

causes

which

give

rise

hemorrhagic effusions,

may operate pri
the vascular system, either by producing
increased contraction or increased distention.

important part of the general doctrine of hae
morrhage, on the explanation of which Dr Cullen be
stowed much pains, is its liability to frequent recur
rence.
This circumstance he endeavoured to explain
upon twTo principles ; first, That though the flowing of
the blood relieves for the time the existing congestion
and consequent irritation, yet the internal causes by
which the unequal distribution of blood was originally
produced, commonly remain, and must now operate the
more
readily, as the over-stretched and relaxed ves
sels of the part will more easily admit of a congestion
of blood in them ; and, second, That haemorrhage has
always a tendency to increase the general plethoric
An

of the system, which state renders every cause
of unequal distribution of blood of more considerable
state

effect than it would otherwise be.

haemorrhage to increase plethora, Dr
to depend on the ordinary excretions
by the haemorrhagic effusion, and not
to counteract

The

tendency of
Cullen supposed
being suspended
restored in time

the renewal and further accumulation of

blood.
But the part of the general doctrine of haemorrhage,
on the elucidation of which Dr Cullen seems to have

largest share of attention, was the liabi
lity of haemorrhages to happen in certain parts of the
body more frequently than in others, and at certain
periods of life more readily than at others ; why epis taxis, or haemorrhage of the nose, should be so frebestowed the
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quent before the period of puberty ; why haemoptysis,

or

haemorrhage of the lungs, should especially occur about
the time of the body's arriving at its acme ; and why
the haemorrhoidal flux and haemorrhage of the brain
should happen principally to men in the decline of life.
In each of these cases, he conceived that the haemor
rhage depends on a disturbance in the balance be
tween

the several

whilst

during

the

parts of the circulation, but that,

period

of

puberty,

this disturbed ba

lance is between the several parts of the general circu
lation as subservient to the growth of the different

parts of the body, in the
between the

general

is most liable

again,
nous

to

be

acme

and the

of life it is the balance

pulmonic

disturbed,

circulation that

and in advanced

the balance between the arterial and the

life,
ve

circulation.

With respect to the treatment of haemorrhagic dis
eases, Dr Cullen was by no means disposed to ac
cede to the favourite doctrine of Stahl and his follow

they should be left to the conduct of nature.
He readily admitted that the human body, upon many
occasions, becomes preternaturally plethoric ; that the
dangerous consequences which might be apprehended
from such a state, seem to be obviated by a sponta
neous haemorrhagy taking place ; and that the suppres
sion of a haemorrhage, under such circumstances, may
But believing it to be possi
occasion many disorders.
ble to prevent or remove a plethoric state by other means
besides that of spontaneous haemorrhage, Dr Cullen
was of
opinion that such haemorrhage is to be avoided,
1st, because it does not always happen in parts where
it is safe ; 2d, because, while it does relieve a pieers, that
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thoric state, it may, at the same time, induce a very
dangerous disease ; 3d, because it may often go to ex
cess, and either endanger life or induce a dangerous

infirmity ; and, lastly, because it has a tendency to in
crease the
plethoric state it was meant to relieve, to
occasion its own recurrence, and thereby to induce a
habit which, if left to the precarious and unequal ope
ration of nature, may, from the frequent errors of this,
With respect to those
be attended with much danger.
haemorrhages which do not arise from necessities of
the system, but proceed from incidental causes, he was
satisfied that they may be immediately suppressed, and
that the repetition of them, as tending to induce a ple
thora, and a habit not otherwise necessary, may be pre
vented, with great advantage ; and, on the whole, he
concluded that every preternatural haemorrhage is to be
avoided, and especially the returns of it to be, if possi

ble, prevented.
The
to

place assigned by

Dr

Cullen, in

his

Nosology,

Phthisis

tysis,

has

Pulmonalis, that, viz. of a sequel to Haemop
been the subject of much criticism, and has

been referred to

shewing how little Dr Cullen
was
acquainted with the pathology of this disease.
But however objectionable this collocation maybe con
sidered, Dr Cullen's description of pulmonary consump
even

as

tion shews that he had bestowed

anxious and

on

this disease much

long-continued investigation, both in the
living subject and in the dead body. In his Nosology,
emaciation of the body and weak
he defined it as
ness, with cough, hectic fever, and, for the most part,
purulent expectoration ;" and, in his First Lines, more
shortly as an expectoration of pus or purulent mat"

"
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ter, with

hectic

Being persuaded that
in every instance of an expectoration of pus, there
must exist an ulceration of the lungs, he concluded
that in the cases in which such an expectoration
has been supposed to take place independently of
ulceration of the lungs, the expectoration must have
been actually of a mucous character. He conceived
that there are several different previous affections
of the lungs from which phthisis pulmonalis, as
consisting of an ulcer of these organs accompanied
with hectic fever, may arise, viz. 1st, Haemoptysis ;
2d, Suppuration of the lungs in consequence of Pneu
a

fever."

3d, Catarrh

monia ;

;

4th, Asthma ; and, 5th,

Tu

bercles, the last of which he regarded as the most
frequent of the causes of Phthisis ; indeed, he assigns
his

reasons

phthisis

for

believing

succeeds to

that in all

inflammation,

cases

in which

haemorrhage, or
concur to
produce tuber
to

catarrh, either other causes
cles, or these morbid states themselves act as causes
of tubercles, and, consequently, that tubercles contain

to

ing

a

matter not

fit to be

chief foundation of
nection between

lar, he

was

into pus, are the
In reference to the con

changed

phthisis.
phthisis and haemoptysis,

accustomed

to

observe in his

in

particu

lectures, that

many cases of tubercles of the lungs
where the disease had not been preceded by any spit
we

meet with

ting of blood, and to profess himself disposed to believe
that
perhaps hardly any spitting of blood does prove
the forerunner of phthisis, unless where the spitting of
blood is connected with, and probably produced by,
tubercles."
Dr Cullen was accustomed also to point
"

out

the connection that

seems

to

exist between the
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"

scrofulous habit and tubercular
dissections in

cases

of

phthisis.
Frequent
he
have
says,
phthisis,"
"

lungs are affected with tubercles, little,
round, or variously formed nodules putting on the ap
pearance of glands, and which, from many circum
stances, have appeared to be lymphatic glands thus
shewn that the

tumefied."

He does not seem,

himself satisfied with this
tubercles.
cases

it

"

can

I must

hardly

tubercles which
of the

we

however,

supposed

have been

of the nature of

explanation

"

that in many
that the number of

own," says he,
be

to

find in the whole cellular texture

all be tumefied

glands."
strongly impressed with the persua
sion that the progress of tubercular phthisis is intimate
ly connected with inflammatory action, and the plan
lungs,

Dr Cullen

can

was

of treatment which he recommended
consonance

of

framed in

with this view.

tubercles,

that at

was

With respect to the cure
"
he observes in his First Lines,
All
—

present

is to take the

seems

to be within the reach of

our art,
for
the
inflamma
proper
avoiding
It is probable that tubercles may subsist

measures

tion of tubercles.
without

producing any disorder ; and I am disposed to
that
nature
sometimes resolves and discusses tubercles
think,
which have been formed, but that nature does this only when

long

the tubercles remain in

that the

measures

avoiding

an

uninflamed state

necessary to be

taken,

;

are

and, therefore,

chiefly those

for

the inflammation of the tubercles."

To those who know any thing of the recent progress
of morbid anatomy, in this country and on the Conti
it is unnecessary to
say
how much labour has been bestowed since the time of
nents

of

Europe

and

America,

Cullen, in prosecuting the natural history of Tu
bercle, both in the lungs and in other textures and
Dr
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of no
organs of the body ; but it is not undeserving
tice here, that the first person who treated of this spe
cies of morbid deposition as a subject of separate and
was an esteemed pupil of Dr

peculiar investigation,

viz. Dr William Stark.

Cullen's,

self,

ingenious

early age, fell a victim to his zeal
inquiry,— his death having been oc

physician, who,
for experimental
casioned by a course
at

Of this

an

made upon him
it is men
the effects of various kinds of food,
of

experiments,

—

on

biographer, Sir J. C. Smyth,
that "from Glasgow he repaired to Edinburgh, where
he was soon distinguished and honoured with the
friendship of Dr Cullen, who is not more eminently
conspicuous for the superiority of his own genius, than
quick-sighted in distinguishing, and liberal in encou
raging it in others."
tioned

his friend and

by

In the institution of his class Neuroses, Dr Cullen

proceeded

on

the

persuasion

that the

nervous

system

exercises an important
regulating the per
formance of all the three Galenical divisions of the
influence in

Animal, the Vital, and the
Natural, as well as of those of the Mind; and, accord
diseases
ingly, he included under this nosological class,

corporeal functions,

—

the

—

each of these divisions of functions.
Of the diseases of the animal functions included un
der the Neuroses, and which, by his own statement,

referrible

to

in view, some found their place
under the order Comata, viz. Apoplexy and Palsy ;
viz. Tetanus and
and others under the order
this class had

chiefly

Spasmi,
Hysteria as Clonic,

and Chorea and

Tonic,
Epilepsy
affections.
spasmodic
Apoplexy was considered by
as

Dr Cullen to

depend
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interruption of the motions of the nervous power,
which interruption, he conceived, may be occasioned
either, first, by morbid conditions producing a very
general compression of the brain as the origin of the
nerves ; or, second, by causes destroying directly, and
independently of compression, the mobility of the ner
on an

vous

power.
The most

considered

frequent causes of cerebral compression

to

be vascular distension and

latter of which, he
or

of

serum.

supposed, may

effusion,

he
the

consist either of blood

The states both of over-distension and of

effusion may be produced, he farther conceived, by
whatever increases the afflux and impetus of the blood
in the arteries of the head ; but they are more fre
quently produced by causes which operate by prevent
ing the free return of the venous blood from the ves

sels of the head to the

right

ventricle of the heart.

employing the doctrine of cerebral compression to
explain the phenomena of apoplexy, Dr Cullen seems
In

to

have been

tended

aware

by physical

that this doctrine is not unat

difficulties.

"

The cranium," he

marked in his lectures (Works, vol. ii. p.
curately fitted to its contents ; and any

cerebral vessels must
bloodvessels

are,

certainly

re

"

is very ac
turgescence of the

339),

be limited

by

it.

If the

therefore, upon any occasion, preternatu-

rally distended, they must occupy the place allotted to them
I would, therefore, not
and to the medullary substance.
consider the state as a compression on the origin of the
nerves, but rather as a general dilatation of the whole cor
tical substance and of the vessels interposed in it, operating
by a compression on the whole medullary substance." It
may be doubted, however, whether, by any restriction
of the nature here suggested, the doctrine of cerebral
VOL. II.

N
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compression

could be reconciled with the actual

sical conditions of the
Monro

secundus,

and

phy
suggested by Dr
encephalon,
more
fully established by the re
as

cent

and Seeds and of

Dr

Drs

experiments of Drs Sanders
Kellie, and by the reasonings of

Carson, Aber-

crombie, Serres, and others. From these it would ap
pear, that, as the substance of the brain is nearly incom
pressible, as the parietes of the cranium are unyielding,
and

as

the

nium is
in

one

of this
in

atmospheric pressure can, so long as the cra
entire, act on the encephalic bloodvessels only

direction,

cannot

proportions

fluid,

amount

of the contents

any change in health or
wdiatever variations may occur in the rela

cavity

disease,

tive

the absolute

undergo

of the several

substances, solid and

of which these contents consist.

these contents,

therefore,

can

be

No

portion

of

withdrawn, without its

place being simultaneously occupied by some equivalent;
nor can
any thing exuberant be intruded, without an
equivalent displacement. It is these physical difficulties
in the doctrine of cerebral compression,
which do not
seem to be, as yet,
everywhere fully appreciated, that
has rendered it necessary to seek for some other expla
nation of the changes which occur, in apoplectic affec
—

—

tions,
tions.
the

in the exercise of the animal and intellectual func

may be found in
with which the blood may circu

How far such

an

explanation

varying rapidity
through the cavity of the cranium, or in the varia
tions that may take place in the relative proportion of
this fluid contained in the several sets of encephalic
vessels, the arteries, the capillaries, the veins, and the
sinuses, or in the several portions of each of them, are
questions still open for consideration. M. Magendie
late
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has satisfied himself that there

naturally exists, within
the cranium and spinal canal, a certain quantity of se
rous fluid capable of passing into the spinal canal, in
the event of an accumulation of blood occurring, from
any cause, within the cranium, and of passing back
again into the cranium on the cessation of such vascular
turgescence. This ingenious speculation would, if duly
corroborated, afford a simple explanation, consistent
wTith the physical principle above adverted to, of those
cases of
general vascular turgescence of the encephalon,
occurring, as we have reason to believe, in a sudden
manner, and without any possibility of a proportional
wasting of the solid substance of the brain, which
—

—

from time to time present themselves to our observation.
In conceiving, from the results of post-mortem exa

minations,

that there is

distinction of

guineous

a

foundation for the

apoplexy from compression

and the

Serous,

Dr Cullen

was

common

into the San
satisfied that

this distinction cannot be very usefully applied to prac
tice, as both kinds may often depend on the same cause,
—

that is,

nearly

a venous

the

same

plethora,

method of

and therefore

cure.

In

more

require very
recent

times,

question the existence
of any modification of apoplexy that can properly be
called Serous ; contending, in the first place, conform
ably with Dr Cullen's view, that there is no foundation
for the distinction between sanguineous and serous
apoplexy, in the persons attacked, in the symptoms
exhibited, or in the mode of treatment required ; se
cond, Dr Abercrombie considers it as in the highest
degree improbable, on pathological grounds, that se
rous effusion should occur in the brain as a
primary
Dr Abercrombie has called in
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disease,

and accumulate with such

rapidity

to pro

as

duce the symptoms of an apoplectic attack ; and third,
he contends, that where serous fluid is found effused,
its

quantity bears no proportion to the degree of the
apoplectic symptoms, and its presence, consequently,
of these symptoms.
Dr Abercrombie insists very strenuously and ably on
the existence of a form of apoplexy which occurs, in

be considered

cannot

dependently

of either

and in

as

the

cause

sanguineous

which, when death occurs,
spection, discover in the brain any

or serous
we

effusion,

cannot,

satisfactory

on

in

devia

tion from the

healthy structure. This affection he
proposes to call simple apoplexy ; and he conceives
that many of those cases of apoplexy terminating fa
tally, in which serous effusion has been met with to a
greater or less extent, were really simple in their ori
gin, and that this effusion is to be regarded as having
supervened in the course of the disease, and not as
having been its primary cause.
Dr Cullen, as we have seen (p. 193), recognised the
possibility of apoplexy occurring independently of any
of those morbid conditions which he conceived capable
of occasioning compression of the brain, supposing, as he
observes, that the mobility of the nervous power may,
by the agency of certain morbific causes, be directly
destroyed ; or, in the language of Dr Abercrombie,
He was well
he admitted a form of simple apoplexy.
aware,

also,

of the existence of several

sources

of fal

from the appearances that present
themselves on the dissection of persons dying of apo
plexy, as to the actual cause of the disease. In parti

lacy,

in

judging

cular, he notices, in his lectures, that,

in

some cases

in
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which morbid substances, solid or fluid, are found
within the cranium, these are of too inconsiderable

produced general compression of the
brain ; and he was consequently led to suspect that a
partial compression is sufficient to produce a pretty
general collapse over the whole medullary substance.
In other cases, as he has pointed out in his First
Lines, though the foreign matters found within the
bulk

to

have

of considerable amount, so that the ap
that
pearances upon dissection might lead us to think
the apoplexy had depended entirely upon compres
sion, there is reason to believe that these foreign mat>-

cranium

are

developed in
than operated

ters have been

plexy

rather

ever,"

says

he,

"

takes off

or

the progress of the apo
"
What
as its cause.
diminishes the

mobility

power, may very much retard the mo
tion of the blood in the vessels of the brain, and that,
of the

nervous

perhaps, to the degree of increasing exhalation or even
of occasioning rupture and effusion ; so that, in such
cases, the marks of compression may appear on dis
section, though the disease had truly depended on
causes destroying the mobility of the nervous power."
In his account of the Chorea

or

Dance of St

Vitus,

"

(§ 1353) that, as in this disease
there seem to be propensities to motion, so various fits
of leaping and running occur in the persons affected ;
Dr Cullen remarks

and there have been instances of this

ing

of such convulsive

demic in

a

certain

disease, consist

motions, appearing

corner

of this

as an

country."

I

epi
find,

among Dr Cullen's papers, a letter addressed to him
by Dr Farquharson, then of Dundee and afterwards
of

Edinburgh,

wThich he had

probably

in view in this
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remark.

The

Louping or Leaping Ague of Forfar,
of which Dr Farquhar son's letter contains an account,
has since been described by several of the contributors
to the Statistical Account of Scotland, but by none
more
graphically than by that gentleman himself,
whose letter I have therefore inserted in the Appendix
(Note K). It may be remarked, however, that the
propriety of referring this imitative convulsive affec
tion to chorea

bably

more

very doubtful ; and that it is pro
akin to hysteria.

seems

nearly

Dr Cullen did not introduce Headache in any of its
forms (Cephalaea, Cephalalgia, Hemicrania), either

into his

into his First Lines ; but placed
them in the list of Omissi subjoined to the former.

Nosology

or

perhaps attributable, in part, to his
experiencing difficulty in finding a place for this affec
tion in his systematic arrangement, and, in part, to his
regarding it as a symptom of other diseases, rather than
as constituting a particular disease in itself. In order to
supply this omission, I have, in my edition of Dr Cul
The omission

was

Works, introduced a series of clinical lectures on
Headache, from the notes of the course delivered by
him in 1765-6, that were published after his death
from the manuscripts of a pupil. These lectures, if not
len's

by the same systematic unity, at least evince
the same practical acquaintance with disease, and the
same nicety of diagnostical discrimination, that charac
terize the descriptions of other nervous affections con
tained in his authorized publications.
The very full statement that has been given in the
first volume of this work (pp. 264 and 343), of Dr
Cullen's views respecting the dependence of both the
marked
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healthy
motion

and the morbid
on

to enter

the

system, renders it unnecessary
any greater length on the explanations

proposed of

the

particular diseases of the ani

mal functions ; the more
to have been
subjected to

sion

his

as

accounts of

that these do not appear
nearly so much animadver

so

the diseases

several orders of the class

Pyrexiae.

stowed, since

time,

of the
of the

tions, has
tion

Dr Cullen's

pathological
nervous

been

immense,

descriptions

ment

the

over

the animal func

and much additional informa

unquestionably

though this be true, Dr Cul
of the principal diseases to which

are

regarded

as

The treatises of

Bright,

and Van

But

subject,

and the methods of treat

accurate and

Arachnoid

ningitis,

must

judicious.

generally,

Martinet

Membrane,

on

that of

that of Bouillaud

Brain, that

them,

Abercrombie, Andral, Lallemand,
Coetsem, on the Diseases of the

Brain and its Membranes

Duchatelet and

the

investigation
portions

which he recommends for each of

still be

to

The labour be

these conditions has

respecting

these functions

on

belonging

conditions of the several

system presiding

been accumulated.

len's

of sensation and

nervous

here at

which he

phenomena

on

that of Parent-

Inflammation of the

Bayle

on

Chronic Me

Inflammation of the

of Rostan upon

Softening of the Brain,
those of Coindet,Golis,Charpentier, Cheyne, and Davis
on
Hydrocephalus, those of Portal, Cheyne, Rochoux,
Serres, and Richond on Apoplexy, those of Ollivier
on the
Spinal Cord, of Brown, Teale, Mamers, Grififin, Darwall on Spinal Irritation, and of Swan and
Descot

the Nerves,
these, and a host of other
works which have appeared in recent times, taken in
on

—
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connection with the
the

physiological investigations

into

of the sensory and motory functions on
the several parts of the nervous system, that have been

dependence

prosecuted during the same period by Bell, Bellingeri,
Magendie, Mayo, Marshall Hall, Rolando, and Flourens, give a promise of an enlarged and comprehensive
view of the influence of the
of the animal

eases

have

contemplated

nervous

system in the dis

functions, which

Dr Cullen must

with the utmost satisfaction.

It is

only to be wished that some master-spirit like his would
occupy itself in endeavouring to reduce these various
and complicated results of observation and inquiry into
a few
simple and general doctrines.
Intimately connected with the diseases which con
sist in derangements of the sensory and motory powers
of the

nervous

system,

must be considered those in

which the Intellective powers are affected.
To the
consideration of the diseases of the mind the Vesaniae
—

in all their

—

relations, theoretical and practical,

Dr

brought a thorough acquaintance with those
analytical investigations in mental philosophy, for the
prosecution of which his countrymen are known to
have long entertained a strong predilection, and in
Cullen

the cultivation of which several of his

friends and associates had

intimate

particularly distinguished

In the French criticism

themselves.

more

on

the First

referred to, Dr Cullen's view of the
Vesaniae is considered as the part of the work in which

Lines

already

his

sagacity and
most advantage.
We have

on

to

i. p. 356) that in his Lectures
Dr Cullen divided the morbid conditions

seen

Pathology,

the clearness of his ideas appear

(vol.
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of the intellectual faculties under the

two

heads of

Imbecility or Fatuity, and Error or Delirium ; the for
mer
consisting in weakness or imperfection of thought,
and the latter in its false exercise.
Considering the
three principal operations of thought to be Perception,
Judgment, and Will, Dr Cullen adopted the three mo
difications of delirium pointed out by Gaubius, which
correspond with false perception, erroneous judgment,
and irregular passions. In his First Lines, accordingly,
u

he defined delirium to be

judgments arising
from false

person awake, false
from perceptions of imagination or
and

recollections,

in

a

commonly producing

proportionate emotions."
In endeavouring to establish
Dr Cullen had

Delirium,
the

power

being

mobility

and

nervous

degrees

of

For

he

reasons

recourse

at

general theory
to

of

his doctrine of

different times in different

force,

he termed excitement and

a

dis

or

of those states which

i. p. 311.)
which he has stated in his First Lines,

collapse.

(Vol.

think that not

only can the differ
ent states of excitement and
collapse take place in dif
ferent degrees in the brain generally, at different times,
but that they can take place in different degrees at the
was

disposed

to

time in the several parts of that organ, or at least
with respect to the exercise of the different functions ;
same

and from

review of the

phenomena of sleep and de
lirium, he considered it as sufficiently evident that de
lirium may be, and frequently is, occasioned by such
an inequality in the excitement of the brain.
Dr Cullen recognised two kinds of Delirium, one in
which it is combined with pyrexia and comatose affec
tions ; the other in which it is entirely without
any such
a
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combination, the latter being the form of delirium which
is properly named Insanity.
In referring to the at
tempts which Dr Arnold had made
different

species

to

distinguish

the

of insanity, Dr Cullen deemed it advis

able to confine himself to the two heads of Mania and

though he was sensible
that these two genera do not comprehend the whole of
the species of insanity, he was not clear in assigning
the species which may be comprehended under each of
them.
In his Synopsis of Nosology he had employed
Melancholia, confessing

that

the terms Mania and Melancholia

general

and

partial insanity,

or

synonymous with
what has since been
as

called Monomania ; but in his First Lines he expresses
himself as inclined to believe that the limits between

general and partial insanity, cannot always be so
exactly assigned as to determine when the partial affec
tion of the mind is to be considered as giving a pecu
liar species of disease, different from a more general
insanity.
time, the consideration of the
various forms of Insanity has been prosecuted with
great assiduity ; and a most important revolution has
been effected in the system on which the management
Since Dr Cullen's

labouring under mental derangement is
The circumstances which
now generally conducted.
led to this happy change cannot be indifferent to any
To the late M. Pinel
humane and intelligent mind.
is justly due the merit of having led the way in this
His attention is supposed to
benevolent reformation.
have been first particularly directed to the subject in
1785, by the melancholy fate of a young man whom
he greatly esteemed, who, in a state of insanity, escaped
of persons
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from his father's house into

hood, where he
time

was

patients,

wood in the

neighbour

wolves.* About the

destroyed by

M. Pinel became connected with

mentioned,

institution then

a

forming

for the

an

of insane

reception

and in it he is believed to have made the

first trials of that milder method of conducting the
treatment

of the

insane, wrhich,

as

the author of his

Eloge justly says, will for ever render his name dear
to posterity. In 1791, the Royal Society of Medicine
having proposed as the subject of a prize essay, To
point out the most efficacious means of treating pa
"

tients whose minds have become alienated before senile

age,"

M. Pinel

tion, but

presented a dissertation for competi
whether successfully or not, does not appear.

One of the members of the committee for the exami
nation of the

cian M.

along

prize

Thouret,

essays was the celebrated academi
who was about that time placed

with MM. Cousin and Cabanis at the head of

the administration of the

greatly

hospitals

of Paris.

shocked at the condition in which

Being

they

found

the part of the Bicetre Hospital appropriated to the
reception of insane persons, they resolved on appoint

ing

M. Pinel

physician

conviction that

no one

to

the

establishment,

could be found better

than him to introduce those reforms which

loudly

called for.

wards the end of

milder

plan

in the

qualified
were

so

On this office M. Pinel entered to

1792,

and the beneficial effects of his

of treatment

speedily became manifest.
was
appointed physician to

Some years afterwards he
the Salpetriere Hospital, to which the treatment of
*

See

Eloge by

M. Pari set, Mem. de l'Acad. de Medec. i. 199.
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insane females

was

transferred from the Hotel

and committed to his

In 1801 he

charge.

Dieu,
published

the results of his observations in this class of diseases ;
and in 1809 his work appeared in an extended form
under the title of

a

Medico-Philosophical

Treatise

on

Mental Alienation.
In the fifth volume of the Memoirs of the

Royal
published an excerpt
from a historical notice of M. Pinel
by his son, which
contains a very striking narrative of his
proceedings

Academy

relative

of

Medicine,

there is

the abolition of chains
among the insane at
the Bicetre Hospital in 1792, derived from his own
to

In the

notes.
not to

perusal of that narrative,

it is

impossible

feel the effect of the contrast between this

act

of twice-blessed mercy, and the horrors of which the
adjoining capital was at that time the scene.
It is not

time

when,

Cabanis

little

a

in

interesting

France,

to find

MM.

that, at the
Cousin, Thouret,

very
and

engaged in taking the measures neces
sary for improving the system of treating the insane at
the Bicetre Hospital, in England the Society of Friends
were
engaged at York in similar considerations. And
here again, it seems to have been from an accidental
circumstance that results of so important a character had
their origin. A female having died in a mad-house in
the vicinity of the city of York, under circumstances
calculated to give dissatisfaction to the
Society of
Friends, of which she was a member, it was suggested
to Mr

were

William Tuke that

an

institution for the

re

of insane persons
belonging to that society,
and conducted by members of it,
might prove highly
beneficial. By that estimable philanthropist the sub-

ception
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ject was brought before the quarterly meeting of the
Society at York in March 1792, and though consider
able difficulties at first presented themselves, these
of
were sufficiently overcome to admit of the opening
the Retreat,

muel Tuke
an

near

published

institution

1813, Mr Sa
Description of the Retreat,
In

York, in 1796.

near

a

"

York, for

Insane Persons of the

Friends, containing an account of its origin
and progress, the Modes of Treatment, and a State
of

Society

Cases."

ment of

work

The

of the

presented

striking
measures

that

contrast which

which

were

found at

discipline of the estab
lishment, and most conducive to the bodily health, and
mental tranquillity and improvement of the patients,
with what was going on, at that very time, in other in
once

sufficient

to

maintain the

stitutions for the insane, some of them in the imme
diate vicinity of the Retreat, could not fail to arouse at
tention to the

subject ;

appointment of

and the

a

Com

mittee of the House of Commons, in 1815, of which
the Right Hon. George Rose officiated as chairman,

elicited

so

extensive and valuable

of informa

a mass

tion relative to mad-houses and the treatment of the
insane in them, and

public
to

in

make

so
a

authoritative

deep

this information to the

presented
a

form, that it could

and beneficial

not fail

impression.
improvement

has gone
in France and Great Britain, but

Since that time the work of
on

not

rapidly,

only

also in the other nations of

America;

Europe

as

confinement of the insane in

well

as

solitary

in

cells

abandoned ; and the va
rious instruments of constraint, punishment, and terror,
which used formerly to be regarded as indispensable

has been in

a

great

measure
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elements in the management of the insane, are now,
with some very trivial exceptions, very generally laid

aside, and happily replaced by means of occupation and
amusement.

contemplated this milder
system, as it may be seen in operation in the hospitals
for the insane at Bicetre near Paris, at Siegburg near
Bonn, at Heidelberg, at Pirna near Dresden, at Aversa
near
Naples, at Fort Clarence near Chatham, at HanIt is

well in

to

Middlesex,

have

and in various other

institutions,

public
private nature, in this country and
the continent of Europe, without being struck with

both of
on

impossible

and

a

the wonderful difference of the effects
class of

ble of

patients by occupation,

as

far

produced on this
as
they are capa

it, in in-door and out-door labours, from those

kept up by the harsh and often cruel
formerly pursued, and not yet everywhere

occasioned and
measures

abolished.

writings of Crichton, Haslam, Crowther, Bur
rows, Willis, Conolly, and Pritchard, in this coun
try; of Fodere, Dubuisson, Esquirol, Ferrus, GeorThe

get, Falret, and Foville, in France; of Reil, Heinroth, Friedreich, and Jacopi, in Germany; of Guislain in

Belgium, &c. &c. fully attest that the philo
sophical investigation of these diseases in respect of
their causes and phenomena, and of the structural
alterations with which they are connected, has not
been neglected amidst the enthusiasm that has been
excited by the gradual discovery of the more and more
extended applicability of the humane and moral system
of treatment to the different classes of insane
persons.
Whatever opinions may be entertained respecting the
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solidity of the particular doctrines of Phrenology, as
distinguished from those of Metaphysics and Physio
logy taught before the time of Drs Gall and Spurzheim, it would be unjust not to allow that the atten
tion which the writings and lectures of these physicians
and of their followers has procured for psychico-physiological inquiries, has considerably assisted in increas
ing the public interest in questions connected with
mental aberration.
The diseases of the organs subservient to the Vital
functions, the Respiratory and the Circulatory, which
Dr Cullen included under his class

Neuroses,

were,

besides

Chincough (which depends on a specific conta
gion, and is a disease of limited duration), Dyspnoea,
Asthma, Syncope or Fainting, and Palpitation. Of
the frequent influence of various morbid conditions of
the Nervous System in producing these several forms
entertained, whatever may
be supposed to be the precise nature of the dependence
of the organs in which they are seated, the Lungs and
the Heart, upon the several portions of the Nervous
System. And so far, therefore, their position among
of

disease,

no

doubt

can

be

the Neuroses may be defended.
instances of Dyspnoea, Asthma,

But in

a

great many

and

Palpita
Syncope,
simple
derangements but
serious structural alterations of the cardiac and pul
monary organs, that constitute the morbid or patholo
gical conditions on which the external symptoms de
pend, or at least that constitute an important part of
these pathological conditions.
Accordingly, it was

tion, it is

not

functional

necessary for Dr Cullen to include under the genera
of diseases that have been mentioned, all the structural
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and Heart, with the excep
tion of their inflammations and of Haemoptysis and
no other heads to which
his

alterations of the

system presenting

Phthisis,

they

could be referred.

To

have

Lungs

department of scientific medicine, perhaps,
since Dr
more important additions been made,
no

Cullen's time, than to that which relates to the diseases
of the Heart and Respiratory organs. For, besides
the more accurate knowledge that has been obtained
of the various structural alterations to which they are
and of the connection of these several altera

subject,

particular symptoms or combinations of
morbid exercise of the
symptoms, resulting from the

tions with

functions of these organs themselves, or of organs with
which they are related, their diagnosis has been still
the discovery of a series of phe
further

promoted by
of Per
nomena of a physical character, those, namely,
of
cussion and Auscultation, by which the recognition
the existence of these

nation,

are

very

alterations, and their discrimi

considerably facilitated.

The

writings
the Dis

Bayle, Laennec, Andral, and Stokes,
eases of the Respiratory Organs generally,
on

of

and of

and
Louis, Clark, and Morton, on Tubercular Phthisis,
those of Corvisart, Burns, Laennec, Testa, Kreyssig,
on the Diseases
Bertin, Hope, Bouillaud, and Pigeaux,

with a
of the Heart, have familiarized practitioners
were
number of morbid affections which previously
either not known to exist, or which were known only
as

subjects of anatomical investigation.
Nearly the same observations which

made in
are

have

just

been

Vital functions,
respect of the diseases of the

applicable

to

those of the Natural functions

com-
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prehended by Dr Cullen under his class Neuroses,
viz. Dyspepsia and Pyrosis, for the Stomach ; Colic,
Cholera, and Diarrhoea, for the Bowels ; and Diabetes
for the

Urinary organs.

system may have in

Whatever share the Nervous

producing

affections which ad

being included under these nosological genera,
must be acknowledged that in several of the spe

mit of
it

least, it is on structural al
terations of the organs concerned, and in some, per
on
haps, on morbid conditions of the blood, rather than
derangements ofthe nervous system, that the symptoms
chiefly depend. And it is only, therefore, in courses
of lectures or in treatises, in which all the diseases of

cies of

some

of them at

considered
organs are brought together, and
in respect of the morbid conditions, functional and

the

same

they depend, of the remote causes
by which they are produced, of the symptoms by which
their existence is manifested, and of the means of treat
ment which may be most advantageously employed
for their relief or removal, that a comprehensive and
structural,

on

which

proper view of such affections can now be taken.
In respect of Diabetes, it is not undeserving of

no

tice, in reference to more recent views of the pathology
of this disease, that Dr Cullen was satisfied that its

production is nowise dependent on any topical affection
of the kidneys, but is rather to be imputed to a fault
in the assimilation of the fluids (§ 1510).
I think
it probable," he remarks (§ 1511),
that in most
cases, the proximate cause of this disease is some fault
in the assimilatory powers, or in those employed in
converting alimentary matters into the properanirnal
fluids. This I formerly hinted to Dr Dobson, and it
"

"

VOL. II.

o
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prosecuted and published by him; but I must
that it is a theory embarrassed with some difficul

has been
own

ties which I cannot at

present very well remove." The

Dr Dobson here referred to, appeared
in the 5th vol. of the Medical Observations and In

publication by

quiries,
1774.

p. 298, and is dated
I have already given

Liverpool,
(Appendix

20th Nov.
to

vol. i. p.
Dr Dob-

introductory part of a criticism on
son's paper, written by Dr Cullen, to whom the ma
nuscript had been submitted previously to publication.
In a subsequent part of the same criticism, Dr Cullen
states, nearly in the words afterwards employed by
Dr Dobson, the considerations which led him to think
the disease de
that in cases of Mellitic Diabetes,
pends especially upon a defect in the assimilatory
625)

the

"

powers of sanguification." The accuracy of Dr Dobson's conclusions respecting the saccharine character of

patient who had fallen under
his observation, on which Dr Cullen mainly restedhis
idea of diabetes consisting in imperfect assimilation,
has since been frequently called in question, Dr Fran
the blood in the diabetic
—

—

cis

Home, Nicolas and Gueudeville, Wollaston, Kane,

and several other eminent chemists having all failed in

detecting sugar in the serum of the blood of persons
labouring under this disease. The more recent experi
ments, however, of Ambrosioni, Maitland, and Mac-

gregor,

seem

to leave little

room

for doubt

as

to the

fact of diabetic blood

containing sugar, and must, con
sequently, be regarded as corroborating very power
fully Dr Cullen's doctrine respecting the proximate
cause of diabetes.
Mr Macgregor's experiments seem
also to establish the existence of sugar, in considerable
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quantity, in the stomachs of diabetic patients, particu
larly whilst they are in the use of a vegetable diet. It
does not seem, however, to be as yet determined among
the higher authorities in animal chemistry, whether
the presence of sugar in the stomach,

observed,

seems even

in the state of

health,

to occur,
—

—

which, it maybe

though to a less amount,

be attributable to its formation

by processes of combination or of decomposition,
or whether it be owing, as Dr Cullen supposed, to the
saccharine constituents of the foodnotundergoing their
ordinary assimilation or conversion into other proxi
mate animal principles, as albumen, &c. ; whether, in
short, it be owing to preternatural or to deficient assi
there

Prout, while he differs from Dr Cul
len's view of the proximate cause of diabetes, in believ
ing it to lie partly in the kidneys, has been led, by the

milation.

general

Dr

conclusions at which he has arrived relative to

the assimilative processes going on in the animal eco
nomy, to entertain opinions respecting the agency of
the stomach in the production of diabetes very analo
"
In
gous to those which Dr Cullen had formed.
"
diabetic affections," Dr Prout remarks,
the reducing

function of the stomach
be almost

seems

morbidly active ;

other) matters

are

in

some

instances to

and farinaceous

(and even

reduced to the condition of low

sac

charine matter, which the converting function of the
stomach is incapable, as in health, of changing into the
elements of chyle
this reduced

or

blood.

The consequence is, that
dissolved saccharine matter is taken
or

up with the little chyle that may be formed, and after
producing various derangements in its transit through

the system, is

ejected

with the urine."
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The class
cores,

Cachexiae, and its several orders, MarIntumescentiae, and Impetigines, do not contain

many diseases in respect of which Dr Cullen enter
The various pathological
tained peculiar opinions.

conditions, however, from which Dropsical effusion
may arise, was a subject upon which he bestowed much
I find among his papers a printed table
of the several causes of dropsy, which he seems to have

consideration.

been in the

placing in the hands of his students
previously to the publication of his First Lines, as be
ing, from its comprehensive nature and systematic ar
rangement, calculated to be of use to them. (See Ap
pendix, Note L.)
use

of

The first circumstance in this table that must strike
the

pathologist acquainted with the views recently
promulgated respecting the pathological conditions on
which dropsy depends, is the prominent place as
signed in it to resistance to the return of the blood,
by the veins, to the heart, as a cause of increased
serous

exhalations, whether that resistance

sioned

by

minal

be

occa

obstructions in certain thoracic and abdo

viscera, by

obstruction of

particular veins from

seated within their

cavities, or in their coats, or
exterior to them, by the posture of the body, or by a
general venous plethora. In recent times, M. Bouillaud has taken great credit to himself for having, on
the strength of numerous observations, asserted that
causes

all the

dropsies

called Passive

under the influence of
culation ; and for

some

occur

and

obstacle to the

shewn

that, in

are

formed

venous

cir

very large
number of cases, this obstacle consists in the oblitera
tion of the veins by concretions of blood, of longer or

having

a
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This

opinion, M. Bouillaud alleges?
was very different from that generally taught at the
time, conformably with which passive dropsies were
attributed to a general debility, manifest in itself, in
the first place, in the lower extremities; and to atony of
the lymphatic vessels. Dr Cullen has remarked, in his
First Lines, that "the ordinary exhalation maybe in
creased by various causes, and particularly by an inter
ruption given to the free return of the venous blood from
the extreme vessels of the body to the right ventricle of
the heart." And after shewing that this interruption
may be owing to certain circumstances affecting the
course of the venous blood
generally, diseases, name
ly, of the heart and lungs, he adds : But, further,
the interruption of the blood in particular veins may
likewise have the effect of increasing exhalation and
producing dropsy ; in illustration of which, he al

shorter standing.

—

—

"

"

ludes to obstructions of the Vena Portae from diseases
of the

liver; and he further adds, that, "even in
smaller portions of the venous system, the interruption
of the motion of the blood in

the

same

effect."

particular

veins has had

When, therefore, M. Bouillaud says
part the old theory of passive drop

that, to refute in
sies, it was sufficient for him

to prove that there

occur

partial dropsies, confined to one or other limb or to one
or other
cavity, seeing that dropsy could not possibly
localize itself in this way if it were really produced by
general debility, he is contending against a doctrine
which Dr Cullen, at least, certainly did not entertain in
the exclusive form in which M. Bouillaud

seems

to

sup
it
to
have
been
entertained
medical
men
pose
by
gene
These
remarks
are not intended to detract from
rally.
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the merit and importance of the numerous and excellent

brought forward
of the frequent dependence of partial dropsies on the
obliteration of particular veins ; but merely to shew
and
that dropsy, dependent on venous obstruction,
that obstruction arising from concretions within the
veins, had by no means been overlooked by Dr Cullen.
A second circumstance deserving of notice in Dr
Cullen's Table is, that, besides regarding a general
plethora in the veins as capable of occasioning se
rous effusion,
by resisting the return of the blood to
illustrations which M. Bouillaud has

—

—

heart, he has set down, as a distinct cause of
increased exhalation, increased impetus of the blood
in the arteries, occurring as a consequence of exter
nal violence, as in sprains and bruises, or as a con
sequence of fever ; in short, that he recognises the
the

existence of what

termed Active

dropsies.
"Independently of external violence, and merely from
increased impetus of the arteries themselves," said he
in his lectures, "an effusion may take place.
There
hardly occurs any inflammation of the abdomen, &c,
are

now

that is not attended with

more or

less of

an

effusion

from the surface into the cavities ; so the species of the
Pleuritis Hydrothoraica of Sauvages is well founded,

by dissection. We had a case of this
very lately in one of our patients in the Infirmary."
It is singular that Dr Cullen should have omitted, in
and is ascertained

his First

increased
tion of
or even

Lines,
serous

to make mention of this

exhalation.

of

The

dropsical effusion with
inflammatory condition

frequent connec
a
plethoric, sthenic,
of the sanguiferous

system, has been much insisted

t

cause

on

since Dr Cul-
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of

Grapengiesser, of Dupuytren and Breschet ; of Blackall (who very candid
ly mentions that suspicions of an inflammatory state
in dropsy are not new, and that authors have long
since mentioned that the blood is buffy in some cir
cumstances of that distemper); of Parry; ofGeromini;
of Abercrombie; of Crampton; of Ay re, and of others.
The very curious and interesting observations of Blackall on the connection between sthenic or inflammatory
dropsy, and the presence of albumen in the urine, fol
lowed up as they have been by those of Drs Bright,
James Gregory, and Christison, shewing the depen
len's time in the

writings

dence of the albuminous condition of the urine

on

a

particular degeneration of the kidneys, and the great
liability of dropsy to supervene when this degeneration
exists, must be considered as among the

most

valuable

contributions which have been made to medical science
in

recent

times.

The other morbid conditions of the solids and of
the fluids which Dr Cullen

recognised in his Table
and discussed in his First Lines, as capable of occa
sioning dropsical effusion, though they have been ques
tioned by some, still find their respective advocates
among those who have devoted particular attention to
this department of pathology, with the exception, in
deed, of rupture of lymphatic vessels, and of vesicles
and sacs, which are now very generally abandoned.
As a particular illustration of dropsy probably de
pending on an interruption of absorption, Dr Cullen
refers to that

so

liable to

occur
"

in the brain.

"

As

no

have yet very certainly been
discovered in that organ, it may be thought that the absorp-

lymphatic vessels/'

says

he,
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tion, which certainly takes place there, is performed by the
extremities of the veins, or by vessels that carry the fluid
directly into the veins ; so that any impediment to the free
motion of the blood in the veins of the brain may interrupt
absorption there, and occasion that accumulation of ser

the

ous

fluids which

so

frequently

the blood in these veins.

jecture only."
would
nuses

seem

occurs

But I

from

congestion

a

of

give all this as matter of con-

The recent researches of Dr Tonnelle

to shew that

obliteration of the

of the Dura Mater is not

an

venous

si

unfrequent attendant

effusion into the cavities of the brain ; and it
may be doubted whether this effusion should not be at
tributed to the obstruction, occasioned by the oblitera
of

serous

tion,

to

the return of the blood to the

heart, rather

than to diminished

absorption.
proximate cause of Scurvy, Dr Cul
Respecting
len says :
Notwithstanding what has been asserted
by some eminent persons, I trust to the concurring testi
mony of the most part of the authors upon the subject,
that, in scurvy, the fluids suffer a considerable change."
Those who have attempted to explain the nature of the
change in the blood which gives rise to the phenomena
of scurvy, have strangely omitted to take into conside
ration Dr Lind's very explicit statement, in the post
script to the third edition of his Treatise on that dis
ease, respecting the very opposite condition in which
he had very frequently found the blood of persons la
bouring under scurvy, from that dissolved, and appa
rently putrescent, state, which was described by the
the

"

surgeons of Lord Anson's fleet, and on which he had
himself, with most authors, founded his reasoning on
the

of this disease.

Though

of

observations

this and other

theory
making

on

the

opportunities
points con-
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history of sea-scurvy have happily been
greatly contracted since Dr Lind's time, a strong codnectedwith the

firmation of the accuracy of his statement, that the
blood of scorbutics was often in a natural state, firm
and

or even more or

compact,

tained from the

less

sizey,

has been ob

analogy of another form of haemorrha-

gic disease, the Morbus maculosus of Werlhoff, the
Purpura haemorrhagica of more recent authors, re
specting which it has been satisfactorily established by
Bateman,Harty, Parry, and others, that in many cases
not only does the blood exhibit decided inflammatory
characters, but that, in those

cases, the treatment is

conducted

decided

antiphlo
gistic measures. Some recent observations respecting
the occurrence of land-scurvy at the Cape of Good
Hope seem to shew that the antiphlogistic mode of
practice is not inapplicable in the severer forms of
most

advantageously

purpurous

by

scorbutic affections.

or

About the

of the

publication of the first
volume of the First Lines, Dr Cullen's private prac
tice, in town and country, and both by personal and
written consultation, seems to have been considera
bly extended. His consultation letters, with his an
swers to them, which from 1 764he
regularly preserved,

period

amounted, in each of the
about

two years

1774 and 1775,

to

hundred ; in the following year they were
doubled ; and during the last fifteen years of his life,
he appears to have carefully considered and answered,
a

average, not fewer than two hundred consulta
tion letters yearly.

on an

Nor

was

the

recognition

of his

rising reputation
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confined to his

city and country. On the for
mation of the Royal Society of Medicine of Paris in
1 776, seventeen Foreign Associates were elected.
Dr
Cullen's name stands fifth on the list, according to
the order of their reception, following those of Frank
lin, Sir John Pringle, Gaubius, and Sir Clifton Wintringham. It was probably the institution of this so
ciety which suggested the proposal for a new Academy
of Medicine and Surgery in Edinburgh ; a manuscript
prospectus of which, bearing date October 1777, 1 find
own

among Dr Cullen's papers. His nomination as a Fo
reign Associate of the Royal Society of Medicine was

followed

soon

Society
in

dated 16th

as a

Fellow of the

His friend Dr William

of London.

note

a

by his election

May 1777, says,

I have been

"
—

Royal

Hunter,

Since Thurs

much

engaged, that I
could not well, till now, give you joy of your very
honourable election into the Royal Society. It was
a
very full meeting." Dr Cullen seems, soon after

day se'nnight

have taken

so

zealous and active part in the
measures
necessary for procuring a charter of incor
poration for the Philosophical Society of Edinburgh.

this,

to

I find the

a

following

subject by

note

his able and

Professor John Robison
"

:

The constant

this

distinguished colleague,
"

hurry

on

—

DEAR SlR,
"

addressed to him

Edinburgh,

6th

May

that I have been in for

1778.

some

time

past in order to finish my College, has prevented me from
giving that attention to your memorial that I ought to have
Inclosed you have a scheme of resolutions, formed
agreeably to our sentiments when we met at your house. I

done.

have omitted those passages

only

which I considered

as
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either

prefatory or

as

not

required to recommend

the

points

which you had at heart ; and I have drawn it up in form of
resolutions to be made by the Society, as I took that to be

the

design

of

into the form of

it, but,

the paper.
report, and for this

committiug

I fear,

a

inadvertently,

not

I have also put it
reason have signed

having

recollected that

the Chairman alone of the committee should have done

this ; but this blunder is venial.
I am obliged to go to the country, and have therefore
"

troubled you with this packet ; and hope, on my return next
week, to hear that your laudable efforts have been successful.
I am, dear

The

Sir,

following letter,

Dundas,

same

My LORD
"

addressed

then Lord Advocate of

relates to the
«

your obedient humble servant,
,c
John Robison."

business
"

:

by

Dr Cullen to Mr

Scotland,

in 1782,

—

Edinbuegh, lith December 1782.

Karnes, President of the Philosophical
Society of Edinburgh, is at present so much indisposed as to
render it inconvenient for him to attend their meetings, I,
as Vice-President, have the honour of transmitting to your
Lordship the Memorial herewith inclosed. In doing this, I
beg leave to observe, that the Philosophical Society have
manyreasons for desiring to be formed into abody corporate,
and particularly for the purpose of legally holding property,
in which, for want of a proper constitution, they have for
merly suffered a considerable loss. In this view, the Society
might apply for their own purposes alone; but your Lordship
will perceive from their memorial, that they are willing and
desirous to be comprehended in an institution which, they
think, will be of more general utility and credit to this
country. This they hope your Lordship will patronize.
I have the honour to be, with the utmost respect, my
Lord, your Lordship's most obedient and most humble
As Lord

.

"

servant,

"

William Cullen."

.

.
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As the reward of his

exertions,

Dr Cullen had the

satisfaction, in 1783, of seeing the Philosophical

ciety

erected into the

Royal Society ;

an

So

institution

which has since continued to cultivate the various

branches of

physical

science with much

industry

and

success.

1778, Dr Cullen effected the purchase of a small
landed property named Ormiston Hill, situate in the
parish of Kirknewton, about eight miles west from
In

Edinburgh. A passage of a letter formerly given
(vol. i. p. 565), addressed to his friend Dr Hunter,
contains a simple and pleasing portraiture of his feel
ings in regard to this acquisition, which continued,
during the remaining part of his life, to form an ob
ject of great interest to him, as well as an occasion of
agreeable relaxation. The following letter, addressed
by him, four years afterwards, to Dr Betham, a very
early and intimate friend, presents a no less lively
and agreeable picture of the pleasure he enjoyed in
the cultivation of his farm
Dr Cullen to Dr
"

My
H

course.

:

—

Betham, Isle

of Man.

Edinbuegh, 2d October 1782.
FRIEND,
j regret exceedingly that we have so little inter
That I foresaw long ago ; but I have often comforted
DEAR

myself that our families should know that their fathers had
been friends, and consider themselves as related. This, I
hope, has happened, and by very slight efforts on our side.
I have experienced the warmest expressions of friendship
from your family. The attention and kindness which my
daughter Margaret* has for so long a time met with from
you and your family, must engage me and all mine to you
*

Authoress of the novels

"

Home" and

"

Mornton."
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for

I find my girl, who is always sincere and honest,
feels it with affection and gratitude ; and I cannot let her
ever.

leave you without
of all my family.

telling

you both her

feelings

and those

"

I don't know how you mean to dispose of your son ; but
I have had some hint of your thinking of the medical line

for

him, and

I shall be

happy in it, as it may give me a
shewing my regard for both the father and son.
As the son shews as good parts as I know the father to
have, I think I can be extremely useful to the former, and
the giving satisfaction to the latter will be a constant en

means

of

gagement

to my attention.

"But let

me

quit

have often done, in

subject, and indulge, as we
badinage, which, septuagenario

this serious
a

little

I must tell you that I have
got upon my hobby ; my amusement is a little farm and a
little pleasure-ground.
If your daughter had not seen the

proximus,

I still relish

shabby figure

of

a

little.

them, I should have made

fine

picture
They
have no
heath,
now
brought to a rich pasture. They were not so long with
me as to have the
pleasure that I have in seeing a tree grow
ten feet in three years.
I have done a great deal, but it is
all levelling work ; other people cannot know what earth has
been moved, but I have had some amusement in the turning
of every shovelful. I hope to go on for some years yet ; but
my greatest pleasure is to get a visit from an old friend,
whom I fancy I can interest a little in my improvements,
but whom I certainly tire in his attending to my detail of
them. I had a visit this summer from my good friend
Alexander Wilson.* I was very intent on pointing out to
him the singular growth of my balsam poplars ; but when I
turned about to see his look of complacent satisfaction, he
told me gravely he believed the barometer did not stand so
a

to you ; but I

beg you will not mind what they say.
feeling for the beauty of a field that was a

*

Professor of

Astronomy

at

Glasgow.
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high here as at the shore by four-tenths ! However, 1 still
go on teasing my friends, and there is no man alive I would
wish to persecute so much as yourself. For God's sake, let
us meet before we die.
I think it is more possible for
you
to

come

will let

to me, than it is for

me

to

come

to you; but if
you

know when you are to set out, I will meet
you
half way, and shew you the road hither.
"
Strange, in all this long letter not a word addressed to
me

the ladies, to whom I owe so much ! I am too near the end
of my paper to make amends ; but tell them I love them ex
ceedingly, and am infinitely obliged to them. Believe me
to

be, with the most sincere affection, dear Richard, their
faithful, <fcc. &c.

and your

"

It

William Cullen."

in this prosperous condition of Dr Cullen's
when he was in full possession of the confidence

was

fame,
of the

public, and of the respect and admiration of his
pupils, that he experienced one of the severest trials
of character and temper to which a teacher and
practi
tioner of medicine can be
subjected.
Dr John

ployed

in

Brown, who had for many years been

Edinburgh

em

private instructor of medical
preparatory to their graduation, and who, in
that capacity, had been occupied in
expounding and
strenuously supporting the doctrines of his preceptor
Dr Cullen, became at length ambitious of
being re
as
himself
the
founder
of
a
new
garded
system of me
dicine. In prosecuting this object, Dr Brown seems
to have thought it
necessary to seek for a pretext of
quarrel with Dr Cullen, whose patronage he had long
enjoyed, and from whom, in the progress of their in
as a

students

tercourse, he had received many
*

See

Appendix,

acts of

Note M.

kindness.*
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indulging himself for some time in uttering, in
private, insinuations injurious to Dr Cullen's character
and reputation, Dr Brown openly commenced a series
After

of the most hostile and
a course

of lectures

attacks upon him, in
the Practice of Physic, first

rancorous

on

delivered in

1778,* and in his celebrated
Elementa Medicinae," which was printed
work the
in 1780, and of which the object, as its author avows,
was to demolish the
system of physic taught in the

publicly

"

University of Edinburgh, and to establish in its place
a "new,
perfect, and unalterable system."
renewed, in 1781, in "An In
quiry into the State of Medicine," &c, published under
the name of Dr Jones, a pupil of Dr Brown's, but which
These attacks

were

many circumstances
posed by Dr Brown
"

Observations

seem

to prove to have been

himself;

and

again,

in

com

1787, in

the

Principles of the Old System of
Physic, exhibiting a compend of the new doctrine,"
&c. &c, which, though published anonymously as
"by a gentleman conversant in the subject," were
subsequently avowed by Dr Brown as being his own
production, f
Dr Cullen, in rejecting the mechanical doctrines of
Boerhaave, and in adopting, in their leading princi
ples at least, several of the more important opinions
of Bagliviand Hoffmann, had attempted, in his lectures
on the Institutions of Medicine, to give a
systematic
form to a series of generalizations of the healthy and
*

on

See copy of Dr Brown's first advertisement of his
on the Practice of Physic, Appendix, Note N.

course

of

lectures

f See
p. xcviii
■n.

cxlvii.

Dr Beddoes' edition of Brown's Elementa
;

Medicinae,
Works,

and Dr W. C. Brown's edition of his father's
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morbid

phenomena and conditions of the nervous sys
tem, which, in stating them to his students, he was
accustomed to represent as approximations merely to
a
theory of medicine more complete than the state of
knowledge at the time enabled him to attain. His
inquisitive and sceptical mode of teaching physic was
calculated, by the doubts which it suggested respecting
many received opinions, and by the topics of inves
tigation which it pointed out, to excite a spirit of
inquiry in the minds of his students, while it tended to
engender a belief among them, that a system of physic,
more
perfect than tjiat which he had proposed, could
only be the result of similar reiterated attempts to
generalize the healthy and morbid phenomena of the
animal economy. Indeed, the students of the Edin
burgh School of Medicine had long been encouraged

by their teachers, and by none more than by Dr Cullen,
to subject all medical
opinions to strict critical analy
sis and to free

discussion,

for their mutual
It

in the societies established

improvement.

in this state of the Medical School of Edin
that Dr Brown ushered into
notice a

was

burgh,

public
system
professing to be entirely new in
its origin, and demonstratively certain in its
principles.
The novelty of the terms in which the leading ideas of
this system were expressed the simplicity of the views
of health and disease which it professed to exhibit, and
the ease with which a knowledge of these could be at
tained— the very agreeable and rapid method in which
cures were,
upon its principles, to be effected— the re
putation for learning and genius which the author of
the Elementa Medicinae had
acquired as a private
of medicine

—
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teacher of medicine

the

acknowledged elegance, and,
at the same time, the profound, perhaps studied ob
scurity of his Latin compositions the length of time
it was well known he had been employed in studying,
explaining, and zealously defending the doctrines of
Dr Cullen the great and apparently sudden change
of his medical opinions, and the boldness of the at
tempt to injure the character and subvert the authority
of a teacher who was now generally regarded as at the
head of the medical profession in Great Britain seem
all to have contributed to give a lively interest to the
writings and lectures of Dr Brown, on their first pro
mulgation, and to procure for his new system of physic
a most uncommon
degree of attention from medical
—

—

—

—

in various parts of the civilized world.
It will readily be admitted by those who

men

are

ac

with the

writings of Dr Brown, that Dr Cul
len could not, consistently with the respect due to him
self and to the station which he held in society, make
any reply to the unmeasured abuse with which his me
dical reputation and labours had been attacked in these
writings ; but that an attempt should not have been
made by some one of those in this country who had
quainted

studied under
the

him,

to

call in

question the soundness

originality of many of the theoretical

tained in the Elementa
of its author to be
must be

a

Medicinae,

reformer of

doctrines

and
con

and the

pretensions
practical medicine,

attributed, it is conceived, in part,

to

the ob

character of many of the topics that were brought
under discussion ; and in part, also, to the small de
scure

gree of attention to which those who had a personal
knowledge of Dr Brown must have considered his opiVOL. II.

F

-
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all matters of medical

on

This silence
der Dr

in

on

Cullen,

some

practice,

to

be entitled.

the part of those who had studied un
and who had adopted his opinions, may,

measure, account for the readiness with which

originality and to the improve
ment of medical science, so confidently urged by him
self and his followers, were admitted by many of the
Continental physicians ; and for those mistakes with
Dr Brown's claims to

regard

to

the nature and amount of the services that

Dr Cullen and Dr Brown have
to

the science of

respectively

medicine, which

peated in their writings,
prising in the writings
—

and

—

even

we

find

so

what is still

rendered

often

more

of several medical

re
sur

men

of this country. Now that more than half a century
has elapsed since the first promulgation of Dr Brown's

system, and that the personal feelings and animosities
which the discussion of it engendered, have subsided,

comparison of its leading doctrines with those that
had been previously taught by Dr Cullen in his lectures
and in his writings, may afford to those who take an
interest in the history of medical opinions, some grounds
for judging of the extent and validity of Dr Brown's
claims to originality and to improvements in the phy
siological, pathological, and therapeutical departments
a

of medical science.

stating, with a view to this comparison, in dis
tinct propositions, the fundamental propositions of what
has usually been termed the Brunonian Theory of Me
dicine, I shall express them, as nearly as I shall be
able, consistently with brevity, in the words employed
by Dr Brown himself in his Elementa Medicinae, and
In

—

—

in his Outlines of the New Doctrine.

And in the

re-
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marks which I propose to offer on these propositions,
I shall confine myself to such observations as might

have been made

at

who had

any of Dr Cullen's
nities of becoming

writings,
on

pupils
acquainted

and with his modes of

medical

publication, by
enjoyed opportu

with his lectures and

inquiry

and

reasoning

subjects.

"

There is in man, and in other animals, a property
virtue of which the application of certain external

I.

by

the time of their

powers, and the exercise of certain internal functions,
affect them, so as to produce the phenomena pecu
liar to their

living

The external powers are
and other matters taken into the

heat, air, aliment,
stomach, the blood,

state.

and the fluids secreted from it.

The internal functions

are

muscular

contraction, the

exercise of sense, and the energy of the brain in think
ing, in passion, and in emotion. The property which

distinguishes the living from the dead state of organized
beings is named Excitability ; the external powers and
internal functions which bring this property into action
are called the
Exciting Powers or Stimuli ; and the
common effect of their action, which
comprehends all
the functions of living systems, is denominated Excite
ment."
(Elements, § 10, 11, 12, 14, 16; Outlines,
§1,2,3,5.)
From this proposition, it is obvious that Dr Brown
has

attempted

to

upon the basis of

found the whole of medical science

single
Excitability,

and universal

physiological
principle,
pheno
mena of life, of health, and of disease,
proceed. This
principle of Excitability was supposed by Dr Brown
—

a

—

from which all the
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afford

complete and satisfactory an explanation
of all the phenomena occurring in living systems, as
the principle of gravitation is now very generally al
lowed, by philosophers, to afford of the motions which
take place in the planetary system. Indeed, Dr Brown
to

as

compares his own discoveries with those
of Sir Isaac Newton ; and though he seems sometimes

frequently
to

be doubtful which

nius for
tates to
to the

required the greater effort of ge
their production, he never for a moment hesi
claim for himself the superiority with regard

usefulness of his discoveries to mankind.*

So

confidently, also, has Dr Brown urged his claims to
originality in the discovery of the principle of Exci
tability, that they have been admitted even by many
of those who have been disposed to question the just
ness of the applications he has made of it to the expla
nation of the phenomena of health and disease.
The view that has already been taken (vol. i. p. 162)
of the opinions entertained by physiologists, in suc
cessive ages, with regard to the powers which give
rise to the phenomena that distinguish living from
bodies, seems to render it almost unnecessary to
remark, that Dr Brown was not the first who attri

dead

phenomena of the animal economy to the
agency of a single unknown principle, or who proposed
The
to apply to this principle a distinct appellation.
term Excitability, as employed by Dr Brown, and for
which he himself, in different passages of his writings,
buted the

*

See Outlines,
"

§ 137.

"

When

a

man," Dr Beddoes shrewdly

asserts the superior utility of his discoveries to those
Newton, he will with difficulty avoid the appearance of assert
ing the superiority of his talents." Biograph. pref. to edition of
Brown's Elements, p. lxxxvi.

remarks,
of
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Principle of Life, and that of Life
itself, obviously comprehends nothing more than what
had been expressed by preceding physiologists and pa
thologists under the various appellations of Soul, Sen
tient Faculty, Archseus, Vitality or Vital Principle,
and Animal Power, or Energy of the Brain.
That Dr Brown had been anticipated by Dr Cullen
in the use of the terms Excitability, Exciting Powers,
and Excitement, and in annexing to these terms the
leading ideas which he employs them to express, has,
it is conceived, been sufficiently established by the nu
merous
quotations that have been made from Dr Cul
len's lectures and writings, in the view which has been
given of his doctrine of Excitement and Collapse.
(See vol. i. p. 311.) The employment of these terms
by Dr Cullen could not be unknown to Dr Brown,
who for a series of years had been permitted, as his
biographers inform us, to read and comment upon Dr
Cullen's lectures to his private pupils.
It has, indeed, been repeatedly asserted, that Dr
Cullen's idea of excitement has nothing in common
substitutes the term

with that of Dr Brown.
"

"

It is believed," Dr Beddoes

that hints thrown out

says,
by Cullen, were the seed
from which Brown raised his doctrines.
The connection
between the two
of

men is doubtless favourable to the
sup
communication of ideas, and it is confirmed

position
by the circumstantial

evidence of

which the other terms

employed by

a

a

term, from

common

Brown

But after

might

be

con

the 130th
alluding
subsequent paragraphs of Dr Cul
len's Institutions of Medicine, as containing the hints
referred to, Dr Beddoes proceeds ;
Dr Cullen's idea of
structed

and

by analogy."

some

to

of the

"

Excitement, therefore, has nothing in

common

with that of
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and,

:

persuaded it will appear
indebted to the physiology of his

comparison,

on

that Brown

master."

was
very little
P. cxlvi.
Of the

presentation,
cannot

I

a

perusal

fail, I conceive,

am

erroneousness

of this

re

of the passages referred to
to convince the impartial in

quirer. Dr Cullen's opinion has been nowhere more
We
shortly stated than in the following paragraph.
so far as it is cor
suppose (animal) life," says he,
poreal, to consist in the excitement of the nervous
system, and especially of the brain." (Physiology,
§ 136.) A very different, and, as I believe, a much
juster, view of the relation which subsists between
the doctrines of Excitement taught by Drs Cullen
and Brown, from that adopted by Dr Beddoes, was
"

"

taken in

elaborate treatise entitled Strictures

an

the Elementa Medicinse of Dr

Hedges, published
"

in 1795.

Unwilling,"

of Dr Brown's

pretensions

should believe his

len, he took

at Goshen

system

uncommon

Brown, by Phinehas

(in

says Mr
to

the United

Hedges,

originality,

resembled the

pains

to

amuse

of its

the

on

"

in

States)
speaking

that the world

system of Cul
the
It

public with
requires but

principles.
pretended novelty
the works of Cullen to
with
superficial acquaintance
discover that the principle laid hold of by Dr Brown,
and carried through his work, is nothing more nor less
than the principle of Cullen, used in explaining the dif
a

ferent conditions of the brain in Mania and Melancholia,
and that

principle

distorted and mutilated,

by

his trans

forming power, into what he confidently asserts to be
a new
principle in Medicine, and sufficient to explain all
the

phenomena of health and disease." In one import
ant
respect, indeed, the notions of these authors dif
fer.
Dr Cullen, in recognising the great influence

which

the

nervous

system exercises

over

all the dif-
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ferent functions of the animal economy, and in desig
nating this power or influence, on which he conceived

essentially to depend, by the
name of Animal Power or Energy of the Brain, and
its more or less active states by the terms Excitement
and Collapse, admitted the existence in the animal eco
nomy of other distinct powers, particularly Irritability
and Sensibility,
powers subordinate, perhaps, to ner
the maintenance of life

—

energy, but still essential to the exercise of the
animal, vital, and natural functions. Dr Brown, on
vous

the other

hand, represented his Excitability

as

the sole

vital power of the animal economy, holding it to be the
one and
only internal condition necessary for the pro
duction of all the varied phenomena which that eco
nomy exhibits.
II.

"

Excitement, or Life, is not a natural, but a
forced state, the tendency of animals being every mo
ment to dissolution, from which
they are kept, not by
any powers in themselves, but only by the operation of
external powers." (Elements,
§ 72; Outlines, § 64.)
The

opinion that Life is a forced state, constantly re
quiring the application of external agents for its support,
was
represented by Dr Brown as peculiarly his own,
and is one of those doctrines for the
originality of which
several of his commentators seem inclined to give him
the greatest share of credit, and for which also
they
consider physiology as most indebted to him.
It can
scarcely be doubted, however, that Dr Brown must
have had repeated opportunities of
hearing this opinion
expressed by Dr Cullen, as it is to be found in the
course of lectures on Materia Medica delivered
by
him in

1761, which

Dr Brown

attended,

and in

sue-
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cessive

courses

Medicine and
"

of his lectures

on

on

the Practice of

the Institutions of

Physic.

constantly necessary to the motions of
Dr Cullen remarked, in his lectures on Materia

That the soul is

the

body,1'
(4to edit. 1773, p. 4), we readily admit ; but the ar
gument is pushed too far, when it is supposed that these mo
tions are supported by the power of the soul alone ; for it
appears that motions, excited by the impulse of external bo
dies, are absolutely necessary to that support. Take away
all impressions on the external senses, and most persons will
fall asleep ; and that sleep would probably continue, and end
in death, were it not for impressions being renewed."
The
"

Medica

late Dr Rush of

Philadelphia,

Cause of Animal

truly, to

use

in his

Life,* observes,

the words of Dr Brown,

'

Inquiry

that

a

*

into the

animal life is

forced state.'

I have

said the words of Dr Brown ; for the

opinion was delivered
by Dr Cullen in the University of Edinburgh, in the year
1766" [the first year of his lecturing, in this place, on the
Theory of Medicine], and was detailed by me in this school
"

many years before the name of Dr Brown was known as a
It is true, Dr Cullen afterwards de
teacher of medicine.
serted

it, but it is equally

true I

never

did ; and the belief

of it has been the foundation of many of the principles and
modes of practice in medicine which I have since adopted.
lecture which I delivered in the year 1771, I find the
following words, which are taken from a manuscript copy of
In

a

given by Dr Cullen upon the Institutes of Medicine.
human body is not an automaton, or self-moving ma
; but is kept alive and in motion by the constant ac

lectures
'

The

chine

tion of stimuli upon it.' "
I have not been able to discover what

Rush had for

the

opinion

words, that
*

supposing that

that life is
to

Dr Cullen

grounds

ever

Dr

abandoned

forced state ; or, in other
maintain the economy in a living condi-

Medical

a

Inquiries

and Observations.
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tion, it must be acted upon by certain external agents.
For, so far from this having been the case, I find the
opinion distinctly maintained in various parts of his

writings subsequently
In his last

refers.

course

of Medicine, delivered

Cullen observes,

to

the

period

of lectures

which Dr Rush

to
on

the Institutions

during the session of 1772-3,

Dr

"

Sleep would appear to be the natural
state of the human body, and watching the unnatural one.
If I can keep off impressions, if I remove, I say, external
impressions, there will be no action, but a state of death ;
whereas, watching does always depend on external powers
putting the system in motion ; and though the motions pro
duced do indeed contribute to support the same activity, they
are all
originally derived from some external influence."
Sensation in every shape is a stimulus to our system in one
part or other. It was proper to mention this, as it is by the
application of sensation that the activity of the system is sup
ported ; for withdraw sensation, and the system falls asleep."
—

—

"

"

sensation," he remarks,
Materia Medica, published in 1789,

The exercise of

—

the

"

in his treatise
is in

general a
stimulant power, and is a chief means of supporting the mo
bility of the living principle in the nervous system."

on

The

same

a

passage
of
Dr
Cullen's
lectures
manuscript copy
the Practice of Physic, that is quoted in the for

taken from
on

idea is repeated and extended in

mer

a

volume of this

work,

in which he states that

"

Our system is not a mere automaton, nor
its duration by any powers, whether of mind

sisting

within itself;

need of

it

appearing

that

we

supported in
or
body, sub

have constant

assistance, of external impressions,
and if these could be removed, we would not only certainly
fall

some

external

but we would very soon become dead ;" and
the energy of the brain, which is properly called
the Vital Function, depends upon certain other exercises and

asleep,

adds that

"
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functions of the animal economy ; and that both together
certainly depend upon the power of external impressions."
—

"

impressions, impulses made upon our external
of sense, if not the beginning of all motion, are at least

External

organs
a considerable
most of the

support of it,

and

that occur

changes

are

the occasional

in the motions of the

cause

of

system."

In these passages, it may be observed, it is easy to
recognise the source not only of Dr Brown's representa

forced state, but also of his distinc
tion of the circumstances on which its maintenance de

tions of Life

pends,

as

as a

they

consist in the

application of

certain

ex

ternal powers, and in the exercise of certain internal
functions ; or of his doctrine as elsewhere expressed,
"

when the functions of the system itself are con
sidered in their origin, this is found to be partly them

that

selves, partly the external powers."
But in

mediate

to Dr

tracing

source

of Dr Brown's

dependence of the
ing economy upon
other, it is
which
where

external

originated with
lay claim to it as
are

neither

trine

respecting

dressed up in

more

opinion respecting

im
the

exercise of the functions of the liv

not meant to

nions

(Outlines, §3.)

Cullen's lectures the

and upon
that this is

causes

allege

Dr Cullen ;

his

more nor

own.

guise.

an

idea

does he any
In truth, these opi
nor

less than the ancient doc

the Naturals and the

a new

one an

"

The true

Non-naturals

meaning

of these

appellations,1' says Stahl, (Physiologia, sectio secunda ; De
Rebus non-naturalibus,)
is founded in this, that some
are
considered
as
things
appertaining absolutely to the inter
nal constitution and existence of the
body, and thus constitute,
as it were, or enter into, its nature
; and that others belong
to
its
but
subsistence,
essentially
only by a certain ex
ternal co-operation ( concur su seu
occursu). By the appella"
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tion

Non-natural, then, properly ought
else than those

nothing

to the internal

according
essence

to

essence

things which

to be

understood

do not indeed

of the body, directly or

appertain

simply, or which,

the usual mode of speaking, do not enter into the

body for the constitution of it, but are yet of
necessity for preserving it and supporting its dura

of the

absolute

tion.'1 And after

that

"

nature, in so far as it is
directly contradistinguished from life, is rather the constitution

observing

of the

body considered in its full and, as they say, absolute
perfection,'' Stahl goes on to remark that Life itself,
considered in its act (actu), appertains, in a much greater de
gree and more truly, to the non-natural things ; but to the
natural, more simply Vitality or Vivacity ; that is, the ap
titude and fit disposition for continuing the preservation of
the body." Here it seems obvious, that the term Life is
"

in

pretty closely corresponding wdth
Dr Brown's Excitement, and that of Vitality in a sense

employed

a sense

corresponding with his Excitability. By no one, per
haps, has the doctrine of the dependence of life on the
causes
co-operating with the organization of the body,
been more clearly and simply stated than byM. Lecaze,
in his Idee de

l'Homme, and in his Institutiones Me"

If there be any means
dicee, both published in 1755.
of forming to ourselves a just idea of the laws of the animal
economy,'1 says this author, in the former of the works re
ferred to (p. 5 and 2), "it can only be by observing atten
tively the primary changes produced in us by the causes
without which life could not sustain itself, viz. Air, Ali
ment, Motion and Repose, Sleep and Watching, the Se
cretions and

Excretions, and,

lastly,

the

Affections of

the mind.

These causes, have been named by the ancients
the six Non-naturals ; we shall call them the causes essen
tial to the duration
"

of life.''

The infant contained in the womb

can

be considered
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parasitical ; but at the moment of its birth,
there take place in it revolutions, produced at first by the
action of the air, and afterwards by that of the food, which
constitutes a new kind of force, suited to give it an existence
of its own.
This existence becomes more perfect, and at
last acquires its full completion by means of all the causes
that contribute to the play of life : those causes, which, by
the order of their effects, might be divided into primary and
secondary, have been named by the ancients the Non-natu
there

only

rals, and

as

we

have called them the

causes

essential to the du

"

ration of life." p. 112-13.
We have need of sensations
essentially as of nourishment, and the air which makes

as
us

more
necessary to us for the support of
than
sensations
life,
; since their effects are the principal

breathe is not

determining cause

of the action of the head."

And in the Institutiones Medicee, he
a common

axiom in

(P. 414.)
It is
remarks,

physiology, that there is

—

no

"

action without

reaction ; every motion, therefore, whether simple or com
plex, is produced by the union of powers continually striv
a

another, and cherishing themselves by their
mutual resistance.
This axiom plainly shews, that vitality
is so constituted that, continually decaying, it would soon
come to an end, unless there were present the
auxiliary

ing against

one

powers afforded by the use of the six non-naturals, for che
rishing and maintaining it by a due action, or rather coun

teraction."

III.

"

(P. 8, 9.)

Excitability has

its seat in

medullary nervous
matter and in muscular solid, which, together, should
be called the Nervous System.
It is not different in
different parts of its seat, but is one uniform property
over the whole
system." (Elements, § 48 ; Outlines,

§ 31.)
It is in

his

considering

the

nervous

system

as

the seat of

excitability, that Dr Brown principally differed

from
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most of those who

had, previously to his time,

referred

operations of the human economy to a single prin
ciple, under the various designations already mentioned.
But to those who are acquainted with the views enter
tained by Dr Cullen respecting the influence of the
nervous
system in inducing and regulating the phe

the

nomena

completely
derived

life, it is unnecessary

of

Brown's

Dr

from,

opinions

remark how

to

on

this

point

were

modelled upon, those of his pre

or

ceptor.
In

of the
out

len
as

the muscular texture

representing
nervous

system,

advanced, with
certain, which Dr Cul

Dr Brown has

examination, an opinion as
had proposed rather as worthy of consideration

satisfactorily

established.
the latter

system,"
moving fibres, is
disputed and questioned.
nervous

lar

portion

as a

"

or

than

"

This fourth part of the
observes, in speaking of muscu

the

one

which is most liable to be

That it is to be considered

as a

part of the nervous system, I give entirely as an hypothesis.
There is no muscular fibre that is not connected with nerves ;
and if I find in the muscular fibres the

same

properties which

distinguish medullary substance every where else ; if I find
these fibres to be organs of sense like other parts, I am ready
to conclude that

muscular fibres

they are
are

a

part of the

same

sensible to various

whole."

—

impressions,

"

The

and

are

otherwise organs of the sensations of consciousness. From
this, also, it is presumed, that the muscular fibres consist of
the

same

of the

matter which is the

nervous

system."

muscular fibres to be

subject

he remarks,

shews

sense

in other

parts

But whilst Dr Cullen conceived

sensible, he did not confound this

property with their irritability.
"

of

certain

"

The muscular

fibre,"

property which appears no
where else in the medullary fibres of any part of the system ;
and we presume that this difference arises from a
peculiar
a
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organization, distinguishing the muscular

from the

medullary

fibre in every other part of the nervous system.
If the mus
cular fibres are a continuation of the nerves, they must have

peculiar organization by which they are capable of peculiar
contractility, which, with respect to its causes and manner
of operating, is in common to no other bodies in nature, ex
cept the living systems of animals and vegetables. To dis
tinguish these from sentient fibres, they are named moving
or muscular fibres, and however it may be, the opinion
may
be allowed that they are a continuation of the nerves.
From
the strict connection they have with nerves, from the depen
dence they have upon the nerves and brain, I may presume
that they are a part of the nervous system in point of func
tion, if not in point of structure and substance."
a

Dr Cullen

the

error

of

tion of the

probably
considering the
was

nervous

the

more

easily led

muscular fibres

as a

system, from his believing,

into
por
with

Whytt, that stimuli act on these fibres only
But, in
through the intervention of the nerves.
the preceding as well as in other passages of his
lectures and writings, he has been at great pains to
distinguish between the sentient power of the ner
the moving power, or irritability, of the
vous fibres,
muscular fibres, and the animal or innervatory power,
or
energy of the brain ; and he accordingly treated
of the peculiar properties and laws of each of these
three vital powers, separately, in his lectures on the
Dr

—

—

Institutions of Medicine.*
*

63.
an

There

is, however, it

must

i. and ii.
See Works, vol. i. pp. 28 and
See also vol. i. of this work, p. 277-8, seq. The author of
able article in the first volume of the
Edinburgh Medical and

Physiology, Chaps,

Surgical Journal,
we owe

to Dr

has made

a

Brown the first

singular
attempt

sensation and of muscular motion.

affirming that
generalize the laws of

mistake in
to
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acknowledged, a passage in his Lectures on Pa
thology, in which Dr Cullen has somewhat unguardedly
comprehended these three powers under one common
the capability of excitement, a phrase obviously
term
The coincidence of the
synonymous with excitability.
expression employed in this passage with the opinion
maintained by Dr Brown, that excitability is not dif

be

—

parts of its seat, but is one uniform
undivided property over the whole system, is such as
ferent in different

leave little if any doubt as to the source from
which Dr Brown's idea of excitability was derived.
seems to

The power of excitement," says Dr Cullen, "which
distinguishes the vital solid, also distinguishes the mov
"

ing

muscular

or

fibre, and that power is the

property of medullary fibre.
this fibre which

There is

common

something

gives the capability of excitement,

in

and

part of it ; but the brain, as
uniting the whole nervous system, has peculiar func

it is in

common

to every

In adopting
tions upon which the rest is dependent."
the view which is here taken by Dr Cullen, of the ca

pability

of excitement

or

excitability

property of medullary fibre, Dr

as

Brown

the

common

has,

in the

of

generalization, affirmed
(Elements, § 15 ; Outlines, § 5), that sense, motion,
the mental function, and the passions, are the only and
constant effect of the exciting Powers acting upon the
excitability; which effect being one and the same, it must
therefore, he conceives, be granted, that the operation
same

indiscriminate

spirit

"
This
of all these powers is also one and the same.
mode of reasoning," he observes (Elements, § 15, note g)
"

which is

certainly

will often occur, and

as

just

we

trust

as

it is

new

in

medicine,

will stand the test of the
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scrupulous scrutiny." Few, it is believed, will
feel inclined to dispute the novelty of this mode of rea
soning, however much difficulty they may have in ad
mitting the justness of the conclusions to which it is
supposed to lead that sense, motion, the mental func
tion, and the passions, are identically the same effect,
and that they are all produced by the operation of
powers acting by mechanical impulse.
Though it be unquestionably true that the different
most

—

textures, systems, and organs, of which the animal
economy consists, exert more or less of a reciprocal
influence

spire
body
sive

to

on

one

another, and may be said all to con
general effect, that of maintaining the
one

—

living state ; yet the co-existing and succes
series of phenomena, of which these organic parts
in

a

the seats, cannot be considered as of one common
kind, or referred to the agency of one common prin
ciple. The mechanism by which the blood is circu
are

through the different regions of the body, and
that by which the situation of the body itself, and the
relative position of its different parts, can be altered;
the process by which the blood is arterialized in the
lungs that by which different products are formed
out of it in the minute secretory vessels
that by which
these products are again absorbed, and conveyed out of
the system
and that by which the waste of the blood
thus occasioned, is repaired by the gradual assimila
tion of foreign matter ;
the agency of the brain in the
exercise of the intellectual operations that of the
nerves in
conveying the impressions of external ob
lated

—

—

—

—

—

jects

to the

organs of

mind,

and the commands of the mind to the

voluntary motion,

—

and the

involuntary

en-
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ergetory and sympathetic influence of the nervous
system upon the different vital and natural functions,
these, though occurring simultaneously or succes
—

sively in the same general economy, are all distinct
operations, produced by organs specially destined for
their performance, and depending partly on physical
and chemical properties common to all kinds of mat
ter; partly on vital properties peculiar to animal
structures; and partly, also, on the mysterious con
nexion which subsists between the mind and its

cor

poreal organs.
Nothing, certainly, could be more remote from the
proper spirit of philosophical inquiry, than to refer, as
Dr Brown has done, a number of phenomena, differ
ing so obviously in their nature, as those that occur in
the different functions of the animal economy, and in
the various textures, systems, and organs subservient
to

these,

the agency of

to

one

common

principle

or

Excitability at a period when the distinct
provinces of the Muscular and Nervous Systems, and
their respective influence in the functions of Muscular

power

—

—

Contraction, of Sensation, of Volition, and of involun
tary Innervation, had been recognised, investigated,

distinctly pointed out by several physiologists and
pathologists, and in particular, by Haller, Whytt,

and

Indeed, Dr Brown's reference
of all the phenomena of the different systems and or
Borden, and Cullen.

gans of the auimal economy, to the agency of one com
mon
principle, does not seem to be more philosophical
in its

object

ancients

to

attempt made by

refer all the

the agency of
be in modern
VOL. II.

than the

phenomena

some

of the universe to

element ; or, than it woidd
ascribe all the sensible changes

one common

times, to

of the

Q
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resulting
of the

the surface of

on

masses

our

globe

from the action

and molecules of different kinds of matter

principle of Gravitation alone,
to the exclusion of the co-operating principles of Heat,
Light, Electricity, Magnetism, and Chemical Affinity.
another,

on one

to

the

quantity, or a certain energy of Ex
citability is assigned to every individual system upon
The measure
the commencement of its living state.
of the energy or quantity of this property is different
"

IV.

A certain

in different

animals, and in the

rent times and under

operation

of the

excitability,

is to

it

stimuli

act

abundant,

upon
or

The

powers upon the
The more weakly that

exciting

out.

it, it becomes the

languid

animal at diffe

different circumstances.

effect of the

wear

same

; and the

more

more

accumulated,

powerfully they

act, it is the more exhausted or consumed. The in
capacity for stimulus may go so far as that the small
est portion of stimulus will put an end to life."
(Ele
ments, § 18, 24. Outlines, § 12, 15,
It is difficult to understand what the

16.)
precise idea was
which Dr Brown wished to express, by affirming that
a certain
quantity or energy of excitability is assigned
to every being on the commencement of its living state :
whether he meant to

affirm,

as

his words

seem

to

im

port, that every organized being receives its whole
stock, or sum total, as he himself expresses it (Elem.

§ 70),

of

that this
tion of

excitability at the
stock,

as

commencement of

life; and

his account of the effect of the opera

exciting powers necessarily implies, undergoes
gradual but constant diminution from the stimulant
operation of all the powers that act upon living systems :
or whether he meant
merely to maintain the lessquesa

—
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tionable but

nugatory proposition that every being,

on

living state, is endowed with a
certain quantity of the living principle, or vital power,
which is capable of being increased and diminished by
the application and abstraction of stimuli. It is obvious,
however, that it is in this last sense only that any
definite meaning can be attached to the very frequent

the commencement of its

which is made in the Brunonian system, of the
terms Accumulation and Exhaustion of Excitability.
use

Cullen, in proposing the Theory of Excitement,
rejected the terms of accumulation and exhaustion,

Dr
had

employed previously

to

his time in the

the doctrine of the animal

spirits,

as

explanation
inapplicable

of
to

those conditions of the animal power or energy of the
brain, upon which he conceived the states of sleeping

waking, and of vigour and debility, to depend ; con
ditions which he regarded as consisting simply in the
more or less excitable state of the nervous
system (see
But Dr Brown, in adopting from Dr
vol. i. p. 310).
Cullen the Theory of Excitement, resumed the use of
the expressions of accumulation and exhaustion, and
by doing so, has involved himself in some of those con
tradictions with which he has been charged by the op

and

ponents and critics of his doctrines.
In

able article

the

writings of Dr Brown,
inserted in the first volume of the Edinburgh Me
dical and Surgical Journal, by my late very intelli
gent and experienced friend Dr Kellie of Leith, it
has been justly remarked, that Dr Brown has made
an

on

"

provision in his system for the recovery of exhausted ex
citability, which, indeed, would have been perfectly incon
sistent with the fundamental principle of his doctrine, viz. that
a determinate
portion of excitability is assigned to every inno
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dividual at the

That this

existence.

commencement of its

determinate portion should be acted upon by stimuli, gradu
ally wasted by their regular operation, or suddenly exhausted

by the inordinate action of the more energetic, is intelligible
enough, and perfectly congruous to the theory ; but that this
excitability, the quantum of which is originally so exactly
proportioned and so nicely determined for each individual,
should, after being consumed, ever again accumulate by any
interruption in the application of those stimuli, is neither
clear intelligible, nor consistent.
Upon the principle, in
thus
the
deed,
gratuitously assumed,
excitability might be
y

economized, but

could be increased,

never

never

made to

accumulate above what remained at the time any proportion
of stimulus was withdrawn ; though something might be

saved, nothing could be gained by the abstraction of stimuli ;
and on the re -application of the discontinued stimuli, or of
others, the excitability should never be found increased or

stationary at the point of inter
ruption ; or more correctly, in every possible case, should be
found somewhat wasted, though less than it otherwise might
accumulated,

but should be

have been, inasmuch

consequently

as

consumed

it must have been acted upon, and
less by the other continued

more or

stimuli, in proportion to their number and power.* On the
other hand, every additional, unusual, and violent stimula
tion should, upon the same principle, rapidly waste and hasten
*

In reference to this

Pisa has observed,

"
—

opinion

of Dr Brown's, Professor Vacca of

We may form

an

idea of the

logic

author from the

of this

following reasoning : Excitability is of deter
individual, and is continually consumed by
degree
an external
but
in larger and sometimes in less
sometimes
power,
quantity. When it is consumed in a lesser degree, instead of di
minishing it increases ! This seems to be nearly the same as to
In general
say, I have a purse containing 200 pieces of money.
a

minate

in each

I take out six

pieces

and whenever I take
is increased !

every

only

day,

but

some

days

I take two

two, the number of the

Risum teneatis amid."

pieces

only

;

of money
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the irrecoverable exhaustion of the powers of life. The
pro
position, then, that a determinate portion of excitability is

assigned to every individual, being equally inconsistent with
the subsequent theorems of the
system and with matter of
must
be
or
fact,
given up,
explained away somehow. This
the later, or Pseudo-Brunonians, have
attempted ; or they
have yielded the point so far as to admit that the wasted
excitability may, by rest and food, be partially renewed,
though it does not entirely regain the point where the ex
•

haustion had commenced.'

This concession, however awk
made, is, in truth, an acknowledgment

and

wardly
sparingly
oversight in that brilliant system which challenges all re
proof, and by no means a refutation of the critique of Hufeland, who had before pointed out the inconsistency of this
principle."
of

It would be endless

to enumerate

all the contradic

tions in which Dr Brown was involved
by his
that life consists in, or depends on, the

theory

gradual

haustion of the stock of
receives at the

period

ex

which every being
of its formation.
As examples,

excitability

it may be sufficient to mention his
the more abundant the
excitability

declaration, that
is, the more it is

languid (Outlines, § 12), the more easily it is saturated,
and the less stimulus does it admit
(ibid. § 14) ; that
the greatest degree of excitement is
produced by the

action of

a

stimulus of

a

medium force

on a

half-w^asted

excitability (Elements, § 25)
excitability
may be increased by being less wasted (Elem. § 24, 32,
; that the

39)
of

; and that

a

perfect

either from

death, which, he says, is a consequence
excitement, may arise

extinction of the
a

complete exhaustion
excitability.

or

an

ultimate

abundance of the
V.

"

As

some

of the

Exciting

Powers

act

by evident
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identity of the effect of the others in
fers the same mode of operation, and as they have all a
certain activity in them, they ought to be denominated
stimulant or stimuli. And since the exciting powers
produce all the phenomena of life, and the only opera
tion by which they do so is stimulant, there can con
sequently be no sedative power in nature, all the phe
nomena of life, both in health and disease,
consisting
the
or
of
stimuli."
in,
being produced by,
operation
(Elements, § 17, 22 ; Outlines, § 8 and 9.)
That Dr Brown's view of the exciting powers as
the agents which produce all the phenomena of life,
does not differ from that which had been given by Dr
Cullen, of the nature and operation of stimuli, will be
rendered apparent by the following extracts taken from
his lectures on Materia Medica, and on Therapeu
impulses,

tics

and the

"

excites motion in an
Whatever," says Dr Cullen,
animal body is a stimulus, medicines which have this effect
:

"

—

called Stimulants."

are

excite

or

—

"

Stimulants

increase in the human

those powers which
all the motions that

are

body

such powers as act upon the
peculiar
They
vital solid, and not upon the dead body. At the same time
I must own that what has been chiefly taken notice of
to it.

are

their

is

exciting

are

the action of the

muscular

moving

or

fibres."*

In

assigning

it

as a reason
"

powers Stimuli ; that
impulses, and that the

some

for

calling

the

of them act

exciting

by

evident

identity of the effect of the
others infers the same mode of operation," Dr Brown
has adopted, without any limitation, an opinion which
*

De G-orter states

as

the

partes mobiles in viventibus
strictionem

adigi posse."

general

law of stimulants,

stimulo in

majorem
(Medicinae Compend. Tract.
a

"

omnes

motum et

84.

con-

§ iv.)
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incautiously from Mr
Locke, that impulse is the only way in which bodies
an opinion
can be conceived to operate upon us;"
which Mr Locke himself, becoming convinced as he
states,
by the judicious Mr Newton's incomparable
Dr Cullen

seems to

have taken

"

"

presumption to limit God's
point by my narrow conceptions," pro

book, that it is

too

bold

a

power in this
mised to have rectified in the next edition of his work.
"
"
of no other action
As we know," says Dr Cullen,
of bodies
the

on

each other but that of

impulse,

and

as

in

of the sensations of the four first genera (viz.
hearing, taste, and smell) we learn that an im

case

sight,
pulse takes place,

comprehended the whole
under the title of sensations of impression, and consider
all of them as perceptions of impulse."
(Outlines of
Physiology, § 41.) Dr Cullen, however, seems to have
been aware that the supposition of the phenomena of
living systems, being produced by the operation of im
pulse alone, is founded upon a partial consideration of
I must observe," he remarks in
these phenomena.
his lectures on Therapeutics, that, from our ignorance
of vital phenomena, the operation of stimulants is not
understood. We may fancy that we have some idea
of impulse as a stimulant, but we will not apply this
to the slightest wound of any kind which proves pain
ful and stimulant."
After this acknowledgment on
the part of Dr Cullen, it would be superfluous to in
sist on the imperfections of an hypothesis which pre
tends to explain all the actions produced in the ani
mal economy by mechanical impulse, to the exclusion
of the operation of vital energies as well as of chemi
we

have

"

"

cal affinities.
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assigned by Dr Brown for de
nominating the exciting powers stimulant or stimuli,
viz. that they have all a certain activity in them, has
any meaning, this can only be that they act, or have the
powrer or quality of acting, or, in other words, that
they stimulate. Action, stimulation, and excitement,
therefore, according to Dr Brown, must be regarded
as synonymous terms, expressive simply of the effects
resulting from the impulse, or stimulating operation of
If the second

reason

external powers upon the animal economy, whether
this shall be followed by an increase or a diminution
of its vital motions.
With
be

no

Dr Brown's

assertion, that there can
Sedative power in nature, it may be observed,

regard to

usually been in
cluded by medical writers under the general term Seda
tive, those which have been supposed to have the effect
of diminishing the vital motions, more strictly termed
Sedative, those which allay pain, Anodynes, and
those which induce sleep, Hypnotics. It is obvious,
however, that the term Sedative, as opposed to Stimu
lant, can properly be understood only in the first of
these significations, and in this view, Sedatives have
been defined by Dr Cullen to be such substances as
that three classes of remedies have

—

—

diminish motions in the system and the force of the
moving power. But the assertion of Dr Brown that
there exist

ture,

"
—

owing

no

such substances

all the bodies which

their

inferior

to

ference,

or

debility

to

the proper
stead of being, as it is
rather

as

Sedatives in

seem

to

be

na

sedative,

degree of stimulus greatly
in
one" (Elements, § 21),
in his writings, a simple in
a

assumption,

—

from

a

vague and

erro-
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definition of Stimulus, wTould have required for
its establishment to have been deduced from a careful

neous

peculiar effects pro
duced, immediately and more remotely, on the movingpowers of the animal economy, by the different sub
stances which are capable of influencing them.
The substances that have generally been supposed
to have an immediate effect in diminishing the action
of the heart and arteries, and in weakening the action
the effects by which the
of the respiratory organs,
sedative power of bodies has usually been estimated,
belong almost entirely to that class of agents which

and accurate examination of the

—

—

have been denominated Noxious

Powers,

or

Poisons.

Dr Cullen had stated that Human and Marsh Effluvia
seem
or

to

be, in their primary operation, of

debilitating quality,

a

sedative

and that the increased action of

the heart and arteries which

in the fevers

they
occasion,
regarded
simple
effect of these powers, but as a phenomenon arising
from the reaction of the system. In opposition to this
opinion, Dr Brown contends, that, as the operation of
the hurtful powers producing diseases usually depends
upon stimulus, and as the effects of contagions are pre
cisely the same as those of the other hurtful powers,
therefore the operation of contagions also must be ad
mitted to be stimulant. (Elements, § 21.)
The great
debilitating energy," he adds, observable in certain
contagions, does no more prove a diversity of action in
them, than it does in the case of an equal or greater de
But in employing
gree of debility arising from cold."
this mode of reasoning, Dr Brown seems to have for
gotten that cold consists merely in the abstraction of heat
is not

to

be

occurs
as

the direct and

"

"
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stimulating power ; whereas, in producing diseases,
contagions must operate on the body as powers super
added to those by which its ordinary conditions are
maintained; that the debility which they produce is not,
or

to use
want

his

of

"

language,
something which,
own

the effect of the

when

gour or excitement ;" but
of something endowed with

"

privation or
added, would give vi

the effect of the addition

positive power to diminish
or
destroy excitement, or the state of living systems."
(Outlines, §7.) In the present state of our knowledge,
however, the
in

numerous

Contagious diseases,

a

in Fevers of all sorts,
and in Epidemical distempers, in

instances,

which death has been observed to

occur

without any

symptom of increased excitement, stimulation, or re
action of the system having ever manifested itself, must,
it is conceived, be regarded as so many proofs of the di

rectly sedative or debilitating action of human conta
gions, and of marsh effluvia.
In investigating the action of animal, vegetable, and
mineral poisons upon the animal economy, medical men
seem to have paid less attention to their immediate ef
fects upon the Sanguiferous and Respiratory systems,
than to the changes which they produce upon the Ner
vous system, upon the
Digestive organs, and upon the
different Surfaces of the body to which they are directly
applied. But if any reliance may be placed upon the ac
curacy of experiments made with different poisonous
substances upon brute animals, or of observations made
upon man in cases of accidental or intentional poison
reasonable doubt

be entertained that many
of these substances have the effect of
diminishing di

ing,

no

rectly,

can

and without any marks of

previous excitement,
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the action of the heart and

arteries,

and of the

respi

ratory organs, and of inducing coldness of the surface

body, languor, disposition to syncope, and other
symptoms of general debility ; in short, of producing
all the effects of sedative or debilitating, as contradis
tinguished from those of stimulant, powers.
The only argument which Dr Brown advances in
support of his proposition, that no such substances as

of the

Sedatives

exist, is

a

reference to several instances in

produced by the diminution
or abstraction of the
ordinary exciting powers. (Ele
That a sedative effect may
3,
•, £, n-)
ments, § 21,
be produced in this manner has been long known to
physicians, and forms the basis of what is familiarly
known by the name of the Antiphlogistic Regimen.
But this obviously affords no proof of the non-exist
ence of a class of substances
possessing actually seda
tive or positively debilitating powers ; an inference
which would require to be founded on an examination
which

a

sedative effect is

of the effects of all the different substances that

are

capable, when applied to, or introduced into, the sys
tem, of affecting the propelling power of the heart and
arteries.
VI. "The excitement of living systems varies accord
ing to the degree of excitability which has been as

signed to each, and according, also, to the number and
degrees of the stimuli which have been applied. Health
and disease are the same state, depending on the same
cause, that is Excitement, varying only in degree."
(Elements, $23, 65 ; Outlines, § 10, 13, 53, 55.)
That the effect of

a

stimulus

must

be in

a

ratio

com-
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pounded

of its force and of the

more or

less excitable

of the part to which it is applied, is a proposition
It was stated ge
which is not likely to be contested.
state

nerally by

Dr Cullen in the

following

terms

:

—

The effect of every machine will be as the power ap
plied and the nature of the machine, taken together." And
"

—

"

particularly : Every action, every motion, that
occurs in the human body, may have a comprehended cause,
and the exact state of it is almost always as the stimulus ap
plied, and the mobility of the system, taken together. In
creased motion, therefore, may be considered as arising either
again,

more

from the power of stimuli that are unusual, or from the usual
stimuli being increased ; or, the stimulus being given, it may
arise from increased tone and

vigour,

or

from increased

mo

bility."

affirming that health and disease are the same
state, depending on the same cause, that is, excite
ment, varying only in degree, it is obvious that Dr
Brown merely expressed that they are both living
In

—

—

states ; that where there is

life, there can be no
disease, any more than there can be health, a pro
position of undeniable truth, but which certainly does
no

—

not

add much to the stock of
"

our

medical

knowledge.

Predisposition to disease is a middle state of
Excitement between perfect health and disease, pro
duced by the same exciting powers that give rise to
these two states, and always precedes universal, but
never local, diseases."
(Elements, § 6 ; Outlines,
§ 65, 52.)
In regarding Predisposition as the middle state of
Excitement between perfect health and disease, and in
assigning to that state a certain range on each side of
VII.
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perfect health, Dr Brown seems merely to have adopted
the common opinion of physicians, first very accurately
expressed by Galen, and of which Dr Cullen was ac
customed to give the following account in his lectures
on
We can imagine a standard of health ;
Pathology :
—

"

perfect standard exists nowhere in any one person.
Physicians have been long sensible of this, and therefore they
have invented a term, Latitude of health.
They suppose

but that

that health may deviate, on either side, from the standard
without passing to the opposite state, that of disease. If I
were

to

attempt

consist in

a

to establish

a

standard of

certain conformation of the

health, it would

body,

in

a

certain vi

gour of actions affixed to a certain time of life, &c. ; and
young persons not arrived at that period, or old persons who

have gone from it, though they cannot rightly perform all
their actions, are still considered as not under disease."

That

predisposition may be produced by the same
causes that
give rise to the states of health and disease,
is another opinion which certainly did not originate
with Dr

Brown, but

one

which has been maintained

in every age, in relation to the
opera
tion both of the common supporters of life, and of se

by pathologists

veral of the
dant

work

ordinary exciting causes of diseases. Abun
proofs of this are to be found in every medical
which treats of the exciting and predisposing

causes

of diseases.

It is not easy to conceive by what train of observa
tion or reasoning Dr Brown wTas led to conclude that

Universal diseases

always, and Local diseases never,
preceded by Predisposition ; for both parts of the af
firmation seem to be equally erroneous.
That Uni
versal diseases may arise without any peculiar liabi
lity to their attacks having been previously engenare
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by the operation of their exciting causes, we have
every day proofs, in the production of intermittent
and of contagious fevers of all sorts, from temporary
and occasional exposure to the operation of their re
spective causes. And, on the other hand, there can
be no question that many individuals are more disposed
than others to particular local diseases, such as scro

dered

fulous and

cancerous

and ulcers ; or that the
disposed to such diseases

tumours

individual may be more
in one period of his life than in another.
same

"Debility may be the consequence either of the
excess or of the deficiency of stimuli ; the debility
which is occasioned by an excess of stimuli is termed
Indirect ; and that which arises from a deficiency of
stimuli, is denominated Direct debility. Death, there
VIII.

either

the consequence of an excess
of stimulant power exhausting the excitability irrepa
rably, or in consequence of a diminution of the excite

fore,

may

occur

ment from

as

deficiency of stimuli, and the accumula
tion of Excitability."
(Elements, § 35 and 45. Out
lines, § 22 and 29 ; 18 and 26.)
The distinction made by Dr Brown between the
debility arising from a deficiency of stimuli, which
he denominates Direct, and that which is induced by
the excessive use of stimuli, termed by him Indirect
Debility, has by many been regarded as the most ori
ginal part of his Theory of Medicine. That Dr Cul
len, however, had recognized and distinctly pointed
out the two kinds of causes from which
debility may
proceed, is evident from the account formerly given
(vol.

i. p.

a

371.)

of the various circumstances which he
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producing that state ; on
the one hand, exercise carried to fatigue, excessive
heat, every unusual degree of excitement, and repeated
excitements, at length wearing out the system the
enumerated

as

of

capable

—

causes

of the state which Dr Brown denominated in

debility : and
cold, the withdrawing

direct

on

the other

hand, indolence,

of blood from the vessels of the

nourishment, copious evacuations, and
absence of habitual stimulants,—-the sources, obvi

brain,
the

ously,

of

want

of Dr Brown's direct

With

regard

to

debility.
debility arising

the

from

stimulant powers, denominated Indirect
Dr Cullen had remarked in his lectures
"

that

such is the constitution of the

excess

of

by

Dr

on

Pathology,

nervous

Brown,
system,

that every unusual degree of excitement is followed
with a proportional degree of collapse."
"Any power,"
—

he

in his lectures

remarks,

the

nervous

followed by

a

system in

a

proportional

the excitement is

on

Therapeutics,

"

exciting

very considerable degree, is
degree of collapse ; and when

certain

degree,

the

collapse may
The excess of stimulant power," he ob
serves in another
place (Works, i. 563), may be
dangerous, merely by the repeated and violent excite
ment, and the state of debility that necessarily fol
be fatal."

to

a

"

—

"

lows."

With

the

debility produced by the
abstraction of stimuli denominated Direct by Dr
Brown, Dr Cullen, in his lectures on Pathology, has
Another occasional
made the following observation.

regard, again,

to

—

"

cause

of

debility

sels of the brain
upon the state of

withdrawing of blood from the ves
; and as the vigour of the brain depends
tension in the whole of the system, debility

is the
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may be produced by the want of nourishment, by evacua
tions, and by the absence of habitual stimulants. Where

daily applied, as in the
to depend upon them for

stimulants

are

case

of wine, the

its

degree of ten
system comes
of
these
has a remark
absence
the
sion, and, therefore,
able effect in inducing debility. Thus, in the case of per
sons

who

use

the habitual stimulus of

stimulus should have been renewed, what
what tremor occurs, till the tension is

a

dram, when that
of

debility,
reproduced by the
a sense

application of the dram to the stomach." From these quo
tations, it is obvious that the facts relative to the two

debility, so much insisted on by Dr Brown,
had been generalized by Dr Cullen, and there remains
for Dr Brown only the merit of having applied the
term direct to the state of debility which is produced
by a deficiency of the natural stimuli, and that of in
direct to the form of debility which is occasioned by
kinds of

an

excess

of stimuli

:

—

terms

which, however

conve

they may be in pathology, for the sake of the
brevity and variation of expression which they afford,
are far from
being happily chosen, inasmuch as the
connection between them and the states they are em
ployed to designate, is so loose and arbitrary, that
they might, without any verbal impropriety, have been
exchanged or substituted for one another.
nient

It may be
and Indirect

mentioned, also,
are

that the words Direct

terms which had been

previously

ap

plied by Dr Cullen, to two different kinds of causes
by which the motions that are peculiar to the human
body are excited in it. Those agents which have a
direct and manifest power of
increasing motion in the
he
included under the general denomination of
system,
Direct Stimulants; whilst to certain other
powers which,
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though they have no such direct and manifest
of increasing motion in the system, do still, in

power
conse

occasion an ex
quence of a law of the animal economy,
ertion of the animal power, he gave the name of Indirect
Stimulants.
Nothing," he observed, can shew better
"

"

debility, than
activity of
support
withdrawn, the sense of debility

that active powers can be excited by a
this, that if a stimulus accustomed to
the

to be

system happen

sense

of

the

arising produces various actions in the system, or in
particular parts of it. All these means of exciting the ac
tion of the system, or of particular parts, we name Indirect
thence

Stimulants."

It

seems

obvious, therefore, that the

which Dr Brown has termed indirect

debility,

state

arises

of those external agents which
Dr Cullen denominated direct stimulants, and that it

from

excessive

an

use

is the state of what Dr Brown called direct

that is the
attributed
IX.
ment

that

"

to

cause

the

operation

Stimuli which

denominated

of indirect stimulants.

degree of excite
health, give rise to diseases

produce

greater than that of

are

debility

of those motions which Dr Cullen

Sthenic,

or

a

diseases of excessive

vigour, or of a high luxuriance of health ; while those
that produce a degree of excitement less than that of
health, give rise to diseases which may be denominated
Asthenic, or diseases of Debility. Sthenic and Asthe
nic are the only two forms of Universal diseases, as
well as of predispositions leading to, or of diatheses
existing in, each of these forms. (Elements, § 66, 68 ;
Outlines, § 10, 56, 75.) Asthenic diseases, including
those of both direct and indirect debility, occur much
more
frequently than sthenic diseases, the proportion
vol. II.

R
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of the former

being

to

that of the latter not less than

ninety-seven to three in the hundred." (Elements,
Notes on § 98, 197, and 493 ; Outlines, § 83, 107 ;
Observations on Spasm, Note on J 34 ; &c. &c.)
It is impossible to read Dr Brown's account of
health, as holding the middle place between the effects
of excessive and deficient stimulus in which disease

consists, without recalling

ready quoted

rent

recollection

from Dr Cullen's lectures

in which he

health

to

assumes

the

waking

point from which to
degrees of augmentation and
as

the

the excitement of the

a

on

passage al

Physiology,

state of

a

man

in

estimate the diffe
decrease of which

I
system is capable.
have been," he observes,
a little at a loss in the
application
There is nothing
of the terms of Excitement and Collapse.
more manifest than that the degree of Excitement is very
"

nervous
"

different upon different occasions ; if we take the lowest de
gree of vital existence as the point from which to reckon,

degree of
degrees, and
consider the lower degrees that may take place while life
still subsists, every lower may be called a degree of Col
every higher degree than that must be called
Excitement ; and if, again, we take the highest

a

lapse."
It has been

already remarked

imperfect a view
of health, could be

how

of the animal economy in the state
obtained from regarding the functions of the different
textures, systems, and organs of which it is composed,
as

being

all of

kind, and produced by the
property. And it is obvious

one common

agency of one common
that the extension of the

mode of

reasoning to
the explanation of the morbid phenomena that are
exhibited by the different parts employed in the persame
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Circulatory, Nervous, Secretory, Nu
tritive, and Reproductive Functions, must give rise to
an
equally limited and unsatisfactory view of the ani
The legitimate
mal economy in the state of disease.
object of pathological inquiry seems to be, to endeavour
to ascertain to what particular states, structural and
dynamical, of the organs concerned in the performance
formance of the

of the different

vital, animal, and natural functions,

should be referred ; or,
in other words, to ascertain analytically, as far as may
be possible, those simple, distinct, and evident devia
their various

derangements

—

healthy action the morbi simpliciores of
pathologists, or proximate causes of Dr Cullen which,
by the various combinations of symptoms to which they
give rise in concourse and succession, constitute par
ticular diseases ; instead of confounding, as has been
done by Dr Brown, all the morbid conditions of the

tions from

—

—

different organs and functions of the animal economy,
under terms so very indiscriminative and general as
those of increased and diminished Excitement.
The idea of

referring

all diseases to two

opposite

conditions of the animal economy,
the states of Vi
and
gour
Debility, which forms so prominent a part
of the theory of Dr Brown, seems to have originated
—

—

with the ancient

Methodics,

and to have

undergone
changes
expression, and
various limitations in regard to the extent of its appli
cation, according to the pathological theories of the
periods through which it has passed. It is in this
light, it is conceived, that we must regard the doctrine
of Strictness and Laxity of the Pores, to which dis-

various

in the modes of its
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ascribed

eases were

by Asclepiades

; that of Tension

Fibres, advocated by Baglivi ; that
of Increased and Diminished Motions, or Spasm and

and

Laxity

of the

Atony, proposed by Hoffmann ; that of Irritability and
Torpor, maintained by Glisson and Gaubius ; and
that of Increased and Diminished Excitement

System, to which
by Dr Cullen.

action of the
was

attached

It seems,

however,

so

much

to have been the

or

Re

importance

employment, by

Dr Brown, of the Greek terms Sthenia and Asthenia,
in place of those employed by his predecessors to de
note

the

two

opposite pathological states of Vigour and

or

of increased and diminished action in the

Debility,

system, that has given
division of diseases.

appearance of novelty to his
The influence of the imposition
an

upon old and familiar ideas, has been
well understood in every period of science, and has been

of

new names

had

recourse

to,

Dr Brown, have
the founders of

unfrequently, by those who, like
been ambitious of being regarded as
theories or systems entirely new in

not

Medicine.

Gaubius,
power

can

Pathology,

had

said,

that the

"

Vital

in two ways, viz. in excess and in de
The former," he says, " I call Irritability, the lat

ficiency.
Torpor.

ter

in his

be

faulty

The middle state, between the two extremes,
"
Irritability," he adds, as I understand

constitutes health.

it, is when the sensibility of the living solids is so great,
that, upon the slightest irritation, it breaks out into such
violent motions

as

disorder the tenor of the functions.

Tor

por infers a diminished sensibility of the living solid, by
which it happens that the effort to contraction, upon any

irritation made, is

so

small

as

not to be

sufficient for

produc-
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ing

those motions which the health of the economy

quires."
Dr Cullen, in commenting
lectures

on

Pathology,

on

261
re

paragraph, in his
that the generaliza

this

has shewn

proposed by Gaubius is, in seve
from its
respects, imperfect and erroneous ; first,

tion of morbid states
ral

making no distinction between the force and the faci
lity with which muscular contractions are performed
when stimuli are applied to the system ; and, second,
from its making no distinction between the properties
of Sensibility and Irritability, which had been so ac
curately distinguished from one another by Glisson and
by Haller. It will be found that these remarks of Dr
Cullen's are equally applicable to the generalization of
morbid states proposed by Dr Brown, which, indeed,
differs from that of Gaubius merely in the substitution
of the term Excitability for that of Vital Power, and
in his incongruous use of the epithet Languor from
Accumulation of Excitability, to express that state
which Dr Cullen had previously denominated Mobility
of the System.
In estimating the degrees of Vigour and Debility as
they occur in individual cases of disease, two different
standards have usually been had recourse to.
The
most obvious of these, and that which is commonly
appealed to by the vulgar, is the degree of muscular
force which can be exerted in the performance of vo
luntary motions ; the other is the force with which the
blood appears to be propelled by the heart and arte
ries through the different regions of the body. It is
by this latter standard, the force of the circulation,
that scientific medical practitioners have long been
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accustomed to

judge

of the

degrees

of

morbidly

in

creased and diminished excitement, or, in other words,
of the states of Vigour and Debility that prevail in

the economy ; following in this respect the recommend
ation of Galen, to judge of the strength of the patient
into the state of his

by examining

The term

pulse.*

Dr

Brown, is obviously
not limited either to the powers of voluntary motion,
or to the state of the circulation, but
comprehends the
Excitement,

as

employed by

exercise of all the functions of the animal economy ;
and accordingly, when he speaks of the existence of

morbidly increased excitement,
to

are

sthenic

diathesis, we

understand that the whole of the functions

carried

on

with

the other

on

or

excitement,

or

functions

are

but that

even

degree of vigour ; whilst,
state of morbidly diminished

unusual

an

hand,

are

in the

of asthenic

diathesis, the

whole of the

supposed to be carried on very feebly.
Daily experience, however, evinces that, in diseases,
not only may the different systems and organs of which
the animal economy is composed, exist at the same
periods of their progress, in very different conditions
from one another, in respect of Vigour and Debility,
as

different parts of the same system,
of the circulatory and nervous, for example, may be,

the very

—

time, in opposite states of excitement.
Although, therefore, the terms Sthenic and Asthe-

at

*

same

"Maxime autem

Fernelius, virium robur
constantiam
ostendit.
Facultatum,
atque
pulsus
quippe, omnium
una
conservatrix
constante nemo
est vitalis, qua
princeps atque
interire potest, ex qua et vita omnis, et virium robur sestimari solet."

(Patholog.

vol. i. p.

246.)

ac

proprie,"

lib. iii. cap. 7

;

"

says

Virium Observatio

ex

Pulsu,
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nic may, in such circumstances, be applicable to the
state of particular functions, or of particular parts of
a

function, they cannot, with propriety, be applied

the state of the whole of the functions

to

at once, as

by Dr Brown, nor, consequently, be
generally of any particular disease with which

has been done

affirmed

the system may be affected.*
Dr Cullen, who had himself introduced the term

Excitement into

medical use, as a term syno
nymous with the effect of the increased animal power
or
energy of the brain, had been at particular pains in

pointing

out

general

the

existence of the

important fact of the frequent co
opposite states of vigour and debi

in the different functions of the animal economy
in the account which he gave of the phenomena of

lity

Febrile, Inflammatory,

and Nervous diseases.

"How

*

The very different conditions in which the several functions
of the economy may exist simultaneously, is very explicitly stated
"
by Fernelius in the following passage : Itaque potest qusevis una
facultas noxam et incommodum subire, reliquis aut nondum aut
non
perseque lsesis ; quin fortasse potest in
ticula vis animalis ex morbo perire, simul

quapiam corporis
cum

parhac et naturalis,

superstite vitali. Unde plane perspici potest, tres illas non
cogitatione et (ut dicere solent) ratione, sed re ipsa propriaque substantia disjungi." (Physiolog. lib. v. cap. 13, vol. i.
And Sennertus very distinctly recognises the
p. 117.)
indepen
dence of the nervous and sanguiferous systems, in respect of
strength of action, in what he says De Virium Imbecillitate
(ii. 770-1) ; for after observing that Virium defectus et imbeuna

modo

"

cillitas dicitur,

cum

cipue lseduntur," he

vires vitales atque cordis et arteriarum,
prsecontrasts with this the " motus
impotentia

quae, viribus et actionibus cordis salvis,

affecto, accidit."

nervoso

genere

imprimis
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the different

"

of the brain," he remarks,
may
at the same time be excited or collapsed in different de
grees ; or how the energy of the brain may be in different
degrees of force with respect to the several vital, animal, and
natural

functions, I

ficiently
the

portions

same

cannot

pretend

to

explain

;

but it is suf

evident in fact, that the brain may be, at one and
time, in different conditions with respect to these

functions.

Thus, in inflammatory diseases, when, by a sti
mulus applied to the brain, the force of the vital functions
is preter naturally increased, that of the animal is either little
diminished.

On the

contrary, in
many cases of mania, the force of the animal functions, de
pending always on the brain, is prodigiously increased, while

changed

or

considerably

the state of the vital function in the heart is very little or
"
not at all changed."
The phlogistic diathesis," Dr Cullen
—

further observes,

"

consists in

an

increased tone of the arte

system, and is certainly partial in relation to the general
system; for commonly there is, at the same time, a dimi
nished tone of the other muscles, particularly of those of vo
luntary motion, and often of those of the alimentary canal."
rial

"

irritability are not always in the same
What connection there
condition in the same person."
is,'' he observes, in speaking of Maniacs, between the di
minution of sensibility and the increase of strength, it may
be difficult to explain.
It is difficult in theory, and I do not
attempt it ; but the combination is frequent." (See also
Works, vol. i. p. 589.)
—

Sensibility

and

—

"

"

Another circumstance which renders Dr Brown's

division of diseases into Sthenic and Asthenic incor

unsatisfactory, is the well-known fact that the
state of particular functions, affected with morbid de
grees of vigour and debility, is not necessarily perma
nent
throughout the whole progress of any particular

rect and

disease,

but that in the successive
stages of

a

disease
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these

opposite

sometimes the

states may
one

follow

one

another,

that

so

state and sometimes the other may

predominate. The examples of this suc
cession, and occasionally sudden alternation, of the
states of vigour and debility in the vital, animal, and
be said

to

natural

functions,

which

brile, inflammatory, and

only

does there

in the progress of fe

nervous

and too wrell known to

merous

Not

occur

occur

diseases,

require

are

too

nu

illustration.

in diseases

a

difference

in respect of vigour and debility, or of sthenic and
asthenic diathesis, in the state of the various func

tions

at

the

same

period

of time,

or

of the

same

func

tions in the successive stages of a disease, but each
of these functions may be differently affected in these

respects in different individuals labouring under the
same

specific

have been in

disease.

Dr Brown himself

seems

to

degree sensible of this, and ac
cordingly he has placed several diseases, such as Small
some

pox and Scarlatina, both in his sthenic and asthenic
class of diseases. But if he had extended the same
of

arrangement, derived from the sthenic or
asthenic character of diseases, to all those to which it

principle

is

applicable,

the number of diseases

requiring

to

be

included in both his classes would have been much

greater than he

seems

to have been at all

aware

of.

Thus, in epistaxis, dysentery, common cholera, croup,
synochus, typhus, the plague, and in intermittent and
remittent fevers, which are regarded by Dr Brown as
diseases of debility, as purely asthenic diseases, every

high degree of phlogistic or sthenic
action not unfrequently prevails, and forms the princi
pal source of danger. And no one who has witnessed

one

knows that

a
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epidemic prevalence of measles and erysipelas, dis
eases which are
represented by Dr Brown as of a purely

the

have failed to observe many
in which the symptoms of debility in the vital,

sthenic
cases

animal,

character,

can

and natural functions were, from the

great and

so

efforts of

art

to

so

baffle the utmost

distinctly marked,

as

made to

them.

overcome

first,

obvious, therefore, from the variety of appear
which the same specific diseases may exhibit,

It is
ances

both in different individuals in the

the

same

same

stage, and

individual in the different stages of their

progress, that the judgment formed with regard
their sthenic or asthenic character, and with regard
the

degree

in

in which either of these two states

must be confined to the
stances under which

to
to

exists,

and circum

particular period
they are observed, and

cannot be

extended to their whole course, and to all the variety
of circumstances under which they may occur. In the

epidemic prevalence of contagious fevers, or of febrile
exanthemata, for example, where an opportunity is
afforded of observing the effects which the same spe
cific causes produce on a number of individuals, how
infinitely diversified are the morbid appearances that
each individual exhibits, both in regard to the degree
in which the symptoms of the two opposite states of
sthenia and

asthenia, or of excitement and debility
vital, animal, and natural functions, manifest
themselves, and in regard to the order in which these
in the

symptoms succeed one another ! It is no doubt true,
that, in the epidemics of particular years, there sub
sists

by

a

the

general resemblance in the character exhibited
majority of particular cases, whether that cha-
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mild, inflammatory, or what has been termed
malignant; but, at the same time, it has been long
known to every practitioner of experience, that, of a
number of individuals examined at an early stage of
with symptoms
any epidemic disease, one may be found
racter be

so

mild

as

to

present little

room

for the interference

of art ; another with marks of inflammatory action so
severe as to require the most active debilitating mea
sures

; and

tion of

a

third, with all the symptoms of prostra

strength, requiring the

use

of the most

powerful

In the further progress of the same cases,
the individual whose symptoms were mild at the com

stimuli.

mencement, may continue to be only very slightly
affected, or he may be attacked with symptoms either
of

inflammatory action or of debility. In those, again,
in whom the early symptoms of the disease were of a
more violent character, whether of an
inflammatory or
of a typhoid nature, these alarming symptoms
may
gradually subside, and the disease assume a mild cha
racter ;

began
course

or

the

same

symptoms with which the disease

may continue to predominate throughout its
; or they may be succeeded by symptoms of an

equally dangerous, though of an opposite nature.
But though the morbid states of the animal econo
my, indicated by the terms sthenic and asthenic, or
vigorous and weak, are undoubtedly most important
objects of consideration in Pathology, and in the Prac
tice of Medicine, a very slight acquaintance with
diseases is sufficient to shew that many of the pheno
mena which occur in them, whether
they have their
origin in the solid parts of the body, such as the mus
cular,

nervous,

or

cellular textures,

or

in its fluid
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from it, do
parts, the blood and the various secretions

being explained simply by the existence
of the states of vigour and debility. Who that knows
intermittent fevers, of
any thing of the phenomena of
gout, apoplexy, mania, chorea, epilepsy, hydrophobia,
chincough, chlorosis, scurvy, pemphigus, lepra, sy
philis, scrofula, calculous diathesis, and diabetes, can
persuade himself that the peculiar and characteristic
phenomena of these diseases differ from one another
in their origin and nature, merely in being higher and
lower degrees of excitement in the scale of disease, or
simple variations in the vigour and debility of the
general system, or of the different organs of which it
consists ; or that, by a proper adaptation and use of
stimulant powers, these diseases could be mutually

not

admit of

converted into

one

another ?

Yet this

hypothesis,

in

every respect so absurd and untenable, is the basis
upon which Dr Brown's division of all diseases into
sthenic and asthenic

necessarily rests.
With the exception of a few inflammatory diseases,
such as pneumonia, phrenitis, acute rheumatism, &c.
and of those varieties of smallpox and scarlet fever
which are accompanied with symptoms of an inflam
matory diathesis (Elements, § 347), Dr Brown has
referred all other universal diseases to the class of

diseases, or diseases of Debility (ibid. § 505).
this arrangement which derives its sole plausibi

asthenic
If

—

of the differences which may,
exist in diseases, in the states of

lity

from

and

frequently do,
vigour and debility

the

a

total

tural functions

Brown's

neglect

—

were

of the
allowed

frequently repeated

animal, vital, and
to

be

assertion

na

just, then Dr
might be admit-
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ted, that the proportion
rence

of asthenic

that of

to

ninety-seven

in the

269

frequency

of the

sthenic diseases,
to three in the hundred.

occur

is not less than

But it

of experience, to
may be left to every practitioner
decide whether Dr Brown could possibly have hazarded
any opinion more wide of the truth than this,
calculated to betray his total ignorance of

and of the

particular

modes of treatment

their various forms and stages,
X.

"

they

may

or

better

diseases,
which, in

require.

The whole doctrine of Excitability, of

Exciting

Powers, and of Excitement, admits of being exhibited

expressive of the Accumulation and Exhaus
tion of Excitability that take place in the various states
of health and disease."
(Outlines, § 136.)
Dr Brown has attempted, by means of a scale of
numbers, to exhibit, in the most compendious form
and with arithmetical precision, the whole of his doc
trines with regard to exciting powers, excitability, and
excitement, in health, in disease, and in the predisposi
tion to disease.
"This scale," he remarks (he. cit.),

in

a

scale

"

may be considered as either a scale of human life
from beginning to end, or as a scale of all the devia

tions from the

point of health towards either of the
extremes of predisposition and morbid state, till the
complete dissolution of the living state in death." Of
this scale, accordingly, two forms have been described ;
one
(No. I.) by Dr Brown himself, in the 136th sec. of
his Outlines, and another (No. II.) by his pupil, Dr
Linch, at the end of the Elementa, to which reference
is constantly made by Dr Brown in the progress of
that work.
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In the formation of the first of these

scales,

it is sup

posed that man at birth is endowed with a certain quan
tity of excitability, which may be represented by the
number 80 ; the mark at 80, in this line, is life to be ;
that at zero is life past. The increase of life which is

by the operation of the exciting powers, is ex
pressed by decreasing numbers from 80 to 40, in the line
of excitability ; and by increasing numbers from zero
to 40 in those of exciting powers and of excitement :
40, therefore, which corresponds in all the three lines,
is marked as the point of life in its completest state,
and most perfect vigour.
Beyond this the decay of
life, which is also effected by the operation of the ex
citing powers, is expressed by decreasing numbers from
40 to zero, equally with respect to excitability and
excitement, the exciting powers continuing to increase
to 80 (loc. cit.).
effected

With respect to this
life in health, it may be
bers in the first line

scale, considered as a scale of
observed, first, that if the num
be

supposed to represent with
any tolerable degree of accuracy, the quantity and force
of the natural exciting powers, such as heat, air,
food, &c, necessary to produce in each successive
period of life the degree of excitement in which health
consists, it would follow that a man at 60 years of age
must require, for the maintenance of his healthy state,
three times

as

can

much of these stimuli

as a man

at

20

years of age requires, in order to produce that degree
of excitement in which health consists at his period of

life.

But how inconsistent this is with the

fact, it is

needless to remark.

Secondly,

that as,

according

to

this

scale,

"

one

de-
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exciting power applied takes off or destroys
one
degree of excitability, and every subsequent de
gree impairs the excitability in a proportion exactly
equal to the degree of its force," after the excitability
has been reduced to 40, there cannot possibly remain
a sufficient
quantity of this power to admit of the ac
tion of the stimuli supposed to be applied. For, as this
scale has been constructed, wdiile the excitability falls
from 40 to zero, the exciting powers are continually
increasing, so that at every degree beyond 40 the ex
citing powers are obviously more than sufficient to
extinguish the excitability that remains, and this dis
proportion constantly increases to the end of the scale.
And, thirdly, that as, according to a principle stated
by Dr Brown himself, the state of excitement in
health should always be in the ratio compounded of
the force of the exciting powers applied, and the de
gree of the excitability upon which they act; that
state ought to have been represented in this scale,
throughout every period of life, by the number 40,
gree of

and not have been made,

as

has been

done,

a

variable

quantity.
Scale No. II. has been
the deviations from

disease.
tween

The

"

The

given as
perfect health

excess

40, the point
of indirect

a

representation

to

of

the extremes of

of excitement is contained be

of health in the

table, and 70.

deficiency, or debility, are compre
hended between 70 and 80. The cases of direct debility
are all the
degrees below 40. Betwixt 40 and 55, con
sists predisposition to Sthenic ; and betwixt 40 and 25,
the predisposition to Asthenic diseases."
(Elements,
Notes
A
and
From
the
§ 82,
B.)
inspection of this
cases
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scale, it seems obvious, first, that though the diminution
of excitability goes on as in scale No. L, from 80 to
zero,

yet the degree of excitement produced by the ope

exciting powers upon the decreasing ex
citability beyond 40, is represented by increasing num

ration of the

bers from 40 to 80 in the line of excitement, instead
of decreasing after attaining that middle point as in

being assigned for
this difference in the amount of excitement produced
by corresponding degrees of exciting powers and of ex
citability in the two scales of health and disease.
Second, That the exciting powers which are in this
scale No.

I., without any

scale to be considered

as

reason

hurtful

or as

remedial powers,

powers producing or removing diseases, are repre
sented as producing a degree of excitement uniformly

as

correspondent to the force in which they are applied,
and totally independent of the state of excitability on
which they operate.
Third, That the exciting powers, in producing in
creasing degrees of excitement beyond 40, have a
gradually diminishing excitability to act upon : for
example, 60 degrees of exciting power acting upon
20 degrees of excitability, are represented as
produc
60
of
70
of
excit
ing
degrees
excitement;
degrees
ing power, acting upon only 10 degrees of excitability,
produce 70 degrees of excitement ; and, what is still
more inconceivable, 80
degrees of exciting power, act
ing upon an excitability represented as extinct, pro
duce no fewer than 80 degrees, or the
highest possible
of
!
excitement
degree
Fourth, That

supposed

to

VOL. II.

be

in scale No. I. the

gradually

excitability

is

diminished in the progress
S
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of life from 80 to zero, by the continued and increas
ing force of the natural exciting powers; from birth
to 80 years of age ; for example, one degree of excita

bility is annually wasted by the action of the natural
exciting powers; and year after year, one degree is
regularly wasted in this manner, till the sum-total of 80
degrees has been gradually consumed by the continued
action of these powers, and death, in consequence, has
ensued. But in No. II., considered as a scale of disease,

supposed by Dr Brown that the excitability may, in
an instant of time, be accumulated from 40 to 80,
by the
abstraction of stimuli, and as suddenly wasted, by their
it is

addition,

from 40 to zero,

on

the other side of the

Dr Brown

(Elements, § 71, Note d),
is affected with a disease of debility, where the excitement
has gone down to 10, the excitability mounted up to 70 de
By a proper use of high stimulants, the
grees in the scale.
30 degrees of lost excitement may be restored, and as many
of superfluous excitability discharged, and the excitement and
excitability made to meet again at the middle point of 40.
If the remedies are carried up to any degree betwixt 40 and
55, they have gone too far, and produced predisposition to
Sthenic diseases ; if still farther, but not exceeding 70,
they will have produced one or other of these diseases.
But carried beyond 70, the diseases which their opera
tion produces are those of Indirect Debility.
Any dis
ease of this sort, when treated according to rule, will be
But if the stimulants adapted to this purpose be
cured.
urged further, the Sthenic diathesis will again be produced ;
and the debilitating power suited to the removal of it may
scale.

"A," says

"

carry down the excitement below 40 into the range of pre
disposition betwixt 40 and 25 ; and then, by a further abuse
of remedies, which should

used in the range betwixt
40 and 70, the excitement may return to the same point from

only be
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which it set out, to-wit, the

original point,

rise to its

point

of 10, and the

excitability

In the construction

that of 70."

of Scale No. I., it is supposed that a
at the middle period of life has
person who has arrived
had 40 degrees of the sum-total of his excitability
that he can have only 40 de
and

of this

as

well

as

consequently

wasted,

him through the remainder of
grees more left to carry
life.
Yet, according to the doctrine taught in the
the
a
above
person in this condition can, by

quotation,
application of debilitating

powers, have his excitability
brought back from 40 to 70. How such an accumulation of excitability can in these circumstances be ef

impossible, to comprehend ;
Dr Brown having made no provision, as has already
been remarked, for any fresh production of that prin
ciple, the sole phenomenon occurring in the animal
the waste of excita
economy being, according to him,
bility by the action of exciting powers. Surely this
must have been one of those points in the Brunonian

fected, it is difficult, if

theory,
self,
now

in

of which
a

revolving

time, end in

Fifth,

we are

informed

(Outlines, § 23),

note

terms of the

not

in his mind

an

by

that

"

Dr Brown him

the author is

alteration in

some

different

of the

proposition, which may,
mode of expressing it."

fundamental
a

just

That Scale No.

II., considered

as a

in

scale of

applicable only to a person who has ar
rived at the middle period of life, when the excitement
the point of life in its completest
is at 40 degrees,
state and most perfect vigour."
According to the re
presentation given in this scale, there can be no diseases
of increased excitement before the middle period of
life, and none, consequently, requiring the abstraction

disease,

can

be

"

of stimuli ; while in the

decay

of

life,

from 40 to 10
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in the line of

Excitability,

the diseases which

occur

vigour, requiring for their
cure the abstraction of stimuli ; and beyond this, from
10 to zero, there can occur only diseases of Indirect
Debility, which require the use of the most powerful
stimuli.
Daily observation, however, shews, that in
every period of life, from infancy to old age, men may
enjoy the most perfect health ; and likewise that dis
must be those of excessive

of increased and of diminished excitement may
and do occur in all the stages of human existence. Dr

eases

Brown, it is true, has said (Elements, § 26), that
"
every age, and every habit, if the excitement be pro
perly directed, has its due degree of vigour accommo
dated to it ;" but he has left us in total ignorance with
respect

to the

degree

of excitement which constitutes

the standard of health in any period of
single exception of middle or adult age.
It

seems

by

no

means

improbable

life, with the

that the

from which Dr Brown derived his idea of

health and

disease,

was

been

scale of

certain observations made

Dr Cullen in his lectures

have

a

source

on

Pathology,

by

and which

pages 249 and 251), on
the standard and the latitude of health, and on the dif

recently

quoted (see

fixing precisely the application of the terms
of Excitement and Collapse. In a scale constructed in
conformity with Dr Cullen's suggestion, health in all
periods of life would have been adopted as the middle
point; and the deviations on either side, consistingin dif
ferent states of Excitement and of Collapse (or, in other
words, of over and under-excitement), passing through
ficulty

of

the latitude of health to

disease, would have been

presented by degrees ascending
that middle point. Whether Dr

and

descending

Brown has

re

from

improved
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of Dr

upon the

suggestion
presentations given

Cullen, and

how far the

re

in his scales of health and dis

another, consistent with
the opinions which they are intended to illustrate, or
calculated to assist us in the practice of medicine, must,

ease are

reconcilable with

with these

one

observations, be left

to the

judgment

of the

reader to determine.
XI.

"

Conformably

with the division of diseases into

Asthenic, there

Sthenic and

Remedies, which always

restore

deficient stimulus to

opposing
to

can

The hurtful

deficient.

duce Sthenic diseases

are

be

only two
the healthy

kinds of
state

by

excessive, and excessive

powers which pro
the remedies of Asthenic,

exciting

produce Asthenic, are the remedies
diseases. The same debilitating powers

and those which

of Sthenic
which
the

any one Sthenic disease, cure every one ;
stimulant powers which remove any Asthenic

cure

same

disease, remove them all." (Elements, § 64, 23, 89.
Outlines, § 85, 117.)
It has been already observed, that, according to the
of the

Brunonian

theory, all the agents
which are capable of acting upon the living body have
one common
operation, namely, that of producing ex
citement, or of stimulating, and differ from one an
other only in the degree in which they produce this
principles

effect.

fore,

The terms Stimulants and

as

medies

applied by

—

those which

nish excitement

—

different

increase,

must

of different kinds of

ing

Debilitants, there

Dr Brown to his two classes of

degrees

and those which dimi

be considered

agents, but
of the

re

expressive, not
only of agents produc

same

as

mode of action.
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Dr Cullen may be said to have prepared the way
for this view of the relations of Stimulants and Debi-

litants, by having remarked in his Lectures on Thera
peutics, that different aliments are of different de
grees of stimulant power, and the substituting a weaker
in place of a stronger stimulus, is the applying of a
From this quotation it is
sedative to our system."
"

obvious that the

peculiarity

of Dr Frown's

tical doctrine does not consist in his
stances of

feeble

stimulating

for that had been

a

powers

therapeu
regarding sub

as

Debilitants,

belief, but in
direct sedatives,

common

his de

or
nying that there exist any
pri
in
nature.
It
seems
marily debilitating powers
easy
to understand, upon his theory, how the taking away
stimuli altogether, or the substitution of a weaker for

stronger stimulus, should diminish excitement ; and
it seems easy, also, to understand how the excessive use
a

by the same
effect.
But, it does not seem to be explicable, on the
principles of the Brunonian theory, why, during the
application of the ordinary supporters of life, the in
troduction into the general system of particular poi
sonous substances, or of animal contagions, should,
either immediately or after a short laps 3 of time, be
followed, as it frequently is, by a great, perhaps even
of stimuli should

ultimately

be followed

fatal, diminution of excitement. If these agents are
possessed of only very feeble exciting powers, their
application will not be sufficient, independently of
the ordinary supporters of life, to prevent that dimi
a

nution

or

extinction of excitement which arises from

of stimulant powers, but it should not have
any influence in producing or accelerating these states ;

deficiency
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if, on the contrary, we are to believe that these
agents possess a high degree of stimulant power, how
does it happen that they so frequently prove fatal,
and

occasioning any marks of that increased ex
citement, through which, according to Dr Brown's
theory, the economy must pass, before death can be
produced by the total exhaustion of excitability ?
The various therapeutical agents or remedies that
are
capable of altering or removing the different mor
without

bid conditions of the human economy, functional and
structural, have very commonly been divided into those

general economy, and those which
act only on particular parts of it.
By remedies acting
on the
general economy, medical men seem to have
meant chiefly to designate those which act more im
mediately on the Sanguiferous and Nervous Systems,
and which, in consequence of the reciprocal influence
which act

on

the

of these two systems on one another, and of the de
pendence of the different organs of the body upon them,
come

speedily

to

affect, in

a

greater or less degree, the

condition of the whole economy. By remedies which
act on particular parts of the economy,
again, are
meant those, the primary and principal
operation of
which

seems

of the
nervous

body,

of the subordinate organs
and which affect the sanguiferous and

to

be

on some

systems, and, through them, the other parts

of the economy, only in a secondary
ner, or in a less considerable degree.

or

indirect

The states of increased and diminished action

man

or ex

citement, on which alone Dr Brown conceived all dis
eases to
depend, had long been regarded by medical
men, and had particularly been pointed out by Dr
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frequent morbid conditions to which
the different systems and organs of the body, and more
especially the organs engaged in circulating the blood,
are
subject in pyrexial diseases ; and those remedial
powers, therefore, which diminish excessive, and in
crease deficient, action of the sanguiferous
system
of
whether they belong to the class
remedies supposed
to act on the economy generally, or to those which
act on its particular parts
had, as we shall after
wards have occasion to shew, been justly considered
as
amongst the most important therapeutical agents.
Cullen, as the

most

—

—

But to the view which Dr Brown has taken of these
two morbid

conditions

as

applicable

to all

diseases,

and of the

corresponding remedial powers, two obvious
and fundamental objections present themselves ; the
first, that it is impossible to maintain with regard to
any single disease, and far less with regard to any
diseases, that, in all the various circumstances
in which that disease, or class of diseases, may pre
sent itself, it should be treated solely upon stimulant,
or
solely upon debilitating, principles; and the second,
that remedies do not by any means admit of being all
class of

included under the

two

classes to which Dr Brown has

referred them.
1. In

vided,
tinct

judging how

far all diseases admit of

by Dr Brown,
classes, according as they require
as

has been done

being di

into two dis
a

stimulant

debilitant mode of treatment, it is necessary
to
keep in mind how much variety, in regard to the
or

a

states of

vigour

particular case of the
exhibit, both at any given period

and

debility,

a

disease may
of its progress in the different functions that may
same
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be

morbidly affected,

the

functions.

same

the organs

and in its successive stages in
In a case of disease, in which

performing

economy, or
of the same

the different functions of the

those

even

function,

different parts
in different or in opposite

performing

are

instant of

states of

the

time, it

excitement

vigour and debility at
is obviously not to the

same

over

the

whole economy, that is to say, not to the action of
the whole of the functions collectively, but to the par
ticular state of the individual functions that

tions of

cure

In how many cases
affections, is it necessary

nervous

stimuli to

indica

directed.

must be

of fevers and of

our

part of the body, as, for in
stance, heat to the feet, and, at the same time, to
abstract stimuli from another, as by the application
of cold to the head, or by the detraction of blood from
the general system ?
I must observe," says Dr Cullen
in his Lectures on the Practice of Physic, in speaking of
Palsy, that there are some stimuli which act on the ner
vous
system, without affecting the heart and vessels in any
degree ; and others which act powerfully on the sanguife
rous
system, without having any great apparent influence

to

apply

one

"

"

upon the nervous
into Nervous and

system.

Hence I would divide stimuli

Inflammatory :

disjoined, Nervous stimuli
out bringing the heart and
—

but these

cannot be

are

not

long applied

quite
with

vessels into consent, and vice

versa."

In like manner, if the condition of particular func
tions in respect of vigour and debility, may vary much
in the successive stages of the same case of disease, it

is obvious that

corresponding changes will be required
in the character of the remedies employed in these suc
cessive stages, according to the predominance of the
one or

other of these states.

A

case

of disease

which,
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in its first

attack, does

not

admit of the

use

of gene

ral

stimuli, may in its progress come to require these
remedies ; and, on the other hand, every practitioner of
experience knows that in a case of disease in which the
patient would sink in the first stage but for the liberal ad
ministration of stimulants, it may be necessary not only
to

cease

as

the

ed

by

from the

an

recourse

as soon

of the economy, particularly as indicat
increased action of the heart and arteries,

to

restored, but even to have
debilitating remedies, if the vigour should,
some measure

frequently happens,
But

of that class of remedies

vigour

has been in

as

use

if, in respect

would be

become

morbidly

of individual

cases

excessive.
of

disease, it

hopeless attempt to distinguish them patho
logically, according as they are cases of increased or cases
of diminished excitement, or therapeutically, according
as they require a stimulant or debilitant plan of treat
ment ; equally, or even more futile must be the attempt
to apply such grounds of distinctions and divisions to
particular diseases, for it is well known that almost
every disease exhibits great variety as it occurs in dif
ferent individuals, in respect of the vigour or weak
ness with which the several functions, and, in particu
lar, that of the sanguiferous system, are performed at
given periods of its progress ; and the practitioner is
consequently compelled to be guided in the stimulant
or debilitant nature of the remedies he
employs, not by
the mere name which the disease may bear, or by the
place which it may hold in a pathological or therapeu
tical arrangement, but by the character of the symp
toms

a

which it shall exhibit in

concourse

and in

suc

cession, in each of the different individuals who may
be affected by it.
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If such be the diversities, in

regard

to

the states of

diminished excitement, which the same
in the different functions,
case of disease may exhibit
or in
vital, animal, and natural, at the same period,

increased

the

same

or

function at the different

periods of

its pro

the diversities, in these respects,
gress ; and such
which the same disease may present in the different
and in the different in
stages which it passes through,
dividuals whom it attacks, though living at the mo
ment of attack in the same circumstances, and appa

equally sound conditions of health ; how can
supposed possible to deduce, a priori, from these

rently
it be

in

universal character of any disease ? or what
results could reasonably be expected from a plan of
treatment not
adapted to the particular cir

states

an

specially

cumstances of the

proposed

on

the

cases

erroneous

in which it is

supposition

pursued,

that

a

but

disease,

in all the circumstances in which it may occur, must
from the identity of its cause, assume pre

necessarily,
cisely the same character, hold precisely the same
the same reme
course, and be combated by precisely
dies ? Is it not from having learned by experience how
frequently the states of increased and diminished excite
ment of the vascular system subside without the employ
remedial measures, and how liable even each
of them is to be succeeded by the opposite state, that

ment of

the

judicious practitioner

to inter
very reluctant
course of diseases in which

is

so

fere with the spontaneous
either of these states prevails in

a

moderate

degree ;

and that even when, from the severity of the symp
to be necessary,
toms, he considers such interference
cautious not to carry the stimulant
he is so

particularly
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debilitant

employs, farther than
removing the danger more imme
which he

measures

may be

requisite for
diately impending ?

many morbidly altered states of
the different solid and fluid parts of which the body is
composed, that do not seem to be strictly referrible
2. As there

either

to

occur

increased

or

to

diminished

excitement,

so, in

the action of many remedies by which morbid condi
tions of the different textures, systems, and organs are
removed, we are unable to discover any evidence of
their

increasing or diminishing the excitement either
of particular organs or of the general economy. The
experience of practitioners in all times and places has
shewn that the diminution of excessive and the increase

of

deficient, action,

are

very

from compre
indications which diseases

far, indeed,

hending all the therapeutical
afford ; though Dr Brown has
diseases 'admit of

no

affirmed that universal

other indication of

cure.

It is in

the different forms and stages of febrile and inflamma
tory diseases, as has been so distinctly pointed out in the

Cullen, that the states of
excessive and deficient action, particularly of the san
guiferous system, furnish the principal indications of
treatment. In by far the greater part of nervous and ca
lectures and

writings

chectic diseases

—

of Dr

the symptoms of which consist

chiefly

irregular actions of the organs subservient to the
animal and natural functions,
these two indications
in

—

of treatment

are

comparatively

of but

rare

applicabi

lity.
Hoffmann,

in

conformity

sion of diseases into those of

cessive contraction and

pathological divi
Spasm and Atony, or ex

with his

dilatation, suggested as thefoun-
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dation of

therapeutical indications,

"

that

since there

only two kinds of morbid motions, the intense and
the depressed, it very plainly appears that there are
only two kinds of remedies to be established ; one set
of which is intended for allaying (sedandis) pathic mo
tions, the other for restoring tone to the parts that are
flaccid. The one set, according to the phraseology estab
lished in the schools, are called Antispasmodics and
Sedatives, the other Roborants and Tonics." (Medic.
Ration. Systemat. Prsefatio, p. 8.
See also Lecaze
Institut. Med., p. 209.)

are

Dr Cullen had remarked in his lectures

on

the Ma

teria

Medica, delivered in 1761 (4to edit. p. 361,
and Emendanda, p. 18.), that
the diseases of the
Moving Fibres are very various, but, taking a general
view of them, we may," he says,
reduce them to three
kinds ; 1st, Where contractility and motion are diminished.
2d, Where they are too strong, or too much increased. 3d,
"

"

Where there is irregularity of motions. In the first case,
stimulants are indicated, viz. such medicines as excite more

vigorous

In the second case, sedatives

contractions.

dicated, by which

term I

mean

in

are

those medicines, in whatever

they act, which diminish too great contractility and
motion.
In the third case, antispasmodics are indicated,
manner

under which term, to avoid cavil, I
or

take

compose,
"
Some have
are

off, irregular
thought," he adds,

either sedative

to be

or

"

that all

as

system."
antispasmodics
our

stimulant ; but besides those which
one or the other, there seem

either the

obviously
antispasmodics
generally such

are more

such medicines

mean

motions in

distinct from both.

Stimulants

are

to the sanguiferous system, and very
very
often sedatives shew the same effects ; but there are anti

spasmodics which

do not at all.

modics which discover

none

Again,

there

of the narcotic

antispas
qualities of sedaare
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tives

;

and, therefore, from both considerations,

that there

are

presume
distinct from both stimulants

antispasmodics

and sedatives.
to say that the

We shall indeed have occasion

antispasmodics

these other classes

;

but

still,

are

intimately

our

list of

antispasmodics

tion to their stimulant

The

or

most of the

are more

sedative

therapeutical theory

frequently

connected with

do not allow this to be uni

we

versal, and would rather assert, that
in

we

medicines

such than in
propor

properties."

of Dr Brown

obviously

does not admit of any distinction being made be
tween stimulant remedies, and those which have usu

ally

been denominated tonics.

however, that, conformably
the

It may be remarked,
with Dr Cullen's views,

operation of tonics upon

from that of

stimulants,

the system is quite different
inasmuch as it is not accom

panied by any of those sensible marks of increased force
and frequency in the action of the circulatory organs
to which the use of stimulants gives rise. (First Lines,
§ 217.) Indeed, though both of these classes of re
medies have usually been considered as exerting their
action on the general economy, yet a slight attention
to the phenomena which they respectively produce is
sufficient to shew that, whilst stimulants act

more

im

mediately and especially on the sanguiferous system,
the primary operation of tonics is on the digestive or
gans, and particularly on the stomach.
As a farther objection to the division of all remedies
into two classes according as they are stimulant or de
bilitant, it
comprised

may be observed that some of the remedies
under the title of Local Stimulants or Eva-

cuants, such

nfics,
eases

are

as

emetics, purgatives, diuretics, and sudo-

frequently employed in the

of excessive

excitement,

on

treatment of dis

account

of the debili-
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tating effects which they indirectly produce upon the ge
neral economy, or, more properly speaking, perhap s
and in this point of view,
upon the sanguiferous system;
they may be considered as constituting a part of the
Antiphlogistic or Antisthenic plan of cure. But the
medicines of this class are often employed, also, in dis
eases that depend more immediately on derangements
of some particular organ, for the sake of the effect they
are
capable of producing upon the organ or organs pri
marily affected, and without any view to their either
increasing or diminishing the excitement of the gene
ral economy.
Thus, several of the most powerful diu
retic and cathartic

sorption
sical

medicines, which occasion the ab

and evacuation of the

effusion in

drop

little, if any, direct influence
the sanguiferous system.

affections,

the state of

serous

exert

on

Nor does Dr Brown's twofold division of remedies
take into account the morbid conditions of the
and of the different fluids secreted from
much less

though they occupy
the pathology of the present
a

blood,

it, which,

prominent place

in

than in that of former

times, furnish several indications that have no connec
tion, so far as can be perceived, with excess or defi
ciency of excitement, but that are of much importance
in the treatment of the diseases in which
they occur.
The advantages derived from the use of lemon juice
and of fresh
in

acidity

in scurvy, of alkaline remedies
of the stomach, and of both acid and alka

vegetables

line remedies in calculous affections

according

to the

chemical condition of the urine from which the calcu
lous depositions take place, certainly do not admit of

being

referred

to any

influence which these remedies
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exert

in

increasing

or

diminishing

the excitement of

the

general economy.
After these remarks, it is

perhaps superfluous to add,
general and imperfect view which Dr

that the very
Brown took of the action of remedies

on

the various

morbid conditions of the animal economy, in regarding
them as differing from one another merely in the de
grees of their stimulant power, was in nowise calculated
to promote the science of the Materia Medica, and

forms,

in this

respect,

a

most

remarkable contrast with

those

comprehensive results of practical observation
and analytical discrimination that had been exhibited
by Dr Cullen in his lectures on that subject and on
General Therapeutics.
But the claims which Dr Brown advanced to origi
nality, with regard to the treatment of diseases, were
not limited to his having simplified the practice of the
art, by reducing all curative indications to the two
He does not
heads of Stimulating and Debilitating.
scruple to lay claim to the further merit of having been
the person by whom these two general plans of treat
ment were invented. In speaking of his plan of treatment
for asthenic diseases, Dr Brown affirms (Outlines,
§ 114), that "the stimulant plan of cure, whether the
theory or the practice, the cause, the exciting powers,
the indication of cure, or the remedies, be considered,
is, in all its parts, brennew ;" and with regard to the de

bilitant or

antiphlogistic plan of treatment, we are told
(Outlines, § 112), that "he lays claim to the discovery of
even

the

cure

of Sthenic

diseases, from these, two consi

derations,-—/^, The reduction of the cure to its right
principle, which is also the common one of all the rest
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of his doctrine ; and, second, The enlargement of it, so
as to render it adequate to all the purposes of practice
A few observations will suf
in every possible case."
fice to shew whether there be any foundation for these

pretensions.

And, first,

as

the Stimulant

to

plan

of

treatment.

would, indeed, have been a most remarkable fact
in the history of medicine, if the debility or weakness, so
It

frequently occurring in the progress of diseases, or if
the means by which this state can be best alleviated or
removed which are at all times objects of so much con
—

cern

to

of Dr

the sick and

to

their friends

—

had, till the time

Brown, escaped the notice of medical

had been

passed over by them

tion ;

if, in short, as he
physicians had had, up
other morbid state but

as

men,

undeserving of

or

atten

asserts to have been the case,
to

his

time,

"

no

idea of any

phlogistic one, or one depend
ing upon excessive vigour, and no conception of any
other mode of cure but an antiphlogistic debilitating
one." (Outlines, page 50, Son's edition.)
So far,
however, from this being the fact, it would require
very little research into the writings of those physi
a

cians for whose labours Dr Brown expresses so much
contempt, to satisfy any candid inquirer, that not

only

has the state of

claimed

important
periods of
opinion of the most judicious
there has been a disposition

debility

share of the attention of medical
their art, but

that,

in the

men

an

in all

of all ages,
to
carry the use of the remedies calculated to remove
this state, to an excessive degree. The perusal of the

practitioners

twelfth book of Galen's Methodus Medendi

might

have

sufficed to convince Dr Brown, that neither the geneVOL. II.
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the beneficial effects of wine
of diseases at
and other stimulants, in the treatment
to the ancients.
tended by that state, were unknown
he might have
to the time of Galen,

ral

of

causes

debility,

nor

Even anterior

found

an

example

of

a

mode of

treating

diseases

not

to that of which he conceived himself
very dissimilar
of Petron, who, as
to be the inventor, in the practice
we are told
Celsus, administered roasted pork and

by

patients in convalescence from slow fever.
This practice, Celsus remarks, was not less acceptable
to those whom the successors of Hippocrates had failed

wine to

than it

to cure,

was

to

those,

in his

age, who had
the followers of

own

long unsuccessfully treated by
of
Herophilus or Erasistratus. "Nor is this kind
esteemed
practice," he adds, "though popular, not to be
rash ; for, if pursued from the commencement of dis

been

eases, it kills

One

more

than it cures."

who, like Dr Brown, arrogated

to

himself the

having presented the public with an entirely
been expected to
new science of medicine, might have
have had some acquaintance with the writings of those
whose pretensions, at least, whatever he might think
credit of

of their
Were

had not fallen short of his own.
had
to trace back the list of physicians who
not find any
Dr Brown, we should

performances,

we

probably
preceded
Van Helmont, who
him
and
betwixt
one intervening
imagined himself to have introduced such wonderful
reforms in the science of medicine ; and if Dr Brown
had been

acquainted with

that author's

treatise, entitled

Febrium Doctrina Inaudita, in which he informs the
reader that " Nemo hactenus febres ex essentia novit,
nemo

illarum sanationem

ex

arte

instituit," and had
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perused his arguments against the use of bloodletting
and purging (chaps, iv. and v.), and in favour of the
administration of wine, in these diseases (chap. xii.
§7), he could scarcely have had the hardihood to as
sert that these were improvements in the practice of
physic entirely original.*
In times nearer to our own, Sydenham, in alluding to
the stimulating practice followed in fever by some of his
contemporaries, has observed (Schedula Monitoria,
§ 41), that The invention of the term, or opinion, Malig
"

has been far

nity,

more

destructive to mankind than the in

vention of gunpowder. For

as

those fevers

are

principally en

Malignant which are found most inflammatory, hence it
is that physicians have recourse to certain cordials and alexipharmics, in order to expel the imaginary poison by the
pores ; and, upon the same foundation, they have adapted
the warmest regimen and medicines to those diseases which
chiefly required the reverse." t
titled

A

ton,
*

slight examination of the writings of Willis, Mor
and Baglivi, of Hoffmann and of Boerhaave, will

Scuderi,

in

comparing

Dr Brown's division of diseases with

that of the Methodic School, and in
referring to Galen's refutation
of that division, has
him the " new Scotch Thessalus."

designated

The

want of

own,

doctrines which he had derived from his

represented as his
predecessors ; the
contempt he expressed for all that had been done by the physicians
who preceded him ; the exalted
opinion he entertained of his own
merits and of the
perfection of his system ; and the simplicity
to which he affirmed that he had reduced both the
study and
the practice of physic, are all traits of character which, fully as
much

as

candour with which Thessalus

the resemblance of the Methodic and Brunonian doc

trines, justify Scuderi's comparison. (See Galen's Methodus Medendi, lib. i.)
t See also Baglivi, Prax. Med. lib. i. § 9.
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sufficiently prove,

that however much these

physicians

may have differed from one another in the theoretical
views by which they were guided in the administration
of stimulant

the

treatment

their
of

as

to

the extent to which

of these remedies should be carried in the

use

of the

remedies, and

of particular

diseases, and of individual

disease, they
Indeed, so long

same

use.

and the well

patients,

were
as

far from

cases

neglecting

the natural inclinations
often mis

meaning, though

taken, kindness of attendants, shall continue to operate,
there

will be

wanting admirers and imitators of
the practice of administering, however indiscriminately
and improperly, a stimulating diet, with wine and other
never

cordials, in

the treatment of all forms of

diseases, and

particularly in the convalescence from diseases
which, during their continuance, had required a re
ducing plan of treatment, or a long-continued absti
more

nence

from animal food.

But it

authors

was

not

previous

refutation of his
had

necessary for Dr Brown
to his own time to find

assertion, that

he

was

to recur to
a

complete

the first who

debility as deserving the
practitioners, and who had pro

out the state of

pointed

attention of medical

plan of

treatment

for its

In the lectures

posed

a

of Dr

Cullen, with which he had enjoyed

cure.

particular
advantages
making himself acquainted, there is
abundant evidence of the absurdity of these pretensions.
so

in

In those

on

Medica, delivered in 1761-62
Cullen remarks, in regard to stimulants,
Materia

(p. 240), Dr
that they
are
"

tion ; that

is,

indicated in all

not

of

languid

mo

weakness, but in all cases
the system is inert, weak, and

merely

where the motion of

in

cases
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slow

;"

and then

proceeds

to

consider them

succes

indicated with respect to the system of blood
with respect to the nervous system, and with

sively as

vessels,
respect to
on

the

alimentary canal. It was in his lectures
Practice of Physic, however, in treating of fe
the

ver, that Dr Cullen took occasion to enter at

greatest

length into the consideration of the symptoms of de
bility, and of the modes of overcoming that state. The
104th

paragraph

of his First

commentary which he
in his lectures

was

Lines, along

accustomed

to

with the

deliver

on

it

vol. i. p. 572), contains an enu
meration and exposition of the symptoms of debility, as

they

occur

(Works,

in the

and natural

vital, animal,

functions,

complete, probably, than any that had been given
since the publication, in 1601, of Prosper Alpinus's
more

work De

Dr Cullen
and to
In

seems

which,

considering

in his

lectures,

he

the treatment of

frequently

referred.

fevers, Dr Cullen has

his second indication of cure, " To re
the causes or obviate the effects of debilitv ;"

laid down,
move

Vita et Morte ; a work which
to have studied with much attention,

Prsesagienda

as

certainly the account which he has given of the
means
by which this indication may be best fulfilled,
from paragraphs 201 to 220 of his First Lines, could re
ceive neither useful addition nor improvement from Dr
It was not, however,
Brown's asthenic plan of cure.
when treating of fevers alone, that Dr Cullen directed
his attention to the state of debility as occurring in
diseases, and to the stimulant plan of cure; for in
treating of the other genera of the class Pyrexiae, he
was at all times careful to notice the typhoid form
which their febrile symptoms may assume, and to point

and
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out

those modifications in the

the

occurrence

of the

plan

of treatment which

symptoms of debility may render

necessary.
With respect to the improvements which Dr Brown
alleges he has introduced into the Antiphlogistic plan
of

treating diseases,

he

seems

desirous that it should

be understood that these consist in the

use

of emetics

and

sudorifics, in enjoining abstinence, and rest of body
and mind, and in a more extensive use of cold as a
remedy in diseases, than had previously been made by
any other practitioner; for he alleges (Elements, §306),
that " the cure of sthenic diseases has hitherto consisted
in

bleeding, purging of the belly,
in

and in the use of refri

few cases, while the other objects of at
tention here so fully considered, have either been
totally

geration

a

neglected or mentioned in a slight way, by-the-by, and
as if
they had been of no consequence, and in the cures
which were prescribed in that way, not reduced to any
principle." In making these assertions, Dr Brown could
not but be fully aware that Dr Cullen had considered
the subject of the antiphlogistic regimen in detail on
two occasions ; first, in his lectures on Therapeutics,
when treating of sedatives (see vol. i. p. 421); and,
second, in his First Lines and lectures
of

Physic,

when

discussing

on

the Practice

the first indication which

he has laid down in the treatment of continued fe
ver, viz. that of

moderating

the violence of reaction.

(Works, vol. i. p. 599.) Whoever will take the trou
ble to compare these two articles with Dr Brown's
plan
of treatment for Sthenic
not
will
that
diseases,
find,
only bloodletting and purging of the belly were en
forced by Dr Cullen as
parts of the antiphlogistic re-
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gimen,

but that the

circumstances in which

particular

emetics and sudorifics should be had

recourse

to,

were

carefully and judiciously pointed out by him, and the
necessity of abstinence from stimulating food, and of
avoiding exercise of mind or body, strenuously incul
cated ; and he will find there, also, the
opinions respecting the more extensive

cold,

as a

of those

employment

part of this mode of treatment, which

Brown has
to

source

forward with

brought

so

much

of

Dr

pretension

novelty.
As all

diseases, according

to

Dr

Brown,

are

caused

by deficiency of the exciting powers, and
are to be
removed by an action of the remedies, the
same in kind, but
opposite in degree, to that which
produced them" (Elements, § 89), it might be sup
posed that the object to be had in view in the treat
ment of diseases must always be to
employ stimulant
remedies where they arise from deficiency, and debi
litant remedies where they arise from excess, of excit
ing powers. In this respect, however, the theoretical
opinions and practical precepts of Dr Brown do not
seem to be
very consistent with one another; for though
the use of stimulant remedies is,
according to him,
and
in
all
the
diseases
proper
necessary
arising from
deficient stimulus, yet the diseases arising from exces
by

excess or
"

sive stimulus do

not

all admit of the

use

of debilitants.

Excessive

excitement, he alleges (Elements, § 103),
may proceed so far as to produce asthenic diseases of
indirect debility, and in these, as well as in the asthe
nic diseases of direct
lants
to

are

to

be

debility, he conceives that stimu
employed. (Ibid. $ 682.) According

this doctrine, therefore, in

a

constitution in which
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excitability is, in the language of the system,
nearly exhausted, we are not, as might have been ex
pected from the terms of the general indication, to
diminish the exciting powers to the lowest possible
degree compatible with life, but to go on still farther
wasting the excitability, by the employment of agents
capable of producing a degree of excitement greater
the

than that essential to health.

slight inspection of the table, in which diseases
are classed by Dr Brown according to the views he
entertained of the degrees of excitement on which they
depend, and of the general plan of treatment which they
require, will be sufficient to shew that the practice re
commended by him differs from that which had usually
been employed, chiefly in this respect, that several
A

in consequence of the morbid state of
the sanguiferous system that prevails in them, had been

diseases

which,

commonly

considered

and in

to

require,

in the

majority

of

circumstances, an antiphlogistic
plan of treatment, are, by him, referred to the class
cases

most

requiring the use of stimulant remedies.
Thus, for example, epilepsy, apoplexy, and palsy, are
regarded (Elements, § 627, 637, and 632) by Dr
Brown as asthenic diseases arising from indirect de
bility, in which the indication of cure is to support
the excitement by the use of powerful stimuli. Hae
moptysis is considered as a disease arising from direct
debility, in which the indication of cure is to increase
the excitement by the use of stimuli ; and gout appears
in Dr Brown's catalogue as a disease of extreme asthe
nic diathesis in which stimuli are indicated, though it
of diseases

is admitted that great caution is necessary in their ap-
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plication. The notion of these diseases being diseases
of debility, could only have arisen, in Dr Brown's con
ception, from his assuming as his standard of vigour
the degree of force with which the voluntary motions
can be
performed, instead of that with which the blood
And it
is propelled through the heart and arteries.
need not appear surprising that, by applying the same
criterion of vigour to other diseases, and by his total
neglect of, and his contempt for the experience of all
other practitioners, he should have been led to the sin
gularly absurd and dangerous conclusion, that, in the
course of medical
practice, not fewer than ninety-seven
cases of disease out of a hundred
require to be treated
by stimulant remedies.
Dr Cullen had

observed, in his lectures on the In
stitutions of Medicine, as had indeed been frequently
done by other physicians before his time, that
the
"

same

agents which

disease,

are

upon

one

occasion the

causes

of

another, equally employed as the re
Thus, heat and cold," he remarks, may
be considered as remote causes of disease, but, upon
innumerable occasions, we find that they are most use
are, upon

medies of it.

ful remedies ; and

"

with

regard to other agents, ac
cording to the condition of the body to which they are
applied." This observation of Dr Cullen's, in passing
through the mind of Dr Brown, was, as usual, con
verted from a general to an universal proposition ; and
in that spirit of indiscriminating generalization which
characterizes so many of his other doctrines, he af
firmed, that the powers which produce the one of his
two classes of diseases are reciprocally and
universally
the remedies of the other. But a comparison of the
so
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classes of diseases, those of excessive
and those of deficient excitement, and of the remedies
in their treatment, is all that can be required

lists of his

two

employed
to

shew the

absurdity

of this

that Dr Brown could for

measles, and scarlatina
in any diseases of
cure

are

possible

moment conceive that the

which the sthenic form of

contagions by

may hope to
class by the

a

Is it

opinion.

produced,

act

smallpox,

as

remedies

asthenic character ; or that we
any of the diseases of the sthenic

an

marshy exhalations that produce inter
mittent fevers, by the salt provisions which produce
which give rise
sea-scurvy, or by the vapours of lead
to colica pictonum ?
It appears to have been the very great importance
which Dr Brown attached to the influence of food and
drink in producing and in removing diseases, that led
without any limitations whatsoever, the
ancient therapeutical doctrine of diseases being cured
Contraries. Indeed, the science of medicine, both

him to

adopt,

by
as

regards

the

causes

by

which diseases

are

produced

may be cured, seems
to have resolved itself very much in his conceptions,
a
as it has done in those of many of his followers, into

and the remedies

by

which

they

question of eating and drinking.
ply of nutritious food is with him

An

the

inadequate sup
grand cause of

diseases of deficient excitement ; for the

cure

of which

gradual transition, be brought to
the use of a diet more than usually nourishing, and of a
Over-indul
liberal allowance of stimulating liquors.
is
gence in the pleasures of the table, on the other hand,
the

patient must, by

the

grand cause

the

cure

a

of diseases of excessive excitement, for

of which it will be necessary

gradually

to

re-
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strict the

patient

of vinous

to

a

sparer

diet,

and to

a

smaller

spirituous liquors. These were
the aetiological and therapeutical ideas which seem to
have been ever predominant in Dr Brown's imagina
tion, and by which he was chiefly guided in his views
In filling up the details of his
of practical medicine.
system, he was led to the agreeable conclusion that, in
an immense
majority of instances in which men become
affected with diseases, they have to blame, not their
own
intemperance, as physicians and moralists have
usually concurred in endeavouring to persuade them,*
but their own abstemiousness, in denying themselves
measure

or

that allowance of nutritious food and of

which is
in

essentially necessary
healthy condition.

a

XII.

"

to

The whole and sole

strong drink

maintain their bodies

province

of

a

physician

is to consider the deviation of excitement from the

healthy standard,
means.

Such is the

simplicity

it

the proper
to which medicine is

remove

by

this system, that when a physician comes
the bedside of a patient, he has only three
things to

reduced
to

in order to

by

settle in his mind ; 1st, Whether the disease be ge
neral or local ; 2d, if general, Whether it be sthenic
or

asthenic ?

once

satisfied himself

for him
of the
every
*

3d, What is its degree ?

to

on

these

points,

do is to form his indication
of

plan
predisposition

cure.

to

all that remains
or

And since every

it, depends upon

Cumque maxima pars morborum,"
modica gula proficiscatur, erroribusque in
bus," &c. Opera, p. 254.
"

When he has

general view
disease, and

an

increase

or

"
ab imsays Bagdivi,
sex rebus non-naturali-
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diminution of excitement, and is removed by the con
version of that into the middle state betwixt them,
a

therefore, to prevent as well as to cure diseases, the
practitioner must always either stimulate or debilitate,
never desist from
acting, nor trust to the supposed
powers of nature, which have no real existence." (Ele
ments, § 80, note g. 95. Outlines, § 88,, 149, note a.)

object of the physician in investigating the
nature of a patient's disease should be, according to
Dr Brown, to ascertain whether it be general or local.
Dr Cullen, in his Nosology, had divided diseases into
The first

General and Local

"
—

those which affect the whole

system, and those which affect

Celsus, indeed,

had

long before

part of it only,"

as

done in his Treatise

on

one

Medicine ; but he seems to have been at all iimes fully
aware how often these two kinds of diseases coexist, and

reciprocally give rise to, and influence one another.
Dr Brown, in adopting this division of diseases, endea
voured to render it more precise than it had ever pre
viously been, by pointing out determinate characters by
which the two classes may be distinguished ; local dis
eases differing, according to him, from universal, "in the
hurtful powers which produce them, in their true cause,
in their cure, and in every essential respect; agreeing
with them in nothing but a deceitful and deceiving su
perficial appearance." (Elements, § 81, 83.) But how
little foundation there exists in nature for making so
strict a division of diseases into general and local, as
that which Dr Brown conceived he had
be

established,

tendency which
both these kinds of diseases have
reciprocally to produce
each other, as is proved by the
very small number of dismust

sufficiently

manifest from the
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eases

in which

general

and local affections

are

Even those affections which

be uncombined.

found to
are

most

strictly termed Local, as arising from the immediate
application of external violence to some particular part
of the body, are liable to become attended in their pro
gress by marks of constitutional or general derange
ment; whilst in fevers, which have usually been consi
dered as general diseases, evident marks of local affec
tions
the

—

such

lungs,

as
or

determinations of blood
to

the

to

the abdominal viscera

—

brain,

to

frequently

of

danger. In these
no
difficulty in determining which
is the primary and which is the secondary affection,
which the idiopathic and which the symptomatic dis
ease ; but in many diseases, as in the Phlegmasia?, or
inflammatory diseases, the local and the constitutional
symptoms frequently appear so nearly about the same
time, that it becomes difficult, if not impossible, to de
termine whether they should be regarded as standing to
occur, and prove a
instances, there is

one

great

source

another in the relation of

cause

being simultaneous consequences

of

and

effect,

or as

a common cause.

Brown, indeed, claims to himself the merit of
having discovered that, in the Phlegmasia?, the gene
Dr

constitutional febrile symptoms for the most part
precede the local affection, and never succeed to it.
ral

or

says he (Elements, § 382, note^.), "before any part
of this doctrine was discovered, when I was in search of cer
"

Long,"

respecting peripneumony and pleuritis, I discovered
one for which I was not looking, of more importance than all
It had been asserted by most systemathe rest put together.
the
and
all
tics,
nosologists, that the primary symptom in
by
the phlegmasia was the inflammation of a part.
I saw that
was not true with respect to rheumatism, in which the
general
tain facts
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rages one, two, or three days before
the sign of inflammation, pain, is perceived in any of the joints.
I could also discern that, from the moment the pain and in

affection

or

pyrexia often

flammation

appeared

the

affection

general

erysipelas or the rose, there was also
equally conspicuous. In short, in no

in

of that set of diseases did the fact appear that the inflam
mation was primary, and the pyrexia, or affection of the

one

But as peripneumony was
whole system, dependent upon it.
said, in Edinburgh, to be an exception, the detection I made

equally disproved that,"

&c.

Who the

systematics

and

nosologists were whom Dr Brown had in his eye in
making these assertions, it is not easy to conjecture, as
there does not appear to be anything in the systems of
Stahl, Hoffmann, and Boerhaave, or in the nosologies
In no
of Sauvages, Sagar, or Cullen, to justify them.
one

of the three diseases to which Dr Brown refers in

support of his assertion, has Dr Cullen affirmed that
the local symptoms always precede the constitutional.
Of rheumatism he observes (First Lines, $441), that

pyrexia is sometimes formed before any pains are
perceived ; but more commonly pains are felt in par
ticular parts before any symptoms of pyrexia appear."
In speaking of erysipelas as it attacks the face, he says
(ibid. § 699), that after the pyrexial symptoms "have
continued for one, two, or at most three days, there ap
the

pears on some part of the face a redness, such as that
And with
described as the appearance of erythema."

pneumonia, he states (ibid. § 336), that
sometimes the pyrexia is, from the beginning, ac
companied with other symptoms, but frequently it is

regard

to

"

formed for
come

felt."

hours before the other symptoms be
considerable, and particularly before the pain be
some

Sydenham

had

previously said,

in

speaking

of
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pleurisy (Works, p. 227), "It generally begins with a
chilliness and shivering, which are followed by heat,
thirst, restlessness, and the other well known symp
toms of fever ; in a few hoursthough this symptom
—

sometimes

comes

much later

—

the

patient

is seized

violent pungent pain," &c.
Another opinion respecting the phlegmasia? which Dr

with

a

Brown

represents

as

which, likewise, he

seems

to

with

himself, and for
have taken great credit,

originating

was, that the local inflammation is not to be

the cause, but
ral disease.

part or symptom of the gene
The inflammation which accompanies the
remarks (Elements, § 169, 170, 168, H), "is

merely
"

regarded as

as a

phlegmasia?," he
nothing else but a state

of the inflamed part, of a common na
And as the inflamma
ture with that in the rest of the body.

greater degree of excitement in the in
flamed than in any other equal part, so, before the disease comes
on, of which the inflammation is a part or symptom, the ex
citement of that part is understood to be proportionally
greater than in any other part. The degree of inflammation
which is a symptom of general sthenic diseases, and which,
for the sake of distinction, is to be called General Sthenic
Inflammation, is proportioned to the degree of the sthenic

tion is

produced by

diathesis."

The

Dr Cullen's
tures

on

the

a

perusal

of the

following extracts from
First Lines and from his manuscript lec
Practice of Physic, will, it is conceived,

leave but little doubt

as

to the

source

from which Dr

opinion respecting the dependence of the lo
cal upon the general affection in the phlegmasia? had
In allusion to the Diathesis
been originally derived.
Phlogistica (First Lines, § 247), Dr Cullen observes,

Brown's

"

Such

for

a

some

state of the

system

seems

often to arise and subsist

time, without the apparent inflammation of any

particular part

;

but such

a

state of the

system renders it
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arise in
spasm may, at the same time, readily
any of the extreme vessels, and a particular inflammation be
there produced. It does, however, appear also, that the gene

likely

that

a

frequently arises from inflammation begun in a
particular part." In pointing out, in his lectures, the
ral diathesis

various ways in which the resolution of peripneumony
may take place, Dr Cullen makes the following obser
vation

supposition of Dr Boerhaave's,
causing pleurisy or peripneumony
is, upon many occasions, translated from the lungs to other
distant parts of the body, and discovers itself by inflamma
:

"

There is

a

curious

that the morbific matter

tion and abscesses in these

parts.

This at least deserves to

be taken notice of in this way, that the chief circumstance
in the phlegmasia? is not the topical affection, but the phlo

gistic

diathesis that is communicated to the

system.

And it

whether or' not this diathesis

may be a question
is not the fundamental disease, and its

parts

an

phlogistica
affecting particular

occasional and accidental circumstance ;

know that its determination to

one or

accidental and various.

other

and

we

part of the body

Dr

Cleghorn, in treating
merely
of peripneumony, gives a variety of instances where the in
flammatory affection of the lungs is accompanied with inflam
mation of the brain, angina, various abdominal inflammations,
and various erysipelatous and phlegmonic inflammations of
the external parts, and he gives instances of their shifting
from one part to another ; and he particularly applies this to
the case of peripneumony, that sometimes the disease passes
from one lobe of the lungs entirely into that of the other."
In speaking of the general state of the system occur
ring in rheumatism, Dr Cullen observes, The general
diathesis produced the phlogistic diathesis prevailing over
is

"

—

the whole system, which, I have said before, consists in an
increased tone of the whole arterial system, maybe imputed
to

topical

irritation that has been communicated to the rest

of the system

;

and very often arises from thence

entirely,
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topical affection. But from whatever it may
have arisen, it may truly be considered as subsisting very much
independently of the topical affection. It is very necessary,
with a view to practice, to mention this. In the first place,
it explains so well the combination of the several phlegma
and from what is

sia? at the

disposition,

parts

more

And it

than to others.

explains

many phlegmasia?, the topical affections
liable to change their place. I read a passage from

further
are so

or

season, which shews that there exists a pre
and that accidental circumstances determine this

same

to certain

Dr

a

why,

in

so

Cleghorn, in which he explains why a peripneumony
pleurisy that first attacks one lobe of the lungs, is very

often, in the

course

of the disease, translated to the other ;

translated to the different

and is not

only
portions of the
lungs, but is changed to angina, phrenitis, and various in
flammatory affections in the other parts of the body. And
nothing else will explain what is still more remarkable in
rheumatism, that is, its frequent change of place, and that
even when there is not what we
may call a topical cause ap
to
those
plied
changes, the translation happening
produce
when the person is guarded against every thing of that kind.
These facts undoubtedly serve to prove this, that the
phleg
masia? depend more upon the general diathesis than
upon
in
at
least
the
case
of
affection,
which
topical
rheumatism,
must influence our practice."
With respect to the second and third objects men
tioned

by
physician

Dr Brown

requiring the attention of the
in investigating the nature of a patient's dis
as

ease, viz. Whether it be of

a

sthenic

or

of

an

asthenic

character ? and, What is its degree ? it must be al
lowed that the two states of vigour and debility, or of
sthenia and
must

be

tioner.

asthenia,
of

in whatever diseases

objects
primary importance
had
They
always been regarded

VOL. II.

to

they
the

as

u

occur,

practi

such from
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the earliest

periods of the
particular, they

;# and by Dr
fully recognised

medical art

had been
Cullen, in
and described, under the various terms of Increased and
Diminished Action, Excitement and Collapse, Reaction

Debility, as different and opposite morbid conditions
of the animal economy, furnishing two of the most im
portant general indications to be fulfilled in the treat
ment of diseases.
To these topics, however, it is unne
cessary to revert, as it has already been shewn that the
account which Dr Cullen gave of the phenomena of
increased and diminished excitement, as occurring in
fevers and in other general diseases, and of the plans of
treatment indicated by the predominance of the one or
and

other of these states in the commencement and pro
gress of diseases, was the source from which Dr Brown
derived his

theses,

description

of the sthenic and asthenic dia

and of the sthenic and asthenic

plans

also, it is conceived, that

ment ; and it has been

shewn

Dr Brown's

refer all diseases to

attempt

to

of treat

one or

other

of these two states, and to reduce the whole of medical
practice to two general plans of treatment, is founded

imperfect enumeration,

and too exclusive

a

ge
neralization of morbid states ; there being many dis
eases in which it is
impossible to refer the symptoms
that occur to the presence either of increased or di
on an

minished excitement ; and others, in which, though
slight marks of one or other of these states may occur,

salutary changes
interference of
*

"

place spontaneously

without the

art.

Maximum in

concernit.

take

cura

enim vita

momentum illud

est,

quod

vires

harum est observatione.
Ipsa
ergo, in omnibus est consideranda." (Galen, Methodus
ex

a?groti

Vis vita?,

Medendi.)
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In

judging of the presence of the states of vigour and

debility in

the constitutions of individuals affected with

diseases, and of the degree in which either of these
states exists, physicians have always been accustomed
to

believe that these must be determined

principally

Dr
symptoms which manifest themselves.
Brown, however, was of opinion, that the symptoms of

by

the

diseases

are

not

of themselves sufficient

form

correct

to

sthenic

asthenic character,

or

enable

judgment respecting

physician

a

to

or

the

greater

or

a

their

less de

in them ; and that, in
gree of excitement that occurs
forming such a judgment in particular instances, the

practitioner should trust to his knowledge of the nature
and action of the exciting powers by which the disease
is produced, and of those by which it can be removed,
there being in diseases, according to him, "not the
least connection betwixt their appearance and real
ture."
(Outlines, § 110.)

na

"

Though excitement," says he (Elements, § 71), go
verns all the phenomena of life, yet the
symptoms of dis
ease which either its excess or deficiency produces, do not,
of themselves, lead to any proper judgment respecting it ;
on the contrary, their deceiving appearance has proved a
source of infinite error."
Throughout this whole scale,"
he observes (Elements, § 451), in speaking of his arrange
"

—

ment of sthenic

diseases,

"

"

it is not

so

much the titles and

which have been used, but morbid energy which
regarded ; it being the certainty derived from the cause,

names

is

not the uncertain and

symptoms which

was

perfectly

deceitful consideration of

to be considered.

The

investigation

of symptoms, which has hitherto been devoid of all benefit,
has been of the highest detriment to the art (and as much,
in medicine, the most

blunders,

as

the

question

productive

source

about abstract

of fundamental

causes

had been in

/
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the other

departments of philosophy),
nosology strangled in its cradle."
In his recommendation to

sthenic

or

must be laid

physicians

aside, and

judge of the
by the nature

to

asthenic character of diseases

of the

exciting powers which produce or remove them,
and not by the symptoms which they exhibit (Elements,
§ 629), Dr Brown seems to have lost sight altogether of
the generally acknowledged principle in medical philo
sophy, that all that can be known of the salutary or nox

ious powers of the external agents that act on the animal
economy, must be derived from the observation of the
sensible effects

whether

healthy phenomena or mor
bid symptoms which these agents produce. It is ob
vious, also, that he has everywhere, in his writings,
confounded the attempts that have been made by prac
tical physicians to judge of the presence of the states
of vigour and debility by the symptoms which occur,
particularly in the sanguiferous and nervous systems,
—

—

ascertain, and to express in
characters, the order which nature

with their endeavours to
short and accurate

generally

observes in the

concourse

and succession of

symptoms that manifest themselves in the progress of
individual diseases,
the two very distinct and impor
—

tant

of

branches of medical science to which the

Symptomatology and Nosology
How little

even

pense with the

have been

Dr Brown himself

study

was

names

assigned.

able

to

dis

symptoms, in
of Sthenia and Asthenia, may

and enumeration of

characterising the states
be easily judged of from the very copious detail which
he has given in the fourth and fifth chapters of his Ele

ments, entitled "The Sthenic and the Asthenic Diathe
ses, illustrated by an explanation of their symptoms," an< I
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which, under the pretence of refuting and correcting
the opinions of Dr Cullen, he has copied, in a great

altogether, from his lectures and writ
ings. In these chapters, Dr Brown claims to himself
the merit of having shewn that certain symptoms,
which had been previously to his time considered as
peculiar to an increased or to a diminished excitement,

measure, if not

are

liable to

and,

more

bad been

be

in both states of the constitution ;

particularly,
supposed to

tution is in

reality,

occur

a

state of

that certain symptoms, which
occur
only when the consti

increased

frequently
removed only by
more

are, in

excitement,

the effects of

debility,

and

stimulant remedies.

The

enumeration of the symptoms mentioned
Brown as having been universally supposed by

by Dr
physi

can

simple
cians

evince

cold,

be

always of a phlogistic nature, is sufficient to
the futility of these pretensions.
Horror, sense of

to

"

and

dryness of the skin," he remarks (Outlines, § 43)
frequency of pulse, paleness, headach and delirium, thirst
and heat, hoarseness, cough and expectoration, inflammation,
which have universally been supposed by physicians, in their
diagnostic, pathognomonic, prognostic, and, last of all, in
their nosological dissertations, to be always the same, and
always such as were to be removed by an antiphlogistic plan
of cure, are, however, in reality, as opposite affections as ever
occur in the
living system. Nay, so far are they from be
ing always of a phlogistic nature, and to be removed by an
tiphlogistic regimen and remedies, that, on the contrary,
they are, for the most part, of the asthenic kind, depending
on
debility, and to be removed by the most stimulating and
invigorating powers."
>

"

That Dr Brown should have ventured to include in
this enumeration,

frequency

of

pulse, headach,

and de-
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lirium, in particular, shews how much he relied on the
ignorance of those to whom he addressed himself, re
We gene
specting the opinions of his predecessors.
"

rally judge," remarks Dr Cullen, of the force of the cir
culation by the state of the pulse.
We suppose debility
where the pulse is weak, and, by a necessary consequence,
frequent, and also, in the same case, unavoidably irregular.
I would say," he adds,
that in general nay, very univer
the
sally
pulse is more frequent in nervous fevers than
it is in any of the inflammatory, till the progress of the
disease has induced that weakness which lays the foun
dation of the quick pulse.''
"Headach" he observes, "is
considered
as
the
first of the marks of in
commonly
creased impetus ; but no morbid symptom is of more dif
ficult theory than headach.
Thus, I find that sometimes it
appears with a slow pulse and pallid countenance ; and there,
certainly, it cannot depend upon an increased impetus : head
ach, therefore, is to be considered as an expression of the
increased impetus, only when it occurs with more or fewer
"

"

—

—

—

of the symptoms which I have mentioned. Headach is very
often the first symptom in the attack of fever of the ner
vous

the

kind ; and it is nowhere
course

of this disease.

more

remarkable than

But here the

through
impetus of the

blood does not appear to be considerably increased, so that
I consider this kind of headach as a little uncertain."

Dr Brown's assertion

(Elements, § 1 83, note h),
that the fact of delirium sometimes depending on de
bility, and being in that case capable of being re
moved by stimulant remedies,
is as new, and of as
much importance, as any fact in the whole work,"
"

contrasts

in

a

remarkable

declaration of Dr
extract

In

Cullen, contained

from his lectures

speaking

maimer

of the

use

on

with the candid
in the

the Practice

following
of Physic.

of wine in the treatment of
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fevers, Dr Cullen observes, I take my system, with
regard to wine, from Sir John Pringle, and nobody has illus
He lays
trated the use of it more agreeably to my notions.
"

the foundation in this

he observes that

manner :

will arise from two different errors,

—

the

one

a

from

delirium

large

and

repeated venesection, and the other from wine and other
cordial medicines given in the beginning of the disease.
this is the foundation which I also would wish to

Now,

lay.

formerly pointed out these two cases of delirium, and,
hope, fully enough explained them ; the one depending
upon a state of debility, the other upon a state of increased
impetus, accompanied with the phlogistic diathesis ; and
this explanation is fundamentally connected with the whole
I have

I

doctrine of fevers."''

Dr Brown has dwelt at

tinction between what he

great length

terms

General Asthenic Inflammation.

the dis

on

General Sthenic and
In the

sthenic,

conceived that the increased flow of blood into the
sels which
an

are

the seat of the

inflammation,

increase in the tone of their fibres

their
it is

as

density as simple solids ; whilst in
owing to a greater atony and laxity

he

ves

is

owing to
living, and

the

asthenic,

in these

ves

sels than in the rest of the vascular system. (Elements,
"
General asthenic inflammation," he says
§ 207-8.)
"

(ibid. § 204-5),
somewhat

more

7

is

violent in

o

body,

same

a

part than in any other

words, Inflammation,

nothing else but

part, of the
the

nothing else but asthenic diathesis,

In other

equal part.
case,

is

a

state of

in this

the inflamed

kind with that of all the rest of

the inflammation

being

constituted

by

a

lesser excitement in the part affected than in any
other equal part." As examples of universal asthenic

inflammation,

he

mentions that which

accompanies
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the gout, the

sore

throat, the gangrenous

and that inflammation which

throat,

"

eyes.

putrid

§ 206),

sore

says he (ibid.
inflammation affects the brain or its mem
the end of

If, in
"

produces

sore

a

typhus fever,"

branes, which, though strongly asserted, is neither
yet proved nor a very likely fact, it will serve for an
—

—

instance of

an

asthenic

general

inflammation."

Dr

that inflammation may occur in
the progress of diseases, and particularly of fevers
which exhibit marks of an extreme degree of debility.
Cullen

was

well

aware

Though inflammatory affections in any particular part," he
remarks, do commonly produce the diathesis over the whole
case : for we have innu
economy, this is not universally the
merable instances of topical affections merely, which do not
It is," he observes,
affect the sanguiferous system generally.
an extremely dangerous state where this takes place with
he
respect to the brain ;" and accordingly in his lectures,*
the symptoms that ex
was at great pains in pointing out
certain part of the system, espe
press irritation applied to a
cially the brain, while there are other powers of debility
the
acting in the same part, and preventing the effects of
irritation from appearing so considerable over the whole san
guiferous system."
"

"

"

"

Between those

cases

of acute diseases in which the

symptoms of morbid vigour

or

debility

are so

mild

as

not to call for the interference of art, and those in

which
room

they

are so

distinct and

so severe as

for doubt in the mind of the

to

leave

practitioner

as

no

to

of treatment which he should pursue, there
of
undoubtedly occurs in medical practice a variety
of the ut
cases, in the progress of which it is a matter
to determine, from the symptoms that are
most
the

course

difficulty

*

See Works, vol. i. p. 589.
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present, whether stimulating or debilitating remedies
should be had recourse to.
Thus, for example, though
the state of morbid excitement may, at an early stage
of a febrile disease, appear to predominate, the prac
titioner may have learned from his observation of

general course of nature in similar diseases, or
from his experience in the prevailing epidemic, that
the opposite state, viz. that of debility, is liable to supervene in the progress of the disease ; or, though

the

the

symptoms may be such

as

indicate

to

a

great de

gree of debility in the general system, there may, at
the same time, be marks of a determination of blood

particular organ, the function of which is of
immediate importance to life. It is unquestionably in
the balancing of such opposite dangers as these,
in
deciding on the relative importance of contradictory
symptoms,—in the assistance derived in forming such
a
judgment from the consideration of collateral cir
cumstances, in watching the effects of the measures
employed, and in withdrawing these, or even having
recourse to measures of an
opposite character when
their use appears injurious, or at least to be no longer
required, that the skill of the experienced practitioner
most conspicuously manifests itself.
How often, in
cases of this
ambiguous character, notwithstanding all
the consideration the practitioner is able to bestow
to

some

—

—

—

upon

them,

employs

leave him in

whether he
to

does the failure of the

ought

to

a

state

of

measures

which he

painful uncertainty,

attribute the unsuccessful result

what Dr Cullen termed the irresistible

the disease to
the

measures

a

fatal

issue,

or

to

his

tendency of
having mistaken

best suited to obviate this event !

-
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The

principle laid down by Dr Brown, that the
physician, after satisfying himself with regard to the
nature and degree of the disease with which his patient
is affected, should always
either stimulate or debili
tate, and never desist from acting," is professedly
"

disbelief in the existence of any power or
powers in the animal economy which spontaneously
tend to restore it, when affected with disease, to a

founded

on a

healthy

state.

Dr Cullen,

"

"

At all

physicians

times,5'

as

has been remarked

have observed that the animal

by

eco

nomy has in itself a power or condition, by which, in many
instances, it resists the injuries that threaten it, and by which
it

many occasions, corrects or removes the disorders
induced or arising in it.
This power physicians very an
under
a
vague idea, to an agent in the sys
ciently attributed,

also,

on

tem, which

they

conservatrix et

called Nature ; and the
medicatrix

has

naturce

language

of

a

vis

continued in the

schools of medicine from the most ancient times to the pre
sent."
Dr Brown
denies the existence of such

entirely

power in the economy.

"

If the

healthy state." says
Spasm, § 28),
(Observ.
place because powers
are
applied, both proper in kind and in due proportion ; while
the diseased state is occasioned by the subduction of the ex
ternal powers, or their ultimately excessive application ; and
all that without any visible interposition of any power in the
constitution to alter their effect : lastly, if, neither in health,
nor in predisposition, nor in the greatest number of diseases
(for the Vis Medicatrix has been alleged chiefly, and almost
only, to interpose in fevers), this imaginary power was ever
once dreamed of ;
and if no sort of proof has ever been
of
its
real
existence
in any case, what credit is due
brought
to the assumption of such a
To take this absurd
power V
supposition out of the way for ever," he continues (ibid. § 38)?
"we would ask what the
powers are which have a tendency
a

he

on

"

takes

"

—
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to

hurt and

tions

as

the system, and which excite such mo
suited to obviate the effects of the noxious

destroy

are

power ? The powers which, upon any occasion, operate upon
us, have been enumerated, and are known ; and the ques

tion is, Which of them

are

which, in either excessive
all be 1

here meant for hurtful ones,
deficient

application, they may
instance
of any one power
single
with hurtful tendency, and, in the progress of

I would ask

or

a

operating
that operation, converting

its hurtful effect into

a

salutary

are

effected

one."

In

by

contrasting the

cures

of diseases that

nature with those which

accomplished by art,
medical men have obviously meant, by the former term,
to point out those cases in which diseases undergo a
cure under the
regulated use of the ordinary support
ers of life, without the
employment either of medicinal
means or of
surgical operations. In some instances,
the state of disease is observed spontaneously to dis
appear, and that of health to return, without its being
possible to discover, in any part of the economy, the
of any phenomena by which the salu
occurrence
tary changes can be accounted for. Examples of
such salutary changes taking place in a slow and
imperceptible manner, without the interference of
art, are every day seen in the progress of febrile
and inflammatory diseases, by the spontaneous re
turn of the
morbidly affected pulse and skin to their
natural states, by the recurrence of appetite, and by
the recovery of flesh and of strength.
In other in
stances, again, the return to health is preceded by the
occurrence of some obvious phenomena.
Of this na
ture, may be considered the expulsion of noxious sub
stances that have been

are

introduced into the stomach,
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either

by vomiting or by diarrhoea ; the occurrence of
spontaneous haemorrhage in individuals whose vascular
system is excessively full ; and the cessation from hae
morrhage from the occurrence of syncope in persons
sustaining a great loss of blood ; as well as those
changes which take place suddenly in fevers of an
character, in what has been denomi
Crisis, or solution of the disease, and by the

acute and severe

nated

a

favourable

stop is put to its pro
gress, the patients frequently passing, in a few hours,
from a state of great uneasiness and apparently ex
occurrence

of wThich

a

of

comparative ease and safety.
Of the same nature, too, may be regarded those local
reparatory processes which take place in parts that
have been divided, or otherwise injured by external
violence; the process by which haemorrhage from a
divided artery is arrested ; that by which blood that
has been effused is gradually removed ; that by which
divided parts, when brought into contact, are reunited ;
that by which a new surface is formed on a part, the
old surface of which has been removed by disease or
by operation; that by which the diffusion of pus is
prevented in cases of suppuration ; that by which a
new
layer of bone is formed round a bone that has be
come dead ; that
by which a dead bone, or any other
foreign body, is expelled from an internal part ; that
by which a dead portion is separated from the rest of
the body, as a portion of the intestinal canal in conse
quence of invagination, or of a limb from mortifica
tion : these and other similar phenomena, depending
treme

on

to

danger

to

one

those nutritive and absorbent processes which seem
be constantly going on in the animal economy, both
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healthy and in its morbid conditions, are said
to be operations of the Vis Medicatrix Naturae, because
they are vital processes depending on the organic con
stitution of the animal economy, which the healing
art, however much it may assist in promoting them,
in its

is unable to imitate.*
But

the

though

occurrence

when affected with

calculated

to

diseases,

restore

it to

a

in the animal economy,
of spontaneous changes

healthy

state, had been

medical men, till the time of
Dr Brown, there has existed some difference in the
opinions they have entertained respecting the manner

universally

admitted

by

in which these

changes are produced ; some having
supposed, or at least having expressed themselves as
if they supposed, that they take place in consequence
of the active interference of an intelligent agent re
siding in and presiding over the economy, and bringing
into operation the organs by which the changes neces
sary to effect a cure can be produced ; whilst others
have affirmed that we are to seek, in the primitive
constitution of these organs themselves, in their state
at the time, and in their mutual influences on one

another,

for the

causes

of those

salutary changes.

impute this power to the me
the
of
or
chanism
organization
body alone ; others, such as
the Stahlians, impute it to the exertions of a rational soul,
independent of the organization of the body, perceiving such
things, as have a noxious tendency, and obviating their ope
ration, in order to restore the body to a healthy state. Now,
whether this power is to be imputed to the body or to the
mind, it is not necessary to inquire here ; the fact is enough,
"

Some," says Dr Cullen,

that there

are

"

symptoms which may be attributed
*

See

Appendix, Note

O.

to

a

Vis
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Medicatrix Naturae, or, in other words, to
economy to redress its

a

tendency

in the

deviations."

own

agent, termed
Nature, Autocrateia, Vis Medicatrix Naturae, &c,
In

attributing to a particular power

those

or

spontaneous changes occurring in the animal

it from a morbid to a
economy, which tend to restore
healthy state, physicians, it may be allowed, have made

the
in

same

inaccurate

ascribing

the

generalization,

as

they

had done

functions of the economy in
power which they have deno

ordinary

the state of health to

a

Soul, Sentient Faculty, Archeeus, Vital Prin
ciple, &c. ; terms which, as has already been remarked,
like that of excitability employed by Dr Brown, com
prehend under them a variety of phenomena, which,

minated

state of

knowledge, we ought to re
gard as truly referrible to the operation not of one,
but of several different powers or vital properties. In
both instances, probably, the error of physicians may
be considered as having more frequently consisted in
the employment of a general and indefinite expression,

in the

present

our

view of the powers or functions
with which the animal economy is endowed. In some
cases, however, those who have made use of these
than in

an

erroneous

terms, seem unquestionably to have lost sight of the
fact that they are expressive not of a single specific
all
property or power, but of the compound result of
the properties on which the exercise of the functions

depends ; and have ascribed to
what is merely a figurative personification of vital pro
perties, the production of particular phenomena, real
or
supposed, of which the powers universally recog

of the animal economy

nised

as

inherent in the economy, did not appeal* to
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them
the

afford

to

use

of the

satisfactory explanation.
same
figurative language,
a
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It is from

that various

other powers have been attributed to the economy
which, in reality, are merely general expressions for

particular purpose effected by a number of diffe
rent operations.
Thus, when the animal economy is

the

said to possess a power of assimilation, or a power of
reproduction, it is obviously not meant to allege that
these powers

simple and specific properties, in the
irritability and sensibility are ; but that

are

same

way as
certain parts of the economy are so constituted as to
produce a particular class of vital phenomena or pro

conducing to a common end, it is
convenient to designate by a common term.
The following quotation from Hoffmann, shews how
little foundation Dr Brown had for affirming that the
operation of the healing powers of nature had never
been had recourse to by physicians, in explaining the
phenomena of health, of predisposition, or of the great
est number of diseases ; but alleged chiefly, and almost
Of all the dietetic and
only, to interpose in fevers.
cesses,

which,

as

all

"

pharmaceutical
{Be

Medic.

remedies which

Simplic. <$• Opt.),

"

we

employ," says Hoffmann,
none which,
by its
the power of protecting
virtues are only to be es

there is

absolutely possesses
curing disease, but their
timated in so far as they affect the nature of the human
body. We have, therefore, not improperly said with Hip
pocrates, that nature cures diseases ; and chiefly brings about
the action of remedies.
But by the nature of the human
to
body, which, according
Hippocrates, is the foundation and
the beginning of all medical doctrine and demonstrations,
we understand nothing else, than the economy of the vital
motions (progressive, combinatory, secretory, and excretory),

own

nature,

health

or

—
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in the

machine, merely hydraulic,

or

composed

of various

tubes, which are possessed of contractile and distractile
If these motions of the solids and fluids proceed
powers.

rightly,

and

according

to the laws of

equality

and

tempera

ment, then all the functions which the human

body exer
cises, are carried on according to rule ; and not only life,
but the integrity of body and soul, is preserved.
To watch
these motions attentively, and when they deviate from pro
portion or symmetry, when they become too strong, or when,
from various causes, they slacken or become deficient, then to
reduce them to order and moderation by proper remedies,
that is rightly judged to be the only and principal business
of the

physician."

From these observations of Hoff

mann, it is evident that it

was

not any

peculiar

pro

perty different from those concerned in the performance
of the ordinary functions of the economy, that physi
cians have had in view in

speaking

of the Vis Medi

catrix Naturae ; but only the concurrence of a number
of vital processes in the production of a common

effect,

that effect

—

being

the restoration of the

nomy from a morbid to a healthy condition.
If the circumstance of its proceeding from his

eco

own

pen could give additional weight to the refutation of
any of Dr Brown's opinions, it may be affirmed that,

passage, the existence of the healing
powers of Nature is as fully and amply recognised, as
had ever been done by Dr Cullen.
Through this

in the

following

"

says Dr Brown, speaking
in
the
hurt part arises,' " there
but
effect

whole division of local
of those

'

where no

affections,"

certain energy of nature, which tends to the restoration
of the healthy state ; but it is not the celebrated Vis Medi
is

a

physicians ; for in this case nothing else
happens, but what equally happens in the cure of general
If proper remedies are applied, the sound state in
diseases.
catrix Naturae of
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If the remedies be

both sorts of diseases, follows.
the solution of

continuity degenerates

into

a worse

neglected,
and

worse

nature, and then into gangrene, or the death of the part. It
is the excitability, or that property of life by which the

produced, that, wherever life, whether in a
part, or over the whole body, is hurt, procures the return of
the healthy state, by means of the external powers acting
It is, then, the excitability, affected by the action of
upon it.

functions

are

those powers, that is to say, the excitement, which governs
the state of the solids, both in parts, and over the whole

body." (Elem. § 701.)
Dr Brown's denial of the existence of the
powers of nature,

spontaneous
threatened

calculated

—

understanding by

healing

that term the

in the animal economy, when
affected writh disease, of vital changes

occurrence
or

to counteract

the

injurious operation of ex
the functions to a healthy

ternal agents, and to restore
state when any morbid deviation has occurred in
—

seems

to

other of his

have had the

same

origin

to

them,

which several

have been

traced, an exaggerated
opinions
perversion of generalizations, some of a speculative, and
others of a more practical nature, which had been pre
viously formed and expressed by Dr Cullen in his lec
tures and writings.
The Stahlian doctrine of the ex
istence, in the economy, of an intelligent agent, which,
perceiving the tendency of noxious powers threatening,
or of disorders
anywise arising in the system, imme
diately excites such motions in the body, as are suited
to obviate the hurtful or
pernicious consequences that
otherwise
take
might
place, appeared to Dr Cullen to
be calculated to lead physicians into, or to continue them
in a weak and feeble practice, and, at the same
time,
to supersede or
all
the
of
art.
Aldiscourage
attempts
—

VOL. II.

v
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though, therefore,

he contends that the

operation,

in

diseases, of the Vis Medicatrix Naturae, or, in other
words, of the vital mechanism of the animal economy,
must unavoidably be admitted as a fact, yet he some

inconsistently with
wherever this princi
his
ple is admitted, it throws an obscurity upon our sys
tem ; and that it is only where the impotence of our
art is very manifest and considerable, that we ought
to admit of it in practice."
(See Works, vol. i.
p. 406-7.) And accordingly, in Dr Cullen's writings,
allusion is more frequently made to the influence of
the healing powers of Nature, as producing some of
the phenomena of diseases, than as superseding the
necessity of medical treatment.
It would be unjust to imagine that physicians, in
ascribing conservative and healing powers to the ani
mal economy, or in asserting that such is its constitu
tion, had meant to allege that in all the circumstan

incautiously, and perhaps
general views, alleges that

what

even

"

in which noxious agents operate upon this economy,
motions are excited in it sufficient for producing their ex
their effects. Those who have
or for
ces

obviating
most strenuously inculcated the propriety of the prac
titioner availing himself of, and trusting to the powers
have been termed, which
or efforts of nature, as they

pulsion,

tend to the restoration of health, have at the same time
to
acknowledged that, in some instances, Nature seems
mor
make no efforts whatsoever to resist the action of
bific causes; that in others the efforts which she makes,
this effect, and require the
are insufficient to

produce

assistance of art ; and that in other instances, again,
her efforts are injurious, and require to be counteract-
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Dr

ed.
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Brown, in his recommendation of

a

constant

and universal
art,

seems

activity in the practice of the medical
entirely to have overlooked the distinction

that exists between those diseases which

are

known to

employment of remedies, or the
cure of which has
generally been attributed to Nature ;
those which can only be removed by the employ

disappear

without the

—

ment

of

or

in wdiich nature has been said to

the assistance of art ; and those which prove
however skilfully remedies may have been em

require
fatal,

remedies,

—

ployed. In few things, however, do the superior know
ledge and skill of the experienced practitioner shew
themselves more evidently than in the accuracy with
which he distinguishes between these three classes of
morbid affections ; the caution and prudence which he
observes in interfering with the natural course of dis
eases, and the decision, promptitude, and efficacy of
his measures, in the circumstances in which they may
be useful. What a contrast to this does the ignorant
and presumptuous practitioner exhibit, who, in the
treatment of his patients, is perpetually
meddling with
and thwarting the salutary operations of Nature ; em
ploying himself busily, when he ought to be a simple
spectator, and remaining confused or idle during the
occurrence of morbid
phenomena that call for the most
prompt and vigorous interference of art.
In conformity with the general principles, physio
logical, pathological, and therapeutical, set forth in the
foregoing propositions, Dr Brown undertook to ex
pound the nature, history, and treatment of particular
diseases ; and he has, both in his avowed and unavowed writings, lost no opportunity of asserting the
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of his

immense

superiority

compared

with those which had been

ceding physicians.
which

ginal

own

modes of

practice, as
followed by pre

Notwithstanding

the

length

to

examination of Dr Brown's claims to ori
improvement in the theory of medicine has ex
our

tended, it

seems

proper, before

concluding

of his system, to institute a
slight
of
treatment
recommended
plans
sued in

some

of the

principal

the review

comparison of the
by him to be pur

diseases

to

which the

economy is subject, with those which Dr Cullen had
advised for the same diseases. This
comparison, while
it will shew that not a few of Dr Brown's
practical
statements and doctrines had their

in

desire
contradict precepts inculcated by Dr Cullen in his
lectures and writings, will, at the same time, evince
how wide a difference there is between universal and

origin

a

to

unqualified
views of

a

canons, founded

practical art,

entirely

upon speculative
restricted, qualified, and
conformity with the general

and

prudent rules, framed in
experience of medical practitioners, and corrected or
improved by that of their judicious and reflecting suggester. As might be anticipated from his general view
of the comparatively greater frequency of asthenic
than of sthenic diseases, the methods of cure enjoined
in particular diseases by Dr Brown will be found to
differ from those recommended by Dr Cullen and
other experienced physicians, chiefly in the more ex
tended application of the stimulant plan of treatment
as
respects both regimen and medicines.
There is, perhaps, no part of the writings of Dr
Cullen calculated to convey a higher impression of his
sagacity as a practical observer, or of his perspicuity as
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teacher, than the
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which he has

given of the
circumstances under which debilitating and stimulating
remedies, and, in particular, bloodletting and the use of
wine and opium, should be had recourse to, in the treat
a

ment

of fevers.

tinued

Fevers,

account

With respect to the treatment of Con
his general principle wras, that the choice

of remedies must be guided by the character of the symp
which may appear to prevail in the particular case,
whether these shall be of an inflammatory, of a nervous,

toms

or

of

a

putrescent

or

bilious character.

From the fre

quent combination of the inflammatory diathesis with
the febrile state, the antiphlogistic plan of treatment
appeared to Dr Cullen to be of very frequent applica

bility

in the treatment of Continued Fevers

Lines, § 127.)

;

but,

at

the

same

time,

he

wTas

at

(First
great

pains to point out the circumstances which indicate the
employment of stimulant remedies (ibid. § 201), and
particularly of wine (ibid. § 219), which he considered
as

the safest form of stimulant in this class of diseases.

(See Works,
hand,

vol. i.

maintained

seldom if

ever

p.644.)
that

Dr

Brown,

the other

remedies

antiphlogistic

required

on

in any form of

fever,

are

whe

ther in that which had been termed

Synocha (or in
flammatory fever) or in Typhus (or low fever) ; and
that, in the latter form of fever in particular, the
hopes of the practitioner must be placed entirely in
the free
informs

use

us,

"

of stimulant remedies.
is

one

of

those

"

Synocha,1'

mild sthenic

he

diseases in

which

bleeding is not necessary, and bleeding with any de
of
freedom is hurtful."
gree
(Elements, § 482.) Of those
sthenic diseases, amongst which he includes
"
while it is very easy to
says that,
distinguish
them from the asthenic diseases resembling them, if, how-

gentle
Synocha, he

more
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ever, any person should think the marks of distinction

biguous, let
though the

am

him know that, upon account of that
gentleness,
disease under examination should be sthenic,

blood is not

to be

let, much less when there is the ap
prehension that it may turn out asthenic, to which last so
even

power is destructive ; and with that informa
tion," says he, " let him understand that his method of cure,
conducted in that way, will be fenced and secured from all

debilitating

mistake.

a

For if the

bleeding

will often

at least be useless.

diathesis, though sthenic, be slight,
it into the

precipitate
If,

on

the

opposite,

and will

contrary, the disease which

passes for a sthenic one, should, in its progress, shew itself
an evident asthenic one, in that case,
every drop of blood
which may have been taken, will go to the increase of the

disease.
men

Yet this

out of this

pernicious

and

daily practice

world, than all the

curses

sends

more

of human life."

§490.
It may safely be left to the intelligent practitioner
to determine whether these precepts of Dr Browm's,

regarding
Fever,

or

practice of bloodletting in Inflammatory
those expressed by Dr Cullen in the pas

the

sages that have been referred to, are most consonant
with the results of experience; or most likely to secure

practitioner from all hazard of mistake, and the
patient from the well-known consequences of inflam
the

matory reaction.
One of Dr Brown's most
to

the Practice of

Physic,

arrogant claims in regard

is that of

having

been the

the proper principles on which the ad
ministration of Opium should be conducted.
Opium,"
first to

explain

"

says he (Elements,
the cure of certain

§ 232,

note

h.),

"

though

much used in

symptoms of diseases, was never under
stood by those physicians who, in books and lectures, as

sumed to themselves the

province

of

directing

the

profession
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Every property they assigned to it was the re
verse of the truth."
In support of this somewhat start
ling allegation, he affirms, 1st, that physicians, instead
of

physic.

of

allowing opium

to be the

ture, made it a sedative;
property of bringing on

strongest stimulant in na

2d, that they ascribed to it the
sleep, whereas, it is the most

powerful body of all others in producing and keeping
in
up the watching state ; and 3d, he insinuates that,
attributing to it the power of allaying pain, they were
not aware that it increases the pain accompanying in
flammation, and, besides, that it aggravates every
other symptom of the disease.
Cullen to pass over these
assertions without examination, the therapeutical ope
It would be

unjust

to Dr

ration of
see,

a

opium having been,
subject on which he had

as

we

shall

presently

bestowed much consi

deration ; and such an examination is the more ne
cessary, that Dr Brown's pretensions to original views

respecting the administration of opium have been re
cognised by some of his commentators. Thus, Dr
in pamphlets recommending
Beddoes alleges that,
repeated doses of opium to support excitement, it
would be easy to detect attempts to purloin Brown's
"

and M. Rouillier says, that " we
owe
great obligations to Brown for the maimer in
which he has developed his ideas on the tonic and

language

and ideas

;"

stimulant property of

opium."
As to the nature of the operation (stimulant or se
dative) exerted by opium on the economy, Dr Cullen
had remarked, in speaking of this substance, in the
lectures on Materia Medica delivered by him in 1761
(when Brown first became his pupil ),and surreptitiously
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published,

as we

have seen,

ten

years

afterwards, that

only have the ancients disputed whether this medicinal
substance was hot or cold, but we are at this moment disput
ing whether it acts chiefly as a stimulant, or whether in any
case it acts directly as a sedative (ride Tralles on Opium).
These doubts probably arise from the effects of opium being
mixed, and proving different according to the dose, the time
of exhibition, and the state of the patient."
And after

"

Not

describing

phenomena which follow
opium, Dr Cullen observes,

the succession of

the administration of

—

It is easy to see that, from the stimulant power of opium,
it may be an excellent cordial, though, at the same time,
when the stimulant power is great, or other stimuli subsist
"

system, it will produce fever and inflammation. On
the contrary, by its sedative power, it may be even used
to correct motion, except in the heart and vessels, that is, in
in the

fever."

In

prosecuting

farther the

principles

may be understood in what manner
or
salutary in different diseases, Dr

on

which it

opium is hurtful
Cullen, in these
anodyne ; 2d, its

lectures, considered, 1 st, its use as an
use in fevers, and 3d, its use in increased evacuations.
With

regard

anodyne qualities of opium, on
third pretension to discovery is

to the

which Dr Brown's

Dr Cullen observes that

founded,
dered

as

of three kinds,

arising

Pain may be consi
from three different causes,
"

Spasm, and Irritation ; from Distention,
more especially of the inflammatory kind, as in the pleurisy ;
from Spasm, more frequently in the alimentary canal, as in
colic ; from Irritation, or acrid stimulants applied, as in
viz. Distention,

cancer." With

regard

to

inflammatory distention,
in its first

operation,

of the blood, and

the

use

of

opium

he remarks that

increases the circulation

even,

in its last

operation,

in Pain from
"

As

and

opium,
impetus

accumulates the
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larger vessels, and thus brings a stimulus to the
heart, it must increase inflammatory distention. From all
this," he continues, "it is easily understood, why opium is
But there are some inflam
hurtful in inflammatory pains.
matory diseases which, though founded on an inflammatory

blood in the

diathesis,

are

apt

to become

chronic,

as

the rheumatism. In

pain of long
particular part, opium may be

chronic rheumatism, in the absence of fever, in

standing

and confined to

employed

for

does it contribute to the

will often be hurtful by

great caution

cure

no

instance,

pains of the
single part, it
irritation, which gives
in

even

;

one

nay,
and confined to the most

longest standing,
us

a

temporary relief; but, in

a

as

increasing

to the free

the

use

of it in such cases."

—

inflammatory distention, also, must be
The pains occur
referred the use of opium in the Gout.
in
this
are
in
the
extremities,
disease,
certainly of the
ring
inflammatory kind, and, therefore, opium may be supposed
to increase these, which, indeed, I have seen it do, though
in so far it is safe, as the health of the body depends on this
inflammation. Whether we ought to proceed farther and
take bff the pain, has been much disputed.
The sounder
are
practitioners, as Sydenham,
justly of opinion that the
more violent the
pain, the shorter is its duration, and the less
hurtful to the system.
If the pain be so violent as to over
come all
patience, they admit that opium may be given ; but
then it is very justly added, that it is always with danger of
the disease attacking other parts more violently ; and I my
"

To the head of

self have

seen

opium ought
gout,

instances of this.

not to be

nor even

at

the

employed
height of

The rule,
at

the

then,

is

this, that

the first attack of the

disease, unless

some

violent symptom ensue from mere irritation of pain. When
the pains are gone, it may be given ; but then, as weaken

the tone of the stomach, it debilitates that power upon
which depends the healthy termination of the gout. How

ing

ever, I must

often

seen

confess, that,

good

at the end of the

effects follow from it,

disease, I have

restoring

the

patient
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I
uneasy night.
who obtained the same effects from

health, and preventing many

to

soon

have known also

some

an

spirituous liquors immediately after
the removal of the pains.
I imagine, then, that, if the sti
mulant effect of the opium take place here without much of
the sedative, and at the same time as sweat is promoted,
the opium will act chiefly as a strengthener."
(4to edition,
p. 335.)
taking

to

With

a

cases
"

of

to the

regard

Dr Cullen
all

course

pains arising

observes, that
cured

these

by opium.

there have been

"

are

from

most

Spasms,
effectually in

At all times," he conti
about the virtues of extra

disputes
Hecquet, at Paris, carries the
ordinary
use of
opium to an extravagant length, on the other hand,
the Stahlians will not admit it at all, saying it operates
merely as a palliative without removing the cause. Most
manifestly here it has a different effect, not only removing the
sense of pain, but also its cause."
There can be little if
any doubt, that this last observation of Dr Cullen's
nues,

medicines.

the

While

of the

following remark by Dr Brown :
The truth is, it (opium) is not a palliator of pain,
but a remover of its cause, as often as that depends
upon debility, while it as certainly aggravates every
other kind of pain."
was

source

"

It will not, I presume, be necessary to discuss Dr
Brown's other claim to discovery in regard to the opera

opium on the economy, that, namely, of its pre
venting sleep; but, before leaving the subject, I think
it necessary to take a slight review of the doctrines
taught by Dr Cullen, at different times, respecting the
employment of opium in fever, in vindication of a
statement made by himself in his treatise on Materia
Medica, published in 1789, which contains the only
tion of
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reference to Dr Brown that is to be found in any of

his

writings.

free

use

of

"

opium

are fond of a more
he there says,
in continued fever than had been common
"

Many,"

before, and have believed that this was introduced by a cer
tain noted teacher and author ; but I assert, that I myself
the first who

was

under certain

vers,

other

largely employed opium in fe
restrictions, indeed, which, neglected by
and

freely

practitioners,

In his lectures

have occasioned much mischief."

Materia Medica, in 1761, Dr
of the use of opium in fever, after

on

Cullen, in speaking
"
observing that, in intermittent fevers, the use of
opium wras common and constant among the ancients,
and

we

have in this endeavoured to imitate them in

times," proceeded to observe ; In continued fe
Tralles
vers, opium has been more frequently employed.
has bestowed much pains on this part of his subject ; but he
like a man who had already settled
appears to me to argue
his point, and to have been prejudiced against it" [the use
of opium in continued fevers],
nay, indeed, to overlook, or
rather to be totally ignorant of, the considerations which
In inflammatory fevers,
should determine the question.
"

modern

"

opium is certainly hurtful ; but all fevers are not of this kind,
either in their beginning or continuance, and everybody allows
the existence of the

now

vis vitas is

apt

may be used

consequently

to sink. In the

as a

fever,

nervous

stimulant

;

the accessions,

throw in the bark,

of the

are

distinct,

opium

lant.

nervous

as a

same manner as

comes on

In

sedative.

the bark,

and it is useful

Of
may be also employed.
notice.
Wine, I think, is an

things, Tralles takes no
analogous remedy to opium, being
these

that wherein the

fever, opium
and where the remissions, and

case

the last case, it may be used in the
and whenever a distinct accession
to

or

In the last intention, it is

both sedative and stimu

preferable

to

opium,

as

from the acid which

given in a smaller dose, and also,
on
accompanies it, it is less inflammatory, and therefore,
can

be

it

this
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account, in doubtful cases, it may be more effectually used, as
well as from the subdivided and gradual manner in which
we

can

exhibit it.

But I have

fevers attended with

seen

where

camphire, musk, &c.
strong spasmodic affections,
much
the
was
of
more
where
used,
opium
consequence,
and even, as I have seen, it removed delirium itself; and,
indeed, I believe it may be said universally, there is no
very

were

in which

case

opium."

we

use

the

Campbell
Typhus, or

lished in

(i.

may not also

employ

e.

on

of

Lancaster, in his Observations
Low Contagious Fever, &;c. pub

refers to Dr Cullen

1785,

his lectures

1769

we

(P. 344-5.)

Dr D.
on

wine where

the Practice of

in his first

is

course on

as

having,

in

Physic in the year
that branch), stated,

useful in every case of de
lirium that arises from irritation ; and as contend
that

opium

ing,

too, that there is

cur

in the

particularly

course

a

species

of continued

of delirium apt to

oc

fever, which, wanting

the characteristics of the

phrenitic or inflammatory
state, arises from irritation, and is only to be cured by
large doses of opium.
The following is the more extended view of this
subject, which is contained in his manuscript lectures
on the Practice of Physic, as delivered some years
afterwards.
"

of

It

to be

seems

physicians,

eases,

that

universally established in the judgment
opium is hurtful in all inflammatory dis

and therefore is not at all admissible in the pure in

flammatory fever ; nay, that, from the same consideration,
it may be of doubtful or hazardous use in the beginning of
most fevers, wherever there is any suspicion of a phlogistic
diathesis

being present.

of this, that
titioners

as

we

to

meet

It is very

with

so

probably from a neglect
complaints among prac

many
the mischievous effects of

opium

in fevers.
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The

writer upon opium is Dr Tralles, who has
He has been at
two 4to volumes upon the subject.

principal

given

us

to render it

great pains

hurtful in fevers ; but I

nion, and if it

universal, that opium is extremely
am

not much influenced

fit to enter into

was

a

by

his

opi
particular criticism, I

could shew that he forms most of his conclusions from
instances of its abuse in the

cases

I

speak of,

a

few

where the dis

manifestly inflammatory. I must, however, say,
that it ought to be attended to that opium may be hurtful
by its stimulant power, and that especially in every case of
inflammation or tendency to it, where there is any degree of
phlogistic diathesis. But I have shewn that there are cases
of fever directly opposite to this, in which stimulants, such
was

ease

cold and bark, may be necessary, and have the most use
ful effects ; and in all such cases of fever, I have no doubt
as

that

may be employed for its stimulus, as wine gene
In inflammatory fevers, opium is certainly hurt

opium

rally

is.

ful ; but all fevers

ginning

or

are

existence of

nervous

to sink.

In the

apt
used

not of this

their continuance, and

fever,
case

everybody

in their be

allows

now

the

that wherein the vis vitos is

or

of

kind, either

nervous

fever, opium may be

stimulant.

as a

"

I say, therefore, that there
which the stimulant power of
vers ; but it
probably may be
power, and

we

many circumstances in
opium may be useful in fe
are

more

know well that it is

so

useful

as

in all

cases

a

sedative

of irrita

inflammatory. In all cases of pain and ir
proceeding from any thing but the stimulus of topi
cal inflammation,
and especially when it proceeds from
the sedative power of opium is the most powerful
spasm,
means of
obviating it that the practice of medicine is yet ac
quainted with.
I find that opium especially takes off all irritations power
fully affecting the nervous system, with certainty and safety.
The exhibition of opium is commonly, in the first instance,
tion that

are

not

ritation

—

—

"

stimulant

to

the heart and arteries ; but when the dose is
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carried far
other
in

cases

taking

it

enough,
of

a

produces

a

slow

pulse,

as

occurs

in

From the power of opium
especially in the nervous system,

comatose state.

off irritations,

there are, no doubt, many cases of fever in which its seda
tive power may be advantageously employed, though we
may not be able to ascertain these cases with exactness.
"
I will give one pretty clear instance.
We know cer

tainly

that the brain may be in a state of considerable ex
causes than
merely the increased im

citement from other

petus of the blood.
mania, from the
the

body,

This

length

know from many species of
of time they subsist, the coldness of
we

the slowness of the

ture ; and I think I

pulse,

and their

transitory

na

very certain that such a maniacal de
lirium, without any inflammatory state, or other cause of in
creased impetus of the blood in the brain, does frequently
occur

am

in the advanced state of fevers ; and in several in

stances of this

kind, I have

delirium
these

seen

quieted, by large
cases, by large doses only.

maniacal delirium, attended with
ror,

occurring

state, to
is to be

puted.

the disease cured, and the

doses of

in fevers, is

more or

Such
some

acknowledged
as

seen

in

appearance of a
impetuosity and fu
an

generally imputed

to

a

phrenitic

less of inflammation in the brain

But I have

furious delirium,

opium, and, indeed,

;

and it

that it very often is justly so im
several instances of the impetuous or

suddenly admitting of
frequently being cured by the use

to which, from their

solution, and from their
of opium, I conclude for certain, whatever the appearances
of the inflammatory
may have been, that they were not truly
a

kind.

I

own

that

though,

in

tween the mild and furious

general,

I

can

delirium, and

distinguish

am

be

pretty confi

dent that it is proper in the furious to reject, and in the
mild to admit of, opium, there is an uncertainty that attends
Sir John Pringle marks out the
the whole of this affair.

phrenitic delirium when the eye becomes wild and the voice
quick ; but he does not go further, leaving us to Hi is general
view ; and there he very properly avoids wine, and would
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certainly avoid opiates too. But I have seen that wild look
and quick voice, with a languid and weak pulse, and with a
redness of the eyes, which were what I would call
decisive marks of inflammation ; and yet I have seen these

peculiar
cases

cured

pass away into

state of

tranquillity,
medicines,
by wine,
by inflammatory
a

and
and

manifestly
by opium.

It appears, therefore, that there are such cases as will admit
of these remedies ; and I must leave you, in the course of
practice, to find out other means of being more exact in this

matter.*
I pass on to a more general case, in which the sedative
power of opium may be more useful, where, indeed, all in
flammatory diathesis is very manifestly gone, or perhaps
"

strongly subsisted, and that spasm which depends upon
debility only remains. Here, I imagine, the sedative power
The
of opium maybe employed more frequently than it is.
combination of its stimulant, joined to its sedative power,
may be of use ; for if, by the sedative power, we can take off
the spasm of the extreme vessels, we may, by the stimulant
power, excite to a considerable degree the heart and arte
ries more effectually to procure sweat ; and we do this more
safely by opium than by any other stimulant power what
never

ever, not combined
"

by,

with such

a

sedative.

We have been, for these hundred years past, or there
in the humour of blaming the age before us, the age

of

alexipharmics, when the stimulating and heating me
dicines were employed, and their principal stimulus was
opium. Now, I cannot believe that the practitioners in
these days were quite so blind as to go on in this practice if
they had found it universally hurtful ; and I must conclude
that, in many cases, they found it safe and successful, so that
there are more cases where opium might be employed, than
might at first sight be supposed. I cannot, however, go back
* It
may, perhaps, be questioned, whether the cases here referred to by
Dr Cullen were not, in reality, cases of delirium tremens
a disease
—

which has

come

to be understood

only

since his time.
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to proper
are

pendix

and therefore must take them

as

they

A very remarkable one to our
is
we
find
in Dr Lind of Haslar's ap
what
purpose
to his work on the Diseases of Europeans in Warm

given

present

enough facts,

in later times.

us

Climates.

frequent experience, he has found that
opium may be employed in the hot fit of intermittents ; that
it brings on more equally the sweats that are to give the so
lution, and gives a more complete apyrexia than is to be ob
tained by any other means, and he seems to recommend it
as, in general, a useful practice."
From

For the

cure

of intermittent

fevers,

Dr Cullen had

pointed out two general plans of treatment, the em
ployment of stimulant, and the employment of tonic,
remedies. The stimulant plan of treatment he regard
—

neither very safe nor very efficacious ; and he
consequently gave a decided preference to the use of
ed

as

tonics, and particularly of bark. (Works, vol. i.
Dr Brown

adopted opinions respecting
directly the reverse of

of intermittents

672.)

those of Dr

affirmed, that it is from the
mulant remedies only that we can hope
Cullen.

p.

the treatment

He

use

to

of sti

derive

benefit in the treatment of intermittent fevers ; and he
bark

remedy nearly, if not altogether,
inefficacious ; alleging, that before the Peruvian, and
some other barks of similar
operation, were found out
to act as remedies, a variety of strong drinks were used
with sufficient success ;" and that
it now also is found

represented

as a

"

"

demonstrated, in fact, that the diffusible stimuli
are
by far more effectual than any bark, and that the
bark often fails, while they are perfectly effectual in
and

the re-establishment of health."

ing

of the failure of bark in the

(J 655.)
cure

fevers, he asks (note d. § 666),

"

In

speak

of intermittent

If

that

medicine.
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with its universal

high character,

what

shall turn out next to

to think of testimonies in favour

imposition,
thing ? I have most generally," he adds, found
an
analogy betwixt the remedies that are, in reality, power
ful, and our ordinary supporters of health. The wines and
strong drinks are certainly a part of diet with most peo
ple, and so is opium among the Turks. But what analogy
can be found betwixt the same
ordinary supports of life, the
an

are we

of any

same

"

durable and natural stimuli, and the bark of

whether

brought

ourselves ?

from South America,

I will not

pretend

growing

or

a

tr

e

among

to say, that the bark is de

void of all virtue ; but I must have greater proof of its
power
over disease than I have
yet met with, before I can retract
much of what I have said."

Of the diseases referred

by Dr Cullen to the order
Phlegmasia?, and considered by him as requiring an
antiphlogistic treatment, a portion only, as we have
already seen, were admitted by Dr Brown to be gene
ral

constitutional diseases, the rest being declared
by him to be only local affections. The treatment
which he lays down for the diseases which he admits
to

or

be constitutional

phlegmasia?, does not differ from
by Dr Cullen, except in the reluc
tance with which he recommends the
employment of
evacuant remedies, and
particularly of bloodletting.
In the treatment of what he considered as local
phleg
masia?, however, as Gastritis, Enteritis, Hysteritis,
&c.
the employment of general evacuant remedies is

that recommended

—

—

proscribed

ployment
mended.

; and in the last mentioned

even

of stimulant remedies

Thus,

tritis, he states

disease, the em
strongly recom

with

regard to the treatment of gas
(Elements, § 707), that as this is a local
"

disease, the indications of diminishing increased, or increasing
diminished excitement over all, do not
apply. On the conVOL. II.

V
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trary, unless

a

disease

general

it, nothing else is

to be done

happen to be combined with
but by throwing in bland de

mulcent liquors, to defend the tender

part

from the rude

con

give the inflammation time
the physician is called soon

tact of the stomach's contents, and

to finish its

enough,

course ;

and if

to wash off the hurtful matter with

a

diluent drink.''

"

when gangrene is seated
the method of cure is to pour

He farther informs us, that

alimentary canal,
in spirits and laudanum ; when the shut viscera are
affected, to place some hope in the same and other sti
muli, but much less. And as the same remedies also
suit gangrene when it is external, consequently liquid
laudanum should be rubbed in upon the dying part ;
spirits should be poured upon it; the parts already dead
should be cut out ; the edge of the living parts all

in the

round should be

stimulated,

and

an

inflammation made

the remedies are, in general, the
same as in gangrene ; but they should be stronger, and
administered in greater quantity and with greater

in it.

In

sphacelus,

nicety, and in
Respecting

less

expectation

of

a

cure."

inflammation of the uterus,

(§ 747-8.)
or
hysteritis,

Dr Cullen, in his lectures on the Practice of Physic, had
said (Works, ii. 83), that "it frequently lays the foundation
of child-bed fever ; but these fevers are not constantly of the
inflammatory kind, they are often nervous, and perhaps
—

miliary, neither of which admit of venesection ; and nothing
but necessity will prescribe venesection for lying-in women,
when we consider the evacuations they have already sufferedIf the pain, however, depends on an inflammatory affection of
the uterus, nothing but venesection affords relief," &c. (§ 422.)
Dr Brown tells us, that, in inflammation of the womb,
and any mode
bleeding, according to the common practice,
of evacuation, are not to be practised, nor is the patient to be
forbid to eat ; but, in the first place, regard is to be had to
"
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body must be laid in a horizontal pos
ture ; she must be kept from motion, and be allowed rich
By-and-bye, more solid animal food should
soups and wine.
be used, morsel by morsel, but frequently repeated ; and if
the debility should get ahead, recourse must be had to more
wine, drink still stronger, and opiates, the use of which
last should not be neglected even at first."
(§ 723.) It
the affected

part

;

the

—

that the progress of know
ledge has confirmed Dr Cullen's view of the differ-

scarcely be remarked,

need

fever may assume,
of the different modes of treatment

characters which

ent

and, consequently,

puerperal

But it has brought no confir
which it may require.
mation of the plan of treatment recommended by Dr
Brown to be

pursued

in

cases

of inflammation of the

womb.
The treatment of Gout

necessarily holds

an

important

review of Dr Brown's system of Practical
Medicine ; for he frequently informs his reader that it

place
was

in

a

the circumstance of his attention

rected to the treatment of this disease in his
son, which

led him to

been di

having

own

per
of the

ultimately
knowledge
of
the
medical
then subsisting
doctrines
imperfections
in the schools, and to the discovery of the more cor
rect principles which he taught.
Dr Cullen, in his view of Gout, recognised two
forms, viz. the Regular and the Misplaced, in which
the principal source of danger consists in the predo
minance of inflammatory affection : and two forms,
also,
the
in

—

viz. the Atonic and the

danger chiefly depends

some

on

Retrocedent,
the

of the muscular cavities.

inflammatory gout,

a

—

in which

of spasm
In the two forms of

occurrence

he conceived that the

plan of

treat-
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inent must

be

strictly antiphlogistic ; whilst, in the

two

forms of

spasmodic gout, the treatment, he conceived,
should consist in the employment of tonic and of stimu
lant remedies. In speaking of ardent spirits as a remedy
in the retrocedent gout, Dr Cullen

observes; It is re
I have known
markable that the dose must be very large.
an instance of a
person taking two pounds of brandy or strong
rum to
produce a cure. In this case, persons then bear it
with impunity, who would have been thrown into a tempo
rary fever by the fourth part of the quantity taken at another
time.
I need not speak of some analogies of various affec
tions of the

nervous

commonly large
haps, that is to

"

system which will

doses of

bear unusual and

such

opium,

as

be attended to in other

from hence, that there is
sists the usual effects of

similar circumstance

tetanus ;

in the

occurs

case

and, per

It appears
system that re

cases.

in the

something
opium, or any

un

such narcotic ; and
of

a

spirits employed

in the gout ; for whilst, in ordinary health, four ounces of
spirits would have given some degree of intoxication, and

double that

quantity would have effectually intoxicated them,

persons in this fit will take double that quantity without any
appearance of intoxication ; and till the pain is removed out
of the stomach,

they find

no

such

symptoms.

But

as soon as

the violence of the spasm, an intoxication is
immediately induced, and a stupor comes on ; and, in many
cases, we would be puzzled how to measure the doses, were it

it has

overcome

not for that circumstance ; but

so

long

as we

find that it does

take any effect upon the nervous system, in producing
more or less of the symptoms of intoxication, we are still
not

safe in

Dr

pushing

the dose farther."

Brown, in admitting

gout of weaker persons,

a

gout of stronger and

a

to have had in view

a

seems

distinction similar to that of Cullen's into inflamma

tory and

spasmodic gout.

But in both forms of the
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affection, he maintains that
stimulant remedies

it is

by the employment

that the disease

only,

can

be

of

re

moved.
The gout of stronger persons," says he (§ 608),
It does not
disease of strength, or a sthenic one.
"

"

is not

depend
vigour of the constitution and plethora, as has been
commonly hitherto imagined, but is manifestly asthenic. It
is not to be treated by an antisthenic, as has hitherto been
the notion, but by a sthenic plan of cure.
To prolong the
a

upon

intervals of health and

prevent

a

fit, the remedies

food, taken in plenty, of the animal kind, with
of all sorts of

vegetable
strong drink, a full quantity

matter

or

a

very

of blood,

a

sparing

are

rich

rejection
use

of it,

evacuations," &c.

no

In the gout of weaker persons, and certain diseases of
the alimentary canal which are of a common nature with it
—

"

(colicodynia, dyspepsodynia,

and the violent

hysteria),

the

When each
of every one of them must be stimulant.
of them is but slight, beef-soup, and similar rich ones, &c. ;
cure

and afterwards, solid animal food and

moderately

diluted

higher degree of violence of any of them, while
the soups should still be continued, at same time pure strong
drinks should be administered.
And when the violence of
drink.

In

a

any case baffles this whole form of stimulus, recourse must
be had to musk, volatile alkali, camphor, ether, and opium.

These must be administered in
"

The diffusible stimuli

large

are

so

doses.''

powerful

in

removing

the inflammation of the gout, that sometimes strong drink
undiluted, as wine and spirits, or the latter diluted with
water as warm as can

be borne, have, in

moved the most violent

fected foot.

And the

a

fit, and restored the

same

remedies

are

of

few hours,
use

re

of the af

equal efficacy in

the

general symptoms. Treated in the way here
removing
mentioned, the most violent degree of the disease alwavs
gave way in a few days, and milder cases in as many hours.
I never found a single case baffle me but one," &c. (§ 213.

Dr Brown's

practical

recommendations with

regard
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the diseases

comprehended by

Dr Cullen under his

class Neuroses, afford some as glaring blunders as
those which have been already pointed out in the Py
rexia?.
Where

an

attack of

Apoplexy

has taken

place,

Dr

Cullen conceived that, in all cases of a full habit, and
where the disease has been preceded by marks of a

plethoric state, bloodletting ought to be immediately
employed, and very largely ; and its operation aided
by purging and blistering. For the prevention of the
disease, he conceived that where the predisposition to
apoplexy manifests itself in early life, a low diet, with
a
good deal of exercise, will probably prevent the dis
ease.
At the same time, he suggests that it might
low diet persons who are ad
vanced in life before they think of taking precautions,

safe

not be

to

put upon

and who are, at the

a

same

time, of

a

corpulent habit,

to

generally supposes their having been accustomed
full living ; but remarks, that it may be sufficient

to

render their diet

which

cially

with respect

more

to

moderate than

usual, espe

animal food.

according to Dr Brown, apoplexy arises chiefly
from indirect debility, that is from the excessive use of
stimulants ; and as each kind of debility is increased
in apo
by the other, he concludes that it is improper,
But

plexy,

to have recourse to evacuant

remedies.

"

The

"

is so
says he,
a
as
rule, that
pernicious in apoplexy, that it is received
the third fit is not often, the fourth never, got the better

effect of the

debilitating plan of cure,"

the fits of apo
a man
plexy, all excessive stimulus must be avoided, in such
ner that the body may be invigorated, and direct debility
of cure should be set
The stimulant

of."

(Elements, § 638.)—"

guarded against.

To

prevent

plan
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foot with moderation and accuracy ; and in the place of
the forms of stimuli which have, either from long or exces

on

sive use, lost their stimulant

excitability,

not

yet

out with

worn

which the

operation, others,

them,

to

respect

can re

ceive, should be substituted ; that is, the kinds of food, of
drink, and of diffusible stimuli, should be changed all round,
and upon the failure of each lately used one, those which
have been long ago laid aside should be resumed." (§ 640.)

It

Cullen that the treatment of

appeared to Dr

Palsy

must be conducted very much in the same way as that
of apoplexy ; and particularly that, in hemiphlegia,

internal stimulants
ous as

in the

cases

almost

always equally danger
complete apoplexy. Even where

are

of

the disease has subsisted for

time, and the apo

some

plectic symptoms, or those marking
compression of the origin of the nerves,
he conceived that the
Dr

remedy.

use

Brown,

the other

debilitant and evacuant remedies

are

an

removed,

ambiguous

hand, affirms that

are

to

be avoided in

and that the

palsy,

have the

the

—

of stimulants is

on

considerable

a

—

principal remedies are those which
greatest power in invigorating the surface of

body

; whilst

stimulant virtue

of the powers endowed with
any means should be omitted. We

none

by

he says, employ a great deal of an
the influence of which upon the surface is the

should, therefore,

opiate,
most

considerable of all other powers.

(Elements,

§ 635.)
Dr

Cullen, in considering a plethoric

tem to

be

one

of the

predisponent

conceived that this state is

to

state of

causes

be corrected

the sys

of

Epilepsy,
chiefly by a

«*
With respect
proper management of exercise and diet.
to the latter," he remarks,
it is particularly to be observed
"

here, that

an

abstemious

course

has been

frequently

found to
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be the most certain

veral instances

means

myself,'1

of curing

I have had

epilepsy.

he added in his lectures,

"

se

both in

young and in older persons, where a very great degree of
abstinence entirely cured the disease, or rendered its return
far less

frequent than it was before ; and when the abstinence
rigidly enough observed, or other causes of fulness
or
turgescence happened to be applied, it has again returned.''
(Works, vol. ii. p. 430.) At the same time he was aware,
was not

that

epilepsy may be occasioned by debility, and when
this has proceeded from inanition, he observes, the
strength may be restored by restoring the fulness and
tension of the vessels by a nourishing diet (p. 431) ; and
we have had instances of the
propriety and success of
such a practice."
Dr Brown's view of epilepsy made
no
For the pur
provision for any such distinctions.
"

"
pose of preventing epilepsy," he says, we must avoid debili
tating powers. The vessels should be filled by giving food

producing blood as pos
sible, &c. The strength must be fortified by the Peruvian
bark, if the approach of the fits can be perceived, and by
The
wine, and the more diffusible stimuli."
(§ 630.)
same remedies which radically cure the
gout, also cure
epilepsy, and precisely in the same manner." (§ 631.)
From the frequent
Dr Cullen had observed, that,
it
has been common
mixture of dyspepsia with Hysteria,
to prescribe to our patients a full animal diet, than which
nothing has been more pernicious. On the contrary, a spare
diet has been of remarkable service in preventing the re
currence of the disease."
(Works, vol ii. p. 503.) Dr
as

nourishing

and

as

effectual in

"

"

Brown's notions of the proper method of
The fits of
teria are widely different.
"

ria,"

says

he,

"are

at short

soon

removed

intervals.

gentle hyste
opium,

small dozes of

The intervals should be secured

repeated
danger by full diet, and a
lant management,"
(§ 583.)
from

by

treating hys

moderate and natural stimu
"

The treatment of the vio-
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of the gout of weakened
hysteria corresponds with that
and not less indicative
persons." Of a similar import,

lent

thorough ignorance

of his
are

of the treatment of diseases,

his recommendations relative to

Hypochondriasis,

"
the stimulus of food,
in the cure of which," he tells us,
The patient should
drink, and others, should be employed.
He should have generous wine given
&c.

«

be

kept cheerful,

him,

to relieve the

symptoms of

the stomach and intestines,

And if these should fail of
as opiates, should have their
success, the diffusible stimuli,
a stroke at once."
turn for a time, for the purpose of striking

and to raise his animal

spirits.

(§ 619.)
As

a

mended

counterpart

by

to the

Dr Brown for

quote his method of

cure

plan

of treatment

hypochondriasis,
in Mania.

"

recom
we

The

may

patient,"

should be struck with fear and terror, and driven,
says he,
As a remedy against
to despair.
in his state of
"

insanity,

of voluntary motion, the
great excitement of the organs
and assi
labour of draft cattle should be imposed upon him,
continued. The diet should be the poorest possible,

the

duously

and his drink

water.

only

In water,

as

cold

as

possible,

the

should be immersed, and kept under it, covered all
(§ 496.)
for a long time, till he is near killed."

patient
over,

The

which he
to

which Dr Brown

account

that of

seems
a

to raise from

disease, may

not

but illustrate and corroborate

gives

the rank of

only
an

amuse

of

Thirst,

symptom
the reader,

a

observation

formerly

hinted at, viz. that a large portion of Dr Brown's
notions of medical practice was derived from the man
that portion of
of drunkards and

agement
his system which relates

the treatment of the dis

debility being obviously founded on
of the dog
vulgar maxim of being cured by a hair

eases

the

gluttons,

to

of indirect

that bit you.
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There

are

two

causes," Dr Brown tells

affections which have

only got

us,

name

one

"of

as

between

many

them,

that of Thirst, the one is sthenic, the other asthenic.
The
former arises from the stimulus of salt, of rich and plentiful

meals, of heat and labour,

vomiting

depends

rect, sometimes direct.

sickness, and,
"

others ;

some

never

ending in

till the sthenic state is over, which is seldom. The

asthenic thirst

—

and

as

upon pure debility, sometimes indi
Its tendency is always to stomach

that increases, to

The thirst which is occasioned

vomiting."
by debility,

by draughts of cold water ; is hurried on to
miting ; is quenched by pure wine or spirit,
the troublesome

symptoms

(§ 557-8.)
is increased

nausea

and

vo

which prevent
that would otherwise follow.

Pure wine increases the thirst which

proceeds

from

a

sthenic

troublesome symptoms which cold
water does in the other case ; cold water allays it, and pre
vents the future tumult."
(§ 109.)
cause, and excites the

same

The asthenic form of thirst

seems

to

have been

disease to which Dr Brown had had occasion
much

attention, and, accordingly,

information

respecting

its

history

he

gives

and its

us

a

to

pay
very full

appropriate

treatment.
"

There is,

"

tion, beginning

he says, " a very frequently occurring affec
with thirst, and proceeding to vomiting. It

farther than those symptoms ; it oftener
ushers in the most severe affections, such as sometimes dys
sometimes colic, sometimes the gout
or

often

proceeds

pepsia

no

indigestion,

sometimes proper fevers, and many other asthenic diseases."
In a slighter degree of asthenic thirst, a glass or two of

—

"

of any similar spirit, or, which is a better rule,
It should
given till the complaint is removed, is sufficient.
That
be either pure, or diluted with a very little hot water.
should be followed by eating some animal food," &c.
When the thirst, not quenched by these means, proceeds

brandy,

or

—

"

in its farther stages, viz.

vomiting, excruciating pain,

diar-
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rhoea, and colic without
must be had to

larger

a

pain,

in all those cases,

recourse

dose of the drink ; and when that

wish, we must next fly to opium, and
other more diffusible stimuli, if they are to be found. When,
by these, relief is procured, rich and pure soups, without fat,
should, from time to time, be poured in, and the canal be
carefully bathed all over with them." (§ 556, 562, 565.)

does not succeed to

Such

are

few

a

specimens

of the

of diseases and their treatment

ledge

whom,

man

our

on

the

strength

of his

practical know
possessed by the

own

arrogant pre

vituperations of
others, some persons of great learning and ability have
allowed themselves to regard as the greatest reformer
of medical science and practice whom the world ever

tensions and virulent detractions and

!

saw

Of the many misconceptions that have, at different
times and in different places, been entertained respect

ing

the

qualifications

of Dr Brown to be the reformer

medicine, there is certainly none more
extraordinary, and none more wide from the truth,
of the science of

than the

supposition of
opinions by the

culiar

his

been led to his pe
results of his personal inter

having

with the sick.

It is doubtful whether up to
the time of the publication of his Elements he had
course

had

patient under his charge. Indeed, it was
well known in Edinburgh, that it was only in the lat
ter period of his life, after he had come forth as the
ever

a

inventor of
out

for,

or

a new

was

system, that Dr Brown gave himself

ever

employed

as,

a

medical

practi

tioner.
In

tice,"

a

chapter

entitled

"

Of Dr Brown's

Dr Beddoes makes the

p. *ciii.

««

To

some

private prac
following observations,

readers it may appear strange that I
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should have finished the life of

a

who caused

physician,

so

uproar in the medical world, without more particu
lar notice of his private practice. I inquired with some

great

an

solicitude, but in vain, whether, during the long period of
his studies, he was peculiarly observant of diseases."
—

speak of his own 'very
large practice ;' but this is a compliment which every me
dical writer apparently thinks that usage justifies him in
paying to himself. I remember to have heard of a house at
Edinburgh, which the Brunonians opened for the reception
of poor patients ; probably they were not able to procure
The founder of the sect
funds for its permanent support.
was, I believe, seldom consulted but in cases given up as
hopeless, and he was then apt to speak with imprudent con
"

Brown somewhere condescends to

fidence."
The

tent,

a

success

subject

of his
on

practice

as

was,

which Dr Brown

was

well

as

its

ex

in the habit of

paying himself compliments, which, whatever effect
they might produce on the ignorant and credulous,
in
were ill-calculated to inspire confidence or belief
the minds of people of intelligence and medical expe
rience.

"

Here, then,

at

once," says he,

"

is

a

discovery,

of the true nature and certain

upon scientific principles,
the diseases of the human
cure, of more than one-half

the method of

cure

arising

from this doctrine

having

race

;

never

a
failed in any of them, and having never succeeded upon
the debilitant and evacuant, so universally

contrary plan,
recommended by the authority of the schools." (Elements,
note c. ; § 213, note i. ; § 243,
§ 194, note s. See also § 196,
note

a.

&c.)

Dr Brown,

indeed, does

cidedly determined

in his

not
own

seem

to have very de

mind whether

or

not

his system, besides furnishing to mankind an almost
universal panacea, in the form of the stimulant plan
of cure, had also supplied them with the elixir of life.
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"

though he states at one place that if the just
degree of excitement could be constantly kept up, man
kind would enjoy eternal good health" (Elements,
§ 70.) ; at another place, he acknowledges that though
a most exact measure of existence be kept up, yet
death, at last, however late, supervenes." (Elements,
§29.)
Besides personal experience, a reformer in medicine
might be expected to be well versed in the opinions of
those who had preceded him in the same path of in
quiry. Dr Parr has remarked that only one author,
Triller, is quoted in the whole of the Elementa, and
For

"

that

even

with him Brown does

not seem to

have been

intimately acquainted ; and the very attentive perusal
of his writings has not furnished me with any reasons
for believing that his knowledge of medical literature
extended much

the information contained in

beyond

the lectures of his

teachers, and particularly in those

of Dr Cullen.
-As

illustration of Dr Brown's

ignorance of me
literature,
intrepidity with which
he was wont to put forth his own claims to
originality,
we
may refer to his assertion that, in medical writings,
previous to his time, no idea seems ever to have
been formed of the body as a whole," and that
it
an

dical

as

well

as

of the

"

"

was

never

dreamed that there

was

one

overruling

principle throughout, upon which all the functions
depended." (Elements, § 232, note e.) The wellknown comparison of the body to a circle, instituted
by Hippocrates, which might be supposed to be fami
liar to every tyro in medicine, affords in itself
ample refutation of this statement. " To me,"

an

says
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the Father of Physic,

"

there

to be

beginning
in the body, but all things are at once beginning and
end.
For one inscribing a circle finds no beginning."
In more recent times, Dr Brown might have found the
same idea expressed with considerable apophthegmatic
force by Dr Pitcairn, who has said that all the viscera
are created together, and at the same time ; nor is there
seems

no

"

any

which is older than

one

in their turn

come

causes

another,
of

for all effects be

their causes."

And

conjoining in one proposition the state
ments of Hippocrates and Pitcairn, remarks, "all
parts of the body are so connected with one another,
that, running as it were into an orb, they stand recipro
cally in the relations of cause and effect."
Nor do the writings of Dr Brown's own preceptors
in medicine shew less distinctly the absurdity of his
pretensions in this respect. Dr Whytt, as we have
already seen, recognised in the most distinct manner,
as one of the forms of corporeal sympathy, that which
is
general, and extended through the whole system,
a
sympathy
every sensible part of the body having
Boerhaave,

as

if

"

with the whole."
his lectures

attended

by

Dr Cullen also had remarked in

Materia Medica in 1761, which were
"
Brown, that the functions of the ani

on

mal economy are mutually so much the causes and
effects of each other, and run so much in a circle, that
it is difficult to choose where to begin" (4toedit.p. 3);
and Dr Brown must often have heard him in his lec
tures

on

effect
leads

parts,

:

us

Physiology,

"

to

Every

view

consider it

express himself
we can

as a

to the

following

take of the animal economy,
as a whole consisting of

system,

each of which contributes to the

subsisting of the
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whole."
of

ing

"
—

The animal economy is, I say,

parts mutually necessary

to

one

system consist
another, and to the
a

I shall have occasion to say
difference in the importance of these

subsistence of the whole ; but

also, that there is

some

that it is pretty evident that the most

important part to
One word more upon the subject,
the economy is the brain.
and it is this, that the connection and dependence of all the
from
parts of the system appears to be constantly necessary
what we commonly observe."
parts,

As
rance

farther illustration of Dr Brown's gross igno
of medical literature, it may be mentioned that

a

though

he makes

frequent

of

mention

Stahl,

and

having given the first
system, he invariably mis

claims to himself the merit of

complete refutation of his
spells his name ; styles him Professor of
Chemistry in Berlin ; and alleges that he
either medical

in

Medicine and
"

did not

give
him

chemical,
writing,
works,
both
done
of
attested
but
self,
by Juncker."
copies
(Observations on Spasm, § 164 and 171, note.)

his

or

actually the dupe of his
own
ingenuity, or secretly laughed at the credulity of
those who received his vague speculations as the phi
losophical inductions of a sure and cautious observer
of the phenomena of nature," I cannot pretend to
Whether Dr Brown

was

"

determine.

There

can

be little

doubt, however, that

speculations had their origin in personal spite
arising out of wounded vanity ; and the malignant
and rancorous animosity displayed in the writings in
which they are expounded, take away the pleasure
which might have been derived from the manifestation

these

of talent such
of

erroneous

as

he has

evinced,

even

in the support

opinions.

Few authors

seem

to

have better

comprehended the
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spirit in which Dr Brown's opposition to Dr Cullen's
pathological and therapeutical doctrines was conceived,
or to have more
justly appreciated the estimation to
which it

entitled, than Professor Scuderi of Mo-

was

dena, who, in

his Introduzione alia Storia della Medi

cina Antica

Modena, published

"

e

in

1794,

observes

Brown, in the second part of his Compend, pretends

:

to

refute the system of Cullen ; and certainly, if some feeble
objections, joined to violent abuse and the most marked ha
tred and bitterness
man, merit the

against

the

reputation

of refutation,

name

better than Brown in that difficult

place

of

a

no

one

of

by

principles

the illustrious Reformer of medicine, and

physiological system

Brown confines himself to

an

he calls it, and

disease,

But in

undertaking.

rational criticism of the

len had

celebrated

has succeeded

calm examination of the fundamental

established

as

a

on

attack

on

a

of medicine,

the doctrine of

the Vis Medicatrix Naturae,

as

Spasm,
if Cul

spasm for the sole proximate cause of every
and the Vis Medicatrix Naturae for a universal law.

given

Is spasm the sole corner-stone of the doctrine of Cullen % is
it placed in front as the source of every morbid affection to

which the human

body is subject ?

It is, it may be said, re
of fever : But does Cullen, in

presented by him as the cause
reality, make the proximate and primitive

cause

of fever

con

sist in spasm, or not rather in the diminished energy of the
brain, followed and accompanied by spasm of the skin ] Let
the reader examine with attention the text of Cullen, and
decide how far the criticism of Brown is

regard

to the Vis Medicatrix

applicable.

With

Naturae, those who have

stu

died the works of the Scotch Boerhaave know in what esti

objections he urges to the
subject ; and in how judicious

mation he himself held it ; what

views of the Stahlians
and correct

a

point

on

this

of view he considers this law of the animal

What, then, is
economy in his excellent treatise on Fever.
the reputation of Brown ? A perpetual invective against the
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And

merit of his illustrious

colleague [teacher].
what difference is there between the two systems ?
which distinguishes a great and salutary reform from
nicious and unsatisfactory hypothesis."
superior

That
a

per

Though the doctrines of Dr Brown, which we have
been considering, were, at their first promulgation,
embraced by some of the younger and more ardent
medical students in Edinburgh, and by a few practi
tioners in different parts of Great Britain, they were
never generally adopted by the medical profession in
this country, nor regarded by them as either sound
in principle or safe in practice. In some of the medi
cal schools on the continent of Europe, however, and
particularly in those of Italy, these doctrines appear
to have been enthusiastically received by several of
the teachers, and by large numbers of the students ;
and in different parts of Germany they were adopted
by various pathologists of high reputation. In pre
tending 'to explain all the phenomena, healthy and
morbid, of the animal economy, by the single and uni
versal principle of Excitability, or Life, Dr Brown's
system delivered its followers from the drudgery
necessarily attendant on acquiring a knowledge of
the numerous and complicated doctrines of the
simple
solids and humoral pathology, at that time not com
pletely banished from the medical schools of these
countries ; while it expressed its leading
dogmas in
a
language so entirely new, as to communicate to
those who adopted it the
distinguishing badge of a
and
to
instil into their minds the flattering idea
sect,
in
that, embracing it, they were become the reformers,
rather than the mere students of the science
they were
vol. n.

7i
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Such

cultivating.

a

theory

of medicine could not fail

to find followers among those who had grown weary of

poring

over

the old and stale doctrines of the medical

schools ; and who,
participating in the innovating
spirit then beginning to prevail in Europe, in the na
—

tural and metaphysical

cal,

—

were

in search of

unison than these
of

sciences, as well as in the politi

opinions apparently more in
doctrines with the advancing state

medicine, and of its collateral sciences.

system of Dr Brown did not obtain
favourable in France

as

a

That the

reception equally
Italy and Ger

it met with in

many, may, it is conceived, in some measure be ac
counted for by the attention of the medical students of
that

country having, at the time of its appearance, been

begun to be occupied with the Vital Doctrines of Bordeu
and Barthez, in the school of Montpellier, and in part
also, perhaps, by the jealous reluctance which many
of the medical

men

of that nation have shown to

adopt opinions originating in England.
It was in northern Italy, and particularly in the
medical schools of Pavia, Pisa, Padua, Parma, Milan,
Turin, and Bologna, that the Brunonian doctrines at
tracted the largest share of attention, and were sub
jected to the most elaborate and rigorous discussions.
It may be questioned whether the enthusiastic recep
tion which these doctrines at first met with in that

country,

was

not in

part attributable

to the very limit

knowledge wdiich most of its physicians had ac
quired of the pathological views of Hoffmann ; and of
the extension and improvements which Dr Cullen, in
availing himself of the experimental labours of Haller,
Whytt, and others, had given to the pathology of
ed
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the

nervous

had

And

system.

even

the views which

up, relative to the importance of
the state of the solids in the production of the morbid

Baglivi

opened

of the animal economy, and the share
in later times, some Italian physiologists had

phenomena
which,

taken in

prosecuting the inquiry into the distinct
of irritability and sensibility, do not appear to

nature

have exerted any very considerable influence on the
pathological opinions entertained at this period by

their countrymen.

Among the teachers of practical medicine in nor
thern Italy contemporary with Dr Cullen, Borsieri,
John Peter Frank, and Vacca Berlinghieri, may be
considered as having justly enjoyed the highest reputa
tion.

Frank appear from their
to have had much acquaintance with the

Neither Borsieri

writings

works of Dr

nor

and, in many
respects, unjust criticism of Dr Cullen's First Lines,
published by Vacca in 1787,1 was calculated to lower
Cullen; and the

severe,

the

Edinburgh Professor in the estimation of Italian
pathologists, and, of consequence, to disincline them
to the study of his writings.
The doctrines of Brown

knowledge

of medical

Rasori, and Joseph,

men

son

first introduced to the

were

in

Italy by

of John

Drs

Moscati,

Peter, Frank.2

The

physicians published an edition of the Ele
menta Medicinae at Milan in 1792, with a preface of his
first of these
1

Saggio intorno alle principali e piu frequenti
Corpo Umano, e de' Rimedj piu valorosi di esse.
2
an

Dr Brown's

son

mentions

(Life

of his Father, p.

Italian translation of the Elementa

Solenghi,
have not

but does not say when
seen.

or

Malattie del

was

where.

163),

published by

that

Vincent

This translation I
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own,

principally with the view,

doubts

as

he states, of

the soundness of the

respecting
pathology, which

trines of

Italy.

In the

Italian

language

exciting
humoral doc

still continued to

prevail

in

year Uasori translated into the
Dr Brown's Compend or Outlines of

same

the New Doctrine, which he accompanied with a pre
liminary discourse, and with notes in illustration and

support of the Brunonian system. In the preface to
this work, Uasori largely insists on the
great benefits
that must result to all

departments of medical

science

from the

application of the system of Brown. In
1795, Dr Joseph Frank published at Pavia a transla
tion into Italian of the
Inquiry into the State of Me
dicine, which had been brought out in Dr R. Jones's
name (See
p. 223 of this vol.) ; and in 1796, he pub
lished a translation into the same language from the
German, of

a

General View of the Theoretical and

Practical Doctrines of Brown, which had been published
the year before at Frankfort by Dr Weikard. By
none of these three writers were any doubts expressed
to the

originality, validity, or practical importance
of Dr Brown's opinions ; and from the medical writ
ings of the period, these doctrines appear to have been
very warmly embraced by the students, and exten
sively carried into practical effect by many Italian
as

physicians.
The history of Brunonianism in
Italy, subsequently
to its
introduced
to
the
being
knowledge of the physi
cians of that
country by the above mentioned editions
and translations of Dr
Brown's works, might perhaps
be
advantageously divided into three periods; the first
extending to the occurrence of a Petechial
epidemic
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fever in

Genoa, during the siege of that city by the
English and Austrians, in 1799-1800; or rather, to

the

publication

1801

;l the

second

Professor

by
Introductory
his

of Dr Kasori's account of this fever in

course on

period extending to
Tommasini of Bologna,

the

publication,

in 1817, of

an

Prolusion, as it is termed, to
Clinical Medicine,2 in which he endea

Lecture

or

incorporate the physiological, pathological,
md therapeutical speculations of himself and his coun
trymen in one general system, under the designation
voured to

of the

"

New Italian Medical

Doctrine;"

and the

third

period, reaching from the appearance of that
prolusion to the present time.
During the first of these periods (from 1792 to
1801), the system of Brown was subjected to a very
full and able critical discussion by several Italian phy
sicians, in essays and treatises professedly directed to
this object, as by Dr
Sacchi,3 assisted, it has been sup
posed, by his teacher, Professor Carminati of Pavia ;
by Strambio ;4 by Vacca-Berlinghieri ;5 by Menegazzi f and by Antonini.7 It was commented on also
1

ix.

Storia della Febbre Petecchiale di Genova, &c.

Milano,

(1800-1.)
2

Delia Nuova Dottrina Medica Italiana, Prolusione alle Lezioni
di Clinica Medica nella Pontif. Univers. di Bologna.
1816-17.
3

In

4

Riflessioni sul libro intitolato Joan. Brunonis Elementa Me-

Principia Theorise Brunonianse Animadversiones.
1793.
(Biblioth. Browniana, i. 1797.)
dicinse.
5

Milano, 1795.

Meditazioni sull'Uomo Malatto,

dica di Brown.
6

7

(Biblioth.

Brown,
e

Papise,

iv.)

sulla Nuova Dottrina Me

1796.

1800.
Animadversiones Medicse in Doctrinam J. Brunonis.
dell'
Eccitabilita
Sistema
sul
Osservazioni
Browniana, Ve-
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Professor Scuderi, of Modena;1 and particular
points of its doctrines were discussed in dissertations

by

by Marzari,
Turin.

of Treviso

Cattaneo4

who, during

this

and Professor

;2

to

seems

period,

Michelotti,3

have been the

only

of

author

undertook the defence of the

Brunonian system ; whilst an attempt at reconciling
the contending views then existing in medical science,
made

was

by

an

Preliminaries of

anonymous author in
a

Peace,5 &c, published

1799, but bearing in

professing to be a translation
though without any direct proof
viously appeared in that language.
During the second period (from
literature of Brunonianism is of
than

during the first.
professedly discussing
author at

Turin.7

of its

published

having

1801 to

its doctrines,

1817),

by

an

anony
Professor Canaveri of

period, also,

very instructive

a

course

reprinted in "II Brownianismo Discusso,"
(1800-1), with a reply by Dr J. L.

nezia, 1800; and

lano,

Anno ix.

1

Introduzione alia Storia della Medicina.

2

In Giorn. per servire, &c, vol. ix.
In Giorn. per servire, &c.
1796.

3

the

published,

were

as

pre

varied nature

a more

Several works

Milan,6 and by

1797,

from the German,

At the commencement of this

Tommasini

Pavia in

at

the introduction the date of

and

mous

work entitled

a

of

Mi

1794.
1793-4.

4

Memorie intorno quei punti delle opere de' Signori Vacca e
Giorn. Med.-Chir.
Scuderi che riguardano il Sistema di Brown.

Milano, Ottobre 1795.
5

Preliminary di una pace Medica ossia alcuni punti di riunione fra Brown ed i suoi Avversari.
Pavia, 1799.
6

Confutazione

del Sistema

di

Brown.

Milan,

Anno

(1801-2).
7

Analyse

et

Refutation du

Systeme de

Brown.

1804.

x.
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lectures

had delivered
he

and

Pathology,1 which he
previously, and in which

Physiology

on

supported

some

years
several of the Brunonian

doctrines,

and

endeavoured to defend them from the attacks that
had been made upon them by some of his countrymen.
But the works which appeared during this period, that

important influence on the progress
of medical opinion in Italy, were not professedly devoted
exercised the most

either to the confutation

or

to the defence of the Brun

onian system, but directed chiefly to the discussion of
various points in theoretical and practical medicine.

Among these may be mentioned, as more particularly
deserving of notice, besides Rasori's account of the
Petechial Fever of Genoa, which has been already
named as marking the commencement of this period,
Guam's reflections on the same malady, which he de
signates as the Epidemic of Liguria;2 Dissertations by
Tommasini3 and Professor Rubini of Parma,4 on Yel
low Fever, occasioned by the alleged occurrence of
that disease at Leghorn in 1804 ; and the systematic
work on Fevers by Giannini ;5 as well as the Patholo
gical Essays of Ambri on the Transmutation of Dia1

Fisiologia e di Patologia. Parma, 1802—4.
the Raccolta di Opere Mediche Moderne Italiane.

Lezioni Critiche di

(Republished in
Bologna, 1827, torn. 1-4).
2
una

Riflessioni

sull'

Epidemia

Nuova Teoria sulle Malattie

nova, Anno v.

(1801.)
Patologiche

3

Ricerche

4

Riflessioni

Liguria, ossia Saggio di
Epidemiche e Contagiose. Ge-

della

Febbre di Livorno del 1804,
sulla Febbre Gialla Americana, &c.
Parma, 1805.
s.

Febbric

sulla

hiamate

Gialle,

e

su

i

Contagi

Giorn. d. Soc. Med. Chir. di Parma, vol. viii.

genere, n.
5
Della Natura d. Febbri

lano, 1805.

e

del

miglior

in

1805.

metodo di curarle.

Mi
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thesis

;* of Bondioli

the method to be followed in

on

Medica,2 on the Parti
cular Forms of Universal Diseases,3 and on Irritative
Action;4 of Testa on Organic Actions and Reactions;5

Experiments

the Materia

on

of

Fanzago on
Diseases,6 and

the Essential Differences of Universal
Irritative

on

of Bufalini

Action;7

the Doctrines of Life and of Irritation

the

on

of

Pathogeny

Dropsies ;9

on

of Geromini

;8

and of Rubini

on

the

theory of Irritation :10 to which fall to be added various
Essays, published during this period, by Rasori11 and
1

Memoria sulla Trasmutazione delle

Soc. Med. Chir. di Parma.
2

1803.

Materia Medica.
Monti.

Bologna, 1826,

Giorn. d.

n.

1801.

ed il metodo da

Sopra l'Esperienza

Diatesi,

nelle Ricerche di

seguirsi

raccolte dal

(y. Dissertazioni
17.)

Dott.

p.
Ricerche sopra le Forme Particolari delle Malattie Univer1805.
sali.
(v. Dissert, p. 41.)
3

4

Ricerche sull' Azione Irritativa.

5

Delle Azioni

6

Saggio

sali.
7

Essenziali delle Malattie Univer-

Padova, 1809.
SulP Azione Irritativa,

Saggio

1808.

(v. Dissert, p. 101.)
Organiche, Crema. 1807.

Riazioni

sulle Differenze

n.

Giorn., di Medicina Practica di

1811.

Brera, i. 327.
8

e

sulla Dottrina della Vita. Forli.

1813.

(Repub

Annotazioni sul Tifo
lished in the Raccolta, &c, torn. v. 122.)
e sulla dottrina dell' Irritazione, n. Giornale di Brera, x. 1817.
9
10

Saggio

Idrope. Cremona, 1816.
Dyspnoea consensuale, con alcune riflessioni

sulla Genesi dell'

Storia di

una

sulla Teoria dell' Irritazione.
11

Digitale Porporea sull' Economia Ani
(v. Opuscoli di Medicina Clinica. Napoli, 1832,

Dell' Azione della

mate, 1811.
Raccolta,
p. 63.
Dell'

uso

nel Diabete.
Delle

viii.

104.)

della Gommagutte nei Flussi Intestinali

(v.

Opuscoli,

p. 111.

Raccolta,

Peripneumonie Infiammatorie,

mente col

Tartaro Stibiato.

Originally published
Milano, 1811.)

vii.

Parma, 1812.

e

Milano, 1810.

del

vii.

e

del Nitro

22.)

curarle, principalp. 152.
Lettere, vol.

(y. Opuscoli,

in the Annali di Scienze

e
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Tommasini,1

the Action and Use of certain

on

re

generally regarded as Sedative.
The third period of Brunonianism in Italy com
mences with the publication of the Prolusion of Tom
masini, already noticed, in which the views that had
been propounded by the Italian pathologists, during
the previous periods, and particularly those of Rasori

medies

and of Tommasini

himself,

set forth under the de

are

signation of the New Italian Doctrine of Medicine.
The correctness of the

of this doctrine

principles

was

subjected to an elaborate discussion, soon after the
publication of the Prolusion, by Spallanzani,2 nephew
and

naturalist,

of the celebrated

a

few years after

wards, by Geromini.3
the

to

Subsequently

publication

event which

Prolusion, the

greatest impulse

to

the

new

seems

of Tommasini' s

to have

given

the

Italian medical

doctrine,
1821, by the

1819, and again in
Society of Sciences resident at Modena, of a theme for

was

a

the

issuing,

first in

in the

prize-essay,

whether the ideas that

following
are

terms.

given in

"

To determine

the modem schools of me

dicine, of Excitability and of Excitement, are sufficiently accu1

Sugli

effetti della

Digitale Purpurea

di Linneo.

alia Soc. Med. Chir. di Parma al 1° Dec.

1806.

Mem. letta

(Dissert,

ed

Bologna, 1823.)
deprimente o Contro-stimolante di alcuni rimedj.
letta, &c, al 1° Maggio, 1809. (Ibid. iii. 73.)

Altri Scritti. t. hi. 5.
Sull1 azione
Mem.

Ricerche sull' azione de Vescicanti
della cosi detta azione Rivellente.

Chir. de Parma, ii. 1806.
2

gio,
3

(Ibid.

iv.

e

de' Rubefacenti ed

esame

Nel Giorn della Soc. Med.

197.)

Lettere Critiche sulla Nuova Dottrina Med. Italiana.

Reg-

1818.

Saggio

di

un

Medica Italiana,

n.

Anal, dei Fondamenti dell' Odierna Dottrina
Annali di Omodei, 1822.

(Vol.

xxi.

andxxii.)
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rate and

precise ; and, in case they be not so, to determine what
variations ought to be made in respect of either of them; and
from thence to deduce what are the precise ideas that ought
to be formed of Diathesis, both hypersthenic and hyposthenic,
of Irritation, of Stimuli, of Contro-stimuli, and of Irritating
None of the essays given in on the first of
these occasions seem to have been considered as entitled

powers."
to

prize, but an accessit was adjudged to that of

the first

Guani

;x

on

the second

occasion, this theme elicited

no

fewer than ten essays ; and of these there were printed
those of Emiliani2 and of Bufalini,8 to which the first

prize and an accessit were awarded. The discussion of
the comparative merits of these various essays, and of
the doctrines contained in them, called forth a number
of additional treatises, particularly from the pens of

Bergonzi,4 Geromini,5 Bufalini,6 &c.
During the same period there were published

a

variety of essays and treatises on the different patho
logical and therapeutical questions involved in the socalled New Medical Doctrine. Among these may be
particularly noticed that of Penolazzi on the Theory
of Irritation ;7 that of Guani on Contro-stimulus, and
1

Mem. in

risposta

al

quesito propos.

dalla Societ. Ital. Modena,

1821.
2

Risposta

al Tema

dente in Modena, &c.
3
Intorno al Tema

proposto dalla Soc. Ital. di Scienze

resi-

Firenze, 1824.

proposto

dalla Soc.

Italiana,

&c.

Firenze,

1824.
4

Confronto Crit. d. Memorie di Emiliani

ma, 1824.
6
Dottrina Medica Bufaliniana

e

Compendiata

di Bufalini.

e

Discussa.

Par

8vo.

Milan, 1826.
6

Intorno alia Medicina Analitica Cicalate.

7

Saggio

sulla Teoria dell' Irritazione.

Milan, 1825.

Padova, 1817.
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Irritative Diseases ;* those of Amoretti on the Vital
Principle ;2 that of Rolando on the different species of

Excitement, &c. ;3 those of Rasori,4
Emiliani,5 Puccinotti,6 and Tommasini7 on Inflamma
tion; and those of Pistelli on the Nature of Inflam
mation, and on Diathesis.8 Nor could a summary

Excitability

and

of the medical literature of
be

satisfactory,
elementary

that did not include the

atic

outlines of

this

Italy during

period

system

more

pathological science,

which the medical literature of

no

country is

more, if

equally rich ; such as those of Gallini,9 Acerbi,10
zago,11 Bufalini,12 Vulpes,13 Dalla Decima,14 &c.
1

Del Contro-stimolo,

e

delle Malattie Irritative,

n.

in

Fan-

Comment.

Med. di Brera, 1819.
(v. Raccolta, torn. v. 77.)
2
Nuova Dottrina Medica della Vitalita e dello Stimolo.

Torino,

1818.

Discuss. Med. Filos. sul

Vitale.
3

Torino,

Cenni

Principio

Fisio-patologiche

sulle differente

ed Eccitamenti, sull' Irritabilita,
litanti ed Irritative, &c.
1821.
Teoria della

Della Infiammazione Commentario.

6

Del Processo
Della

Flogistico,

Pratiche.

^aggi°

Eccitanti, Debi-

e

Modena, 1824.
alcune altre proprieta

di

3d ediz.

Pisa, 1820.

della

di

Proposizioni

11

Istituzione

12

Fondamenti di

Bologna, 1827.
Patolog, &c, Annali

Rifless. Crit. sulla cosi detta Diatesi

negli

annali cit.

Elementari di

Patologiche, 1813;
Patologia

1821,

sec.

Analitica.

t. xx. p. 5.

Patologia.

Milano,

Annotazioni di Medicina Pratica.

ediz.,

d' Eccitabilita

Roma, 1821.
Infiammazione, e della Febbre Continua, Considerazioni

Univ. di Medicina, t. xi. p. 5.
dei Medici Moderni, &c. &c,
10

Forza

Flogosi.

Sulla Natura della Infiammazione Ric.

9

o

8vo.

Patologico
8

specie

sulle Potenze

5

7

3d

e

4

Flogosi,

sulla Potenza

e

1823.

1819.

ediz.

Livorno, 1824.
Pavia, 1819.

1828-1830.

13

Istituzioni di

14

Instituzioni di

Patologia Generale.
Patologia Generale.

2da ediz.

Napoli,

Padova, 1819.

1830.
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Of the

questions arising

out of

the examination of

the Brunonian doctrines that have

chiefly engaged the
attention of Italian pathologists, and been subjected by
them to animated and intelligent discussion, the fol
lowing may be enumerated as among the princi
pal :
—

1st, Whether there exists in the animal economy
such a property as was recognised by Brown under the

Excitability ; if so, whether it should be re
garded as of a single or manifold nature ; what are its
characters ; whether it be liable to waste, and capable
of repair ? &c.
2d, Whether the Fluids be primarily liable to mor
bid or pathological conditions ; and, if so, what in
fluence these conditions exercise in producing the
name

of

various diseases of the economy ?
3d, Whether all the powers which act

on

the

eco

nomy exercise, as Brown alleged, one common mode
of operation, viz., Stimulation ; or whether they ope
rate

variously ?

—

and in connection with this

the doctrine of the existence of

a

inquiry

class of substances

operate, directly, in a manner the reverse of
that of stimulation, viz., Contro-stimulants ; and the

which

question, whether particular substances act directly
on
particular parts of the economy such as the
heart, the lungs, the bowels, the kidneys, &c, so as
to modify the manner in which they execute their
—

functions ?

4th, On what foundations the doctrine of Diatheses
rests ; and the
propriety of the substitution, by Ra
sori, of the Diatheses of Stimulus and Contro-stimuo
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place of those of
Brown had proposed ?

lus,

in

Sthenia and Asthenia, which

5th, Whether there exists

a

morbid state

general

of the economy different from the diatheses of sthenia
and asthenia, or of stimulus and contro-stimulus, such
Irritation ;
and whether there exist powers or agents which ope
rate on the economy by inducing that state, or by re
as

Guani

moving

proposed

to

designate by the term

it ?

6th, Whether

a

disease

can

undergo

respect of its diathesis, from sthenia

change

in

asthenia,

or

a

to

vice versa, during its progress ?
7th, Whether the opposite diatheses of sthenia and

asthenia may coexist in different parts of the economy ?
8th, What are the proper grounds of distinction
between Universal and Local diseases ; and, parti
whether the circumstance of

cularly,

unattended

or

by

being

attended

diathesis constitutes this distinc

tion?

9th, Whether there exist other elements of the

variety
nic

which diseases exhibit besides

degrees of sthe
and, particularly, what im

asthenic diathesis ;
portance is to be attached to the Forms of
or

diseases,

as

by their nosological characters ; and to their
Pathological Conditions, or the visible or invisible mor
bid alterations of the solids and fluids which produce
marked

them?

10th, What

Organic

and

must not

are

the

grounds

of distinction between

Dynamic diseases;

exist, in all diseases,

and whether there
some

constitution of the subject ?
11th, Whether there exists such
debility ?

change

in the

organic

a

state

as

Indirect
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12th, Whether Inflammation be

ever

of

an

asthenic

character ?

13th, Whether Fever be, in all instances, symptom
atic of inflammation ?
Whether the

14th,

And

lastly,

quantity

of

particular

stimulant

contro-stimulant remedies which the economy is
capable of bearing, or its Tolerance of remedies, is re
or

gulated by its particular
degrees of these ?
A short review of

morbid

conditions,

and the

of these

leading inquiries,
propounded or
maintained in the writings of the Italian pathologists,
may serve to shew not only the ingenuity, acuteness,
and intelligence with which they have been investi
gated, but likewise the relation that these inquiries, and
the present scheme of pathological science adopted in
Italy, bear to the doctrines of Cullen and of Brown
respectively. The author is apprehensive, that, in
taking this review, it will scarcely be possible for him
to avoid some repetition of what has already been said,
some

and of the doctrines relative to them,

from the circumstance that the

greater part of the cri

tical examination of Brown's doctrines
before he had

Italian

acquired
investigations.

any distinct

was

written

knowledge

of the

1. The constant theme of commendation among the
Italian followers of Brown, has been the wonderful

simplicity

study of
the single

which he had introduced into the

the animal economy, by the recognition of
But these pathologists
power of Excitability.
to

have, in

a

there is such

false,

as

Brown's

great

measure, overlooked the

in theoretical

seem

fact, that

explanation as a
well as a real, simplicity.
The simplicity of
system, as has been previously shewn, was
a

thing
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attained

by assuming phenomena to

be

analogous, or
rather identical, and therefore referrible to one generic
principle, which every one's common sense recognises
to be widely different, and referrible to several distinct
powers. His Excitability was not a power added to,
but a power intended to comprehend and to supersede
those previously recognised by physiologists as apper
taining to the animal economy; a power in itself suffi
cient for the production of all the phenomena of that
economy ; not merely a power indispensably necessary
the other powers, which in various combinations are
engaged in the performance of the several functions.
to

It

was

in this

respect,

marked,

that the

but that

even

as

has, indeed, been already re

Excitability of Brown differed so
materially from the Cerebral Energy of Cullen. Whe
ther correctly or incorrectly, Dr Cullen conceived that,
in the animal economy, not only are the functions in
which mind shares dependent on the nervous
system,
those functions which

the animal with the

are

vegetable economy,

common

and

on

to

which

the maintenance of the

individual, and the continuance
of the species depend, are, in the former,
essentially
for
their
execution
on an influence derived
dependent
from that

The

system.
only argument by which the Italian Brunonsame

attempted to establish the identi
cal character of the various phenomena of the animal
whether as manifested in the simple tex
economy,
ians

seem

to have

—

tures, such

muscular and

fibre, or in the
more
compound organs, such as the stomach, the liver,
the kidneys, &c,
is, that they are all produced by
the operation of stimuli. But, on the same ground, it
as

nervous

—

would be easy to show that the inflammation of gun-
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powder by a spark, and the solution of salt by water,
are
merely varieties of excitement proceeding from the
action of their reciprocal causes on the excitability of
the substances in which the phenomena of combustion
and solution are respectively manifested.
For it is
obvious that the signification attached by these writers
to the term stimulus, is simply that of an agent
capable
of acting on a subject; as the signification which they
attach to excitability is that of a subject capable of
being acted on by an agent, or, in other words, sus
ceptible of impression.
When the opposers of Brown, instead of denying
simply the existence of such a generic property as ex

citability, argued that it was not one and indivisible, but
different in different textures and organs, it is obvious
that they multiplied the errors of the original system,
and laid the foundation for the

supposition, afterwards

gone into by Blumenbach, Blane, and others, that each
organ or class of organs is endowed with apeculiar vital

power, in virtue of which it is adequate to the per
formance of its particular function or class of func
tions.

However

available, therefore, as an argument
against Dr Brown's peculiar doctrine, the notion of a
multiple excitability may be, it is, in fact, as errone
—

excitability single and indivisible.
In connection with the opinions entertained by some
of the Italian physiologists respecting the property of
excitability, two other speculations maybe noticed; the
first, the doctrine of Reproducibility, by which some of
Brown's Italian supporters, and particularly Medici,*

ous as

that of

an

endeavoured to account for the restoration of excitabi*

Cornmentario intorno alia Vita.
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lity, which his theory represented as subjected to per
petual diminution ; and the second, the distinction
which Tommasini attempted to establish, in his Lec
tures on Physiology, between the act
of life and the
processes preparatory of life.
It has been well shewn by Bergonzi,
(Confronto, &c.)
that what Medici, under the title of
reproducibility, con
sidered

bility,

second vital property additional to excita
and the laws of which he was at much
pains to
as a

enunciate,

be

regarded as nothing else than a gene
ral expression for a supposititious single cause of the
phenomena well known to, and often described by, phy
siologists, under the name of Nutrition those pheno
mena or functions
by which, as Dr Cullen expressed it,
seeing that the animal body from a small beginning
grows to a considerable size ; and, at the same time,
from the period of the birth,
during the whole of after
life, the body suffers, by various means, a daily and con
siderable waste, the increase of bulk must be
acquired,
and the daily waste supplied." It was the same
pheno
mena which led Testa to
recognise the possession, by
what he calls the primary and secondary
systems, or,
in other words, the textures and organs, of
Organic or
Automatic powers, as distinguished from their Specific
powers ; and it is to the same phenomena that Bufa
lini applies the term
process of Organic Assimila
tion," of which, he says, the purpose is to preserve the
integrity of the organism.
With regard to Tommasini' s speculation respecting
can

—

"

—

"

the distinction to be drawn between the act of life and
the processes preparatory of life, it seems impossible
to

peruse his
vol. ii.

own

account

of his

views, without
2

a

arriv-
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conclusion, that this distinction, if admitted,
would exclude what, in the Galenical division of the

ing at

the

functions of the animal economy, are termed the natu
ral and the vital functions, from the act of life, and
range them among the processes merely preparatory
of life, leaving what are called the animal functions
alone

as

the

representatives

of

life,

or, in the

language

of Brown, of excitement. It is unnecessary to point
out how much confusion would arise from so arbitrary

distinction.

Suffice it to

remark, that

and artificial

a

the

of this distinction would render it

adoption

neces

of the
sary either to allow to vegetables the possession
properties of irritability and sensibility, and such other
of the sopowers as are concerned in the production
called animal functions, or to exclude vegetables from
the

living kingdom

preparatory

of

life,

of nature,
but not

the act of life itself.

But

exercising processes
manifesting any tokens of
the fact obviously is, that
as

digestion, animalization, and nutrition, which Tomma
sini regards as merely processes preparatory of life,
are

the most decided manifestations of the existence

of that state itself.

question which has been very fully discuss
ed by Italian pathologists, is, Whether the animal
fluids, and more especially the Blood, can be consider
ed capable of undergoing primary morbid alterations,
2. A

in consequence of the direct agency of morbific powers
to the solids, and the
upon them; or whether it is
with which the solids are endowed, that all

properties

the various morbid conditions of the economy

marily

are

pri

referrible ?

Of those Italian

pathologists who,

in

adopting more
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fewer of the

or

speculations

of Brown,

recognised,

with Cullen, the extensive influence of the

nervous

system in the production of both the healthy and the

phenomena of the animal economy, some
were
disposed to regard the Humors as wholly in
capable of undergoing primary morbid alterations ;
and, consequently, as incapable of constituting, by their
vitiations, the proximate causes of diseases. Other
Italian pathologists, again, were disposed to believe
that the humors do occasionally, though much less
frequently than used to be supposed, undergo changes
not referrible to previously vitiated actions of the solids,
morbid

and that these humoral

give

rise to

more or

alterations,

when

induced,

less extensive disturbances of the

economy.

Vacca,

—

who himself conceived not

only

that the

humors do become vitiated in

diseases, but that the
greatest part of diseases depend on such vitiations,
though acknowledging ignorance of the nature of these,
had, in the work already referred to, (p. 355 of this
vol., note 1.) made Dr Cullen's opinions on the subject
—

pathology objects of his especial ani
madversion. The charges which he brings against these
may be referred to two heads ; 1st, Dr Cullen's having
recognised the possibility of the occurrence of putrescency, or a tendency to putridity, in the animal fluids,
and assigned excessive pathological importance to this
state ; and, 2d, his refusing a due pathological im
of the humoral

portance

to other

morbid conditions of the fluids.

We

readily on an examination of these
charges at this place, from no occasion having pre
viously occurred for particularly noticing the opinions
which Dr Cullen entertained respecting the share which
shall enter the

more
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the fluids have in the

production

of

diseases,

—

a

sub

curious in itself, and which, from the progress
of animal chemistry, is now daily acquiring a higher

ject

so

degree

of

importance.
But before noticing these charges particularly, it
may be remarked, generally, in regard to Vacca's cri
ticisms upon Cullen, that they are mostly founded on
the strange misconception noticed by Scuderi, (see p. 352
of this vol.) of regarding Cullen's theory of fever as
his theory of all diseases.
In enumerating the various
celebrated physicians who have flattered themselves
with the notion of being able to establish, on their
physical and anatomical knowledge, principles of
doctrine from which a just and well devised plan of
curing diseases might be deduced," Vacca concludes
And finally, Cullen,
his list in the following terms,
"

"

from spasm and atony of the nerves and vascular
system, and from putridity of the circulating fluids ;"

subsequent passages this author has
employed language implying that Cullen recognised
no other proximate cause of disease besides atony
and in several

and spasm of the nerves and vascular system, and
putridity of the humors (p. xvii. ; also p. 146).
That Cullen recognised the possibility of putrescency
is undeniable ; and there
if Vacca's very able argument against the possi
of this occurrence, as stated in his work on Putrid

occurring in
fore,

bility

the

living fluids,

Diseases,1 first published in 1781, be admitted to be
well-founded, he must be regarded as entitled to the

superior commendation on this head. But it is a total
misrepresentation of the fact to speak, as Vacca does,
1

Considerazioni intorno alle Malattie dette

tride, Lucca, 1781.

volgarmente

Pu-
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being prejudiced in favour of the doctrine
of putridity (p. xxiv.), or to allege that it formed a pro
minent feature of his pathological system. Not only
is no mention made by Dr Cullen of putridity of the
fluids, in treating of any other form of disease besides
fever, but he was at great pains to point out that the
morbid phenomena which he was disposed, with pre
vious physicians, to attribute to putrescency of the
fluids, do not occur in all fevers, and consequently
cannot be considered as primary elements of fever;
and that in the cases in which these phenomena do
occur, it is at such a period of the progress of the
of Cullen's

disease

garded,

show that the putrescency must be re
not as the cause, but the effect of the febrile

as

to

controlling influence of external
Vacca acknowledges, indeed (p. xxi.), that
powers.
Cullen represented putridity, not as the cause, but
as the effect of fevers ; but instead of
giving him the
state, under the

benefit of this

declaration, he represents it as an invo
luntary concession, made under the necessity of avoid

ing

contradiction with other favourite doctrines.

A

reference, however, to the several paragraphs of the
First Lines, in which Dr Cullen discusses the causes,
symptoms, and
as a

possible

treatment of

occurrence

what Dr Cullen's views

putrescency of the fluids,
in fevers, will at once shew

on

this

subject actually were,
misrepresenta

and what is the amount of Vacca's
tions of them.

paragraph lviii., Dr Cullen declares
that he by no means intends to deny that the cause of
fever frequently operates upon the fluids, and
particu
I acknow
larly produces a putrescent state of them.
that this is frequently the case ; but, at
ledge," says he,
In

"

"
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same

time, I maintain that such

a

change

of the fluids is

commonly the cause of fever ; that very often it is an
effect only ; and that there is no reason to believe the ter
not

mination of the fever to

putrid matter."

In

paragraph lxxii.,

trescent state of the fluids

stances which

typhus.

upon the

depend

of the

expulsion

he mentions

a

pu
effect of the circum

as an

vary the appearance of

occasionally

The ancients," he says, " and likewise the
who are in general much disposed to follow the
"

moderns,
former, have distinguished fevers

putrid and non-putrid.
subject were not suf
ficiently correct to deserve much notice ; and it is only of
late that the matter has been more accurately observed, and
better explained.
From the dissolved state of the blood, as
But the notions of the ancients

as

this

on

it presents itself when drawn out of the veins, or, as it ap
pears, from the red blood being disposed to be effused and
run

off

various outlets, and from several other

by

to be hereafter

it has been

mentioned,

disputed by

I have

no

symptoms

doubt, how much

ingenious

that

soever

putres
degree, does really take place
putrescency, however, often
well as continued fevers; and, of

some

men,

a

cency of the fluids, to a certain
in many cases of fever.
This
attends intermittent,

as

the continued kind, both the

Synochus

of them in very different degrees ;
tion it may deserve in practice, there is
so

to it

as

to

admit of

establishing

a

and

Typhus,

and all

that whatever atten
no

species

fixing

such limits

under the title of

gives the pro
mised enumeration of symptoms denoting the putres
cent state of the fluids, as being, "1. With respect to

putrid."

In

paragraph

the stomach, the

ing, great thirst,

loathing
and

a

cv., Dr

Cullen

of animal food,

desire of acids.

nausea

and vomit

2. With

respect

to

the fluids, the blood drawn out of the veins not coagulating
as usual; haemorrhage from different parts, without marks

impetus ; effusions under the skin or cuticle,
forming petechia?, macula?, or vibices ; effusions of a yellow
of increased
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serum

respect to the state of the
frequent, loose, and fetid stools;

3. With

under the skin.

excretions, fetid breath;

fetid sweats ; and the fetor and
livid colour of blistered places ; and, 4. The cadaverous

high

coloured turbid urine

smell of the whole
to

to

body." Lastly, from paragraph ccxxii.

Dr Cullen states the

ccxxvi.,

course

;

with

a

view to obviate

measures
or

to be had

re

to correct the ten

dency of the fluids to putrefaction.
Assuming the phenomena enumerated by Dr Cul
len actually to occur, two distinct questions obviously
arise with respect to them : 1st, Whether they are
referrible to morbid conditions of the fluids, and par
ticularly of the blood ? and, 2d, If so, whether this

actually of the nature of putres
tendency to putrid decomposition ?

morbid condition be
cency,

or a

Many attempts
ascertain what

blood

have been made in recent times to

are

undergoes

hi

precise changes which the
fever, in its physical properties,
the

and in its chemical constitution ; as well as to deter
mine at what period of the fever these changes occur,
and

consequently

sequents,

to

their

relation,

antecedents

or con

changes occurring in the
of Clanny,1 Burne,2 An-

the other morbid

The observations

economy.

as

dral,* Stevens,4 Lecanu,5Tweedie,6and others, leave little
1

Clanny,

3

Burne

Typhus Fever.
Adynamic Fever. London, 1828.
Typhus
3
Andral, Resume de quelques recherches sur l'etat du systeme
sanguin dans la Fievre Typhoide. Journ. Hebdom. vi. 334. 1830.
See also Clinique Medicale, and Essai d'Hematologie Pathol,
Lecture

on

or

on

p. 61 seq.
Observations
Stevens,

Paris, 1843,
4

of the Blood.
5
fi

on

the

Healthy

and Diseased

Properties

1832.

Lecanu, Sur le Sang Humain. 4to. Paris, 1837.
Tweedie, Art. Fever. Cycl. of Pract. Medic, vol. ii.
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doubt that the blood

frequently, if not generally,
exhibits, in cases of fever, both during life and after
death, an extreme degree of fluidity. So far as it is
possible to j udge from the present state of the inquiry,
room

to

there
in

believe that the blood may exist
fluid state, independently of any de
to

seems reason

extremely
putrefactive decomposition, in consequence of
changes in the proportions of its ordinary constituents.
But there seem some grounds, also
not as yet, it
must be confessed, very extensive
for believing that
the process of putrefactive decomposition may, in fever,
commence in the blood while still
circulating in the
living body, as indicated by the development of am
an

gree of

—

—

monia.1
A strong

presumption

in favour of the

occurrence

of putrescency in some of the diseases of the ani
mal economy, or of the dependence of these diseases

putrescency, has been derived from the ex
periments of MM. Gaspard,2 Leuret,3 Trousseau and
Dupuy,4 Magendie,5 Bouillaud,6 Gendrin, and others,
upon

1

See

Denis,

Essai

1' Application de la Chimie

sur

Physiologique du Sangdei'Homme, &c.
2

de

a

TEtude

8vo. Paris, 1838. p. 201.
Magendie1 s Journ.

Sur les Maladies Purulentes et Putrides.

Physiol,

ii. 1, and iv. 1.

Sur PIntroduction de diverses Substances dans les Arteres des
Animaux Vivans.
3

Ibid.

Sur 1' Alteration du

v.

319.

Sang, These, &c,

v.

Arch. Gener. xi. 98.

(May 1826).
4

Sur les Alterations du Sana; coiisiderees

comnie

373.
5

comnie

Complications
(July 1826).

Traite des Fievres.

Diet, de Medec. et

Causes,

ou

Arch. Gener. xi.

des Maladies Locales.

Chirurg.

Prat. art.

Putridite.
6

Reinarques,

des Substances

&c,

en

avec

quelques Experiences

Putrefaction.

Journ. iii. 81.

sur

les effcts
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which

seem

to have

established, that, by injecting

into the veins, a state of
disease is excited in the system which resembles

different

putrid

Typhoid 'fever,

matters

and which is

flammation, sometimes of

accompanied

with in

gangrenous character,
effusions in various internal

and with

a

hemorrhagic
On opening, after death, the
organs of the body.
bodies of animals experimented on in this manner,
the blood, we are told, has uniformly been found in a
liquid, uncoagulated state, and the solids have run ra
pidly into putrefaction. Professor Liebig considers it
obvious, that, when putrefying matter or pus placed
"

upon a fresh wound occasion disease and death, these
substances communicate their own state of putrefac
tion to the sound blood from which

exactly

in the

same manner as

cay, or putrefaction, causes
in a solution of sugar."

a

they were produced,
gluten in a state of de

similar transformation

(Chemistry

Physiol,
As
sents

to

Agric.

and

p. 370.)
the second

Cullen

as

charge, Vacca (p. xxii.) repre
affirming that the fluids are not sub

to any other morbid conditionsb

ject

of

esides putres

cency ; and blames him greatly (p. 143) for suppos
ing that all the phenomena of diseases, and particu

larly

of

fevers,

can

vitiations of the
as

be

explained

without

admitting

humors, which he himself regarded

the most fertile

source

of diseases.

(See

also

give colour to this alle
gation, he finds it necessary to bring several charges
of inconsistency against Cullen, as having recognised,
in particular cases, the occurrence of vitiations of the
fluids, which in the general he denied. Thus, he
Meditazioni, p. 22.)

But,

to
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alleges that' Cullen is inconsistent in denying, in
his forty-eighth paragraph, the occurrence of mor
bid consistency or tenacity of the fluids, and then
using such changes for the explanation of pheno
that present themselves in the progress of fevers.
It is to be observed, however, that, in the paragraph

mena

referred to, Cullen was merely stating his reasons for
believing that lentor, or viscidity, prevailing in the
mass

of blood,

&c, is

not the

cause

of the

cold

stage of

fevers and its consequences ; which reasons he founds
on there
being no evidence of any such viscidity previ

ously existing in the fluids. The admission of the
possibility of these or other changes supervening in
the fluids, in the

progress of fever, is not,
the line of argument which he

course

therefore, precluded by

or

there pursues.
But Vacca, particularly and

triumphantly, insists on
his own general doctrine,

Cullen's

having contradicted
in ascribing scurvy to an altered

state of the fluids dif

ferent from putrescency.
The fact is, however, that
Cullen never made any such sweeping allegation re
of any other vitiations of
the fluids besides putrescency, as that which Vacca

specting

the

imputes

to him.

tain,
to

non-occurrence

All the

length

he went

that the kinds of vitiations which

that

period,

was

to

main

pathologists, up
recognising,

had been in the habit of

insufficient evidence ; that the
state of medical and chemical science at the time did
had been established

on

department of pathology being then
placed upon a proper footing ; and that the solids,
more
especially the nervous system, perform a much
more
important part in the production of diseases than
not admit of this
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had been

recognised by those whose attention had been
exclusively directed to the vitiations of the fluids, and,
apparently, a much more leading and primary part
than these vitiations.

actually his views will, I conceive,
be rendered sufficiently evident by the following pas
sages from his Lectures on Pathology, when treating of
That these

were

the morbid affections of the fluids

as

a

part of the

of diseases ; and nothing inconsist
ent with the views there taken will, it is believed, be

proximate

causes

found in his

practical writings. There was, no doubt,
a
difference in the comparative importance which
Cullen and Vacca were disposed to assign to the in
fluence of vitiations of the fluids in the production
of diseases and the phenomena of diseases ; but no
one who is
acquainted with the recent progress of ani
mal chemistry can suppose that Vacca understood any
better than Cullen in what the vitiations of the fluids,
to which he

disposed to attribute a larger share of
pathogenical importance, actually consisted. If the
commencement of knowledge is the getting rid of
was

error, the observations which Dr Cullen made upon

particular changes that had been recognised by
former pathologists, as capable of occurring in the liv
ing fluids, such as Spissitude, Tenuity, and various
kinds of Acrimony, were well calculated, by the ex
posure they furnished of the insecure foundations on
which this body of doctrine rested, to lead the minds
of his hearers to investigate the subject with more
rigorous accuracy, so far as the state of chemical
science would at the time permit.
In proceeding, in his Lectures on the Institutions, to
the
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consider the morbid affections of the fluids
of the

ledged

that

state of the

we

have often

of blood,

as

little

part

Cullen acknow

proximate causes of diseases, Dr
"

as a

access

to know the true

least, as we have
to know that of the nervous fluid."
Diseases,'' said he,
"properly consist in the actiones lessee, and, therefore, there
mass

by

our senses

at

"

may be a great many deviations in the state of the fluids from
their most healthy state, without their producing diseases ;
it is

only

when the solids

length affected, that they
just now, to shew that
the pathologists have been very improperly busy in consider
ing the affections of the fluids. That they have a share in
form diseases.

the natural
in

functions,

diseases,
part of them
the

and it

principal part

livians,

at

and that their deviations have

is true, but
;

are

I take notice of this

they

is, indeed, the
In

of diseases."

actiones lessee that form

speaking of
"

first

share

a

the most inconsiderable

are

the

with much

Bag-

and
insisted,
having
great propriety," upon the importance of the powers
of the fibra motrix, Dr Cullen adds : But if they main
as

use

"

tained that the fluids were

always

very

exactly adapted to

the

state of the

solids, and were never to be considered as the
cause of the disease,
they pushed the matter to an excess. But,

again,

it is certain that the fluids

been

imagined.
quently, and we

The vitia

are

not

fluidorum do

so

variable

not

as

occur so

has
fre

equally uncertain with regard to these
deviations when they take place. I agree that this neglect
of the fluids may be pushed to excess, but there is much
justice in carrying this neglect to a great degree. This
are

matter, however, is to be studied."
I

to

"

I

am

play the

sorry that upon
sceptic so much ;

present subject
obliged
science admits of no other con
state
of
our
present
I say that
duct, and I think, therefore, that it is the safest."
our

am

but the

"

fluid

(the blood) is a mixt (compound), but chemistry
has taught us nothing that is exact with regard to its ingre
dients, or their proportions ; and every thing that has been
our
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said with

footing."
take along
gard to the

to this

is upon a very precarious
I have just to say, what I would wish you to
with you, that we know extremely little with re

regard

subject,

"

(composition) of animal fluids ; and that
whenever we apply our suppositions to the different ingre
dients, or their different proportions, it is purely hypo
mixture

thetical."

In

taking a review of the morbid conditions of the
fluids, recognised by pathologists under the names of
Spissitude, Tenuity, and Acrimony, Dr Cullen stated
the grounds of his belief, that the doctrines of the hum
oral pathology, then prevailing, were not available in
medical science.
"

I

have,'' says he, in

speaking of Spissitude,

voured to shew that the actual

certain, and that the

means

occurrence

by which

it

"

endea

of this state is

can

be

produced

un

are

Therefore it will appear that the doctrine of
equally
Lentor, which rests upon that of spissitude, is upon the most
so.

uncertain foundation.

When I first became

acquainted with
physic,
physicians reasoned boldly on this
of
matter.
They spoke
thickening or thinning the blood
with as much confidence as a Scotch maid would speak of
making porridge thicker or thinner. There is a possibility
of the deviation of the blood towards spissitude, but it is both
uncertain what causes can produce it, and to what degree it
can be carried.
Probably there are powers in the economy
that serve to balance all the several causes of it, (such as the
diminution of the secretions, and the inviscating of the more
fluid parts,) which are means of preventing a morbid spissi
And in respect of the
tude from occurring in the body."
opposite condition of the blood, Tenuity, he remarked :
When we perceive increased secretions and hydropic ef
fusions taking place, we must not refer them always to the
tenuity of the blood, for in most instances they depend upon
some change in the state of the secretory organs, or in the state
I found that

"
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of the excretories ; and, I say, there are fifty cases in which
dropsy depends upon a certain condition of the exhalents and

absorbents,

for

in which it

one

depends

upon this

change

in

the state of the blood."

The doctrine of

Acrimonies, the fallacies of which

Vacca takes to himself great credit for having
in his treatise, entitled " Pensieri intorno a vari
di Medicina Fisica,"

exposed
soggetti

years before 1787,
Dr
which
Cullen had, many years before that
subject
time, discussed in his Lectures on the Theory of Physic,

is

published

some

a

in the

following

terms

several deviations from

fluids, is what

a

"

What and how many are the
sound state which may occur in the

:

—

but little

we are

remarkable circumstance is

acquainted with.
the case of Acrimony.

The most
We call

those bodies acrids which, applied to our sensible parts,
give pain, or which stimulate the moving fibres into contrac

tion, but the mechanical operation of which
"

cern."
our

It is

fluids that

subject

only
we

the chemical

are

still farther.

our

cannot dis

acrimony taking place

to attend to here.

From

we

having

no

in

I will limit the

distinct notion of

any other chemical action but that of the saline, I would
say that it is saline matters present in our blood in uncom
mon

and of

quantity,

an

uncommon

quality,

that

we

are

here {i. e., under the title of the Acrimonies of the Fluids)
"
Gaubius is one of those who suppose
seeking after."
may be carried along into the mass of
I have shewn that
but this to me is disputable.

that acid

blood;
there is

a

vice ; but

acrimony

in the primes
deviation from health arises from this, I con

quantity of

as no

acid

constantly present

provision in nature for covering (neutra
lising) it ; and there is no experiment that has ever shewed
the existence of it in its separate (free) state in the mass of
clude that there is

blood.

a

that distillation

materially present there, we allow, and
can obtain it from thence, is true.
There

is, indeed,

suspicion

That it is

some

of its

appearing in

secreted fluids,
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but this is

proof of its being

no

is still upon

a

in the

blood, and

even

On the

very doubtful foundation."

this

subject

acrimony, Dr Cullen remarked in refer
310th paragraph of Gaubius :
I must be

of alkalescent
ence

to

gin here

the

with

"

if

doubting the fact,

does exist in the fluids.

this kind of acrimony

ever

I shall shew

just

now

that the

obvious ; and if it does exist,
it is in consequence of the animal substance being dissolved ;
it is in consequence of a putrefaction, which never takes

of it

causes

in

place

not

are

sufficiently

bodies

living

gree, it affects the
"
That a fixed alkali

because, before

it arrives to that de

power, and induces death."
gets at the mass of blood to de

nervous
ever

ammoniacal salt, from many considerations I
compose
"
could render very doubtful."
Gaubius is, I believe, the
our

only
vail

person who
or

that such

subsist in the fluids."

the 312th

on

imagines

paragraph

thor considers

Putredo,

In

an

acrimony

proceeding

can

pre

to comment

of Gaubius, in which that
Dr Cullen remarks ;

"

au

We

suppose the putrescent state to be an alkalescent
"
state."
But here is a very imperfect doctrine with regard

justly
to

since he wrote

Gaubius throws in

great many facts, but
this (and there is no great difference in the pre

putrefaction.

sent from what he said in the first

a

edition), a prodigious change

has been made in the state of our science, with regard to pu
trefaction, as you will see in the writings of Sir John Pringle,

who laid the foundation, and of

a

Lady,

who has written

sur

la Putrefaction ;x and more especially you will find the sub
'
ject treated in the Dijon prize dissertations sur les An—

tiseptiques.'2

I have not collected the

that has been said

1

this

on

Essai pour servir

a

subject,

as

import

of the whole

I cannot make out any

l'Histoire de la Putrefaction.

8vo.

Paris,

1776.
2

Boissieu, Bordenave

Dijon, 1769.

and

Godard,

sur

les

Antiseptiques.

8vo.
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consistent

leisure,

theory

with

regard

to it ; and you

take the facts and make

a

cautious

must, at your

use

of them."1

accustomed to wind up his review
of the doctrine of Acrimony of the humors, as ex
Dr Cullen

was

pounded by Gaubius,

in the

following

terms

:

c'
—

Gau

promised that he was to explain the different species
a
of acrimony, but you see what it amounts to,
very doubt
ful supposition with regard to an acid entering the mass of
bius has

—

volatile alkali present there, &c. ; and it is
evident that we know only of the presence of a neutral, and

blood,
that

and of

we

a

still know

Before

nothing
the

of any other."

of the

Pathology of the
Fluids, it may be remarked, that Dr Cullen fully un
derstood that we are not at liberty to draw inferences
respecting the changes which particular agents, intro
duced into the living economy, will induce on the
circulating blood, from what we observe these agents to
occasion when brought into contact with it, out of the
1

ing

quitting

subject

following passage from the same lectures, seems deserv
being quoted here, as recognising the inaccuracy of an opin

The
of

ion that

inadvertently admitted by Dr Cullen into the de
Scurvy given in his Nosology, and which definition
has, incautiously as I think, been referred to by a distinguished
pathologist and practitioner, as shewing the uselessness of Noso
was

finition of

"

There is no doubt, that if
logy.
spiration by which the ammoniacal
be

either the
salts

are

the per
thrown out of the

urine,

or

of these salts will remain; and

diminished,
body
quantity
we know, in the case of the Scurvy, that it is always assisted or
increased by a suppression of perspiration. This has, indeed, been
pushed to excess, by a late writer, who alleges that no scurvy is
produced in the warm climates where the perspiration is kept up ;
but there

a

are

facts to the contrary

middle of the torrid zone, a saline
the scurvy, though not so

readily

the

same

degree."

facts which prove that in the
putrescent animal diet will give
;

as

in the colder climates,

or

in
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The illustration which he

body.

gives

of this

whatever may be thought of his mode of
it, is interesting and important in itself;
I

as

am

explaining
and,

so

far

original.

aware,

"With

fact,

regard

to the

Spirituosa"
Alcohol

curious observation to make.

he, "I have

says

applied

to

a

blood

our

place in
coagulation
coagulate ;
certain
a
diluted
to
the living body, because alcohol, when
degree, does not shew its powers in that way, and it cannot
be introduced by the mouth into our fluids, without receiving
it

does

but this

never

takes

have instances of persons who take
in extraordinary quantity ; and one would expect

such dilution.

spirits

But

we

that among them we would find the blood coagulated ; but
on the
contrary, their blood is of a remarkable fluidity. All

drunkards, male and female, particularly those who have
dealt in brandy, have their blood more fluid than natural,

our

and

are

who

liable to

hsemorrhages

;

and I

never

knew

a woman

drunkard, but she continued her menstruation
than the ordinary period of life, even to 60 years of

was a

longer

age; or, if it had gone away, it returned so late as that
period and flowed again. I have not been extremely troubled
in

with

practice

cases

of abundant menstruation

wards the decline of life it is

an

accident that does

and it has occurred three times in such

but to

;

happen,

women as

drank

spirits, for once in those that did not, so that we are mis
taken in our reasonings, in this respect ; and this effect is
owing to the spirit acting upon the
its acting upon the nervous system,"

not
to

mass

of blood, but

3. The Brunonian canon, that the action of all the
powers which operate upon the animal economy, whe
ther with

a

lant,

assailed in

was

the first

noxious

place,

it

was

with

salutary effect, is stimu
Italy upon various grounds. In

or

a

maintained that there is

a

class

of substances which exert upon this economy, directly
and positively, an action quite the reverse of stimulant,
VOL. II.

2

B
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whence

they may be fitly designated as contro-stimuli
This, or an analogous term, it may be observed, seems
to have been
employed incidentally by John Hunter,
in his Treatise on Inflammation, and by some other
medical writers previously to the time of Rasori ; but
that ingenious physician, the translator, it will be
.

—

remembered, of Brown's Outlines in 1792,
from his

of

own

statement,

to have

contro-stimulus, in the

sense

—

appears,
the doctrine

taught
just specified,

from

Pathology in Pavia, in 1796 or 1797;
and to have been prevented from giving it more ex
tensive publicity, up to the time of his account of the
fever of Genoa in 1799-1800, only by the civil dis
turbances then going on in the north of Italy.
Considerable difference of opinion has been ex
pressed by Italian pathologists, both as to the correct
ness and as to the originality of the belief, that there
exists a class of substances capable of producing upon
the Chair of

the economy effects the
that
a direct manner,

reverse

of those of

stimuli,

in

is, without previously produ
over
degree of excitement, and thereby a state
—

cing an

debility; and also
without withdrawing, as in the cases of blood-letting,
purging, low diet, &c, a portion of the stimulant
agents habitually operating upon or within the sys
tem, and thereby inducing what Brown termed direct
debility. So far as regards noxious contro-stimulant
of what Brown termed indirect

action,
the

some

belief may be found in
poisons, and their antidotes,

traces of such

a

opinions respecting
by the ancients.

entertained

"

It is

highly consolatory

"
for the lover of truth," says Emiliani
(Risposta, p. 92), to
reflect that this opposite manner of action of certain substances

to the

operation

of stimulus,

was

long

ago known to the

MODERN ITALIAN DOCTRINE OF CONTRO-STIMULUS.

ancients, of whom it

be said that

certainly cannot

they
They

387

were

were
prejudiced in favour of these modern doctrines.
acquainted with the contro-stimulant power of Aconite, in
asmuch as they knew that it is a cold poison, and recom
mended generous wine as its'antidote."* In later times, Dr

Cullen may be considered to have recognised the ex
istence of morbific agents possessed of directly contro*

The author continues
'

vii.,

Si

:

—

"Thus Macrobius writes

aconitum nesciens

(Saturnalia

hauserit,

non nego
quis
as this wine,
solere
inasmuch
curari,'
plurimi
as he
says, veneno frigido repugnat.' And Pliny, the Naturalist,
Merum quitaught to the same purport (Lib. xxiii., cap. 23)

cap. 6)
haustu eum meri
—

'

'

—

dem remedio est contra
conium

and,

....

in the

assists

cicutas, coriandrum, aconita, viscum, me
contraque omnia quae refrigerando nocent ;'
sense, he adds in another place, that castor

same

considerably

in

overcoming

the

poisonous

nature of Aco

nite."
"

The

entertained

respecting Cicuta, as may
Of it, Androcides
be seen from some of the passages quoted.
wrote to Alexander (see the 14th Book of the Plinian History,
chap. 7

same

'
—

opinion was

Cicuta hominum

explained in
plant, he

is

the 25th

This

est, cicutse vinum.'

venenum

Book, chap. 95,

where

speaking

of the

Bernedio est, priusquam perveniat ad visays
vini
natura
excal.efactoria
;' as may also be read in the 5th
talia,
Book of Dioscorides, chap. 11, and in the Symposian Questions
same

of

Plutarch,

'

and elsewhere.

More

cap. 27), using
Necessarium est exsorbere

potionem

book De Utilitate

So,
for

meri vini

(Lib.

cum

pipere,

—

vel

Nam maxima pars veAnd this opinion must even have

nenorum

veneni.'

respect

Celsus

of poisons

calori movendo est.

aliud

quod
frigore interimit.'
generally received by the vulgar,

quidlibet
been

generally still,

these remarkable words in

v.
1

—

Jejunii,

exclaims,

without the

•

since St

Etiam

knowledge

Ambrose, in his

major vis

of the

vini quam
ancients, the same

great length of time, administered to the poisoned
Mithridate and Theriac, which remedies, as every one knows,
derive the whole of their virtue from opium. These truths, sanc
tioned as they are by time, should be esteemed of much value

vulgar,

in the

a

practice

of the art."
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stimulant powers, in the

operation

which he attri

specific causes of Fever, marsh miasm,
and human contagion ; for he conceived these to
operate by directly diminishing the excitement of the
nervous
system, or by inducing, in greater or less de
gree, the state which he termed Collapse.
Of the Therapeutical agents, recognised in former
times as possessing direct and positive powers of re
ducing morbidly increased action in the animal eco
nomy, the most familiar example is to be found in the
so-called sedative operation of narcotics. Dr Chiais,#
indeed, in observing that the name of Contro-stimulus
is given to any substance which acts in a manner op
posite to a Stimulus, and lessens or destroys the effect
of an exciting action, maintains that these powers
ought not to be considered as identical with sedatives,
seeing that stimuli may act as sedatives. Thus, he
remarks, convulsions arising from Asthenia may be
allayed by opium, a stimulant agent ; whilst a controstimulus may increase, instead of allaying, the convul
sive motions, by increasing the debility. But in these
remarks, Chiais has probably not sufficiently attended
to the distinction which, as has been already seen (vol.
i., 419 to 426), Dr Cullen was so careful to draw be
buted to the

—

tween the sedative

means

that

are

efficacious in di-

minishingincreased motioninthe sanguiferous system,
and those that remove increased motion affecting more
entirely the nervous and muscular systems. If any
substance can properly be said to act both as a stimu
lus and
*

as a

sedative,

it must be because it exerts

De nonnullis Contra-stimuli Theoria?

1808.

notionibus,

&c.

one

Nicea1,
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of these modes of action upon one part of the economy,
and the other mode of action upon another part, not

because it exerts both modes of action upon the same
Such, for example, is the case in respect of

part.

opium,

which is stimulant to the

but sedative to the

Cullen, indeed,

seems

to

sanguiferous system,

systems. Dr
have thought, that, even on

nervous

and muscular

sanguiferous system, the direct and positive opera
tion of opium is sedative or contro-stimulant. For in
speaking, in his Materia Medica, of the sedative in
fluence of narcotics, and shewing that their effects,
commonly and especially, first appear in the animal
the

functions, he notices that,

at

the

same

time, the ef

fects of narcotics appear also in the vital functions so
far that the motions of these are weakened, and the
"

and al
frequency of their action rendered less ;
though," adds he, this, from certain considerations,
may not constantly appear, there are innumerable
experiments which prove that a diminution in the
action of the vital functions is frequently, and even
commonly, the effect of narcotics." The admitted
fact also of narcotics, instead of always proving se
dative, or diminishing the action of the heart, often
seeming to be powerfully stimulant with respect to
this organ, and in their first operation often increase
ing the force and frequency of its action, Dr Cullen
explains as an effect of indirect stimulation. Sacchi
very properly recognised the distinction between the
power of opium, in stimulating the action of the
heart, and its soothing operation on the brain and
nerves, and regarded this as a proof, that there may
be in the same agent two principles of action,
ope"
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rating differently on parts dissimilar in their nature.
(Lib. cit., p. 39.)
Any one who takes a general view of the multi
plied reasonings and speculations of the Italian phy
Contro-stimulants, will have
little difficnlty in arriving at the conclusion, that the
agents to which contro-stimulant powers are ascribed,
sicians

on

the action of

correspond with those which other physicians, espe
cially in this country, are in the habit of regarding
as
antiphlogistic agents. This, indeed, is denied by

Spallanzani, who
and antiphlogistic

maintains that Contro-stimulant
are

not synonymous terms.

This

may be admitted ; but it is nevertheless certain that,
in the view which the Italian practitioners have taken

Contro-stimuli, it is the agency of these substances
in diminishing the action of the sanguiferous system
of

chiefly, if not solely, engaged their atten
tion ; and, accordingly, Mantovani points out, as the
rule by which we are to judge of the contro-stimulant
operation of medicinal powers, the analogy of their
effects upon the economy to those produced by
that has

Thus understood, it must

the detraction of blood.
be

acknowledged,

that Dr Cullen's threefold

enume

employed for
diminishing increased motion in the sanguiferous sys
tem, does not comprehend any directly contro-stimu

ration of the sedative

lant medicinal

means

the

more

noticed

as

particularly

speak

when

of this class of

we come

to

re

consider

Italy into the Brunonian
medical practice.
Meanwhile, it may be
a
singular fact, that, in discussing the no-

changes

system of

be

agents.

We shall have occasion to

medies

to

introduced in

DO CONTRO-STIMULI ACT AS ANTIPHLOGISTICS

velty
seems

of the doctrine of
ever

Contro-stimulus,

no

? 391

allusion

to have been made to the account

of

pub

in

1795, of
Lynn Regis,
"A Successful Method of Treating Inflammatory Dis
eases
by Mercury and Opium ;" or to the treatise
published two years later by Dr Lind, in which he
ascribed the beneficial operation of mercury in in
flammatory diseases to its being possessed of directly
antiphlogistic powers.
According to the supporters of the doctrine of Con

lished

by

Dr

Hamilton,

tro-stimulus, stimulant and contro-stimulant agents

mutually

counteract each other's

operation

on

the

economy, in virtue solely of their amount of stimulant
or contro-stimulant
But to this general
energy.

principle, which has received from several Italian
pathologists the title of the doctrine of Compensa
tion, it has been alleged, that some limitation is
—

—

necessary, for two
contro-stimuli are

reasons.
more

The first

is, that certain

efficacious in

counteracting

stimuli, and certain stimuli in counteracting
certain contro-stimuli, than other agents of the same

certain
classes

respectively are ; whence it would seem that
the operation of these agents does not depend simply
and wholly on their degrees of stimulant or controstimulant power ; and, in the second place, the ac
tion of certain contro-stimuli is counteracted by the
action of certain other agents which usually manifest
analogous, that is, contro-stimulant powers. It was
to the establishment of the latter of these points that
the experiments of Sobrero, Stellati, and Bergonzi,
were directed ; whilst
opposite results, though these
of
were
a
necessarily
negative character, were ob-
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tained in the

experiments performed

under the di

rection of Tommasini.

ground, besides that of the existence of
Contro-stimuli, on which the uniformly stimulant
operation of all the powers which act on the animal
economy has been opposed, is, that various thera
peutical agents exert a specific, or rather, perhaps,
an elective or eclective action
upon particular organs,
as diuretics
upon the kidney, emetics on the stomach,
and purgatives on the intestinal canal.
Rasori, indeed, in a dissertation on Diuretics, read
in the University of Pavia in the year 1797, and of
A second

which he gave a summary in one of the notes to his
account of the Genoa Fever,* had endeavoured to

that, correctly speaking, there are no such
therapeutical agents, that is to say, that there are
not any remedies, the action of which being exer

prove

cised

particularly

on

the

increases the

kidneys,

se

In support of this view, he stated
that those remedies which seem to operate as diure

cretion of urine.
tics in

one case

of

dropsy,

and to

cure

it,

no

longer

such in another case, and instead of curing
operate
it, produce noxious effects. Besides, he argued, those
as

very cases of dropsy which are cured with some one of
the most reputed specific diuretics, as, for example,

Foxglove, may be cured with equal security and fa
cility by other remedies not reputed either diuretic or
*

1799

Negli

Anni

P. 177 of Third Edition.

This

Storia della Febbre Petecchiale di
et 1800.

is

Di G. Basori.

in the Baccolta di

production
reprinted
derne Italiane, Tomo Nono.
The note referred to is
given

Bologna,

Genova

Mediche Mo-

Opere
Pp. 257-365.

1829.

in pages 282 and 283.
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purgatives and emetics, watery
in short, by all the contro-stimuli,

specific, viz.,

all the

drinks, nitre,

&c. ;

and still

more

by

the direct debilitants.

Though Rasori's argument was more particularly
directed against the existence of remedies specifically
diuretic, and meant to establish the proposition, that
the substances which have been considered

such,
all act either as stimulants, or as contro-stimulants,
it was intended also to lead to the inference, that the
as

is true of all remedies which have been sup
posed to exert a specific action upon any of the par

same

ticular organs of the body. The reasoning
the argument is maintained, partakes of
amount of

probability,

by
a

which

certain

and derives at least

support from the evidence of facts.

apparent
In instances,

example, of what is called inflammatory dropsy,
in dropsy after scarlet fever, in several of the acute
forms of dropsy connected with granular and fatty
degeneration of the kidney (steatosis), in certain in
stances of dropsy connected with bronchitis,
peri
for

pneumony, and certain diseases of the
even in some of those connected with the
of disease of the

diuretic

liver,

properties
seem

have been

to

and

early stage

while the medicines to which

fluence, those remedies which
mation often

heart,

remove

ascribed,

exert

no

in

act in

the

abating inflam
dropsical swellings;

and when the administration of diuretic remedies is
followed

by

mation,

one

the

disappearance of dropsical swellings,
this result takes place, not so much in consequence
of any peculiar action upon the kidneys as by their
influence in abating vascular congestion and inflam
of the consequences of which then

is,

the
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re-establishment of the action of the
had been

kidneys

which

suspended.

It may, on the other hand, be argued that there
exists a number of substances which, when taken

into the system in the healthy state, increase the
amount of the urinary secretion, and which
operate
in many of its morbid condi
tions. Whether these agents exert a specific or pe
culiar action on the circulation of the kidneys, is a
in the

same

question

manner

not of very easy

determination.

Among

the saline substances it may be observed, that while
the salts of soda and magnesia act mostly on the in

testinal

circulation, and those of ammonia mostly on
the skin, it is a peculiar character of the salts of pot
ash, that most of them evince a sort of preferential
action on the kidneys, and this preferential or eclectic
action of the

potash

salts is

one

of the

strongest

ar

guments in favour of the principle of a specific or
peculiar action. A similar argument may be de
duced from the action of certain essential oils and

containing these oils, several
turpentine, oil of juniper, seem

articles

of

which,

oil of

to

excite the

action of the renal

of diluted

spirits

vessels,

as

and from the influence

and nitrous ether.

Of all these

substances it may be predicated, that they stimulate
both generally and locally, and that, when given in

graduated doses as to enter into the
veins and be mingled with the blood, they exert their
stimulant powers in exciting the renal vessels. But
it may still become a
question, whether the renal
vessels are the only ones thus excited ; for many of
these agents act
unquestionably upon the vessels of
such minute and
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other organs at the same time.
It is thus that the
specific diuretic power of substances designated Diu
retic has come to be called in question by many in

telligent physicians.
The uncertainty of

the evidence of the action of

diuretics had been remarked
it is

a

by

Cullen

;*

and indeed

circumstance which cannot fail to attract the

attention of

practical physicians.

It has hence

re

sulted that there is among not a few a tendency to
regard the agents called Diuretics as merely belong

ing

to the class of

existence

agents is

general Excitants, and that the
of a peculiar order of specific Diuretic
still in the state of a problematical ques

tion.

While these concessions must be made to the doc
trine

proposed by

Rasori

character of diuretic

regarding

medicines,

the

it must

non-specific
on

the other

hand be allowed that the apparent diuretic operation
of several medicinal agents
depends, as has been al
very much on the peculiar state of the
system in different forms of dropsical disease. It is
not difficult to conceive that there
may be circum-

ready said,

*

Another example of the same kind that may be
alleged, is
with respect to medicines said to promote urine. That there
are medicines of such a
power, every body knows ; but, at the
same time,
every practitioner will allow that it is an effect which

he often fails in

producing, though employing the medicines re
commended for that purpose by Materia Medica writers ; and
it may be suspected, that, in very many of the instances in
which they ascribe this virtue to medicines, they have proceeded
upon a false experience, or perhaps upon none at all.
A Treatise of the Materia Medica. By William Cullen, M.D..
&c. Vol. I. Edinburgh, 1789. 4to. Chapter Second, p. 147.
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operation of these substances
is not sufficiently energetic to overcome counter
acting influences. Nor can it be any impeachment
of their diuretic powers, that many cases of dropsy
stances in which the

by evacuations different from diuresis.
If, indeed, dropsy were always one and the same

may be cured
morbid
ment

condition,

induced

by

—

a

the

determinate amount of excite

operation of a certain

amount of
stimulant
on a certain amount of
exciting
power
it
excitability,
might reasonably be expected that it
or

—

should
the

require great uniformity

same

remedies which

remove

of

treatment;

it in

one case

—

that

should

it in all ; and that there should be only one
mode of operation by which remedies could prove
remove

But the very different morbid conditions
rise to that common result which is termed

serviceable.
which

give
Dropsy, fully

account for the

the action of the
for the
in the

variety

variety

observable in

remedies in different cases, and
of remedies that may prove serviceable
same

same case.

A doctrine in such direct

opposition, as that proposed
the experience of medical

by Rasori, not merely to
practitioners, but to the most familiar observation of
mankind, was not likely to find much favour, with
however much subtlety it might be urged, or however
array of difficulties in the established
relative to the specific power of parti cular sub

formidable

opinions

an

particular organs, might be adduced
in its support.
It seems scarcely proper, therefore,
to single out
any one individual as having more parti
cularly resisted the doctrine of the non-specific opera
tion of medicinal agents, and as having maintained the
stances to act upon
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possession, by different classes of substances, of powers
that cannot properly be referred to the common pro
perty of stimulation, and the possession, by the differ
ent organs of the economy, of susceptibilities not re
ferrible to the common property of excitability. Vacca
and Strambio both pointed out the existence of such
specific therapeutical agents as a fatal objection to
the Brunonian doctrine of a single and indivisible ex
citability susceptible of only one mode of impression.
But it may be remarked that Bondioli, in the Inau
gural Lecture which he delivered on being called to

Pavia, in the year
1803, insisted very forcibly on the great diversity of
morbid states to which the economy is liable, and of

the chair of Materia Medica at

noxious powers by which these are produced ; and
thence inferred that there must be a corresponding

diversity

in the

admit of

being

agents by which these morbid

states

removed.

4. The term

Diathesis, which, in the progress of
the discussion of Brunonianism, rose into so much
favour among the Italians, is one to which, in the pro
gress of medical science, very various meanings have
been attached.

particular, it has been used by
some to denote a
disposition or constitution of the
economy, congenital or acquired, often latent and im
perceptible, imparting to it a tendency to take on
some
particular form of disease. When these ten
dencies or predispositions of the economy are ex
amined, they are found to have reference to certain
families of diseases, such as Fevers, Inflammations,
Haemorrhages, &c. ; so that, used in this sense, there
In
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many Diatheses as there are natural
In a similar sense the term
families of diseases.

probably

are

as

Diathesis has been

employed

both

to denote not

French

physicians
particular diseases

by English and
only the disposition

and forms of

disease, as the
Catarrhal Diathesis, the Rheumatic Diathesis, the
Gouty Diathesis, but the tendency to certain definite
forms of new deposition and subsequent
disintegra
tion, affecting the whole system or certain parts of the
to

system.

Thus the

Diatheses

are

Strumous and the Tubercular

familiarly spoken of,

and

occasionally

medical writers mention the Cancerous Diathesis.
None of

these, therefore,

in which the term Diathesis is

alleged
ses

;

or

that all diseases

when it

is,

at

are

most,

be the

signification
employed, when it is

can

referrible to two diathe

disputed

whether there

may not be a third diathesis.
It has already been shewn that the dual diathesical

division of diseases

adopted by Brown, was merely a
new mode of
expressing a fact which had long been
recognised by pathologists, viz., that in some diseases
there is evidence of

increased, and,

in

others, of

nished, force of action in the economy.

question

The

dimi

practical

to be determined was, whether the evidence

diminished force in the economy
is to be found in the exercise of all its functions, or
of this increased
in that of

or

of them

some

only

; and

which of them it is to be looked for ?

sideration which

physician,

determines, in

whether

diminished force,

sis,

seems

to

be

latter, in
Now, the con

if the

a

or

the eye of the practical
disease is one of increased or of

of the sthenic

chiefly,

as

or

asthenic diathe

has, indeed, already been

DIATHESES OF STHENIA AND ASTHENIA.

pointed out, (see p.
culation,
means

vol.),

the state of the cir

and the influence exerted over it

determines

a

by particular
vigour circulation,
by antiphlogistic measures,

Excessive

of treatment.

restored to

a

261 of this
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natural state

a

disease to be of the sthenic

disease of vigour.

Languid circulation,

Diathesis,

or

restored to

a

tonic and stimulant

natural state

by

mines that

disease is of the

a

of

remedies, deter
asthenic diathesis, or a

disease of

debility.
conformity with

the

representations here made,
Rolando remarks that these two dynamic states of
the human body, viz. augmentation of force or in
crease of vigour, and debility and languor, have been
recently designated under the names of hypersthenic
and hyposthenic Diatheses, principally in circum
In

stances in which there is observed

an

increase of the

cardiaco-vascular excitement.
The diatheses of Sthenia and
states of

Asthenia, considered

single and identical pro
perty on which all the phenomena of the economy
depend, or rather, perhaps, as two opposite results of
the identical operation of external agents on such a
property, share in all the objections, physiological, pa
thological, and therapeutical, to which such a doctrine
of the economy is exposed. But if considered as sig
nificative of opposite states of certain functions of the
economy, capable either of being induced suddenly by
the operation of morbific agents, or of arising in the
progress of diseases, and materially influencing the
as

two

opposite

a

character which these diseases
of treatment which

thenic diatheses

are

exhibit, and the mode
they require, the sthenic and as
matters of fact

highly deserving
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both of theoretical

investigation

and of

practical

at

tention.

According

to

Brown, the

production

both of the

sthenic and of the asthenic diatheses is attributable to
But
the action of stimuli, in excess or in defect.

Rasori,

—

in

following

out the doctrine of the

existence

opposite classes of powers or agents, capable
operating upon the economy, the one class acting

of two

and the other

stimuli,

think that the

two

as

contro-stimuli

—

was

of
as

led to

Brunonian diatheses may respec
from

tively proceed in a direct and positive manner
the operation or agency of appropriate powers, the
sthenic diathesis from the operation of stimuli, and
the asthenic diathesis from the operation of controstimuli ; and that they ought, consequently, to be re
of Stimulus
spectively designated as the diatheses
and Contro-stimulus.
The full consideration of this subject, however,
would require more space and time than it is possible
here to bestow upon it ; and, after all, it may be
whether it is truly worth the labour.
come a

question

5. It

seems

obvious that

a

division of diseases, of

as the
vigour of the circulation is assumed
Those in
basis, must necessarily be threefold ; 1st,
which the circulation is vigorous in excess; 2d,
Those in which it is defective in vigour; and, 3d,
sus
Those, if such diseases exist, in which its vigour
tains little or no departure from its natural or ordi

which the

If the state of the system common to
nary amount.
the diseases of each of the two first of these classes

respectively,

be

represented by

the

name

of

Diathesis,
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Asthenia, Stimulus
and Contro-stimulus, &c, then the state of the system
which occurs in the third class of diseases, and which

under the titles of Sthenia and

is

obviously

marked

the

by negative qualities as regards
be represented either as Adiathe-

circulation, may
sical, i. e., destitute of particular diathesis

; or, if

we

detect any common character in the diseases that
fall to be comprehended under it, that common cha

can

racter may,
a

perhaps, be

third Diathesi s.

The

Diathesis, however,

assumed

as

the foundation of

character of this third

common

cannot have reference to the vi

gour of the circulation ; and it seems very doubtful
whether we are likely to discover any positive cha
racter in which the diseases attended
crease nor

will all

by

neither in

vigour of the circulation,
by which they can be distinctly

diminution of the

correspond,

or

characterized.
Guani
work of

tation,

imagined
a

as

third

that he had detected the

diathesis,

distinguished

in what he

ground
designates Irri

from Increased

or

Diminished

Excitement.*
In diseases of Sthenia and

Asthenia, according

to

pathologist, the restoration to health is to be ac
complished in the one case by diminishing, and in the
other by increasing, the amount of excitement. But
there is a class of diseases, he alleges, in which re
covery does not take place till, by the efforts of nature,
assisted more or less by the physician, some noxious
matter is expelled from the system. Such is the case

this

*

una

Riflessioni sull'

Epidemia

Genoa.

Anno X,

VOL. II.

Liguria, Ossia Saggio di
Epidemiche e Contagiose.

della

Nuova Teoria sulle Malattie

(1801.)
2

C
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in

smallpox, for example ; and such is the case in all
diseases depending on the presence of a contagion or
miasm. The necessity for this expulsion arises from
the impossibility of these substances, whether gene
rated within the body, or introduced from without,
being assimilated with, or incorporated into, the living
The action of these substances is neither

textures.

It may be called
Irritant ; the substances themselves Irritant Powers,
and the diseases which arise out of them, Irritative

stimulating nor contro-stimulating.

Diseases,

or

diseases of the Irritative diathesis.

disease which is irritative may, at the
sthenic, or it may he asthenic, as in the

a

same
case

But

time, be

of small

Hence the irritative may
pox already referred to.
coexist with either the sthenic or the asthenic diathesis.

Further, it is to be remarked that there are thera
peutical agents, as well as morbific powers, which
operate as irritants ; not a few medicinal substances,
morbid causes, seeming to belong to the
class of Heterogeneous and Irritant stimuli.
as

well

as

It cannot fail to be remarked that the character

assigned to his irritative diseases,
and which was suggested to him by the fever of Ligu
ria, corresponds very closely with the view which Dr
Cullen had taken of the final cause of fever in general,
an effort of nature to re
in pronouncing it to be
move
something that is noxious, and which by its
continuance would disturb the system, or destroy it."
Previously to the appearance of Guam's essay, Vacca
had alleged that chronic diseases, in
general, do not
consist in a degree of
excitability (excitement) greater
which Guani has

"

or

less than what is healthful,

but, for the

most

part,

DISEASES

in

a
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derangement or disorder,

of

unknown nature,
hurtful matters in

an

of the vital organs, produced by
troduced into the organism ; and if these be not

pelled,
diseases

or

corrected and

ex

he says, the
Hence, he fur

neutralized,

terminate

favourably.
ther inferred, the general plan of cure proposed by
Brown with so much confidence and boasting, not
only cannot be secure and advantageous, but must
be always uncertain, and not unfrequently per
never

nicious.
that there

Admitting

are

certain diseases in which

by Guani under the title of
Irritation, display themselves, and others in which
they do not, then this evidently might furnish the

the characters embodied

basis of another dual division of diseases into the Ir

ritative and Non-irritative.
shewn that the Irritative
eases

which

are

sthenia and
element of

not

But unless it could be

comprehend just

included under the

asthenia, it plainly

cannot

those dis

diathesis,
serve as

of
an

threefold division of diseases into the

a

Sthenic, Asthenic, and Irritative, such as he sought
to establish ; and, that this is not the case, is manifest
from Guani's

own

statement, that the Irritative Dia

thesis may coexist with either of the other two.
In the progress of the discussions which arose in
the

of the Irritative

Diathesis, the
term Irritation came to be regarded as the expression
of a third mode of morbid exercise of the functions,
besides increase or diminution of vigour, that, namely,

Italy

of

on

subject

perversion. Accordingly, we find
Guani,
Essay on the Irritative Pathological
Condition, quoting, with satisfaction, an expression

irregularity
in his

or
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to which Brera had

Galen,

the idea of

a

referred,* as involving
pathological condition, noticing

third

—

Hippocratic school had previously shadowed
and refer
out the triple division of morbid states,
an
alienated vital
ring to Gaubius, as recognising
that the

—

force,
have

as

well

already

as one

in

and

excess

one

in defect.

had occasion in this volume

We

(p. 285)

to

notice Dr Cullen's threefold division of the diseases
of the

Moving

Fibres into those in which contracti

lity

and motion

are

too

strong,

which there is

responding

diminished ; those in which they
too much increased ; and those in

are
or

irregularity

of motions ; and his

cor

division of the remedies of these diseases

Stimulants, Sedatives, and Antispasmodics; by
which last term, he declared, he meant such medi
into

cines

as

allay,

or

remove,

irregular

motions in

our

It is

obvious, indeed, that the deranged
performance of a function, whether simple or com
system.

necessarily fall under one or other of
these three general heads, namely, increase, diminu
tion, and perversion or irritation ; the last being
terms sufficiently extensive to comprehend all altera
pound,

must

tions different from increase

or

diminution.

*

"Si vires supersunt, si desunt, si quidam mali effectus inDella Doctrina Medica Del Controstimolo.
terveniunt."
In
Tomo v.
Opere Mediche Moderne Italiane.
95-98.
Bologna, 1827. Pp.
The passage here quoted by Guani as occurring in Galen, is
found in Celsus, lib. hi., cap. 5.
Seu super
Correctly, it is
sunt vires, seu desunt, seu
quidam alii effectus interveniunt."

Raccolta

di

"

It appears to be Guani who has altered the
passage, and who
has committed the mistake
its
exact source.
regarding
It deserves also to be
that it is in
the

remarked,

treatment of Fevers that

explaining

Celsus thus expresses himself.

PATHOLOGICAL CONDITION OF IRRITATION.

I cannot take leave of this
without

cribed

remarking,

to

that the
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diseases,

which Guani

the existence and effects of

Irritation,

as

cor

respond to that extensive tribe of disorders which
physicians are in the habit of ascribing to the pre
sence and action of a morbid poison, whether re
ceived into the system from without, or generated
within the economy. Thus the diseases which result
from the action of Miasma or Malaria, as Ague, Re
mittent

Fever, Yellow Fever, Dysentery, Cholera

those which

Scarlet

are

ascribed to the action of

;

Smallpox,

Fever, Measles, the Syphilitic Virus, and

several of the Chronic Cutaneous disorders ;
and those which are believed to be the result of the

probably
impure

air of

may all
such as

come

jails, ships,

and crowded

under the head of

habitations,
Irritative Diseases,

they are described by Guani.
In the progressive advancement, however, of pa
thological observation, in the revolutions of medical
theory, and in the course of practical experience, it
has become common, especially among the physicians
and some of the divisions of
of France and England,
Germany, to employ the terms Irritation, Irrita
—

—

bility,

Irritable, and Irritative,

in

a sense some

thing different from that which was attached to these
terms by Guani and his Italian followers.
To this
subject, which has acquired considerable importance
among modern physicians, we may probably have
occasion subsequently to direct the attention of our
readers.
6. The Brunonian division of diseases into the
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Sthenic and Asthenic, was represented as inaccurate
on another
ground, viz., that, in the progress of a

disease, the Sthenic Diathesis may be replaced by
the Asthenic, or vice versa.
Professor Ambri, of Parma, seems to have been
the first person who expressly undertook to shew,
that the Diathesis, which prevails in any particular
disease, is not permanent, but is liable to change in
the progress of the disease, or, as he terms it, to un
dergo Transmutation ; and, consequently, that dis
eases cannot be
distinguished from one another by
their

belonging exclusively

to

one

other of the

or

Brunonian Diatheses ; nor can be treated without a
reference to those exchanges or transmutations of
the

Diatheses,
and

vigour
their

of the

predominating states
debility, which frequently take place

course,

or

and render

an

of

in

alteration in the mode of

management proper and necessary.
The conversion of

perhaps,
of
—

one
as

more

one

properly speaking,

morbid affection

in the

disease into

cases

the

another,

or,

disappearance

the appearance of another,
of Rheumatism, Gout, and Ery
on

had, indeed, been treated of by various
authors, as Rodericus a Castro, Gianella, Hoffmann,

sipelas,

—

and Ferriar ; but the question of Diatheses,
understood by Brown and his followers, did not,

Lorry,
as

of course, fall under the scope of their consideration,
so that the
terms Transmutation of Disease, and
Transmutation of
considered

as

Diathesis,

are

by

no means

to be

synonymous.
That the Diathesis of a disease may change in its
progress, is a principle which had been fully recog-
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nised
of

Dr

by

fever,

the

—

under the title of

symptoms,

inflammatory
disease,

a

of

Cullen, in the establishment
at the

or

or

—

form

in which

commencement, manifest

sthenic, and,

nervous

Synochus,

one

in the

course

an

of the

In fact,

asthenic character.

arrangement of fevers fully shews that the In
flammatory and the Nervous, or Typhous states,
constituted, in his estimation, so far, at least, as the
Pyrexiae are concerned, those opposite conditions
his

of the economy by which the
must mainly be regulated.
7. It

objected, likewise,

was

pursued

treatment

to

the Brunonian

referrible to

opposite Diatheses,
regarded as, at any given
period, simply sthenic, or simply asthenic ; for that

view of diseases

as

that diseases cannot be

one

part of the economy may be in

while another is in
the

course

nervous

a

a

state of

state of Asthenia.

Sthenia,
Thus, in

fevers, and of some other diseases, the
sanguineous systems may be in opposite

of

and

conditions of vital action.
Sacchi

had

(p. 79) the
assertion, borrowed, as he

Brown's

mison,
the

denied

correctness

of

says, from Thethat Sthenia and Asthenia cannot co-exist in

economy ; and that, consequently, roborants and debilitants cannot be required in the treat
same

ment of

the

same

patient,

or

that there cannot be

contra-indications ; and Strambio had affirmed, that
we often see combined, in the same
subject, those
diseases which Brown

regarded as of opposite na
But Giannini may, perhaps, be considered as
tures.
the person who, in Italy, had the merit of establish-
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ing

fully

most

principle, that, notwithstanding
and reciprocal dependence of the

the

the connection

several parts of the economy on one another, they
may, and actually do, under certain circumstances,
in fever, exist in very different con
and

particularly
vigour of action.
According to Giannini, the systems of the living
machine, practically considered, may be reduced to

ditions of

three

—

the

viz.,

Nervous, the Arterial, and the Mus

systems, and in their several
dependencies, there may occur a loss of balance, by
one or other of them acting with excessive, while the
others act with deficient force, so as to produce in
In these three

cular.

the economy the simultaneous existence of states of
over and under excitement, or of vigour and debility.
of the opposite Diatheses depends,
This

complication

Giannini conceives,

encing

a

nervous

system experi

of

other sys
him Neu-

that, whilst the ner
in N eurosthenia, it is
system is always affected

rosthenia.
vous

the

debility in which the
participate, and is named by

degree

tems do not

on

He farther states,

arterial and the mus
necessary that both the
cular systems should be implicated ; for the one or

not

systems separately,
of them, may be affected.

the other of these

only

of

one

or even a

part

as
These views of Giannini must be considered
in the
in a
measure, anticipated

great
having been,
Dr
Cullen,
account given by
which express

a

the circumstances
combination of irritation and de
in the
as the irritation occurs

bility, particularly
brain, and gives a suspicion
tions which, after

death,

we

of

"

of those

topical

find to have

affec

truly hap-
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pened, though symptoms of the inflammatory
had not happened to appear before."*
8. On the

question

of the

between Universal and Local

state

of distinction

grounds

Diseases,

obser

some

already made in a previous part
(pp. 64-70). Little doubt can be
the question is one of considerable

vations have been
of this volume ;
entertained that

difficulty ;

for when

we

examine the list of diseases

with the most cursory view, it
will appear that scarcely one of them is justly en
titled to the character of being Local, in the correct
denominated

Local,

of the term.

sense

Previous to the time at which

Cullen

published his Nosology, Sauvages gave a
class designated Vitia, including many diseases
then generally supposed to be Local.
The Vitia of
Linnseus includes
scesses

bones,

collection ; Ab
and their effects ; various diseases of the
of the skin, of the bloodvessels ; Displace
a

and

Deformities,

ments,

Vogel's

multifarious

Spots

—

of

various kinds.

class of Vitia includes those which

are

the surface of the person, and is not less
multifarious and comprehensive than that of Lin

visible

naeus

on

; but Deformities constitute

a

class

by

Sagar, again, presented, in the Vitia,
orders, embracing Maculae, Efflorescentoe,
selves.

mata,

them
seven

Phy-

Excrescences, Cysts, Displacements,

and

Deformities.

When Cullen defined Local Diseases to be those

affecting part,
*

not the

See Works, vol.

i.,

whole,

of the human

p. 589 ; and

Life, vol.

ii

,

body,

he

p. 262-264.
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stated
rect.

fact which may be admitted as cor
But though the disease manifests itself as an

simply

affection of

a

one

part only, it does

not

follow,

that this

manifestation may not be dependent upon the con
dition of the system at large, or that of some one of
the General Tissues, the Vascular

tem,

of the Blood itself.

or

Nervous

or

Cullen at the

same

remarked, that it is often doubtful whether
diseases

ought

to be

Sys
time

certain

referred to the class of Uni

Local ; and he argued, that, constituted as
this class is, many diseases may be more easily

versal

or

arranged
He

than in the

systems of other nosologists.

allowed, also, that this class might comprehend

the Vitia of other
Vitia

nosologists

;

but

though

the

with many of the local diseases,
to say, that the Vitia are not to be

correspond

he takes

care

synonymous with the Locales.
I. Disorders of
These Local Diseases include ;

regarded

as

—

Dysesthesia ; II.
Natural Appetites, Dysorexia ;

Sensation,

Derangements

in

III. Disorders in

certain organs of Movement, Dyskinesia ; IV.
Excessive Evacuations, Apokenoses ; V. Reten

tions,

Epischeses ; VI. Tumours ;

VII.

Displace
Continuity,

VIII. Breaches in

ments, Ektopia ;
It would not be difficult
Dialyses.

scarcely one of
respective eight
racter of

of them

local,

are

the diseases

arranged

to

shew that

under these

justly entitled to the cha
defined by the author. Many

orders is

even as

either effects and

symptoms,

or

parts,

of

disorders ; some form diseases of the organs
of the senses,
the eye, the ear, the nose, as in the
case of Cataract, Amaurosis, Staphyloma ; the several

general

—
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forms of defective vision,

Dysopia,

and

411

Pseudoblepsis ;

Deafness, and loss of smell and taste.
Bulimia, Polydipsia, and Pica, almost always are

various forms of

symptoms
Dr

; and

Nostalgia

known to be

Cullen,

was,

even

in the time of

symptom of

a

peculiar

a

form of mental disorder ; for Sagar, in his system,
published at Vienna in 1776, not only places it
among the Morositates
and in the class Vesania,

or

Depraved Appetites,

but, in his definition of it,
informs the reader that he himself, when in Croatia,
laboured under the disorder, with aversion to food,
constipation, and general dropsy ; yet, from this
condition, he recovered without any medical treat
ment or medicine, by merely returning to his native
Cullen himself allows that

soil.
no

means

be

regarded

a

can

Local Disorder.*

by

It is

any one who reads the Notes
the different genera of this class, that Cullen was

manifest, indeed,
on

as

Nostalgia

of the

aware

to

difficulty

the defects of the

of this part of his

arrangement proposed

allows that Anorexia and
stances

task, and

symptomatic

;

and,

Adipsia
from the

are

;

in

for he

all in

great number

of instances in which

other Genera of the Local

Class

Symptomatic,

are

specified

as

it is manifest

that he felt the difficulties rather to increase than
to

is very generally a symptom ;
of the three species enumerated, A. gut-

diminish.

and

even

Aphonia

turalis, A. trachealis, A. atonica, the two former
effects of other disare manifestly symptoms and
*

Nostalgia sola,

locali haberi potest.
p. 318.

si

quidem revera morbus sit, minime pro
Nosologia Method., CI. iv., Ord. ii.,
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eases.

The

Dysphagia,

may be said of
and of Contractura.
same

Paraphonia,

of

Suppressions, Constipa
Indigestion, or scarcely
symptom
Ischuria is a complaint so various in
a disease.
origin, that, though often dependent on mechanical
impediments in the urinary passages, yet in the
case of the Renal
form, it is manifestly a mere
the

Among

Epischeses,

tion is either

or

of

a

symptom

of disease of the

Brain.

Amenorrhoea is

Kidney, or disease of the
now
always referred to

disease of the uterus, or disease of the system at
large. Among the Tumours, Aneurism and Vato the diseases of the Arteries and
rix

belong

Veins ; and, in the instance of the former, it is well
known that the tumour derives its origin from a ge
neral morbid condition which affects the whole ar

terial system.
In the eighth

or

last order of the Locales of Cul-

len, namely, the Dialyses, are placed three diseases,
Herpes, Psora, and Tinea, two of which are diseases
of the skin ; while the third, Tinea, is known to con
sist in

a

peculiar

of the hair.

morbid state of the roots and bulbs

Disorders, Her
local affection, but

Of the two Cutaneous

is not a
pes, as now understood,
is the external indication upon the skin of a morbid
state of the system at large, often associated with
irritation. Psora, again, or Scabies, is

gastro-enteric
probably to be viewed as

a

malady affecting

the

skin,

in consequence of the presence of certain minute pa
often
rasitical animals burrowing in the membrane,
—

disordered state of the system at
and in one instance, the Scabies cachectica,

connected with

large ;
certainly

a

connected with

impaired general health,

EXISTENCE OF DISEASES REPUTED LOCAL.

either

as

an

effect

or

as

a

413

concurrent and simul

taneous condition.

It may here be remarked, that the most service
able mode of considering the diseases referred to the
Class

is

Locales,

by referring
in which they

them to the several

seated ; because,
while in this method nothing is said whether anv
given disease is Local or not, the attention of the

organic

textures

are

student is directed to the main fact of the anatomical
and

physiological

character of the disorder.

These admissions I think it

make,

for two

reasons.

The

quite indispensable to
first is, that though

they

shew the defect of the Cullenian

and

distinctions, they

failed where

no

arrangement

also prove that Cullen only
other person could succeed.
The

services which Cullen rendered to

Nosology are suf
ficiently great, to claim the acknowledgment and
homage of the profession, supposing the whole of the
fourth class to be entirely given up.
It was not in
the nature of things that he could succeed ; for the
attempt was made without perfect and full know
ledge of the morbid forms which the nosologist thus
attempted to place in methodical order. Patholo
gical investigation has shewn that many of these Dis
eases called Local,
including several Chirurgical Dis
eases, are intimately connected with some general
state of the system, and are to be regarded as mere
external expressions and indications of that general
such, for instance, are Aneurism, Skirrhus,
and Cancer, several of the varieties of Ulcer, and
Caries, when connected, as often it is, with the Stru
state ;

mous

Diathesis.

The second

reason

for

admitting

the

imperfection
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of the Fourth Class of Cullen's

Nosological System

is, that it may be seriously doubted whether any
disease, though apparently local, is really uncon
nected with some state of the general system. All
the parts of the body, however small, and however
remote,
tem

are

connected

and the

of the vascular sys
the most intimate and direct

by

blood, by

means

they are connected by a relation not less
intimate, though perhaps less direct, by means of the

ties ; and

The vascular system and its con
tents are connected with the alimentary organs by
means of veins and lymphatics ; and it cannot be
unreasonable to infer, that the contents of the ali

nervous

system.

the blood and
mentary canal acting upon the state of
the nervous system, must exert an influence upon
the most remote and the most minute parts of the
If this influence exists, and is operative
economy.
in the state of health, it must be not less so in the
state of disease ; and we, therefore, must admit, that
it is a legitimate deduction to infer, that it is diffi

conceive any disease which is altogether
at
local, and which is not connected with the system
Now, it must be allowed, that Cullen shews
cult to

large.

understood this mutual and intimate
connection of all the parts of the animal machine ;*
in the establishment of the class of Local
and
that he

quite

if,
Diseases, he

seems to

probably only

have

departed

from it, it

because the connection seemed

conspicuous, and
superficial observation.

these disorders to be less

readily

to

escape from

was

as

to

more

Since

Cullen, M.D., &c edited by
John Thomson, M.D., &c, volume i., p. 436.
Edinburgh,
*

See the Works of William

1827.

,
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his

time, however, it is impossible
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deny, that,
comprehensive, and
to

views more
upon this subject,
more accordant with what seems to be

by medical observers.
Abernethy, following in

fact,

have

been taken
John

footsteps of
diseases, usually

the

John Hunter, shewed that not a few
regarded as Local, owe their origin and continuance

general system ; and
any one who is either familiar with the patients of a
large hospital, or reads what has been written during
the last forty years by surgical writers, will have
little difficulty in arriving at the conclusion, that, as
pathological knowledge has considerably diminished
the number of diseases called Local, and long con
to

some

morbid state of the

sidered and treated
them in

a

still

degree

Local, so it
greater, until it

as

there be such

question whether
strictly Local.

It has been shewn
diseases of the

affections,

are

a

may diminish
may become a

thing

as a

disease

by Sir Benjamin Brodie,
joints, though appearing as

connected with

a

that
local

morbid state of the

system at large. Every practical surgeon knows
how difficult, how impossible it may be said to be,
local management. Various
tumours of the Mamma, various affections of the

to treat

ulcers

by

mere

successfully treated merely as
local disorders. Not only is Skirrhus now known to
be dependent upon a state of the general system, but
Encephaloma or Soft Cancer, Melanosis or Black
Degeneration, and Colloid Growth, there is strong
reason to believe, are in the same
predicament; and
this list, further inquiry, it is not improbable, may
enlarge.
Uterus,

cannot

be

•
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These observations brino*

me

to

the

answer

of the

stated under this head ; and this is, that if
there are proper grounds for the distinction between

question

Universal and Local

diseases, neither

observation

experience have succeeded in discovering these
grounds. One disease, a few diseases may be less ge
neral than others ; but none can be said to be strictly
local and unconnected with the system at large.
As to the other division of the question, whether
the circumstance of being attended or unattended by

nor

Diathesis, constitutes this distinction, when Dia
thesis is interpreted as used by Brown, the dis
tinction vanishes into nothing, and becomes altogether unserviceable. On one aspect of this subject,

necessity of a sufficient and good me
education, combining the full study of medicine

namely,
dical

the

with that of surgery, in order to make an accom
plished and serviceable medical practitioner, several

judicious

observations

were

made

by

Dr Thomson

so

who wish to
ago as in 1813.* Those, however,
understand well the nature of the alleged distinction
between Universal and Local diseases, will do well

long

study with attention the writings of the late Mr
Paynter Vincent,f those of Sir Benjamin Brodie, j
to

*

Lectures

on

Inflammation.

Edinburgh,

1813.

Introduc

tion.

"J" Observations on Some of the Parts of Surgical Practice.
By John Paynter Vincent, late senior surgeon to Saint Bar
tholomew's Hospital. London, 1847.
8vo, pp. 364.
X Lectures illustrative of Various Subjects in Pathology and
Surgery. By Sir Benjamin C. Brodie, Bart., F.R.S., Serjeant

Surgeon to the Queen, &c. London, 1846. 8vo,
pp. 411.
Pathological and Surgical Observations on the Diseases of

9

MORBID FORMS ;

Macilwain,* and the
gical Pathology by Mr Paget. f
those of Mr

9. Dr Brown's

another

idea,

combated

Lectures

on

Sur

that diseases differ from

in Diathesis and

only
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degrees

those who insisted

of

one

Diathesis,

the

import
ance of the Forms
of Diseases, and of the Pathological
Conditions, as objects of scientific inquiry, as w^ell as
by those who maintained, with Bufalini, the doctrine
was

by

on

of Particidarism.

Bondioli undertook to

shew, that it is necessary
attention, not merely to the
any universal disease, but

for the

physician to pay
Diathesis prevailing in
also to the particular form which it exhibits.
By
this term, he seems to imply, that the practitioner
must attend not only to the constitutional symp
toms, as marking more or less vigour of the general
economy, and, in particular, of the vascular system,
the Joints.
Fifth

By Sir Benjamin

Edition,

C.

Brodie, Bart., V.P.R.S., &c.
London, 1850.

with Alterations and Additions.

8vo, pp. 399.
*

Medicine and

Surgery One Inductive Science ; being an
attempt
improve its study and practice on a plan in closer
alliance with inductive philosophy, &c. By George Macilwain,
Fellow of the B. M.-Chir. Society, &c.
London, 1838. 8vo,
to

pp. 551.
Remarks

on

the

Unity

of the

Body,

with

a

view of

the Constitutional Treatment of Local Diseases.

Macilwain.

f Lectures

Improving
By George

London, 1836.

Surgical Pathology, delivered at the Royal
College
Surgeons of England. By James Paget, F.R.S.,
Professor
of Anatomy and Surgery to the College ; As
lately
sistant Surgeon and Lecturer on Physiology at St Bartholo
Volume I.
mew's Hospital.
Pp. 499. Volume II. Lon
on

of

don, 1853.
VOL. II.

8vo, pp. 6372

D
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but also to the

more

local

symptoms arising

imme
"

What
from the organ principally affected.
Tom
Professor Bondioli calls morbid forms," says
"
influences of
with

diately

particular

(connected

masini,

certain parts of the body, and
different agents
from
with certain modes of affection that result
on

and which he very properly distinguishes
from diathesis, are, if I mistake not, to be accounted

thence),

nosological* affections."

Bondioli conceived the system of Brown to err
to the
fundamentally in directing attention wholly
in a
disease, and with
diathesis

particular

prevailing

drawing
In this

it from the form which the disease

remark, Bondioli

seems

Brown's

medical prac
know whether the disease is sthenic or as

declaration, that it is enough
tice to

to allude to

assumes.

thenic, and in what degree

to

guide

one

or

other of these

prevails; whereas the practi
form a more
tioner ought, in Bondioli's opinion, to
and intimate nature
precise judgment as to the seat
states

or

diatheses

asthenic dis
of the disease, since two sthenic or two
of diathesis, may require dif
eases, equal in amount
diversities in
ferent modes of treatment, according to
these other

respects.

from
justly observes, that physicians had,
forms
earliest periods of medicine, made these
but that
particular objects of their attention;
the doc
physicians of our days had introduced

Bondioli
the
the
the

trines of
*
"

"

I

give

to those

fected,

in
Diatheses, and had substituted these
the

name

of

symptoms only

Nosological," says the same author,
which indicate what is the part af

and the extent of the disease."

MORBID FORMS ;
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of the proper consideration of the
forms of disease.

place

concurred with Bondioli in

Fanzago

419

peculiar

thinking

that

object of consideration in
diseases ; and in recognising the importance of at
tention to their forms, which term, he remarks, is
not to be limited to the nosological character, but
must include the whole history of the disease ; so
that the attaining a knowledge of the form involves
the necessity of both descriptive and historical ana
lysis. But the principal object of Fanzago's Trea
diathesis is not the sole

tise

on

the Essential Differences of Universal Dis

that, independently of the dia
thesis of Brown, Rasori, &c, and of the morbid form
of Bondioli, the medical practitioner must take into
consideration the pathological condition, or that par
ticular temporary morbid process, which, in uni
versal diseases, is commonly formed either in some
organ, or in some system of the animal economy,
eases,

was

to shew

but which is

be

distinguished from permanent
organic alteration, or serious disorganizing lesion of
It is, he holds, on the diathesis and pa
any part.
thological condition, or local affection, conjointly,
that the form, or nosological character, of universal
diseases must depend, and on the latter even more
than
It
term

on

to

the former.

obvious that

Fanzago understood
Pathological Condition as equivalent to

seems

the

the

Proximate Cause of Cullen.
10. Another

question

that has excited

of discussion among Italian

a

pathologists,
2 d2

good

deal

relates to
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the

of

grounds

between

distinction

Dynamic

or

Functional and Organic diseases.
The fundamental principle of the system of Path
ology which Bufalini has so zealously laboured to
substitute for the

Brunonian,

to consist

chiefly

and not any ab
that is the seat of those phenomena

in this, that it is the
stract

seems

property

organization,

in which health and disease consist ; that life results
from the action of the appropriate stimuli upon the

organization ; and that it is doubtful whether the or
ganic mixture requires the addition of any particu
lar matter to complete or perfect the organization.*
Hence, in the Essay on Life which he published
1813, and in which he commenced his attacks
upon the dynamical doctrines of Health and Disease,
in

altogether the existence of dynamical or
functional diseases, maintaining that all diseases are,
in their first origin, organic ;
some, indeed, in which
the morbid alteration of the organized structure is
he denied

—

occult
to

or

invisible, and others in which it is evident

our senses

tional

; but

that there is

derangement

change

which does

there is

no

absolute

between Functional and

pending
These

upon

change

opinions

in

1819;

or

and

that,

conse

essential difference

Organic diseases, both
the organic mixture.

de

Bufalini restated and illustrated in

the first edition of his
lished in

dynamical or func
not depend upon a

organic mixture;

in the

quently,

no

Analytical Pathology, pub
Essay (1823) ;

in his Modena Prize

in his work entitled Cicalate intorno alia Medicina
*

Raccolta Di

Bologna, 1827-

Opcre

Mediche

Moderne

Italiane,

1

Tomo.
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Analitica;

or

Familiar Discourses

dicine*

(1825); and in the 3d edition

printed

at Pisa in 1828.

edit., p.
Func
who
be
called
may
pathologists
all admit material but imperceptible changes

Bufalini contends

xxvii.)
tional,
in

Analytical Me
of his Pathology,

on

(Patol. Analit.,

new

that the

the

organization.

ments, therefore,

are

The

Functional

those in which

derange

the

organic

changes are imperceptible and temporary.
In opposition to Brown's views, Bufalini held it to
be unphilosophical to consider a property as the sub
ject of augmentation or diminution, without refer
to

ence

the

the state of the substance of which it is
; and that in

Pathology, consequently,
regard as disease mere changes
in property apart from changes in structure.
Re
garding the body as an organic compound, the cha
racter of which is to be the seat of Life, and looking
upon the essence of disease as belonging not only to
the materiality, as he terms it, of the organic com
pound, he defines Disease to be a special change of
the material condition of the living body, induced
either by unsuitable substances existing within the
body, or by an alteration in the order and composi
tion of the organic Compound ; or, in other terms,
a
change in the material condition arising from the
effect of chemico-organic, or mechanico-organic ac
tion."!
property

it is

a

mistake to

"

*

Cicalate

means

literally pratings, babblings, gossipings.

this conveys in English a meaning by which Bufalini
would feel himself not honoured, the term is rendered as above.
But

as

f Fondamenti Di Patologia Analitica
Cesenatc, Edizione Terzia. Pesaro, 1827.

di Maurizio
Tomo

Bufalini,

i., pp. 94, 95.
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This definition it is
unnecessary to examine criti
cally. It is sufficient to say, that Bufalini entirely

denies the existence of those affections which vari

Pathological authors and teachers have recog
as
Dynamical ; and consequently excludes from
this character all but Organic lesions. Much in this
controversy depends on the signification attached to
the words Dynamic and Organic.
To enter further
ous

nised

into this

discussion, however,

would occupy more
But I may refer the

space than would be proper.
reader to some instructive observations

mann* and

by

Hart-

very sensible essay by Dr William
Mackenzie of Glasgow,-)- who has examined this ques
tion with great knowledge and acuteness.
a

question as to the existence of such a state
as indirect
debility is one chiefly of a verbal nature.
Indirect Debility, according to the not very intelli
gible definition of Brown, is that which is dependent
on the action of stimuli
excessively violent and too
long continued ; or that debility which is the conse
11. The

Wine, nutritious
quence of excessive excitement, j
substances, neat and similar agents, are so many
Ph. Caroli Hartmann, M.D. et P. in Scientiarum Universitate Vindobonensi Theoria Morbi, seu Pathologia G-eneralis,
*

dobonse,

|

1828.

Remarks

§
on

functional and

p. 63.

100 et
a

sequentia,
pretended distinction

organic.

By

William

.Toannis

Brunonis

Edinburgi, 1784.

of Amaurosis into

Mackenzie, M.D.,

geon Oculist to the Queen.
Edinburgh
cal Journal, vol. lxxvi., October 1851.

J

Medical and

Elementa Medecina*.

xxxv.,

Vin-

Editio altera.

Prselectionibus Academicis accommodata.

xlv., cii., ciii.,

Editio

cxxvi., cxxvii..

Sur

Surgi
altera.
cxxx.

ON DISEASES ASCRIBED TO INDIRECT DEBILITY.
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stimuli ; but the abuse of these exciting agents, or
their employment too long continued, gives rise to
Indirect debility is nothing
a state of debility.

else, says Weikard, than

an

effect of exhausted

excitability. The Pyrexiae may proceed to the state
of indirect debility, either in consequence of the vio
in consequence of the admi
nistration of stimulating remedies and by inactivity
lence of the

Diathesis,

or

debilitating remedies.
When the definition of Indirect Debility is atten
tively examined, it results that Indirect Debility is
in no sense or manner different from Direct Debility.
The debility which follows the long-continued and

in the

use

of

refrigerant

the excessive

use

and

of what

are

called

stimulants,

—

is, distilled spirits, wine, stimulating articles of
fooc[5 is, in all instances, the effect of more or less
These articles, namely, spirits, wine, and
disease.
The
similar substances, have at least two actions.

that

—

direct action upon the mucous membrane,
the muscular tissue, the blood-vessels and nerves of

first is

a

the stomach and intestinal
duce

an

unnatural and

canal, by which they pro
hurtful irritation, which,

repeated and long-continued, injures the natural
properties and probably alters the structure of these
In the second place, they are absorbed by
tissues.
the veins into the blood, and being mixed with it,
not only alter the properties of that fluid, but irritate

often

through which the blood is circulated.
they seriously disorder the function of

all the textures
In this

course

respiration. The deleterious effects of the introduc
tion of spirituous or alcoholic stimulants into the sys
tem in impeding the function of respiration have been
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demonstrated

experimentally by Dr Prout. This phy
sician ascertained by many experiments, that when
wine, malt liquors, and similar articles, are taken into
the stomach, for a considerable time after they have
been introduced, indeed until by the action of the or
gans they are eliminated, less carbonic acid is dis
charged by the lungs than in the normal state.* The
inference resulting from this fact is, either that the
blood when circulating through the ramifications of
the pulmonary capillaries has lost some of its power
of absorbing oxygen from the inspired air, and exhal
ing carbon, or that the pulmonary vessels are less
capable than in the normal state of effecting the
requisite aeration of the blood, and getting rid of the
carbonaceous matter brought by the veins from the
different parts of the animal body.
Then, they derange other organs and functions.
Whence

are

formed disease of the inner coat of the

blood-vessels in all the organs, diseases of the liver,
diseases of the kidneys, of the pancreas, the spleen,
and any vascular organ well supplied with blood.
The liver nevertheless suffers first and most consi
in consequence of the direct
connection of its vascular system with the veins of
canal. The debility therefore thus
the

derably

in this

irritation,

alimentary

induced is the direct effect of morbid irritations.

*

Quantity of Carbonic Acid Gas emitted
Lungs during Respiration at different times, and under

Observations

from the

on

the

By William Prout, M.D., &c. Annals
Second, p. 328. November 1813.
Philosophy,
And Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal, Volume Se
venty-sixth, page 131. July 1851.

different circumstances.
of

Volume

DISEASES ASCRIBED TO INDIRECT DEBILITY.

Nor is it different with

Febrile diseases.
sidered

as

regard

to

Pyrexlze

Whether these diseases be

the effects of the

425
or

con

operation of Poisons upon
simply as conditions of

animal economy, or
deranged and perverted action in the vascular sys
tem, it must be admitted as a legitimate inference,
the

that their

tendency

is to induce irritation

out the whole extent of the vascular

through

system, and

in all the organs supplied by the vas
If we suppose, what seems most pro
cular system.
bable, that most of these diseases depend upon ma

consequently

terial subtile

poisons, floating in, and conveyed by
the atmosphere, whether Miasma, Malaria, or other
principles, as those of Typhus Fever, Smallpox, or
Measles, it is manifest, that they are in the first in
stance absorbed by the lungs and mingled with the
blood of these organs ; and thence circulated to all
parts of the body. This will irritate not only the
and

their function in

depurating the
blood,
spinal chord, by transmitting
a
to these parts
poisoned and morbid blood. As,
however, this at every respiration is increasing, un
less means are adopted to counteract the effect thus
resulting, a two-fold lesion is produced. The lungs
are no longer able to depurate the blood received
by
them, and, consequently, blood imperfectly respired
is sent to all the organs, thus poisoning them ; and
when these organs are thus deprived of their supply
of properly respired blood, they cease to perform
their functions in the complete and normal manner of
The brain, spinal chord, and nerves, are
health.
loaded with dark-coloured, unrespired blood, and
lungs

impede

but the brain and
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hence

energy is impaired and gradually ex
tinguished ; hence the great debility. The stomach,
liver, spleen, and alimentary canal, receiving the
same

nervous

sort of

blood,

are

not

only

disabled from per
thus constituting a

forming their proper functions,
most important cause of debility, but their capillary
vessels having been irritated by poisoned blood in
the early stage of the disease, become enfeebled and
In what
often give way as the lesion advances.
sense debility thus induced can be called indirect, it

It is the direct effect of a
is not easy to discover.
great and often irrecoverable injury done to the ca

pillary

vessels.

regard to the states of debility ensuing at
the close of Smallpox, Measles, Scarlet-fever,
these,
morbid anatomy shews, are most commonly the effect
of vascular congestion or inflammation in the tracheo
bronchial membrane and lungs, or in the kidneys and
With

—

other internal organs.
According to the testimony of John Brown him
the idea of Indirect

self,

Debility

was

suggested
the System

to

in
by reflecting on the state of
Gout.* Now, though it cannot be denied, that, not
withstanding the subsequent research and inquiry of

his mind

Notwithstanding disease first, and afterwards death, are
produced not by the privation, but by the abundance of those
things by which life is sustained, he perceived that Debility
was the cause of his disorder
(Gout), and that the remedy was to
To
be sought not in debilitating but strengthening measures.
In
of
name
this sort of Debility he thought proper to give the
direct.''''
Preface to Original Work in Elements of John Brown,
*

"

—

M.D.
p. xviii.

By

Thomas

Beddoes, M.D.

London, 1795.

Vol. i.,
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years, it is by no means clearly as
certained what is the exact nature of the deviation
than

more

from

sixty

system is under the influence
yet this much is known, that there is a

health,

of Gout ;

relative

when the

excess

of

nitrogenous principles, compared

with the demands of the

lithic
are
are

system

; that urea, uric

or

acid, and probably other nitrogenous principles,

in the state of health ; that they
accumulated in the blood ; that this accumula

not excreted

tion

depends
articles being

as

upon larger amounts of nitrogenous
received into the system than are ne

cessary, and diminished power in the secreting and
excreting organs in effecting their expulsion and eli

mination ; and that not so much this accumulation
of nitrogenous materials, as the cause or causes of

this

accumulation, is the principal

That this accumulation of

cause

of Gout.

nitrogenous principles,

though present, is not the cause of Gout, appears
from this fact, that though these principles are neu
tralized in various

modes, principally by

the

use

of

alkaline agents, yet the disease is not thereby pre
It is only, in short, by
vented from appearing.
either

reducing

the

nitrogenous

the natural necessities of the

tating

and

which

are

rated

or

promoting

elements of food to

system,

or

elimination of those

by facili
products

in excess, that the disease can be mode
prevented from appearing in its character

istic forms.
The condition

described may be called De
bility in one sense, in so far as the action of the se
creting and excreting organs is impaired and en

feebled.

now

But whether it is

more

entitled to be called
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Indirect than any other species of Debility, is a point
which may be safely left to the judgment of the

curing this debility, by
whatever name it is to be designated, by means of
nutritious food, that is, highly nitrogenous food, the
use of alcoholic and vinous liquors, and similar sti
mulants, opium and similar narcotics, it is exactly
one of those
pleasant, but pernicious delusions, one
of those insidious courses, by which persons of a cer
tain description have in all ages lured the credulous
and unreflecting part of their fellow creatures to their

reader.

own

As to the method of

destruction.
the

it may be

justly concluded, that
Indirect Debility, as taught by Dr Brown, is just
such a creation of the fancy as might be expected
to be made by a person entirely unacquainted with
practice, imperfectly informed on the phenomena of
disease in the living body, and quite ignorant of the
destructive effects of disease in the dead subject.
Notwithstanding the objections now stated, several
of the Italian physicians were disposed to believe in
the existence of this sort of debility.
Tommasini,
in particular, so late as 1816-1817, admits that he
does not absolutely deny the possibility of this mor
bid condition ; but he thinks that it ought rather to
be denominated Debility relatively direct or absolute,
reducing it, in point of fact, to a diminution of excite
ment from insufficiency of the ordinary stimuli to
Upon

whole,

maintain it.*
*

In

illustration,

he refers to the well-

Delia Nuova Dottrina Medica Italiana.

Lezioni di Clinica

Prolusione alJe

Medica nella Pontificia Universita di Bo-
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known instance of

a

drinker

strong stimuli of wine

so

habituated to the

spirituous liquors,

or

that he

unsteady in his movements, and unfit for
his ordinary duties, by giving up a little the use of
these potations, and does not recover the vigour of
his members until he drinks again of these liquors.
I recal here," he adds,
the intelligent remark of
Hesternam crapulam nova pocula solGaubius,
vunt.'
But I equally think that this condition,
when an inflammation is not engendered, is reduced

becomes

"

"

'

to

effect of habit and

an

from the fibre not
which

are

being

moderate, and

a

in

need of
a

strong stimuli,

condition to feel those

that in these

citement may be sustained at the
by applying stimuli adapted to the

cases

the

ex

degree of health
necessity, so that

the vital conditions may be restored to their former
state by diminishing, by very slow degrees, the daily

substituting in their place
alimentary articles suitable for repairing in the fibre
I am likewise of opinion that
that which was lost.
a distinction
ought to be made between this state
and the ebriety, which is also an effect of an excessive
stimulus, and is curable by means of cold, with the
use of contro-stimulant remedies.
I am of opinion
that the abuse of stimuli is very rarely followed by
the indicated condition of habitual necessity of stimuli;
it being too easy and too common, that, by the abuse
and

use

of the

now

mentioned, there is created some

stimuli,

flammatory process,
logna

Bologna, 1817.

lished in Raccolta di
VIII.

Bologna,

Opere

1829.

or

slow in

under the force of which the laws

Per l'Anno Scolastico 1816-1817-

Tommasini.

acute

8vo.

Del Prof. Giacomo

Nota 14, p. 77,
Mediche Moderne Italiane.

P. 62.

repub
Tomo
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of habit

speedily broken,

are

either strong
Diathesis, in short, is

endures

or
one

and the fibre

moderate
of

no

longer

stimuli.

stimulus,

The

and is not

curable

except by means of contro-stimulant re
medies.
This is, indeed, observed in drinkers, in
whom, upon the development of the so-called gas

hepatitis Potatorum (the gastric symptoms
of Delirium Tremens), wine becomes unendurable ;
the disease consists in a slow phlogistic Diathesis,
and there is no mode of curing it unless in the use of
tritis

or

remedies fitted to
tion.*

Above

overcome

must be

all, it

the chronic inflamma

remarked, that,

in the

greatest number of maladies, in which the disciples
of Brown raise the cry of indirect Debility ; there
exist chronic inflammatory disorders already com

menced, and which

are

only by the
have already

to be cured

This

tro-stimulant method.

we

con

had

facts in many pa
tients admitted into this Clinical Establishment, in

the

of

means

whom

were

demonstrating by

united the

causes

and the characters of

Brown, and who, notwith
standing this combination, were happily cured by

the Indirect

means

Debility

of

of contro-stimulant remedies."

Though in some respects this is not very clear,
chiefly from the writer speaking in abstract general
terms, yet it is sufficiently so to shew that, upon the
whole, Tommasini corroborates the
the remarks
It is here

Debility

already

admitted,

correctness

of

made upon Indirect Debility.
in express terms, that Indirect

is that state of feebleness

so

often observed

drinkers, and which, if not directly de
pendent upon disease of the stomach, the liver, and
in habitual

*

See Febbre Gialla

Americana,

Nota 30 & 35.
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the brain, and the habitual impregnation of the blood
with a poisonous agent, is, at least, in the greatest

instances, associated with these morbid
unnatural states. It seems, after this, quite un

number of
and

necessary to say

upon this

more

imaginary

form of

Debility.*
12.

Though

the

question whether

inflammation be

Asthenic character, may seem to imply
at first sight something frivolous and absurd, as if
ever

of

an

any disease

requisite
tend to

not

were

to

make

elucidate,

a

Asthenic process ; yet it is
few observations, which may
an

if not to

solve,

the

question.

It will facilitate much the examination of this'
if it be

question,

stated in

Does Inflammation arise in

system,

or

in

a

state of

an

the

following

terms.

enfeebled state of the

increased

strength ?

Does it

take

place in circumstances which denote strength
or
debility, whether in the system at large, or in
particular parts and organs ? Are there forms and
varieties of the inflammatory process, which, when
established, require to be treated, not by antiphlo
gistic, depleting means, which tend still further to
reduce and diminish the power of the system, but
by the use of tonics and similar agents, which are

believed to have the effect of
and energy, either of the
ticular parts.
*

-

melancholy and humiliating fact in the history of
Pathological Hypothesis, that the author of this
piece
fanciful sort of Debility was a very frequent subject of it in his
this

own

It is

increasing the strength
system at large, or of par

a

of

person.
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and
First, then, all inflammations of every kind,
All
wherever seated, are of an Asthenic character.

inflammations take
*

place

under

circumstances

of

and tend
impaired vigour ; all inflammations impair
correct
to impair strength ; and none can with any
or to in
ness of language be said to give strength,
are
proofs of
crease strength ; or, all inflammations
when the
impaired strength, and take place only
observed by
strength is impaired. But it was soon
inflamma
physicians and surgeons, that different
tions were accompanied with different degrees of loss
Some inflammatory diseases, it is ob
of strength.
served, are attended with little loss of strength ;
•others are attended with considerable loss of strength;

inflammatory disorder are re
markable for suddenly and quickly reducing the pa
tient to a degree of feebleness threatening the speedy
and certain forms of

extinction of life.

observed, that in certain in
the
flammatory attacks and diseases, the action,
of the vascular system, seems
power, or the energy
It has been further

to be

arteries
other

and to indicate that the heart and
In others, on the
contract with

vigorous,

strength.

hand,

the beats of the arteries

are

small, feeble,

the energy
sometimes irregular and intermittent, and
im
of the animal and natural functions is greatly

paired.

class, the inflam
be attended with symptoms

In instances of the former

mation has been said to
In instances of the latter, the
of strong Reaction.
of
disorder is said to be attended with symptoms
The latter, also, have
weak and feeble Reaction.
been

by

various observers

designated

as

Malignant
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Inflammations
have

gone so

{Phlegmasia*,

far

as

to call

Mali

Moris)

;

and

433
some

the former Benign Inflam-

inflammatory disease
can, without the greatest impropriety of language,
be characterized as Benignant ; and all that can be
understood from this mode of speaking is, that one
form of Inflammation evinces less malignancy than
mations. It is manifest that

no

another.
It

to be

seems

ference

now

principally

stated, that

in reference to the dif

Brown and his Italian fol

lowers

spoke of Sthenic and ilsthenic Inflammation.
Had they proposed to distinguish the different forms
of inflammation according to the degrees of the
Asthenic state with which they were associated,
and according to the nature of the different organic

textures in

they
and

which these inflammations

would have made

truth,

seated,

approach
spoken in terms

a nearer

and would have

were

to nature
more

intelligible of the subject.
The inflammatory diseases remarkable for im
pairing quickly and considerably the strength of the
animal body generally, and the energy of its animal
and natural functions, are the following :
1. Erysipelas, or St Antony's Fire ; that is,
a.
Erysipelas of the Skin.
b. Erysipelas of the Mucous Membranes.
c.
Erysipelas of the Serous Membranes.
2. Diffuse Inflammation of the Filamentous Tissue.
3. Inflammation of the

Tissue ; a. Sub
cutaneous and Intermuscular ; b.
Periangeal ;
c.
and
Omental
d.
Intraosteal
or
;
Perinephral

Adipose

Medullary.
vol. n.

2

E
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4. The disease which

produces

and which is often the

Acute

same as

Nekrosis,

the last

men

tioned.
5. Inflammation of the Inner Coat of the Veins ;
6.
7.

[Phlebitis Diffusa).
Acute, Spreading, or Traumatic Gangrene.
Senile Gangrene, especially when connected
with Disease

or

Inflammation of the Arteries.

8. Enteritis and Peritonitis.
9. Enteritis and Peritonitis in

Strangulated

Her

nia.
10. Several of the forms of
11.

12.

Puerperal Fever.
Gangrene of the Lungs, whether original or en
suing upon Pneumonia, or taking place in the
course of
Typhus Fever.
The poison of Glanders and Farcy, when it
affects the Human Subject ; to which may
be added the Black Blister or Malignant Pus
tule,

and certain intense forms of Oriental

Plague.
Inflammation, the strength
and power of the muscular system are greatly im
paired ; often delirium or typhomania is present ;
the beats of the arterial system are feeble, small,
In all these forms of

and

creeping

;

and very often life is

speedily

extin

guished.
These forms of inflammation
field and John Hunter.

them have been

were

But the fullest accounts of

given by

Mr James in his work

Inflammation ;* Dr Duncan in his
*

Observations

on

some

known to Brom-

Essay

of the General

on

Principles,

on

Diffuse
and

on
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;• Dr Butter
Plymouth Dockyard Disease,

Inflammation of the Cellular Tissue
his work

the

on

Irritative Fever
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Mr Tr avers in his Treatise

;f

in
or
on

Constitutional Irritation ; J Mr Nunneley in his work
on
Erysipelas. § So recently, even, as 1852, short
essays on this form of inflammatory disease have

published by two writers, one of whom styles it
Unhealthy Inflammation, the other, Low Inflamma
tion. ||
But though these essays are proofs of the
fact, that medical practitioners are quite aware that
been

inflammation may arise under, and be attended with,
symptoms of great debility ; they cannot be said to
the Particular Nature and Treatment of the Different

of

Inflammation,

and Exeter
*

&c.

Hospital,

By
&c.

J. H.

James, Surgeon
London, 1821. 8vo.

Species

to the Devon

Cases and Observations of Diffuse Inflammation of the

Cellular Tissue.

By

Andrew Duncan

junior, M.D.,

&c, Edin

Volume

First, p. 470.
burgh Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,
on
Irritative Fever, commonly called Plymouth
■j" Remarks
with Mr Dryden's Detailed Account of the
Disease,
Dockyard
Fatal Cases. By John Butter, M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., &c. Devonport

X

and

An

London,

182 5.

Inquiry concerning

8vo, pp. 302.
that Disturbed State of the Vital

Functions, usually denominated Constitutional Irritation. By
Benjamin Travers, F.R.S., Senior Surgeon to St Thomas's
8vo. pp. 556.
§ A Treatise on the Nature, Causes, and Treatment of Ery
sipelas. By Thomas Nunneley, &c. Leeds and London, 1841.

Hospital,

&c.

London,

1826.

8vo, pp. 307.

Essay on Unhealthy Inflammations. By M. Broke
Galwey, Surgeon R.R. of Artillery. London, 1852 (Dec. 1851).

]

An

8vo, pp. 85.
A Practical Sketch of Low Inflammations.

tham,

Assistant

1852

(Sept. 25).

By S. F. StaSurgeon University College Hospital. London,
8vo, pp. 31.
2 e2
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present views by any

means

new

well-informed

English physicians
generally understood that

It is

to

the

majority

of

and surgeons.
one leading mark

is, that they show a
diffuse their action, and

of these forms of inflammation

great tendency

to

in this diffusive

spread
course

or

they

are

attended with the

coagulable ; in
short, containing little or no coagulable matter. By
this character they are supposed to be distinguished
from ordinary inflammation, when it shows no ten
dency to spread, and when it is accompanied with
the effusion of fluid containing so much coagulable
matter, that it speedily undergoes coagulation, and
then presents the product called Coagulable Lymph,
Organizable Lymph, and Plastic Exudation. The for
mer sort of inflammations, in short, are Disjunctive ;
the latter are Adjunctive, Uniting, or Agglutinating.
effusion

of

There is

serous

no

fluid,

not

very

doubt that all these forms of inflam

place in weakened states of the system,
and must be regarded as proofs of the weakened
state of the system, excepting only those instances
in which they are manifestly the effects of the ap
plication of poisons to a wounded part, as in the in
mation take

serpents, wounds received in
dissecting dead bodies, and similar conditions ; and
stance

of the bite of

even

in the instance of wounds received in

dead

bodies, the effects vary

state of health and

strength

dissecting
much, according to the

of the individual.

In the

energetic and temperate, there is great resistance to
the peculiar effects of the poison; but in those of feeble
and impaired health, or broken constitution, the ac
cident is followed by most destructive effects, so that
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even
as

here the

action may be regarded
weakened state of the animal and

inflammatory

indications of

a

vital powers.
The practical

distinction

made becomes

reference to the

application of the
highly important., in

mode in which these forms of inflammation

be treated.

In

diseases

allowed to be most

now

are

to

ordinary circumstances, inflammatory
successfully treated
by the prompt and judicious employment of the an
tiphlogistic regimen, or by what the Italian physi
are

cians have denominated the Contro-stimulant method.
In the treatment, however, of the Inflammations
supposed to be Asthenic, and taking place in cir
cumstances

of

weakness, and what various physiolo

gists have called imperfect action of the Vascular
System, this method requires to be modified in a
very considerable degree.
Blood-letting, though it
has been commended by some physicians and sur
geons, is pronounced by others to be a most dele
terious practice. All agree in allowing the judicious
but guarded uses of laxatives, aperients, and pur
gatives, not the drastic, but only to produce the eccoprotic effect. In former times, many physicians
were
partial to the use of Peruvian bark, and, re
cently, Quinine is believed to be not only useful,
Local incisions and punctures
but indispensable.
are beneficial in the
early stage of the disease, ] »order to stop inflammation and promote adhesion,
and,

in the

latter,

is of

great

moment to

in order to evacuate matter.

employ general

In the throat and

tight bandaging.
remedy is a strong

and

But it

graduated

mouth, the great

solution of nitrate of silver.
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There

still other instances in which inflam

are

mation takes

place

of its

or some

in weakened states of the

parts,

and in which the

treatment becomes either
to

system

antiphlogistic
or
requires

inadmissible,

be much modified.
The inflammation which succeeds in

have been

exposed

to extreme

moderate form of Chilblain

intense

one

phlogistic

of

Frost-bite,

parts which

cold, whether

(Pernio),

cannot

or

the

in the
more

be treated

by anti
depletory

at least

by those of a
character. Cold applied gradually, then friction, and
the use of remedies which gently excite the circula
tion, as oil of turpentine, camphorated spirits, and
tincture of opium, are the means which experience
means,

has found least hurtful and
There is still

tory,

or

rather

place only

efficacious.

most extensive tribe of Inflamma

Phlegmasioid disorders,

which take

systems and in parts in which the

in

dications of

a

most

debility

are

evident.

These

are

affections called Strumous and Scrofulous.

in

the

Scro

fulous inflammations of the eye and eyelids ; of the
skin and mucous membranes ; of the filamentous
tissue ; of the glands ; of the joints ; of the bones,
especially the cancellated bones; of the brain and
its membranes ; of the lungs ; of the peritoneum ;
all take place in persons in whom there are other

indications of
vessels.

It

debility, especially
has been also alleged,

in the

capillary

that the constitu

tion of the blood is altered in these

diseases, and

of these

inflammatory

that this is the main

cause

affections ; and various analyses of the blood of per
sons
suffering under different strumous diseases have
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been adduced in
It

views.

altered in

seems

proof

of the correctness of these

natural that the blood should be

constitution, and the

nature of its

consti

parts, in order that scrofulous disease should
But it may be further said, that this
take place.
tuent

depends upon, and proceeds from, a pre
vious imperfection or disorder in the chylo-poietic
or
alimentary functions, because it is not easy to

alteration

to

be much

the medium of the

food, the

imagine the constitution of the blood

altered, except through

digested, and the different
It is also to be
the chylo-poietic organs.
that all the chemical analyses of strumous

in which it is

manner

states of

observed

great difference from the constitu
tion of blood reputed healthy ; and, notwithstanding
blood show

these

no

analyses,

little aid is afforded in

the treatment of this tribe

cipal

conclusion to which

conducting
The prin
of disorders.
the experience both of

former and of recent observers has

led, is, that these

disease take

place in weakened

forms of

phlegmasioid

states of the

system, and that their

quires

the cautious and

tonics,

with proper

treatment

re

judicious employment of
regulation of the digestive func

tions.

opposition to the opinion professed by
Brown, that, in the Phlegmasia?, the local inflamma
tion ought not to be regarded as the cause, but
merely as a part, or symptom of the general disease,
13. In

Tommasini

was

led

to

the

conclusion, that, in

usually termed Idiopathic, as well as in
recognised as Symptomatic, local inflammation

fevers

the

those
is the
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important conclusion he ex
pounded at considerable length in his Treatise on
Yellow Fever, published in 1805.*
In that treatise he expressed his conviction that
pathologists and physicians had manifested, in ge

primary

neral,

disease.

This

too much deference for

the word

Fever, and

had been too much in the habit of

considering the
state of fever as the primary disease, and of regarding
those alterations which are the true cause, in the light
of mere complications or effects of Fever. For his own
part, he had always been inclined to think, that not
only those fevers which have been preceded by in
flammation of some part of the body, but those also
which develop themselves at the same time as a local
inflammation,

referrible to it

are

as

their

cause

and

;

suspect, that, in the
fevers in which we see inflammation of some part
speedily succeeding to, or associating itself with, the
he had been

disposed

even

to

febrile movement, this inflammation might have been
kindled by the influence of the morbific causes, pre

viously

to its

sidered

as

manifesting itself,

the cause, rather than
pyrexia. In short, he

general
gard inflammation

as a

fruitful

and
as

might

the

was

be

effect,

disposed

source

con

of the
to

re

of serious hid

den violent morbid affections, such as others had be
lieved to have their origin in fever. The practice of
the art had tended to confirm him in these
A fever which
for several
and
even

continues, without any apparent

days,

which is

painful

sensations in

with

uneasiness

an

suspicions.

*

See

accompanied

cause,

with obscure

internal

cavity, or
marking nothing precise,
some

Appendix,

Note P.
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but which may cover the most serious derangements,
led him readily to suspect the existence of an internal

maintaining this fever. Those ob
scure sensations, those pains or shootings, which are
usually regarded as symptoms of fever, may, on the
contrary, he thought, be immediately connected with
inflammation

a

dull

as

inflammation, which is
and, in fact, says he, if such

latent

or

the fever ;

and if the

cause

of

fever

longpulmonary phthi
or
peritonitis, &c, develop
patient dies of it, his body presents

resists the aid of art, we
sis, or chronic enteritis,

itself;

the

see

a

either

the traces and results of the inflammation which had

suspected ; and that even at several points
which had not during life exhibited any mark of dis
turbance.
These disorganizations, of whatever kind
they maybe, which had not been foreseen, and which,
in general, are considered as the consequences of a
long and obstinate fever, and as secondary diseases,
Tommasini regarded as the effect of the inflamma
tion, the primary disease, which, far from being the
effect of the general disturbance, has, on the con
trary, given birth to it and maintained it. To these
views, Tommasini mentions that he had been led by

not been

the observations of John

Hunter, Frank,

and

Sasse,

inflammation of the bloodvessels.

respecting
Entertaining
assent to

these

Brown's

opinions,
dogma, that

which inflammation is *the

Tommasini could not
the

cause

only

instances in

and not the

conse

quence of a general affection, are those in which the
inflammation is produced by a local and mechanical
He adduced various

examples of inflamma
tory diseases, not produced by mechanical causes, in
which the pyrexial affection seems to be
secondary ;

cause.
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and maintained that there is
character of the

no

inflammation

distinction in the

by

whatever

class

it may have been produced, being in
all cases an alteration of a diffusible nature, or
to the whole organiza
one which
may extend itself
tion.
The account which Dr Cullen gave of the Phlo

of

—

causes

gistic Diathesis, evidently shows that he regarded it
as a
general affection of the whole system, giving a
Such a state of the
tendency to local inflammation.
"

to arise, and subsist for
often," he says,
some time, without the apparent inflammation of any par
It does, however, appear, also, that the
ticular part."
"

system

seems

"

general diathesis frequently arises from inflammation begun
In every considerable inflamma
in a particular part."
tion, though arising in one part only, an affection is com
"

municated to the whole system, in consequence of which
in other parts besides
an inflammation is readily produced
that first affected.

physicians
gistica."
among

This

general

under the

affection is well known
of the Diathesis Phlo-

name

and

opinion that many universal diseases,
inflammation of some
especially fevers, depend upon
and still farther ex
particular organ, was adopted,
on
tended in its application, by Testa, in his Treatise
in which he main
Organic Actions and Reactions,
ar
tained that all diseases are local in their origin ;
all the actions and re
guing (chap, ii., § 9), that if
The

and
actions of the economy were altered similarly,
a
in the same proportion, this would not constitute
or a
state of disease, but a different idiosyncrasy,
different human economy.
"

Every disease,"
mencement, nothing

says
but a

he,

"

mere

is,

in its first

local affection,

com
more
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or

less

extended, in

one

of the

primitive

or

of the

secondary systems, or in more than one of the one
or other."
Fever, as re
(2d Corollary, p. 141).
gards its principle and its nature, is nothing but a
symptom of parts primarily affected." (Cap. xi. § 2).
Opinions, in a great measure coinciding with those
of Tommasini and Testa, were subsequently adopted
and extended by M. Broussais in France, apparently
without his being aware of this anticipation, and con
stitute, as is well known, one of the leading features
or articles, as will
presently be more particularly
noticed, of what he has termed the Physiological
"

doctrine of Medicine.*

Though not immediately connected with the
speculations of Brown, it is impossible to omit, from
14.

a

view of Italian medicine

mencement of the

of Tolerance

vanced
in the

as

nineteenth

it existed at the

com

century, the doctrine

Endurance of Medicinal

Agents, ad
by Rasori, which holds so important a place
therapeutical system of some practical phy
or

sicians.

Rasori, besides satisfying himself that we possess,
in contro-stimulant substances, such as Aconite, Fox
glove, and Tartar Emetic, as well as in evacuant
remedies, such as bloodletting and purgatives, the
means of
curing any diseased state which proceeds
from excess of stimulus, just as we possess in stimu
—

—

lants the remedies of the diseases which arise from

contro-stimulus,
is

capable

lant

or

of

came

bearing

of stimulant
*

believe that the
economy
doses
of
contro-stimu
greater
to

substances,

Appendix,

in

Note Q.

proportion

as

the
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stimulant

contro-stimulant diathesis,

or

brought

is

bear,

to

they

are

even

led to believe that this

against which

intense.

more

He

of the

capability

was
eco

nomy for bearing stimulant or contro-stimulant re
medies, affords a criterion of the existence, and a
of the

measure

more sure

of

intensity

than

of the

prevailing diathesis,

be derived from the examination

can

symptoms.
Several traces of

to,

or

identical

Rasori,

with,

Reference has
tartar

that of

Toleranza,

to be found in the

are

and doctrine similar

practice

a

In

been made to his free

already
a

taught by

of Dr Cullen.

writings

emetic in fever attended with

diathesis.

as

use

of

inflammatory

clinical lecture delivered in the

ses

1769-70, in discussing the management of a
With regard to this man,
case of Fever, he observed
the only other thing remarkable is his bearing large doses
sion

—

of the tartar, and
Men

and

are

and

Purgatives,

but,

certain ;

hold it for
effect ;

a

and I

producing
least,

at

rule

a

tartar may operate in
elsewhere is un
effects
sensible

the

may suppose them less, and I
to carry the dose to a sensible

we

always

regret when the stomach
then

small dose, for
There is

from

Whether

creased in fever.
Fever without

large doses having no stool.
sensibility with regard to Emetics
this insensibility is very often in

even

of different

"

we

particular

is irritable

have less effect

case

encouraging

tartar, and that is, when the intestines
for I know no bad effects of tartar but

the
are

on

by

a

the fever.
dose of

large

less irritable ;

excess

of

purging,

in which case it does not prove critical, but serves to pro
It is on this account that I proceed so
tract the fever.
the smallest dose, till I. know its ten
in

cautiously
giving
and
dency
operation
intestine, there
cess

in

are

vomiting

is

;

and

no

when it

operates

bounds to the

hardly

to

little

dose, for

be feared."

a

on

little

the
ex

And, again,
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in

mentioning

attended with
affected

the

case

of

woman

a

high delirium,

Tartar

Emetic,

whose fever

and who

was

445
was

very little

Dr Cullen

remarks,
Most of our patients are affected to vomiting and purging
by a grain or less. Here three grains had no sensible
This might be owing to peculiar constitution, but
effect.

by

—

■

—

"

it

from an insensibility produced by the
Where we depend upon this medicine, the
be increased, but with caution."

often

ease.

must

arises

Dr Cullen has remarked the

system in Maniacs
and

to the

insensibility

dose

of the

action of Tartar Emetic

Opium.*

Dr Cullen's attention had been

the influence of certain other
in

dis

requiring

an

can

drawn to

diseases, besides fever,

increase of the

agents which the system

strongly

quantity

of medicinal

bear without

injury

or

advantage, particularly the influence of Retroce
dent Gout in producing tolerance of spirituous liquors,
and the influence of Tetanus in producing tolerance of
opium. In respect of the latter, he remarks, in his First
When the cure of the disease is to be
Lines, § 1271,

with

—

"

attempted by medicine, experience has taught us that
opium has often proved an effectual remedy ; but that to
render it such, it must be given in much larger quantities
than have been employed in any other case ; and, in these
larger quantities, it may, in this disease, be given more
safely than the body has been known to bear in any other
condition. The practice has been to give the opium either
in a solid or a liquid form, not in any very large dose at
once, but in moderate doses, frequently repeated, at the
interval of one, two, three,
of the
*

symptoms

seems

to

Institutions of Medicine.

First,

p. 132.

CXXXI.

or more

hours,

require.
Works

as

Even

the violence

when

by Thomson,

large

Volume
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quantities have been given in this way, it appears that the
opium does not operate here in the same manner as in
most other cases ; for though it procure some remission of
the spasm and pains, it hardly induces any sleep, or occa
sions that stupor, intoxication, or delirium, which it often
does in other circumstances, when much smaller quantities

only

have been

In

given."

speaking

of the

employment

of stimuli in the

treatment of Retrocedent

ing kind,
duced,

and

at page

Gout, when of a threaten
extremely violent, I have already ad
340, from his Lectures on the Practice

of

Physic, a passage containing the results of the ex
perience of Dr Cullen.
The principle of the Endurance of certain medi
cines by the System, when in particular conditions,
has, since

the commencement of the

present century,

and modification.

Be
expansion
sides the instances already referred to, this principle
has been thought to be more or less generally recog
nized in the administration of tartarized Antimony
for the treatment of Peripneumony, Bronchitis, and
certain forms of Mental Derangement ; in the ad
ministration of Opium for Cholera, and Delirium
Tremens ; in that of Mercury for Yellow Fever ; and
in the use of the Sulphate of Quinine for Remittent

undergone

at

once

Fever.
a.

In certain forms of

peripneumony,
sufficient

after blood

length, or
where it is believed to be no longer safe, the employ
ment of rather large doses of tartarized antimony has
been found to be not only admissible, but requisite and
beneficial. It is a remedy, the effects of which require
to be carefully watched, that they may not proceed

letting

has been carried to

a

TOLERATION OR ENDURANCE OF ANTIMONY.

excessive and

to cause an

dangerous degree
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of weak

that, with
fluid, it is
caution, and where it is given
in many instances followed by great benefit, and the
But all

ness.

practical physicians

agree,
with little

eventual subsidence of the

disorder.

Upon

this

the observations of Laennec, in confirmation

point,

Rasori, may be consulted.
b. In Mental Derangement, in which there are great
excitement, restlessness, and some fury, the exhibi
tion of tartar emetic in doses of two, three, or four

of those of

is often attended with

grains,

abatement of the

symptoms.

have been witnessed from its
in which Gooch

saw

more

speedy

good effects
in Puerperal Mania,
once a speedy cure

The
use

than

and effectual

same

operation. In some of these cases,
But this
followed by alvine dejections.

result from its

its

is

use

not to be

seems

therapeutic

uniform,

nor

is it necessary to the

result.

of this mineral salt is not less necessary
and beneficial in various cases of Delirium Tremens,

The

use

especially when this disorder is attended with
great sleeplessness, restlessness, agitation, and sick
The administration of two or three grains of
ness.
tartar emetic is then followed by a state of depres
more

sion and calm, which often terminates in spontaneous
sleep and the disappearance of the distemper.
c.

In the treatment of cholera

twenty-five
large doses,

during the last
given in rather

years, Opium has been
sometimes alone, sometimes with Calo

Pill, and sometimes with Ether or Chlo
roform, and, in all these circumstances, it has been
believed that the system could endure, and required

mel

or

larger

Blue

doses than in the state of health.

Over this
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idea, nevertheless, a certain degree of doubt has been
thrown by those wdio maintain, that, on the one hand,
the doses have been often hurtfully, even fatally
large, and that, on the other, when patients recover
after these large and repeated doses of opium, the
symptoms of the peculiar affection of the brain, which
has been

so

often witnessed in

often

Europe, and which so
the head, and, never

requires depletion from
theless, terminates fatally, are the effects of excessive
doses of this narcotic.
It is by no means easy to
prove that in cholera, opium may not have been
given in hurtfully large doses ; for in the wholesale
and rather reckless administration of that drug,
which generally takes place during the prevalence
of that disease in the epidemic form, it is easy to see
that the exact and just amount may often have been
exceeded. But that these large doses cannot have been
the sole cause of the subsequent cerebral affection,
from the fact, that the state of head
may be inferred
ache and stupor was most violent in patients in whom
the stage of collapse was longest, and bore no pro
to the amount of the narcotic administered.

portion

The safe inference appears to be, that, though cholera
as one of those morbid states of
may be considered
the economy, in which large doses of opium are both
it is by no means safe to
and endured,

yet

required

and while its effects
remedy
mo
ought to be sedulously watched, it is of great
ment that the physician should avail himself of the
aid of auxiliary remedial means.
trust to

alone ;

this

1813, recommended, for
Delirium Tremens, to the exclusion of

d. When Dr Sutton, in

the
the

cure

of

employment

of

bloodletting,

the

use

of

repeated
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opium, chiefly upon the ground that the dis
ease is not one of an inflammatory character, it was
generally allowed that the recommendation, with
the prohibition of blood-letting, was a decided and
The
valuable improvement in practical medicine.
practice was also found to be so generally successful,
that physicians acted as if they thought that too
much opium could not be given, while the patient
doses of

was

under the

symptoms of the disease, and that

no

other

therapeutic method or remedy was required.
Continental physicians, especially those of Germany
and Italy, rather shunned this exclusive method ;
and several of them, as Joseph Frank, Speranza, and
some others, did not hesitate to
employ blood-letting
and purgatives in combating the symptoms of De
The physicians of the United
lirium Tremens.
States, the cities and

towns of which afforded

ex

opportunities of treating the disorder, pre
sented two opposite extremities ; one party giving
very large doses of opium, another party giving
either none, or employing tartar-emetic, blood-let
ting, purgatives, and, in some instances, almost no
treatment whatever, beyond confinement and the
tensive

withdrawal of the

cause

of the disorder.

change in
subject has

A considerable

cians upon this
last twelve or fifteen years.
not only are large closes of

the

opinions of physi
taken place during the
It has been found that

opium

unnecessary, and

in many instances hurtful, but that recoveries have
taken place altogether without their use.
In the
of my own
Infirmary of this

course

VOL. II.

practice, both private and at the
place, I have found that where it
2

F
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possible to administer emetics,
purgatives, and by these means and
applications to the head, and warm
was

the lower

extremities,

restlessness of the
and
so

opiates
long as the

to

nauseants, and
the

of cold

use

fomentations to

abate the violence and

patient, sleep

unnecessary.
irritation of the

were

came on

naturally,

The truth

poisonous

is,

that

material

spinal chord, the patient
continues restless, delirious, and sleepless ; but as
soon as this irritation is abated or withdrawn, sleep
acts upon the brain and

comes on

spontaneously,

as

It

in the natural state.

well-known fact, that, in certain cir
cumstances, the symptoms of Delirium Tremens dis

is, further,

a

appear spontaneously.
fore, that though the

opiates

It may be

guarded

may, in certain

there
use

of

stages of the dis

modify considerably
pathological principle, according to which it has

ease, be

that

useful, yet

we

been believed that the

bid

and cautious

and

cases

inferred,

must

system

can, under this

condition, endure large doses of opium

mor

; and

we

qualify, in a corresponding degree, the thera
of the
peutic principles upon which the treatment
disease is most safely conducted, by admitting the
and purprevious employment of emetics, nauseants,

may

o-atives, in order

to abate the

violence of the charac-

teristic
e.

symptoms,
During the prevalence

of the

great Yellow

Fe

of 1793, and between that event and
the commencement of the present century, various
in
practitioners thought that they had discovered,
administered so as to affect
mercurial
ver

epidemic

preparations

the

mouth,

a

certain

cure

for Yellow Fever and
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Remittent Fever in their most intense forms ; and
that if it was possible to give this mineral, so as

produce the characteristic effect on the mouth,
It was, accordingly, be
the patient was safe.*
lieved to be good practice to administer to patients
to

labouring under Yellow Fever and intense Remit-

tent, very
some

doses of calomel

large

instances to the extent of

grains;} and

the

periodical

or

blue

pill,

in

500, 1000, and 1600

and other medical

writings

of Enoland and the United States contain records of

sundry instances in which mercury was given to a very
large amount. It was in no long time found, how
ever, that though certain cases, by some it is said
many, recovered under this mercurial treatment, as
it was named, yet patients suffering under Yellow
gums had been completely
and of those who recovered under the

died after the

Fever

affected

;|

treatment, it

was

whether

would not have recovered without the

use

they

by competent

observers

doubted,

of the mineral.

These

experiments, nevertheless, showed,

when the
Fever

or

that

system is under the influence of Yellow
intense Remittent Fever, it becomes

less amenable to the action of mercury. The
human frame in that state acquires a sort of physio-

greatly
*

Practical Observations

particularly

on

the Treatment of Acute Diseases ;
By William Wright,

those of the West Indies.

M.D., &c. Medical Facts and Observations, Volume VII., pp.
1, 5, and 7. London, 1797-

f A Sketch of the History and Cure of Febrile Diseases.
By Robert Jackson, M.D., &c. Stockton and London, 1817.
8vo.

Pp. 238, 241,

X Ibid.,

243.

p. 243.

2 f2
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logical insensibility to the
perhaps to other agents.

action of the
Whether it

mineral,

can

and

be said to

tolerate and endure this mercurial action better than
in the state of

health, is

a

point

which may be left

judgment of the reader.
/. The Sulphate of Quinine often requires to be
given in very large doses ; and these doses to be often
repeated and long continued, in order to subdue the
to the

symptoms of certain obstinate forms of Remittent
or

Endemic Fever.

The effect of this

of Quinine is to induce

use

of Sul

in the ears,
and various symptoms of fulness and congestion in
the head ; and as this assemblage of symptoms has

phate

ringing

regarded by practitioners in the Tropics as indi
cations of the physiological action of the remedy
upon the system, it has been designated by the ap
propriate name of Cinchonism. It seems to be
scarcely a matter of doubt, that this condition is one
which is more readily endured or tolerated by the
been

system, when under the action of endemic fever than
either in the state of health

or

in other morbid states.

At all events, very large quantities of the remedy
have been given in such circumstances, until the eco
the substance.
nomy is, as it were, charged with
Other medicinal substances, as Indigo and Iodine,

such manner, and to such amount,
as to
try the powers of endurance in the economy.
But enough has been said to elucidate the nature of
of the human frame for en
this supposed
have been

given in

capacity

during

upon its
to admit the existence of this

the action of various

powerful agents

If we are
organs.
power of endurance, readers will

readily

think of the
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doctrine maintained

patibility

by
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John Hunter of the incom

of two actions in the

system

at the

same

and may regard endurance as a modified illus
tration of this doctrine. Endurance or tolerance of

time,

powerful agents

takes

place chiefly during

morbid

conditions ; but this endurance or tolerance, when it
exists and continues, either extinguishes the morbid

condition of the system favourable
to the abatement, the removal, and the abolition of

state,

or

induces

a

that morbid state.
The account of the
of Dr John Brown has

peculiar speculative opinions
unavoidably occupied a larger

of space and attention than that to which
From their re
their intrinsic merits entitle them.

proportion

lation to the doctrines of

genious

manner

in which

Cullen,

they

their author to differ from these

indispensable
most

to

give

some

and from the in

represented by
doctrines, it became

were

account of

them.

But

a

estimate of the true nature of these
and of their influence upon the Practice

erroneous

speculations,

of Medicine among contemporaneous and
succeeding
physicians would be entertained, if the statements
of the followers of Brown were to be received with

question and without examination. In forming
a
just estimate of the nature and effects of the spe
culative opinions of Dr Brown, it must be observed,
that, in Edinburgh, where their author lectured, and
in England and Scotland in general, these
opinions
or durable
never made a
strong
impression. They
were listened to for a short time
by a number of per
sons more remarkable for their love of
novelty than
out
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for soundness of

judgment. They formed the subject
of discussion, and not unfrequently of experiment, at
the Medical Society of Edinburgh, and some other
associations of students and young persons in general ;
but they never exerted much influence upon the treat
ment of diseases

able

English

conducted in the hands of respect
and Scottish physicians.
Neither did
as

the doctrines of John Brown engross, in the medical
schools of England and Scotland, that amount of

attention,

excite that

degree of interest, which the
representations of some foreign authors would lead
us to believe
they did. In Edinburgh, the interest
excited by the doctrines of Dr Brown at no time
penetrated into the University, and it was confined
to

or

two extra-academical

one or

teachers,

more

noted

for

paradox and singularity than for qualities sup
posed to distinguish rational instructors. In Glas
gow and Aberdeen, these doctrines were scarcely
London, the lecturers attached to hos
pitals appear scarcely to have noticed these doctrines;
known.

and

In

they certainly

at

no

time became the

subject

of

practice. One or two
the terms Col
surgeons, indeed, sometimes employed
lapse, Excitement, Depression, Stimulation, and the
analogous terms, Sedatives and Stimulants ; but this
they had done previous to the promulgation of the
doctrines of Brown ; and all the idea that they had of
the author was, that he was fond of giving stimulants
where other physicians condemned the employment
of these articles, and of exhibiting opium in the treat
ment of symptoms which were in general more safely
managed upon the antiphlogistic method. John
discussion

or

the foundation of
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only lecturer in
London, during the short time that he taught in the
metropolis, who attempted to explain the theory and
treatment of diseases upon the principles peculiar to
himself. It was not, in short, to be expected, that in
London, where the courses were at that time of only
Brown himself was indeed almost the

three months'

duration, and where all the instructions

bearing directly upon practice and
treatment, the speculations of Brown should occupy
much or any attention ; and there, accordingly, they
of

were

a

kind

than temporary interest.*
Other circumstances further contributed in a very

never

did excite

direct

manner

ciples

of John

more

to

render the

Brown, by

reception

of the

prin

the Medical Profession in

only partial and imperfect, but
altogether null. At a period so early as 1731-32,
the physicians and surgeons of Edinburgh had, under
the auspices of the first Monro, Charles Alston, Ro
bert Whytt, and Andrew Plummer, in that city, and
Thomas Simson, and George Martin of St Andrews,

Great

Britain,

not

formed themselves into

of

collecting

association for the purpose
and preserving such isolated but import
an

individually could not be published with
advantage, but, conjointly, might form a work of con

ant facts

as

siderable value to the members of the Medical Profes*

"

It is neither in Scotland

trine of Brown found most
trine with

enthusiasm,

nor

in

partizans,

England that
Italy received

the doc
this doc

and the progress which it made in that
For if there is
sense a sort of prodigy.

country forms in some
one
country in Europe where the method of Brown must pro
duce inconveniences, it is unquestionably Italy, where the sus
ceptibility of the gastric system renders the practical applica
tion of this system in almost all instances dangerous."
BrousDoctrines
Examen
des
sais,
Medicales, Chapitre v., p. 150.
—
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sion.

1733,

Of these papers, the first volume appeared in
from the press of Ruddimann ; and between

that year and 1744, appeared other four or rather five
volumes, the last being in two parts. The publica
tion of these six volumes, several of the papers in which
were contributed
by practitioners in different towns in

Scotland,
some

some

from

from

Ireland,*

England,

and

serviceable in

two

practitioners
was

most

in

They preserved and made known several
important facts, as well as several instructive me
moirs, which might otherwise have been lost, or left
in a state of obscurity.
They wTere at once an indi
cation of the feeling of the Medical Profession in
Scotland ; they gave to the Profession a decided
taste for the collection of facts illustrating pathology
and therapeutics ; and they imparted a disinclination
proportionally strong to all speculations and hypctheses not resting on, and confirmed by, observations
and experiments.
Though the labours of this Association received a
serious interruption by the unsettled state of the
capital of Scotland in 1 745, yet, in a more general
and comprehensive form, the Association, after the
lapse of ten years, published, in the course of se
modes.

venteen years, between 1754 and

volumes, less exclusively devoted

1771, three
to

medical sub

containing, notwithstanding,
great value. f

jects,

but

other

articles of

Essays and Observations. Revised and Published
by Society
Edinburgh. Second Edition Corrected. Vol i.,
1737 ; Vol. v., Part Second, 1744.
f Essays, Physical and Literary, in Three Volumes Edin
burgh, 1754, 1756, 1771. 8vo.
*

a

Medical

in
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example of the first of
these Associations, certain physicians in London,
either connected with one of the hospitals, or other
wise enjoying good opportunities for observation and
experience, began about, or previous to, the year
1750, to hold meetings for the communication of
such facts as appeared to them to deserve being
made known, and for mutual benefit in the practice
of healing.
Among the subjects considered, were
not only remarkable examples of disease and the
effects of remedies, but the reigning diseases of the

Avowedly following

season, with the

effectual

;

new

the

methods of

cure

found to be most

discoveries in medicine at home

or

abroad ; and especially the consideration of those the
rapeutic methods and remedies which the members

trial.

themselves had

subjected

members of this

Association, William

to

Among

the

Hunter ; Dr
the friend and cor

Clephane, well known as
respondent of David Hume ; Samuel Pye ; George
Macaulay ; John Sylvester ; George Cleghorn ; John
Fothergill ; Thomas Dickson ; Richard Brocklesby;
in short, the principal physicians and surgeons of
the metropolis held conspicuous places ; and when
their intention of publication was made known, their
friends and correspondents enabled them in no long
time to collect papers and essays, which were pub

John

lished in

a

first volume at London in

the title of Medical Observations
Between this date and

1757,

and

under

Inquiries.

1784, other five volumes

published, all containing a large amount of
most important facts in Medical and
Surgical Pa
and
Therapeutics.
thology
were
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The Medical Observations and Inquiries led

publication of the Transactions of the College
of Physicians in three volumes, between 1767 and
and 1785, and were followed by the two volumes of
Medical Communications by the Society for Pro
to

the

moting

Medical

and

Surgical

tween 1784 and 1790 ;
actions of the

Knowledge, be

six volumes of the Trans

Medical Society

of

London, be

1787 and 1805 ; eight volumes of Medical
Facts and Observations between 1791 and 1800;

tween

and three volumes of Medical

and

Chirurgical

Transactions between the years 1793 and 1812.
These volumes, in number twenty-eight, which

contain many important Essays and records of cases
illustrating Medical and Surgical Pathology, Mid

wifery, Therapeutics, and Pharmacy, form
an indication of the general character of the

at

once

Medical

of the

profession, by

and reacted upon the mind
giving the Members of it a de

sire

cultivate and

improve

mind in Great

to

Britain,

the art of
and

collecting facts and observations,
only such reasonings as were founded

healing, by
by admitting

on

well

ascer

The
tained facts and well conducted observations.
of these volumes extended, it is to be

publication
remarked,

over

the

active

on

clusion of
matism.

years of the

and

over

the first

decided taste for information,
observation and experience, to the ex

existence,

founded

forty-three

eight or ten
present century, and must, during that
created, if the taste was not already in

eighteenth century,
years of the
period, have

last

a

speculative opinions and hypothetical dog
It is not likely that the authors of the
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papers contained in these volumes, who were living
when the Elementa of Brown made their appear
gave to that work much attention. Nor is it
more
probable that the readers of such papers could
repose confidence in the statements of a writer who
ance,

established any character either for obser
It is a
vation or experience in Practical Medicine.

had

not

they did not. The mind of the
profession in England, indeed, was of a character too
practical to be influenced by the work of John
That work produced no effect either upon
Brown.
physicians or medical practice ; and even after it had
matter of fact that

introduced, in 1795, in a corrected and amend
ed English dress, with all the advantages resulting
from the learning and judgment of Dr Beddoes, a
been

certainly friendly as well as benevo
lent, the work failed to produce more than a mere
temporary effect, and is now consulted chiefly by

commentator

those who

are

desirous to know the state of Medicine

at that time.

It cannot

appear wonderful, we
of
John
doctrines
Brown never took
the
of the

now

profession

think,
a

that

firm hold

in these Islands.

France, it has been already stated, the doc
trines of Brown made an impression not stronger or
In

more

lasting.

At the time at which

they

were

made

known in that country, Bichat was in the height of
his reputation ; and as his physiological and patho

logical

theories

intelligible, more instruc
tive, and certainly more clearly stated, it is not won
derful that the impression which they made were
were more
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exclusive of, and antagonistic to, those of the Scot
tish speculatist. In addition to this, however, Desault, Bichat, Corvisart, Portal, Pinel, Prost, Richeand various other eminent men, were
devoting
all their time and energies to the cultivation of Mor

rand,
bid

Anatomy and Pathology, in the hope that, by
combining Clinical Observation with Morbid Ana
tomy, they might most effectually improve and give
efficiency and precision to the art of healing dis
It

eases.
men as

the

those

now

phenomena

of the cities of
eases

to

not, therefore, in France where such

was

be

were

of diseases in the

carefully studying
hospitals

numerous

France, and tracing the effects

in the dead

given

mentioned,

of dis

that any attention was likely
to the obscure and fanciful speculations

body,

of John Brown.
The

agreeable treatment, nevertheless, recom
mended by Dr Brown had been adopted by some
practitioners more remarkable for credulity and con
fidence than for observation and judgment.
Ac
cording to the testimony both of Pinel and Broussais, traces of Brunonian practice were occasionally
apparent both in civil and in military practice.
What its effect
from the

was

testimony

visart, Prost, Petit

periods,

in the former, may be inferred
and practice of Pinel and Cor
and Serres,

and,

at

those of Lerminier and Andral.

subsequent
That its

the army was most hurtful, we have the
direct testimony of Broussais, who appears to have
witnessed some most unequivocally bad results from

effect

on

its use, and

who, accordingly, denounced the practice
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in very decided and peremptory terms.* In short, the
practical application of the Brunonian doctrines ap
pears not at any time to have been general among
French practitioners ; and it is difficult to conceive
how

they

voted
to

so

could find

who de

men

supporters among

much attention to Clinical Observation and

practice of Morbid Anatomy.
was
chiefly, if not solely, in the

the
It

medical schools

of the German and Italian states that the

specula

both considerable

tions of Dr Brown excited

interest,
at the time, and much more permanent than in Great
In making this admission, however, atten
Britain.
tion should be

given

whom this interest

tinuance.
most

It

and

greatest and of longest con
among the most rational, the

was

not

was

learned,

to the kind of persons among

the

most

of the

philosophical

teachers of these countries that the Brunonian doc
trines found most favour and the most
of acceptance.

It

pital physicians

that these doctrines

We have

esteem.

indeed,

and

some

was

not among the

seen

ready degree

assiduous hos

were

that Rasori and

of their

in

Tommasini,

followers, adopted

the ideas of

Brown, but modified

constructing

and

expounding

the

them
new

highest
some

greatly

of

in

Italian doc

trine of stimulus and contro-stimulus ; and it is not
doubtful that these speculatists were in some degree

indebted
*

to the

Histoire des

hypothetical dogmas

of Brown for

Phlegmasies Chroniques. Paris, 1807

et 1813

passim.
Examen des Doctrines Medicales et des
Par F. J. E. Broussais.

logic,

&c.

Tome

Premier, Chapitre iv.,

pp.

Systemes

Deux Tomes.

58, 98-148.

de Noso

Paris, 1821.
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several of the fancies which form

part of their theory.

intelligent and best
informed physicians and surgeons of Italy, for in
stance, Vacca, Scarpa, Monteggia, Palletta, Locatelli, Speranza, and Bufalini, either gave to the
But the

great body of the

doctrines of Brown

posed them,

or

no

most

attention

whatever,

received them with many

or

op

qualifica

tions.
In

but

so

pients,

far

it

as

was

the

little different ;
relates to the characters of the reci

Germany,

reception

much the

was a

The doctrines

same.

were

received and

expounded for some time without mo
dification ; and by some young and inexperienced
writers they were defended rather strenuously. But
those who showed these doctrines this degree of fa
vour were
by no means the first or the ablest mem
Melchior Adam Weikard,
bers of the profession.
by whom the doctrines of Brown were made known
in Germany in 1795,* by means of an indifferent
translation from the

Latin,

dical

was a

knowledge, despising
dogmatic, prejudiced, and is

all
now

man

of little

me

learning, bigoted,
remembered only

work, and the editor or
translator of various useless and forgotten writings.
He was, indeed, a person of considerable enthu
siasm, great activity, not a little conceit, rather
the translator of that

as

violent

passions,

little

judgment,

and about

as

little

taste.

An
*

illustration,

of

Johann Brown's Grundsatze der

teinischen uhersetzt.
8vo.

not void

significancy

Arzneylehre

Von M. A. Weikard.

aus

of the
dem La-

Frankfurt, 1795.
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mode of

reception

of the doctrines of John Brown

the German mind is afforded

by

the

history

of the

accorded to these doctrines

ception respectively

John Peter Frank and his

son

Joseph

Frank.

by
re

by

John
in

Frank, German by birth, and employed
various German towns from 1767 to 1784,* but

in

to the office of Clinical Teacher

in

Peter

1785

appointed

the Medical

School of

Pavia,

was, after

teaching

there for ten years, called by the Emperor, Francis
the Second, on matters connected with Military

Medicine, to Vienna, in the beginning of 1795. In
the meantime, his son Joseph Frank was, by the
Local Government of

Lombardy, appointed
previously exercised by his

form the duties

then

to

j)erfather.

young man, not more than
twenty-two years of age, had become acquainted
with the doctrines of John Brown, apparently by the

Joseph Frank,

of

a

Edinburgh edition
ments, brought from Scotland by

perusal

an

of Brown's Ele

Onufrio

Scassi,

a

young Genoese ; and he had evinced his attachment to
these doctrines, by publishing a translation of the

Jones, which he had illustrated by notes.
It appears that previous to the year 1795, neither

work of Dr

the work of Brown

nor

that of his

supposed disciple

had been much to the taste of John Peter

Jones,
Frank, who

certainly disposed either to question
the justice and the originality of the doctrines, or at
least to suspend his judgment. Not so with the son
*

was

1767, Public Physician at the Thermal Waters of Baden;
1772, Court Physician at Rastadt ; then Town and
District Physician at Bruchsal, in the Bishoprick of
Spires ;
and, in 1784, Clinical Physician at Goettingen.
In

in 1769 to
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Joseph, who,

in

degree, captivated by the in
on the administration of
Opium in

some

structions of Brown

the advanced and debilitated stage of Fevers, and the
use of
Camphor, Musk, Sulphuric Ether, especially
in Nervous

Fevers, showed himself rather

and

of the

adherent

a

strong

Scottish innovator.

partizan
This tendency was once more evinced in- the Clinical
Report of the Pavia School for 1795, published at
In truth, Joseph Frank partook of
Pavia in 1796.
the haste and precipitancy of most of the young me
dical persons in the Italian Schools ; and though he
was
probably not so violently affected by this passion
for doctrines apparently new, as some of the other
had
young Italian physicians, it was manifest that he
not entirely escaped the influence of the infection.
father, appears to have
been satisfied that Joseph Frank, the son, had gone
John Peter

Frank,

the

quite as far in adopting the doctrines of Brown as it
was
possible to do, and much farther than was pro
For he lost no time in prefixing
per and prudent.
to the Clinical Report of the son a pretty ample in
troduction, in which he disavowed, as distinctly as
it was possible to do, the charge to which some
thought he was liable, of being a follower of Brown,
and of having adopted the peculiar doctrines of that
He allowed that the work of Brown con
tains several things deserving to be known and re
membered, but many things so questionable, that a
cautious physician ought to pause and think before

writer.

gives them credence.
He professes that he
panegyric upon the work
he

is neither to pronounce a
of his son, neither to adopt

john peter

and defend the

Frank's
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disavowal.

foreign theory

which that

son

has

partly embraced, nor to attack it. From early life,
he had always been averse to hypotheses and con
troversies thence proceeding ; and though in the
duty of public instruction, he both proposed his own
views, and passed not over those of others, yet he
was

rather inclined to inculcate doubt

jects involving

mere

on

many sub

opinions.

He states that the harshness of the

style,

and the

obscurity pervading the work of John Brown, formed
impediments at first to its being understood ; and
even after some of its difficulties were
explained,
there were several who were deterred from studying
the Elementa by the deviation of the author from
the right path of truth and the clear language of
experience.* Coming, however, at a time when the
humoral pathology was still rather prevalent, and
presenting a system founded most completely on the
doctrine of the simple and living solids, the Ele
ments were received with a degree of attention and
interest, which no work previous to that time had
been able to command.
It is

remarkable, that, in this representation, John

Peter Frank shews that he

quite unaware that the
peculiar characters of this Physiology and Pathology
of the Solids had been fully expounded by William
was

Cullen twenty years before this time.
Indeed it is
perfectly clear, from the language of Frank the
*

Ratio Instituti Clinici

Ticinensis.

A

Mense Januario

usque ad finem Junii Anni mdccxcv. Quam reddidit Josephus
Frank, M.D., &c. Prsefatus est Joannes Peter Frank, p. 23 et
24.

Venetiis, 1799.
VOL. II.

Part I. et II.

2

G
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elder, that
ful in

the Elements of Brown

making

chiefly use
physicians the

were

known to the Italian

doctrines of Cullen ; and had these physicians read
with any attention the already published writings of

perceived the true
source of the Elementa of Brown, and they would
have had less difficulty in comprehending the doc
But it has been re
trines proposed by this writer.
marked in a former part of this volume (p. 355), that
a
partial and unjust review of the doctrines of Cul
len had been given by Vacca Berlinghieri in 1787 ;
Cullen, they

would at

once

have

and the influence of this review

was

sufficient to bias

physicians of Italy against the real services ren
dered by Cullen to the science and art of Medicine,
and to prevent them from studying his writings.
Harshness of language, and obscurity of style,
mostly proceeding from affected brevity, were not
the only objections which John Peter Frank urged

the

against the Elementa of Brown.

The mode of

ex-

stronger and more violent than becomes
a scientific work, in which those things which are
true should be enunciated, indeed, with firmness and

pression

was

dignity, and in such manner that truth should strike
error
only, not the erring person, and deter from
embracing it. The tone in which Brown expressed
his opinion upon matters very obscure, and, at the
was more confident
very serious, which
and decided than was becoming, was another objec
tion *
Often he cuts, and does not untie the knot ;
same

time,

Brunone dictionis quam in aliis laudare non potui,
vehementia mihi displicet
Displicet sermonis, etsi
*

In

ipso

plerumque perbrevis,

hinc inde tamen verbosi

(§ 167, 168),

j. p.

prank's
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objections and disavowal.

though by no means informed by experience on
medical subjects, yet he composes and delivers
and

It is not

axioms with reckless confidence.

uncom

English writers who are
ignorant enough of the languages and of those mat
ters which have been established by other nations, to
regard as new every thing which they adduce. This
failiug, also, is common to Dr Brown, namely, that
he expounds as new several principles which are not
a
degree
new, and he seems to accuse all persons of
are
not.
in
which
of gross ignorance,
they certainly
As to his comprehending Irritability and Sen
sibility under the single term and property of Ex
citability, and representing this alone to be dif
fused through the whole system of the animal body,
though over this point there hang not few doubts ;
mon,

Frank continues, for

yet, uncertain of the truth, Frank allows that

so

it

But why the whole science of Medicine
may be.
should turn upon these cardinal points and that of
stimulus, is a matter which he does not sufficiently

It is unnecessary to follow the Aus
trian professor in his subsequent meditations and

understand.

criticism
that he

bility,

on

the Elementa.

disapproves

It is sufficient

to

say
of the twofold division of De

and adds that there is

a

third, namely,

ap-

asperitas, obscuritas ; qua factum est, ut ipsos Brunonis inter
discipulos diversa doctrinse interpretatio, ac non exigua opinionum discrepantia exortse sint.
Displicet major ac in rebus
tam abditis simulque tarn seriis asserendis esse debent,
persuasio et securitas.

systematis ;
instructus, axiomata

Conscindit saepe nodum, non solvit auctor
etsi medicarum experientia haud maxime

ac rerum

condit, suisque
Instituti Clinici Ticinensis, Prscfatio, p. 39.
tamen

tutus offert.

2 g2

Ratio
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parent

which Brown has

Debility,

and which

yet is by no
the couches of the sick.
rious
to

errors

the

in

point

means

altogether omitted,
rarely witnessed at

Frank takes notice of

Soporose

by Brown as
shivering which

of fact committed

symptoms of Plethora; the

ushers in

va

diseases ; those
and Comatose Diseases ; and,

inflammatory

division into the two

great families

relating to
finally, the

of Sthenic and

Asthenic Diseases ; of which last he justly remarks
that it is a distinction which is contradicted by daily

practice,
trust

and which it would be

extremely

unsafe to

to.*

preface was intended as an answer to those
who represented John Peter Frank as an advocate
It
and adherent of the principles of John Brown.
is, in short, the clear and explicit disavowal of an
experienced, an aged, and a cautious physician, and,
as such, it was doubtless received by the small num
It was a warning to
ber who took time to read it.
the junior members of the profession against being
led away by specious hypotheses and dangerous in
novations. Apparently its effect was not altogether
lost upon the son Joseph Frank, who lived long
enough, if not formally to abjure his first precipitate
to allow
adoption of the Brunonian Doctrines, yet
these quietly to settle into that state of insignifi
awaits all specu
cance and neglect, which eventually
lations not resting on the solid foundation of obser
In his excellent and ela
vation and experience.
This

borate work

on

the Practice of

*

Prsofatio, 58,

Medicine, published
59.

hufeland, reil, and
at Turin

between 1821 and

of John Brown
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sprengel.

1825,* the

name

and

merely mentioned ;f but
the peculiar doctrines and writings of the author find
no
place either for commendation or adoption.
The reception of the doctrines of John Brown by
such physicians as Hufeland and Valentine Ernest
Von Hildenbrand, was similar to that accorded by
John Peter Frank, rather more decidedly hostile.
Hufeland, indeed, appears never to have given the
doctrines much attention, and Hildenbrand scarcely
deigns to mention them, except to point out their
dangerous tendency. It is further remarkable that
Reil, who was in the height of his activity at the
system

are

time when the Brunonian doctrines

were

made known

in

Germany, scarcely ever mentions Brown, though
he employs the term Excitability, and has frequent
occasion, in his different writings,! to treat of the
properties and functions of the Nervous System,
and to speak of various states in which it is liable to
be placed both in health and in disease. Lastly,
Kurt Sprengel, in his History of Medicine, criticised
at considerable length, and with great justice, the
doctrines of Brown ; and the result was, that he ex
posed clearly the great imperfections of the system.
*

Praxeos

Frank.

Partes

Turini, 1821,

f
rini,

X

Medicse

Universe

Praecepta

Duse, Volumina undeciin.

Johann Christian

und Cur der Fieber.
And

Josepho

Editio Secunda.

1825.

Praxeos Medicse Universse, &c.
1821.

Reil,

U. S. W.

Volume

I.,

p. 25.

Tu

Ueber die Erkenntniss

Fieberlehre.

Allgemeine
Halle, 1799-1805.
ArchivFur Anatomie und Physiologie,

berlehre.

Auctore

Besondere Fie-

Vier Band.

Band.

II., passim.
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fol

enumerating these, he concludes with the
We see by this that Brown was
lowing inference.
wit
not acquainted with diseases, and that he has
the doc
tingly put an erroneous interpretation upon
After

"

trines of his great master, William Cullen, in order
to establish a new one of his own."*
Whether it were owing to the influence and ex
of the writers

ample
causes,
a

mentioned,

now

or

to

other

the Schools of the German States continued

delusion, and

much shorter time under this

covered from it at

a

much earlier

of the Italian States.

Though

period,

re

than those

the German mind

fanciful speculations, and
prone to indulge in
to ex
though several German writers undertook
and to defend and apply the doctrines of

is

pound

Brown, yet, in the
these

the

productions

theory

were

of the

few years, many of
forgotten and neglected ; and

course

of

Scottish

a

speculatist

was

quoted

recommend

insufficiency than
the
its employment as a guide in investigating
diseases.
ture and conducting the treatment of
to

rather to shew its

When

we

contributed

inquire
to

na

into the circumstances which

the different

reception

which

was

coun
the doctrines of Brown in different
to discover what
tries, it is not by any means easy
The following facts and considerations,
these were.
attention.
are not undeserving of

accorded

to

nevertheless,

physicians, and perhaps
physicians, were altogether ig

1. Most of the Italian
some

of the German

norant of the fact that Dr Brown

ot
all, his importance, from the circumstance
Von Kurt Sprengel, Band vi.
Geschichte der Medezin.

if not
*

had derived most,
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been resident in the

family of Dr Cullen as
instructor to his children, and occasionally as ama
nuensis to the Professor himself, and believed, and
were led to understand, that he was a
professor in
the University of Edinburgh.
This was the belief

having

of Rosario

Scuderi, the learned author* of the His
tory of Medicine, Ancient and Modern ; the same
was the belief of
Guani,-)- and, not less, of Tomma*

"

In the

brilliant

his

same

successes

University of Edinburgh, and in sight of the
physiological theory of Cullen, Brown,

of the

untried to put forward
and substitute for the first a different system.
This appears
not at first to have seriously interested the attention of
phy

colleague

and rival, left

no

means

and to have been

regarded hitherto as a shapeless pro
fancy. But the author being
irritated by the unfavourable reception which he at first met,
and looking with a gloomy and jealous eye on the constantly
increasing progress of his adversary, applied himself with so
much ardour to embellish his system, and to strengthen it by
new
arguments, that he succeeded at length in presenting it under
an
aspect less irregular and more attractive. Nor was the au
thor deficient in talents ; being endowed with an acute and
pe
netrating genius, with an austere and vigorous judgment, and
with a certain force and depth of reasoning, of which the history
of Medicine furnishes few examples.
A sufficient train of
dazzled
the
of simplicity and of
air
seducing
young persons,
by
to
this
attached
themselves
regularity,
system, and undertook its
defence. The number of partizans increased, and Brown beheld
himself the Head of a new sect, which incessantly numbers some
sicians,

duction of

a

fertile and heated

adherents both in Great Britain and elsewhere."
Introduzione alia Storia Delia Medecina Antica
Di Rosario

Italiane.

f
un

"

Scuderi,
Tomo

Brillava

M.F.

Quarto, p. 259.

ancora

altro Riformatore

sity,

venne

Raccolta di

in tutta la
suo

Moderna.

Opere
Bologna, 1827. 8vo.
sua luce
quelladi Cullen,

che
rivale nella stessa Univer

collega
a
comparir

clamorosamente

e

Mediche Moderne

e

sulla scena,"

Del
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sini;*

and while it is manifest that these

were

not the

only Italian physicians who entertained this idea, it
is not doubtful that this error, when
published, was
adopted without question. By some it may be
that

argued

this

rence, could not avail in
trines of Brown to the

that these

doctrines

and received

or

of the

author.

rejected

latter is the

just

It

have

must

without reference

alone,

admitting its occur
recommending the doc
Italian physicians ; and

mistake,

canvassed,

their intrinsic merits

on

the

to

been

cannot

be

position
denied,

and rank
that the

course, and that if the Elements

of John Brown

really contained sound, true, and
natural pathological principles and serviceable thera
peutic instructions, they were entitled to be adopted,
whether the author were professor or not ; and they
merited all the attention which they received from
the Italian physicians, and the discussion to which
they gave rise could be the effect only of a certain
amount of genuine intrinsic merit.
Admitting the
justice of these inferences, it is not less true, that the
circumstance which so forcibly recommended the
Introduzione.

Controstimolo.

Raccolta,

Tomo

Quinto,

p. 78.

Bologna, 1827.
If it be true, as I at least think, that Hoffmann, Baglivi,
Cullen, illuminated in a certain degree the path which
it may be in like
Brown had the merit of first
*

"

and

opening,

manner

maintained, that,

fessor of

Edinburgh,

without the New Elements of the Pro

principles of the modern
discovered, and the most useful

the fundamental

doctrine would not have been

ideas of the modern reform would not

even

have been conceived."

Della Nuova Dottrina Medica Italiana Prolusione.

1817-

8vo.

Notazione iv„ p. 50.

Bologna,
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doctrines of Brown in the Italian

Peninsula, was the
celebrated professor

popular and
iu the University of Edinburgh, the rival and col
league, as it was imagined, of Cullen. Never, per
haps, did the maxim of omne ignotum pro magnifico
receive so strong and so pointed an illustration. We
have seen that the Elements and their aphorisms
were
regarded as composed in rugged unpolished
language ; that they were so obscure, that they re
quired multiplied explanatory notes and illustra
tions ; and that even then, they were not in all
points intelligible. The Pathological principles were
often mere assumptions, not proved by facts or evi
dence of any satisfactory description ; and the the
rapeutic directions, especially in reference to such
diseases as Apoplexy, Palsy, Epilepsy, Hysteria,
and various other affections of the Nervous System,
were
chiefly remarkable for differing from the or
dinary established practice, and for the dangerous
tendency which the practice founded on them has
been since proved to possess. Even in Gout, in which
belief that he

was a

Dr Brown maintained his

great and

constant success,

lamentable failure ; and if no
other instance of its bad effects existed, the case of
his treatment

was

the author himself
morial of the

a

ought
pernicious

to

have been

a

striking

me

consequences of the treat
ment which he recommended.

Finally, judging from internal evidence, we think
it not unjust to say, that the Elementa were the pro
duction of a mind vigorous, probably, and ambitious
of originality, rather fond of paradox than
truly in
dependent, but coarse, without taste or delicacy,
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totally

unrefined

it had been

by the previous training to which
subjected, and quite indifferent as to the

accuracy and truth of the
author made.*

statements

which the

With all these unfavourable

theless,

circumstances, never
intrinsic character of the Elements,

in the

the work

received

was

many of the physicians of
the young and inexperienced, in

Italy, especially
such

they

a

manner

versies,

such

shewed the

as

took in it.

by

deep

It excited discussions and contro

as no

other

single performance had ever
it at length was made the

done ; and
foundation of a system of Medical

previously
for fifteen
over

interest which

Doctrine, which,

sixteen years, exercised a powerful sway
It was in this in
the Medical Mind of Italy.
or

stance distance that lent enchantment to the view.

2. Connected with the circumstance

tioned,

was

already

men

another which tended to invest the cha

racter of Dr Brown with

a

considerable

amount of

weight. This was the circumstance
of his acting as private medical teacher to the me
dical studentsf preparing for graduation, and, even-

influence and

Notes ccxxviii., z, p. 233; ccxxix.,
Edition.
a, ccxl., e, page 274, Beddoes'
In some of these notes, the memory of the author is at fault,
*

For

examples

of

this,

see

quotations ; as, for instance, when he
states that Pythagoras had, upon discovering the forty-seventh
about in an exproposition of the First Book of Euclid, jumped
not
was
It
Pythagoras who
tasy, and exclaimed, "'Eugjjxa."
and he makes incorrect

uttered this

exclamation,

f

It has

Archimedes, when he discovered

detecting to what extent Hiero's crown had been
by copper by the fraudulent goldsmith.
been asserted by Dr Beddoes, that Mr John Brown

the method of

adulterated

but
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tually,

a

as

any idea of

from

a

Lecturer.
a

lecturer

University,

the Local

a

nations cannot form

Foreign

any branch of science apart
Medical School authorized by
on

Government,

establishment under

or some

the sanction of the Government.
In Continental

countries,

Governments

and

especially

take

all

functions,

tions for

public

instruction.

charge

In Great

perform

of institu

Britain,

hand, Government leaves a great deal
by individuals, by voluntary associations

on

the other

to

be done

of

by private enterprise. The position and
character of such public Lecturers and Teachers as
have long been common in London and Edinburgh,
are
to the continental understanding, matters of
which they form a most inadequate idea.
The con
men, and

sequence is, that of every one who is a lecturer, who
delivers lectures in public, they form the idea that
he is

professor, and is in some way connected with
a
University, or is authorized by the authorities to
hold the position which he has assumed.
It is not
that
to
this
idea
are
unlikely
they
partly led by
and
the
likening
public
private Lecturers of London
and Edinburgh to the Aggreges or Associates of the
Foreign Universities. In the instance of John
a

Brown, it
was

is not to be doubted that the circumstance

permitted by

Dr

Cullen,

with the aid of Dr Cullers

Notes,

repeat in the evening the Lecture of the day. This state
ment, however, rests on no solid foundation, and by those who
had best means of knowing, has been generally regarded as en
tirely fictitious. Mr Brown was, in truth, at the time specified
1763-1764, down to 1776, what is vulgarly called a Medical

to

Grinder ;

—

Appendix,

a

most useful

Note M.

character,

but not

a

Lecturer.

See
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of his

giving instructions to many of the medical
students preparing for examination, led many at a
distance to suppose that he was a professor ; and
when he subsequently commenced to lecture on Me
dicine, the fact of his prelections being attended and
relished by many zealous and attached pupils, con
tributed unquestionably to magnify his merits and
and to make him appear at a distance as
a
great and brilliant luminary in Medical Science.
It can scarcely be matter of doubt, that, in Ger

character,

many and

Italy, the mere circumstance of Dr Brown
expounding his doctrines in public to admiring, if
not intelligent auditors, contributed to invest these
doctrines with a large proportion of that interest
and importance which, in the eyes of foreign phy
sicians, they for some time possessed.
3. Another circumstance which must have

cised considerable influence in
to

procuring

the doctrines of Dr Brown is the

exer

attention

fact, that

Tom

masini, and probably other Italian physicians, were
in great error as to the comparative priority of the

publication

of the

of Brown.

It

was

respective writings

of Cullen and

the confident belief of

Tommasini,

in the outset of his career, that the publication of the
Elementa and other writings of Brown had pre
ceded the publication of the doctrines peculiar to

Cullen ; and this mistake he had not corrected at so
late a period as 1820, when he published the First
Part of his Treatise

Fever.

on

Inflammation and Continued

In that work he not

only

considers the doc

trines of Brown upon Inflammation before he exa
mines those entertained by Cullen, but he states that

tommasini's

477

error as to priority.

the Elements of Practical Medicine

(First

Lines of

Physic) by the celebrated William Cullen
published in 1783, subsequently that is, he

Practice of
were

adds,

the Elementa of Brown and to the Illus

to

by Robert Jones.*
ordinary circumstances,

trations
In

moment whether the

it would be of little

First Lines

were

published

a

few years earlier or later than the Elementa ; for,
granting the assumption that they were so published,

circumstances, well known, and presently
mentioned, would prevent every impartial judge

other

assigning

the merit of

originality

to Dr

statement

a

high degree

from

to this

importance, and

serious and decided error,
and is at variance with fact, it is quite reasonable

as

the statement involves

of

be

John Brown.

As, however, Signor Tommasini has attached
erroneous

to

a

that the truth should be made known and the

error

rectified.

true, that the first complete
edition of the First Lines, in Four volumes octavo,
It is

was

unquestionably

published

in

first

1783, and that the Elementa of

in the year 1780.
But
it is not less true, that the First Volume of the First

Brown

were

published

Lines, which contained the doctrine of Fever and
Inflammation, and many of the pathological doc
trines peculiar to Cullen, was published in 17761777, three years before the Elementa made their
appearance ; that the second volume, containing the
*

zioni

Della Infiammazione

Patologico-Pratiche.

e

Della Febbre Continua Considera-

Di G. Tommasini, Professore di Cli-

nica Medica Nella P. Universita di
8vo.

Bologna,

&c.

P. 51 and 52, and Note foot of page 52.

Pisa,

1820.
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Exanthemata and Hemorrhagies, appeared in
1779, one year at least before the publication of the
Elementa ; that the third volume was published in
1783, and the fourth alone was delayed till 1784.
Of the First Volume of the First

regarded

Lines, which

was

the most remarkable medical work of

as

published at Ant
merits of
werp in the year 1779 ; and the peculiar
the work were made known on the Continent, partly
by this translation, and partly by an account of the

the

time,

book in

a

Latin translation

was

of the French Transactions.*

one

Independently, however,

of the facts

the Institutions of

Medicine,

all the doctrines

peculiar

in which

to

now

were

Cullen

stated,

delivered

regarding

the

System, and its Functions,
Excitement, Collapse, Sensibility, Irritability, in
short, all the doctrines by which his physiological
from
opinions and medical practice were distinguished

Living Solid,

the Nervous

those of other teachers, were published first in 1772
in 1777 ; so that the whole of the doctrines
and

again
expounded

in this

dents and the

previous

performance
profession from

were

before the stu

three to

eight

years
Brown
of
to the date at which the Elementa

made their appearance.
It must be further observed upon this topic, that
several, if not all, of the physiological and patholo
to Cullen, and all the thera
doctrines

gical
peutic

peculiar

deductions founded

been made

more or

both in this
*

less

on

these
to

the

Life, page

100.

profession
Continent, though

fully known

country and

on

See this Volume of

doctrines, had

the

TOMMASINl's
in
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very perfect shape, by the clandestine pub
lication, in 1773, of the Lectures on Materia Medica
which Dr Cullen had delivered in the session of 1761.
not

a

All these

circumstances, however, though well
known and admitted, form very feeble grounds for

maintaining

the claim of

favour of Dr

Cullen,

when

priority and originality in
compared with the known

facts of the mode in which Dr Brown

himself before the

public as

to offer

came

authority in medicine.
that of 1770, embracing

an

From the year 1760 down to
a
period of ten years, Mr John Brown had been at
tending the medical classes of the University of Edin

burgh, particularly
teria

Medica,

in

the lectures of Dr Cullen

1761, those

1762 and the two

subsequent sessions,

Ma

in 1761—

chemistry

on

on

those

on

In

stitutions of Medicine and Clinical Medicine for dif

ferent
on

seasons

down to

1773,

and

unquestionably

those

the Practice of Medicine after 1776.
It

was

to be

seems

in the

so

position

absurd to
of

a

imagine,

that

one

who

Medical Student for ten

or

eleven years, and most of whose available time was
spent either as tutor to young persons at School, or,
as

afterwards,

private
graduate,

as

preparing to
quainted with

medicine

teacher to medical students
could be
as

to

be

perfectly ac
thought to precede
so

the individual from whose instructions he had de

rived most of his
the

facts, it

groundless

knowledge, that, to us who know
appears altogether extraordinary that so

and

erroneous a

statement could be made.

All the characteristic doctrines of Cullen
known in
to

were

well

Edinburgh, and even in London, previous
1780, and probably to no one better than to Mr
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John Brown ; whereas the author of the Elementa,
which were published in that year, had been nearly
to

that time

occupied

in

obtaining,

from the Lectures

that information which he

of Dr

Cullen,

place

before the

public

in

a

form

was now

to

apparently new and

unknown.

facts, therefore, it follows that the

From these

sertions made
of

by

Tommasini

ignorance, carelessness,

assertions, nevertheless,
able effect in
be

believed,
than Cullen,
he

merely

and inattention.

and among Italians in making it
that Brown was a more original genius

and that all the medical doctrines which

offspring

of his

intellect ;
either bor

own

is, that all of them were
rowed from Dr Cullen, or were the doctrines
Brown

a

These

must have exerted consider

while the truth

modified,

the result

Italy

were 'the

proposed

are

as

of Cullen

perverted, and mystified, in order to give
sort of right of property in the doctrines so

treated.

explanations and allowances, never
theless, it will always be regarded as a remarkable
psychological phenomenon, that a work so imper
fect, so hypothetical, containing so little of really
With all these

fan
many erroneous and
capable of producing, among a

useful information, and
ciful

notions,

people

so

was

learned

as

the Italians in

rise to

mated and

chapter,
the history
A sight

long
only in

so

general

so

so

history of Medicine,
of Mental Philosophy.
still more extraordinary was yet

not

are,

much attention, and of
discussions and controversies so ani
continued. It is, indeed, a curious

great and deep interest,

giving

so

the

but in

to be

AUSTRIAN ORDINANCE OF

481

1790.

European Government
assuming to itself the power of deciding upon the
merits of a system of Medical Theory and Practice.
It

witnessed.

was

that of

a

In the year 1796, the Council of Health of the Aus
"
In
trian Armies published an Ordinance, entitled

respecting an Improved Method of Treat
ing Diseases, and particularly Nervous Fevers, for
In
the use of the Austrian Physicians in Italy."
this document, as Sprengel informs us, the great
mortality which had prevailed up to that time among
structions

the troops,

was

attributed to the effects of the debi

litating, evacuant, and lowering treatment which had
been employed ; and the attention of the army phy
sicians and surgeons was directed to the Brunonian
division of Debility into Direct and Indirect, while
it

upon them as a duty to have recourse
to the stimulant and strengthening method of treat
was

ing

enjoined

the diseases of the soldiers.

that this

proceeding

nents of the
were

merely

new

was

doctrine,

indifferent

to

results was, that a military
lished upon the Ordinance

It is not wonderful

disagreeable
well

as

it.

as

to the

oppo

to those who

One of the manifest

physician

of Austria

pub
examination, in
which he not only shewed the impropriety of issuing
such an order, but even insinuated that the practice
was
enjoined and recommended in order to relieve
the Government, from the burden of pensions, under
which it was supposed at this time to be suffering.*
It is not possible to believe that any government
could be so void of principle as to be actuated by
*

Kurt

Sprengel,

der Medizin.
VOL. II.

Band

a

critical

Versuch Einer

vi.,

Sect. xvii..

Pragmatische Geschichte
Kap. viii.
2

H
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motives

so

greatly

to

be

reprobated.

The

measure

one of those impru
appears to have been simply
dent and injudicious proceedings which governments
of all kinds occasionally commit ; and though it may

for any administration to mterappear strange
the dis
ere in the details of the methods of treating
it is not more strange than
eases of their

to

us

troops,

expected of an administration so officious
and so fond of intermeddling in every thing relating
at
to its subjects as the Austrian Government have
The
all times shewn themselves capable of being.
ordinance of 1796 was simply a blunder, an instance

might

be

and such it shewed itself
It is not at all im
in no long time to have been.
the secret influ
probable that it was occasioned by
indiscreet physician who
ence of some zealous and
Austrian ministers than
was more listened to by the

of extreme

he

was

government ;

entitled

to have been.

To those who know what were the qualifications
he undertook, all
of Dr Brown for the duty which
indeed ; but the ul

this must appear extraordinary
which his system
timate neglect and oblivion into
natural. No one of just
fell, will appear perfectly
would underrate the use
or
generous mind

feelings
ful duty

of tutor, or depreciate learning
the humble character of a transcriber.
of the
truth must be told ; and the effects
tion of Dr Brown should be

fairly

though

in

But the
true

stated and

posi

justly

was
It is needless to say that Dr Brown
estimated.
He was not even a mo
not only not a professor.
a
private Lecturer. Beyond

derately well-prepared
good knowledge of the language

of Ancient Rome,

ACTUAL QUALIFICATIONS OF JOHN BROWN.
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qualification for the character of assuming
the duty of public Instructor in Medical Science.
Language is only the key to knowledge, and unless
it be judiciously and industriously used, the possessor
The circumstance
may be comparatively ignorant.
he had

no

that John Brown had

spent

most of his time in the

occupations now specified,* shews that he had not stu
died disease in a practical manner. Good Physicians
and useful Lecturers are not made by the mere know
ledge of one dead language, however numerous and
It
excellent may be the writings in that language.
is in dissecting rooms, in hospitals, and in situations
where the effects of disease

can

be studied in the dead

body, and compared with the symptoms presented
during life, that physicians acquire that knowledge
which is to make them useful members of their pro
fession, skilful in recognising the presence and true
nature of

disease, efficient practitioners, and safe in

structors of their younger brethren.

fore,

we can

suppose that

Unless, there

physiologists and physicians

by mere intuition, and that their fitness for
the practical duties of their profession is in the in
verse ratio of their
experience, and the time spent
in acquiring a knowledge of the characters of disease,
and the best methods of treating it, it is evident that
Dr Brown neither possessed nor sought opportunities
of acquiring that kind of knowledge, which is of all
the most necessary and important to the physician.
Dr Cullen had recommended to his pupil to study
practical anatomy to such a degree as to enable him
to give demonstrations ; and probably the discipline

are

made

*

See pages

474, 476.
2 h2
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which this

might
to

could not fail to

study

have acted

impart to the mind,
a
counterpoise to the tendency
love of hypothesis which Brown

as

and the

speculate,

had evinced.

Brown followed this

advice,

not to the

extent recommended

by Cullen, but only to that of
preventing
being quite without ana
tomical knowledge.
The mind of Brown, indeed,
appears at no time to have been capable of steady,
persevering, and systematic application. He had
embarked in the business of
teaching without that
himself from

amount of

ing

information which alone can make teach
efficient and useful ; his knowledge, limited in
void of

precision, void
of methodical order ; assumptions instead of
carefully
ascertained facts, specious hypotheses instead of pa
tient generalizations; these were the means by which
John Brown proposed to reform medicine as a sci
ence and as an art ;
a noble
object certainly, had
the means been adequate to the end.
But, as if to
render this inadequacy still more detrimental, he
had acquired habits of convivial indulgence and in
temperance, which were equally fatal to the progres
extent,

was

desultory, loose,

—

sive advancement and

his

and the

that

ledge,

precision of
faculty of rendering

Over this mournful

useful to others.

history
to

of John Brown,

know

knowledge

part

of the

however, charity obliges

us

veil ; and we quit the subject with the
remark, that whoever wishes to be useful to

draw

single

own

a

mankind, either
the art of

as

a

physician

or an

above all

instructor in

things, prac
tise temperance and self-denial, both for his own
sake and as an example to others.
If in either
healing, should,
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character,

or

both, he is successful, he

sured that much of that

ercise of these useful

success

qualities.

may be
is due to the

as

ex

If he is not, and

always command fortune, he has at least
the consolation of knowing that the want of success
ful results is not owing to his own conduct.
By those who have appeared as the eulogists of
the intellectual superiority of John Brown, the de
fects now referred to have been represented to be the
only moral blemishes which tarnished the brilliancy
of his genius ; and a considerable degree of indul
no man can

gence has been solicited in behalf of one whose men
tal endowments enabled him, with such failings, to
create

so

strong

a

sensation in the

idea is
is

profession.
assumption

altogether a delusion, an
contradicted by the whole course
—

This
which

of the latter ten

years of his life, when, if at any time, he might be
expected deliberately and without passion to regu
late his conduct.

It

this

period of his life,
when he had attained his forty-third or forty-fourth
year, that his proceedings are marked by complete
want of candour and sincerity, and by ingratitude to
the

man

to whom he

tion which he

was

was

possessed.

at

indebted for all the distinc
The

foregoing

sketch of the

doctrines of Brown and their consequences has been
written to little purpose, if it has not thence ap

peared,

that Brown

was

quite cognizant

of the

fact,

that, in promulgating the doctrines contained in the
Elementa, and the system which he pronounced to
be his own, he

rent, yet

was

under very transpa
modifications, certain of

reproducing

cunningly devised,

the doctrines of Cullen ; that in

practical applica-
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agreed with that teacher, he was
right, but not original ; and that where he differed,
he was either anticipated by others, or had wandered
into grievous practical errors. It would be ascribing
to Brown a degree of obtuseness, of which he nowhere
gives proof, to suppose him to be ignorant of this ;
and in contemplating his proceedings during the lat
ter nine or ten years of his life, it is altogether im
possible to screen him from the imputation of want
of candour, in producing, as his own, what he could
not fail to know belonged to another, and what com
mon
justice, as well as independence of spirit, ought
to have made him acknowledge, in terms so clear
and so ample, that no room for doubt could be left.
True genius is above claiming that which belongs
not to it ; and if Brown possessed genius, he was cer
tainly altogether void of this attribute of the quality.
It argues a very strange degree of moral obliquity to
see a man going on for years in asserting his right to
principles, to doctrines, and to facts, which he has
learned from another, and actually quitting this
world in the belief, that because he had expounded
these doctrines in a dead language, and in a style
tions,

and

where he

manner

peculiar

to

author of the whole.

himself,

Yet

was

he

was

this done

the true

by

John

the person, it may be asked,
towards whom he thus acted ; whose just title he
Brown.

And who

was

but whom he used every
means to
deprive of any merit that might belong to
those services which all his contemporaries, and, with

failed to

not

only

few

exceptions,

recognise,

all his successors, agreed that he had
rendered to the science and art of medicine ? It was
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his

instructor, his benefactor

; and the
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painful

task

recording this omission on the part of Brown has
been imposed on the impartial historian of these

of

transactions.

Notwithstanding, however, all the mental ferment
to which, in Italy, the introduction of the doctrines
of Brown had given rise,
notwithstanding the domi
nion which, either by itself or in its modified form,
—

this

system of doctrines exercised

the minds of

approaching when
the system was to be reduced to its just dimensions,
and when it was to be beheld in a more natural light,
divested of that false glare by which it had been
To this change various cir
hitherto surrounded.
Italian

physicians

; the time

over

was

cumstances concurred ; but the subversion

have been

complete,

had not

had been most active in

voking

in its favour the

been also

energetic

one

raising
feelings

would not

of those hands which
the system, and in
of his countrymen,

and decided in

contributing

to

its downfall.
In the year 1799, the course of war rendered the
Republic of Genoa an object of contest and acquisi
tion between the French

Republic and the Austrian
The French were already in posses
Government.
sion of the city and territory ; while the Austrians
were anxious to
gain possession of both. This they
would have accomplished, in consequence chiefly of
the great diminution of the French force which held
the city, had not Massena, with a large reinforce

ment, checked the progress of the Austrian troops,
until, in the close of March 1800, he was obliged to
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retire within the

The

besieged by
land and blockaded by sea ; and though a quantity
of wheat and other provisions had been previously
thrown into it, this was only sufficient to rescue the
garrison and the inhabitants from absolute famine.
The privations of the Genoese became extreme ; so
dreadful, it is said, that they were unequalled in any
siege of modern times. The wretched inhabitants
were driven to satisfy the cravings of hunger by
eating the grass and most common herbs that grew
by the sides of the streets and roads. Fever, which
had appeared in August 1799, increased in April

city.

city

was

1800, and affected immense numbers of the inhabi
tants of Genoa, as well as of those who, in the vicis
situdes of the time, had taken refuge within its walls.
Rasori who was in Genoa in June 1799, had soon
occasion to observe that the

atmosphere

than that to which he had been

irritating

more

was

accus

plains of Lombardy. A sense of heat
windpipe, and cough, which he attributed

tomed in the
in the

sober, tem
eschew animal food, tea, coffee, and
to observe

irritation, led him

to this

life ; to
especially vinous

perate

liquors,

The

table articles.

a

and live

mostly
phenomena of

same

on

vege

tracheal

remarked in other Piedmontese and

irritation he

Lombards.
The
ber in

cases

August 1799,

autumn

and winter.

presented
1800,
very

of fever

that

the

is,

same

in

numerous

began

to appear in small

and continued

Though

not

characters.

throughout

summer.

the

they
spring of

numerous,

In the

April, they increased,
in

num

In the

and became

beginning

of
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Rasori left Genoa for his native

and at this time

they

were

most

country

;

and de

numerous

structive.
The

population

of Genoa

supposed

was

at

the

the verge of 80,000,
It is calculated that the

time mentioned to have been
if not above that number.

on

from 92 to 100 per
In the first week of April ending on the 5th

ordinary weekly mortality
sons.

was

month, the mortality

of that

by

the last week of

of

May

during

last week

508,

it

was

at

once

218.

to

196, and

In the end

382 in the week ; they
the month of June, being in the

the deaths

increased

April

rose

rose

to

and in the second week of

July (12th),

590 persons. After this period the number of deaths
began to diminish during the latter half of July, the

whole of

August

and

September,

until in the week

the 4th of October 1800, they stood at 92,
which is regarded as the normal weekly mortality.

ending

on

The total number of deaths between the 5th dav
of

April

and the 4th of October 1800 amounted to

7813*

siege or blockade lasted from
5th day of June,
sixty days,

The
to the

—

the 6th of

—

so

April

that the

ra

vages of the fever among the inhabitants of Genoa
continued long after the evils and miseries generated

by

the

siege

had ceased to

operate.
It is calculated by Rasori, that

persons had been attacked
mortality, 7813, must be
*

at least

20,000

by this fever. If so, the
regarded as high, being

In the paper from which these numbers are taken, the
total amount is stated to be 8414.
But this Rasori thinks is

owing

to

an error

in summation.
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39 per cent., or more than
From various considerations, and

equivalent
three.

to

one

in

making
diseases,

allowance for

other

Rasori

fever to 20 per

cent.,

ordinary mortality by
reduces the mortality by the

or one

in five.*

When this fever made its first appearance in Au
gust 1799, with pain of the head more or less severe,

ringing

in the ears,

great muscular weakness, small,

feeble, quick pulse, sometimes articular pains, foul
tongue, restlessness, and sleeplessness, Rasori, and

probably
thenic

other

disease,

or one

in, great debility
its.

looked upon it as an as
connected with, and originating

physicians,
; and he

treatment various

accordingly employed

corroborant, tonic,

for

and stimu

lating agents, commonly decoction of bark with ano
dyne liquor or laudanum, or both, with wine and
appropriate diet, that is animal soups, prohibiting
strictly all watery drinks. Under this method of
management, the symptoms became unequivocally
worse.

This deterioration

in the condition of his

depend on the
treatment, that he, after some consideration, changed
it entirely, and substituted copious acidulated drinks,

patients appeared

the

use

so

manifestly

of the neutral

to

salts, tamarinds, nitre,

and

Hitherto he had not employed
strict low diet.
bloodletting. The symptoms became moderated,

twelve, or fifteen days, the improvement
manifest, and the evacuations were abundant

and in ten,
was

towards the close of the

disease.f

Storia della Febbre Petecchiale di Genova, anni 1799 et
1800, &c. Di G. Rasori. In Raccolta, Tomo Nono, p. 301.
f Ibid.
*
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Cases of this Fever continued to
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prevail during

the autumn months, Rasori thought in greater num
the winter
bers, and several he saw in the course of
1799-1800. Rendered more circumspect by the

previous cases, he
debilitating regimen, and thus clearly

experience
scribed

a

derived from the

ceived the nature of the
a

definite

course.

The

valescence followed.
to

rise in his

pre
per

which tended to

Fever,

run

difficult, and con
The idea, nevertheless, began
cure was

mind, that

there

not

was

at

work

a

general

inducing an epidemic distemper.
It was only, however, at the end of winter and the
beginning of spring, April 1800, when the numbers
of Fever cases became greater in the city of Genoa ;
cause

and wdien

a

Fever of the

causing great ravages
toms appeared to be

in

same

character had been

when the head symp
severe, and the second

Nice,

more

stage of the disease was attended with more alarming
symptoms, in short, the number of deaths increased,
that, without changing altogether the kind of treat
ment, Rasori
more

thought
energetic.

on

the

means

of

rendering

view, Rasori began to think on the
cessity of detraction of blood, and he directed,
With this

it

ne
ac

by cupping-glasses from
the shoulders, and leeches to be applied to the
temples and the neck, so as to remove eight or nine
ounces of blood.
Soon, however, it was impossible
to obtain leeches, in consequence of the severity of
Then he thought on
the operations of the enemy.
venesection, though he was not unaware of the pre
judices against detraction of blood in Fevers, and

cordingly,

blood to be drawn
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.

especially in those in which petechias
ready appeared, or might be expected

had either al
to appear.

In this

apprehension, Rasori shews himself to
have been entirely ignorant of the fact that Dover
had, in 1709, not only employed, with great advan
tage, bloodletting to a large extent in the Remittent
Tropical Fever of Guayaquil in South America, but
that he had recourse, with similar good effects, to
the same evacuation in the Spotted or Petechial
Fever of this

country.* But such is the fate of
Medicine.
The experience of shrewd observers and
sensible practitioners is lost in succeeding ages from
ignorance of their services.
It was the opinion of Rasori that the cause of
Fever acted as a stimulus, and that, consequently,
the most rational method of cure was to employ
means which
might counteract the effects of this sti
mulus, and this power he thought bloodletting pos
necessary, in short, to debilitate or
lower the system ; but in doing so, to do it cautious
sessed.

It

was

employ only moderate bloodlettings.
Next to bloodletting, however, he had recourse to
antimony, especially tartar emetic and kermes mi
neral (Precipitated Sulphuret of Antimony). The for
mer, particularly, he found most suitable, and he pre
scribed it from the first in doses of four, six, eight, and
sometimes more grains. In other instances, where it
was not
practicable to give the medicine by the
mouth, he directed it to be administered in clyster.
ly,

*

that

is,

to

The Ancient

Physician's Legacy

to

his

Country.

Thomas Dover. The Fourth Edition. London, 1733.
See the case of John Dineley Goodere, pp. 121-127.

By

P. 78.
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this part of the
subject. It is enough to say that Rasori employed
freely not only tartar emetic but kermes mineral,

needless, however,

It is

nitre, and purgatives

even

on

of the most drastic kind.

generally given combined with nitre,
one
grain or one grain and a half of the antimonial
salt being associated with one scruple of the latter.
His experience of these remedial agents led
Rasori to distrust entirely the remedies supposed
to possess tonic and stimulant properties, as bark,
opium, camphor, wine, and spirits, and, in the
treatment of such diseases, to place all his con
The kermes

in

fidence

ercise

a

fect.

It

was

methods

those

ex

power
of the

to be

name

in

ef
or

Rasori, however,

treatment.

Contro-stimulant,

Contro-stimuli.
the

agents which

lowering, debilitating, and evacuant
was in
truth a depriment, reducing

lowering method of
still looking to its
sisting the stimulus
it

and

opposing

and

re

morbid

and the

action, called
agents employed,

Of little moment is it what is

The method was, to all
what had been called
by

applied.

and purposes,
other physicians Antiphlogistic ; and this Rasori*

intents

*

"

Ma,

tutto convenevole che sia il metodo

antiflogistico,
"

II

sistema
udire

come

suol

chiamarsi,"

debilitante, o
Storia, &c, p. 274.

&c.

metodo
una

meno

juolosa,"

antiflogistico sottraendo opportunamente dal
quantita di stimolo, rende meno nocevole, vale
eccessiva, l'operazione stimulante della materia va-

data

&c.

Ibid., 274.

It would not be difficult to prove that the premises assumed
by Rasori of the presence of a Stimulus in the human

body

during

Febrile and

any solid

grounds,

Inflammatory
and

are

Disorders

at best

only

a

are

not

mode of

founded

on

expression
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himself admits, and

Tommasini

long subsequently

allowed.*
The

it

was

practice of Rasori in Genoa, made known as
immediately after all over Italy, was a sort

of death blow to the

system

of John Brown.

In

no

an account
long time the same physician published
of experiments made on the treatment of peripneu
of bloodletting and the
mony and pleurisy by means
use of Foxglove.
By these proceedings, Rasori may
be said to have entirely abandoned the system of
This disposition was still more decidedly
Brown.
evinced by his observations and experiments on the
effects of various purgative and saline remedies, of
inflamma
lowering effects, in the treatment of other
in the cure of intestinal
tory diseases ;f of gamboge
and neutral
discharges ; and, above all, of purgatives
or supposed
salts, in that of dropsies called sthenic,
It
to belong to the order of Inflammatory dropsies.

employed
this is

to

uender

quite

palpable

unnecessary.

what is

altogether

unknown.

But

It is of no consequence to the his
whether there be a Stimulus

torical correctness of the hypothesis
or believed
It is sufficient that the author imagined
or not.
the existence
that a Stimulus was present and operating during
a verbal dis
into
itself
It would indeed resolve
of the disease.
which appears
cussion on the meaning of the term Stimulus,
Poison.
often to be the same as Morbid
Prolusione alle
*
Della Nuova Dottrina Medica Italiana.
Per
di Bologna.
Lezioni di Clinica Medica nella P. Universita
Giacomo Tom
PAnno Scolastico, 1816, 1817- Bel Professore

13, p. 65.
sistema vivente ; Dell uso
nel
Della Azione della Digitale
della cura
Gotta nei Flussi intestinali, &c. ; e

masini.

f

Bologna, 1817.

Nota

della Gomma

delle

Peripneumonie Inflammatorie

col Tartaro stibiato.

Tommasini Prolusione, Nota 8va, p. 53 and 54.

See
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would lead me, however, into a field too extensive,
were I to trace the subsequent course of this schism
from the school of Brown.*

It is sufficient to say, that, in 1800, Guani, who
was a
practitioner in Sestri,t a small town in the

Genoa, had occasion to treat the
same Febrile disorder, and to suffer an attack of it
The disease, indeed, seems to
in his own person.

neighbourhood

of

have

over

prevailed

the whole coast district of the

Gulf of Genoa, from Nice on the west side to beyond
Genoa on the east, and was justly enough named by

Ligurian epidemic. Guani, who published
his Account of the Ligurian Epidemic in 1801, ad
mits the general accuracy of the description given
by Rasori, but thinks that its character was not so
decidedly sthenic or inflammatory as by Rasori it
was
represented to be. J In several instances, he
found copious bloodlettings to be hurtful, and he
Guani the

*

f
the

See Note R.

Guani represents himself, at the time at which he wrote on
Ligurian Epidemic, to be living obscurely in a corner of the

Duchy

"

of Genoa.

Uno che vive oscuramente nell'

Introduzione

Ducato di Genova."

a

Angolo de
lo Discorso Del Stimolo

et Contro-stimolo.

Liguria.

inhabited

was

by

applied by the Romans to the district
Ligures, probably a Celtic nation. The dis

the

the

name

divided into two parts ; one, sea coast, bounded on
the west and north by the Alps ; on the east by the river Matrict

was

gra and part of the Apennines ; on the south by the sea, the
Gulf of Genoa ; the other inland, extending as far as the Po.

At

present

it is

X Saggio
Saggio di una
e

giose.

mostly

a

sea-coast district.

Riflessioni sull'
nuova

Epidemia

della

teoria sulle malattie

Par G. B. Guani.

Genova,

1801.

Liguria.
epidemiche

Ossia,
e

conta-
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treated his
and

patients in general by means of emetics
diaphoretic remedies. The evidence adduced

by Guani, nevertheless, was not less hurtful to the
stability of the Brunonian doctrines than had been
that given by Rasori, and his
experience led him to
call in question the hypothetical distinctions of Sti
mulus and Contra-stimulus, by which Rasori endea
voured to make his reasonings
intelligible. At a
subsequent period, indeed, Guani pronounced the
distinction into Stimuli and Contra-stimuli to be in
adequate and insufficient to embrace all the forms
of disease and remedial
agents; he proposed the
new

Diathesis of Irritative

Pathological

Condition

necessary to account for the facts ; and he
the

as

expressed

that the distinction of Remedies into

opinion

Stimulant and Contra-stimulant* is contradicted

Logic, Physiological, Pathological,
Guani

allows, nevertheless,

and

by
Therapeutic.

that the idea of Irritative

Diseases is not new, and he admits that it had occur
red to Gaubius ; he might have added many more.
After Guani

Treatise

on

tained the
that

inflammatory

disorder,

tra-stimulant
end of

Giacomo

Tommasini, who, in his
Yellow Fever, published in 1805, main
came

1806,

and the
or

the

characters and effects of

consequent necessity of

con

antiphlogistic measures. In
same
physician maintained in

the

the

Academy of Parma a Thesis or Discussion upon the
Theory of Contro-stimulus and its application to
It appears that at this time,
Tommasini entertained some doubts whether his ideas

Practical Medicine.

*

Del Contro-stimolo et delle Malattie Irritative.

Del Dottore G. B. Guani.

Raccolta,

Tomo

Quinto,

Opuscolo
p. 86-96.
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on

the nature of the Contra-stimulant
the

quite

same as

practice

were

those of Rasori, and whether the

perfectly well understood.
The question, though relating to certain differences
in Pathology and Therapeutics, was altogether nu
doctrines of the latter

gatory and of little

were

moment.

The

truth, in short, is,

that many of the Italian physicians, both Teachers
and Practitioners, after adopting and following for
years the speculations taught and the practice
recommended by John Brown, had become in some
some

degree

satisfied of their

and their prac
back to the doctrines and

insufficiency

tical errors, and had come
practice of other physicians, and
the British
sense
name

school.

and sound

But this

practice

was

return

to

under the

disguised

manifest

great expounder

objection

his lectures

and

the

of

few years,
and illustrator of this doctrine.
course

a

He became Professor of Physiology in the

Bologna,

to

of the Italian Medical Doc

trine, Tommasini became, in the

of

common

of the New Italian Medical Doctrine.

Notwithstanding this
newness and
originality
the

those of

especially

eventually

University

of Clinical Medicine.

In

the former

subject, he treats in con
siderable detail of the theory of Stimulus and Con
tro-stimulus, the doctrine of Excitability, and the
use of Contra-stimulants or
Depigments, all under
the idea that he is unfolding a series of doctrines
altogether new and never previously heard of in
medicine.* In a professed Introductory Discourse
*

on

Lezioni Critiche di

Giacomo

Tommasini,

Fisiologia

Membro del

Patologia del Professore
Collegio Medico di Parma ed
et

Attuale Rinomatissimo Professore di
VOL. II.

Clinica Medica

2

I

Nella
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to the Lectures

on

Clinical Medicine for the

aca

demical year 1816-1817, he gives a detailed expo
sition of the New Italian Doctrine, shews how it
differs from the doctrine

taught by Brown, and fails
not to claim for the former both
novelty, originality.
and superior excellence in pathological principles
and practical applications.* In 1820, he published
at Pisa the First Part of a Treatise or
Essay on In
flammation and Continued Fever.
His object in
this first part of the Essay, confined to Inflamma
tion, is chiefly to prove that inflammation always
consists in augmented action; to show the danger of
allowing inflammatory diseases to proceed uncheck
ed, or of treating them by means of stimulants and
tonics; to remind the practitioner in how many mor
bid states of the human body it performs an imPontificia Universita di
di

Opere
Bologna,

Bologna.

Nuove Mediche Moderne

Tre Volume.

Italiane,

Nella Raccolta

Tomo I. et Secondo.

1827.

*

Della Dottrina Medica Italiana, Prolusione Alle Lezioni
di Clinica Medica Nella P. Universita de Bologna per PAnno
Del Professore Giacomo Tommasini.

Scolastico, 1816-1817-

Bologna, 1817-

Pp.

Besides the works
a

number of

great

128.
now

Essays

referred to, Tommasini has published
and Treatises. The work on Inflam

mation and Continued Fever, immediately to be mentioned, was
completed and published in 1826 and 1827 in two volumes
8vo.

His Dissertations and other

peculiarities
8vo.
one

writings relating

to

the

of the New Italian doctrine occupy five volumes
question, nevertheless, may be comprised in

The whole

line

there is

;

namely,

that whenever the

inflammation,

then he is to

physician
employ

is satisfied that

the Contra-stimu

lant, that is, the antiphlogistic method of treatment, dietetic
and

medicinal.

language

Tommasini also

translated into the Italian

the lectures of Dr Thomson

on

Inflammation.

TOMMASINl'S

portant part ;

IDEA OF INFLAMMATION.

explain,

to

that there

two

are
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general

forms of the process, the common or Sthenic, or
that with vigorous action, and the Malignant, Pu
trid,

Nervous,

or

Asthenic,

or

that with low and

Malignant or Nervous
as
represented by Brown, on defect
of excitement, but rather, as the previous physicians
taught, on the presence of a putrid, malignant, dele
terious principle in the blood. But lest this admission
may seem to denote the disposition to assign to the
humoral pathology a greater degree of importance
imperfect action
does not depend,

than it

that the

;

merits, Tommasini adds

to

this idea another

cmdition, which he thinks is necessary in order
f

to

just conception of the nature of the inflamma
tions accounted Malignant.
Tommasini then states
the opinion that the inflammations called malignant
or
gangrenous, ought to be considered under two
different aspects, which hitherto, from neglect of a
rigorous analysis of facts, have been imperfectly dis
tinguished. Of these two aspects, the first relates to
the basis, constitution, or temperament of the solids
irra a

and fluids of the individual in whom

attack arises ;
are

an

inflammatorv

the second relates to the

idiopathically deeply

attacked

by

parts which

inflammation.*

relation, Tommasini thinks that
the organic basis or tissue, in which an attack of in
flammation arises, necessarily presents the union of
solids and fluids,
of the blood as well as of the pri
mitive fibre and of vessels; and through various con
siderations he arrives at the conclusion, that these
As to the first

—

*

Dell Infiammazione

Capitolo vii., § 50,

pp.

e

della Febbre Continua.

119,

Pisa, 1820.

120.

2

I

2
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conditions of the
form

a

organic basis, including the blood,
analogous to, or the same as that in

state

Scurvy.
With

to the second kind of relations of the

regard

Inflammations accounted

Malignant, namely, the
quality of the parts deeply attacked by the phlogis
tic process, he is of opinion that the circumstance of
the Nervous System being either seriously disor
dered, or deeply attacked by Inflammation, often
gives rise to many of those phenomena by which
Malignant Inflammation is accompanied. This con
dition of the Nervous System, Tommasini further
distinguishes into two forms ; the first, when some
nervous filaments of
great importance, and of exten
sive relations, are merely stretched, compressed, vellicated, or irritated by the phlogistic process ; and
the second, when the nerves themselves are idiopathically affected by inflammation. In the first case,
amidst violent

considerable,

convulsions,

subsultus

more

or

less

with great depression of the pulse
and under the most nervous and ma

or

and

strength,
lignant symptoms, the inflammation advances to its
ordinary terminations, namely, suppuration, adhe
induration of parts ; the process continues
phlogistic to the last, and life is terminated without

sion,
the

or

part proceeding

convulsions

mately

or

to gangrene, either

by paralysis

of the

nerves

by

violent

most

inti

In the second case, on
when the nerves themselves are idio-

connected with life.

the other

hand,

pathically attacked by the phlogistic process, not
only phenomena indicating the greatest vital de
pression are urgently developed, but the parts which
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derive life from the inflamed

crangrene.*

nerves

pass

rapidly

In this second class of cases, in

inflammation in the

into

short, the
essential

medullary part being

idiopathic, the inflammation has a progress not
only rapid but peculiar, and for the reasons already
suggested, and from the circumstance that it is al
most incapable of the ordinary terminations, suscep
tible only of the most rapid and the most fatal of all ;
hence incurable by its own nature.
The author examines this subject with great learn
ing and acuteness. But neither can the facts stated
be said to be new, nor the doctrines to be original.
Tommasini visited England in 1820 and 1821, and
had ample opportunities of seeing the practice of the
English and Scottish physicians, especially in the
public Institutions. In one of two of his subsequent
publications he labours with great zeal and diligence
to prove two rather inconsistent things ; namely, the
great originality and superiority of the Italian doc
trine, and its resemblance to the pathological prin
ciples and practical observances of the British phy
sicians ; and in another he gives a view of the points
of agreement and discrepancy-!- between the English
and

and Italian methods of
*

Della Infiammazione

e

cure.

He

della Febbre

was

an

active,

Continua, &c, Capitolo

vii., § 51, pp. 123,
f Del Metodo di Curare, Dell' Insegnamento
124.

e

Medico- Clinico

di Alcuni Stabilimenti Di Pubblica Beneficenza Osservati in

Inghilterra.
Universita di

Discorso

pronunciato
II

Nella Clinica Medica della

Marzo, 1821.
Bologna, 1821, 8vo,
Discrepantia Inter Anglicam

Bologna.

xxvi.

fessore Giacomo Tommasini.
De

Congruentia

et

Medendi Rationem.

23tjo

Januarii 1821.

Epistola

viro celeberrimo

Dal Pro
pp. 82.
et Italicam

Astley Cooper.
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enthusiastic person ; but his zeal occasionally was
greater than his judgment ; and he has not convinced
or

of

converted all the Italian

physicians

to

his modes

thinking.*
Bufalini had

doctrines of

shown any favour either to the
or their modified
offspring, the

never

Brown,

new Italian medical doctrine ; and he took various
occasions, as has been already in some degree seen,

to

show the

erroneous

nature of the

former, and, by

studying to give correct views on pathology, indi
rectly to depreciate the latter. But the persons
among the physicians of Italy who shewed most
strongly their dislike of the new fancies and their
appreciation of the old methods, were Locatelli and
Speranza, the former Professor of Clinical Medi
cine at the Civil Hospital at Milan, the latter Pro
fessor of Special Therapeutics and Clinical Medi
cine in the Ducal Academy of Parma. As the ac
knowledgment of the latter confirms what has been
already said of the character of John Peter Frank,
as well as his account of Locatelli, it is right that
the words of Speranza should be given.
A pupil of John Peter Frank, at a time when
the seeds of the Brunonian reform were spreading
in Italy, I was taught, when not yet a physician, to
"

understand that the school of
at

all times the school of

systems in Medicine is

errors.

Often that incom

parable teacher repeated to me, that such systems
spring only from an insane passion for making a
name, aided by poverty in true knowledge of facts.
He added that there were
systems created by spirits
too fervid and
imaginative, and which were easily
*

See Note S.
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moderate minds ; that every age had
new doctrines, which were in the next age
and thrown into oblivion; that we laugh at

embraced

adopted
rejected

by

predecessors, yet ourselves give
posterity equal occasion to laugh at ourselves. Me
dicine, he continued, is nothing but a simple and
sincere history of the maladies of the human race, of
the causes which have produced them, when we can
discover and understand these causes, of the pheno
mena by which they are attended, and of the reme
dies by which they are overcome, either with or
without the assistance of nature.
My principles in
this part of medicine, he said, with the peculiar sin
cerity of his heart, are all the immediate result of
constant and repeated observations, the greatest part
of which, however, have been made by the most
celebrated and judicious practitioners from Hippo
crates to our days."
the theories of

"

our

With instructions

Clinical Course of

valuable, I
Professor Locatelli,
so

went

to

the

in

whom, as
before completing his studies he had spent a few
years in England and Scotland, I expected to find
a
partizan of the Brunonian doctrine, which was

daily acquiring new proselytes.* But what was my
surprise to find this excellent Clinical teacher, fol
lowing the medical practice of Tissot and Borsieri,
*

F. Giacomo

fessor at the Civil
that he

Locatelli,
in

was

Clinical

Physician

or

Pro

onward, states
1786, the first experiments made in the

Hospital

witnessed,

who

of Milan in 1816 and

Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, to verify
Withering upon the use and effects of Fox

Clinical Ward of the
the observations of

glove.
p. 24.

Omodei Annali Universali di

Medicina, Vol.

XVIII. ,
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whose

pupil

he had been.

of Locatelli with that of

ceived

factory
case on

asking

clear

by

in its

signs

Contrasting the practice
other physicians, I per

that its results

were

most

satis

whereas the contrary was the
the part of the adherents of Brown. Upon
the cause of so great diversity, this respect

favour,

able
'

person answered, that according to theories,
The sick are cured in books and die in beds ;'* a

sentence which I have
course

of my

in the whole

forgotten

never

life."f
afterwards states that the valuable in

Speranza
structions of
reflections

Locatelli, the deliberate anti-Brunonian
of Sacchi, of Villa, of the elder Strambio,

and

especially the very great superiority in practice
of physicians who trusted to observation and expe
rience, compared with that of the followers of the
Brunonian

reform, awakened in him, when

a

prac
rather
hospital physician, repugnance
than attachment to any new system.
Physicians of

titioner and

an

the former class he

saw cure

by

the

antiphlogistic

fevers, and
dysenteries, while those of the latter class, treating
by stimulating, heating remedies, the same diseases,
method attacks of

pneumonia,

nervous

increased the number of deaths. J
It would be in this sketch

an

omission not to

remark, that while the Brunonian speculations and
*

f

Aegri

curantur in libris et moriuntur in lectis.

Al Chiarissimo Professore Giacomo Tommasini Lettera del

Professore

Speranza

nione in Medecina.

Intorno

Raccolta,

nale Critico di Medecina
+
+

Ibid.

P. 261.

a

Cio che lo

tomo

Analitica).

quinto,

risguarda

sull'

p. 260-261.

Opi(Gior-
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eschewed, rejected,

and

despised by
physicians of
judicious
Italy, they were received and made the subject of
familiar discussion by all the unprofessional persons

practice

some

were

and learned

of the most

in Italian circles.

the heat of the Brunonian

In

divine,

citizen,

reform there

was

artizau,

young lady, who had not on their
terms, and could discourse fluently and

not

a

a

lawyer,

a

an

or even a

lips the new
confidently of the qualities of musk, camphor, opium,
and all sorts of agents supposed to possess diffusible
stimulating properties.* The ladies especially took
great interest, according to John Peter Frank, in the
new

doctrines.

We have here

a

pointed

illustration of the

principle,

that the zealous support of a doctrine or set of dogmas
is very much in the inverse ratio of the information
of the supporters upon the merits of the question,
and their fitness for judging of these merits.
Cler

gymen and

generally well-educated and
intelligent persons, and capable of forming sound and
just opinions on subjects not remote from their own
But in this instance the subject
studies and habits.
was such, that it cannot be imagined,
by any stretch
of indulgence, that the parties who were most
prompt and decided in forming and pronouncing
judgments, had been by previous habits and infor
mation rendered capable of judging, in any manner,
of the merits of the question, which they presumed
to defend.
On the qualifications of the citizens, the
artizans, and the ladies, for forming a just estimate
*

lawyers

Ignazio del Monte
masini, already quoted.

are

in the letter of Carlo

Speranza

Raccolta, Tomo Quinto.

to Tom

P. 274.
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of the merits of the Brunonian doctrine it is

offer any opinion.
To pursue this subject further,

cessary

to

It has been

necessary.
Brown fell in

porters.
as

unne

.

The

it exists

Italy by

seen

un

that the doctrine of

the hands of its

Italian Medical

new

is

however,

early

Doctrine,

so

sup
far

and

original system, is des
tined not to enjoy a prolonged existence.
Already
it may be said to be gradually
into
oblivion.
passing
The Hospital physicians and
practitioners in the
Italian States are gradually returning to the thera
peutic methods of France and Great Britain.
as a

We have

at

separate

length

traversed the

rugged and
thorny region of controversy and misrepresentation ;
of rival, conflicting, and disputed claims ; of alleged
discoveries, reforms, and improvements in Medical
Theory and Practice. The discussions into which
these circumstances have led, have carried us con
siderably beyond the time at which we left William
Cullen, calmly discharging his duties as a public
teacher, and the principal medical authority in the

capital

of Scotland.

Meanwhile the

time,

moving

was

family.

of events, as well as of
onward with Dr Cullen and his

course

His eldest

bred to the Scottish

December,
*

son, Robert

Bar, had,

on

Cullen, who

the fifteenth

in the year 1764* become

Allusion to this event is made in

Hunter to Dr Cullen in Volume

a

a

was

day

of

member of

letter from Dr William

First, page 553, Appendix,

where he thanks the young advocate for his Law Thesis.

SONS OF CULLEN

LORD CULLEN.
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Faculty of Advocates, a step equivalent to that
and was
of being called to the Bar in England,
gradually but steadily making known in the exer
cise of his profession those talents and that know
ledge of law, by means of which he subsequently
rose, in 1796, to be one of the Supreme Judges of
Other two sons, namely, Henry and Ar
Scotland.
chibald Cullen, were preparing themselves for fol
lowing the profession of Medicine.
Henry Cullen appears to have possessed a con
siderable amount of the paternal genius, and had
devoted much attention to the study of Natural
History and Botany ; and early in the year 1778,
when Dr Ramsay, then Professor of Natural History,
the

—

—

was so

unwell and

so

frail,

that it

was

believed he

could not recover, Dr Cullen had thought of his son
making application for the chair when vacant. Other
also mentioned ; and among these
the Bev. John Walker, minister of the parish

candidates
were

of

Moffat,

were

a man

who had

already rendered himself
the subjects of Botany,

by his devotion to
Mineralogy, and Zoology, and Dr Daniel Rutherford,
then a young physician well known for his know
ledge of Chemistry and Botany. Mr Walker was a

known

Cullen, and appears to have been rather
disconcerted, when he learned from the Doctor the

friend of Dr

views which he had entertained

Cullen,

and to have been

regarding Henry
unwilling to appear as a

competitor against the son of his friend. Various
friends, however, of Mr Walker, who knew his quali
fications,

preparing

and

were

that he had been for years
teaching Natural History,

aware

himself for
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offered to interest themselves

his behalf ; and in
consequence of this encouragement he had resolved
to offer himself as a candidate, even
the son
of Dr Cullen

to be

were

a

on

though
competitor. In this

state

of matters, however, Mr Walker was relieved from
all difficulty, by learning on the 7th of

1778 that

Henry

candidate.

appointed

The Rev. Mr Walker

to the office in the commencement of the

year 1779*
At this time,

Cullen

February
appearing as a
was
eventually

Cullen had declined

in

namely,

February 1778, Henry

young, and had not yet completed his
studies ; and it was only two years subsequent to this
date, that is, on the 24th day of June 1780, that, after
was

completing the usual course of study, undergoing the
prescribed examinations and defending his Inaugural
Dissertation De Consuetudine, he received the degree
of Doctor of Medicine from the University of Edin
burgh. Of this Dissertation his father was wont to
speak in terms of commendation ; and to its pages
as containing a good exposition of the Effects of
Custom and Habit in general upon the Mental and
Corporeal Functions, and laying a foundation for
the doctrine of explaining peculiarities in Tempe
rament and Idiosyncrasy, Dr Cullen subsequently,
1789, refers

in

for full information

ject ;f expressing
his

son

would

soon

*

See Note T.

f

A Treatise

M.D.,

&c.

Section I.

on

at the

give

same

on

time the

this sub

hope

that

another edition of the Dis-

the Materia Medica.

In two volumes, 4to.

Vol.

I.,

By

William Cullen,

p.

123, Chapter I.,

SONS OF CULLEN

sertation in

a

more

DR HENRY CULLEN.

complete

form in the
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English

language.
This might appear to be the sentiment of a parent
pleased by the first efforts of his son in a difficult
and somewhat obscure department of Mental and
Nervous
in

a

has, however, been stated
this work, that most of the Mate

Physiology.

former

part

of

It

Inaugural Dissertation of Henry Cullen
derived from fragments of an Essay by Dr
were
William Cullen, on the Effects of Custom upon our
Corporeal and Mental Functions, which appear to
have been written at an early period of the life of the
It is impossible to doubt that, in the first
author.*
preparation of the Dissertation de Consuetudine,
Henry Cullen, the son, would enjoy the benefit of
the matured thoughts, reflections, and experience
of the father ; and in this point of view, it was at

rials of the

natural and proper for the latter to refer to the
Dissertation of his son, as containing on the Influence

once

of Custom upon the Corporeal and Mental Functions
of Man, views which Dr Cullen himself had formed

by

observation and

reasoning,

and views which

that time the most recent, the most

were

complete, and
the most just.
The Dissertation gives evidence of
observation and reflection, contains several ingenious
remarks and some good general deductions ; yet
cannot be said to be eminently distinguished for
'original views. Probably it suffers by being com
pared with writings which have appeared since the
date of its publication.
It is scarcely
necessary
to say that the expectations of the father as to
at

*

Life of William Cullen.

Vol.

i.,

p. 319.
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republication

of this

performance

were

not

re

alized.
To conclude what relates to Dr

became

on

Henry Cullen,

he

the 5th of November 1782 Fellow of the

College of Physicians of Edinburgh, and was subse
quently appointed Physician to the Royal Infirmary.
In November 1786, when the Chair of Botany be
came vacant
by the death of Dr John Hope on the
11th of that

month,

Dr Cullen made

an

attempt

to

obtain the

appointment for his son Henry, by apply
ing to Henry Dundas, who was at that time the su
preme disposer of all preferments and offices of emo
But this gentleman was of
lument in Scotland.
opinion that Dr Daniel Rutherford, who had been
candidate for the chair of Natural History in 1778,
had at that time, 1786, superior claims to the office;
and Dr Rutherford accordingly was appointed Pro
fessor of Botany in November 1786.*
Dr Henry Cullen had no opportunity again during
the few residual years of life, of offering himself for
the duties of any
any public situation, or discharging
public office. It appears that he had intended after
the death of his father to deliver lectures

Practice of Medicine.

But all his

on

prospects

the

were

by early death. He departed this life on
11th day of October 1790, a few months after
death of Dr Cullen himself. He was the only

frustrated
the
the
one

the

of the

seven sons

profession

of Dr Cullen who adhered to

of medicine.

Cullen, the second of the sons of Dr
Cullen who studied Medicine, received from the
Archibald

*

See Note U.
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the

degree of Doctor three
months after his brother Henry, on the 12th day
of September 1780, after defending his Inaugural
Dissertation de Frigore ejusque Effectibus in corpus

University

Edinburgh

This

Inimanum.

Dissertation,

which is dedicated to

William

Hunter, the early pupil and attached friend
of his father, is a respectable performance, and gives
a

pleasing

idea of the talents of the author.

Whether it be that the

subject is one more intel
ligible and more capable of illustration, or that it is
treated with greater ability, the Dissertation
appears
to me to be more
than
that
of
his
bro
interesting
ther.
The author thinks that cold causes death, not
by freezing and coagulating the animal fluids as some
have believed, but by its sedative effects
acting on
the nervous power and the vital
principle. He
makes, indeed, a sad mistake in supposing that wine
and spirituous liquors, while
they excite the circula
tion of the

render the system less liable to be
{opportunum) on by cold, and that men warmed
with much wine can withstand a certain
of

blood,

acted

cold which would otherwise have

degree

destroyed

them.*

Multiplied experience has shewn that the fact is, as
nearly as may be, the reverse ; and that persons who,
under exposure to
of
have re
great degrees

course

to

wine and

cold,
spirituous liquors, invariably

be
the destructive effects of cold
than those who avoid the use of these articles. Not

victims

came sooner

withstanding

to

this mistake,

however,

possesses considerable merit.
Archibald Cullen, however,
*

Dissertatio

the Dissertation

soon

Inauguralis,

gave

p. 43.

up

the
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medical

profession and studied law in London, where
he eventually rose to be a
Chancery barrister of emi
nence, and published a Treatise on the Bankrupt
Law of England.
Both of these young men, and especially the latter,
appear to have been great favourites of William
Hunter.* Both had spent some time with him in

London,

and both had received from

him various

marks of kindness. -j-

Philosophers and poets, moralists and theologians,
speculative observers and men of the world, have all
united in directing the attention of their fellow
creatures to the inevitable evils, the irreparable losses,
that occur to those who have enjoyed or endured a
prolonged term of existence. These various autho
rities have reminded us, that as man becomes aged,
he beholds, successively withdrawn from the present
scene, esteemed friends and associates with whom he

journey of life, various relatives
attached by ties of affinity and kindred ; friends
whose counsel he was in the habit of seeking, who
rejoiced in his prosperity, and sympathized in his
trials and sufferings.

had commenced the

prevent mistakes, it may be well to mention, that on
1781, exactly one year after the graduation
of Henry Cullen at Edinburgh, Edmund Cullen, an Irish gentle
received his degree from
man, A.B. of Trinity College, Dublin,
*

To

the 25th of June

the

University

Edinburgh, after defending his Inaugural
Aere et Imperio ejus in Corpora Humana.

of

Dissertation de
This

gentleman

was

on

the 21st March 1786

fessor of Materia Medica and

of the

f

University

Pharmacy

appointed

in the Medical

Pro

Faculty

of Dublin.

See Letters in page 562 and 563 of Volume First.
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Ut

vigeant

animi, ducenda

sensus

Funera natorum, rogus

Conjugis

et

Perpetuo

mcerore
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tamen sunt

adspiciendus

aniatse

fratris, plenseque sororibus urnse.
Heec data poena diu viventibus, ut, renovata
Semper clade domus, multis in luctibus inque
et

nigra

veste senescant.

Juvenalis, Sat.
Of this delineation

some

of the incidents

x.,

240.

were now

approaching Dr Cullen. Of one esteemed and dis
tinguished friend, David Hume, the philosopher and
historian, he had witnessed the last days and alle
viated the final
sufferings in August 1776 ; and an

interesting sketch

of this final

with whom he had

scene

he sent to

one

been connected in the two

long

fold relation of instructor and friend.*

This very

friend, however,
himself at this time
suffering
from the inroads of that disease which so often
assails
in
whom
the
mental faculties have been too
those,
was

continuously

and

intensely exerted; and in the
of six years his health had
become so much
and
his
tenure of life so
impaired,
course

precarious, that it
how
soon
he
say
might be called
away from that profession, of which he had been
long
a most active and useful
member.
became difficult

William
when

to

Hunter,

acting

as a

who had been

medical

a

pupil

practitioner

of Cullen

in the town of

Hamilton in 1737, had
gone to London in the
mer of
1741, with the intention of
medical and

pitals
•

last

completing his
surgical studies, by attending the hos

and lectures of the

See Volume

days

First, Note
of David Hume.

VOL. IT.

sum

N.,

metropolis.
p. 607.

Letter

A letter of

regarding
g

the
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introduction from Foulis the
the

means

introducing

anatomist,

an

at

Glasgow

was

Mr Hunter to Dr James

known at that time

Douglas,
lous

of

printer
as

a

skilful and

experienced accoucheur,

zea

and the

friend of Cheselden ; and the effect of this letter has
been shortly recorded in the former part of this work.*
This is not the

place

to trace the

Hunter, further than

as

history

of William

it is connected with that of

his illustrious instructor and

friend.-j- It is sufficient
to say, that, by unremitting diligence and persever
ance, by a rare combination of bold enterprise and
judicious management, William Hunter, without pa
tronage, and unaided by public means, succeeded in
creating in the metropolis, upon a stable foundation
enlarged scale, a school of anatomy, didactic
and practical, unequalled in this country for its effi
ciency, its extensive utility, its scientific character,
and its permanent influence on the medical profession
in London. With superior talents for the organiza
tion of a system of scientific and professional instruc
tion, he taught his brother, John Hunter, to be most
eminent in anatomy, physiology, and pathology ;
he successively brought forward William Hewson,
and

an

William

tomical

Cruikshank,

and John

Sheldon, whose

ana

may all be justly said to have ori
in the school of Hunter ; and his nephew

writings

ginated
*

Life of

f

For detailed information

count

of the Life and

M.D.,
1783,

&c.

8vo ;

on

Writings

See Note W.

Hunter,

see

An Ac

of the late William Hunter,

By Samuel Foart Simmons, M.D., &c. London,
and Edin. Medical and Surgical Journal, Volume

—

Sixty-ninth,

p. 13.
William

Cullen, Volume First,

p. 413.
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Matthew Baillie had,

—

1783.
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under his

mostly

inspection,
knowledge of
acquired
Morbid Anatomy which rendered him the highest au
thority on that subject at the close of the eighteenth
century. It is gratifying to have to record that so
that minute

much

and accurate

disinterested labour and exertion

altogether unrewarded.
though not greater than

His

professional

was

not

success,

his meritorious

services, was
though he entered London,

very considerable ; and
in 1741, an unknown and unfriended young man,
he rose in the course of less than twenty years to

be the first and most trusted

physician-accoucheur
metropolis
England. In August 1762, Dr
Hunter was the professional attendant at the confine

in the

of

ment of the

Queen.

The labours of

a

life of incessant

activity in

teach

ing anatomy and discharging the practical duties
the profession, nevertheless, began, after the
lapse
to
shew
their
effects
the
health
thirty years,
upon

of

of
of

William Hunter.

About the year 1773, when in
year of his age, Dr Hunter began, not

the

fifty-fifth
withstanding an habitually abstemious mode of
living, to suffer much from symptoms of wandering
gout.
of

In the

this

course

malady

of six

became

or

seven

more

years, the fits

frequent, affecting

sometimes the limbs and sometimes the stomach.
Yet, though all this was manifestly the result of the
brain

being overworked,

and

great and

mental exertion in the twofold

duty

uninterrupted

of teachino- and

Dr Hunter gave himself no
respite, little
relaxation. It is, indeed, not easy for a
physician
in a large city to do so, unless he were to withdraw

practice,

2k2
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himself

occasions

obliged

which

on

him to

public. Upon one of those
indisposition and positive pain

from the

entirely

keep

in

bed,

to obtain the benefit of his

admitted to the
thus

shewing

physician,

a

lady,

was

advice, insisted

who

was

her confidence in his

But the human

who

himself

desirous

being
suffering,
on

professional

skill.

frame, however it may be sustained

will and mental energy, possesses only li
mited powers of resisting the inroads of disease and
it at length gives way.
; and in the struggle

by strong
infirmity

The frame of William Hunter, though healthy, had
had been tried
never been robust ; and its powers

by professional labour to their greatest capability.
On Saturday the 15th of March 1783, William Hun
much from headach and squeamishOn
to remain in bed.
ness, that he was compelled
so far
the following Thursday, the 20th March, he had
recovered, that he resolved to deliver the Introductory
This duty he
of Surgery.
Lecture to the
ter

suffered

so

Operations

close of the exertion.
performed, but he fainted at the
in great
He was conveyed to bed, and, after lingering
life on Sun
weakness for nine days, he departed this
not quite
the thirtieth day of March 1783, aged

day,
sixty-five

years.
Thus died at

age comparatively early,
less distinguished
not less remarkable and scaicely
William Cullen.
than his great instructor and friend
and a con
With natural talents, highly cultivated,
the characteristic
siderable amount of learning,
were great
features of the mind of William Hunter
energy,

a man

an

and perseverance
These were the qualities

indefatigable diligence,

daunted by

no

difficulties.

SERVICES OF WILLIAM HUNTER.

by

which he effected

lution in the mode of

a

great and serviceable

teaching anatomy
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in London.

The anatomical school which he
first commenced in

though

his lifetime established in

founded, and which,
Covent Garden, was in
Great Windmill Street,

continued to prosper under a succession of
teachers little less distinguished than the founder.

long

In that
William

school, John Hunter, William Hewson,
Cruikshank, and John Sheldon, all taught

anatomy during the lifetime of Dr Hunter.
followed

These

Baillie, the nephew of
Dr Hunter, James Wilson, Sir Benjamin Brodie, Sir
Charles Bell, and Herbert Mayo.
were

The

by

Matthew

establishment, in 1826, of the London Uni

versity, since known by the name of London Uni
versity College, withdrew Sir Charles Bell, by
placing him as Professor of Surgery in the newly
established institution ; while the erection of King's
College, in 1829-1830, by making Mr Mayo Professor
of Anatomy in that establishment, carried away the
last representative of a long line of able teachers.
These events may be regarded as marking the era
of the cessation of the Institution originally esta
blished by Dr Hunter. The Windmill Street School
no
longer exists ; but its remembrance will be pre
served from oblivion by the names of the men who,
for more than fifty years, continued there to instruct
numbers of zealous disciples.*
The beneficial effects of the exertions and services
of William

Hunter, however,

the circumstance of

providing
*

were

not

for the

See Note X.

confined to

metropolis

a
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succession

and

of well-informed

tomical teachers.

industrious

ana

It is not without interest to

mark, that the personal

re

labours of William Hunter

by his assistants and that of his suc
cessors, have provided for London, Edinburgh, and
Glasgow, Anatomical and Pathological Museums of

himself,

aided

great extent, and of the

utmost service in

of

the

illustrating
Anatomy, Physiology,

elementary departments
Pathology. The large and extensive collection,
made by William Hunter himself, augmented as it
was on the death of Mr Hewson,
by the collection of
that anatomist, was by his will bequeathed to the
University of Glasgow, and was transferred to that
city in the month of November 1807.* Mr Wilson,
who succeeded Dr Baillie, aware that he was to lose,
in teaching, the aid of this valuable collection,
laboured with the greatest industry in forming a
and

museum

new

of the

This

School,

in the Windmill Street

preparations being

collection, which, by

made
most

by

his

own

most

hands.

competent judges,

admirably adapted to the
purpose intended, was afterwards greatly enlarged
it
by Sir Charles Bell ; and in this extensive shape
became the property of the Royal College of Sur
one of
geons of Edinburgh, where it now forms
was

pronounced

the

most

to

be

serviceable

both in

Museums

A third col

and morbid

anatomy in this city.
lection, still more extensive, more
than

either,

ter, which
*

is that which
was

was

acquired by

comprehensive

by John Hun
Royal College of

made

the

Evidence from Minutes of the Senatus

Glasgow University.

healthy

Dr Allen Thomson.

Academicus of
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of

England, and which, originally con
structed upon an enlarged physiological method,
has since been greatly augmented by the labours
Surgeons

of the two last conservators,
Richard Owen.

William Clift

—

and

individuals, indeed, of whom it can
justly be said, that their labour, their example, and
their actual service have conferred so great benefits
upon science, and tended in a degree so remarkable
Few

are

the

improve and facilitate the means of communicat
ing the correct knowledge of the facts of Anatomy
and the principles of Physiology and Pathology, as
to

It may, without
be said that both England and Scot

William Hunter and John Hunter.

exaggeration,

Hunter, and his brother John
Hunter, a debt which has never yet been repaid,
and which probably is too great to be repaid.

land

owe

to William

Both were, in the most true
benefactors to the human race.

only

without

of that term,
Both laboured not

sense

public encouragement,

but in the face

greatest difficulties and the most chilling and
discouraging inattention, in teaching Anatomy and
of the

Physiology,
upon

a

and the

just principles

foundation solid and durable.

voted, in the

most

disinterested

of

Pathology,

And both de

manner, the pecu

niary means which the exercise of their profession sup
plied, not in procuring expensive luxuries, not in ac
quiring large estates and erecting magnificent man
sions, but in providing for subsequent generations the
of anatomical instruction upon the same solid
foundations on which they had already taught, and the
means

superior advantages of which they had proved by their
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own

example.

The

of both brothers

quiet

were

and unostentatious labours

such, that they

were

not cal

striking impression on public ob
servation. It is only after a long course of years
that such labours could produce their legitimate
Of the generation before whom they la
fruits.

culated to make

a

the admiration

boured,

was

claimed for brilliant vic

required for abor
tive and sometimes discreditable and expensive con
flicts on land. Money was lavishly wasted ; the lives
of seamen and soldiers were profusely and unprofitably sacrificed, greatly more by disease than by

tories

by

sea, while

patience

was

But amidst this liberal ex
the shot of the enemy.
of life and treasure, it was never thought

penditure

to be either

a

duty,

or an

act of grace, to

aid, by

the

smallest means, two men who were devoting all their
energies and much of their time to the task of edu
and surgeons who were to
those

physicians

cating

have the

and

care

seamen

warlike

of the lives and health of the soldiers
whose fortitude and valour all these

by

operations

were

conducted.

Even when

William Hunter asked from the Crown the small
of ground, on which he offered, at
boon of a

piece

a
perfect esta
expense, to erect and endow
blishment for teaching anatomy and surgery, one
small portion of those crown lands which had been
without revenue, to court favourites, and

his

own

—

long leased,
the leasing of
nation ;

—

the

addressed,

which had been

minister,

never

was

the mode in

the

Third,

a

to whom

deigned

positive loss to the
the application was

to send any answer.

Such

which, during the reign of George

and when the administration

was

con-

1786.

DEATH OF MRS CULLEN.

ducted

by

the Honourable

powers rewarded
disinterested exertions.

ruling

George Grenville,*
talent, learning, science,
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the
and

Is there any reason to be
lieve that these useful qualities would have been
more

justly recognised

and

more

highly

estimated at

present time ?

the

The

pupil,

death of William
was

not the

Hunter,

only calamity

his friend and

which Cullen

was

this time called upon to endure. In the summer
of 1786, he suffered a loss more immediate in the
at

death of Mrs
on

the seventh

is described

who

expired at Ormiston Hill
day of August of that year. This lady

Cullen,

by all

who knew her

kindness of manner, and who was
the attentions which she shewed

person of great
much esteemed for

as a

to those whom Dr

friendship. The loss of a
mother, though at an advanced period of life, must
have been severely felt in a family where there were
four daughters, and where the surviving parent was
already beyond three score and ten years. It appears,
from unquestionable testimony, that, previous to this
bereavement, the spirits of Dr Cullen had become de
pressed, and his bodily health had shewn indications

Cullen honoured with his

of failure.

this

of this bereavement,
of mind and languor of body appear

After the

depression

occurrence

have continued

during the few subsequent years
of his life.t Cullen sought for consolation and sup
port chiefly in the society of his daughters, in va
rious rural occupations at his property at Ormiston
Hill, and in a literary labour which was destined to
to

*

In 1765.

f Testimony

See Volume

First, page

150.

of Mr Paul to Dr William Thomson.
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be the last of his industrious and useful

the time
mical

that was not

duties, he spent

directly occupied
at Ormiston

All

career.

in acade

Hill, where he

greatly endeared himself to the inhabitants of the
parish of Kirknewton by the frankness of his man
ners, his benevolent

habits,

and the

warm

interest

which he took in all that related to their comfort

and welfare.
We come,

William

accordingly,

Cullen,

to that

era

in the life of

in which his merits rest not

on

the

uncertain and

fluctuating tide of disputed specula
tions and hypotheses, but on the stable foundation
of judicious induction from observation and experi
ence.
Notwithstanding the care with which Cullen
laboured to make his physiological principles and
pathological reasonings rest on matters of fact and
observation ; notwithstanding the accurate distinc
tions wdiich he established between theory and
hypothesis ; notwithstanding the earnestness, the
anxiety, and the frequency with which he declared
that all his general doctrines were so many general
facts, and that in all his applications of reasoning,
he was desirous only to present generalized deduc
tions, which might be useful in the subsequent cul
tivation of medical

persons who,
instances confusion of

science, there

from various causes, in

some

were

ideas, in others indolence, and in others incapacity
of

comprehension,

lectures

were

maintained that his

filled with wild

writings

speculations,

and

fanciful

conjectures,

and unfounded doctrines and statements.

It is

contrivance,

tised,

an

old

which has been often prac
so long as it is

and which will be

repeated,
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found that

misrepresentation
there

is

readily believed,

few competent to
matters remote from ordinary inquiry, and

and

to

so

long

as

complicated

ment,
errors

are

scientific

to ascribe to the

which have

form, in

relating
judg

sound

subjects,
genius
a

labours of

faults and

existence but in the

no

523

fancy

of

these self-constituted

judges, and to pronounce to
be fanciful and unfounded, principles and doctrines
which differ from those usually inculcated and
currently received. It is a device, sanctioned by
many examples, for obtaining, upon easy terms, a
character for superior intelligence, penetration, and
judgment, for the indolent, the ignorant, and the
arrogant, to pronounce confident opinions on the
literary and scientific labours of persons in all re
spects their superiors, except in assurance, effrontery,
and self-esteem.
So it fared with the writings of
Dr Cullen, upon which the opinions of the superficial
and the incompetent were more decided than those
—

—

of the well-informed.

Inferences such

as

those above

justly imagined, careful and
candid examination of the writings of Cullen could
not fail to
disprove. But if they required a formal
mentioned,

it

might

be

refutation, that refutation will be best found
next performance which came from the hand
physician.

in the

of this

It has been mentioned in the First Volume of this
work

that,

so

early

Dr Robert Hamilton

Botany in
a

as

the

was

summer

Professor of

of

1748, when

Anatomy

and

University of Glasgow, Dr Cullen, then
practitioner in that city, undertook, in

the

medical

conjunction

with Mr John

Carrick, assistant

to the
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Professor,

to deliver

Medica and

riod,

Botany ;*

while he

versity

of

a course

was

of Lectures

and that at

Professor of

on

Materia

subsequent pe
Chemistry in the Uni
a

in consequence of the death of
soon after that teacher had com

Edinburgh,

Dr Alston in

1760,

menced his Lectures for that

session,

as

the

course

temporary interruption, the Students of
Medicine presented to Dr Cullen a petition, request
suffered

ing

a

him to undertake the
In

course.

commenced
in the

duty

of

completing

the

with this request, Dr Cullen
of Lectures on Materia Medica

compliance
a

course

beginning

of

January 1761.f

The effect of these instructions upon the auditors
has been already mentioned ; and it was further

stated, that the impression of the value, the origin
ality, and the great utility of these instructions to
practitioners of medicine was so strong and so du
rable that, after the interval of ten years, two of

thought it would be a meritorious and
serviceable act if they published the series of instruc
tions, such as they were taken down from the lips of
these auditors

lecturer, in order to diffuse, to a more extensive
circle, that information, and the knowledge of those
doctrines, the benefit of which they had themselves
the

enjoyed. Upon the nature of this proceeding, it is
scarcely necessary here to pronounce any opinion.
It was fully ascertained that the parties concerned in
it were actuated by no improper feeling, no merce
nary motive, and no desire to appropriate even the
doubtful merits of a work published under such cir*

Life of

Cullen,

Volume

First,

page 32.

f Ibid.,

page 141.
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seem, in their eagerness to make
known the doctrines and instructions of Dr

They

cumstances.

generally

—

Cullen upon the subject of Materia Medica, to have
overlooked the fact, that it was impossible that a
work

given

to the

public

in the

manner

in which this

done, could present any thing like a correct view
of the Lectures, such as they were delivered in 1761 ;
or that even if it did, such a
publication might by

was

no means

be the one, which should do credit to the

lecturer, or might rise to that standard which he had
fixed, as necessary to give a just representation of the
state of Materia Medica at the time.

Though

these

highly esteemed in 1761,
though they unquestionably contained many
Lectures

were

very

and
doc

trines at that time new, and threw aside many doc
trines received upon insufficient foundations, they
were,

nevertheless, prepared in

were

not

short

a

time to be

their author would wish them ; they
illustrated and confirmed, rectified, and

complete

so

too

as

experience with which he
undoubtedly desired that they should be ; and they
were
unavoidably carried through the press with all
those faults, original and acquired, from which the
most finished productions of human genius are never
free, when they receive not the final revision of the
amended, by

that matured

author.

The
*

publication

Though

there is

of these Lectures, in

no

doubt that these Lectures

lished in the close of the year 1771,

1772,
the

and

some

1771,*

some

copies

were
are

un-

pub

of date

The copy in the library of
But as
of this city is of date 1772.

of that of 1773.

College of Physicians
the apologetic letter of one

of the

physicians, who

undertook the
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it was, did indeed no harm to the cha
racter of the author, though their appearance was

authorised

as

making allowance for
circumstances under which they were ushered
the world, to create an impression unfavourable

calculated, with persons
the
into

to him

as a

not

correct and well-informed writer.

The

striking and conspicuous evil was, that the act of
publication implied that the mind of William Cullen,
and the science of Materia Medica

for the space
and without progress.

had,

of ten years, been stationary
Amidst many inaccuracies of style and

composition,

nevertheless, many positive errors, and not a few
misstatements and contradictions, there was a general

spirit of new doctrine, of original independent think
ing, of correct reasoning, of subversion of received
opinions and vulgar errors, an amount of new facts,
sufficient to indicate the character of the author, and
to sustain his reputation as a bold, but sagacious and
rational reformer in the

practice

of medicine.

simple act, however, of publishing without
the knowledge, and without obtaining the previous
permission of the author, a body of doctrines and
facts in Materia Medica, in a great degree new and
peculiar to himself, became a sort of compulsory
reason for the author
placing before the profession,
at as early a period as possible, that system of theo
retical and practical knowledge which it had been
The

the labour of many years to collect and methodize,
and which, when published, would powerfully con-

publication, is dated 10th January 1772, it is evident that the
book was published previously, that is, in 1771.
See Volume
Note
First, page 611,
Q.
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tribute to render his other

writings more intelligible
The Physiological Doctrines
and more complete.
and Principles taught by William Cullen had now
been before the medical students attending the Uni
versity since 1772, that is for at least fourteen
The Pathological and Therapeutic Doc
years.
trines, both General and Special, had been rendered
more or less familiar to the
junior members of the
profession by the First Lines since 1777 and 1784,
when the work was completed ; and the author was
annually giving to these doctrines new confirmations,
more
ample expansions, and more just applications,
in his Clinical
season on

the

from

Lectures, delivered

cases

treated in the

season

to

Royal Infirmary,

till the year 1775, when he ceased to deliver Clinical
Lectures. On many subjects, however, which came
under consideration in both
was

manifest that

tion

was

courses

of

Lectures,

it

and detailed

explana
therapeutic
requisite,
instructions fully profitable to students and practi
tioners. It had, in short, become, in the lapse of
years, an act of justice, not only to the reputation of
William Cullen, but to his own works, to his pupils,
and to the profession, that his doctrines on the sub
ject of Materia Medica should be published in a
form so complete and improved, as might present a
nearly accurate impression of the mind of the author
in regard to that department of Medical Science.
more

ample

in order to render the

Materia Medica was, indeed, one of the branches
of Practical Medicine, the knowledge of which Dr

Cullen had

most

assiduously

cultivated.

division of medical science he had

not

But this

cultivated in
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an

isolated

and in

manner.

parts,

He had studied it both

in connection with the two

generally
departments

Physiology and Pathology. Nor had Dr Cullen
only studied this department himself. By his ex
ample, by his advice, by his instructions, he had
urged many of his pupils to devote their attention
to particular divisions of the Materia
Medica, and
had been patiently, during a long series of
years,
the
foundations
of
that
of
laying
system
practical
which
has
been
therapeutical knowledge
gradually

of

and almost

imperceptibly

embodied with the Prac

tice of Medicine in the nineteenth
in

truth, had

which

never, in the twelve

century.
or

Cullen,

thirteen years,

after the unauthorised

publication of
his Lectures on Materia Medica, lost sight of the
necessity of placing before the profession such a
system of facts and doctrines on that subject as
might be worthy not only of the early character of

elapsed

instructions, but of those sound, correct, and ma
tured views which reflection, aided and rectified by
his

much observation and
to take

on

the

experience,

physiological

action and

effects of remedial agents.
It was under the circumstances
and with the

objects

resumed the labour of

now

had enabled him

stated,

digesting

now

therapeutic
mentioned,

that Dr Cullen

and

correcting

speedily found, however, that,

as

his
he

materials.

He

proceeded,

the labour assumed the character of

work in

a

great

degree

new.

The

a

original materials

turned out to be of little avail.
More than twentyfour years had
elapsed since the date of the first de
of
the Lectures in
livery
and fourteen

1761,

years
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had

elapsed

since the

publication of the

unauthorised

edition of these lectures ; and it is easy to perceive
that any attempt merely to correct, amend, and en

large
than

these lectures must have been
to

write the work

anew.

difficult

more

We

find, accord

ingly, from the testimony of Mr Paul, the gentleman
who performed the greatest part of the duty of ama
nuensis,

that in the

course

which

of the four

five years
1784 and the date of
or

elapsed between 1785 or
publication, many parts were written entirely anew,
and the whole underwent changes so multiplied, so
considerable, and so complete, that it gradually as
sumed the appearance and characters of a new work.
Dr William Thomson was informed by this gentleman,
that

during three

all his leisure

or

four summers, Dr Cullen devoted

time, and the winter evenings

of the

years, to the work of writing and making addi
tions, corrections, and alterations, and that these
same

corrections, alterations, and additions, were so fre
quent and so considerable, that many parts of the
work

written not less than three times.

It was,
further, a fact well known among the profession in
Edinburgh, and especially the friends of Dr Cullen,
were

that he had been for several years engaged in this
task, the completion of which was contemplated with

by those who wished well to
the progress and improvement of scientific medicine
and the diffusion of accurate knowledge among me
dical practitioners.
At length, in the month of March 1789, the work
appeared in two volumes quarto, under the title of a
Treatise of the Materia Medica, by William Cullen.
considerable interest

VOL. II.

2

L
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M.D.,

&c.

finding

The author states in the

it not

in

preface, that,
satisfactory man

possible
give,
ner,
complete edition of the Lectures
which were published under his name in 1771, with
the necessary corrections and supplements, he had
long abandoned that idea, and judged it more proper
to give a work almost entirely new.
In this light
it was unquestionably entitled to be regarded.
In this preface, Dr Cullen further states shortly
the reasons which induced him to abridge the lists
a

to

a

correct and

of the Materia

received

general

Medica,

and to omit certain articles

explains the
by him, and
mode of treating

other authorities ; and he
method of procedure observed

by

various other

points relating

to his

subject. It is not without interest to remark, that,
in excusing or accounting for faults and imperfections
in the composition and language of the work, he
be
expresses the hope that these imperfections may
the

excused, especially

finishing

when it is considered that the

of this work

necessarily delayed

was

till

a

period of the life of the author, the
seventy-seventh year of his age.* It is somewhat
singular, that, in assigning this reason, Dr Cullen
in making it two
was mistaken as to his own age
very advanced

—

in truth it
years less than
according to the baptismal

the 15th
the

day

of

publication

actually

April 1710,

As he

born,
register of Hamilton, on
was.

was

he was, at the time of

of the Treatise

within three weeks of

on

Materia Medica,

being

in the

seventy-

If, therefore, advanced age

ninth year of his age.
was to be admitted as any
*

Preface,

excuse

page xiv.

for

imperfections
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in

composition

still

language, that excuse had a plea
the age of seventy-nine than at that

and

stronger at
of seventy-seven years.

Some persons had the want of good and generous
feeling to turn this excuse against the author, and
that the work

alleged

outlived his best
of the intellect
#

in

was no

derived from

evinced commendable
and

candour,

in

who had

in whom the

alluded to

now

were

One

not

un-

example

the author of which has

a

the

vigour

It is not

longer perceptible.*

work,
diligence, and,

writing

a man

and in other works.

periodicals,

suffice,

that of

faculties, and

The remarks and criticisms

frequent
may

was

History

in

general, impartiality
University of Edin

of the

and its Professors ; and it is therefore not creditable
that in its pages is found the following statement.

burgh
"

two

Dr Cullen

published

volumes, quarto,

months.)

A

a

Treatise

the Materia Medica in

year before he died. (Eleven
copy of the Lectures he had de

about

surreptitious

on

a

livered upon that subject, when unexpectedly called to finish
what Dr Alston had begun, had been published.
This was not

designed to
produced by

obviate the bad effects which
that work.

the friends of Dr Cullen

ceived

an

master.
was

and

evident
It is

decay
now
quite

composed for
was thought

It

might

entirely a new
readily acknowledged
was

have been

Treatise.

But

that

they per
in the mental energy of their great
It
unnecessary to conceal the truth.

the express purpose of raising a little money,
to betray evident marks of a hasty compila

tion."
The

of the

of

Edinburgh, &c. By Alex
ander Bower.
Volume Second, Chapter xix., p. 389.
This is simply an instance of misrepresentation, proceeding
from one, who was giving an opinion on a subject, on which he
was not qualified to
judge. Who were the friends of Dr Cul
len who acknowledged that they perceived an evident decay in
the faculties of their master, as he is here styled, we are not
informed.
But, whoever they were, it is manifest that they

History

University

2 l2
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say whether representations of this kind
from envy and bad feeling, or positive igno

to

easy
arose

and

rance

dulness, combined

amount of conceit and

tions in
sense

or

concerns

It
in

refers

be

Dr Cullen

and
in

to the matter of the work.

the substance of the

might

have referred.

we

entirely to faults
composition and language,

excuse

considerable

a

presumption.
unbecoming,

proper, at least not
to make the excuse to which
that

with

imperfec

no

In

work, the

But

manner

far

so

as

excuse was

unnecessary ; and if it was in any sense to be taken
into consideration, a mind imbued with proper feel
ing, and even with ordinary candour, must allow
that the wonder was, that a man at the age of se
venty-five years, and between that age and seventy-

nine,

was

stored with
which
and

of

capable

producing

and well-founded

new

work

a

facts,

largely

a

work in

many erroneous doctrines were exploded,
a work
many absurd ideas were corrected,

so

so

—

had neither studied the work from which
to have deduced their

subject

so

—

were

at that time in

work itself furnishes

no

are

supposed

knew any thing of the
Certain it is, that if the faculties

conclusion,

of which it treated.

of the author

they

nor

a

state of

decay,

of this the

proof.

authority of Mr Paul.
Cullen was in very low and depressed spirits during almost the
This was not
whole time that he was engaged in the work.
it has been
which
of
loss
friends,
unnatural, considering the
shown he had sustained during the previous years, and the
failing state of his own bodily health. If the Treatise is exa
mined candidly on its own merits, without any reference to the
circumstances under which it was written, it may safely be pro
nounced to be not only equal to the best of Cullen's writings,
One

but

by

thing only

we

far the most

know, chiefly

practical

on

the

and serviceable of the whole.
*
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in order

arranged

imbued with

of

spirit

a

lucid,

so

The Treatise

soning.

and

just

thoroughly
philosophical rea

one

and

so

Materia Medica

on

was

not

presenting an instructive view
of the state of knowledge at the time at which it was
published, than in being in many respects greatly in
advance of these times, and in suggesting to physi
cians proper subjects for further inquiry, and more
All those who
attentive and ample investigation.
were most
capable of forming just opinions, agreed
in recognizing the singular merits of the work ; and
more

remarkable for

few murmurs, some censorious sneers, and
self-sufficient criticism, the voices of those

amidst
some

whose
not

a

alone deserved

judgment

least very generally agreed in over
and trivial errors, and recognizing the

unanimous,

at

looking slight
great superiority

of the

had gone before it.
first appearance, or

performance

It is not,
even

after

mated.
those

The Treatise

works,

covered at

on

above all that

however,

upon its

two

perusals,

one

that the true character of such

so

were, if

estimation,

a

or

work

be esti

can

Materia Medica is

one

of

the true value of which cannot be dis

once.

complicated,

The
so

subject

itself is

extensive, and,

which, the mind is beset with

so

difficult,
pursuit of
fallacies, so

one so

in the

many
calls
the
of
what
Bacon
idola
many
specus and idola
theatri, fancied resemblances, and imaginary quali

ties,

—

that it

requires

not

only

an

—

intellect of

superior

mind of great acuteness,
it,
and well trained to inquiry, to follow these investi

power to examine

gations

but

a

when traced.

In order to form

a

just opinion

of the merits of
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Cullen's

indispensable to advert to the
state of this department of Medicine both in this
country and European countries in general, previous
it is

Treatise,

to and at the time at which Cullen delivered his pre

lections and

his work.

composed

To those who

are

acquainted

with the

history

of

science, and the progress and vicissitudes of human
knowledge, it is scarcely necessary to say, that they
have at different periods been largely vitiated by
errors, absurdities, and falsehoods, the offspring of
ignorance, indolence, and, not unfrequently, of su

perstition, knavery, and avarice. No department of
human knowledge, having practical applications,
however, has partaken of these evils in a greater
degree than Medicine ; and of Medicine, no depart
ment has had so large a share as that called Thera
peutics, and especially the Materia Medica, or that
division which relates to the qualities, the uses, and
the effects of Therapeutic agents and remedies, whe
ther Dietetic

or

The

Medicinal.

causes

of this it is

if they were investi
unnecessary to investigate ; and
an
gated, they would turn out to be little more than

historical illustration of human

nity, and superstition.
the principal qualities

In

folly, ignorance,

some

ascribed

va

instances many of

to

medicinal agents

in the love of the mar
appear to have had their origin
vellous and the mysterious. In others, they are ma
into
nifestly the result of the desire of penetrating
the reach of the human intellect, and
what is

beyond
pretending to knowledge

ledge

is unattainable.

sociated with such

on

matters in which know

In other instances

pursuits

as

magic,

and

they

are as

judicial

as-
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trology,

as

In

a

in the

case

few

they
researches, especially
not

the universal

similar

of the doctrine of

are

chemical

the search for the elixir

medicine,

inquiries.

Signatures.

connected with

the

535

vitce,

stone, and

philosopher's

The fact of this admixture and

contamination of Materia Medica with the

erroneous

pretended philosophy of the time must be ad
mitted by all those who have, even in a cursory

and

manner, directed their attention to this division of

healing art ; and it becomes more distinctly
manifest, the more we look through the writings
which have been left, either by ancient authors of
Greece and Rome, by the Arabians, or by physicians
of the different countries of modern Europe.
the

At the time at which William Cullen undertook

duty of delivering Lectures on Materia Medica,
that department of Medical Science was in a state
which, without injustice, might be described as one
of degradation, confusion, and inefficiency, with little
science, little method, no reason, and void of preci
The discovery of the Caribbean Islands and
sion.
the

the Continent of America at the end of the fifteenth

century, had brought

to the

knowledge

of

European

physicians several useful medicinal agents derived
from the Vegetable Kingdom. That event and its sub
sequent results had made known such articles as Guiacum, Zarza, Sassafras, Logwood, and, eventually, Ja
lap, Ipecacuanha, Cinchona, Seneka, Serpentaria, and
similar agents. The travellers and adventurers, also,
of the sixteenth and seventeenth
us

better

acquainted

centuries,

with the medicinal

had made

products

of
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Asia and its

divisions, India, Tartary, and China.
Nor was the study of Chemistry, though in a state of
great rudeness and inaccuracy, without its results in
this matter.

preparing distilled spirits,
discovered by Arnold de Villa Nova

The art of

which had been

in the fourteenth century, had been carried to con
siderable perfection in the fifteenth and sixteenth
The art of

centuries.

preparing

Ether had been

Pharmacopoeia in
The saline preparations of Mercury and An
1545.
timony had been gradually introduced as remedial
agents, chiefly, indeed, by such men as Paracelsus,
Leonhard Thurneysser, and Van Helmont ; yet,
with such effect, that neither physicians nor surgeons
could conveniently dispense with their employment.
Lastly, the neutral salts were becoming daily better
known and more commonly employed.
taught by

Valerius Cordus in his

The effect of all this accumulation of stores and

substances, which promised

ply

the remedial

had hitherto

means

to

extend and

multi

employed by physicians,

tended rather to encumber than to

certainly not increased in any
perceptible degree the actual efficiency of the healing
The state of Materia Medica, indeed, during
art.

strengthen,

and had

the end of the seventeenth and the first half of the
was remarkable for four circum

eighteenth century

First, the lists of the Materia Medica were
which
ample, and contained great numbers of articles
stances.

were

more

or

mended in the

less
cure

confidently

recom

diseases, and for the

accom

strongly
of

and

plishment of particular purposes in the economy.
But they contained also many articles useless and
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inert, and

few to which

a

which it

perties,
These

not

was

lists, indeed,

were

impossible they
were

ascribed pro
could possess.

exuberant and redundant

fault ; and the effect of this redundance was to
perplex and confuse the ideas of practitioners, and
to

a

render their

practice rash, unsteady, irrational,

and

inefficient.
the

Secondly,

confidence

in the

reposed

medicines of all the different classes
; in

was

in

use

of

general

instances unbounded, in many
very great
irrational ; and it clearly appears, from the writings
of physicians, that although many persons daily died
some

of various morbid
were

dicinal
ways

affections, nevertheless, physicians

prescribing medicines
preparations, which they believed

in the habit of

alleviate, and often
it

and

me

could al

cure, every known

malady.

custom, both in the

Thirdly,
Pharmacopoeias published by authority, and in the
writings of individual physicians, to combine in one
formula or prescription a great number of simple in
gredients. All the Pharmacopoeias and Formularies
was

a

common

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries contain

formulse for various medicinal

in which

is often very great, vary
in certain instances from twenty-four or twenty-

the number of

ing

compositions,

ingredients

—

five up to thirty-three, forty-eight,
two ; and formulas of this description

fifty,
are

and

in not

fiftya

few

instances continued till the middle of the
Nor

century.

physicians.
and

In the

it different in the

prescriptions

especially in
physicians, we

more

tinental

was

those

left

given by

find the

same

eighteenth
writings of
by Morton,

several Con

fondness for
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complicity of composition. This was much owing to
the example of Fernel and Sir Theodore de Mayerne,
the latter a person rated certainly at his full value,
and a great lover and practitioner of complex pre
scriptions. In short, it was the practice at that time
for physicians to crowd together numbers of differing,
incongruous, often expensive, yet useless articles ;
and the great value of a prescription consisted in the
number and multiplicity of articles which were di
rected to be mingled in it as ingredients.
Syden
ham is almost the first and only physician of that
period in whose writings may be recognized a ten
dency to greater simplicity.
Lastly, In the practice of medicine, as generally
conducted, there was no rational or logical connection
between the disease or diseased states attempted to
be cured, and the therapeutic means employed with
A considerable
the intention of removing them.
proportion of the Therapeutic and Materia Medica
department rested on empirical foundations. Not a
few methods and remedies were suggested by super
In few

stitious observances.
the custom, in

laying

no

instances

was

it

therapeutic methods and
study the nature and ten

down

prescribing remedies,
dency

or

of the morbid

to

affections; and, in

instances, the practical part of medicine

too many

was a

system

of blind and irrational administration of remedies,

occasionally powerful,
inert and

but

unsuitable; sometimes

unserviceable, sometimes hurtful.

investigation in these days was
inquiry into the nature of disease,

object

of medical

not

so

much the

the

causes

of its

The

formation, and the

means

of pre-
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venting it,

as

the incessant search for remedies and

medicines, and the

agreeable method of admi
nistering them ; an object certainly laudable and
useful when kept in its proper place, but liable,
when

carried,

as

most

it

was

at this

time,

to excess, to

divert the mind of the

physician from more neces
sary subjects of investigation.
Though this was the condition of Therapeutics
and Materia Medica during the seventeenth and
great part of the eighteenth century, so far as the
great body of practitioners were concerned, it would
be unjust, nevertheless, to infer that there were in
the profession none who could carry their views to a
more extended
sphere, and reason in a more philo
sophical manner upon the treatment of diseases and
the operation of medicines. We know, indeed, that
during the course of the seventeenth century, there
arose in
England a race of men, mostly connected
with

one or

other of the

with great
and talent for in

universities, who,

of

industry, originality
thinking,
vestigation, made strenuous efforts to penetrate
understand the mysteries of the animal body, to
cidate the nature of various
at least the

means

of

diseases,

improving

efficient the treatment.

Among

and

and

elu

and to furnish

rendering

more

the earliest of these

Harvey, whose great discovery, though
at first opposed, and rather slowly recognized, ex
erted at length an unquestionable and powerful in
fluence.
Contemporary with, or closely following
him, came Thomas Wharton, Francis Glisson, Tho
mas Willis, Richard Lower, the pupil and associate
of Willis, John Mayow, Nehemiah Grew, Walter
was

William
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Charleton, Samuel Collins, Thomas
Richard Morton, Christopher Bennet,

Sydenham,
and Henry

Ridley.*
It wxould be unseasonable in this

place

to

notice

comparative merits and services of these
industrious and able inquirers. But it may be proper

even

to

the

remark,

that while all of them studied

anatomy,

of

and dissected with different

degrees
diligence and
accuracy, Willis, Glisson, and Mayow, were active in
applying their anatomical attainments in investigat
ing physiology ; and all of them, but especially
Willis, Glisson, and afterwards Morton and Ridley,
availed themselves of every opportunity of eluci
dating the nature of diseases by the aid of morbid
anatomy.

Collins

was

the author of

excellent

an

compilation on anatomy, human, comparative, and
pathological, a work of great learning, and con
taining much useful information. Their endeavours
in this respect were powerfully and effectually aided
by the labours of various inquirers in France, Italy,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Germany. When
we consider, indeed, how
many diligent observers
arose, how sedulously and generally morbid ana
tomy was cultivated, and how much light was thrown
on the nature of diseases
during the seventeenth, and
still more during the early part of the eighteenth
*

The

possible
in

names

in

of these

physicians
order.

chronological

1610, and died in 1673

; Willis

are

arranged

as

Thomas Wharton
was

born in 1620

nearly
was
or

as

born

1621,

died in 1677 ; F. Glisson was born in 1597, died in 1677 ; R.
Lower, born in 1630, died 1691 ; J. Mayow, born 1645, died

1679

; N.

Grew,

born in

1628,

died in 1711.
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century, it

seems

extraordinary

that

and Materia Medica derived from this

541

Therapeutics

source so

little

advantage, and continued so long in a state of com
parative rudeness, unscientific, and of little efficiency.
It

is, nevertheless,

reason

not

difficult to understand the

of this backward condition of Materia Medica

Though the facts calculated to throw
light on the operation of medicines were numerous
and instructive, they were not reduced into me
thodical order, nor arranged upon any scientific sys
A long time must elapse before facts are
tem.
generalized into principles, and it takes some time
before principles can act with decided effect upon
practices and methods which are firmly established,
and have been sanctioned by long usage.
The idea, nevertheless, of applying the knowledge
of Anatomy, Physiology, and Pathology, to the im
provement and rectification of Therapeutics and
Materia Medica had presented itself to the minds
of physicians in the seventeenth century ; and
one
attempt deserves particular mention. Thomas
at that time.

Willis, who flourished between the middle and the
third quarter of that century, and who, in the early
part of his professional life, held a professorship at
Oxford, had studied Anatomy, especially that of the
nervous
system, with great assiduity and attention ;

inquiries led him to speculate on various
subjects in the pathology of the nervous system, on
which his practice afforded him a considerable num
ber of cases, several of which were accompanied by
and his

dissections.

Willis had been led in this

course

of
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inquiry
the

not

cines act

mind,

to

think much

the influence of

on

in curing
system both in causing and

nervous

disease,
of

only

but to reflect

on

the mode in which medi

body ; and
a
prominent

with the

the human

on

which forms

activity

feature in his in

tellectual character, he undertook an extensive and
rather elaborate inquiry into the actions and effects
of medicines
In

on

proposing

the human frame.
to himself the

duty

of

reforming

the

Materia Medica of the seventeenth century, Willis
shows that he was quite aware of the degraded state
into which it had

fallen, and

how far inferior

was

its

condition to that of other branches of medical science.

Medicines, he remarks, were prescribed promiscuous
ly and at random, in every stage of disease, in every
state of the

patient.

The

pseudo-chemists

boasted

could prepare in their laboratories the
great Elixir, the Panacea or Universal Medicine,
and accordingly neglected the usual medioines, the
that

they

properties

of which

were

As to mineral

known.

remedies and medicines, of which the powers were
either entirely unknown, or had no existence, or
which were
they promised that they could

poisonous,
new
remedy, referring

antimony, im
mediately cure all diseases, and they exhibited it
boldly in every case, to the great injury, and not
rarely to the destruction of the patient. So heed
lessly and rashly, he adds, are these executioners in
the habit of
sporting with the human body, while
they are led to prepare and administer these dan
gerous medicines, not by any deliberation, or by the
with this

to
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guidance of any method, but by mere hazard and
blind impulse.*
Willis proposed at first in his investigation two
objects ; to determine in what manner, and in what
places, medicines and their particles act on the
animal spirits, and in what and how many modes
they cause fermentation in the blood and animal
fluids.
This fiction of animal spirits was an unfor
tunate prejudice,
a fanciful
creation, of the age.
As to the fermentation, it was a sort of figurative
mode of speaking about the blood and fluids and
their internal motions within the body, which was
—

common

—

to Willis and others of that

which he had

withstanding

written

time,

and

on

express treatise. Not
these fanciful and unfounded assump
an

tions, however, Willis perceived that it was indis
pensable, as a preliminary condition, to consider the
minute structure and the

principal properties

of the

different textures and organs, and to make known,
as
clearly and correctly as possible, all that could be
learned of the different organs by means of anatomy.
In this inquiry, he acknowledges the aid which he re
ceived from Dr Edmund

frequent

recurrence

these

importance
knowledge in explaining

His

Treatise,

makeutike

to which he

anatomical

the Alimentary

gives

commences

the

name

two

with the

Canal, and gives

Pharmaceutike Rationalis.

to

His

inquiries
anatomi

the action of remedies.

Rationalis, consists of

In the first he

*

and D. Master.

which he attached

shows the
cal

to

King

an

of Phar-

parts.

description

of

account of the

London, 1675, Praefatio.
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minute structure of the

(Esophagus,

the

Stomach

Intestines, the Gall Duct, the Pancreatic Duct,

and

shortly, the Mesenteric Arteries and
Veins ;* and in a subsequent section he treats of the
After de
Structure of the Arteries in general.-)scribing the structure of the Alimentary Canal, he
treats of the operations, first, of Emetics ; secondly, of
Cathartics; thirdly, of Diuretics; fourthly, of Sweating
and Diaphoretics; fifthly, of Cordials and Alexiterics;
and, lastly, of Hypnotics and Opiates. In the course
of this Treatise, Willis communicates a large amount
of valuable information on various important diseases
at that time or previously prevalent ; on Dysentery,
especially that of London in 1670 ; on Diuresis and
Diabetes ; on the Sweating Sickness ; and on certain

and,

more

affections of the Heart.
In the second
in

some

part of his Treatise, Willis explains

Lungs and Bron
Pulmonary Circula

detail the structure of the

Tubes, the course of the
tion, the agents and mechanism of Respiration.

chial

then treats

shortly

Respiration,
cating under
information

their

of the various forms of Morbid

causes

this head

on

He

a

and

large

Phthisis and its

symptoms, communi
amount of
causes

;

interesting
on Haemopty

sis, Pneumonia, Pleurisy, Empyema, Vomica, Asth
ma, and Hydrothorax ; and at the same time giving
the appropriate therapeutic indications, and the re
medies and medicinal compositions by which these
are

to

*

be fulfilled.
Pharmaceutike

t lb.,

Sectio

In

a

second section of this Part,

Rationalis,

VI., Caput II.

Sectio

I., Caput II.
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he treats of diseases of the Abdominal

Organs,

Jaundice, Askites, Tympanites, Anasarka,
remedies and medicines suited
cure

of each disorder.

In

a

to the

545
as

and the

alleviation and

third section of this

Hemorrhage, and the causes and
effects of that discharge, and also of Phlebotomy,
and of remedies required for suppressing hemor
rhages. He next considers the effects of Vesicatories and Issues ; and, lastly, he speaks shortly of
Part,

he treats of

Cancer and its

remedies,

and the remedies

required

and of Cutaneous diseases
for their removal.

Willis allows that his Treatise

on

Rational Phar-

makeutics is

incomplete, and does not come up to
the speculative idea which he had originally formed
of what was requisite to be accomplished.
In the
latter part of his performance, though he never loses
sight of the main object of Materia Medica and the
adaptation of remedies to morbid states, yet the
treatise insensibly assumes the character and appear
ance of an
essay on Special Therapeutics or Practice
of Medicine, rather than
This is mentioned not

one

on

Materia Medica.

objection to, or a cen
sure
upon the Treatise, but merely to show the diffi
culty, in a first attempt, of carrying into complete
effect the plans and conceptions first suggested by
as

an

the necessities of the case.*
*

The Second Part of Pharmakeutike Rationalis was posthu
mous.
The Imprimatur is dated 12 th November 1675. Oxford.

Being the whole works of
The Pharma
that renowned and famous physician, &c. &c.
keutike newly translated, and the whole carefully corrected and
Dr Willis's Practice of

amended.

is

by

S.

London,
Pordage.

VOL. II.

Physic

1684.

:

Folio.

Most of this translation

2

M
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conception of the Pharmakeutlke Ratio
nalis was
undoubtedly excellent, and shows how
philosophically Willis desired to treat the subjects
His object was
of Materia Medica and Pharmacy.
to establish between the physiological properties and
the morbid conditions of the human body on the one
The

hand, and the
by which they

indications, and the means
be fulfilled, on the other, a

curative
were

to

—

direct and rational connection ; to make the thera

peutic

measures

flow

as

directly

conditions, especially the

as

morbid

possible

from the

conditions,

of the

body, and the powers which it naturally pos
sesses of resisting the progress and action of morbific
agencies. It will not excite the wonder of any one
who knows the true difficulty of the task, to learn
that in this undertaking the success of the author
was
only partial. The treatise is most valuable and
human

instructive in many respects, in its anatomical in
formation, in the incidental notices of various im
—

portant diseases, in the complete description and il
lustration by cases of many other diseases, and it
with profit
may at all times be consulted and studied
by the physician. But the portion of it directly de
voted to the

subject
though better

of Materia Medica and Phar

than perhaps it would have
macy,
been had it been the work of any other person, was
by no means such as to make any decided improve
of the day. I
ment in the doctrines and

practices

difficulty, I may say the impropriety, of
speaking critically and j udging severely of the writ
ings of one, whose diligence as an observer appears
so clearly in all that he has done as Willis.
But I
confess that it appears to me extraordinary, that such
feel the
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a man

cines

should retain in his lists such

Blood,

as

Vipers,

pretended medi

the Human-

Skull, Pearls, Salt of
Earthworms, Millepeds,

Water of Snails and

and similar
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which could have

articles,

no

effect upon

It must in truth be acknowledged,
any disease.
that Willis gave his confidence where he ought to
have withheld it ; that he should have retrenched
with

a

hand

judicious,

if not

he had doubted where he

unsparing ;

believed,

and that if

he would have

rendered much service to the science and benefit to
the art.

In addition to this credulousness and

ex

cessive confidence in the powers of useless articles,
there may be observed undue confidence in the
In the selection
powers of medicines in general.
of remedies for particular diseases, we observe not
the

from

one so

of confidence

amount

perties,
possible
the

or

was

It is

without

was

agents of doubtful pro

in

properties,

to account.

same

time

which it

reasonable to expect
well versed in morbid anatomy, and an

discrimination,

multiplicity

for which it is not

In the Formulse is observed

of

ingredients

for which the

remarkable.

more

important

and

useful,

as

it is

more

easy,
than
to
imperfect success,
But
for them any explanation.

to notice the facts of this

attempt

to

suggest

probably just to observe, that the errors, de
fects, and shortcomings of the attempt of Willis
seem to belong very much to the age in which he
lived, to the prejudices inspired by education, to the
habits of thought and modes of reasoning on medical
subjects then in fashion. They show, indeed, how
difficult it is for one individual, however enlightened,
it is

to demonstrate

and eradicate all the

errors

2

m

2

which
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prevalent,

and have been

long established

in the

society. One conclusion, it ap
pears to me, manifestly results from examining the
Formulae given by Willis, and from reading his
It seems clear,
account of their occasional effects.
minds and habits of

if not many of the remedies, could have
exercised little or no effect on any disease, and that
either the diseases in question were cured by some

that

several,

effort of nature, that is by the powers of the system
itself, or that the symptoms disappeared under the
influence of the

of the

patient and the
confident belief that the remedies prescribed exerted,
and ought to exert, a certain degree of efficacy and
therapeutic agency.
imagination

remembered, also, that the attempt of
Willis was not only the first, but, according to his
statement and belief, the only one of the kind that
It must be

perceive that
no
great progress could have been expected to be
made in overthrowing long-established errors, and
establishing a system even partially new.
While Thomas Willis was engaged in reforming
the science of Pharmacology in England, an attempt
of the same nature was made by two German phy
John Zwelfer, a learned physician of
sicians.
Vienna, had published, in the year 1651, a new and
amended edition of the Augsburg Pharmakopceia,
had been made.

It is not difficult to

under the title of Pharmakopceia August ana Reformata.

This

performance,

which

was

the

result,

Zwelfer states, of the labour of sixteen years, in ex
amining, correcting, and improving the Formulas of
the

Augsburg Pharmakopceia, was a considerable
improvement upon all the previous editions. Re-
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selection of what

superfluities,

was

of what

was useless and
good, rejection
improper,
and general improvement of Formulas, were the
principal objects of Zwelfer ; and the work had the
effect of causing the medical practitioners of Ger
many to reflect, to think, and to inquire. In 1652, the
same author
published, at Vienna, a sort of Dispen

satory of his

own, which

was

still

more

marked

by original suggestions, salutary
useful changes ; and as a new
and
tions,

decidedly
abbrevia
edition of

found necessary in 1666, it may be inferred
that the work was studied, and that its instructions

this

was

were

not without effect.

Among
Daniel

those whose minds

Ludwig,#

Archiater

or

Dukedom of

held the

Chief

a

native of

Physician

Saxe-Gotha,

unsatisfactory

thus

directed, was
Weimar in Saxony,

were

to

the

Principality

who had for

some

or

time be

and inefficient state of Ma

Medica, in consequence of the luxuriance, exu
berance, and redundance, of the lists of medicines
teria

and medicinal

preparations and compounds. He
accordingly published, in 1671, first a Dissertation
chiefly on this evil, in which he maintained that the
lists of all kinds of medicines

useless,

were so

advantageously be

conducted

by means

one-twentieth of the number.

or

strongly
and in

*

Born

numerous,

that the Practice of Medicine
He

might

the

principle

at Weimar in

Marasmus Senilis;

{Mar

of

most

of one-twelfth

consequently

recommended retrenchment and

general

yet

taking

selection,
the most

1625, died in 1680, it is said of

cor

Senilis).
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easily procurable agents. It was at this time, namely
in 1671, and previously, the fashion to prepare from
various vegetable, animal, and mineral substances,
what were called Magisteria, which were supposed
essential virtues of the articles from

to contain the

which

they were prepared. Against

these

Magisteria,

therefore, the number of which was very great, Ludwig waged war as against articles useless, expensive,
and

unsuitable for the

altogether

In the

same

demnation

manner

on

he

pronounced

Elseosacchara, and

tions and

conserves.

on

In the

utility
questioned
purgative Pills, Electuaries,
or

decided

con

essential

vegetables, on
kingdom (ammonia),

the whole tribe of confec

of the

the

distilled

a

of disease.

the essential salts of

the volatile salts of the animal
on

cure

spirit, Ludwig

same

numerous

Loochs

masses

of

Linctuses,
Oils, Ointments, Plasters, and
or

Cerates ; and, lastly, of the multiplied forms in
which the Metals were then disguised, or pretended
to

be

disguised.

He afterwards enters

more

in detail

upon the consideration of the respective and actual
utility of Purgative Medicines from the Vegetable
and Mineral

kingdom ; Diaphoretics

from the

Vege

kingdom ; Diu
retics from these sources ; the medicines designated
Aperient, Incident, Detergent, Splenetic, Hepatic,
table, the Animal,

and the Mineral

Uterine, Pectoral, and maintains that, for the pur

contemplated, either the medicines were too
numerous, or they were entirely inert and inefficient,
and, in short, entirely unworthy of the characters
assigned to them. He is not more indulgent to
alleged Resolvent and Roborant Medicines ; to Ce-

poses

so
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phalic and Nervine agents ; to Hypnotics, Ano
dynes, and Epikerastics ; and, finally, to Vulnerary,
Astringent, and other external applications. Ludwig appears to have been aware, that all these deno
minations were applied without any good reason,
and that the properties and qualities which
they
were intended to
were
designate
altogether imagi
and
It
is
nary
arbitrary.
quite unnecessary to fol
low him in his discussion of this subject, and it is
not wonderful that of the Millepeds or Slaters, Earth
worms,

Toads, and similar articles,

used

diuretics and

the

as

which

were

lithontriptics, he entirely

then

denies

and pronounces all of them, in whatever
mode prepared, to be abominable, and altogether

virtues,

unworthy

of credit.

somewhat tedious.

The Dissertation is

prolix,

and

The whole substance of what he

says might have been stated in two or three pages.
The task which he undertook was not one of great

difficulty ;

and what he said

the sentiments of sensible

was

men on

the
that

expression
compound

of
of

folly, ignorance, credulity, and extravagance, the
Pharmacological Lists of the seventeenth century.
In a Second Dissertation, Ludwig treats of the ne
cessity of moderating the rates at which medicines
were sold ; and, in a Third, on the
private dispensing
of Remedies by physicians.
Of these we need say
nothing.
The Dissertation of Ludwig was highly esteemed
by the physicians of Germany. They speak of it in
strong

terms of commendation ; and to its

influence

they ascribe great amendment in the state of Ma
teria Medica and Pharmacy.
He appears to have
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person of considerable learning, sound judg
ment, and some originality in thinking. But he is
much inferior to Willis, both as a physiologist and
been

as

a

a

scientific and

Dissertations

were

The
philosophical inquirer.
several times republished; and,

in

1712, by John Conrad Michaelis of
Hanow, with a commendatory preface.*
Notwithstanding all the defects, all the imperfec
tions of the Treatise of Willis, it is scarcely possible

latterly,

doubt that his

to

method of

example, his reasonings, and his
treating the subject, must have exerted in

process of time a considerable influence upon the
state of Materia Medica. Most of his practical writ

ings

translated into

were

better known in his

own

and thus became

English,

country ;f while abroad,

the Latin

original appears to have been well known
and highly esteemed.
Their influence may be re
cognized in the Pharmacological works which ap
peared towards the end of the seventeenth century
and the beginning of the eighteenth ; less clearly in
the work of Moses Charas, a native of Languedoc,
practising Chemistry and Pharmacy at Paris, j: and
in the better known writings of Nicolas Lemery,§
*

D. Danielis Ludovici

Johannis Conradi

Omnia.

Michaelis, M.D., &c.

Opera

et

Studio

Francofurti ad Moe-

1712.

num,

f

Opera

Dr Willis's Practice of

translated,

&c. &c.

Folio.

Physic.
London,

Being

his whole Works

1684.

X Pharmacopee Royale Galenique et Chymique.
Charas, a present D. M. et Chymiste du Roi de
Bretagne.
1682.

1«™

8vo.

Edit.

1676.

Seconde

Edition.

Par

Moyse

La Grande

A

Paris,

Deux Tomes.

§ Pharmacopee Universelle, Contenant Toutes les Compo-
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than in the last work of the

versal

1698,

Dictionary

of

person, the Uni
published at Paris in

same

Drugs,*

and after his death in 1748.

his
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Lemery

had evi

life with great con
fidence in the powers of medicines and medicinal
compositions. But as judgment was matured, as

dently begun

became

experience

professional

extended, his estimate

of the in

fluence of medicines appears to have become more
moderate.
That he proceeded with great caution
in reforming, appears from the statement which he

makes, and for which he takes credit, that from the

sixty-two

articles which entered into the

tion of the

Mithridate,

composi

he retrenched twelve.

the retrenchment amounted to

fifty-five

or

fifty- six,

the claim would have been better founded.
amidst

long-continued

and

Had

But

deep-rooted prejudices,

the progress to truth and common sense is slow and
difficult.
That Lemery, nevertheless, was aware of
the vicious

time

seems

redundancy

of the Materia Medica of his

undoubted.

But the author of the bio

graphical account, in the Paris Transactions, states
as
distinctly as he can be expected to do, that Leusage dans la Medecine, tant
Par Nicolas Lemery,
en France
que par toute l'Europe, &c.
D.M. A Paris, 1698.
Traite Universelle des Drogues Simples mises en Ordre Al-

sitions de

Pharmacie, qui

sont

en

Ouvrage dependant de la Pharmacopee Univer
Lemery, D.M. Paris, 1699. 4to.
*
Dictionnaire Universel des Drogues Simples, Contenant
leurs Noms, Origine, Choix, Principes, Vertus, Etymologie, &c.
Ouvrage dependant de la Pharmacopee Universelle. Par Feu.
Troisieme Edition.
M. Lemery de l'Acad. Royale des Sciences.

phahetique.
selle.

A

Par Nicolas

Paris, 1748.
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mery

complied

spirit of

with the

the times in retain

This writer
many of these articles in his lists.
pronounces on these lists an opinion which probably

ing

not

was

peculiar

himself, and merely expressed

to

the sentiments of various well-informed

physicians.
remedies,
simple or
compound, contained in the Pharmacopoeia, or in
the Treatise on Drugs, would seem to promise im"

The immense

mortalitv,

or

mass

ceive

a

for each disease.

a

certain

cure

as

it is in

society,

at least

But it is with these

either

of

where

considerable amount of offers of

we re

service,

but

In this crowd of remedies
very few real services.
we have few real friends.
M. Lemery, who knew

them

all, trusted only

to

a

small number.

He

em

ployed chemical remedies only with the greatest cir
cumspection, though he might be naturally disposed
in their favour, and encouraged by this predisposi
tion, which takes possession of many minds. Almost
all the analyses he gave only to the curiosity of phy
sical inquirers ; and he thought that, in reference to
medicine, chemistry, by reducing compounds to their
principles, reduced them often to nothing; that a
day would come in which it would adopt a contrary
route, and instead of decomposing, it would become
compounding, that is to say, it would form new and
better remedies by combining different compounds.
Those that are most able in any profession are not
those who boast most of its powers.
They are above
this."*
The
*

Complete History

Eloge

annee

de M.

1715.

of

Drugs by Pomet, though

Lemery. Histoire

4to.

Paris, 1718.

de TAcademie des

P. 73 et p. 80.

Sciences,
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written after the

authority

lated into

in

tition,
his

Lemery,

and trans

1712, is little else than a repe
very useful, of all the matter given by

English

not

of

predecessor.*

The limits within which these notices must be

confined, allow

me

to do

of such writers

no more

than mention the

industrious

George Wolfgang Wedel,
Grimm, Andrew Cleyer, and the
compilers of the Hortus Malabaricus,

Commelyn,

John

names

as

Hermann Nicolas

Munniks,

The progress of truth
indeed slow ; sometimes

obstacles ;

sometimes

and their associates.

and

common

sense

was

impeded by considerable
entirely stationary. At no

time, perhaps, wras there absolute indolence. But
labour, thought, and experiment were often wasted
and misapplied.
Some advancement, nevertheless,
was made, and various circumstances contributed to
direct the minds of medical

practitioners in more ju
dicious paths, and to more useful subjects than pre
viously. The establishment of the Royal Society in
London, in the reign of Charles the Second,f and the
institution of the Academy of Sciences in Paris in
1666, exerted some influence, in this respect that their

meetings and
of collecting
*

A

their Transactions afforded the

means

useful information from all quarters,

Compleat History

of

Drugs,

written in French

by

M.

Pomet, Chief Druggist to the present French King ; to which
is added what is further observable on the same subject from
Done into English from the
Messrs Lemery and Tournefort.

Originals. Two Volumes 4to. London, 1712.
\ The first origin of the Royal Society was in 1645, at Ox
It received the Royal Charter on the 15th July 1662,
ford.
and began to publish Transactions in 1665.
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and upon many subjects, and recording whatever
There was, in short, great
deserved to be known.
activity and zeal ; and if knowledge was not in all

instances

actually acquired,

after various

errors

obtained

only
committed, still, inquir
making some acquisitions.
was

had been

put in the way of

ers were

and

of the powers of Cinchona had been
introduced into Europe in the year 1638; and though

The

knowledge

for many years the remedy encountered great opposi
tion, and struggled against many difficulties, yet it

acquired, towards the close of the century, a firm hold
of the opinions of physicians, and the use of the re
medy was of service in directing their minds to simple
and natural methods of treatment. The use of Tea and

Coffee, which
at first

wards

as

as

was

commenced about 1678 and

medicinal articles and

luxuries,

1679,*

and after

dietetic

drinks, may have had some effect
the use of the numerous vegetable

in

diminishing
infusions then employed as Ptisans,
diminishing the use of intoxicating

and

probably

drinks.

in

It is at

certain, that, upon these three articles,
namely, Peruvian Bark, Tea, and Coffee, an im
all events

mense

during

essays and treatises appeared
the close of the seventeenth and the first

number of

third of the
in favour of
*

in

The

1671,

use

or,

eighteenth century,
them.f Cacao and

of Coffee

was

according

some

to some, in 1669.

Tea ; of these, thirteen on
besides incidental notices in other works.

—

on

many

by Thevenot
Tea, according to

introduced into France

the author of Hortus Elthamensis ; in 1687.
f Neumann, in 1735, enumerates thirty-five

monographs,

against,

Chocolate also had

writings, mostly

surrogates for Tea
The

same

;

author
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Tobacco had friends and oppo

nents.

Among those who studied to amend and extend
the knowledge of Materia Medica at this time in
England, it might be regarded as an omission not to
mention John Ray and the Honourable Robert
Boyle.
John Ray* studied natural history, and especially
botany, with great attention and acuteness, and pos
sessing a mind of much accuracy, and a great talent
for distinction and
show the

advantages,

method of
came so

classification, he
and

lay

was

enabled to

the foundation of that

arrangement which long afterwards be

serviceable in the hands of Linnseus and his

writings and works of De Jussieu,
Persoon, Bonpland, and Decandolle, and those of
Sauvages, Sagar, Vogel, and Cullen. Ray was not
himself a physician, but he lived in close intimacy
with several of the most eminent physicians of his
time,
Sydenham, Tancred Robinson, Sir Hans
Sloane, and Sir Thomas Millington. The information
which he introduced into his writings on the medical
properties of Plants was principally derived from
friends and correspondents, whose testimony was not
entirely free from question. In his own department,
he was evidently a person of great judgment, and
spared no pains to arrive at truth. But in assigning

pupils,

and in the

—

enumerates

twenty-seven writings,

mostly monographs,

on

Coffee ; but in several of these, about eleven or twelve, Tea is
also considered, Not a few dissertations on both are evidently
omitted.
*

Born in 1628 ; died in 1705.
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the medicinal

properties

which he

does, he is often

credulous and incautious ; and that an inquirer like
Ray has done so, is a proof of the great difficulty of

avoiding

error

accuracy in inquiries of
it shows that physicians in general

and

this nature ; or
were at that time

attaining

lax, credulous,

and incautious in

receiving statements regarding the medicinal pro
perties of the agents which they employed. John
Ray was a great invalid in the latter part of his life ;
and it is painful to observe the frequent attacks of
illness upon a chronic state of imperfect
severe
health under which he laboured, and the frequent
and anxious trial of remedies, almost always useless,
by which he studied to alleviate his sufferings.
The Honourable Robert Boyle* was a person of
great zeal and mental activity ; and among the mul
tifarious subjects which occupied his attention, the
question of the efficacy of different medicines and
methods of treatment was not the least important.
Boyle was attached to what is called the Corpuscular
Philosophy, and his great purpose is to reconcile to
the principles of this doctrine the powers and opera
tions of medicines ; (1685). He was a believer in spe
cific medicines, and sought to discover what were
specifics ; an inquiry which might be useful, if in
the

course

ence

of

of that

specifics

in any other mode, the exist
was
established on irrefragable

or

grounds. On the other hand, he was an advocate for
the employment of simple remedies.
It is, never
theless, a circumstance much to be regretted, in the
*

Born in

1626-7; died 1691.
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otherwise estimable character of this benevolent per
son, that he was credulous, and apt to be imposed
of the effects of remedies
upon ; that the reports
which he published are too favourable ; and that

efficacy of periapts and amulets.
writings of Boyle were published be

he believed in the

Most of the

But two of his
the years 1661 and 1690.
treatises, the object of which was to ascertain and
tween

make known the effects of
in 1685 and 1688-92

remedies,

respectively.

remark, that Locke's Essay

standing,

which

of the human

on

taught so much

mind,

were

It is

published
worthy of

the Human Under

of the natural

and the laws of

history
reasoning, was

published in 1690 ; and that the first edition of the
Principia of Newton, which gave the finest example
and

method of

investigation,

of the

true

peared
Optics

in 1687, and the second in 1726, while the
appeared in 1706. Yet the instructions of

the former

work,

just

and the

example

of the

latter,

ap

ex

scarcely any appreciable influence upon the
of
reasonings of physicians at the commencement

erted

the

eighteenth century.
Of Jean Baptiste Chomel, I need say nothing.
Cullen has given a character of his work, which it is
not necessary to

repeat.

It is

enough

to say, that

of the

of

though he has not imitated several
his predecessors, he has not in any remarkable de
or
improved the Materia Medica of
gree amended
his day.
first De
Stephen Francis Geoffroy* succeeded
*

Born

1672; died 1731.

errors
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Tournefort

Professor of Medicine and

Botany at
the Royal College of France in 1709, and afterwards,
in 1712, M. Fagon, as Professor of Chemistry. His
Lectures on Materia Medica were published in 1741,
as

after his

ten years

death, in

an

unfinished state.

history of the Mineral and
the Vegetable substances employed in the Treatment
of Diseases ; and a Supplement was afterwards pub
lished, intended to complete the work. Geoffroy was
a
person of great learning and information ; and in
These lectures contain the

work, the Natural and Commercial History of
the articles is delivered fully, and, in general, as

his

correctly

information at that time allowed.

The
Chemical accounts, also, are supposed to be the best
at that time attainable.
But it is a serious objection
as

to his

work, that, like most of his predecessors, he
admits, as medicinal agents, many substances upon
most insufficient

incautious in

grounds ; that he is credulous and
receiving the statements of previous

the virtues of many agents ; that he
often evinces little judgment in the adaptation of
authors

as

to

remedies to diseases ; and that his physiological and
pathological comments and explanations, where they

trifling, fanciful, and hypothetical. Se
veral statements regarding the virtues of Plants he
takes from Ray and his English authorities ; and
several of these are silly enough. But his easy and
slavish adoption of the statements of Simon Pauli, a
writer void of judgment and penetration, is an in
stance of the
difficulty which ordinary minds expe
rience in exerting any independent
power of thought
and reasoning.
occur,

are
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I should

place

mention the labours of

Caspar Neumann, a native of
Zullichau, and afterwards Professor of Chemistry at
Berlin. He receives no place in the History by Cullen,
I presume, because his researches were believed to be
devoted to Chemistry rather than to Materia Medica.

This must be admitted ; but it must also be observed,
that Caspar Neumann was an assiduous inquirer into
the chemical

properties of many

articles

employed as
medicines. He communicated papers to the Royal
Society of London, to the Acta Physico-Medica of
Vienna, and to the Miscellanea of Berlin, and he
published various separate tracts and writings on
several substances in more or less general use, either
as

medicines

Camphor,

on

or

dietetic articles.

Thus he wrote

on

Alkalis, on Ambergris,
Amber, Opium, Castor ;

on

the Fixed

the Oil of Ants ;

on

Saltpetre, Sulphur, Antimony,
Coffee, Beer, and Wine ; on
Tartar, Sal- Ammoniac, and
*

lich

Lectiones Publicse
vom

common

on

Tea,

Cream of

Salt,

the Ant.*

Vier

subjectis Chemicis,

nehm-

Salpeter, Schwefel, Spiess-Glas und Eisen.

Von D.

Chemise Pract. Prof. P.

Berlin,

Caspar Neumann,
1732.

von

and Iron ;

on

u.

s.

w.

4to.

Lectiones Publicse

von

Vier

subjectis Dieteticis,

nehmlich

Viererley Getrancken, vom Thee, Caffee, Bier, und
Caspar Neumann, Konigl.-Preussischen HoffEath und Profess. Publ. Chemise Pract.
Leipzig, 1735. 4to.
Lectiones Publicse von Vier subjectis Pharmaceutico-Che-

von

dem

Wein.

Von D.

micis, nehmlich
der Ameise;

Gemeinem Salze, Weinstein, Salmiac und
Von D. Caspar Neumann,
Emmet or Ant).

vom

(the
Konigl-Preussischen
Practical.
Leipzig,
VOL. II.

Ffoff-Rath und Professor Publ. Chemise
1737.

4 to.

2

N
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In

writing

expected

many

so

on

subjects,

it

was

not to be

that the information was, in all instances,
the state of Chemistry, to be correct and

considering
free from

But the researches- which Neu

errors.

undertook, and the results which he occasion
not inconsiderable in
ally obtained, had an effect

mann

directing

the attention of

constitution and the
stances which

physicians

physiological

to the chemical

effects of the sub

His observations

they employed.

on

allowed to contain much useful
his
information, which at that time was also new ; and
of the Proportion
Analysis and Analytical Statement
Beer and Wine

are

of Alkohol in different

species

of

Wine,

have been

to be quoted in com
thought sufficiently near the truth
Brande, Prout,
parison with the modern researches by
an abridged
and Julia-Fontenelle. Of his writings,
Dr William
translation was published in 1759 by

whole into more metho
Lewis, who also reduced the
and
dical order, and added, from his own information,
that of his

contemporaries,

much that tended

to

im

render it useful to the physician*
prove the work, and
of che
Neumann probably overrated the utility
and
in elucidating the
mical

physiological

analysis
therapeutic effects

of medicines, and the
Such at least
effects of dietetic articles.

opinion of Cullen
in general; and
:

*

in reference to
it must be

The Chemical Works of

hygienic
was

chemical analysis

allowed, that though

Prof,
Caspar Neumann, M.D.,
and Methodized with

Chemistry at Berlin. Abridged
Additions, containing the later Discoveries
made in
Chemistry and the Arts depending

liam

Lewis, M.B.,

the

and F.R.S..

and

large

Improvements

thereon.

London, 1759.

of

4to.

By Wil
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chemical

analysis

was

at that time in

very rude
serviceable

a

condition, and little capable of furnishing
results ; yet, even with the most accurate chemical
knowledge of the present day, it is quite impossible
ideas

these

to form

just

recourse

to accurate observation and

must at the
correct

same

on

time be

knowledge

points

admitted,

possible

as

without

having
experience. It

that without

of the chemical

stitution both of medicines and dietetic

physiological
more

in the

If it

were

and medical

reasoner

con

articles,

must be

as

the

much

dark, than if possessing this knowledge.
to

becoming

speak

with decision

on

a

question, on which the most able men have enter
tained opposite opinions, it might be said, that, in
proportion as chemical analysis becomes more ac
curate, and furnishes more complete information on
the chemical constitution of medicines and dietetic

articles, in the
reasoner
more

to

same

perceive

fully,

rate it will enable the medical
more

clearly,

and understand

the action of medicinal

and dietetic

agents upon the animal body.
It is unfortunate, nevertheless, that the chemical
and medical

knowledge of Neumann did not save
him from placing confidence in various useless and
antiquated articles ; * errors for which he is justly
censured by Dr Lewis.
—

One of the great evils of Materia Medica and

Pharmacology during
century,
*

was

the state of the

Oil and

eighteenth
Pharmacopoeias pub-

medicines, Powder of Human Skull,
Acid of Ants, and similar articles.

He recommends

Millipeds,

the first half of the

as

2 n2
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lished

of the

by authority

Colleges and Medical In
corporations ; and as these productions were in some
sense
exponents of the collective judgment and Phar
macological knowledge of the profession, and were
understood to be guides to the great body of medical
and

practitioners
advert

shortly

dispensers,

to the

it

necessary to
characters of the two
seems

general
Pharmacopoeias published by the London and Edin
burgh Colleges.
On the 2d of September 1720, the sanction of the
Royal College of Physicians of London was given to
the publication of a new edition of the Pharmaco
poeia, which appears to have been the sixth.*
But though this appeared under the presidency of
Sir Hans Sloane, and while Mead and Freind were
among the censors of the College, the work retains
all the

faults, imperfections,

and

errors

Little, almost nothing, is effected

superfluities
cines

or

retrenching

either in medi

and

in

in

of the time.

restoring simplicity
medical compositions. Many

useless

allowed to stand ; and
the luxuriance and multiplicity of composition, so
dear to the old receipt books, is seen in unabated

articles and formularies

vigour.

The noted

are

standing compositions

of the

Theriaca and Mithridate, with the confection of Damocrates, occupy their wonted places; and along
with them is

placed

stamp, namely, the

compound of
Confectio Raleighana.
another

the
The

change of moment is, that the Electuaries are
tinguished into Alterative and Purgative ; and,
*

The Preface

presents

the date 30th

September

same

only
dis
con-

1720.
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this section appears less lengthened and
less confused than in the early editions.* It is al

sequently,

together astonishing

that the

College

could sanction

the appearance of such an amount of folly and ab
surdity, at a time when the polished wisdom of Ad

long enlightening his countrymen,
while Pope, Swift, and Arbuthnot were in existence,
and Dr James Douglas and Cheselden were teaching
Anatomy. But Arbuthnot, though a physician, seems
not to have taken very profound views, at least in Pa
thology, whatever was his strength as a wit and ele

dison had been

gant writer.

Nearly the half of the eighteenth century had
elapsed before the College began to think that the
Pharmacopoeia contained many things which ought
to

be

ought

discarded,

and

was

to be introduced.

had been

appointed, and,

presented

an

destitute of several which
A Committee of Revision

in the year 1742, they
interim Report on the actual state of

the

Pharmacopoeia, with a draft containing sundry
proposed changes to be introduced in publishing a
new
Pharmacopoeia. This Report is the first ex
ample of sound thinking, and just views applied to
The re
the business of preparing a Formulary.
porters admit the superfluity of Formula?, the com
plication in their construction, the great numbers of
useless simples and medicines encumbering the lists,
the improper and unscientific preparation of some
medicines,

the

dangerous

character of

some

of the

Pharmacopoeia Collegii Regalis Medicorum Londinensis.
Londini, MDCCXXI. Folio. Pp.154. Et 1724, 12mo. Pp.
*

176.
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antimonials, the fatal effects resulting from the irre
gular preparation and dispensation of Cherry Laurel
Water, the luxuriant and redundant composition of
the syrups and electuaries, the uselessness of many
of the ointments and plasters, and various errors in
nomenclature

well

irregularity in the denomi
nations of weights and measures.
They allow, that
the
of
though
writings
physicians had become more
rational and philosophical, yet all the Pharmaco
poeias in Europe, either from inattention or too great
reverence for
preceding times, still remained encum
bered with operose and incoherent compositions.
Even the new forms, they remark, which have from
as

as

introduced, often prove to be
old directions
rather innovations than amendments,
time to time been

—

under

aspects,

new

or

they

have

usually

been the

private individuals, and transcribed into
public Pharmacopoeias from the original receipts,
without the requisite examination, before they should
invention of

have received

so

solemn and authoritative

recogni

tion.
In

1745, the

report, which

same

was

committee

Much

was

tion, in retrenching
what

was

redundant.

ened and amended.

Linctuses

was

another

to be final ; and upon their

commendation the New
structed.

presented

Pharmakopceia

was

re

con

done in the way of simplifica
superfluities, and lopping off

All the Formulas

were

short

The whole class of Loochs

discarded.

Matthew's Pills,*

a

or

sort

of
Consisting of Castor, Saffron, Opium, Soap, and Balsam
Copaiba. They were originally composed by a quack named
Star key.
*
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patent sedative medicine, were ejected. The Emplastrum Sticticum, or German Stick-plaster, not
of

sticking plaster,
was

but wound

also dismissed.

in like manner,

Many

were

plaster,

pain plaster,
plasters,

or

ointments and

discarded.

Several unnecessary and not very judicious articles,
nevertheless, are retained. Besides the Mithridates
and

Theriacs, which appeared

have gotten an
immoveable hold of the Pharmacopoeias, there were

Wine and

Viper
Amber

Viper Broth,

Lozenges,

and Brick

to

Pulvis

Bezoardicus,

Oil, prepared by

im

mersing heated bricks in oil, then breaking the bricks
in pieces, and distilling the fragments in a retort.
The Confectio Raleighana, simplified and curtailed,
appears under the name of Confectio Cardiaca,* or
Cordial Confection.
Such

was

the state of

and its

Pharmacology

in 1745-1746.

in

England

metropolis
perhaps a degree worse. The Phar
makopceia of the Edinburgh College, published in
1744, which is the fourth edition of that performance,
may be regarded as a just example of all the faults
was

Scotland it

In

not better ;

aud absurdities of the old formularies.

In the pre
of medicines,

it is stated that the great variety
and the increase and progress of the art of Pharma

face,

great vicissitudes in that depart

cology,

had caused

ment.

The result of this was, that in the

Edinburgh

wanting many articles which
Pharmacopoeia
practice had introduced ; and though the book was
were

in all

points
*

more

contracted than in

Pharmacopoeia Londinensis.

previous

Londini, 1746.

edi-
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tions, yet

not

lete. The

few substances

of the

issued this

new

standard and

compounding

found
a

quite obso
view to the

public
dignity, had
corrected
and enlarged, to be
edition,
rule to all apothecaries in the
city in
and its

own

medicines.

The Materia Medica List

they

were

College, accordingly, having

advantage
a

a

denominate

riant and

Catalogue, which
sufficiently ample, is not only luxu
or

redundant, but contains many articles use
altogether absurd. Of the long and tedious
list of plants, I shall
say nothing. But a few of the
articles from the Animal Kingdom
may be properly
less and

noticed.

Here

we

find the fat of the

Goose, Duck,

and Man ; Cobweb ; the Toad, entire ; the
of the Frog ; Ants entire, and Ant
Human Skull and

Mummy

;

Spawn
Eggs ; the
Snails, Earthworms,

Slaters ; Pearls and Mother of Pearl,
Millepeds
Canis Stercus ; the Scorpion and Viper. The list
of minerals is not less luxuriant and foolish.
or

In the

Formulary, we find Tinctura Salutifera
formed from nine plants ; the Tinctura ad Stomachicos from nine plants and one metal ; and
Vinum Millepedatum, formed by pouring one pint
of Rhenish wine upon two
insects still living.
The
were

ounces

Electuaries, however,

the

great

resorts of

of these loathsome

and the

complication

Confections,
and multi

plicity, of folly and extravagance in the old Pharma
copoeias; and here the Edinburgh one is not behind
its contemporaries. Here stands the Mithridate, or
Confection of Damocrates, consisting of forty-seven
ingredients, with a proportion of Canary Wine ; and
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the Theriac of

ingredients
not

Andromachus, consisting

with

Canary

Wine.

But

as

of

569

sixty-four
College

if the

satisfied that these two

compounds would
answer the views of all
prescribers, they give one of
their own, consisting of ten ingredients with Canary
Wine, and Camphor to be added according to cir
were

The

cumstances.

by

the London
Two of the

same

thing

College.
Lozenge tribe,

had been done before

the Trochisci

Cypheos

pro Mithridatio, and the Trochisci pro Theriaca An-.
dromachi, are only a little less luxuriant, not less
foolish.
the

Emplastrum Defensivum, consists of
about ten or eleven vegetable articles, three mineral
substances, with hog's lard, yellow wax, white resin,
olibanum, and Venice turpentine.
I shall merely remark, that among the list of the
Fellows of the College at this time, we see the names

Lastly,

Rutherford, Professor of Practice of Medi
cine ; Charles Alston, Professor of Botany ; Andrew
Plummer, Professor of Chemistry ; Sir John Pringle,
of John

and Robert

Whytt,

afterwards Professor of the In

stitutes of Medicine.
It

seems

impossible

to doubt that

some

of the fel

perhaps various members sub
sequently added to the College, must have become
aware of the unbecoming appearance and unscientific
character of this fourth edition. The composition and
character of its prescriptions and formulae were cer
tainly little in accordance with the improving and
simplifying tendency of rational physicians. Sir
John Pringle had by this time set an example of
lows

now

named,

and
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in

simplicity
imitated.

which

Huxham, with

I have

given few or
as
Hippocrates

was

not less

his sentiments in the

expressed
"

prescription,

no

appreciated and
judgment, had*

following

Formulas

terms

or

:

—

Prescrip

tions ; for
says, he that knows the
disease, knows what is proper to cure it. When a
physician knows whether Stimulants or Anodynes,

Relaxants

sants,

are

or

Restringents,

indicated, he

can

Attenuants
be at

no

or

Incras-

great loss how

himself of proper drugs out of the vast Ma
teria Medica which we at present abound with. He

to serve

should select
of each

few of the most effectual for his Use

Sort, and stick

immense
so

a

doing,

Farrago
he will

to

which
be

soon

them, and
some

are

not
so

run

into that

fond of.

By

with their real

acquainted
readily distinguish

between
Effects,
the symptoms of the disease and those caused by the
medicines, which is a thing many times of no small
importance. I have really seen in private practice,
and some public writings, such a jumble of Things
and

Virtues and

together in one Prescription, that it would
have puzzled Apollo himself to know what it was
designed for; not but that there are frequently
such Complications, and Contraindications too, some
times in diseases, as makes some degree of Combina
tion and Contrast in a medicine necessary."
The concluding advice, after recommending great
care and exactness in regulating diet and regimen,
As for those who
deserves particular attention.
will neither read nor reason, but practise by Rote and
thrown

—

"

*

In 1747.
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prescribe

at

Venture,

a

I must

seriously

571

advise them

at least to

peruse the Sixth Commandment."*
Whether the Fellows of the Royal College applied
themselves this advice of

to

have

we

with

means

no

certainty

had made

even

be said

of their

associates,

All that

determining.

can

is, that individual physicians

greater advances in the simplification and
of the Materia Medica and its

improvement
applications,
or

of

one

than the

of

Royal College

London had done.

It

was

practical
Edinburgh

therefore abso

lutely necessary for the College to make an effort to
bring their Formulary up to the level of the know
ledge and practice of the day ; and, accordingly, in
the course of nine years after the publication of the
fourth edition, namely, in May 1753, they began to
prepare another edition, which appeared in 1756.
In the preface, it is said, that though few new com
positions are added, yet several are amended, and
some which the
superstition or credulous facility
of their ancestors had introduced, were finally ba
nished.
the list

improvement is indeed considerable, though
of Vegetable Simples is still luxuriant ; and

though

among the Animal substances

The

we

find Cob

web, Snails, Earthworms, Millepeds, and Viper,
there is no place for Human Skull, Mummy, Goose
and Duck Fat, the Scorpion, or Excrement of the

Dog.
In the
*

An

Formulary,

Essay

on

Huxham, M.D.,

Edinburgh,

&c.

the

Damocratis and

The Third Edition.

By John
Physicians at
Royal College
(1757. Preface, p. xiv).

Fevers, &c.

Fellow of the

London

Confectio

of
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the Theriaca Andromachi

are

The Em-

banished.

plastrum Defensivum is reduced to six ingredients.
Among the list of members at this time are seen,
besides the names formerly mentioned, those of
William Cullen, Francis Home, and Alexander
Monro.
Robert Whytt was at this time in the
University.
The Edinburgh College, indeed, by the publica
tion of this edition, had taken a step in advance of
the London College.
They had rejected the Con
fection and the Theriac, which the London College
had not yet done. They had also throughout studied
greater simplicity in composition than the London
College had done. In short, the Fifth Edition of
1756 was the first respectable Pharmacopoeia which
had yet been offered to the profession.
The College advanced steadily in the path on
which they had entered. Much superfluous, redun
had been cleared away.
But much still remained ; and it was manifest that
a clear and intelligent head, a mind unfettered by

dant, and unprofitable

guided by decision
knowledge, were requisite,

prejudice,
well

as

plete

matter

and

such reforms

as

and firmness
in order

to

as

com

the state of medical science in

general, and the interests of the public required.
These qualifications were happily united in Dr Cul
len, who, it has been already stated in

a

former part

of this volume ,* had bestowed upon the composition
and arrangement of the proposed new Pharmacopoeia,
for

some

years

previously,
*

a

Page 81, 82,

great deal of pains.
&c.
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work, as is also there stated, appeared in July
1774,* during the period that Dr Cullen held the
office of President.
Of this edition, which was the
sixth, and the changes by which it is distinguished
The

from all its

predecessors

and

contemporaries, a notice
sufficiently detailed has been given in the same place,
to render it unnecessary here to recur to the
subject.
It may be merely remarked, that not only is the long
and multifarious list of the Materia Medica greatly
curtailed by the ejection of many useless articles,
especially from the Vegetable Kingdom ; but all the
offensive and absurd articles of the Animal King
dom, with the single exception of Millepeds, are dis
carded.
Snails, Earthworms, and Viper, are no
longer seen.
A most beneficial service it undoubtedly was to
abridge the Catalogue of the Materia Medica; for
by retrenching not a few useless and superfluous
articles, and selecting only those which experience
had shown to be most suitable for the purposes of
the physician, the whole was rendered more efficient.

The
sort

in

Pharmacopoeia of 1774, was in this respect a
of product of the Lectures delivered by Cullen
precursor of the more finished
forthwith to consider.

1761, while it was

work which

we are

a

To any one who takes a view, at once compre
hensive and just, of the influence of the various cir
cumstances above

noticed, it will

not be difficult to

perceive, that the experimental researches and rea
sonings of Haller, and the profound and acute re*

19th of

July

is the date of Preface.
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flections of Robert

Whytt, were of great, perhaps
incalculable service, in leading physicians to think
more
justly than previously, both upon the powers of
the system in resisting and contending against disease,
and

on

the mode in which remedial

agents of every
On remedies for diseases, and medi

kind

operated.
cines, Haller thought

little ; Whytt not a great deal.
But the researches of the former on the Circulation,
and

Irritability of the various organs, and the
observations and reasonings of the latter on the de
ranged conditions of the Nervous System, and the
on

the

influence of that system on the induction, the main
tenance, and the removal of disease, were calculated
to open

new

the animal

and

body,

views of the powers of
and to lead physicians to consider
more

just

by
they could avail themselves of the
operation of these powers in the cure of diseases.
That they actually did so with a certain proportion
of the profession seems certain.
what

means

It may be not unseasonable to add, that the Se
venth Edition of the Edinburgh Pharmakopceia, with
further emendations and corrections upon the sixth,
was
published in 1782-1783. The London College,
after their great effort in 1744, had remained
silent and inactive, now began to prepare a New
Edition. This appeared in 1787 ; and presented un

which,

equivocal proofs of having adopted all the improve
ments of the Edinburgh Formulary.
From this unavoidable digression on the state of
the British Pharmacopoeias of the eighteenth cen
tury, I

return to the works

mediately previous

to

on

Materia Medica im

the time of Dr Cullen.

It is
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unnecessary,

however,

to

advert to the

numerous

published in the German States, in the
Netherlands, in Italy, and in France. Some, and
only a select few of these, have been noticed by Cul
Nor is it requisite
len in his preliminary sketch.
Treatises

say much of the works of M. Lieutaud and M.
Venel, after the character of these performances
to

given by Cullen. The Treatise of M. Lieutaud,
which appeared at Paris in 1781,* is, notwith
standing the high reputation of the author, in
almost all respects far below the level of the Patho
logical knowledge even of that time ; and if it con
tain

some

few

pieces

neous, it abounds

on

of information not

the other hand in

wholly

erro

useless,

ob

solete, and almost childish matter. The concluding
part of the work, on Aliments, is little more than a
series of idle truisms, without any of those general
views upon Dietetics, and the characters of ali
mentary articles, which it might have been justly

expected

to contain.

The work of M. Venel has the
more

practical

English

of

being

and less encumbered with irrelevant

matter than the Treatise of M.

Two

advantage

Lieutaud.-J-

only are here entitled to be
Experimental History of the Ma

works

mentioned; The
teria Medica, by

Dr William

Lewis,

and the Lec

tures of Dr Charles Alston.
*

Precis de la Matiere Medicale.

Paris, 1781. Deux Tomes

8vo.

f

Precis de la Matiere Medicale Par M. Venel.

de Notes, &c.

1787.

Par M. Carrere.

Augmente
Paris,

Deux Tomes 8vo.
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Dr

Lewis,

it has been

introduced to

already said, had, in 1759,
English reader the Chemical

the

Works of

Caspar Neumann ; and as these contained
a considerable
proportion of Pharmakological in
formation, with occasional medical remarks, he had
an
opportunity of exercising his judgment in the
duty of selection, recension, adaptation, and general
amendment and correction.

Lewis

tion,
1768,

in

produced

1761,

and of which

with corrections and
was

The work which Dr
a

second edi

additions, appeared

in

respects the best that had appeared

in all

Though arranged in alphabetical
up to that date.
order for facility of consultation, it contained, in a
clear, succinct, and precise form, all the requisite

trust-worthy information on the natural
chemical history of medicines, the most eligible

and most
and

preparing them, and the medical uses to
Dr Lewis gives no list or
which they are applied.
Catalogue of Materia Medica, so that it is not easy
He
to say whether he abridged the lists or not.
modes of

however, cautious and reserved, both in ad
mitting articles as medicines, and in assigning effects

was,

either

physiological

work contains
tidious

whole,

we

therapeutic

;

and

few substances which

a

inquirer

or

would have

rejected

meet with few articles

;

though
a

more

yet,

calculated

on

to

the
fas
the

excite

distrust and awaken ridicule ; and when these are
mentioned, they are subjected to criticism and censure.
and
The Preface to this work is written in a sensible
author had
philosophical spirit, and shows that the
of the nature and objects of
formed

just conceptions

a

useful Treatise

on

Materia Medica ; and

through-
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out

the whole

work,
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Dr Lewis appears to have la

diligently and judiciously to improve, amend,
and utilize this department of Medicine.
The Experimental History was, after the death of
Dr Lewis, published* by Dr Aikin of Warrington,
with additions and corrections, and in that shape it
received the commendatory testimony of Dr Cullen.
The Lectures on Materia Medica by Dr Charles
Alston were published in the year 1770, about nine
years after the death of the author, by his successor
Of this
in the Chair of Botany, Dr John Hope.
Treatise, it is remarked by Dr Cullen, that it must
be supposed to have been composed long before its
publication." Cullen was evidently desirous to speak
tenderly of the character and labours of an indus
trious teacher, who had been his colleague in the
University. Not only are the Lectures open to the
objection now stated, and which acquired increased
force after the lapse of nine years ; but it is further
manifest, that for many years previous to his de
cease, Dr Alston had done nothing to carry forward
the knowledge of Materia Medica to the time at
boured

"

which he lived and lectured.
It must be allowed that the work is

evinces

learning
guide
authors
taught. The natural
preceding
mercial history of the articles is given
a

elaborate,

knowledge, and may be read as
to show what Geoffroy and various

and

historical

and
in

com

general

with correctness, and as much chemical informa
tion is communicated as could be expected from the

times.

But in all the essential elements of
*

VOL. II.

In 1783 and in 1789.

2

O

a

useful
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work

Materia

on

Medica, in Physiological and Pa

thological knowledge, in just Therapeutic principles,
in sound judgment, and caution in forming an esti
mate of the
efficacy of remedies, there is an amount
of deficiency which it is mortifying to behold.
Dr
Alston had formed very enlarged, if not exaggerated
and extravagant, notions of the importance of Ma
teria Medica, and the time and attention required to
study it properly ; and like all persons of this class,
he seems to have thought that in the treatment of
diseases all was to be effected by Medicines, and
nothing by Diet, by suitable exercise, or the powers
of the System; and that every statement reported
of Medicines and their effects was to be implicitly
believed.
In this spirit he has collected a large
information from various

amount of

sources

; in

some

The work is prolix
very judiciously.
and tedious ; and had it been reduced to one-half, or
even to one-third it would have been more useful, and

instances

left the
It

reputation

serve as a
a

of the author in

at all events

was

ing

not

guide

better

clear, that the work

to the

serviceable

a

medical

knowledge

position.

was

unfit to

practitioner in acquir

of Materia Medica*

It may be proper to remark, that Dr Alston was Professor
of Botany, and taught Materia Medica only as a branch of
botanical know
Botany. Without any intention to undervalue
association of
ledge in general, it may be observed, that the
the
not
is
on Materia Medica with
plan which
*

Botany

lectures

is calculated to render them most

profitable

to the

student of

medicine.
The

knowledge

portant it
medicines

of

Botany and Natural History, however

and
may be in reference to procuring
the substances from which they are

or

im

distinguishing
obtained,

can
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The evils to which attention has been hitherto

directed, were in general the consequences of indo
lence, ignorance, undue and thoughtless veneration

antiquity and previous authority,
stances of superstition and love of the
for

But

soon

century

in

some

in

marvellous.

after the commencement of the

a new source

of

and

fallacy

eighteenth
perversion came

and the influence of this

into

operation ;
possible, more powerful,

was,

if

and less

easily counteracted,
assumed,
actually bore the aspect of
scientific inquiry and experimental investigation.
Near the close of the seventeenth century, namely,
in 1679, John James Wepfer, a zealous and wellinformed Swiss physician,* published the results of
an
Experimental Inquiry into the Poisonous Effects
of the Water Hemlock [Cicuta Virosa) ; and, as il
and

because it

lustrative of these, of the effects of ConiumMaculatum,

Aconite, Cocculus Indicus,

Nux

Fritillaria

Vomica, Hellebore,
Dulcamara,

Solanum

Jalap,
Imperialis,
Atropa Belladonna, Henbane (Hyoscyamus),
Almonds, and, in a cursory manner,
Antimony, Arsenic, and Mercury.
this

inquiry

seem

not to have

of the effects of
The results of

attracted much atten

tion till the year 1715 ; but after this time
avail but little in
human

explaining

Bitter

they

be-

the action of remedies upon the

body.
therapeutic method,

founded upon the study of the na
ture and effects of disease and the action of remedies, can alone
The

form

a

sure

foundation for sound

practical knowledge

department.
*
Wepfer was a native of Schaffhausen, Archiater
cipal Physician to the Town of Wurtemberg. Born
died in 1695.

2

O

2

in this

or

in

Prin

1625,
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fully known in France, Germany, and
the Low Countries ; and
they naturally created, and
increased where it already existed, the taste for
came

more

ascertaining experimentally the effects of various
articles employed as medicines, but which were known
to possess
poisonous properties. In another mode, the
researches of Wepfer were useful.
The number of
animals which were destroyed in his
experiments
was considerable
and
he
not
;
only gives correct ac
counts of the anatomical structure of these
some

of

which,

as

the

eagle

previously examined ; but
portant physiological facts
his observation in the

During

and

wolf, had

animals,
not

been

he records various im

which had fallen under

course

of these

experiments.*

the close of the seventeenth

century and

the first half of the

eighteenth, Ipecacuanha became
an
object of great interest, and was the subject of
many observations.
During the same time, and
somewhat previously, Arnica montana, or Leopard's
Bane, attracted the attention of various physicians
in Germany, and continued to hold its position as an
agent much used in certain affections of the loco-

motive organs till far on in the eighteenth century.
Valerian was esteemed by not a few as a serviceable

remedy
*
non

et

in certain affections of the Nervous

System.

Wepferi Historia Cicutse Aquaticae ; Qua
hujus Venenata Structura Naturalis, Vires,

Johannis Jacobi
solum Plantse

Operationes

deleteriee in Hominibus

ac

Brutis accurate des-

cribuntur, sciteque explicantur ; sed et aliorum plurimorum Venenorum Qualitates funesta;
deteguntur. Curante Theodoro
Lugduni.
Cum figuris aeneis.
Zuingero Archiatro Basil.
1733.
Batav.,
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Lastly, Seneka, or Rattlesnake Root {Polygala Se
nega), was, in 1738, strongly recommended by John
Tennent as a powerful remedy in certain forms of
low Inflammation of the Lungs.*
In 1743, appeared a new candidate for popular
favour. George Berkeley, Bishop of Cloyne,-|- brought
forward the hygienic properties and therapeutic
powers of Tar-Water in many different, sometimes
opposite, morbid conditions ; and, in the course of one
or

two years,

his recommendations

were

zealously

supported by friends, and confuted and resisted by
opponents. In this instance, the rank, the learning,
and the

high

character of the author for

piety,

in

benevolence, accomplished, for a con
siderable time, that which should have been left to

tegrity,

and

by observation and experimental trial.
Notwithstanding opposition of every kind, Tar-water
was much and
extensively employed both in Eng
be effected

land and in Ireland.

In several of the Tracts writ

against the medicinal
entered probably too large

ten

*

uses
an

of Tar-Water, there

amount

of

acrimony. {

Epistle to Richard Mead, concerning the Epidemical
of Virginia, particularly on Pleurisy and Peri
Wherein is shown the surprising Efficacy of the
pneumony.
Seneca Rattle-Snake Root in Diseases owing to a Viscidity and
Coagulation of the Blood, &c, &c. To which is prefixed a Cut
of the Plant, and an Appendix annexed.
By John Tennent.
Edinburgh, 1738. 8vo. Pp. 102.
f Siris : A Chain of Philosophical Reflexions and Inquiries
concerning the Virtues of Tar-Water, &c. By the Right Rev.
Dr George Berkeley, Lord Bishop of Cloyne. A New Edition.
with Additions and Emendations. Dublin ; reprinted, London,
An

Diseases

1747.

X

8vo.

An Authentic Narrative of the Success of Tar- Water, &c.
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But it is

impossible

that character it

duced

perfectly

use were

clear

ascribed
not pro

were

it.

by

Soon

was

and that to its

was

remedy, if to
praised far be

that the

entitled,

were

yond its just merits,
effects which it

deny,

to

afterwards, namely,

in

1746, appeared the

experiments of Browne Langrish* on the Effects of
Cherry Laurel Water on various animals. From
these experiments, which were in a great degree
suggested by the facts recorded by Dr Madden, and
the experiments performed by that physician and
Dr Cromwell Mortimer, Langrish thought there was
reason to infer that the Cherry Laurel might be
beneficial in the

of diseases.

cure

The taste thus created for

new

remedies increased

advanced ; and after the
middle of the century, the activity, especially of
several German physicians, was incessant in trying
the

as

and

and

eighteenth century

recommending for the cure of various painful,
generally incurable maladies, the employment

By

Thomas

and

London, 1746.

A

for

Cure

Water.

By

A New

Prior, Esq.

T.

the

R.,

Epidemical

Edition, Complete.
Madness of

London, 1744.

M.D.

Dublin

Drinking

(Tancred

Tar-

Robinson

?)

June 1st.
or a Specimen of Partiality
Nosologia Empirica Examinata,
and False Reasoning.
By a Physician. London, 1747. Pp.

46.

the

Bishop
8vo.
Pp. 48.
nymous.
*
Physical Experiments
Remarks

a

Course of

Langrish,

on

London, 1746.

Cloyne's

two

Letters,

&c.

Ano

to which is added
upon Brutes, &c,
By Browne
with the Lauro-Cerasus.
of
London, and F.ll.S.

Experiments
_the College

of

of

Physicians,
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of remedies either

known,

or
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entirely new, or previously little
chiefly as poisons of various de

known

intensity. In this manner, hemlock was
recommended by Antony de Stoerck,* John Henry
Rahn, Locher, and John Fothergill, in Skirrhous

grees of

Tumours, Cancer, Tumours which must have been
Strumous, probably Irritable or Neuralgic ; in Caries,

Syphilis, and Mercurial diseases.
Deadly Nightshade (Atropa Belladonna), was re
commended by Miinch as a remedy against Canine
Madness,f and by others as a remedy against Skirrhus and Cancer.
Thorn-Apple [Datura Stramo
nium), was recommended as an efficient remedy in
certain forms of Cerebral Disorder by Antony de
and bad forms of

Stoerck, who became, indeed, between 1760 and
1771, the unwearied advocate of the therapeutic
Aconite, Hyoscyapowers of various active Plants;
Dictamnus
or Ane
Pulsatilla
mus, Clematis,
albus,
—

mone, Meadow

these

to

not in

Saffron. X

agents,

ment of the

was

at

assigned

others

inert, were
powerful,
confirmed by subsequent obser

some

all instances

vation ; and it
who was then

The characters

afterwards

said,

that De

the head of the Medical

Austrian

Army,

Stoerck,

Depart

often lent too easy

cre-

Antonii de Stoerck Annus Medicus, Vindob. 1760-1761.
f D. F. Miinch de Belladonna Efficaci in Rabie Canina.
Ext. Frank Delect, i. p. 248.
+ Antonii de
Stoerck, Experimenta et Observationes circa
*

Nova

sua

Medicamenta.

Vindob. 1765.

Id. De Flammula Jovis sive Clematide
no

Albo.

Id.

Erecta,

et de Dictam-

Vindob. 1769.

De Pulsatilla

Nigricante.

Vindob. 1771.
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dence to the reports of young physicians, who found
that testimonies on the medicinal properties of new
or

little known

plants

formed

a sure

means

of ob

from him offices of trust and emolument in

taining

the Austrian

Army.

Meanwhile, the work of experiment and observa
tion ceased not to

Foxglove

were

and Ferriar.
vian

The

proceed.

made known

powerful effects of
by Darwin, Withering,

The search for substitutes for Peru

Bark, when that article

led to trials with various

was

scarce

indigenous

and

and

costly,

more

ac

cessible barks ; and among these the labours of dif
ferent inquirers, in process of time, furnished the
Crack Willow, the Horse Chestnut, the Quassias,
Colombo Root, Winter's Bark, Oak Bark, and simi
lar substances. For other purposes, parts of other

strongly recommended, as
Mezereon, Rhododendron, Spigelia, and Dolichos
pruriens. Of these, however, it is unnecessary to say

plants

more

were

or

less

more.

The consequence of all this mental activity iu the
search for medicines was, that many were recom
terms as unfailing remedies
mended in the

strongest

for the

cure

of various

painful

disorders and

unma

of the
nageable maladies ; and by a large proportion
the time was partly
profession, all that was stated at
more certain, ne
or
implicitly believed. Nothing is

vertheless, that in very few,
two

instances, have the

not

more

than

representations

these articles been realized.

one or

made of

Observers and

experi

physiological
distinguish
therapeutic efficacy. Physiological effects

mentalists did not

effects and

or

between
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were

in

peutic

general sufficiently

and curative results

manifest.

But thera

indeed.

were rare

Of all

substances, during the period referred to, sub
jected to trial, Ipecacuanha and Foxglove only have
the

kept their positions as therapeutic agents. Whether
Cherry Laurel Water, now represented by Hydro
cyanic Acid, has been a useful acquisition in the
hands of the physician, I leave to others to say.
In the foregoing sketch, I have not attempted to
give a history of Materia Medica, and its progress
and vicissitudes.
The duty has been performed by
Dr Cullen with learning and judgment; and in his
preliminary Discourse readers will find a correct
and instructive view of the History of Materia Me
dica, and the principal authors by whom its study
has been cultivated.
My purpose has been in some
respects different, and has led

me

to direct atten

tion to circumstances which Dr Cullen

superfluous
course

to

notice,

did not

or

require

which the

plan

thought

it

of his Dis

him to consider.

My

en

deavour has been to present, not a complete de
lineation of the state of Materia Medica previous to
and at the time of

Cullen,

but

only

such

a

view

as

might enable readers to form their own opinions on
this Department of Medical Science between 1780
and 1785; to explain how little real benefit and
improvement had been effected, notwithstanding the
efforts of many labourers ; and to show how much was
yet required to be done, in order to place Materia

just, respectable, and serviceable position.
The facts adduced clearly show, I think, that
Materia Medica was not only in a backward state in

Medica in

a
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relation to other branches of Medical Science, but
that, notwithstanding the efforts of a number of in

dustrious and well-informed

physicians, persons who
had at once sagacity to recognise its deficiencies and
its failings, its superfluities and misapplications, and
judgment to show how these were to be rectified;
yet from various causes the Department continued
in

condition behind that of other branches of

a

me

knowledge ; exuberant and redundant where it
ought to have been retrenched, loaded with inert and
antiquated articles, and unscientific and useless com
positions, and in short the general receptacle of all
the follies, superstitions, and extravagancies of the
medical profession. There were no general principles
It seemed as if
to guide the mind of the physician.
Physiology and Pathology had been studied in vain ;
for either no application of their doctrines was made
to Therapeutics and Materia Medica, or if such ap
plication was made, it was in a manner so illogical,
infe
so inconsequent, so unreasoning, that no other
rence can be deduced, than that the moment the phy
sician turned to his Pharmacopoeia and Dispensa
tory, he forgot or disregarded scientific principles,
and was in danger of being carried away by blind

dical

empiricism.
Amidst the

state of matters here

delineated, and in

the face of the difficulties and obstacles above men
his work on
that Dr Cullen
it

tioned,

produced

was,

Materia Medica.

sidered,
remove

ply

It

comes

to what extent

the evils which

deficiencies

now

to

that work

were

long felt,

to

be

was

shortly

con

calculated

to

prevalent, to sup
eradicate prejudices, to

then
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correct

tional

fallacies,

and to

serve

as

a

scientific and

ra

medical

practitioners.
by Dr Cullen may
be regarded as consisting of Three General Divisions ;
the first commencing with the Historical Discourse,
and containing an introduction, in which are ex
plained certain primary principles, Biological and
Pathological ; the second treating of Alimentary Ar
ticles, or substances employed as food, drink, and
seasonings; and the third treating of those substances
which are employed as Medicines, either in preserv
ing health or in curing disease.
Of the Historical Introductory Discourse I have
already spoken, as giving a learned and judicious
view of the subject down to the time at which Dr

guide

to

The treatise

on

Materia Medica

Cullen wrote.
In the

the

der

Physiological Introduction which follows
History, the object of the author is to consi
and explain those general principles which re

late to the action of all sorts of

food, drink,

and

me

dicines, upon the human body ; in other words, to
consider those properties and powers of the human
body as an organic system, which are called into ac
the agency of food, drink, and medicines.
To consider those general principles, he remarks, is

tion

by

the

more

requisite,

not have bestowed

because several
on

physicians appear
them the attention to which

they are entitled ; and because, further, upon the
justness and propriety of these principles physicians
were
by no means agreed. On some of these prin
ciples, his own opinions, he allows, are peculiar ; and
independently of this, he believed it to be his duty
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explain certain new principles, the existence and
operation of which he found it requisite to admit.
to

Dr Cullen

here

refers to the doctrines which he

taught on the conditions and powers of the Nervous
System, the laws by which those powers are regula
ted,

and the influence which this

system

exerts

over

the organs and functions of the entire frame.
Assuming as either self-evident or sufficiently clear
the

principle, that
medicines and all substances act upon the living body
in a manner totally different from that in which they
act on inorganic matter or on the dead body, he pro
ceeds to explain the peculiar circumstances of the
animal body, by means of which it is thus capable of
being acted upon in a peculiar manner by other bodies
applied to it or introduced within it. These circum
stances are the possession of a Nervous System, and
the properties of Sensibility and Irritability.
This Introduction he then divides into three chap

not

to

require demonstration,

ters ; the first

the

devoted to the Action of Medicines

on

in General ; the second, On the various
of our learning the Virtues of Medicines;

Body

means

and the
tise

—

on

third,

On the most proper

plan

for

a

Trea

Materia Medica.

possession of Sensibility and
Irritability, and the first of these properties being resi
dent in all those textures to which any portion of the
From the fact of the

System is distributed, Dr Cullen makes
the general inference, that the peculiar effects of
substances in general, and of those substances in par
Nervous

ticular which
the human

are

called

Medicines, when applied

body, depend

to

upon their action upon
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its Sentient and Irritable parts ;* in other words,
that the peculiar action of medicines universally de
upon motions excited and propagated in the
"
Nervous System.
These, therefore," Dr Cullen

pends
adds,

"

the conditions of the

are

we were

engaged

to

explain.

Living Body

which

What is the nature of

the matter in which these motions take

place, or in
what manner it is inherent in the Nervous System,
But we think it may be justly
is not well known.
held as existing, and may speak of it under the ap
pellation of the Nervous Poujer. As it appears only
in the living body, and disappears entirely in the
dead state of the body, it may be otherwise properly
enough termed the Vital Principle."jr
I am rarely to enter into commentary or criticism
upon the doctrines maintained by Dr Cullen ; as the
nature of

work, and the limits wTithin which it
must be confined, admit not easily of such
disqui
But I may here remark, that while on the
sition.
one

this

hand the above statement contains

an

abridged

view of much that is

peculiar to Cullen in his rea
sonings on the action of Alimentary and Medicinal
substances, the exposition here given of the action
of these substances is

warranted

System,

by subsequent

it must be

medium

by
body.
quirers during
P. 58.

Chapter

i.

t Materia

exclusive than

researches.

admitted,

can

be

The Nervous

is the great

general

of which all agents act upon the
But the experiments of various en

means

animal

*

more

the last

forty

years, have

Treatise of the Materia Medica.

Introduction.

4to.

thirty

Edin. 1789.

Medica,

pp.

58, 59.

or
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led

Physiologists to modify in some degree their
opinions both regarding the primary and the ulti
mate operations of
medicines, of alimentary articles,
and of

The researches of

poisons.

inquirers, indeed,
nel of

in

attention to the chan

directing

introduction,
Physiology

of these

some

have tended to

trines of

These researches
for the action of
sons, is the

as

to

the

modify the doc
subsequent action.

show, that a very general channel
food, medicines, cordials, and poi

absorbing faculty

of the

venous

system

;

and it is to be

operation

remembered, that this absorbing
proceeds not only in the interior of the

stomach and

a

but also upon the
the surface of the

and upon
and wherever there is a surface

cutaneous

lungs,

alimentary canal,

surface,

exposed by

wound.

Further, it must be remarked that the phenomena
which, between 1826 and 1828, M. Dutrochet de
scribed under the

names

of Endosmosis

and Exos-

mosis, and the researches of Graham and others

on

tendency to mutual diffusion among gases, have
placed all the inquiries relating to this subject in
positions very different from those in which they
This subject, in
stood in the time of Dr Cullen.
deed, has suggested so many new questions, that
the

their most brief examination would lead
sions much too

lengthened

these pages.
In his concluding

for any

paragraph,

to

special

Dr Cullen

discus

notice in

makes,

re

garding the identity of the Nervous Power and the
Vital Principle, a statement, the validity of which
has been often called in question, and which would
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assuredly be, if not opposed, at least not received by
It would
of the present day.
many of the Biologists
be quite out of place here to enter upon the ques
tion of the existence

nature of what is the Vital

or

have been written,
upon which volumes
and much controversy has taken place, very unproindeed. Nor is this necessary ; as the ques

Principle,
fitably

tion of the existence of

of

a

Vital

explaining phenomena

ing of the
pellier.*

as a means

in the animal

been considered at sufficient

Volume of this

Principle
length

in

body

has

the First

work, by Dr Thomson, when speak

doctrines

taught by

The discordance of

M. Barthez of Mont-

sentiments, indeed, evinced by

all those who have written

on

this

subject,

and the

complete absence of useful results, have led the ma
jority of physiological writers to regard the inquiry as
either unprofitable or beyond the reach of the human
faculties. I hasten, therefore, to quit the subject,
and merely observe, that though it appears to be a
mistake to identify the Nervous Power with the Vital
Principle, yet this assumption was sufficiently accu
rate for the purpose of Dr Cullen, in explaining the
action of Medicines upon the Human Body ; for it
is next to
Nervous
act ; and

certain, that without the agency

System, neither food nor Medicines can
it is quite certain, that they do not act,

unless upon bodies still
Action.
In the First
three

of the

possessed

Chapter,

of Life and Vital

which is subdivided into

Sections, Dr Cullen, with the purpose of
*

Life of Cullen, Vol. I., p. 443, &c.

ex-
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plaining what ought to be understood of Tempera
ments, gives a short view of the leading characters
of the Simple Solids, of the State and Distribution
of the

Fluids, and

the State of the Nervous Power

Sensibility and Irritability; as to Strength and
Weakness ; and then treats of particular Tempera
ments, the Sanguine, Melancholic, Choleric, and
Phlegmatic; and of Idiosyncrasies.
It cannot be necessary in this place to enter into
to

as

—

any detailed account of the mode in which Cullen
states the then known facts, and explains his views
on

these

topics

; for the

reason

that the whole of the

facts, and all the most important reasonings of the
author, have been already given in the Institutions
of Medicine, either by Cullen himself, or by Dr
Thomson in the

republication

of that Treatise in his

Edition of the Works of Dr Cullen in 1827.

much, indeed, of this Introduction

So

has been trans

ferred to that short but clear summary of the Prin
ciples of Physiology ; so complete has it thus been

rendered, that all that I conceive
that I make

is,

a

general

to

be

required

here

reference to these Out

lines.*

Introduction, Dr
Cullen considers, in four separate articles, the folIn the Second

Chapter

of the

The Works of William Cullen, M.D. &c, Edited by John
Thomson, M.D., F.R.S.L. & E. In Two Volumes. Volume
*

The passages transferred
from the Materia Medica to the Institutions of Medicine are
The reader may refer in this
all marked by the letters M. M.
instance to page 192, Chapter II., pages 197-200, p. 205, 206.
Then of Temperaments, pages 214-223.
I.

Edinburgh

and

London, 1827.
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lowing questions :
investigating the
the

use

The

use

of Chemical

Analysis

in

Virtues of different Substances ;
of Botanical Affinities in ascertaining the

Medical Virtues of Plants ;

the Sensible

qualities

indicating the presence of Medi
cinal Properties ; and on acquiring knowledge of
the Virtues of Medicines by experience.
Upon the
of Substances

as

short, but per
fectly appropriate. On the last head, which is by
far the most important, and which, in the time of
Cullen, had been assuming a position of great and
imposing influence, Dr Cullen takes a careful and
three first heads the observations

are

survey of the various mistakes and fal
lacies which beset the Inquirer in this course of inves

philosophical

tigation, and to which, indeed, may justly be ascribed
a
large proportion of the absurd and silly medicines
and medicinal compositions, with which at different
periods the therapeutic part of medicine has been
encumbered and degraded.
In the Third Chapter of the Introduction, Dr Cul
len shortly considers the most proper plan for a Trea
tise on Materia Medica ; and after referring to those
of Boerhaave, Linnseus, Bergius; the method ac
cording to sensible qualities by Cartheuser and Gleditsch ; the alphabetical method of Neumann and
Lewis ; the mixed plan of Alston and Vogel ; he
adopts that according to the Medicinal Virtues or
the Physiological and Therapeutic Properties.
In adopting this plan, he was guided by the
natural desire to administer remedies according to
general indications ; that is, according to what may
be inferred, after forming a just idea of the nature
VOL. II.

2

p
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of the disease, to be the

objects or purposes to be
kept in view by the physician with the intention of
curing it, and preventing it from producing hurtful
effects upon the organism.
"

As it

tioner

seems

ought,

indications ;
Medica is
answer

as
so

far

as

"

he

observes, that every practi
possible, to practise upon general

proper,"

it is evident that his

study

to know the several

especially
Such

of the Materia
means

that

can

plan must be the most proper for
student instruction ; and if, while medicines are

these.

a

giving a
arranged according as they answer general indications, the
particulars be likewise thrown together, as far as possible,
according to their sensible qualities and botanical affinities,
this plan will have the advantage of any other that has
been proposed for presenting together the subjects that
ought to be considered at one and the same time, and give
the best means of recollecting everything that relates to
them."

He

finally adds,

that he is

"

that

particularly willing

this Treatise of the Materia Medica should be considered
a Therapeutice or Methodus Medendi, from which
as

giving
part of the medical system

the Materia Medica cannot pro
It may indeed be alleged, that as the

perly be separated.
Therapeutice must be founded on a particular system of
Physiology and Pathology, so it must be liable to all the
but every treatise on the
virtues of medicines to
the
Materia Medica which refers

errors

general

and fallacies of these
indications must be

tions ; and

though

:

exposed

to the

same

objec

cannot presume to say that
shall be without mistakes, yet

we

plan in this respect
general plan in most of its parts being nearly the
with most other systems, we trust it shall not be

our

our

same

very
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purpose of this Treatise to
render the Metltodus Medendi, or the establishing of general
indications, more correct, and better adapted to the par

faulty

:

And

as

it is

a

principal

ticulars of the Materia Medica than it has hitherto been,
so

particular reason for our following this plan,
general is very much the same with that of Dr

it affords

which in

a

Boerhaave in his Treatise De Viribus Medicamentorum,
and such

as

has been followed

by

several late authors,

as

Spielman, Loesecke, and Lieutaud."
The

tionary

Chapter

Glossary or Dic
employed by writers on

is concluded with

of General Terms

a

Materia Medica ; a General Table of the Articles of
the Materia Medica, arranged, as nearly as possible,

according to their effects upon the Animal Body,
The
and a Catalogue of all the Articles employed.
latter may be regarded as a Synopsis of the Work
itself.

It consists of Two Parts

mentary Articles

ployed

as

; the

Second,

:

the
on

on

Ali

Substances

em

First,

Medicines.

In any Treatise on Alimentary Articles which is
intended to be of true service to the physician, it is

necessary to introduce as correct a view as possible
It becomes
of the general principles of Dietetics.

only the digestive suscepti
bilities and the nutritious properties of articles of
food, not only those qualities in the substances used,
on which
depends their suitableness to serve as nu
triment, but also those properties and actions of the
alimentary canal, by the agency of which food is
made more easily to undergo those
changes, by
means of which the
and
the
growth
vigour of the

requisite

to

consider not

2p2
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system is maintained ; in short, by
the system at large is nourished.

means

of which

Of this purpose, Dr Cullen had formed a just idea
in composing the first part of his work ; and, indeed,

he is almost the
formed ideas at

writer who at that

only
once

just

and accurate

period

on

had

this sub

ject.
The

of

all necessary ali
articles to the three heads of Acid, Sugar,

proposition

mentary
Oil, is

and

an

attempt

referring

at

which, though laudable

analysis and generalization
and ingenious, will scarcely

bear strict criticism.
Under the head of

only

those

which

are

acids,

as

Acid, Dr Cullen included not
the citric, malic, and tartaric,

found in fruits

ripening

and

ripened,

but

that acid which is the result of fermentation in vege
table bodies ; vinegar, and its modifications. Now,

though

it must be admitted that the former,

or

what

termed native

vegetable acids, are employed by
the human race, they form too small a proportion of
alimentary matters, properly so named, to be re
ceived as principal and important members of the
alimentary class. It is only at certain seasons of
the year, that they can be obtained in perfection and
abundance ; and though they are much employed in
the southern and tropical regions, it can scarcely be
said that they are necessary alimentary articles. It
is chiefly under certain circumstances of disease,
an
acidifying diet is
scurvy especially, and where
supposed to be' beneficial, that the vegetable acids
are
employed as articles not of sole, but partial nu
are

triment.

It has been further

ascertained, that

most
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conveniently used when con
joined, which, in nature, they generally are, with
potass, when it has been found that they are, after
being taken into the animal body, decomposed and
converted into carbonic acid, forming in this manner
All these vegetable acids,
carbonate of potassa.
indeed, consist of Carbon, Hydrogen, and Oxygen,
combined in such a maimer that the reducing power
of the alimentary organs is sufficient to effect their
of these acids

are

most

disunion, and consequent conversion

into carbonic

acid.

Vinegar is perhaps still less entitled to be ranked
as an
alimentary article. But this Cullen perceived ;
and he limits his character to the native vegetable
acids. Its proper position appears to be among con
diments, and, as such, to be employed both sparingly
and with caution.
Under the head of

Sugar Dr Cullen ranked not
only the sugar of Sugar-Cane, the Maple, the Palm,
and the saccharine fruits, as figs, dates, and similar
products, and the saccharine roots, as beet, carrot,
turnip, parsnip, but the Amylaceous matter of the
Cereal grains, for the reason that, upon being made
to germinate, they furnish malt.
It cannot be said
that this is an error, or even a forced generalization.
Its principal objection is, that it withdraws the mind
of the reader from the most important to the least
important alimentary property of the substance under
consideration.
can

be

justly

It is not in its pure form that sugar
regarded as alimentary, but in that

mixed and diluted state in which nature furnishes it
in

the saccharine

fruits and in the saccharine

or
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saccharo-amylaceous roots and tubers. Pure sugar
has been long known to be not endurable by the
human stomach ; and experiments have shown that
it is not only not fit to sustain life and nourish, but
that it is actually hurtful, and, if continued long, may
cause

death.

Starch, the Fecula of former chemists, Ami-

With
dine

or

Amylaceous matter,

ferent.

the

That substance forms the

is

entirely dif
largest proportion

case

of all the Cereal

with

variable

Glu-

grains employed as food, and,
proportions of Vegetable Albumen or

tine, is the great basis
It

these substances.

Amylaceous
grains, and
ceous

of the nutriment derived from

the presence of this
matter with Albumen that gives to these

is, indeed,

the flour made from

character,

to which Dr

great importance

as

them, the farina

Cullen himself attaches

nutritious elements

(p. 231),

and

which renders them fit to be converted into bread.

preferable mode of ar
rangement would have been to assign to Starch or
Amylaceous matter the principal place ; and to this
It appears,

to refer

therefore, that

Sugar

nate nutritious

and the Saccharine articles

arranging

as

subordi

principles.

It may tend to show the
of

a

Starch

as an

advantage of this method
alimentary principle, that

readily received such substances
as Gum,
Salep, Tapioca, and similar articles, which
Dr Cullen, at a subsequent part of his discussion, re
it would have thus

fers to the head of saccharine aliments.
On the other

hand, it

must not be

forgotten that

Dr

Prout, in his classification of aliments, has made his se
cond principal head the Saccharine; and, distinguish-
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orders, the crystallizable saccharine
bodies, and the uncrystallizable or organized bodies,
places sugar and vinegar under the former, and starch,

ing this

into two

and the different forms of gum, under the
latter head.
The principal advantage of this method

lignin,
is,

that it establishes

a

broad and well-marked line of

distinction between those saccharine aliments which
should be taken
and those
are

taken

only sparingly and along
from their fitness for

which,
alone, and

can

be used in

with

others,
nutriment,

greater abund

ance.

Dr

in

considering the nutritious properties
of the Cereal grains, and the flour thence produced,
admitted the existence not only of this Sacchariferous
Starch, but another ingredient, which he says is
probably an oil of that mild nature that is obtained
from many farinaceous seeds by expression," and is
therefore commonly named by the general title of
an
Expressed Oil. This leads him therefore to con
Cullen,

"

sider what he supposes to be the other
vegetable aliment.

part of the

assigns various reasons for believing that this
oleaginous or fatty matter enters into the system of
man and animals, both as forming part of the Fari
It is unnecessary,
naceous matter and separately.
however, to reproduce his reasoning, which, on the
He

whole,

must be allowed to

positions

are

he has not

be well founded.

general sufficiently manifest ; and if
assigned to the convertibility of starchy
in

aliments into fat the amount of influence to
in this

cribed

His

which,

inquiry, they are entitled, that must be as
to the imperfect state of animal chemistry at
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knowledge then possessed
of the chemical relations subsisting between Amyla
ceous and
Oleaginous alimentary substances.

that

time,

and to the little

In the observations

now

made

on

these

relations,

all, that it is incompatible with
the nature of the present work, to recognise all the
minute distinctions, which modern chemistry has
found it proper to make of the different forms, under
which Amylaceous matter appears ; for instance,
Amidin, Amylin, Dextrine, Hordein, and the various
I

remark,

once

for

Amylaceous roots and
For the purpose of Physiological reasoning
stems.
it is sufficient that the terms Starch and Amylaceous
matter be understood to comprehend all those sub
stances, which bear a general resemblance in physical
properties, and contain a sufficient proportion of that
principle which may serve as food.
Though the distinguishing properties of Gluten, as
a
peculiar principle in wheat flour, were made known
to the Academy of Bologna by Beccaria in 1728,
and published in 1745* and subsequently considered
substances obtained from

De Bononiensi Scientiarum et Artium Instituto
Tomi Secundi, Pars Prima.
demia Commentarii.
*

atque AcaBononiae

P. 122.
4to.
Beccaria did not find Gluten in bean-meal nor in barleyin other grains,
meal, and says the experiment does not succeed

1745.

except in Maize.
Some discordance is

perceptible regarding

the exact time at

which Beccaria recognised in wheat flour the existence of the
Dr Thomas Thomson
substance called Gluten.

Nitrogenous
places it in 1742 ; other authors in 1723. The Memoir con
taining the account of the experiments was communicated to
the Academy of Bologna in 1728 ; and the editor of the Com-
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Dr Cullen

by Kieselmayer,

not very

willing to
concede to it that influence as a nutritious principle
which has since been admitted.
The discovery of
Beccaria," he remarks, can amount to this only,
that besides the parts which he has assigned, there
may be in certain vegetables a substance that makes
part of the aliment which they afford ; and justly,
indeed, as this newly discovered matter in its nature
approaches more nearly to the nature of animal sub
stance, than any other part of vegetable matter we
seems

u

"

know of.

But with all

invalidates

this,

we

cannot find

that this

opinion of the chief part of
the aliment afforded by vegetables being afforded by
Acid, Sugar, and Oil, to be compounded by the
powers of the animal economy."*
It is somewhat singular that Dr Cullen did not
perceive that, whether the fact of the discovery of
Gluten as a peculiar principle did or did not invali
date his opinion, the admission of the existence of
this substance in wheat flour, and even in smaller pro
portions in other grains and seeds, approaching, as
he admits, more nearly to the nature of animal sub

discovery

our

stance, would have rendered much

explanation

easy the

of the nutritious

substances, and rendered
with which

more

they

are

properties of vegetable
more
intelligible the facility

assimilated and transformed into

the substance of animal bodies.

Since the

period

at

which Cullen wrote, the researches of Taddei on
Gluten, and the experiments of Prout, Boussingault,
mentaries

published

an

abstract of this in

1745,

in the second

volume of the Commentaries.
*

Materia Medica.

Volume I.

Part I.

Chapter I.,

p. 296.
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and other

chemists, by directing

albuminous character of this

portion

attention to the

and the pro
in which it is found in different
grains and

principle,

seeds, in short, to its wide diffusion in vegetable pro
ducts, particularly in the Cereal Grains and Legumi
nous seeds,
have enabled physiologists to understand
—

—

clearly by what means vegetables nourish and
sustain the strength of animals, supply materials for
chyle and blood, and, indeed, by what means they
maintain the vigour and repair the waste of the
fibrinous textures.
When it is known that good
wheat contains about fourteen per cent, of this prin
ciple, the inferior sorts at least seven, and the medium
qualities about ten or twelve per cent., and that
more

Gluten itself contains rather
cent,

of Azote

or

than fourteen per
at least one-eighth

more

Nitrogen,

or

part,* it cannot be difficult to understand the great
utility of this principle as a means of sustaining the
strength and vigour of the animal body. The great
importance of the presence of this principle is ac
cordingly admitted by all the most trustworthy
by Prout, Thomson, Turner,
Liebig, Gregory, Boussingault, Dumas, and Mulder.
Candour, therefore, obliges us to admit that this is
the most feeble and defective point in the doctrines
The mistake I have not attempted to
of Dr Cullen.
evade, or even to extenuate. But it is surely just,
while we show those defects which modern chemistry
modern

authorities,

has enabled
*

us

to

—

discover,

to

add, in the

Chemistry of Organic Bodies. Vegetables.
Thomson, M.D., &c. London, 1838.

way of

By

ex-

Thomas
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planation

or

that time in

excuse, that chemical

knowledge

603
was

at

very rudimentary condition; that the
made
attempt
by Cullen was the first; and that till
the time of Prout, in 1827, a space of
a

years, it cannot be said that any
follow him in the same path.
It

was

on

one

nearly forty
attempted to

the 14th of June 1827 that Dr Prout

communicated

the

Royal Society his Memoir on
the Ultimate Composition of Simple
Alimentary
Substances ; with some Preliminary Remarks on the
Analysis of Organized Bodies in General. In this
Essay Dr Prout distinguishes the principal Alimen
tary Matters employed by Man and the Mammalia
into three great classes, namely, the Saccharine,
the

to

Oily, and the Albuminous.

Under the first

head Dr Prout

comprehends not merely the different
Sugar usually included under that term,
but all those vegetable substances, whatever be their
sensible properties, into the composition of which
Hydrogen and Oxygen enter, in the same proportions
in which they form water. As the substances thus
defined may generally be employed as aliments, and
as
they are derived from the vegetable kingdom, they
may be considered as representing vegetable ali
ments ; and in this view Dr Prout regards Saccharine
The Albu
and Vegetable aliments as synonymous.
minous aliments contain Gelatine, Albumen, Fibrin,
Casein, and Gluten, or Vegetable Albumen.*
This method of division was more practical and
forms of

*

p. 355.
Sect. I.

Philosophical Transactions, 1827,

and Renal Diseases.

Book

III.,

On Stomach
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just. But it is liable to the objections already stated
in regard to the predominant position assigned to
Sugar and its modifications. For this and other
reasons

Dr Pereira

mentary principles
1.
2.

Aqueous.
Mucilaginous

and

proposed

to the twelve

Gummy.

3. Saccharine.
4.

in 1843 to refer all ali

Amylaceous.

5. Ligneous.
6. Pectinaceous.*

following orders.

7. Acidulous.
8. Alkoholic.
9. Oily or Fatty.
10. Proteinaceous.
11. Gelatinous.
12. Salme.f

comprehensive, is
probably something too minute. But this objection
is of smaller force, than if, by being less minute, any
important article had been excluded or placed in an
It appears to be manifest that,
inferior position.
whatever arrangement be adopted, a prominent and
independent position ought to be assigned to Amy
laceous and Albuminous or Glutinous alimentary
This

classification, though

more

articles.
After

a

short

by Beccaria,
solvent
lates

juice

chiefly

passing

notice of Gluten

as

defined

Dr Cullen adverts to the effect of the
But this re
of the stomach.
or

liquor

to

its action

on

different

alimentary

which he says very little.
therefore, to examine this part of

substances,— a subject

on

It is unnecessary,
his discussion ; and I
of the

merely observe that this division
subject has been much more fully investigated,

and wyvv/M ;) Vegetable Jelly.
and Diet, &c.
Food
By Jonathan Pereira,
f A Treatise on
M.D.,F.B.S., etL.S., &c. London, 1843. Chapter II., p. 87.
*

Pectin; (cnjtftfw
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first

by

Dr William

and afterwards
the
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Stark, then by Sir Astley Cooper,*

more

extensively by

Dr Beaumont of

of the United States. t

Army

Dr Cullen then enters, in chapter second, on the
consideration of Particular Aliments, and delivers

the Medical

tions;

—

History

the first

on

of these Aliments in two Sec

those derived from the

Vegetable

Kingdom ; the second on those obtained from the
Animal Kingdom.
At the end of the chapter Dr
Cullen,
art of

in

short

a

appendix, gives

his views

on

the

Cooking.

In the two last

Cullen treats of
It is

chapters, (third and fourth;)
Drinks and Seasonings.

Dr

unnecessary to enter into any detailed
consideration of the manner in which Dr Cullen has

quite

treated the

subject

work.

To do

indeed,

the

in

of Aliments in this

part of his

proper manner, would far ex
ceed the limits within which any observations of this
kind, in the present work, ought to be confined ; and,
can

so

a

only just

be formed of the

mode in which
manner

considers the various articles

a

correct idea

in which Dr Cullen

employed as food,

is

by

It is sufficient to say, that
of the different articles is delivered in a

the work itself.

studying
the history

succinct, methodical, and perspicuous
*

Treatise

on

manner, free

the Nature and Cure of Gout and Gravel.

Charles Scudamore, M.D.

Fourth

Edition,

revised and

By
en

larged. London, 1823. See p. 632.
f Experiments and Observations on the Gastric Juice and
the Physiology of Digestion.
By William Beaumont, M.D.,
United
States
to
the
Army.
Surgeon
Reprinted from the
Plattsburgh Edition, with Notes by Andrew Combe, M.D.,
&c.

Edinburgh,

1838.
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from all the

multiplied

errors

which this division of Medicine

previous to the
prejudices in favour of,
sullied

and idle fancies with
was

encumbered and

time of Cullen.

Unfounded

against particular articles
of food, are discarded or refuted; just and rational
views, founded on observation and experiment, are
delivered; and throughout all the divisions of the
Treatise, the reader perceives sound sense and just
reasoning associated with practical information, in
presenting judicious and serviceable views on the
subject of Diet, its influence in preserving the health
of the human frame, and its power in restoring health
when impaired.
Of the characters here assigned, no part of the
Treatise is without affording unequivocal and de
But if it be necessary for this pur
cided proofs.
pose to refer to any particular portion, that which
relates to the alimentary and hygienic properties of
the Cereal grains and the Leguminous seeds, and
or

that in which Dr Cullen delivers the chemical and

history of Milk, and explains its effects as a
dietetic, hygienic, and therapeutic agent, may be
adduced as examples of the clear and short, yet in
structive elucidation of an important subject not free
In speaking of the Cereal grains,
from difficulty.
and considering their respective nutritious properties
in comparison with those of the Leguminous seeds,

medical

approach to the views afforded
by modern chemistry. Though, as already re
marked in the general observations, he had not as
Cullen makes

signed

a

close

to the combination of Gluten and Starch

influence

as

nutritious

principles

i

which

that

experience,
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as

well

for this

as

science,

has shown that

apparent oversight

they
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possess ; yet

he makes

ample com
pensation by the more extended explanation which
he gives in this part of his Treatise (p. 283); and
he in a certain degree anticipates the important dis
covery of Legumine as a nutritious element, when
he refers to the personal testimony of those who
employed the meal of the leguminous grains as an
article of food, both salutary and powerfully corro
borating. (P. 293.) In this manner, those defects
which were not easily avoided in the general History
of Aliments, are supplied and corrected when treat
ing of particular alimentary substances. I may be
here permitted to remark that, in forming a just
judgment of the merits of the scientific and medical
writings of Dr Cullen, it is indispensable not to take
isolated passages and portions, but to consider them
in connection and in mutual relation, as integrant
parts of one great and general system.
It is manifest that all articles of food ought to be
considered in two points of view ; one as means of
mere Nutrition, the other as Hygienic and Thera
peutic agents, or as means of preserving health and
restoring it when impaired. Though Dr Cullen has
nowhere expressly stated this two-fold view, it is
perfectly clear that he well understood it ; and no
where, probably, does this appear more clearly, than
in the account which he gives of the constituents of
Milk, and of its peculiar suitableness as a salutary
article of food, its powers in preserving health, and
agent for the cure of certain
His exposition of
morbid conditions of the system.

its

applicability

as an
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the

hygienic and therapeutic properties of Milk is
perfect for the time at which it was published, and
may at the present time be
and advantage.
The

most

however,

decided

and

perused

with interest

satisfactory testimony,

to the merits of

of Dr Cullen

was

this part of the Treatise
the effect which it exerted upon

succeeding writers on Diet and Regimen. It was
not immediately that these merits were
everywhere
fully recognised; but when they were once recog
nised, the clearness, the simplicity, the reasonable
ness of the observations and
instructions, gradually
and steadily secured the approbation of the most
competent judges, and the imitation of numerous
able followers.
For a long series of years subse
quently, in no work was the subject of Diet treated,
either professedly or incidentally, in which the au
thority of Cullen was not adduced, in which his
manner of treating the
subject was not more or less
closely followed, and his views more or less accu
rately reproduced. It is not without interest to
trace this influence even during the first twenty or
twenty-five years of the present century. It would
be tedious and unprofitable to mention all the works
in which this is visible; but, as examples, I may refer
to the writings of Schwilgue, Alibert, and Barbier, in
for cursory readers to
the method of Dr Cullen is

which it is not difficult

perceive,

how

closely

even

viewing dietetic
articles is adopted, and how indissolubly most of his
physiological and pathological principles and rea
sonings had become entwined with the medical
followed,

how much his mode of
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doctrines and
These writers

of the nineteenth

were aware

century.

of the truth of the remark

Dans cet ouvrage de M. Cullen, dont
suis loin d'adopter toutes les idees, la partie qui
"

of M. Halle.

je

practice

concerne

les

Alimens, renferme d'excellentes choses,

qui meritent d'etre profondement meditees."* Of
English writers, as Willich, it is unnecessary to speak,
as
they are too numerous to be even mentioned.
It must not be imagined, nevertheless, that the
et

precepts which Dr Cullen inculcated, and the facts
which he stated in this portion of his Treatise, were

adopted with blind and indiscriminate assentation
by subsequent authors. Something of this was cer
tainly perceptible in several works ; and it would
have been wonderful if this had not taken place.
But it is the peculiar merit of Cullen's Treatise on
Materia Medica, and especially that on Dietetic
articles, that it set the example of a new and more
useful mode of acquiring and communicating infor
mation, and taught physicians that it was by inquiry,
by doubt, by interrogation, by experiment, that
trustworthy information can be obtained, and wellfounded views

regimen

can

be

on

the effects of

*

t

judgment,

of Dr Richard

Encyclopedic Methodique,
Synopsis of

A Practical

Materia Medica.

diet,

and

acquired.

It is creditable to the

originality,

of

food,

Pearson-j-

as

well

as

the

and Dr John

Art. Alimens,
the

Materia Alimentaria and

A New

Edition, comprising the Latest Im
London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Pharmaco
provements
Richard
Pearson, M.D., Member of the Royal Col
poeias. By
of
lege
Physicians, London, &c. London, 1808. 8vo.
in the

VOL. II.

2 Q
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Murray

*

of the
that while they adopted many
of Cullen, his example taught

general'thatprinciples
the

most

them,
on

eligible

medical subjects

can

course

adopt,

which

an

author

is to think and in

shun slavish

subjection to any
authority, and to take for granted nothing which is
Cullen
not ascertained by repeated observation.
had carefully shown how much evil and error had
crept into the Materia Medica and Alimentaria by
this extreme deference to preceding authorities, and
by receiving as evidence, for the truth of statements,
the oft-repeated assertions of previous writers. All
this unprofitable imitation the example of Cullen
Detended decidedly to discourage and abolish.
of his
oipit Exemplar vitiis imitabile." The spirit
writings, as his mode of thinking, was truly skeptical;
and
that is to say, inquiring rather than doubting;
in the examination and discussion of every subject,

quire for himself,

to

"

propose the ques
and believed were
tion, How many of the facts stated
were doubtful and
worthy of credit, and how many
and on what evidence
totally unworthy of credit?
this method of
did each fact, if doubtful, rest? By
one

of the first

proceedings

was

to

he pro
separating the wheat from the chaff, though
to
ceeded slowly, he advanced with more certainty
his object; and the results which he obtained, though
small in appearance, were more
useful for all the
purposes of

valuable, and

medicine.

It

knowledge

and

practical

was
*

thus,

not

Elements

Murray, M.D.,
1810, 1816,

by

the exact amount of

of Materia Medica and
&c.

and Fifth

Two

By John
Edinburgh, 1804,

Pharmacy.

Volumes 8vo.

Edition, 1828.

more
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information which the

of Cullen

writings

conveyed,

that he rendered useful service to the medical know

ledge of his own time. It was in a much greater
degree by the spirit of inquiry and research which,
both by example and precept, he inculcated upon
pupils and followers ; and by teaching them that, in
a science like medicine, the first and most important
duty is to exert the power of thinking independently,
and *to avoid adopting the opinions of others, un
less they are confirmed by a reasonable amount of
satisfactory and unquestionable evidence. The pre
cepts and instructions,

in

of

short,

Cullen, and the

logical manner in which they were con
veyed, indirectly exercised a species of prospec
tive operation, which may be observed at the present
time; and if, in the' subsequent writings of physi
cians, there be perceived on this subject more rea
severe

son

and less

and less of
measure

to

credulousness,

fancy
the

and

—

more

caprice,

—

common

it is in

great
Cullen,

a

influence of the work of

operating both by
rious pupils, that

itself and
these

sense

the

writings of va
favourable changes must
by

be ascribed.
Since the time of Cullen various

degrees

of

merit,

on

of different

works,

Food and Diet have

appeared.

It is unnecessary, however, to mention more than
two, both by English physicians; the work of Dr
—

Paris and that of Dr Pereira.

The treatise

by the
short, compendious, but practical
which
communicates, in an agreeable
performance,

late Dr Paris is

a

form, sufficient information,

ject

and

of Diet and its medicinal

no

more,

on

applications.
2q2

the sub
The in-
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formation which the work communicates
states of the

deranged
must be

allowed,

not

on

certain

Alimentary Functions is, it
new or
original. But it has

the merit of

being useful and practical, and it is con
veyed in an agreeable and interesting form; and the
therapeutic and hygienic directions are in general
well founded. First published in 1826,* it had since
that time

fering in
of

attained,

degree,

some

facts

chemical

Treatise

Pereira,f

in

published

1837, the fifth edition.
and

and

superior

in the

chemical

in 1843

Dif

application
philosophy, the

the late Jonathan

by

is most creditable to the

talents, and the ingenuity

of that

knowledge, the
physician. Writ

ing subsequently to the researches of Dr Prout, and
many of the analyses of Boussingault, Dumas, Einhoff, Mulder, and Liebig, Dr Pereira has been en
abled to present more ample, more complete, and
more
satisfactory views of the relations subsisting
between the chemical constitution of articles used

as

living bodies which they are employed
in nourishing, than had been done by any previous
writer. In this department the author has shown
extensive and accurate knowledge, and a talent for

food, and

*

the

A Treatise

on

Diet, with

a

view to

establish,

on

Practical

and Cure of
Grounds, a System of Rules for the Prevention
Func
Diseases incident to a Disordered State of the Digestive

tions.

By

J. A.

Paris, M.D., F.R.S.

London, 1826.

Food and Diet ; with Observations on the
Dietetical Regimen suited for Disordered States of the Digestive
and an Account of the Dietaries of some of the Prin

f

A Treatise

on

Organs,
cipal Metropolitan

and

other

Establishments
the

Lunatics, Criminals, Children,
Sick,
Pereira, M.D., F.R.S., &c. London, 1843.

&c.

for

Paupers,
By Jonathan
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physiological reasoning, which renders
of great utility to the medical reader.

his work

one

great division of the Treatise of Dr
Cullen, occupying the whole of the second volume,
The third

description of the various Medicines
and Medicinal preparations employed in the treat
ment of Diseases. From the passages already quoted
is devoted to the

at pages 603 and

stand what

the

the

was

requisites

604, it

of

a

cannot be difficult to under

conception

formed

useful Treatise

on

by

Cullen of

Materia Medica.

These passages may be regarded as showing, that it
was the
great, if not the first, duty of an author on

Materia
human

Medica,

body,

to

bid states there

to consider the morbid states of the

in how many of these mor
indications of attempts or spon

inquire

were

taneous efforts at

recovering from disease, in what
cases these efforts
required to be left to themselves,
in what they required to be directed and aided by
the interference of

Art, and what

was

the kind and

amount

of the interference thus demanded.

manner

he formed what he called Indications of

In this

Cure,

General and Particular ; and by looking principally
to the former, he believed that if he arranged Me
dicinal
should

Agents according to
accomplish all that a

Medica could do.
he gave

a

following

Tabular
manner :

In

these

principles,

he

Teacher of Materia

conformity with these views,
Arrangement of Medicines in the
—
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Medicamenta QU^E

/

AGUNT IN

/Astringentia.

SlMPLICIA.
Solida. (

Cap. 1.
Cap. II.
Cap. III.
Cap. IV.

I Tonica.

\ Emollientia.
y Erodentia.
Stimulantia.

Viva.

Sedantia;

Cap.
Cap.
Cap.
Cap.

{^arcotica
\ Hefrigerantia.

Antispasmodica.
f

Fluida.

1 Fluiditatem.

{( ^ttenuantia.
Inspissantia.

Cap. IX.
Cap. X.
In "iDgrnw/4
XL
H
centia.
h J CaPgenere;/
fe
<
f
I
(Acrimoniam I
Cap. XII.
& Misturam.

ICorrigentia;!

g

g
r—(

^"

\ Antal[

Tti
In

specie;

halina.

septica.
I Errhina.

Expectorantia.
ANTIA.

{

)

CaP'

XIIL

}

Cap.

XIV.

Cap.
Cap.
Cap.
Cap.
Cap.
Cap.
Cap.
Cap.

Sialogoga.
Evacu-

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Emetica.
Cathartica.
Diuretica.

Diaphoretica.
Menagoga.

XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.
XXI.
XXII.

This arrangement has been more or less severely
criticized by various authors, Dr John Murray,* Dr
—

*

A

System of Materia Medica and Pharmacy. By John
Murray, Lecturer on Chemistry and on Materia Medica. In
two Volumes.
Edinburgh, 1810. Volume First, p. 120.
II.
Chapter
It is perhaps scarcely worth while to remark, that Dr Mur
ray not only criticizes the arrangement of Cullen with consider
able severity, but adds, that
in the system of Brown, which
succeeded that of Cullen, more just views were given of the re
lations of external agents to the living system, and of the laws
regulating their action." (P. 122.) He allows, indeed, that
"

"

the

operations

of Medicines are,

even

in this system,

imper-
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It is

Paris,* and others.
to

various

objections;

The distinctions

—

liable

what classification is not ?

founded

are

rogeneous characters,

as

certainly sufficiently
on

various and hete

physical, physiological,

me

it would be easy to
show that several of the heads of distinction of one

chanical, and chemical; and
order

class

or

fact,

arrange

might

be

arranged, and,

themselves under others.

quite impossible to get over
veral Astringent medicines

the

in

point

of

Thus it is

difficulty,

that

se

become in certain cir

Tonics ; that many of the family of Evafor instance,
local Stimulants or Irritants,

cumstances
cuants

are

—

Errhines, Sialogogues, Expectorants, Cathartics,
and Diuretics; that Tonics become Emmenagogues,
Sedatives, and Antispasmodics; that Cathartics and
the

Diuretics may become Tonics and Antispasmodics;
and, in short, that there is scarcely one member of
any one of the classes which may not occasionally,
and in particular circumstances, perform the part and

duties

assigned to
these objections,

—

will

occur

Cullen

and

expected

and there

are

from others.

not

a

Of all

few others which

to the mind of every

was

aware; and

practical physician,
he virtually admits their force
—

in the detailed separate histories which he afterwards
gives of each class or order.
had attended to the

fact, that
the system of Brown, as to the operation of Medicines, was
copied from Cullen, but rendered more confused, by neglecting

fectly explained."

some

of the distinctions

Cullen,
*

If Dr

he would have

Pharmacologia.

London, 1843.

Murray

given

and conditions

come nearer

By

John

Ninth Edition.

prescribed by

to the truth.

Ayrton Paris, M.D., Cant.,
P.

165, 167.

&c.
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This

table, therefore, we do not submit as either
a
perfect or faultless arrangement ; and all that we
allow can be said in its favour is, that it is a conve
nient
it has

classification,

better

than

certainly

none

; that

smaller number of faults than
any that pre
ceded it ; that it bore a close relation to the
phy
a

siological principles
which its author

and the

inculcated;

manner

and

of them

are more or

pathological doctrines,
and that it

was

for the

method, in which Cullen treated the sub
ject of Materia Medica, the most suitable that pre
sented itself.
It is manifest that, from any tabular
arrangement, much benefit cannot be expected. All
less artificial ; and while their
is to facilitate the communication of

principal use
knowledge in teaching, and to aid memory, by giving
at one view a synoptical representation of the
subject
and its divisions, it must never be forgotten, that all
these arrangements bear reference to the extent, the
accuracy, and the practical applicability of our

knowledge of facts, and that as new
light, and new views and theories are
them,

facts

to

deduced from

all these tables and classifications

be altered and

modified,

to be

require to
amplified or abridged.

The chief recommendation of this

less, is this,

that it allies itself

table,

manner

to

and

neverthe

closely than
physiological prin
more

any that had preceded it, with
ciples and pathological distinctions, and

phical

come

comes

in this

directly useful to the philoso
practical physician. Nor must it be for
be

gotten, that

more

even

those writers

who,

found it necessary to criticize the

like Dr

Murray,

arrangement, bore,

nevertheless, unequivocal testimony

to

its

general
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merits, by admitting the necessity of arranging me
dicinal agents according to their known effects on
the human

body,

however
The

subordinate divisions.

they might modify

the

arrangement afterwards

and similar tacit

entirely of this character ;
admissions are given by Schwilgue,

Alibert, Barbier,

Dr

proposed by

on

Dr

Murray

is

Paris,

and several other writers

Materia Medica.

Conformably to this tabular arrangement is the
method adopted by Dr Cullen in his subsequent de
tailed history of Medicines, and their uses and ap
plications. In twenty-two successive and separate
chapters he gives the history of the medicinal uses
and applications of the several individual Medicines
which compose the twenty- two orders or classes into
which he had arranged the materials of the Materia

Medica of the time ; considers carefully the cir
cumstances of the human body, and of the diseased
states in
or

which it may happen to be, that indicate
contra-indicate the administration of each ; the

most

effectual

and

convenient

form of

adminis

tration ; and all those relations, to which the phy
sician has to give attention in the treatment of dis
eases, and the skilful

adaptation

of remedies for this

purpose.
The general method

according to which he treats
each class or order is the following : Each chapter
he begins by defining, as accurately as possible, the
—

class of remedies of which he is to treat.

He then

explains the characters of the whole as a class, show
ing how they differ from other similar medicines, and
wherein they approach and sometimes agree; and
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enumerates

all those

properties

and characters which

may be serviceable in explaining their action on the
human body, and their operation in
curing various

diseases.

In this manner, Dr Cullen gives
ample and
instructive general views on the nature and property

of

these two
which

and

Tonics, on the differences between
orders of medicines, and on the points in

Astringents

shortly on the characters and
effects of Emollients ; fully again on the characters
and effects of Stimulants and Sedatives;
shortly
more
upon Refrigerants ;
fully again upon Anti
spasmodics ; shortly upon Diluents, Attenuants, and
Inspissant medicines. Though in all these general
disquisitions it is easy to perceive the masterly and
judicious hand of the philosophical physician, it is
in his delineation of the general characters of Tonics,
Stimulants, Sedatives, and Antispasmodics, that the
reader recognises the peculiar physiological and pa
thological principles and reasonings that distinguish
all the writings of Dr Cullen. Among the Evacuant
class of medicines, he passes slightly over Errhines,
Sialogogues, and Expectorants, and examines more
fully the characters of Emetics, Cathartics, Diuretic
and Diaphoretic Medicines. We cannot, indeed,
quit this subject without saying, that these general
disquisitions afford the most striking and useful ex
amples of the great talents, which the author pos
sessed, of uniting reasoning and observation, facts
and deductions, in forming instructive lessons to
practitioners of medicine. We fear that they have
never, unless among the reading part of the profession,
attracted the attention to which they are entitled.
they agree ;

more
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It is unnecessary, and would be out of place, to
enter into any critical examination of the manner in

performed the subordinate details
But it may be proper to
of this part of his duty.
advert, in a very general manner, to certain peculiar
circumstances, by which the Treatise on Medicines
by Dr Cullen is distinguished from all others.
First, it may have been remarked that, previous
to the time of Cullen, and during even his days, it
was a
general custom among physicians to classify,
distinguish, and designate Medicines according to
certain supposed properties and powers which they
were believed to exert in curing certain diseases,
sometimes in removing or alleviating particular
which Cullen has

symptoms, with little
condition of the

body
symptoms depended.

or
on

no

reference to the morbid

which these disorders and

Thus

they

had

Cephalic

and

Nervine Medicines for the Brain and Nerves ; they
had Anti phthisical Medicines against Consumption,

against Cough, Antidinics against Giddi
ness; they had Cardiacs or Cordials against Fainting
Fits ; Antihysterics, Antispasmodics, Alexiterics,
and whole tribes of medicines distinguished and de
signated upon similar principles. All this sympto
matic and hypothetical system of classifying Medi
cines Cullen abandoned as unprofitable, and resting
He perceived that in
upon fallacious foundations.
many, if not in all these instances, names were given,
and qualities assigned, which merely concealed ig
norance ; and he adhered to the
simple and intel
ligible method of arranging medicines, either ac
cording to their obvious sensible properties and
Bechics
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effects,

to

their

physiological action, as ascer
tained by observation and experiment, on the human
body ; and in certain cases, according to physical,
mechanical, or chemical action, manifested by un
equivocal effects. He knew that we possessed not
one
single medicine which could be called antiphthisical or antihysteric ; no remedies which exert
ed specific action upon cough, giddiness, pains, fits
of fainting, or of epilepsy ;* and that the only mode
in which the physician can act upon these symp
toms is by acting on their pathological cause or
causes, and through the medium of agents which
produced effects on the system at large. This it was
which led him to maintain the necessity of estab
lishing what he called General Indications, and con
sidering the means by which these indications were
or

answered and fulfilled.

to be

place ; it was a fancy in those days
that it was possible to apply to every morbid state,
and every disease, a direct remedy. Cullen did not
In the second

at that time go

—

so

far

as

to say that there

was

no

remedy for any morbid condition; but the
tendency of his writings was in this direction; and
of dis
by his explanations of the pathological causes
above all, by his pathological distinctions,
eases,
direct

—

—

Medicos tandem tsedet et pudet," says Dr Gregory, in
"
diutius garrire de remediis spethe exact spirit of Cullen,
*

«

cificis,
mitis,

et
et

alexipharmacis,
cardiacis,

et

et

febrifugis,

stomachicis,

et

et

cephalicis,

restorativis,

et

ophthal

aut de anti-

antihydropicis, aut antiparalyticis, nisi eorum
phthisicis
et
naturam et modum quo prosint, quodammodo ostendere
XXIV.
explanare possint." Conspectus Pars altera, Cap.
aut

DCCCCXLVII.
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taught physicians to think and reason in such a
manner, that this principle, which is not fully un
derstood even in the present day, is, nevertheless,
gradually becoming more evident to physicians.
Closely allied, no doubt, with the establishment of
this principle, was his admission of the Conservative
and Sanative Powers of the System ; ( Vis Natural
Conservatrix et Medicatrix) ;* and had he carried this
a little further, and maintained more
generally the
spontaneous curability of various diseases, this would
have placed in a clearer light the comparative
he

powers of Nature and the powers of Medicines in the
cure of Diseases; and the allied
principle thence re
that it is

sulting,
sicians

can

by

indirect

be said to

reasonable, however,

to

cure

only,

means

diseases.

It

expect from any

that

phy

were

indi

one

vidual that he is to

enough

that Cullen

mode of

inquiry,

avoided,

and what

course was

errors

were

safer
to

be

be

to

proper knowledge of the
tions of Medicinal agents.

taining

It is

accomplish everything.
pointed out a better and a

showed what

un

a

pursued in at
uses and
applica

Thirdly; We have already spoken of the severe
logical method, and the skeptical or inquiring spirit,
—

with which Cullen treated the First Division of his

subject, namely, that of Aliments. Not less conspi
cuous, as they were more necessary, were these cha
racters in the Second Division

had been called

*

Materia

p. 222.

on

Medicines.

Cullen

speculator, hypothetical writer,

Medica,

Part

II., Chap. V.,

p.

140; Chap.

sys-

VI
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tem-builder,
even

and similar

had there been

has been

reason

already shown,

that these characters

names

not very

for their

becoming,
application. It

in various parts of this

were

not justly

work,

applicable. They

originated, indeed, with persons who either did not
read, or did not understand his writings. They had
certainly

overlooked and

forgotten

the

numerous

in

stances of

painstaking and careful generalization of
facts, which his writings everywhere presented. In
the Materia Medica, and in the part on Medicines,
his procedure is so remote from speculation and
hypothesis, that he appears entirely as a skeptical
inquirer. He denies, doubts, and calls in question
every statement not well substantiated. He even
goes somewhat in the opposite direction; and if he

scarcely admits statements
Thus he
made by others on reasonable authority.
states that he never could give Nitrate of Potass in
the large doses recommended by Dr Brocklesby,*
though, since the time of that physician, Nitre has
been administered, not, indeed, to the large amount
practised by Dr Brocklesby upon young soldiers,f
but certainly in larger doses, and more continuously,
does not

than it

deny,

he at least

previously

In like manner, he

had been.

threw doubts upon the practice of Dr Lind of Haslar
Hospital as to the propriety and safety of giving
*

Materia

t There is

the
in

reason

Part
to

II., Chap. VII., p. 343.

believe that

some

reported by Dr Brocklesby.
Military Hospitals to Soldiers; and
which

fallacy took place in
remedy was given

The

cases

deceptions
at

Medica,

were

Dr

carried

on

never

all know what

in these Institutions at the time

Brocklesby practised.

much of the Nitre

we

went into the

unlikely that
stomachs of the patients.

It is not
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Opium in the time of the hot stage of intermittents,*
though that physician, and several of his adherents,
represented the practice to be perfectly free from
danger, and highly effectual.
All this skepticism or inquiring doubt, neverthe
less, was highly useful in impressing the lesson, that
all statements a little singular regarding the effects
and applications of medicines ought to be received
with caution, and, in certain circumstances, with
suspicion.
In the fourth place ;
Notwithstanding all his care
in exposition, in illustration, and in the specification
of conditions, and limiting, exceptional, and modifying
—

circumstances, Dr Cullen did not, in his statement of
doctrines, physiological and therapeutic, altogether
escape censure and criticism, even at the hands of
those from whom
candid

a

different and

more

liberal and

have been

expected. Several
instances of this took place; but only one can I here
It has been already stated that Dr Murray,
notice.
course

might

excellent system of Materia Medica,
blamed the general arrangement of Cullen, as one
the author of

an

"resting on principles nearly altogether false ;"| that
the assumption that some medicines act exclusively
on the solids, others on the fluids of the
body, is
incorrect, for, with the exception of two or three
classes, the action of the whole is on the living
This criticism Dr Murray repeated in a
solids." X
"

*

Materia

Medica, Part II., Chap. VI., p. 237.
System of Materia Medica. By John Murray,
f
Edinburgh, 1810. Chapter II., Vol. I., p. 120, 121.
X Ibid., p. 121.
A

&c.
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stronger and more detailed shape in a subsequent
part of his work, when speaking of the general ac
tion of Narkotics, and the vexed question of whether

they

possess and evince in their

operation

a

stimu

lant power.
Dr

Murray had himself in a great degree pre
judged this question, and assumed the existence of
the stimulant property; for he had
arranged Nar
kotics and Antispasmodics as diffusible stimulants,
under the head of General

giving

the

general

and after

Stimulants;

definition of Narkotics

as

"

sub

stances which diminish the actions and powers of the

System without occasioning any sensible evacuation ;"
he adds,
This definition is imperfect, inasmuch as
it does not include that stimulant operation which
they equally produce, and which, in part at least,
"

must

Dr

be admitted

as

the

cause

of these effects.'"*

then states and contrasts the

theory of
Cullen, and that of Brown, in the following manner.
Their natural tendency (Narkotics) was sup
posed (by Cullen) to be to depress the powers of life ;
if given in a large dose, this power was exerted with
Murray

"

symptoms of exhaustion; but
if given in a smaller dose, the Vis Medicatrix, or Pre
serving Power, was enabled to resist, and, by its re
sistance, occasioned the symptoms of increased action
These substances, therefore,
that first appeared.

effect, and hence

were

arose

considered

as

rectly Stimulant.
Precisely the
"

*

A

Vol. I.,

System of
Chap. III.,

directly

reverse

Materia
p. 134.

Sedative and

of this view

Medica.

By

was

John

as

indi

advanced

Murray,

&c.
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by Brown; Narkotics being regarded as Stimulants,
surpassing all others in the diffusibility and little du
rability of their action; and, on this principle, their
effects were explained in the following manner.
"

It is the necessary effect of Stimulant opera
tion to produce for a time increased action; but as

this is attended with
the excitement
succeeds.

soon

diminution of Vital power,
ceases, and diminished action
a

These effects

proportional, partly to
exciting power, and partly
rapidity with which it operates. If sufficiently
are

the absolute force of the
to

the

strong,

and if at the

same

time it be diffusible and

transient in its

operation, the excitement it produces
is quickly raised to its highest point, and is as
quickly
followed by proportional languor and diminished ac
tion.
Or if the dose is large, the stimulant effect is
so
rapid as to be hardly perceptible, and hence the
sedative or depressing effects only appear.
Thus
Narkotics were regarded as powerful stimulants,
whose action is not confined to the part to which
they are applied, but is rapidly extended over the
In

system.

a

moderate

dose, they promote action
is succeeded by a degree of

of every kind, which
languor and debility proportioned to the excitement

that had been

raised; and

in

large dose, they pro
duce diminution of power, and consequently of action,
without any symptom of previous excitement. Hence
a

they were regarded as directly stimulant and indi
rectly sedative.
If in investigating this subject," continues Dr
Murray, we merely contrast these two theories, little
doubt can remain of the superiority of the latter.
"

"

VOL. II.

2

R
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The former is founded

hypothesis established by
no evidence, that a
power presides over the system,
ready to resist every noxious application; the latter
is apparently more strictly deduced from the pro
perties of the substances whose operation is to be
explained; for, as it is proved, and indeed admitted,
that the stimulant operation resulting from the ex
hibition of Narkotics follows immediately, and pre
vious to any symptoms of languor and debility, these
ought strictly to be considered as the consequences
on a

of the former."*

Now,

we

admit at

once

that the idea of the Vis Con-

servatrix et Medicatrix is

it cannot be

hypothesis
justly said that
an

or

assump
it has in its

tion; though
no evidence; for there are too
many indications
that there is in living bodies some counteracting agent
which resists, or at least seems to resist, hurtful actions

favour

in whatever mode
that Dr

Cullen, in

caused.-j- And we further admit
his general statement of the pro

perties and effects of Narkotics, represents them to act
as

direct Sedatives and indirect Stimulants. | We

not, however, allow that Cullen

remarked, the previous

was

not

aware

can

of,

or

stimulant

operation in
many of these substances. "There is, however, here,"
a considerable
he observes,
difficulty occurring, as
it is to be particularly remarked, that Narkotics, in-

had not

"

*

A

System

140.

pp. 138, 139,
A Treatise of the Materia

Chap. III.,
f
M.D.

Part

Camphor.
J Ibid.,

By John Murray. Vol. I.,
Edinburgh, 1810.
Medica.
By William Cullen,

of Materia Medica.

II., Chap. V., p. 140;

Part

Chap. VI.,

II., Chap. VI., p. 222.

p. 296.

On
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proving always sedative, or diminishing the
of the heart, they very often seem to be pow

stead of
action

erfully stimulant with respect to this, and, in their
first operation, often increase the force and frequency
of its action."*

It is unnecessary to advert to the mode in which
Cullen explains, or tries to explain, this stimulant

operation, which, though ingenious, can scarcely be
The facts we take as he gives
called satisfactory.
them, and we attach little importance to the explana
tion. He afterwards, when speaking of Opium, from
which, indeed,
remarks ;

kotics,

—

and

"

most of his inferences

But I have observed

above,

in its first

particularly Opium,
sanguiferous system,

often irritates the

the force of the circulation.

dispute

about the

and that

this,

in

causes
a

of

certain

deduced,

were

that Nar

operation,

and excites

And however

this,

we

may

the fact is

certain,
degree, gives Opium the

On this occa
powers of a Cordial and Exhilarant„
sion, it is to be observed, that though the action of

the stimulant should not

entirely prevent

the seda

tive power, it often puts it off for some time, to give
what we may call the intermediate state of Ebriety,

which, according

to the balance between the stimu

lant and sedative power, may appear more or less, or
subsist for a longer or shorter time, and may there
fore more particularly explain the operation of

Opium
*

in different persons and

A Treatise of the Materia Medica.

IL, Chap. VI., p.

f
pp.

cases."f

A Treatise of the Materia

229,

By

W. Cullen.

Part

220.

Medica, Part II., Chap. VI.,

230.

2r 2
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The limits within which these observations must

restricted, allow

be

me

not to

follow Dr Cullen in

the various passages in which he distinctly shows,
that he was quite aware of this stimulant action, not

only in Opium,* but in other substances, as the
Cherry Laurel Water, p. 283; Wine, 316. To me
it appears that Dr Murray has scarcely considered,
with the attention to which they are entitled, the
histories given of the particular Narkotics; and he
certainly assigns to Dr Brown a larger share of
merit than justly belongs to him, when he contrasts
his hypothesis of the action of Narkotics with that
of Cullen.
The question may be justly asked, Does
not Brown borrow from Cullen this very character

of the

stimulant action of these

agents?
by
quotation
from Cullen, which affords a sort of key to the expla
nation of this strange attempt at misrepresentation.
After explaining the most eligible method of em
ploying Opium and its preparations in the treatment
of Fevers, and the precautions and limitations which
ought to be observed in their administration, Dr Cullen
delivers the following expression of his sentiments:
previous

I shall conclude these remarks

one

—

Inflammatory Diseases.
we have
"But
already said, is a
stimulant power; and whoever denies this, as some in writing
have done, appears to deny and misrepresent facts admitted by
everybody else." Materia Medica, Part II., Chap. VI., p. 237.
The only point on which there is reason for doubt is the
question of the action of the Cherry Laurel Water, which mo
dern experiments seem to show acts as a direct sedative; para
lysing the action of the heart, yet at the same time acting on
the brain and spinal chord.
*

particularly under the head
Opium, on many occasions, as

See

of
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"

Many

are

a

more

free

use

of

Opium

than

before, and have believed that this
introduced by a certain noted teacher and author;

had been
was

fond of
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common

myself was the first who freely and
largely employed opium in fevers, under certain re
strictions, indeed, which, neglected by other practi
tioners, have occasioned much mischief."* Upon the
propriety or impropriety of administering opium in
Fevers, this is not the place nor the time to give any
opinion. But the passage shows the unscrupulous
but I assert that I

character of the claimant for several of the doctrines

precepts of Cullen ; and as Opium, Alkohol, and
Wine were the principal agents in the Materia Me
dica of Brown, it is not difficult to understand how
eager he and some of his partizans had reason to be,
and

in

ascribing

reputation that might
supposed improvement as to the theory

to Dr Brown any

arise from this

of their mode of action.
An

objection,

which

some

have

pronounced

to be

has been

urged against the Treatise of Culler,
in the disregard avowed and expressed by him of the
aids of chemical analysis in illustrating the physio
logical and the therapeutic powers of medicinal
agents. This objection we willingly admit. But
we add, that it was
certainly excusable, and in some
degree to be defended, when we remember that, at
that period, general chemistry was in a very infant
state, and that the analysis of organic bodies was not
only imperfect, but positively erroneous. It has
been shown how little benefit the knowledge of cheserious,

*

Materia Medica, Part

II., Chap. VI.,

p. 235.

•
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mical

analysis

at that

time rendered to the

explana

tion of the action and

comparative nutritious powers
of different articles of food.
To the elucidation of
the action of medicinal agents,
taught, was still less capable of

Chemistry, as then
rendering beneficial
service.
Cullen was thus placed in the necessary
and unavoidable difficulty of either adopting what
was erroneous and not
quite trustworthy, or of re
jecting that assistance, which after all might have
been

fallacious,

and

was

certain to be useless.

It

may be allowed that he acted wisely, therefore, in
not burdening his work with information of ques
tionable

merit,

experience
course

of

a

and information which

has shown must have

few years of

no

subsequent

become in the

value whatever.

disregard expressed by Cullen for the che
mical analysis of medicines belonged to the period
The
when he wrote, and is no longer well founded.
knowledge acquired in the course of twelve or fifteen
subsequent years tended greatly to diminish, and
finally to remove, the grounds of that disregard.
That knowledge was applied with judgment and di
ligence by various able pharmakological writers in
The

country and abroad, soon after the commence
The Dispensatory of
ment of the present century.
Dr Andrew Duncan the second, and the Elements of
this

Murray, were both remarkable for showing
much might be effected by due attention to the

Dr John
how

chemical constitution of medicines.

The Treatises of

Guibourt, the Dictionary of Merat and
De Lens, and, subsequently, the Dispensatory of Dr
Christison, and the elaborate and learned work of

Henry

and
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Pereira, supply all the requisite informa

tion upon this as upon several other
Materia Medica.

departments

of

making the concessions now stated in favour
chemical knowledge, as applied to the elucidation

But in

of

of the action of

medicines,

mitted, that the results

it

must

of this

be further ad

application

tend

rather to confirm than weaken the correctness of the

opinion

maintained

by

Dr Cullen.

Notwithstanding
fifty

the information which the labours of between

and

sixty years have produced, it cannot be said that
the knowledge of the action of medicinal agents has
been thereby proportionately enlarged and rendered
accurate.
It is important and desirable to possess
as correct
knowledge as possible of the chemical con
stitution of Medicines; but that knowledge, however
accurate, is still insufficient to guide the physician.
The truth is, that Therapeutics and Materia Medica
rest, like all other branches of medical science, upon
observation and

experiment; observation of the
effects of medicines upon the living body, and where
that fails, upon experimental trial. We know that
Opium contains Morphia, Narkotine, Codeine, and
Meconates; but we must further ascertain, by obser
vation and experiment, the peculiar effects of these
principles upon the animal body. No information
that chemical analysis could have furnished of the
constituent principles of Foxglove could have told
us, without actual trial, that this drug has the effect
of diminishing the number of the cardiac beats in a
given time, or produced giddiness and faintness, and
increased the amount of the urinary secretion.
—
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Upon

the

whole,

we are

strongly persuaded,

that to

who peruses the work of Cullen
any
attentively in
all its divisions, not in individual
parts, and compares
what he states in the detailed histories with the state
one

ments made in the

general dissertations, in short,
takes a candid and enlarged view of the entire work,
it will appear, that the alleged mistakes and errors
are fewer and more trivial than
might have been
expected in a work devoted to the entire subject of
Aliments and Medicines, considered upon principles
—

—

so new

and

We

is

so

little

pretend
altogether free

employed previously.
nevertheless, that
some faults, both in

not to say,

ment and

from

in details.

the work

arrange
Some of the former have been

already referred to. It appears, further, that the
junction of Narkotics with Refrigerants, under the
general head of Sedatives, rests upon principles
neither sound in theory nor useful in practice. The
author was mistaken in the pathology of Dysentery,
and in the theory of the operation of Opium (p. 244),
and of Ipecacuanha (p. 477), in that disease. For it
was not by determining downwards, and by any laxa
tive operation, that these agents produced benefit, but
by abating inflammation and irritation, and abating
concomitant fever, that they acted either alone or
conjointly. It were desirable also, that Cullen had not
mentioned in his work soabsurd a mode of preparing
Tar Ointment as that of roasting a leg of mutton and
basting it with Tar. (P. 185.) What advantage
such a mode of preparation can have it is not easy
to

It is unnecessary and frivolous, how
notice these slight and rare blemishes in a

discover.

ever, to
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work

and with

extensive,

so

profitable and
enabling readers

More
of

more

to

many excellences.
agreeable will be the duty

form

so

a

just

estimate of the

treatise, of the benefit which it was
calculated to render, and which it actually rendered,
to Medicine as a Science and as an Art, and of the
merits of the

important instructions which it taught to
physicians upon the nature and operation of remedial
agents. On this point I have already in some degree
new

and

and the little that it is necessary to add I
shall endeavour to make as brief as possible.

touched;

great service which the Treatise on Materia
Medica by Dr Cullen rendered, consisted in establish
The

ing

the

principles

department of
of Physiology and Pa

and rules of this

Medicine upon the foundation
thology as perfect as the time admitted.
not

take Medicines and medicinal

He did

preparations,

and

say, What is this good for, and what does that ac
complish ? He looked to the morbid conditions of

body, and proposed the question,
these to be alleviated, removed, and cured ?
the means and methods to be employed for

the human

How

are

what

are

these

purposes ? what agents are to be used, and what are
His general purpose
to be avoided and rejected?

throughout

was

conditions and
connection
that time

as

to

establish between

pathological

therapeutic methods and agents a
direct and rational as knowledge at
He

perhaps might not, in all
instances, be successful in this object. But he taught
others, who might follow him, what ought to be their
permitted.

endeavour.
a

degree as

Cullen had in short
circumstances

realized, in as great
permitted, the conceptions
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of Thomas

Willis,

and had

accomplished

what that

person had seen was neces
sary, but had been unable himself to effect.
The beneficial influence of the Treatise by Cullen

ingenious and experienced

seen, not

was

of from

eight

immediately, indeed,

but in the

course

A Translation of the

to twelve years.

Work into the French

language, by M. Bosquillon, ap
peared at Paris in 1790, very speedily after the work
was
published in England ;* and, in the course of the
same
year, appeared at Leipzig two Translations into
the German language; one with annotations by Samuel
Hahnemann, then a young physician little known,
but subsequently distinguished as the founder and
propagator of the doctrine of Homoeopathy ;f the other
with an appendix by George W. Chr. Consbruch. J
*

par

Cullen, W.,

Bosquillon.

Traite de Matiere Medicale, traduit de 1' Anglais
Paris, 1789-1790. Deux volumes 8vo.

f Wilhelm Cullen's Abhandlung
Nach der nunmehr
ausg.

Medica,

ausgearbeitet OriginalAnmerkungen. Von Samuel Hahne
8vo.
Leipzig, 1790.

von

Verfasser selbst

Ubersetzt und mit

2 Theile gr.
Wilhelm Cullen's Materia Medica

mann.

J

uber Die Materia

;

oder Lehre

von

dem

Zweite
Nahrungs-und Arzneimitteln. Aus dem Englisch.
Gr.
Consbruch.
Auflage. Mit Zusatz. von Georg. W. Chrph.
8vo.
Leipzig, 1781 und 1790.
I must here observe, that the Translation by George W.
Consbruch must have been made from the early and imperfect
edition of the Lectures on Materia Medica, published in 1771 ;
for it is announced
to

have

appeared

at

as a

second

Leipzig

edition, and the first

in 1781.

is stated

merely shows the
writings of Cullen.

This

of German readers to know the
Consbruch was afterwards engaged with John Christian Eber-

anxiety

maier and J. Friedrich Niemann in the

cyclopaedia
1817

of Medicine and

to 1830.

Surgery,

publication

which

The work is voluminous and

of

an

En

continued from

elaborate,

con-
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A translation into the Italian

language, by Angelo

Dalla

Decima, appeared between the
1800, in six volumes, at Padua.

Original

Treatises

on

years 1792 and

Materia Medica

appeared

in

France in 1805, by Schwilgue;* in 1804, 1808, 1812,
and 1817, by Alibert;f in 1810, 1811, 1819, and 1824,

by Barbier;J
closely on the

all of which

were

model of the

formed

English

more or

author.

It

less

were

desirable that these

authors, and several other foreign
physicians, had adopted a greater degree of the skep
tical and

inquiring spirit of Cullen ; for the principal
most obvious objection which the English reader

and

finds in them is the excessive confidence in various

remedies, especially
which

from the

they
practical physician
would be out of place

for the
It

Vegetable Kingdom,
by no means easy

evince, and which it is
to

admit

well-founded.

as

in these pages to

attempt

of eleven parts ; and embracing almost every division of
Medical Science, and even Veterinary Medicine, was long in con

sisting

siderable esteem.

publication

of

In what estimation it may be held since the
recent works, devoted to particular depart

more

Medicine, it is unnecessary to say.
Par C. J. A.
Traite de Matiere Medicale.

ments of
*

Deux

Tomes, 8vo.

Par P. H.

f
cale.

Paris, 1805.

Schwilgue,

Troisieme

Edition,

D.M.
1818.

Nysten.

Nouveaux Elemens de
Par J. L. Alibert.

Therapeutique

et de Matiere Medi

8vo, 1804
Edition, Revue,

Deux Volumes

1808; 3ieme Edition, 1812
1817.

; 4ieme

;

2de Edit.,

&c.

Paris,

I Traite Elementaire de Matiere Medicale. Par J. B. G.
Barbier, Medecin Ordinaire de L'Hotel Dieu d' Amiens. Trois
Tomes. T. 1 and 2.
Paris, 1819; 3ieme' 1820. Seconde Edi
tion

avec

des

Paris, 1824.

Augmentations

et

Changemens.

Trois Tomes.
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give any character of these works, or to trace
their respective merits, unless in so far as their
method of treating the subject bore some relation
to that observed by Cullen.
The work of Schwil
gue, which was first published in 1805, is that
which least shows the impression of the doctrines
taught at the close of the eighteenth century. But
it cannot be said to be without impression of this
kind; and the Treatise was republished after his
death, which took place in February 1808, first in
to

1809, and several years afterwards,

with notes and

various useful additions and corrections

by

Pierre

Nysten, the industrious follower of Bichat in
experimental Physiology.
The New Elements of Therapeutics and Materia
Medica, by M. Alibert, is in many respects a praise
worthy book. Proceeding upon Physiological and
Pathological principles, and extensively acquainted
with the writings of physiologists and physicians, M.
Alibert has placed before the foreign medical reader
more
just and sound views on the relation between
morbid states and remedial agents than had previ
ously been seen in France. It is true that he assigns
to Barthez, to Cabanis, to Legallois, to Chaussier,
and to Orfila the entire merit of any improved and
scientific views which had been formed at the begin
ning of the nineteenth century on the action of re
medies,* and mentions Cullen occasionally, only to
controvert and criticise his views and reasonings.
Hubert

*

cale.

Nouveaux Elemens de
Tome

I.

XXL, XXIV.,

Therapeutique

Prolegomenes
XXV.

et de Matiere Medi

throughout

;

especially XX.,
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small matter, certainly not more than
We admit to the fullest extent
to be expected.

But this is
*

was

a

the beneficial influence of the
and the

writings

reasonings, the teaching,

of these eminent

gress of Medicine

as a

men

science and

an

upon the pro
art.
We are

allow, that if Cullen had not existed,
or had not written, various
physicians and physiolo
gists in France and Germany might have contributed,
even

willing

during

the

century,

to

concluding

to form the

the

ten years of

sound and

just

eighteenth

views

on

Dis

treatment, which
had the merit of bringing forward.

ease, its causes, and the methods of

he

certainly

stationary. What is not
effected by thinking and inquiring men in one coun
try is in general accomplished by individuals of
The human mind is

never

similar habit of mind in another.
is not the

This

question

is, What is the

at

This, however,

present under consideration.

nature and amount of the influ

by the Materia Medica of Cullen on
the Therapeutic and Pharmacological treatises and
writings of the nineteenth century ? And to any one
who takes an enlarged and just view of the sub
ject in its different bearings, we think it must be
manifest, that the Treatise by Cullen had a great
and powerful influence upon the writings which were
subsequently published ; and, in the particular case
ence

exercised

of the work of M.

Alibert, it

must be

manifest to any
that in whatever manner

who peruses it carefully,
this has been effected, the doctrines and

one

reasonings
inseparably mingled with all his thera
peutic principles and applications. Alibert set the
earliest example of the methodical enumeration of

of Cullen

are
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the chemical

and the

physical and phy
siological effects of medicines, and gives full ac
counts of the therapeutic uses of each.
The work
is also clear, methodical, accurate, and highly in

qualities

structive.
Next in order

in

came

the work of

1810,

in

first

published

was

followed in 1811

by

a

one

Barbier, being

volume octavo.

Treatise

on

This
and

Hygieine

Therapeutics in two volumes ; and the whole
were
incorporated in three volumes in 1819-20 and
1824. This is a book of more pretension, greater
learning, more profound views in Physiology and
Pathology, and in some respects more elaborate and
complete in their application to Therapeutics and
Materia Medica than that of Schwilgue, and rather
General

more

elaborate than that of M. Alibert.

Second

Edition,

which

appeared

in

In the

1824, much

new

chemical information is introduced.
The German States, with their characteristic

ac

tivity, produced many works on Materia Medica, vary
ing in merit. Some, as the Manual of E. Horn, in
1805,* were upon the principles of Dr Brown ; others,
as the more elaborate system of C. H. Pfaff, in 1808,f
and others again, as those
upon Chemical principles ;
of F. N. C. Gren (1813)4 Ph. Hartmann (1816),§ G.
*

E.

Zweste

f
+
T

Horn

Handbuch der Praktischen Arzneimittellehre

Auflage.

C. H. Pfaff
F.

Berlin, 1805.

System

A. C. Gren

der Materia Medica.

Handbuch der

Leipzig,

Pharmakologie.

Auflage. Halle und Berlin, 1813.
§ Ph. C. Hartmann Pharmacologia Dynamica.
1816.

1808.

Dritte

Vienna?,
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Voigtel (1816),* Fr. Jahn (1818), f J. Arnemann,t
W. Vogt (1821-1823),§ and Carl Sundelin (1825),||
more upon Physiological and Pathological principles.
Most of these works went through several editions;
that of Pfaff, the most elaborate, was republished,
with all the most recent

information,

in 1821 and

To these may be added a well-arranged and
short system of Pharmakology and general Thera
1824.

eighth, ninth, and tenth vo
lumes of the Institutiones Medic2E^[, composed
between 1806 and 1810 by Kurt Sprengel, Professor
at Halle in Saxony, and the learned author of the
Pragmatical History of Medicine. Of these Trea
tises it may in general be stated, that after the first
five or six years of the present century, the principles
taught by Dr Brown were quietly set aside ; and, in
a similar manner, those inculcated
by Cullen were
adopted and recognised. Kurt Sprengel, Hartmann,**

peutics, given

*

in the

Voigtel Vollstandiges System der Arzneimittellehre,
Herausgegeben von Kiihn. Leipzig, 1816.
f Fr. Jahn, Prakt. Materia Medica, Vierte Auflage. Erfurt,
G.

1818.

J. Arnemann, Prakt.
1819.

X

Arzneimittellehre;

6

Auflage. Gott.,

§ W. Vogt Lehrbuch, der Pharmakodynamik.

2 Bande,

Giessen, 1821-1823.

|

Handbuch der

delin, D.M.,
Universitat

Speziellen Heilmittellehre,

zu

Berlin.

Zwey

% Kurtii Sprengel, M.D.
1810.

von

Carl Sun

und Arzte des Medizinisch-Klinisch Institut der

Paris,

1810.

Bande.

Berlin,

1825.

P., Institutiones Medicse. Leipzig,
Mediolani, 1816-1817. Volumina XL,
et

8vo.
**

tate

Phil. Caroli Hartmann, M.D., et in Scientiarum UniversiVindobonensi, C. R., Olim Professoris, P. 0. Therapia
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and Sundelin
to

and

sense

the

principal agents
judgment.
are

in this return

In the Italian Peninsula the Treatises on Materia Me

during this period referred to are not sufficiently
important to justify any special mention in this place.
Testimony of a very decided character to the merits
of the Treatise on Materia Medica as a useful practical
work, was rendered by various English writers ; but
particularly by two, Dr James Gregory, the suc
cessor of Cullen, first in the Chair of Theory, and
afterwards in that of Practice of Medicine; and by Dr

dica

—

Woodville of London, author of the instructive work
Dr Gregory, in his Conspectus
on Medical Botany.
of Theoretical Medicine
second

or

part of that work

Institutions, composed
on

General

the

Therapeutics

very closely indeed upon the model of the Treatise
Dr Gregory has with great
Medica.
on Materia

learning and judgment, and with logical clearness
and philosophical precision very rare in medical
writings, shown what a useful Treatise on General
Therapeutics ought to be. He has certainly improved
greatly upon his model, by condensing and abridg
ing the materials ; but the great merit of this part
of the Conspectus is, that while it presents simple,
clear, and intelligible views of the principles of
General Therapeutics, the reader nowhere recog
but in every division finds
The
the instruction which he feels to be necessary.
nises want of

information,

everywhere made in this work on the
applications of Medicines, and the limits

observations
proper

Generalis,
Practice

secundum Prselectiones Publicas

Lipsise,

1835.

Edita

a

Medico
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within which their
influence of

use

ought

to be

confined,

Diet, Exercise,

on

the

show the

and

Temperance,
mind of the rational and philosophical physician, and
The
may at all times be studied with advantage.
work in this completed form was first published in
1782 and in 1790, and continued long to be a classical
guide to the students of the Edinburgh School.
The Delineation of General Therapeutics given
by Dr James Gregory stands almost alone as a logical
and philosophical view of the subject,
ample with
out being prolix, succinct without being obscure. The
only performance by a foreign author that makes any
approach to the sketch of Dr Gregory is that which
is given by the learned Kurt Sprengel, of Halle in
Saxony, in the eighth, ninth, and tenth volumes of
his Institutiones Medico, published first at Halle
and Leipzig in 1809 ; again at Paris between 1810
and 1819 ; and at Milan in 1817.
The eighth and
—

ninth volumes of the Milan edition form the Phar-

macologia,

and

give

a

complete

for the time in which it

was

view of that
written.

subject

The tenth

volume forms the General
a

delineation of that

Therapeutics, and gives
subject, to which must be
being luminous and correct,

assigned the praise of
logical and instructive.*

The reader nevertheless

looks in vain for the strong clear
tish author, the combination of

sense

of the Scot

judgment and de
cision, with which he determines doubtful points and
discards useless inquiries, and the happy dexterity
with which he presents to the reader the topics, which
*

Curtii

Sprengel

Institutiones Medicse.

1817. Volumina Undecim. 8vo.
VOL. II.

Mediolani, 1816—

Reimprimebat

J. Silvestri.

2

S
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it most

closely concerns him to know.
spects Sprengel shows a greater degree
demical

professor,

In

some

re

of the Aca

the learned author whose labours

had methodized and elucidated the

History

of Medi

cine.

Gregory, on the other hand, appears as the
practical physician, the experienced and judicious
observer,

who knows what remedies can, and what

accomplish.
Gregory produced, in a condensed shape,
the general Therapeutic doctrines, the didactic me
thod, the subjective arrangement, and the most im
portant practical applications of the Treatise of Dr
Cullen, Dr William Woodville of London, an es
teemed pupil of Cullen, published a work, in which
cannot

they

While Dr

he had constant occasion to make known the facts

recorded and inferences deduced

by

the

Edinburgh

Professor.

Woodville

Dr

published

his

work

on

Medical

first between the years 1790 and 1793, in
three volumes quarto, with a fourth as supplement in

Botany

1794 ; and

a

second edition of the

same

appeared

in

1810*
A valuable
the
*

judicious
Medical

part of the work of Dr Woodville

was

and careful estimate which he formed

Botany ; containing Systematic

and General De

with Plates of all the Medicinal Plants, Indigenous
Exotic, comprehended in the Catalogues of the Materia

scriptions,
and

Medica,
London
&c.

published by
and Edinburgh,
as

the
&c.

In three volumes 4to.

Royal College of Physicians of
By William Woodville, M.D.,
1790.
Supplement, London,

Third
1810.
Second Edition, Four Volumes 4to.
Edition, with Additions and Corrections. By Sir William
Jackson Hooker.
London, 1832. Five Volumes 4to.

1794.
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physiological properties and of the
therapeutic powers in plants and vegetable

of the

various
articles

Medicine; and for this he was mainly
indebted to the Treatise of Dr Cullen, whose au
thority is quoted under almost every article, and
from whose work, as in the case of Tobacco, Cam
phor, Opium, Tea, and several other substances, Dr
In truth, it may
Woodville gives ample extracts.
be justly said, that the medical and therapeutic, or
pharmakological part of the Medical Botany was in

employed

general

in

This

that of Dr Cullen.

frequent

reference

authority and experience of Cullen tended,
undoubtedly, to increase the utility and exalt the
authority of the work of Dr Woodville.
the

to

for many years a standard Treatise on
Medical Botany, and may still be perused with ad

This

was

Since the appearance of
elaborate works of Friederich

vantage and instruction.
the

large and more
Gottlob Hayne* and Th. Fr. Nees Von Esenbeck,-]- it
has lost something perhaps of the high character,
which it first acquired; partly in consequence of the
more

accurate state of Botanical

in

precision
*

science, and greater
Botanical characters, introduced by

kunde

Darstellung und Beschreibung der in der Arzneygebrauchlichen Gewachse, wie audi solcher welche mit

ihnen

verwechselt

Getreue

werden konnen.

Von

Friedrich

Gottlob

Hayne. Berlin. R. 4to. XI. Band, 1805.
"j" Plantse Medicinales. Oder Sammlung Offizineller Pflanzen.
Von Dr Th. Fr.
Mit Lithographischen Abbildungen, u. s. w.
L. Nees

Esenbeck, Professor der Pharmacie

von

universitat.

1829, Band
Tafeln.

M.

u. s. w

II.

1828.

Dusseldorf,

Weyhe,

Erster

1838.

auf der Rhein-

Dusseldorf.

Band I.

Supplement-Band

mit 120

u. s. w.

Gr. Folio.

2 s2
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Bonpland,
ward

Per soon, Robert Brown, Sir James Ed

Smith, Decandolle,

and the two

Hookers,

—

in consequence of the defects inseparable from
any first work on the subject published at that time.
But a Third edition of the work of Dr Woodville,

partly

with considerable additions and
five

tions, forming
don in 1832,

places

that

those of

Sir William Jackson

by

work,

Hayne

important rectifica
volumes, was published at Lon

as

nearly as may be,

and Nees

von

Hooker, and

on a

level with

Esenbeck.

In the year 1797, eight years after the publication
of the Treatise of Cullen, appeared anonymously the

volume, of which Dr Richard Pearson
of Birmingham avowed himself to be the author, by
publishing, in 1808, the whole work in a complete and
This Treatise, entitled A Practical
revised form.
first

part

of

Synopsis of

a

the Materia Alimentaria and Materia

Medica, which is accordingly divided into
is remarkable for

giving

short and

two

parts,

compendious,

yet

clear and useful accounts of the dietetic and nutri
tious

properties

of the various articles used

as

food

physiological and therapeutic
effects of the medicinal agents employed in the cure
of diseases, as these effects were ascertained by the
In ascertaining
most able and credible observers.
and declaring the weight of evidence on the latter
point, Dr Pearson appears to have held the balance
with a steady hand, and estimated its oscillations
and

drink, and

of the

He has introduced much
eye.
valuable information from the elaborate work of

with

an

accurate

Murray of Goettingen,

and all the

which had been collected

important materials
during the experience of
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nearly forty years by the most eminent English and
foreign clinical practitioners and experimentalists.
He has even referred for various important facts to
the best original inquiries and the most able mono
graphs ; and his work not only presents a compre
hensive and just view of the state of the science of
Materia Medica in

1808, but constitutes almost

a

Digest of the Literature and Annals of the Art.

depreciated the merit of
the physiological and pathological disquisitions in
troduced by Dr Cullen, and has pronounced upon
them a judgment more severe than the circum
It would be easy to show that
stances justified.
these disquisitions are most important parts of the
Dr Pearson has rather

Cullen; and that without them that work
would have been imperfect, and in many respects
obscure, and not quite intelligible. A more judicious
critic would have said, that though in the Treatise of

work of

they were necessary, in a Manual or Com
pendious Synopsis, such as that planned by Dr
Pearson, they were out of place, and might without
inconvenience be omitted. The object of Dr Pearson
was to
present, in a compendious and portable shape,
all the most important information contained in
Cullen's work, and in others, which the experience
of twenty years had placed at the disposal of the
physician; and this he must be allowed to have ably
accomplished.
Cullen

Dr Pearson has often differed from Cullen in the

degree

of confidence which is to be

reposed

in various

medicinal agents, of which that
author had formed too high an estimate, he has re-

remedies.

Some
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duced to
has

unjustly

raise to

humble rank ; a few, which Cullen
depreciated, he has seen occasion to

a more

just position. In these changes Dr
Pearson has been guided both by personal observa
tion and by the concurrent testimony of many re
spectable observers.
more

a

Other testimonies to the merits of the Treatise

on

Medica, further proofs of the influence of
that work and its characteristic doctrines, I might yet
adduce.
This, however, is unnecessary. One only
I shall add from Dr John Mason Good, who, though

Materia

peculiar views and opinions on No
sology and Pathology, to differ from Cullen, and
though in vigour and force of intellect greatly in
ferior, must in this case be held to be an impartial
witness, and a judge of sufficient competency.
Dr Mason Good, in the Preface to his
Study of

often

led,

from

"

Medicine," has remarked that the First Lines of Dr
Cullen, when read as they were delivered, in con
nection with his Treatise on the Materia Medica,
constitute the most important course of instruction,
that has

ever

by

the

he

adds,

were

same

not

"

perhaps

been laid down and

individual.

they

"

completed
purpose,"
together, though they

But for this

must be read

for the express de
contemporaneous study; for it is

published together,

nor

sign of forming a
a singular fact, that the First Lines
of Physic, though full both of mind

of the Practice

of elaborate axioms and theoretical

principles,

tain

any

on

con

title suggests; while the
the Materia Medica, without making

little of what

Treatise

and of matter,

pretensions

the

to the

subject,

is

altogether

a

prac-
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tical work, replete with practical principles, and
founded upon a practical investigation."

critically and logically the opinions
The judg
here expressed is scarcely worth while.
ment is vague and indiscri initiating, and does not
precisely distinguish the characteristic merits of the
Treatise by Dr Cullen. But the opinions may be
taken as the testimony of one who, as aiming at
distinction in the same line of scientific and profes
sional exertion, might be supposed to have acquired
some title to
express an opinion, though on the
writings of a physician, who was in all respects much
The opinion expressed on the pro
his superior.
priety of studying the Treatise on Materia Medica
along with the First Lines, with which we are at pre
sent concerned, is that which in all probability will be
shared by all the most competent judges, who have
To examine

And it is
studied the work with greatest attention.
not to be forgotten, that this idea it was, which, in
some

degree, though

not

derived from Dr Mason

Good, induced Dr Thomson, in his edition of the
First Lines, published in 1827, to introduce, from
the Materia Medica, illustrative extracts wherever
demand this course, and thus
put it in the power of the student to realize the
proposed by Dr Good.

the

subject seemed

to

plan

Soon after the

publication

of the Treatise

on

Ma

teria Medica, Dr Cullen received from various emi
nent and learned persons, scientific and professional,
letters expressing their sense of the value of the
Treatise as a work of utility to the physician.

Among

these

we

find Sir

Joseph Banks,

Sir Charles
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Blagden,

Dr

Lettsom, John Andrew Murray, the
learned Professor of Botany at Gottingen, all
eager
to
their
of
the
merits
of
the
work.
express
opinion
Such productions are in
many instances to be viewed
as the
mere
effusions of politeness and friendly
partiality. But in the present case, the subsequent
course of events, some of which I have
attempted to
showed
that
these
trace,
persons simply anticipated
that verdict, which the experience of at least
thirty
or
forty years has only tended to confirm.
It comes not within the plan of these observations
to trace the
progress of Therapeutics and Materia
Medica to the present time. My purpose is accom
plished when I show, or attempt to show, the influ
ence of the
teaching and writing of William Cullen
upon the teaching and writing of the nineteenth cen
—

tury.
ceases

It is not easy to say where this influence
to show its effects.
We have seen that it is

distinctly perceptible during
of the

at

least the first third

century; and it is scarcely possible

to

con

ceive that any

well-prepared writer should attempt
at present even to treat of Therapeutics and Pharmakology without having previously given a reason
able amount of attention to the facts and
the

reasonings

of Cullen.

and

deductions,

doctrines,

contained in the work

But it would lead to

unprofitable detail
and unseasonable prolixity, perhaps exaggeration,
were we to extend our
disquisitions to all the works
that have appeared on these subjects to the present
time.

During

the years in which Dr Cullen

was

occupied
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preparing the Treatise on Materia Medica for
publication, not much occurred to diversify his life
and require especial notice in these pages, beyond
The
those events that have been already recorded.
only circumstances not hitherto mentioned were two
examples of that high estimation in which the cha
racter of Dr Cullen was held as a scientific physician
and an intelligent writer and teacher, and which,
from the time at which they took place, could
scarcely with propriety have been previously in
in

At Dublin there had been

troduced.

established,

of the Medical Professors of

under the

authority
Trinity College, a Society

for the advancement of

Ireland; and on
professors, who, it is

the Science and Art of Medicine in
the recommendation of these
had studied under

said,

much

veneration, his

Cullen,

name

and held his

name

in

was, toward the close of

among the list of honorary members of
The intelligence of this proceeding was

1787, enrolled
this

Society.

communicated in
from Dr James

a

letter of the 31st December

Cleghorn,

with the official letter of the

along
Society.*
Of

a

more

that

was

Cullen.

trious and well-informed
Professor of

Anatomy

This Dr James

Cleghorn,

given

to the scientific

Peter

Camper,

the
re

the indus

anatomist, who had been

Surgery at Amsterdam,
title of honorary Professor,

Cleghorn

was

the

nephew

the author of the instructive work

of Minorca.

was

and

and who still held the
*

Anatomy,
Secretary of the

elevated and select character

testimony
putation of Dr
next

1787,

the Professor of

of Dr George

on

the Diseases
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had breathed his

last,

at

his house

near

Franeker,

the 7th

day of April 1789, in consequence
of pleurisy, at the age of fifty-seven

attack

of

on
an

years.
The vacancy, which was thus occasioned in the Aca
demy of Sciences at Goettingen, was speedily filled

Dr Cullen in the

by electing

announcement

of

this

through the
Abraham G. Heyne,
Pindar, and Virgil.

to him

It appears, from
extant, that about,

the Treatise

Cullen

lishing,
o7

as a

honour

The

Camper.

communicated

medium of Dr

Girtanner, by
Homer,

the learned editor of

or

of the

soon

correspondence

still

after the time at which

Materia Medica

on

of

was

some

directing

was

place

published, Dr
question of pub

was

his mind to the

fifth volume of the First

Lines, a short
Women and Children;
'

view of the Diseases proper to
understanding by this designation those Disorders

which had not been very fully considered in the
First Lines. A note from Charles Elliot the book
seller, dated 3d April 1789, shows that this gentle

proposition, as he
states, maturely, but seemed not perfectly willing to
undertake the work on the terms proposed. Of this
man

had been

proposition
proposition
mind of

no

more

it is not

family,

Cullen must have at
as

to

the

is said.

indicates the

Cullen,

bers of his

the

considering

propriety

literary labour,

But while the

activity and energy
improbable that the

mere

of the
mem

appearance of Dr
this time suggested some doubts
of his undertaking any serious

to whom the

had either

directly dissuaded

him

had given
him little encouragement to persevere in labours not

from

continuing

his

exertions,

or

at least

CONCLUDING MONTHS OF DR

quite

suited

his advanced

to

CULLEN'S

period

of life.
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It is in

stated, in the volume of the Medical Commen
taries for 1789, that Dr Cullen was proceeding with
deed

this fifth volume of the First Lines with his wonted

activity. But this statement is manifestly
one of those
general effusions of politeness, indicating
principally the good nature of the editor, and his
zeal and

hisfh admiration of the talents and character of Dr

Cullen,
actual

—

founded

any exact knowledge of the
and certainly without that intimate

not

facts,

on

acquaintance with the
mental capabilities of
cessible to those who
and in

condition and
the

are

which is

individual,

living under

the

intercourse with him.

frequent

and

physical
same

ac

roof,

Dr Cullen

in his

seventy-ninth year. His life had
been one of incessant professional and literary labour
and industry; and though he could in no just sense
of the term be said to be unfortunate, yet he had

was

now

encountered

a

if not

vourable,

which tend to
the

considerable amount of those unfa

physical

positively adverse, circumstances
exert an injurious influence both
upon

and the moral

of the human

con

mental energy, embitter life
and shorten its duration.

stitution;

which

part

impair

It is certain that the conduct of Dr John Brown

caused him

a

considerable

amount

of uneasiness and

vexation ; and though he never mentioned the name
of that person but upon one occasion, yet several of
his friends
ful

were aware

of the

influence, which the

upon his mind
this instance the mere

produced

deep, severe, and hurt
proceedings of Brown had
and feelings. It was not in
feeling or consciousness of
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the return of evil for great good and
which wounded the mind of Dr Cullen.

ingratitude,
kindness,
It

was

the

apprehension

that he

was

to be

deprived

of the

credit, whatever that might be, which he had
justly earned, by a life-long application to subjects of
great difficulty and obscurity, subjects in which the
most competent judges had allowed that he had in
troduced method, order, precision, and elucidation,
—

where

previously were confusion, perplexity, and un
certainty; that this species of robbery was perpe
trated by one who had enjoyed, in no
ordinary de
gree, means of obtaining his confidence, and to whom
Dr Cullen had been the
that kind and amount of
him for

means

of communicating

knowledge

teacher of

which

qualified
authority. A
always is for a mind

acting
painful
humbling course it
of elevation and independence to feel, that its posses
sor is
placed in the position of proving claims, which
had never before been called in question; to per
as a

and

ceive that the intellectual

some

property which it

had cost

industry and thought to acquire is ready
to be carried off by the insidious attempts of a bold
and unscrupulous pretender ; and many with these
feelings rather continue silent, than stoop to con
tend with an antagonist void of truth and without
candour, and wait with patience in the confident
hope that truth will at length, and after many strug
gles, prevail, and that justice may be done them
during their life.
Part of this only, not the whole, was the fate of
Cullen.
He evidently felt severely the humiliating
position of having his principles attacked and mishim much
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represented by Dr Brown, and after being distorted,
appropriated by that person. But he seems to have
thought also, that while it was impossible for him to
descend into the field of

controversy with

one

he had

instructed, little expectation could be

tained,

that

during

the

period

of his

own

whom
enter

life the

profession could be made to understand how grossly
they were deceived, and in how great a degree Cullen
was
wronged and misrepresented. In some sense
Cullen probably attached more importance to this
opposition and insidious misrepresentation than it
It has been already shown that in this
deserved.
country the reputation of Brown was evanescent and
transitory. But to Cullen, who could not positively
foresee this result, the poisoned arrow came wTith
little

or none

were

competent judges of the

of the antidote.

He felt also that few
matters in

dispute

;

and in this belief he appears, while his corporeal
frame was becoming feeble, to have resigned himself
to

what seemed unavoidable evil.

Another

circumstance, which doubtless gave the

mind of Dr Cullen not

a

little

vexation,

was

his dis

appointment in the attempts that he made to pro
cure the
professorship, first of Natural History, and
afterwards that of Botany, for his son Henry Cullen.
It seems clear, from the letters of Cullen, that he
thought that his son was entitled to obtain one or
other of these offices. In both he was disappointed;
and it may be inferred that these disappointments
without serious effect upon the mind of
who had attained his seventy-ninth year.
were

not

Other matters, which it is unnecessary to

one

men-
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especially the knowledge of the expensive
habits of a large family, tended all in the same di
rection to produce similar effects ; and when we
know and daily see, how much evil is produced by
tion,

and

those circumstances which act

on

the moral

part

of

constitution, it cannot be matter of wonder that
Dr Cullen, appro-aching to eighty years of age, was
not exempt from the operation of the usual causes

the

of mental
In the

disquietude

and

meantime,

his

depression.
bookseller, Charles Elliot,

died ; and this event, with the circumstances already
mentioned, seems to have completely put aside all
idea of

publishing

the

fifth volume of the

proposed

First Lines.
his several occupa
But that which appeared at this time, from

Cullen

tions.

April

continued, nevertheless,

to October

1789, mostly

to occupy his atten

regular, daily examination of letters of
consultation from distant places, the preparation of
answers often of considerable length, and entering
into details as to the cases submitted to his judgment,
and the kind of treatment required for each. All
tion,

was

the

these letters he continued to write, so far as can
be discovered from the copies, in his own hand

writing ;

and

even

in their pre
to resist the conclusion,

from these

copies,

state, it is impossible
that Cullen was a person of most remarkable
sent

clearness of

activity

and the most

judgment,
industry. The mere
extraordinary diligence
mechanical labour of dictating those letters to an
amanuensis, or writing them, must have occupied a
large amount of time. In general, they are ad-

of

mind, great

and
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dressed to the medical attendants of the
in

instances,

some

some, to relatives

patients ;

patients themselves ;
friends of the patients.

to

or

655

and, in
In the

months of March and

April, however, it must be
mentioned, we find a few letters signed by Cullen's
son, Henry Cullen, a circumstance which acquires
importance from what we shall afterwards have
occasion to mention at a later period of this narra
It is true, that Dr Cullen did not entirely at
tive.
this time

cease

to write

to the

answers

Consultation

Letters, but persevered during the whole
and autumn months in

part

performing

this

duty,

summer

and for

of the winter months of November and Decem

In

letter of the 30th

May 1789, to Dr
Robertson, he assigns as a reason for not sending an
immediate answer to that gentleman, the circum
stance, that he had been prevented by much College,

ber 1789.

a

that

is, Academical, business.
It was nevertheless evident, that his health
vigour, both corporeal and mental, were giving

and
ma

nifest indications of failure ; and on this point we
have his own testimony soon after the middle of
October 1789.
former

Dr William Pitcairn of

and friend of Dr

pupil

London, a
Cullen, had, on the

1789, given a note of introduction in
favour of Dr Richard Warren, a London physician
1st of October

of deserved

College,

who

celebrity,
was

and Fellow of the London

desirous

to

visit

such persons and objects as
It was not at that time
tion.

see

lish visitors to

come

to

Edinburgh, and
might deserve atten
so common for
Eng

Scotland

as

it has been since

the commencement of the nineteenth century.

But
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Dr Warren

came

daughters,

and son,

Scotland with Mrs

to

Warren, his

and, among other celebrities,
saw Dr Cullen, and received from him
great atten
and
tion,
every mark of kindness, which it was in the
Dr Warren and his
power of Cullen to bestow.
family were much gratified by their visit to Edin
and

burgh,
But he

seems

pressed by
Dr
to

Cullen,

have been rather

to

im

painfully

the debilitated and frail appearance of
and to have, in his anxiety, ascribed this

the abstemious mode of

observed

by

Cullen.

living, which he saw was
this apprehension, Dr War

In

his way homeward, had no sooner obtained
little leisure at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, than he
on

ren,
a

the kindness of Cullen.

especially by

wrote to

Dr Cullen

on

the 18th of October

sort of

a

letter of remonstrance, in which he recommended
him to take wine daily, as he understood he had

done.*

previously

To this letter Dr Cullen did not write

an

imme

diate answer, for the reason, that he thought it most
eligible to defer writing, until he was assured that
Dr Warren

after

was

returning

In the letter of

in London.

thanks

Dr Warren for the in

to

terest which he showed in the health of Dr

and

wine,
*

his habits

mentioning shortly
he informs Dr

reply,f
Cullen,

to the

as

use

of

Warren, that "The infirmities
College of Phy
Polypus, or Albu

Dr Richard Warren communicated to the

the Bronchial

sicians two papers ; one on
minous Exudation of the Bronchi; read 11th
Volume
read 4th

I.,

Art.

XVI., p. 407

August 1768

don, 1772.

;

:

the other

Volume

Dr Warren died in

t Dated October 1789.

IL,
1797.

Art.

on

August 1767;

Colica Pictonum

VII.,

p. 68.

Lon

;
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of age have been gradually coming on for years past,
and I do not find that they advance faster than in

They diminish the activity
my years.
both of my body and mind ; but, as I judge, more
If you are of opi
in the former than in the latter.

proportion to

nion that my drinking more wine would obviate the
progress, I shall certainly attend to it, though I do
not

find that

an

additional

glass

of wine does

me

any

service."
The

truth, however,

strength

of Dr Cullen

that neither

were

use

that the health and

in such

from the

refraining

continuance of its

was,

a

use

state of

of wine

decay,
nor

could have much effect in

the
re

approach of that change,
which all circumstances showed might take place at
no remote
period. Within a few days after writing
tarding

or

accelerating

the letter to Dr

the

Warren, that is, about the end
the

of Lectures

October, he entered

on

Practice of

for the session 1789-90.

course

it

Physic

was

course

destined that he

The marks of weakness and

on

of

the

This

should not finish.

frailty

were

indeed too

any doubt as to the state of Dr
Cullen to exist in the minds of those who beheld

apparent,
him.

to

permit

He had continued his

exertions, nevertheless,

during the month of November ; and it appears that
he persevered in answering consultation letters during
the whole of November and the first week of Decem
ber 1789.

From the fact of

a

having been left unanswered
reply was written by Henry

letter of 9th December
for four

Cullen

weeks, when

on

a

the 11 th Ja

nuary 1790, it may be inferred, that he was at the
former date little capable of attending to business
vol. n.

2

T
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with his wonted

letter written
is

on

the

case

vigour and regularity. The last
and signed by William Cullen himself
of William Charteris, Esquire, on the

26th December.

But he

symptoms had become

stantly

confined to bed.

was now

so

serious,

so

feeble, and the

that he

was

con

On the 30th of December

1789, he sent to the patrons a letter resigning the
office of Professor, as he felt that he was no longer
the duties ; and on the same day
the patrons re-elected him, and appointed Dr James
Gregory to be his assistant and successor.* The
able to

perform

ceremony of re-election must have been understood
a sort of acknow
to be a mere matter of form,
—

ledgment of the great merit and beneficial services
His symptoms are stated
of the retiring professor.
on the 9th of
January 1790 in general terms to be
alarming, requiring constant attention from his son
and other children.
•

When the fact of the

resignation

of Dr Cullen

was

known, it called forth from various public
bodies a strong, spontaneous, and unequivocal ex
pression of regret at what was an unavoidable evil,
mingled, however, with sentiments of the highest
made

esteem and admiration for the character of the in

learning and talents, whose genius
long-continued exertions had done so much to

dividual,
and

whose

elevate and adorn the Medical School of the Uni
and to confer upon the Scot
of

Edinburgh,
versity
tish metropolis a distinguished name and brilliant
reputation in the history of medical science. First
*

Medical

Commentaries, Volume

XV. p.

499, for 1791.
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patrons, namely, the Lord Provost, Ma
gistrates, and Town-Council, who, in the name of the
the

came

—

they presided, presented him
valuable and elegant piece of silver plate, on
was
engraved an inscription indicating their

community
with

a

which

over

which

veneration and esteem for the man, and their grate
ful acknowledgment of his services as a physician
and

public

a

Addresses

teacher.

expressing

the

high

sense

which

they

entertained of the abilities and services of Dr Cullen

by the Senatus Academicus of the
University of Edinburgh, by the Royal Medical So
ciety, the Royal Physical Society, and other bodies
whom it is unnecessary to mention.* One testimony,
sent to him

were

which

was

the

spontaneous tribute of several

of the

distinguished members of the profession, is, as
a memorial, too
important to be omitted. A general
meeting of the pupils and admirers of Dr Cullen, re
sident in Edinburgh, was held on the twelfth day of
January 1790 in the hall of the Royal Medical So
ciety in Surgeon Square, to consider the most eligible
means of
erecting some permanent memorial of re
spect for his genius in the University Buildings, then
in the course of erection.
It was unanimously re
solved, that a subscription for this purpose be imme-

most

*

These addresses

were

That of

sent at

various dates after the 1st

named the American

society,
January 1790.
Physical
Society, is dated the American Physical Society's Hall, Sur
The address of this
geon Square, 13th January 1790.
body,
drawn
with
be
considerable taste, and
which is supposed to
up
as
proceeding from gentlemen at that time not British subjects,
must be allowed to be impartial, is given in Dr Duncan's Me
dical

a

Commentaries, Volume XV.,

p.

494, for 1791.
2 t 2
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diately commenced; and as a committee for receiving
subscriptions and superintending the execution of the
work, the four annual Presidents of the Society for
the time being, Drs Joseph Black, James Gregory,
James

Andrew

Hamilton,

Duncan,

and

Charles

College of Physicians, and Messieurs
Alexander Wood and Benjamin Bell from the College
The memorial was a
of Surgeons, were appointed.
marble bust, which is now placed in the large upper
room or
gallery of the College Library.
Dr Cullen continued, after his resignation, to
linger in a state of great and gradually increasing
weakness throughout the month of January, and
departed this life at his house in the Mint on the
Fifth day of February 1790, aged seventy -nine
In compliance, as we
years and eleven months.
from the

Stuart,

have

with the wish of Dr

understood,

remains
which

were

was

and the

10th of

Cullen, his

Kirknewton, the parish in
his property of Ormiston Hill ;

conveyed

situate

to

funeral, which took place on Wednesday the
February, 1790, was private. At the east

end of the

village,

about half

a

mile eastward from

three-quarters of a mile east
from Ormiston Hill, is situate the burying- ground of
the parish of Kirknewton, almost the lowest ground
in that district; and nearly in the centre of this

parish church,

the

burying-ground
ed within four

without

a

quadrangular

gate

only

for its

on

enclosure contain

walls, bearing evident marks

roof; and with

iron

*

is

and

a

the west.*

peaceful

This enclosure is

gateway

provided

of age,
with an

In this spot, remarkable

and retired

situation,

remote

part of the old parish Church of Kirknewton.
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from the noise and bustle of towns, and not much
disturbed even by the sounds of agricultural industry,

deposited the remains of William Cullen, the
most judicious and intelligent physician of his time
in Scotland.
No evident memorial or inscription
distinguishes this sepulchre from those by which it is
were

surrounded.

But in the inner

or

the eastern wall there is inserted

a

surface of

western

marble

slab, which

records the name, the death, and the accomplish
ments of Cullen's eldest son, Robert, the judge, who

died in 1810.

By

this alone the

place

is

recognised

the tomb of William Cullen.

as

On the exact nature of the disease which termi
nated the life of
has been

preserved.

death of Cullen

posed

to

Cullen,

write

authentic information

Soon after the event of the

known, Vicq D'Azyr, who pro
Eloge, or Biographical Notice, to

was
an

be read before the
Dr

no

Academy

of

Sciences,

wrote

Cullen for information upon this and
rious other pertinent questions ; but among the

Henry

to
va
no

tices of this kind

published in the writings of Vicq
D'Azyr, no biography of Cullen is found. It is pro
bable that the death of Henry Cullen, which took
place eight months (11th October 1790) after that of
his father, rather unexpectedly, had prevented him
from forwarding to Vicq D'Azyr the information
which the French Academician required.
Dr Cullen had

himself,

in

1784, expressed the

might suffer an attack of palsy. It
may be regarded as an instance of the difficulty of
forming correct opinions on a subject of this kind,
that he never had any attack of palsy properly so

opinion

that he
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called, but presented only

that

general

feebleness

and

frailty, which is the most common and certain
accompaniment of old age.
Of the personal appearance and
figure of Dr Cul
len, the following sketch has been given by Dr Ben
jamin Rush from repeated observation.
"

Cullen

was

shoulders.
truded

a

tall, slender,

His face

little

was

of

a

blue

long

beyond
a
point

colour,

over

his whole face

and

thought,

stoop in his

lip

nose was

pro

large

downwards.

was

was

which

a

; his under

the upper ; his

and inclined to
was

and had

His eye, which
penetrating but soft ; and

diffused

an

air of mildness

strongly characteristic of
the constant temper and operations of his mind."
This description is not sufficiently minute and
discriminating in details to enable readers to form
any clear
the bust

or

was

distinct idea of the

man.

But between

already mentioned, a portrait taken by
Martin in 1777, preserved in the hall of the Royal
Medical Society, and another portrait by Cochran in
the Hun terian Museum, Glasgow, it may be possible to
frame some conception of the countenance, the look,
and the general expression of the person, who exer
cised

so

remarkable

an

influence

on

the state of

me

eighteenth century. It must at the
same time be remarked, that the description by Rush,
and the features presented by the bust, equally be
long to the last period of the life of Cullen, when he
was bowed down
by age ; frail, and approaching to
the close of existence.
The protruding and depend
ent aspect of the lower
lip must be regarded as a
slight paralytic relaxation, which did not belong to
dicine in the

PERSONAL APPEARANCE OF DR CULLEN.
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period of life ; and the stoop of the
is equally an indication of the conclud

the middle

shoulders

when the muscles lose their energy, and
mechanical forces prevail over vital organs.
The

ing period,

taken at

earlier

period, 1777, when
Cullen was in the sixty-seventh year of his age,* and
communicates a more just idea of what Cullen, not
in his best days, but before he had been subdued by

portrait

was

an

It has been stated to the
age, must have been.
writer of these remarks, by two grand-nephews of

Cullen, that this portrait

regarded by such
of the relations of the family as they had known, to
present a likeness as exact as could be expected.
But the most successful efforts of the painter and
sculptor, with whatever accuracy they may record
exterior physical characters and physiognomical fea
tures, are seldom serviceable in conveying just im
pressions of the intellectual and moral character of
Dr

the individual.

was

The circumstances which

can

alone

out these characters in

prominent and visible
relief, are sometimes overlooked and forgotten, often
difficult to be understood, are not always easily com
municated, and are sometimes misapplied in inter
pretation. In a large proportion of cases all minute

bring

buried in oblivion ;
and while the memorials of the talents, the attain

circumstances of this nature

are

ments, and the mental powers are left, nothing is
preserved to show, how their possessor differed from
other men, in which of the intellectual aud moral
faculties he was most remarkable, and by what
*

Life of William

Cullen, Volume I.,

pp. 458-9.
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he

enabled to rise

far above his

prede
cessors and
contemporaries. It is not always that
autobiography supplies materials for this species of

means

was

delineation

;

so

does, how often does
perplex by frivolous, irrelevant, and

and

it mislead and

even

when it

unprofitable details ?
An object of interest, nevertheless, it always must
be to illustrate the habits, disposition, and character
science, in lite

of those who have been eminent in

in art, by the detail of such facts as dis
close and throw light on the private moral nature of

rature,

or

the individual.
are

But for this purpose few materials
left in the case of Cullen, excepting those which

relate to his

professional

labours and

published writ

ings, the letters of consultation which he left behind
him, and those letters to pupils and contemporaneous
physicians, several of which were published in the
first volume of the

Dr Thomson endeavoured to

lections of Mr

len;

and

they

were

Paul,

though

Some few facts

work.

present

recover

from the recol

the last amanuensis of Dr Cul

from the circumstances under which

obtained,

these

are

necessarily meagre and
the latter period of his

scanty, and relate chiefly to
life, we shall study to present those which
characteristic and

his

activity

most

important.

The life of Dr Cullen
cessant

are

was

one

of

great if

In the latter

and labour.

life, when he had possession

not in

period

of

Hill,

he

of Ormiston

subject of agriculture
and arboriculture, which he had there opportunities of
studying practically. When in Edinburgh, he rose
devoted much attention to the

about

a

quarter before

seven

o'clock, and till nine

was

ESTIMATE OF CHARACTER OF DR CULLEN.

occupied

in

dictating

to

an
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amanuensis the materials

At ten o'clock Dr Cullen

for the Materia Medica.

patients in the town or neigh
bourhood. In these days this duty was mostly per
formed in a sedan chair, in order to get through the
closes and wynds, or narrow steep lanes, in which the
dwellings of the inhabitants w^ere then situate. He
usually returned about twelve o'clock, or soon after
went out and

that

hour;

visited

and sometimes he remained at home the

day afterwards, occupied in reading consulta
tion letters and writing answers, or in seeing those
patients who came to obtain his advice.
In his professional visits he was very punctual to
the hour appointed ; and when he had consultations
with other physicians or with surgeons, notes were
sent to them before eight in the morning, fixing the
respective hours at which he was to meet them.
In the evening he sometimes made one of a party
at whist ; but this was the only relaxation or amuse
ment in which he indulged when resident in Edin
burgh.
It is unnecessary to say, that in the performance
of his academical duties Cullen was regular, syste
whole

matic,
were

All the dissertations which

and conscientious.

committed to his examination he read with

attention,

and marked

carefully

seemed to him to deserve
and

particular

such passages

as

notice, inquiry, comment,

commendation.

lecturing observed by Cullen was
that of a man perfectly acquainted with his subject.
There is no proof left to show, and no reason to be
lieve, that in any of the courses which he delivered,
The mode of

*

Q^Q
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the lectures

he

taught

were

fully

and

written.

literally

the Institutions of

Medicine, it

When

was

only

in the year 1772 that he
published the Institutions
of Medicine, or Outlines of
Physiology, to show the

pupils

the several divisions of the

order in which he
to

came

ferent

degrees
treated.

jects
once

lecture,

was

he

to treat

amplified

accurate

them.
and

and the

But when he

illustrated,

in dif

and in different
This he

from the accurate

sessed of

subject,

was

modes, all the sub
easily able to do, at

which he pos
it then stood, and from that

knowledge

physiology, as
personal observation

and

ingenious

tion and

induction, in which he had

When he

came

few

reflec

equals.

in 1773 to lecture

solely and exclu
sively on the Practice of Physic, or Special Patho
logy, Nosology, and Therapeutics, his observation
and experience as Clinical Teacher rendered him
still more completely master of the subjects to be
treated ; and while the First Lines served as the
basis of his instructions, the comments and state

amplified these
short, and, in several points, aphoristical elements,
formed by far the largest, and certainly not the
least attractive, portion of his prelections. We are
further informed, upon sufficiently credible autho
rity, that during the latter years of his life he en
tered the lecture-room with only short notes of the
subjects to be discussed and illustrated, and that he
trusted altogether to his correct knowledge, his
power of expression, and extemporaneous elocution,
for conveying, in a distinct and
impressive form, his
instructions to his pupils. In short, though the subments

by

which he illustrated and
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stantial

matter

general

served in

of the Lectures

was

pre
in the First

greatly changed
Lines, yet
incessantly altering them from
year to year, enlarging in one direction, abridging
and curtailing in another, and modifying every
state not

a

he

was

where.
It is

possible, nevertheless, that certain portions
of the Lectures on particular subjects may have been
The Introductory Dis
written fully and verbally.
course on the
History of Medicine, which is pub
lished by Dr Thomson in his edition of the Works,
is more ample in information, more complete in me
thodical

division, and

minute in

more

the Sketch which Cullen

prefixed

to

his

details, than
own

edition

The difference between these two

of the First Lines.

Introductions may

serve

to

communicate

some

idea,

though
perfect one, of the manner in which Dr
Cullen enlarged his lectures in the course of delivery.
not

a

In the act of

lecturing, his language was well
chosen, clear, and simple, his manner impressive and
interesting, his delivery easy, fluent, and agreeable.
44

From the moment that he ascended his
"

chair,"

he commanded the most

says Dr Rush,
respectful
attention from his auditors ; insomuch, that I never
saw one of them discover a sign of impatience
during
the time of any of his lectures." He always studied
carefully the previous evening the lecture to be de

livered

on

the

following day.

He appears to have taken considerable pains, in
preparing his Treatise on Aliments, to obtain accu
rate

information

pose he

on

procured

a

the effects of Diet.

statical

chair,

For this pur
and subjected his
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amanuensis to various

experimental

ferent kinds of food.

But these trials

have led

any very decided results.
his whole professional life Dr Cullen

to

reside in the
then

house in the Mint ; and
This house, for it is still in

sufficiently respectable abode,
practice of the inha

existence,

was

according

to the ideas and the

bitants of

Edinburgh,

a

con

same

in that house he died.

The

not to

seem

to

During
tinued

trials with dif

at the time when Cullen

lived.

greater part of the members of the professions

of law and medicine

houses of similar ap
pearance, and situate in similar localities, especially
the wynds, closes, or narrow lanes passing from the

occupied

High Street, the Lawn Market, the Canongate, and
the Cowgate; and even the supreme judges of the
courts continued to a late period in the eighteenth
Dur
occupy houses in these situations.
the latter part of his life, the houses in Argyle

century

to

ing
Square and Brown Square began to be erected, and
It
at a period rather later, those in George Square.
that professional persons began to
was then only
and placed
occupy houses larger, more commodious,
like many other
the old house in the
persons, continued to occupy
Mint, which, it must be remembered, was near the

in better situations.

scene

of his academical

In the latter
year

Cullen,

duties, and

sufficiently convenient
being visited by them.

the time,
and

But Dr

for

considering
visiting patients

was,

part of his life, subsequently

1778, when he became possessed

to

the

of Ormiston

Hill, he spent much of his time in that place, where
his

occupation

in

planting, improving,

and in various
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agricultural pursuits, enabled him at once
his taste for the practice of agriculture,
nished

form of

a

recreation,

to

gratify

and fur

which rendered him

more

professional studies and aca
demical duties in a vigorous and satisfactory manner.
Everything in his history, and many notices in
his letters, show that to this place Dr Cullen was
strongly attached, and that in its improvement he
took great interest.
But this was only the revival
of a passion which, in the breast of Cullen, had been
dormant, not extinguished. The love of the country,
the pleasure of contemplating woodland scenes, cul
tivated fields, and thriving pastures, and beholding
or
joining in rural occupations, is a passion common
capable

of

pursuing

his

The merchant, the
many orders of mankind.
lawyer, the physician, the soldier, all look forward
to

period when, released from the urgent pres
sure of active
professional duties, they may in some
quiet retreat spend the concluding scenes of life, un
disturbed by the bustle and tumult of the meridian
of their days.
to

the

"

Saltern remoto des Pater

angulo,

Horas senectas ducere liberas ;

Tutumque vulgari tumultu
Surripias, hominumque curis."
In these lines did

religious
ance

to

house in
a

Gray,
the Alps

when

of

passing a day at a
Dauphiny, give utter

sentiment which is

though not always expressed,
often forgotten, is never entirely
*

common

and

4to.

1775.

to

many,

which, though

obliterated.

Works and Memoiis of Life of Thomas

York and London.

*

P. 118.

Gray, by

W. Mason,
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With Cullen these

feelings were innate, and ac
quired, from various circumstances, peculiar force as
he became aged. He had
spent his early days in
the

country,

in

a

district where the natural beauties

of the
scenery could not fail to promote the growth
of this sentiment ; and though the middle
period of

his life

passed in populous towns, where he had
few opportunities of gratifying this taste,
yet as he
advanced in life, these sentiments revived with in
was

creased

force, and led him
in the

country and in rural occupations.
not, however, as a speculative and intel

amusement

It

was

seek recreation and

to

lectual admirer
and the

only of the beauties of rural scenery
tranquillity of a country life, that Dr Cullen

became the possessor of Ormiston Hill. He had,
when Professor of Chemistry, delivered a course of
Lectures

on

ward not

a

ture of

Agriculture,

few

new

in which he

ideas and doctrines

soils, the nutrition

and their mode of

brought

of

operation,

plants,

and the

on

on

for

the

na

manures

adaptation

of

never ceased to feel
crops to suitable soils. He had
the desire to subject his theoretical doctrines to the

test of actual trial ; to

extend,

to

rectify,

and to

con

knowledge by observation and experience.
This long cherished hope he thus expected to carry
into effect; and so far as difficulty was concerned,
Ormiston Hill afforded ample opportunities.
firm his

Unless the reader bear this in
will feel it difficult to
or

for what

reason

remembrance,

understand, upon

Cullen

was

so

what

he

principle

much attached to

this spot, which, though not devoid of beauty, is not
exactly the region upon which a farmer, who takes
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pleasure in rich remunerative crops, would have cho
sen to
expend money and industrial labour. But it
was not distant from Edinburgh ; and even its na
tural difficulties acted as a salutary excitement to
the active mind of Cullen.
On the old

Glasgow road,

which

runs

by Midcalder

and the Kirk of

Shotts, about eight miles from Edin
burgh, nearly opposite to Hatton, a parish road issues
from the public turnpike road, leading first nearly
southward and then almost due west.

This road

through the village of Kirknewton, and then
ascending regularly as the ground rises, about three
hundred yards beyond the parish church of Kirknew
ton, places the traveller at the base of Ormiston Hill.

passes

The
to

common

road is continued

westward, and leads
various other places.
At present

Midcalder and

it is crossed

on

the level

by

the Caledonian

the Kirknewton station of which is
close at hand.

Ormiston

on

On the south rise the

with

Railway,

the

north,

grounds

of

exposure to the north ; and a
short distance up the hill, on the level ground at its
summit, stands the old house which was occupied by

Hill,

Dr Cullen.

an

The house is

without architectural

plain enough, altogether
beauty or pretensions ; and in

deed in the eye of the sesthetical observer it must be
pronounced to be an object sufficiently commonplace,

presenting nothing

attractive

or

imposing.

It

con

sists of two houses, very narrow, united by their
gables, running nearly east and west, or, with a
northern and southern exposure, forming a long,
The eastmost of
narrow, and unsightly building.
these

two

houses

was

erected

by

Cullen himself.
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apartments

of both

entire breadth of the

are

small, occupying the

buildings,

which is about 21

ceilings are low ; the windows small.
But, though these buildings are in the fashion of
that day, when money was scarce, and before the
taste for showy houses and magnificent edifices with
spacious apartments had arisen in Scotland ; there
is about the whole a pleasing air of comfort and
commodiousness ; and the view over the grounds
from the south front is diversified with an agreeable
variety of hill and level country. In this unpre
tending abode and the surrounding grounds, Cullen
spent a large proportion of his available leisure
during the months of summer and autumn; and we
have been informed on authority, which may be re
garded as good, that he frequently repaired to Or
miston Hill, to see how his plans for improving and
embellishing the place prospered, and to think of
others that might seem requisite and suitable.
The soil of Ormiston Hill is mostly a light gravel ;
and as the ground rises considerably, and has a north
ern
exposure, the climate is rather cold and ungenial.
feet.

The

In the upper table-land heath still grows in abun
In the
dance ; and moss is by no means a rarity.

place looks beautiful ; the ve
getable world is then sufficiently vigorous ; and the
views from the grounds upon the fertile, well-wooded,
and well-cultivated fields of the Lothians are magni
ficent.
But in the beginning of spring, the close of
summer

months the

autumn, and in winter, the climate

ing.
tions,

Dalmahoy Hill, considerable eleva
various other heights, outliers of the west-

Kaimes and
and

cannot be invit
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portion of the Pentland range, are seen at no great
distance. Upon these places the suii must shine with
feeble influence and abated force during seven or eight
ern

months of the year ; and it was not without reason,
that, when Dr Cullen was showing to Alexander

Wilson, professor of Astronomy at Glasgow, the
beauties of Ormiston Hill, and explaining the success
with which its
and delicate

proprietor

cultivated various fine trees

exotics, the latter gentleman dryly put

question, what was the

average height of the baro
meter, and added his belief that it could not stand
so
high as at the sea-level by four-tenths of an inch.

the

its elevated situation

Notwithstanding, however,

and its northern exposure, Ormiston Hill was the
delight of Dr Cullen ; and between planting trees,
and

rooting up heath, reclaiming and im
moss
grounds, levelling, covering gravel
with new soil, draining, and cultivating shrubs and
flowers imported into the place, he succeeded in
giving to it a degree of rural beauty and vegetable
profusion and variety which struck every one who
visited the territory.
The relics of some of this in

clearing
proving

dustrious exertion may be at present traced in the
adventitious Flora of Ormiston Hill.
Between two hundred and

yards

to

the westward of the

the house of Ormiston
descend

fifty

and three hundred

spot

on

which stands

Hill, the ground begins

to

first

gradually, then by an oblique slope
more
directly, forming a shelving bank or decli
vity about thirty or forty feet downwards. This
bank

ward,

at

forms, with
and

a

similar

considerably
dingle, following, with
VOL. n.

one a

more

little farther

deep hollow or
windings, a general

steep,

several

west

a

2

u
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direction from south-west to north-east, the bottom
of which is traversed by a small rivulet running in
the

same

direction,

and which

the north-east becomes the

a

few miles further to

principal

source or

main

Gogar Burn. The dingle thus formed is
point the western boundary of Ormiston Hill;

stream of
at this

for west of this and the rivulet which traverses its

hollow, the territory is that of Ormiston.
This

dingle

or

ravine, though

on

a

small

scale,

possesses many elements of natural beauty ; and
these Dr Cullen had laboured diligently to develope
The site of the

dingle, lying between
two elevated banks, the clear stream murmuring at
its base, and following the windings of the ravine,
the silence and retirement seem strongly to have
struck his imagination. He made a walk along the
margin of the rivulet ; he planted poplars, birches,
firs, and other trees along the bank ; he scattered
numerous perennial plants over the whole space ;
and, lastly, he constructed a small alcove to afford
In this retreat, in
rest and shelter when required.
which, during summer, the trees sufficiently ex
cluded the rays of the sun to render it pleasant, the
traditions of the neighbourhood say Cullen spent
much of his time during the summer recess ; and
the physical characters of the place are unquestion
ably of that kind, that they might make him for the
time forget, that he was so near Edinburgh, the scene
of his professional labours, and the anxious cares of
the physician's life.*
and

improve.

In order to form

a
*

correct
Note Y.

judgment

of the intel-
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lectual character of William

Cullen,

site to consider his

with attention and

only requi
can

and to bear in mind the state of medical sci

dour,
ence

writings

it is
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at the

time,

at which he

lecturer and writer.

began

his

career

To the reader who has

as a

con

sidered with any attention what has been stated in
the course of these volumes, this will not be difficult,
and must have

clearly, though gradually,
history already given.
The leading characters of the intellect of William
Cullen were great energy, clearness of perception,
accuracy in observing, soundness of judgment, logical
precision in reasoning and deducing inferences, much
originality in all his views, and a remarkable faculty
of concentrating information on all points and mak
ing it illustrate the subject of medical pathology and
therapeutics. Cullen could not be said to be an ana
tomist ; and in physiology it must be admitted that
He
he was inferior both to Haller and to Whytt.
had neither the profound and accurate knowledge of
the structure of the human body, nor the intimate
acquaintance with the history of facts, arguments,
opinions, and doctrines possessed by the former ; nor
could he be compared with the latter in his habits of
experimental investigation, and elaborate inquiry,
and the faculty of acute and ingenious reasoning.
In several qualifications, however, he was decidedly
superior to each of these eminent physiologists ; first,
in the penetration and sagacity with which he could
investigate and illustrate the psychological branches
of physiological science ; secondly, in his power of
distinguishing and selecting, amidst an immense
come

out

in the

2 u2
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heterogeneous materials, those facts only
which are regular, constant, and universal, and re
jecting those which are accidental, frivolous, or par
tial, or imperfectly ascertained ; thirdly, in his
faculty of precise distinction, accurate definition, and
methodical arrangement ; and, lastly, in the readi
mass

of

apply the results obtained
by his predecessors, contemporaries, and pupils, to
the rectification, simplification, and general im
provement of medical theory and practice.
Such, so far as impartial and attentive considera
tion enables us to form a judgment, were the leading
characters in the mind of Cullen, by which he was
enabled, from a situation comparatively obscure, to
rise to a position of great eminence in the profession
of medicine, and to exercise upon its theory and prac
Other cir
tice a powerful and salutary influence.
ness

with which he could

of an accessory charac
contributed to favour, and in some

cumstances, indeed, there
ter, which at

once

respects tended
When

we

were

oppose the efforts of Dr Cullen.
contemplate that portion of the eigh
to

teenth century which corresponds with the active
period of the life of this physician, extending from
1746 to 1789, and contrast the beginning of this
period with its close, the great difference is per
It is
ceived in a clear and unambiguous light.
unnecessary to repeat what has been already said
in various parts of these volumes, especially when

speaking

of the state of Materia

Medica,

on

the

con

dition of medicine in the first half of this century.
When Cullen entered on the practice of medicine in
the year

1736, John Freind,

one

of the most emi-
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physicians

nent

dead,

of

London,

had been

some

and Richard Mead and Sir Hans Sloane

years
were

medical authorities.

the

Freind and Mead,
united by strong ties of

leading
though differing in age, were
friendship ; both men of great talents, highly cul
tivated by varied learning and philosophy.
Yet in
attempting to make so moderate a reform as that of
recommending the employment of aperient medicine
in the treatment of small-pox and its secondary fever,
both encountered the most determined opposition.
The success of Newton in applying geometry to
explain the principles of natural philosophy had
persuaded many learned physicians, that in medical
theory also geometrical reasoning was quite indis
pensable; and accordingly we find that the language
of Freind and Mead is upon this point equally strong
and decided. Both of these physicians, indeed, were
warmly attached to the principles of the mechanical
philosophy and the mathematical system of physio
logy, a course in which they were preceded and
encouraged by Pitcairn and George Cheyne, for the
talents of both of whom Mead expresses the highest
—

admiration.

Towards the close of his life, however,
glimpse of the inapplicability of this

Mead got a
theory, and became somewhat inclined to the
which is

prin
generally as

of Stahl ; a change
cribed to the influence of Dr Frank Nichols

ciples

over

the

Essays, indeed, of James Keill
and Jurine, while they showed what might be
achieved by the application of mechanical principles
and mathematical reasonings to physiology, indicat
Nor
ed also what they were unable to accomplish.
mind of Mead.

The
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the labours of Colin Maclaurin without effect ;
which, by explaining the true and legitimate applica
were

tion of the researches of Newton,

ought to

have satis

thinkers, that medicine was not the field
the application of geometry ; and that, however

fied all sound
for

mechanics and physics, the ap
of mathematical reasoning to elucidate the

useful when

plication

applied

to

actions of animal bodies is barren and

While medical

unprofitable.

thus shaken in all its parts,
theory
there gradually arose, about the middle of the cen
tury, a new system, which, by dissevering all connec
was

tion with the science of abstract

ing

medicine to rest

quantity,

observation and

and allow

experience
(1738-48), George
Sir
John
Cleghorn (1751),
Pringle (1752), Donald
Monro (1764), Francis Home (1759), Brocklesby
(1764), the two Linds (1763-68), and Sims (1773),
threw into the shade all other means of acquiring
medical knowledge and regulating medical practice.
It was during the early part of this period (1746-48)
that Cullen began to observe, to reason, to teach ;
during the entire course of this period he was dili
gently occupied in reducing into a general system
the results presented by these and other practical ob
servers, in confirming, rectifying, and modifying them
by his own experience and that of predecessors and
contemporaries ; and it must be admitted, that for
these purposes he had fallen upon good days.
At no time, certainly, had this country beheld to
gether so many able men, as appeared during this
portion of the eighteenth century. Then was seen
the acute penetrating mind of David Hume,
equally
alone,

on

in the hands of Huxham
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distinguished for speculative disquisition and saga
cious practical views ; who, though his skeptical turn
led him into various deviations, yet at once, by ri
gorous logical reasoning, by judicious selection and
arrangement of known facts, by new views and by
his errors, rendered to philosophical inquiry more
service than had been done by any single individual;
who called into activity the patient analytic mind of
Reid, the profound and philosophical Campbell, and
the elegant genius of Gerard. Then appeared Adam
Smith, equally distinguished by his accurate know
ledge of philosophy, ancient and modern, his talent
for ethical disquisition, the soundness and compre
hensiveness of his views in political economy, and his
faculty of clear, elegant and harmonious writing.
Then also appeared Henry Home, afterwards Lord
Kaimes, a person who distinguished himself as much
by his attainments in polite literature, as in his own
professional studies. During the same period lived
Robertson, Ferguson, and Henry ; of the two for
mer of whom
it is difficult to say whether they
were more excellent as historians or
as
philoso
With
all
these
men Cullen was
phical inquirers.
more or

Lord

less intimate ; with some,

Kaimes, Smith,

and

as

Robertson,

David
on

Hume,

the most

intimate terms ; and it is impossible to doubt, that
while his friendship was one effect of the high esti

they had formed of his talents and ac
quirements, the society of such men was calculated
mate, which

to exercise upon the mind of Cullen
most favourable to

of his

own

the

development

mental faculties.

an

influence

and cultivation

It is in this

spirit

that
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find the benevolent

disposition of David Hume
looking upon his contemporaries with sentiments of
pleasure and gratification, and after all his changes
and wanderings, reverting with untravelled
feelings
to the select and concentrated
circle
of
literary
Edinburgh. In this circle Cullen lived as professor
and scientific physician ; and while he was
every
where known in the latter character, he was not less
remarkable as a member of that
assemblage of ac
complished persons, by whom, during the eighteenth
century, the small capital of Scotland became the
we

centre of whatever

was

ornamental and useful in li

terature and in science.

Those readers who have

perused with any degree
of attention the
pages of these volumes, will have
little difficulty in perceiving, that Dr Cullen, in
making the various changes in the Theory and
Practice of Medicine, which it has been our duty to
record, was neither rash, reckless, indiscriminate, nor
injudicious. He cannot be classed with those in
novators who regard as useless and
untrustworthy
all that has been done before their
refuse to their

predecessors

time ; who
and contemporaries all
own

credence ; who, in desiring to remodel the science and
reform art, think it necessary first to destroy and
demolish all that had been previously established.

Assertions of this kind

were

indeed

propagated

re

garding his instructions; but they were the off
spring of imperfect knowledge or of misrepresenta
tion.
Cullen proceeded in a manner much more
rational and cautious. The main
object which he
had in view

was

to

separate truth from error, facts
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from

fancy, theory

practical

from

hypothesis,
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and serviceable

instruction from the illusions with which

a

of

ignorance, indolence, error, and su
perstitious veneration for authority had involved the
Theory and impaired the efficiency of the Practice of
Medicine. In the performance of this duty, he treat
ed with reverence and delicacy all the truly useful
long

course

parts of Medical Doctrine and Practice.

The strong
nature he had

powerful judgment with which by
been endowed, he industriously employed in distin
guishing what was sound and good from that which
The latter only he
was worthless and unprofitable.
rejected; the former he retained.
A prominent feature in the life of Dr Cullen was
great generosity, and liberality, which was habitual,
and, as it were, inseparable from his nature. Re
gulated by financial considerations, and kept in due
and

relation to his means, this would not have been in
jurious. But it must be allowed that even this vir

tue, carried
of effects
amount

to extreme,

which,

several of the
venues

it

was

after his

in his

death,

case

caused

productive
a

sufficient

Dr Cullen had been

of evil.

indifferent to

wras

pecuniary

matters ;

concluding

must have

throughout life
and although for

years of his life his

re

been, for these days, considerable,

found, after his death, that nothing

was

saved.

The consequence of this was, that not long after his
death it became necessary to dispose of Ormiston
Hill, which thus in 1792 passed into other hands.
It is

family

a

of

remarkable fact, that of Dr Cullen's
seven

sons

and four

daughters,

large

very few
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lineal descendants

Cullen,

known

as

left.

The eldest son, Robert
Lord Cullen, died without family
are

the

twenty-eighth day of No
vember one thousand eight hundred and ten, in the
sixty-eighth year of his age.*
It has been already stated in a former part of this
volume, that Dr Henry Cullen died on the eleventh
day of October 1790, when he must have been about
thirty-one or thirty-two years of age.
Archibald Cullen, who, after having studied Me
dicine and graduated at Edinburgh in 1780, went to
the English Chancery Bar, married, in 1782, Fenella Sinclair, the only daughter of Charles Sinclair,
Esquire of Alrigg, by Elizabeth Sutherland, sister
Edinburgh

at

to James

on

Sutherland,

to whom

the title of Lord Duffus.

bald Cullen had three

By

sons

;

was

restored in 1826

this

marriage

Cullen, Sin
two daughters,

William

and David Cullen ; and
Anna and Robinia Marion Cullen.

clair

Archi

Cullen,

Of the sons, the eldest, William Cullen, went in
1804 to India as a cadet in the Artillery of the Ma
dras

In this service this

Presidency.

gentleman

has

risen to the rank of Lieutenant-General ; and he
further holds the office of Political Resident at Tra-

Lieutenant-General William Cullen, when

vancore.

intelligence of him, (1859), was in
the seventy-fourth year of his age, and is at this
time, being grandson, the nearest lineal descendant
we

last received

of Dr Cullen.

Sinclair
*

Cullen,

Robert Cullen

tember

one

the second

was

thousand

born

seven

on

the

hundred

son

of Archibald Cul-

twenty-second day
and forty-two.

of

Sep
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len,

devoted his attention to the

England, but died in 1829, before he
opportunity of making himself known.
David

Cullen,

the

of law in

profession

youngest

had much

of Archibald

son

entered the army, and was serving with
honour in the Peninsular War, when he was killed

Cullen,

Burgos in Spain in 1812.
The elder daughter of Archibald Cullen, Anna,
The younger daughter, Robinia
died in 1827.

at the

of

siege

Marion, became the wife of Mr John Loch, well
known

as

Director of the East India

a

Company,

gentleman highly esteemed, and of great influence
in that body.
This lady, after giving birth to a

a

daughter on the 28th December 1823,
January 1824 ; and the effect of this

died

father,

was

so

severely felt,

that in the

few months afterwards his remains
the

same

tomb.

highest order,

her

Cullen,
course

were

of

placed

Archibald Cullen is described

those who knew him
and

a

as

a

a

in

by

of talents of the

man

mind well

in

bereavement

the mind and health of Archibald

on

early

cultivated,

but in

shy. He was many years a
Commissioner of Bankrupts ; but resigned this duty
Mrs Archibald
upon being made King's Counsel.
Cullen, who survived him a few years, died in 1830.
manner

reserved and

We have mentioned

one

lineal descendant of Dr

Cullen in the person of Lieutenant-General William
Cullen.
There is yet another, though one step far
ther removed.

Marion,

the

It has

been stated

there

Robinia

youngest daughter of Archibald Cullen,

became the wife of Mr John Loch.

riage

that

were

one

son

and

one

From this

daughter.

mar

The
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Navy, and died on the coast of
Africa in the public service. The daughter, Marion
Fenella Loch, became the wife of Edward Marjoribanks, junior, a partner in the banking-house of
Mrs Marjoribanks,
Messrs Coutts and Co., London.
therefore, is great-granddaughter of Dr Cullen ; and
as of this family there are three sons and three
daughters, these children may be regarded as the
only lineal descendants, in the fourth degree, from
entered the

son

present in this country.
James Cullen and William Cullen, younger sons
of Dr Cullen, went to India, and there died compa
ratively young.* John Cullen also died in early life,
Dr

Cullen,

though

at

it is not stated where.

Another

held

son

of Dr

Charles Cullen,
situation in the London Custom

Cullen, namely

important
This gentleman died about 1827, at Camberwell, in Surrey, unmarried.
Of the daughters of Dr Cullen, Robina Cullen was
married on the 27th September 1790 to John Mil
lar, Esq., Advocate, a son of John Millar, Professor
of Civil Law in the University of Glasgow.
The
two other daughters, Elizabeth and Margaret, died
unmarried, f
To those who are acquainted with the series of
periodical Essays published at Edinburgh between
January 1779 and the end of December 1786, under
an

house.

*

See Note Z.

f

Mrs Millar died

about four
the eldest

or

in

five years

1844;

Miss

previously.

Margaret Cullen
Miss Elizabeth

affected with great if not
daughter,
loss of sight during the latter years of life.
was

died

Cullen,

complete
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the

names

necessary

of the Mirror and
to

assemblage

Lounger,

it is
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scarcely

say, that Robert Cullen was one of that
of writers who endeavoured, with the

Henry Mackenzie and William
Craig, subsequently a judge in the Court of Session
by the title of Lord Craig, to instruct and direct the
taste of their countrymen, occasionally to amuse,
sometimes to elevate the feelings by interesting
narratives. But as these pages may be read by
some, who are scarcely aware of the existence of
those Essays, or know them only by name, it is
able assistance of

proper to say that Robert Cullen wrote in the Mirror
the thirteenth Essay, the twenty-seventh, the fortyand in the

Lounger, the fifth Essay, the
twelfth, and the seventy-third. These papers are
written in an easy, natural style, and show on cer
tain subjects knowledge and acuteness, observation,
and reflection.
In the first, in which the author di
rects attention to the beauties of the effusions pub
lished under the name of Ossian, he shows less dis
crimination than would in the present day be ex
pected of a writer on that subject, in assuming, or
at least not doubting, the authenticity of these cele
brated compositions. But in this, it must be re

eighth,

membered, that Robert Cullen, then

young advo
of Dr Blair, Dr
a

only followed the example
Henry, and other respectable authorities, all of whom
more or less
implicitly assumed the authenticity
of these writings.
David Hume was the only per
cate,

son

in

Scotland,

who at that time had ventured to

entertain and express doubts, and show by what
evidence the question was to be tried; a duty which
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several years afterwards

Malcolm

Laing.

Robert Cullen had also
of

writing

biographical

a

with this intention in
can,

senior, applied

writing

skilfully performed by

a

contemplated

account of

his father ; and
when Dr Andrew Dun

view,

Cullen for materials for

to Mr

Life of Dr

the scheme

Cullen,

he declined

complying

with the request of Dr Duncan. The proposed bio
graphy of Dr Cullen never appeared, whether from
the pressure of professional duties or other engage
ments, is not known. But it may be doubted whether,
with all the talents which it

possessed,

he

information,

ing

a

was

admitted Lord Cullen

master of that kind and amount of

which could have

useful

views of the

was

history

character,

of the

qualified

him for writ

life, and giving just

of Dr Cullen.

already mentioned, that Archibald
Cullen, who went to the English Chancery Bar, wrote
a work on the
Bankrupt Law of England, of which
authorities speak in favourable terms. Margaret
Cullen was one of the earliest of our lady authors, and
It has been

wrote two works of

fiction,

"

Home" and

"

Mornton."

Of the merits of these volumes it is unnecessary here
to

give

any

opinion.

PUBLISHED WRITINGS OF DE CULLEN.

It may be convenient to present at one view an authentic list
of the published writings of Dr Cullen, following the chrono

logical

order in which

they appeared.

I. On the Cold

produced by Evaporating Fluids, and of
producing Cold. By Dr William Cullen,
Professor of Medicine in the University of Glasgow.
[May 1,
and
and
Observations,
1755.] Essays
Physical
Literary, Read
before a Society in Edinburgh, and published by them.
Vo
lume II., Art. VII. p. 145.
Edinburgh, 1756.]
This Tract was afterwards published in 1782, along with
that containing the Experiments upon Magnesia Alba, Quick
Lime, and other Alkaline substances, by Dr Joseph Black,
which first appeared in the same volume of the Essays, Phy
sical and Literary.
some

other

means

of

Catalogus Materise Medicse. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1761.
This Catalogue, which Dr Cullen prepared for the use of the
pupils attending the course of Lectures on Materia Medica,
which he delivered in 1761, is, in an improved and amended
form, republished in the Treatise on Materia Medica of 1789.
II.

III. When Dr Cullen

was

inducted

on

the 1st November

1766 to the duties of the office of Professorship of the Institu
tions of Medicine, he had no text-book for that department of
With the view of supplying this defect, he pubthe science.
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lished, in 1767, an Edition of the Primc Line^e of Albert von
Haller, from the Third Edition by the author.
Alberti V. Haller Prim^e Linec Physiologic, in usum
Prgelectionum Academicarum, ad Editionem Tertio auctam et
emendatam D. 22 Nov. 1764, expresses. (4 Kal. Nov. 1766.)

Edinburgh 1767.

Accedit Rerum Index.
What is here called

Table of

an

Index is rather

Contents, presenting

analytical
the subjects

a

an

minute, detailed,

enumeration of all

treated in the volume, and the divisions of each.
This is the best edition of that useful work.

IV.

Synopsis Nosologic

Methodicse.

8vo.

Edinburgi,

1769.
Methodicse.

8vo.

Edinburgi, 1772.
Several editions of the Synopsis were published by Dr Cul
len himself, and by other editors after his death. The best, by
himself, is the following.
Synopsis Nosologic Methodicee, Exhibens Clarissimorum
Synopsis Nosologiae

Virorum, Sauvagesii, Linstci, Vogelii, Sagari,

et

Mac-

Systemata Nosologica. Edidit, suumque Proprium SysNosologicum Adjecit Gulielmus Cullen, M.D., et in Acad.
Edinb. Med. Pract. Prof, et Medicus Regius apud Scotos
Primarius, &c. &c. Editio Quarta, Emendata et Plurimum
Duobus Tomis.
Aucta.
Edinburgi, 1784.
Editio Quinta.
Edinburgi, 1792.
bridii

tema

Editio

Sexta, Emendata

After the death of Dr
were

One

late Edward

of

Duobus

was

size,

published

by
Milligan, M.D.,

Synop

to suit the conveni

with the Classification of
one was

published by

the

&c.

on the Materia Medica, as delivered in 1761,
Cullen, M.D., Professor of Medicine in the Univer

Lectures

William

by
sity

Aucta.

various editions of the

of small

Willan ; and

Cutaneous Diseases

V.

Cullen,

published, mostly

of students.

ence

plurimum

Edinburgi, 1795.

Tomis.

sis

et

Edinburgh,

has been

and

printed from a correct copy which
others by the editors.
4to. London,

now

compared with
1772, 1773.
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This is the

unauthorized

or

surreptitious
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edition of these

Lectures.

During the years between 1767 and 1773, Dr Cullen was
occupied in preparing, for the pupils of the Institutions of Me
dicine, a Text-Book in the English language. The first part of
this Treatise, embracing Physiology, was published in 1773.
Institutions of

VI.

siology

of the Human

Medicine, Part I., comprehending Phy
Body. Edinburgh, 1773.

Institutions of Medicine.

Part I.,

comprehending Physio
Edinburgh, 1777.
Part I., Physiology.
The Third
Institutions of Medicine.
corrected.
1785.
Edition,
Edinburgh,
Second Edition.

logy.

A Letter to Lord

VII.

Police

Drowned
First

Physician

VIII.
liam

Cathcart, President of the Board of
Scotland, concerning the Recovery of Persons
and seemingly Dead.
By William Cullen, M.D.,

in

to His

(1.) First

Majesty,

Edinburgh, 1776.

&c. &c.

Lines of the Practice of

Cullen, M.D.,

&c.

Volume

First.

Physic. By Wil
Edinburgh, 1777.

8vo.

First Lines of the Practice of
M.D.

Edinburgh.

William Cullen,
1780. Volume Third,

Physic.

Volume Second,

By

1783.

Physic. By William Cullen,
M.D.
Volume Fourth.
Edinburgh, 1784.
First Lines of the Practice of Physic.
By William Cullen,
Volumes 8vo.
In
Four
M.D., &c. Now first completed.
Edinburgh, 1785. Again in 1787.
Several editions of this work were afterwards published.
(2.) First Lines of the Practice of Physic. By William
Cullen, M.D., late Professor of the Practice of Physic in the
University of Edinburgh, &c. &c. A New Edition, carefully
In Two
compared with the Author's most correct edition.
in
1812.
8vo.
1803.
8vo.
Volumes.
Again
Edinburgh,
revised
This edition is stated to have been carefully
by Dr
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VOL. II.

2

X
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James

Gregory,

Practice of

the

successor

of Dr Cullen in the Chair of

Physic.

An Edition of the First Lines

(3.)

was

published by

Dr

Peter Reid.
The works of William

Cullen, M.D., Professor of the
Practice of Physic
University of Edinburgh. Contain
ing his Physiology, Nosology, and First Lines of the Practice
of Physic ; with numerous Extracts from his Manuscript
Papers, and from his Treatise on the Materia Medica. Edited
by John Thomson, M.D., F.R.SS.L. et E., &c. &c. In Two
Volumes, 8vo. Edinburgh, 1827.
(5.) First Lines of the Practice of Physic. By William
Cullen, M.D., &c.
A New Edition, with an Appendix,
containing a View of the
most important Facts which have been ascertained, and Prin
ciples which have been adopted, in regard to the Nature and

(4.)

in the

Treatment of Diseases since the death of the Author ; com
menced by the late William Cullen, M.D., &c.&c. ; and continued

completed by James Craufurd Gregory, M.D., F.R.S.E.,
Royal College of Physicians, &c, and one of the
Physicians to the Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh. In Two Vo
lumes, 8vo. Edinburgh, 1829.
and

Fellow of the

IX.

A

Treatise of the Materia Medica.

Professor of the Practice of

Cullen, M.D.,
versity of Edinburgh
land

;

Fellow of the

&c. &c. &c.

By

William

in the Uni

Physic
Physician to His Majesty for Scot
Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh,

In Two

;

First

Volumes,

4to.

1789.

Besides the works here enumerated, there were published at
London, in the year 1797, seven years after the death of Dr

Cullen, Clinical

Lectures

by

Dr Cullen in 1765 and

1766.

This volume, however, is one of questionable authenticity ; and
though it professes to give Clinical Lectures by Dr Cullen, it
cannot

justly

be

regarded
speculation of the

as

a

production

of his.

It

was

bookseller ; and, indeed, any book
merely
the
name of Cullen, for some
bearing
years before his death,
and after that event, would have been
readily bought.
a
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NOTE

A,

p. 3.

Preface, Dr Walker states : ■' During the short
while I lived at Glencross, I went one season to the Goat
Whey, in Breadalbane, along with Dr Cullen, when our whole
time was employed in examining and collecting the fossils in
that part of the Highlands."
And again,
It is now suffi
the
evinced
that
numerous
fossils
on
the
ciently
globe cannot
be investigated, discovered, and ascertained by either of these
In the

same

"

two methods

pendently

(viz.,

the internal

of the other.

of the two best

This

judges

or

the external

characters), inde

leading principle

I have

ever

known,

was

the maxim

Dr Cullen and the

Earl of

Bute, whose opinions and instructions I always found
judicious and useful." And in a subsequent passage, Dr
Walker says, " In the following catalogue, fossils are distri
buted into

Classes, Orders, Genera, Species, and Varieties.
This fivefold division, though arbitrary, is excellent, and has
now, from

experience,

been found the best in the

arrangement

applicable and commodious in
other departments of science. Dr Cullen thought that no other
should be followed in Mineralogy ; and he accurately observed
it himself in his Nosology, in the arrangement of Diseases. He
certainly did much in ascertaining the Classes, Orders, and
Genera of Diseases, but always regretted that neither his op
portunities nor his life were sufficient to ascertain the species.
The same complaint may be applied to Mineralogy."
of natural bodies.

It is

even
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NOTE B, p. 4.
Dr Dobson to Dr Cullen.
"

Dear

Sir,

«

Liverpool, 28th October 1764.

Bostock, the bearer of this, is a young gentleman
of Lancashire, who proposes to go through a course of medical
He is well grounded in the languages,
studies at Edinburgh.
natural
and
mathematics,
philosophy, and has made that quick
Mr

progress in every thing he has yet applied to, which might be
expected from uncommon talents and uncommon assiduity.
As he is

stranger

a

at

Edinburgh,

I take the

liberty

of thus

him to Dr Cullen.*

mentioning

He will be much

obliged by your directing him how he may
most advantageously go through the several Colleges.f
I am much obliged to you for your last favour.
Your
medical information is always much to my advantage, and
makes me very happy.
I have run over, in a very cursory manner, Sauvages's
The drawing out of a Nosologia Methodica is
lesser work.
To form the Classes Morattended with many difficulties.
their
borum from
proximate causes, i.e., the morbid alterations
in the solids and

natural,

and

no

gnomica

philosophical

manner, there

satisfactory
are

fluids, would,

stranger.
for the

but to this

a

are

To take the

distinguishing

much

more

I

imagine,

be the most

simple,

; but to execute this method in

a

many desiderata to which you
Symptomata Morborum Patho-

characters likewise

accurate

history

promises

of diseases is

fair ;

neces

Besides, in the zoology,
sary than we are yet supplied with.
as well as in the botanical classes, the several subjects speak a

language very intelligible ; their appearances are obvious, and,
consequently, the characters readily ascertained. But in the
pathology, the symptoms depend upon the internal motions of
*

Vol.

t

The term

Lectures.

I., p. 644.
College

was

at that time often

used to

signify

a

Course of
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and many of them are sensations in themselves not
to be expressed, and rendered still more
vague by the

system,

easily
imperfect

and confused

The ten classes of

description of the patient.
Sauvages have their uses

;

but in this

method, I think, many diseases, which are in themselves ana
logous, fall under different classes, and are thus unnaturally
and

unusefully separated.

With best wishes for your health, and continued usefulness,
believe me, dear Doctor, your affectionate and obliged friend
Matt. Dobson.
and servant,
do
what
to
Hunter's
Transudation
P.S.
?"
you say
Pray
—

NOTE C, p. 71.
CRITICISxMS ON DE

CULLEN'S

SYNOPSIS OF NOSOLOGY.

This Note relates to certain criticisms

late Dr
matical

Milligan

various terms,

on

and

pronounced by the
alleged gram

some

Synopsis Nosologiae Methodicae.
mostly to modes of orthography ; and

in the

errors

criticisms relate

believed unnecessary

now

The

it is

to notice them.

NOTE D, p. 88.

against Disjoining the Practice of Physic from that of
Surgery, Midwifery, &c, by Legislative enactments, as as
signed by Dr Cullen and other Members of the Royal Col
lege of Physicians of Edinburgh, in 1769.

Reasons

"

one

of the whole of

The

study

man

; there

are

Physic

is

few who attain to

certainly
it, and

too much for

we

believe the

most grave of physicians do not go half the length they ought
in this matter.
It might therefore be a project to divide the

study

of the

certain

profession
diseases only ;

still

further,

and confine

but it would be

a

practitioners

to

foolish one, and would
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produce practitioners not knowing in any disease. The prin
ciples are in common with the whole, and the application to
different particulars serves to establish and to illustrate each
other.
It is however true, that from particular dispositions and
accidents, physicians will often attach themselves to some parts

preference to others ; and if they can persuade
the public of their particular talents and acquirements, they
will meet with encouragement in their particular branch of
skill, and perhaps in that chiefly, by which means they become
more
knowing in it, and less exposed to avocations in other
parts of the profession. This is, indeed, establishing certain
persons for particular parts of the art, and perhaps in this way
it is always with advantage to the public.
But that such ac
cidental determinations should be made a separate profession,
which any man practising should be obliged to practise alone,
and that no other physician should be allowed to practise the
It is probable that practitioners
same, appears very improper.
will always be best formed by setting out upon a general plan
of study, and encouraged by a view of a comprehensive employ
ment, though we may allow particular determinations to take
place afterwards.
If, then, a physician upon this footing shall be determined
to the practice of surgery, or any part of it, no harm can ensue
to the public ; on the contrary, such a physician is likely to
of their art in

become

excellent in surgery than any
was determined to be a surgeon

more

man

who, from the

only. There is no
beginning,
advantage, therefore, to be got by forcing the separation in
study, nor is there any necessity for any regulations to separate
them in employment.
The memorial mentions that one part
of a profession may attach a man to one patient and place, and
prevent him from attending others ; yet there is no necessity
for obviating such accidents, nor is it possible to do it by any
regulations. We may as well enact, that no physician shall go
out of town, because he cannot attend his
patients in town and
country at the same time, or limit every physician to a certain
number of patients.
We must leave to the public to obviate
this inconvenience, which they certainly will, whenever they find
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so
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numerous

to interfere

as

in the memorial for this act is, that
But surely this College,
it is for the honour of the profession.
Another

who

reason

given

all well versed in the

history of physic, can lay no
stress upon this argument, especially when it is well known
that both now and formerly, there are and have been, in every
country in Europe, physicians who practise surgery without
the least derogation from their dignity as physicians ;
Ruysch,
are

—

Heister, Deventer, Astruc, Chamberlane, Douglas, Nisbet,
Sands, Bamber, Sir Richard Manningham, Sir David Hamilton,
and others

practising midwifery,

were

always

on a

level with

any of their profession, and in rank above most of them,
several of whom were Fellows of the Royal College of Phy

sicians in London.

practitioners

We could say the same of some
both at London, Dublin, and elsewhere.

#

*

*

#

*

•

*

4*

present

separation of Midwifery from Physic was the prin
passing this new act, it is certainly one of
cipal
the most improper.
Midwifery is a part of surgery the most diversified that
we know of, and the most
requiring the general principles of
physic. As a judgment in physic is often inseparable from
the practice of midwifery, when it is not possible to have either
the physician always at hand, or to render him useful unless he
is exercised in the practice of it ; therefore it is the interest of
mankind to have the two conjoined, if possible, in one person.
We are persuaded that the public will think it for their
If the

intention for

interest, in
and sudden

cases

which

danger,

attended sometimes with so great
physicians of the first rank should

are

that

profession of midwifery, and that the Legislature
will not suffer the College of Edinburgh to put a mark of con
tempt upon such Physicians by excluding them from their
society."
undertake the
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NOTE E, p. 104.

myself of this opportunity of noticing that, by some
Continental physicians, the fact of the notes added by M. Bos
quillon being derived from Dr Cullen's lectures has been over
Thus Marcus, in his Entwurf einer Speciellen Thelooked.
I avail

rapie,

dritter

theil,

p.

"

205, says,
himself in

The French translator of

remark upon blood-letting,
correctly, that it is deserving of

Cullen has

expressed
Erysipelas, so
here
verbatim :
being quoted
Blood-letting produces, especially in Rose of the face, a sa
lutary revulsion. We cannot believe that it interrupts the
course of the fever, that this is neeessary to the
bringing for
ward of the eruption, and that this must cease with the fever ;
because the fever continues so long as the eruption lasts, espe
cially when the latter is violent. The practitioner must, as in
and the fever of

a

—

'

inflammations, also in Rose, draw blood, and repeat this
blood-letting according to the degree of violence of the fever.
other

The

opinion

all the

that the fever is necessary to the bringing out of
has caused very great evil, because prac

exanthemata

thereby deterred from blood-letting, and have been
employment of heating stimulating remedies.'"
And again, when speaking of the abstraction of blood in
Measles, after referring to Sydenham, Cullen, Monro, and Wat
titioners

are

led to the fatal

son, Marcus says,

—

"

The French translator of

Cullen,

who

generally has annexed many excellent remarks derived from
ample experience, adds,
Blood-letting is, after the establishment of the eruption,
more beneficial than before that occurrence ; although it may
—

'

be likewise serviceable, when unfavourable

stance,

oppression in breathing,
NOTE

Vacca had

fever,

are

present.'

"

p. 113 and p. 117-

previously objected to alleging that in Italy
begin with heat. (Saggio, p. 130).

Greece fevers often
Notes.

F,

and violent

symptoms, for in

and
See
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And the
in fevers.

author denies that

same

p. 131).
to think that

a

is

always present

(Saggio,

Testa inclines

with

debility
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sensible

excess

all the powers of
(Cap. xiii. 1).

of

vigour,

life, though

NOTE

miasmatic fevers
not with

a

this may very

commence

manifest

languor

speedily

supervene.

of

G, p. 125.

This Note, which relates to certain mistakes of Vacca, Mason
Good, and some other critics of the doctrines of Cullen, is con
sidered to be unnecessary.

NOTE

H,

p. 146.

"

Subsequently to the period at which this
pute as to the contagious or non-contagious
Fever

was

notice of the dis
nature of Yellow

written, my father, Dr Thomson, devoted

deal of time to the

investigation

a

great

of the authorities and evidence

the two sides ; and it is fair to say that his opinions, which
had been strongly in support of the contagious view, underwent
on

a

W. T.

great modification."

NOTE

I,

p. 156.

Dr Jackson to Dr Cullen, on the Connection between the
Moon's Periods and the Invasion and Relapse of Fevers.
"

Edinburgh, December 10, 1785.

Sir,
It

was

only

the other

day, though

it had been

published

time, that I met with Dr Balfour's Treatise on the In
fluence of the Moon in the Fevers of India. As I had ob
some

thought, something of the same kind in a different
In
the globe, the subject could not fail to interest me.
I
what
with
related
Balfour
comparing, however, what Dr

served,
part of

I
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I had seen, I find a considerable disagreement ; so
considerable, indeed, that if the facts on which I depend had

thought

not been taken in

a

manner

so

little liable to

deception,

I

should have been much disposed to believe myself wrong. As
it is by your desire and recommendation that this pamphlet by
Dr Balfour is
I

to you.

reprinted,

the

subject,
in

shall, therefore,

a

I presume,

seems

few words, and

a

curious

few words

liberty to lay before you the little I have ob
served with regard to it.
It may not be improper, however, before going farther, to
mention that the observations I am going to relate were made
at Savannah-la-Mar, in the Island of Jamaica, and that they
were principally, though not wholly, collected from a
company
of soldiers of the 60th Regiment, who were quartered at that
place.
Savannah-la-Mar, as you probably know, is situated in a
plain on the shore of the sea. The plain extends into the
country a dozen of miles or more in most directions ; and the
may

fort

do,

or

take the

barrack of the soldiers is

into the

Jamaica,

on a

small

that

point

runs

out

few hundred paces.
The principal disease of
I may remark, is a fever of the remittent kind, which
sea a

has been observed to be

its remissions at this

more

place

regular

and

more

remarkable in

than in most other

parts of the

Indies, which

in the be

island.
Before I went to the West

was

1774, I had read Dr Lind's Dissertation on the
Remitting Fever of Bengal. The observation he
makes of the disposition that fevers have to relapse at the new
and full moon, and at eclipses, appeared to me then a curious
fact ; and some time after my arrival in Jamaica, I remember
to have mentioned it to a gentleman who had practised many
a man of
observation, too ; but he did
years in that island,
not acknowledge ever to have observed anything of the kind ;
I then concluded it was probably confined to India.
It hap
in
a
few
I
whom
that
a
with
however,
pened,
months,
person,
was
fell
ill
of
a
fever.
The fever was soon
nearly connected,
removed, but it returned again after a few weeks, and this re
turn happened to be near the time of full moon.
It was then

ginning

of

Putrid and

—

—
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that Dr Lind's observation occurred to me, and I likewise
collect a circumstance that I had been utterly at a loss to
that when the soldiers of the

for, viz.,

count

seized with fevers, two
the

same

and this

day,
It

fortnight.

perhaps

did not

thus that the hint

was

from this time I

three of them

or

to consider

began

were

new

ac

garrison
usually seized

happen

was

re

first

were

above

once

suggested

and full

on

in

a

; and

moon as some

way connected with the invasion, as well as the relapse of fevers ;
but it was more than a twelvemonth before I had obtained a

distinct idea

the

on

and how far it

myself

with

an

extended, in the
almanack, and in

marked down the

fevers, and

subject.

ascertain what the

In order to

the

name

degree of connection was,
beginning of 1776, I provided

the blank leaf of the almanack

of all those who

and hour at which

day

were

first

they

attacked with

perceived

the

At the end of the year I found thirty
approach
cases of what I would call proper remitting fever, twenty-eight

of the disease.

of which had

precede
same

happened
full

new or

method, and,

eight, twenty-twTo
many

other of the

days

seven

that

The year following I continued the
at the end of the year, found that of twenty-

had

Besides these there

good

on one or

moon.

happened

period.

likewise marked in the almanack

were

day-fevers

in the above-mentioned

and

slight

feverish

est number of which had likewise

a

the great
in the second and

disorders,

happened

quarters of the moon, though it must be confessed the
proportion was not so great as in those I consider as proper

fourth

remitting

fever.

It may further be remarked, that though the seven days
preceding new and full moon, or the whole of the second and
to be included in what may be called the
the
number of fevers that attacked on the
sickly period, yet
days previous to the fourth was proportionally small. In ge
neral , they were fevers of a violent kind, and happened to people

fourth quarters,

who had been

day preceding

are

exposed
new

invasion of fevers,

or

to violent occasional

full

moon

was a

day

causes.

The fourth

remarkable for the

remarkable than any other in the
the day of new or full moon itself.

more

period except perhaps

It should likewise be

observed, that the invasion

of fevers
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connected with

equally nearly

is not

season

every

nerally

the

In the

of the year.

healthy

season

new

and full

dry months,

moon

in

which is ge
a fever is

in Jamaica, the attack of

days before the new or
In the wet season it is greatly more irregular, as
full moon.
The regularity of this ap
well as by the season of the year.
pearance seems to be much affected by situation of place.
Among the soldiers who were quartered in the barracks, and
very little exposed to any violent occasion of disease, the in
vasion of fevers was most closely connected with the new and
full moon ; so closely connected with them, indeed, that though
it had been my custom to go to the barracks every evening, to
prevent my being sent for, perhaps, when I was going to bed,
seldom observed to be

yet

in the year

fourth

been
In

more

than four

1777? I seldom

quarters of the

went unless in the second and

moon, and I

scarcely

recollect to have

sent for.

once

spring 1778,

I arrived at New

York, and joined

regi
quartered
observations I had begun in Jamaica, and before the end of the
year, of about a hundred cases of intermitting fever, I found
eighty to occur in the second and last quarters of the moon.
It ought to be remarked, however, that in the beginning

ment that

York Island.

on

was

a

I continued the

of the summer, the influence of the moon was most remarkable.
In September, and part of October, when the disease was very

epidemic,

it

was

greatly

diminished.

In the end of the year, the regiment embarked for Georgia,
where, being almost constantly in the field, I found it difficult
to

continue the observations.

I

observed, however,

that in what

might

of fevers

much connected with

was

be called the

healthy
new

those months when the fever became

times did to
times

so

an

much

and full

epidemic,

extraordinary degree,
that I could hardly trace

The most material circumstance in

general,

season, the invasion
moon

;

which it

this connection

lost,

in

but in
some

was some

it.

which, what Dr Balfour
had observed, is in the

relates, differs from what I thought I
period in which he observ«s fevers to come on. He confines it
to the three
days immediately preceding or following new or

full

moon.

I would consider it

as

the second and fourth quar-
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approaches fast to full or change. Of the
eight cases that happened in the first and third quarters, three,
indeed, happened but a few hours after the moon had changed ;
the other five were several days.
I should likewise be much disposed to differ from Dr Bal
four

to the

as

happen

may

moon

in India it would be
I

This, however,
whose

say

them

for

plicated.
most

that

ber

presumption

in

me

What
to say.

of, that sixty cases of fever,
an hour, and which I
may

I had marked to

left to their natural course, terminated every one of
odd day.
This is a bold assertion, and would not

on an

be true without
ance

confident

am

beginnings

were

he forms of the crisis of fever.

opinion

some

anticipation

day,

explanation, without making an allow
types, or simplifying such as are com

Of the critical

remarkable.

on

of

about ten

days,

Of

sixty

or

twelve

I have found the seventh the

cases,
on

nearly thirty terminated on
fifth, and the same num

the

the ninth.

I am,

Sir,

with the

your much obliged
Robert Jackson."

greatest respect,

humble servant,

NOTE I.

(bis),

p. 185.

Dr Francis Hutchison to Dr Cullen.
"

My Dear

Sir,

August 1779.
correspondence with one
Dublin,

occasion of

4th

reviving
Every
truly and gratefully esteem, gives me sincere pleasure.
This letter is really a tribute of gratitude for the information
and pleasure I have received from the perusal of the second
I

a

so

volume of your First Lines, which came to my hands a few
days ago. From the first volume I received the highest satis
faction last year ;

from

this

still

more.

Your doctrine of

Heemorrhagy is throughout, without compliment, the most inge
nious, satisfactory, and solid piece of pathological reasoning I
have ever met with; and, further (which is not always the
effect of ingenious theories), I am sure no man can have care
fully perused it and reflected upon it, without becoming a better
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practitioner in such diseases than he was
self I comprehend tolerably your views ;

before.

I flatter my
but how much more

should I understand them, had I the happiness of hearing
your own illustrations, and filling up of the outlines !
From my situation here, and the different forms of disorders

fully

in different

countries,

I find

myself forced, though reluctantly,

differ from you somewhat in regard to the Miliary Fever. I
have twice within these twenty years seen fevers attended with
this eruption, from the reigning epidemic constitution in this
in
city, and that not for one season only, but for several
to

succession.
of

our

When it first reigned,

leading practitioners

that has not been the

was

perhaps

the

regimen

years
of some

rather hot; but of late
years

I have

this

eruption appear
profuse sweating ; and if I
can in
any degree trust to my own judgment, as truly critical
as the
eruption of the Small-pox. From the preceding symptoms
of the fever I could almost certainly predict it.
These were,
kind
a
of
and
affection
of the
particular
principally,
anxiety
respiration, and a pale greenish yellow colour of the urine,
which, in the cases that terminated favourably, continued to be
discharged in very large quantity to the end of the disease,
without depositing.
Slight degrees of moisture on the skin
were attended with the pricking sensation previous to the erup
I have seen the most violent and almost deplorable
tion.
symptoms suddenly vanish upon a plentiful eruption about the
Dr Quin and I at
8th or 9th day, and never again return.
tended a most striking case of this kind a few months ago,
about which, with the doubts on this subject fully in our view
All
at the time, we could not entertain the smallest suspicion.
I mean to infer from this is, that the prevailing constitutions in
under the coolest

case.

regimen,

—

seen

without

are very different from those with us ; and that, per
observations on acute diseases, subject to variations from

Scotland

haps,
epidemic

endemic constitutions,
I
merides local and temporary.
or

are

to be considered

as

Ephe-

told you have the low
in Edinburgh. We seldom have

Nervous Fever very frequently
seen it here for
many years past.

Putrid and Petechial Fevers

with you.
Here they have been most
Fever
became
more rare.
Miliary

are uncommon

since the

am

common
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become almost
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infidel in

regard to contagion imme
sick,
diately
body
kept in confined air.
A happy disposition of mind, you will say, for a physician.
About three years ago, some prisoners brought into court from
a
crowded gaol, communicated the usual fever to a great
am

from the

and the

gaol,

We reckoned

whom

if not

All this time there

number of persons.
the

an

of the

who

prisoners
thirty-five cases

died.

seventeen

was

tried

not any

fever in

all in health.

were

of persons that day in court to
persons of some note, of whom
But there was not a single instance of any

had been

we

were

called,

person in these thirty-five houses having caught the infection
from the sick, although some of them, being people of distinc

tion, had

numerous

resorted to the

gaol,

Another circumstance struck

attendants.

this occasion.

me on

There

and to the

rooms

and staid in them for

confined,
punity.

I made

numbers of

were

people who daily
prisoners were

where the

considerable time, with im
inquiries as to this fact, and can be

particular

a

Is it necessary that this miasma should
be mixed with fresh air in order to its exerting its effects when

certain of it.

applied

Quaere,

to the human

All the histories of

body 1

this sort that I have heard

were

contagion

of

connected with this circum

foul person brought into pure air among healthy
people. Why else should not a person going into the foul con
fined air of the gaol run a greater risk of infection than by
stance ;

a

standing
hall ?

near one

Does this

coming from this foul air into an open airy
poison act most certainly and powerfully in a

diluted state ?
I have at

disorder,

a

uncommon

urine,
drink,

present under
Diabetes, and,
kind of it.

not the

quantity,

my
as

The

patient in an uncommon
far as my experience goes, in an
disease is in the quality of the
care a

which seldom has exceeded that of her

and is often under it.

But it is sweet, like

a

solution of

honey, without any appearance of the natural ammoniacal
salt, and, when kept, appears first acescent, then grows mouldy,

new

and

acquires

putridity, just as described by
Liverpool. An uncommon aridity of the skin,
want of perspiration, led me to attempt the restoraa

kind of musty

Dr Dobson of

from

a

total

VOL. II.

2

Y
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tion of this excretion

Antimonials and

by

Opiates.

In this I

succeeded, with very manifest advantage, my patient having
recovered strength, appetite, and rest. Adhuc sub judice lis est.

have

Y ou shall at

a

future time have

a

particular account,

when I

determine the permanence of these effects.
I beg my most affectionate compliments to good Mrs Cullen.

can

I

hope

she has not

forgotten

I

me.

can never

forget

her.

I

sure you have had much satisfaction in
my two young
friends Quin and Cleghorn.
I am ever, most sincerely and
am

affectionately, yours,
P.S.
Pray spare

F. Hutchison.
me

—

half

NOTE

See Cullen's First
See also

an

Lines, §

article

"

On

an

hour."

K,

p. 198.

1353.

some

Convulsive Diseases

common

of

Scotland," inserted in the third vol. of the
parts
and Surgical Journal," p. 435, under the
Medical
Edinburgh
head of The Inquirer,' No. XI.
That this affection is not yet wholly extinct, appears from a
paper by Dr Dewar of Dunfermline, entitled History of a Sinaular Convulsive Disease affecting Five Children in one Family,
and inserted in the fifty-second vol. of the "same Journal, art. v.,
p. 87, July 1839.
in certain
"

*

Dr Farquharson of Dundee to Dr
of the
**

Cullen, giving
Louping Ague of Forfar.

an

account

DEAR

SlR,
Dundee, Sunday.
Some weeks ago I was advised by Dr Ogilvy at Forfar
in Angus, of a very singular species of disease that had lately

appeared in
my curiosity
since ; and I
some

neighbourhood. His description of it raised
much, that I went to see the cases a few days
could not be easy without communicating to you
his

so

account of this

uncommon

disorder.
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The first
same

One,

time,
a

after I

girl

family I saw had two children seized with it at the
and they had been at this time three weeks ill.
of thirteen

in the

was

the other about five.

;

house,

of them

one

was

disorder, and immediately fell upon her knees
bent back betwixt her

and very

shoulders, her

neck

Some minutes

attacked with this
;

with her head
outwards

projecting

turgid, her eyes not at all disordered nor fixed in this
she remained half a minute ; after which she got up in

posture,
great confusion,

large table, leaped up to it at once,
high
tongue making a circle in her
though
a
mouth and producing
confused, blubbering noise ; her upper
of
her
face any way distorted.
When on the
the
only part
lip
to

ran

three feet

a

; her

—

table,

she tried to

three

or

four feet

time the other
same

either of them

after which she

shoes,
for

some

jumped

minutes.

By this
through the

seized in like manner, and went
ran from the table to the head of the

Both

bed ; from this to the

they performed

off her

perpendicular

was

operation.

get

couples

and

joist

of the house.

In

short,

most of the
seem

postures of Sadler's Wells ; nor did
I was told
in the least danger of falling.

that the servant maid, aged nineteen years, had gone away with
I was
the same disorder, but lived in the neighbouring town.
soon

satisfied of the truth of

fits of this disorder.

this, by

She had

run

her arrival in

half

a

mile

one

quicker

of the
than

a

young man, her uncle, could follow her, though she was thrown
down several times in the position described above, for some

though

house-top seemed to be her hobby-horse, where,
wind was immensely loud, she jumped three, yea,

The

seconds.

the

feet, perpendicular for a considerable time. The others
observed her, and I saw their agitations more violent ; they all

four

went

together,

and seemed to

dispute

the

places they

were

to

leap upon, tumbled over one another ; and one of them lying
herself up to her feet upon
upon the floor, upon her back, raised
All this time they have their senses ; answer, as
the table.
the contraction of the mouth

permits, your questions
called It, forces them
them
the
but
disease,
by
say,
distinctly
The eldest girl is very
to do so and so, and they must obey it.

well

as

;

regular

in her habits ; and the moment the fit is over, she goes

2 y2
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work, complaining of hunger and thirst. I observed their
pulses, which were quick, small, and irregular. These fits
sometimes continue half an hour, sometimes longer ; but when
two of them meet, they leap hours together, mimicking one
another, and going over the same process exactly. They are
to

all seized with
then

a

they begin

particularly
both

kind of heaviness and dulness for
to

complain

most of them say

hands, going gradually

The

being

of

people

in the

pains
it begins

in

from thence to the head.

here believe it

same

situation.

contagious,

four

Their bellies

sleep in the night time, and look
Jumpers' country being nigh to Mr

of them
The

House,
in

I sent him to visit

perfection.

are

Several

two married

of the

or even

women

them,

boys

days ;
prsecordia ; and
the little finger of
some

in the

and he

saw

or

keep easy, and all
healthy and well.
Skene of Skene's
this terrible

have laboured under

in the

tongs, brings it

five families

it,

scene

and there

way. The tingling of bells,
; or the sight of any of their

same
on

distressed

neighbours.
opinion and advice about this Monstrum Novum, and
to what class you think it properly belongs, will be highly sa
tisfactory. I have ordered Setons, Vomits, and the strongest
of the fetid nervous medicines, but yet cannot say anything of
You have been long promising a visit to this
their effects.
neighbourhood. Could you not spare as much time as come
Your

over

and

Louping

The country calls it the
this strange disease 1
Lord
Gray, presently with you, will inform
Ague.
see

him they live upon the side
you of the distance, when you tell
Dear Sir, yours sincerely,
of the Hill of Caterthun.
Will. Farquharson.

Pray

let

me

hear from you soon."
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NOTE L, p. 212.
The Collection of Serous Fluid

I,

rise to

giving

Dropsy

is

made,

By Effusion, depending upon
1. Increased Exhalation, occasioned by
A. Resistance to the Return of the Blood in the Veins.
a.

By

obstructions.

aa.

.

In the

lungs.

bb. In the heart.
cc.

b.
c.

By
By

In the liver.

the
a

aa.

posture

of the

general plethora

body.
in the

veins, from

Obstructed hemorrhoidal flux.

bb. Obstructed menstrual flux.
Obstructed serous evacuations.
d. By obstruction of particular veins, by
cc.

aa.

bb.

Polypous concretions in the*veins.
Compression,
a,. By tumours in the coats of the veins.
/3. By tumours external to the veins.
etot.

Skirrhous.

/3/3. Steatomatous.
yy. Bulk of the uterus in pregnancy.
BB. Bulk of the water in Ascites.
B. Resistance to the passage of fluids by the excretories.
C. The increased impetus of the blood in the arteries,
a.

b.

D.

By
a.

By
By

relaxation of

In

b. In

E.

By

external

an

violence,

as

in strains and bruises.

fever.

exhalants,

palsy.
general atony,
increase in the

as

in chlorosis and

proportion

of the

cachexy.
watery parts

of the
a.

b.

c.

By
By

the
the

blood,
quantity

taken in.

watery parts of the blood, retained

in

consequence of interrupted excretions.
By the grosser parts being drawn off ;

—

Red

and

2. The

globules
gluten by haemorrhagies.
by serous and purulent evacuations.
rupture of lymphatics.

3. The

rupture

aa.

bb. Gluten

II.

By

of vesicles and

sacs.

the retention and accumulation of fluids
out in consequence of diminished

naturally poured
absorption, from
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1. The obstruction of veins in

phatic

parts

not

provided

with

lym

absorbents.

2. Obstruction of the

lymphatic system,
conglobate glands.
course of the lymphatics.

A. In the

B. In the
3.

Palsy

of absorbents.

NOTE

M, p.

222.

proposed by Dr Thomson to give an ac
count of the
private relations subsisting between Dr Cullen
and Dr Brown, and particularly on the allegations of Dr Cul
len's having behaved improperly towards Dr Brown."
This Note, however, had assumed, in the course of its state
ments, dimensions so large, that it would occupy a dispropor
tionate space of the Appendix.
It is believed also, that the
now of little
is
subject
importance, and cannot possess much
In this Note it

was

"

interest to readers of the Life of Dr Cullen.

ing

essential

points

are

It is in the first

all that it

place

be

accounts of Dr Brown

graphical

William Cullen Brown, the

statements,

erroneous

with

to

so

A few of the lead

necessary to notice.
observed, that the two bio
seems

given by

Dr Beddoes and

of Dr

Brown, contain
representations quite at

son

many
may, without

that

by

so

many
variance

they
injustice, be pronounced to be
and
agreeable romances,
extraordinary pieces of fiction,
than genuine narratives of matters of fact.
The following statement contains only well ascertained facts.
It is certain, that in the beginning of the session of 1759,
John Brown, then aged 23 or 24 years,
having previously
acquired a good knowledge of the Latin language and some
knowledge of Greek, addressed a Latin letter, first to Dr
Monro, primus, soliciting admission to the Lectures on Ana
facts,

rather

—

—

tomy

;

in consequence of the success of this ap
to the other medical professors, who then gave him

and

plication,
gratuitous

afterwards,

tickets of admission to their several

courses

of lec

tures.

At the

lectures,
in
on

time,

at which

Dr Cullen

attending

the

was

course

John Brown

Professor of

began to attend medical
Chemistry. But it was

of lectures which Dr .Cullen delivered

Materia Medica that Mr Brown first became

a

pupil

of Dr

RELATIONS BETWEEN DR C.

Cullen ; his
list of that

name

class,

being recorded, in
which has been

& MR J.

Dr Cullen's

in

handwriting,

The

preserved.
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a

of John

name

Brown is recorded in the list of the Chemical Class for the first
time in session 1761-62 ; and for the second and third
the two subsequent sessions.

There is

no

time,

in

that Dr Cullen had

doubt, therefore,

Brown free admission to his lectures at this

given to Mr
time, namely, in
—

1760,-1761, 1762.
At this time

It is

the

commences

stated,

more or

less

never

acted

romance

of the story.
by Dr Beddoes and

both

distinctly,
by Dr C. Brown, that Dr Cullen found Mr John Brown's know
ledge of the Latin language useful, and made him a sort of
amanuensis or Latin secretary. This is entirely a piece of inven
tion.
The only capacity in which Dr Cullen employed Mr
John Brown was as tutor or private teacher to his children, to
assist them in the preparation of their lessons, and their Latin
Dr Thomson was assured by Dr Cullen's son, the
exercises.
late Archibald Cullen, Esq., the London Chancery lawyer, that
this was the sole duty performed in the family by Mr Brown.
Four members of the family further informed Dr Thomson,
that Mr Brown

len either wrote most of his

as

manuscripts by

availed himself of the aid of

daughters.

Henry Cullen

amanuensis, but that

often

one

or

his

other

performed

this

own

of his

Dr Cul

hand,

or

sons

or

duty.

The statement that John Brown assisted Dr Cullen

knowledge

of the Latin

language,

that Dr Cullen had delivered,
courses

or

as

is contradicted

by

by

his

the fact

parts of academical duty, dis

addresses in the Latin

language, long

before he

became acquainted with Mr Brown ; and though the first two
editions of the Synopsis of Nosology were published subse

quently

to this

event,

no

proof is given

this work had in any way

ever

that the Latin

style

of

been submitted to Mr Brown's

revision.
Mr Brown indeed

became, during the period

private tutor, very intimate in the family
intimacy appears not to have been of
justify the inference, that Dr Cullen ever
this

other

manner

than

as a

of his

acting

of Dr Cullen.

as

But

the kind that would

treated him in any
kind and benevolent patron would treat
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young

who

was

of

man

tion in life

by

learning,

—

endeavouring

to

the exertion of such talents

improve his condi
he possessed, and

as

capable of turning his knowledge and attainments to use

ful purposes. Mr Brown had early given proof of considerable
aptitude for exciting amusement ; and, in attaining this purpose,
he

not

was

scrupulous

Dr Thomson

was

and delicate

informed

on

of at least four members of the

Cullen

was

out at

dinner,

or

to the

employed.
authority, that, namely,
family, that whenever Dr
as

means

the best

—

—

otherwise from

home,

the children

of Cullen requested Mr Brown to dine with them ; and on these
occasions he was in the habit of amusing them with all sorts of

buffoonery. It is altogether a thing incredible, that a per
son
possessing such qualifications as those now mentioned was
likely to be referred to by Cullen for supplying any deficiencies,
or
rectifying supposed errors in Latin composition and expres
low

sion.
On the 10th of

February 1773, Dr John Gregory died sud
denly and unexpectedly, an event which placed Dr Cullen in
sole possession of the Chair of Practice of Physic, and caused a
—

The candi
vacancy in the Chair of Institutions of Medicine.
dates for the vacant office were,
Drs Gregory Grant, William
—

Buchan, Andrew Duncan, Daniel Rutherford,

and Alexander

Monro Drummond ; and of these, the Patrons who had pre
viously consulted the Medical Professors, upon their selection

being

made

with this

known, appointed
selection, as Professor

Dr

Drummond, in accordance

of the Institutions of Medicine.

Upon this occasion no mention is made of John Brown
having been a candidate ; and it is certain, from the records of
the Town Council, that he was not a candidate. Yet Dr Beddoes
Cullen had promised him his
has stated, that Mr Brown said,
interest for the first vacant chair in the College ; but when
the late Dr Gregory died, instead of using his interest in
"

favour, he did the reverse," and has, without any
good foundation, represented this occurrence as one of the
Brown's

earliest indications of
Mr John

Brown,

misunderstanding between Dr Cullen and
alleged hostility and unfriendliness of

and of

the former to the latter person.
Dr Monro Drummond, who

was

at

Naples,

in

Italy,

at the

RELATIONS BETWEEN DR C. & MR J. BROWN.

time at which he

was

appointed Professor,
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did not appear in

time to undertake the duties ; and for three successive sessions
these duties

were

performed by

Dr Francis

substitute ;

first,

in 1773 and

the Professor of Materia

1774, by
Home,
Medica,
request of the Professors, and with the sanction of the
Patrons ; and secondly, in 1774-1775 and 1775-1776, by Dr
at the

Andrew Duncan, by appointment of the Patrons.
The Chair of
Institutions then became again vacant, in 1776, by the resig
nation of Dr Drummond ; and this event is represented by Dr
Beddoes and Dr Cullen Brown to have brought out, in a decided

form, the deceitful and insidious conduct of Dr Cullen to Mr
Brown, and the consequent open hostility of the latter. Mr
Brown is by them represented to have been a candidate for the
vacant office, to have been promised by Dr Cullen his aid and
interest ; and if he did not obtain the chair itself, to be employed
as

interim lecturer.
of this statement, however, is de
of it, in which it is said that Dr James

The whole

credibility

stroyed by one part
Gregory, the successful candidate,
tinent.

This is not the fact.

was

travelling

on

the Con

The records of the Town Council

prove that this gentleman appeared on the day of his nomina
a fact
tion in the Council Room, and accepted of the office,
—

appointment was certainly and confidently
Gregory accordingly entered on the perform

which proves that his
Dr

anticipated.

of the duties of Professor of the Institutes of Medicine

ance

in November

1776

;

and it

was

upon this occasion, and by the
that Dr Cullen published the

express request of Dr Gregory,
second edition of his Outlines of
the

pupils

There

was

who

were

to hear

Physiology,
prelections

for the

of Dr

use

of

Gregory.

for any substitute to teach
that the whole of this statement by Dr Beddoes,

occasion, therefore,

no

the Class ; so
and which is repeated in
Cullen Brown,
statement

the

can

totally

substantially

be looked upon in

the

no

same

other

at variance with known and

terms

light

by

than

Dr

as a

well-established

facts.
Dr Beddoes asserts that Mr Brown

no

proof

is

was

a

candidate for the

1776. This he may have been ; but of the fact
Dr Thomson, who had examined the
adduced.

vacant chair in
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they contain no refer
ences
candidates, a circumstance from
applications
which it may be inferred, as already stated, that it was under
stood that Dr James Gregory was certainly to be nominated.
The only other person thought of for the office was Dr Andrew
Records of the Town

Council,

states that

from

to any

It
Duncan ; but it is not said that even he was a candidate.
as a certain fact, that whether Dr Cullen had
be
regarded
may
on

occasion

this

Mr John Brown,
have

been of the

promised
no

or

not in favour of

assistance that he could

slightest
the

Dr James

his assistance

Gregory,
Physic. It is, again,

son

avail

against

of the former

a

promise

would

candidate such

professor

as

of the Prac

incredible to any one who knows the
characters of the persons, and the usual mode in which these
offices are disposed of, that Dr Cullen could have given such a

tice of

promise.
part of the subsequent representations regarding
misunderstanding between Dr Cullen and Mr John Brown
rest upon the story now adverted to, it is evident that it is un
As the greater

the

necessary to go further into the examination of the matters refer
red to.
Lengthened, confused, and rather declamatory, state
ments

pupil

are

given by both

of Mr Brown's,

into the

cording to
Mr John

the

biographers,
Mr

and

especially by a
regarding other mat

Jones,
namely,
application of Mr Brown to be admitted
Philosophical, subsequently the Royal, Society. Ac

ters, but especially

—

—

an

the statements of Mr Jones and Dr W. Cullen

Brown, though

he entertained

suspicions

Brown,

that Dr Cullen

unfriendly to him, yet had not come to an open rup
ture ; but he employed this proceeding, of applying for admission
to the Philosophical Society, as a test of the sincerity or insin
cerity of his Patron; in other words, if he were not admitted, he
was to ascribe this to the influence and
enmity of Dr Cullen. It is
stated by Mr Jones, that Dr Cullen, after the petition for admis
sion had been presented, strongly advised him to withdraw it,
stating that it would be opposed, and assigning a frivolous
pretext for the opposition which threatened it." This Mr Brown
declined doing.
The petition for admission was, it seems, op
The consequence of his
posed by a majority. Mr Jones adds,
was
an
immediate
him and Cullen."
between
rejection
rupture
was now

"

—

"
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The interview at which Dr Cullen endeavoured to
Mr John Brown to withdraw his

application

the

the

Philosophical Society

Cullen

attempted

was

to advise him.

whatever influence

last

Cullen

Mr Brown he

over
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persuade

for admission into

occasion

saw

on

which

that he had lost

might

have

possessed,

and ceased then to hold any communication with him; it is said
even to mention his name.
Upon the subsequent course of this

rupture it is unnecessary to dwell.
Mr Brown, it was said, was aided and abetted in his subse
quent proceedings against the reputation and doctrines of Dr
Cullen by Dr Gilbert Stewart and Mr William Smellie, printer
in

Edinburgh. The former has been made sufficiently wellknown, by the account in D'Israeli's Calamities of Authors, as
the assailant of Dr Robertson, the Principal of the University of
Edinburgh, the abusive critic of the Grammar of Dr Adam, and
the author of the unjust and uncandid review of Dr Henry's
History of Great Britain.* He was a person of considerable
learning and much acuteness, great powers of writing, but of
debauched habits ; and, in point of fact, he shortened his life by
his

excesses.

and much

Mr Smellie

industry

dered himself known

was

in the

a

man

acquisition

his work

by

on

great natural talents,

of

knowledge, and ren
Philosophy of Natural

of

the

History.
Neither of these

men

could be safe advisers.

Gilbert Stewart

blinded, all judgment per
verted, by passion, disappointed ambition, ill temper, and fre
was a

person in whom all

quent, if not incessant

use

sense was

of

intoxicating

drink.

Smellie

was a

person of more reputable character. But he allowed himself to
be swayed by some foolish prejudices and mistaken notions, and

suggestions of feeling than the dic
dispassionate reflection.
The greatest enemy to John Brown was evidently John Brown
himself.
As early as 1763, which was two years before he

often listened

more

to the

tates of calm and

Literary Hatred, or Miscellanies of
London, 1840. 8vo.
By
The reader may also consult Memoirs of William Smellie, late Printer in
Edinburgh, &c, by Robert Kerr, Edinburgh, 1811 ; in which are given
*

Calamities of

Literature.

Authors,

I. D'Israeli.

several facts and letters not

under head

A New Edition.

published by

I. D'Israeli.
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married, and only four years after his arrival in Edinburgh, he
had contracted habits of indulgence and intemperance, which
to the testimony of a friend of a cor
had then made,

according

Beddoes, serious inroads upon a constitution
respondent
firm
and
vigorous. He became also a sort of boon
originally
companion among the students ; and his society was courted for
This poor
his convivial powers and his faculty of amusing.
his
bane.
After
he
have
established
to
ambition appears
proved
his boarding-house, which, it is said by Dr Beddoes, on the
authority of Mr Wait, was quickly filled with respectable
boarders, his convivial habits were greatly increased. He lived
in a style too expensive for his means ; and in the course of
Yet was this the per
two or three years he became bankrupt.
son for whom, we are gravely informed, it was to be expected
that Dr Cullen was to exert his influence in obtaining the office
of Professor of the Institutes of Medicine, and whom it was
expected the Philosophical Society would be willing to receive
of Dr

as an

associate.

As to his
be said

applied.

is,

discovering

that the

use

It is not

by

Brown threw out, that

System of Medicine, all that can
discovery" is totally mis
speculations as those which John

a new

of the term

such
new

systems

"

are

constructed.

It

seems

to

have been expected by various persons, that Dr Brown, for he
had graduated on the 21st September in 1779, would have re

intemperate indulgence, as he advanced in
This expectation was not realized.
Dr Brown continued
life.
to spend days, and, it is said, nights, in the company of those
medical students and others who liked his society and conver
sation, and who all agreed that he was a most amusing and di
verting companion ; and so long as he remained in Edinburgh,
which was till 1786, no change in his mode of living and acting,
no
improvement in his habits, took place. This course of life
could not be continued without serious injury to health, to
character, and to finances ; and though he still had pupils
formed his habits of

and auditors to his

lectures,

he

was

in

straitened circum

stances, and in debt.
Meanwhile, he had been forming, in
1780, the resolution of going to London, with the intention of
there

promulgating

the

Principles

of the New

System

of Me-
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dicine; and in reference to this plan, we find Dr William
Saunders of London,* when writing to Dr Cullen
upon other mat
ters, makes the
"

following mention of Dr Brown in a postscript.
lately an opportunity of seeing a curious correspond

I had

ence

from Dr Brown to his friend in

determined resolution to

London,

in which he

ex

pressed
cute a plan of reading Clinical and other Lectures, and in which
he had the audacity to mention your name in a manner not
becoming your rank and character in your profession." Dr
Cullen's answer, dated 30th October 1780, is in the following
terms :
Your postscript hardly told me any thing but what I
expected. The man you spoke of has a very wrong head, and
a

—

a

still

to London and
prose

"

worse
"

come

heart."

Fcenum habet in

cornu

%

*

;

■*

*

*

Hunc tu Romane

To London Dr Brown
—

namely,

in 1786

accordingly went

B ut his

.

career

there

caveto."f
years afterwards,
short and miserable.

some

was

His habits had followed him ; and it is recorded, that while he
lecturing, he was wont to take alternately sippings of spirits

was

and laudanum.

He

the seventh

of October

expired suddenly,

but not

unexpectedly, on
fifty-third year of his
day
of
talents
a
mournful
age,
misapplied and learning
example
abused ; of neglect of the common rules of prudence ; of time
and opportunities that might have been employed in augmenting
the amount of useful knowledge, wasted in propagating specious
fallacies and pernicious errors.
The following chronological arrangement of the principal
events in the life of John Brown will show the relative position
1788,

in the

—

of each.

Joh^Brown
John Brown

was

born in

Came to

26,

Attended Dr Cullen's Lectures on
Attended Dr Cullen's Lectures on
Attending Dr Cullen's Lectures

28-29,

Edinburgh

in

1735
1759
Materia Medica,
1761
1761-62
Chemistry,

...

24,

27,

Year.

Events and Occurrences.

....

on

Chemistry

*

Author of works

on

;

1762-64

twice,
Diseases of the

Liver,

t Horatii Sermonuni, Lib. I. IV. 35-65.

Mineral

Waters,

&c.
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Married ; and commenced

30,

boarders,
lished,
J. B.

was

or

36,

of

reception

1765
1769

.....

still

Medical Lectures in Uni

attending

versity,
35

house for

Synopsis Nosologia} pub

First edition of Cullen's

35,

a

.....

.....

1770

First Attack of Gout,
Publication of First Edition of Cullen's
.

.

tions of

Medicine,

Cullen's Lectures

on

.

Elements of

or

at

reptitiously published
J. B. President of Medical

41,

Date of Dr

London,

Society,
Gregory's appointment

Institutions ; 19th of
First Lines of Practice of

published,

June,

Institu-

1761,

1772

sur

1772-1773
1776

.

.

.

as

1770
1771

_

Physiology,

Materia Medica in

41,

or

Professor of

1776

.

.

.

Physic by Cullen, Vol. I.,
1777

.....

Second Edition of Cullen's Elements of

logy, published by request

of Dr

Second attack of Gout in

41,
43,

Begins to deliver
Edinburgh,

Physio
Gregory,

.

Lectures

on

Practice of

44,
45,

45-46,

Elementa Medicinae of J. Brown first
and

1778

Teaching in
London,

.

.

published,
Edinburgh, but pro

to go to

.

.

52,

Went to London,
Outlines published ;
of Physic),

53,

Translation of Elements

53,

Death in London, 7th October,

51,

in

Physic

.....

Graduated at St Andrews, on 21st September,
President of Medical Society ; second time,

Lecturing
posing

1777
1777

.

.

-

1780
1786

.

....

(Observations
published,
«

on

Old

1779
1780
1780

System

.

1787
1788

.

-

1788

.

NOTE N, p. 223.
In this Note it

was

proposed

to

give

the Hand-Bill

vertisement of the Lectures of Mr John Brown.
now

or

Ad

But this is

considered to be unnecessary,

NOTE

O,

p. 317.

Under this reference Dr Thomson had collected from

Bohn,

and other

writers,

various extracts

illustrating

Werlhof,
the belief

in the existence and
powers of the Vis Medicatrix et Conserva-
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trix Naturae, among physicians, long before the time of Cullen.
But this it is considered to be superfluous to insert.

NOTE P, p. 440.
To this

reference,

no

note,

or

materials for note,

were

found.

But it may from the context be inferred, that what was intended
to be stated related to the reasonings of Tommasini in his
Work

the Yellow Fever of

on

Leghorn

in

1804,

the

proofs
epidemic and similar
already stated in the text
on

of the existence of inflammation in that
febrile diseases.*

Something has been
immediately following this reference, on the line
adopted by Tommasini ; and it is now conceived
cessary to recur to the subject.

of argument
to be unne

NOTE Q, p. 443.
To this reference

nothing

was

found to

correspond except

detached extracts from the Examen of Broussais ; and
these extracts relate rather to certain criticisms by Broussais on
some

Brown's doctrine of
existence

or

than to the

as

to the

non-existence of local affection in Fever.

It is

Debility,

question

further to be

remarked, that as the peculiar doctrines proposed
by Broussais upon the subject of Fever, and its
connection with, and dependence upon, local disorder and in
flammation, are well known and easily attainable from works

and maintained

in every one's hands, it is unnecessary, after what has been
Those
said in the previous Note, to add more on that subject.
who desire to

study

more

fully

and

doctrines of Broussais,
rious writings, especially the

attentively the peculiar
expounded in his va

will find them

Recherches

following.
Hectique. Paris, an. XI. i.e., 1803.
Phlegmasies Chroniques, fondee sur de nou-

sur

Histoire des

la Fievre

■

*

Richerche

Febbre Gialla

Edizione

Patologiche

sulla

Americana, &c.

Napoletana.

Febbre

di

Livorno del

1804.

Sulla

Del Professore Giacomo Tommasini.

Prima

Napoli, 1817.

§ 53,

pp. 68-70.
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velles Observations de

Cinquieme

Edition.

Clinique

Paris,

et

1838.

d'Anatomie

Examen des Doctrines Medicales et des

Systemes

sologic, precede de propositions renfermant la
Physiologique. Troisieme Edition,

1829-

Paris,

4 forts volumes in 8vo.

English

readers who

are

the French works

to

de No

Substance de la

Medecine
1834.

Pathologique.

3 vols. 8vo.

study
ciently clear

unwilling,
now

or

find it

inconvenient,

mentioned, may find

and detailed view of the

principles

a

suffi

and doctrines

work.

of Broussais in the

following
the Theory and Practice of Physiological
Medicine ; or, Dialogues between a Savant and a Young Phy
sician, a Disciple of Professor Broussais, &c. Translated from
the French.
London, 1825. 8vo.
Conversations

on

NOTE B, p. 495.
Under this Note it

proposed to give some account of
subsequent
departure from Brunonian doc
trines by the Italian Physicians, and of the principal persons
who have figured in this part of the History of Medical Science
But the subject is one which is daily
and Practice in Italy.
losing interest, and possesses, indeed, little utility, unless in
showing the ignorance and rashness of Physicians and their
the

course

was

of this

adherents, and their love not so much of novelties, as of old
The
new garbs, and under new denominations.
new Italian doctrine has indeed been scarcely able to preserve
the semblance of existence, even in the Peninsula, before the
advancing influence of the doctrines of Mesmerism, Homoeo
pathy, and Hydropathy ; and, practically speaking, may be
doctrines in

said to be extinct.

Those who
Italian

are

desirous to understand the

practitioners

came

to secede from the

steps, by which the

principles

of John

Brow7n, may find, if not all the requisite information, at least
as much as is
sufficient, in the work of Tommasini already
quoted in the previous Note (P) and in the following treatises.
1. Dell' Infiammazione et della Febbre Continua Considera-

RECEPTION OF

zione

BROWN'S

DOCTRINES IN ITALY.

Di G.

Patologico-Pratiche.
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Tommasini, Professore di CliBologna, &c. Pisa, 1820.

nica Medica Nella P. Universita di
8vo.

2. Della Nuova Dottrina Medica Italiana.

Prolusione alle

Lezioni di Clinica Medica Nella P. University di
l'Anno

Del

1816-1817.

Scolastico,

Bologna

Professore

Per

Giacomo

Bologna, 1817.
The Notes appended to this performance are particularly
instructive, and show what has been already mentioned, the
Tommasini.

vacillation of the mind of Tommasini

well

as

as

his learn

ing.
3. Sullo Stato Attuale della Nuova

Patologia Italiana ; ConTommasini, Esposte in una
Influenza dell' Opinione in Me

siderazioni del Professore Giacomo
Nota Al Discorso di

fatte.

esso

Sull'

Con alcune recentissime correzioni et

dicina.

Raccolta,

Tomo

aggiunte

da

esso

IX., p. 49.

The Treatise of

Guani, Opuscolo del Controstimolo e
delle Malattie Irritative, has been already referred to in the
It is proper here to add, that the Notes on this Treatise
text.
4.

are

highly instructive,

and will be read with

advantage

and in

terest.

Raccolta di

Opere

Mediche Moderne Italiane.

Tomo

V.

P. 77.

Bologna, 1827.
5. Saggio Della

Teoria

G. D. V. Mantovani.

Medica del

Ibidem,

Tomo V.

6. Su la Dottrina della Vita ;

M.D.

Ibidem.

Saggio

Speranza

pp. 99, 124, 133 ; and his Clinical
der the following title.

Parma,

Dal

P. 1.

di Maurizio

Bufalini,

P. 122.

7. Various Letters of

Clinico-Medico

Anno

Controstimolo.

;

in Raccolta Tomo Settimo

Report

Compilato

for

1823-1824,

da Carlo

Speranza,

un

&c.

1825.

8. Fondamenti di
esenate ;

Patologia

Medico in

1828.

Analitica di Maurizio Bufalini ;

Patria, &c. Edizione
Pesaro, 1830.

Terza.

Tomo I.

Tomo II.

Pesaro,
9. Prolegomeni

Clinici per servire d'Introduzione Teoretica ;
alio Studio Pratico della Medicina.
Del Cavaliere V. Luigi

Brera,

Professore P. O. di

VOL. II.

Terapia Speciale

e

di Clinica Me-

2

Z
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R.

dica nell I.

Universita di

In

&c. &c.

Padova,

Padova,

8vo.

1823.

Tommasini states in Note 48 of Ricerche
the

History

by

Rasori

of the

was

Epidemic

Patologiche, that

Fever of Genoa of 1799 and 1801

at first received

by

several

physicians

with in

difference ; by others it was read with repugnance, in conse
quence of the considerable opposition which it presented to re
ceived opinions upon the nature and the diatheses of certain
At the

Fevers.

time, however,

at which he

wrote, we presume
interest ; and he adds

to be read with

it

greater
began
already produced great advantages by inculcating
useful circumspection in the treatment of certain Fevers, which
previously were on too slight grounds considered to be pro
duced by Debility, and which were accordingly too boldly treated
by means of stimulants.
Tommasini appears to think, that he never can say enough
of the inflammatory character and tendency of Fevers and se
veral other diseases, and of the necessity of employing blood
letting, antimonials, refrigerants, cathartics, and similar lower
1805,

that it had

ing agents.

NOTE

S,

p. 502.

ON THE OPINIONS AND DOCTRINES OF TOMMASINI.

Notwithstanding the multiplicity of the writings of Tomma
it is extremely difficult to understand, in all instances, the

sini,

exact nature of the

doctrines to wdrich he is most favourable

altogether impossible,

such

abstract should be confined in the

give
and

an

an

account at

pathological

once

just

and

intelligible

present work,

of his

to

physiological

doctrines.

It is not in any degree
professional life by being
mirer of the

;

in the short space within which

and it is

principles

much confidence in the

When, however, he

doubtful,
a

warm

that Tommasini

and rather

began

injudicious

his

ad

Brown, and had
recommended by that person.

and doctrines of John

practice

had been

some

time in actual

practice,

and
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had become familiar with the

phenomena, the course, and the
disease,
speedily perceived that these principles
at
variance
were greatly
with, and often completely contradicted
by nature. This caused a contest and struggle in the mind
of Tommasini, the effect of which was to give rise to an oscilla
tion of opinions and reasonings, and a degree of inconsistency
and unsteadiness in therapeutics, which appears in the whole of
the writings which he has published during a space of not less
than thirty years.
Tommasini had commenced his professional life with very
considerable confidence in the doctrines of Brown, namely, that
all diseases were referable to two classes only, Sthenic and
he

effects of

Asthenic ; but as, in imitation of Brown, he considered the
majority of diseases which presented external symptoms of De
to be

Asthenic, and to require the use of Tonics and Sti
mulants ; he accordingly treated them by withholding the use
of evacuants, and by administering opium in different forms,
camphor, musk, alkohol, wine, and other diffusible stimulants,
and not unfrequently Cinchona in various shapes, and other
Tonics and Astringents.
This would not have been wrong, if

bility

Tommasini had remembered, that the external signs of weak
ness do not always indicate the necessity for the use of stimu
lants and tonics ; and if he had adverted to the proper period
of the disease, and to the fact, that in the commencement of
acute

functions

present, yet
hurtful, but the less that is done by medicine, except

are

useless and
the

of great Debility in the animal
stimulants and tonics are not only

diseases, though symptoms

of moderate and necessary evacuations, and
the re-establishment of suspended secretions and excretions, it is

employment

the better for the
ease.

patient,

When Tommasini

and he

more

recognised

easily gets

over

his dis

the hurtful effects of this

method of treatment, he naturally and consistently found it re
quisite first to modify and then to change considerably the theo
retical

principles

which had been the foundation of the thera

peutic
moved,

method.

Asthenia

in his

nence on

mind,

Debility was then not only re
prominent and commanding emi
placed by Brown, but the principle
Divinity, was with little ceremony

or

from the

which it had been

which had been held

as

a

2

z

2
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thrown down and trampled underfoot. It was, in short, character
istic of the mind of Tommasini, like many converts, to rush to the
opposite extreme; and whereas, previously most diseases were be
lieved to be Asthenic or
on Debility, now the majority of

dependent
admitting of medical

diseases requiring and

Sthenic,

or

dependent

on

treatment

were

increased force in the vital actions.

Various circumstances contributed to effect this
the

But he

August 1791, by
his
in

own

some

an

to have been

attack of Fever which he then suffered in

given by Tommasini shows
reasoning by which he arrived at
important conclusions, it seems proper to give the
As the account

person.
degree the train of

his most

passage in his own words.
"
And to turn to this sthenic character of Bilious
from which I have deduced

belief

equally of the original
only by another method

of cure, and

tions cited, that I have found it my duty

My
practised by

own
me

observations,
as

to

by the observa
recognise it as

and the methods of treatment

well before

New Medical Doctrine in

Fevers,

of the arguments to enforce the
diathesis of Yellow Fever (§ 78),

one

it is not
such.

in

Therapeutic
forcibly impressed by the
treatment
of Fevers so early as
stimulating

seems

bad effects of the

change

rules of Tom

and the

Pathological principles

masini.

deemed

as

Italy,

after the

reception

have convinced

me

of the
of this.

Previous to this doctrine, the treatment of Fevers of this order
was
generally trusted to the use of purgatives, emetics, and
subacid drinks ; and a great number of this sort of Fevers it
has fallen to my lot either to treat or to see treated by my

Preceptors by

this

same

when the remission of the

method.

fever,

An

rather

exception there
decided, produced

was
en

tirely by evacuants, suggested sometimes to try the use of Cin
chona, or the impatience of the sick demanded this remedy ; or
for some particular symptom ofttimes, Tonics were interposed
between the doses of purgatives ; as in order to allay the ner
vous disturbances there was no
difficulty in making use of ano
dynes and volatile medicines even in the height of the disease,
and in the midst of the lowering treatment ; and as, in order to
procure sleep during the night, there was not the smallest
scruple in prescribing opiates. Now I can declare, that I have
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observed at that

time, and have recorded the fact in my prac
memoirs, that the use of Cinchona had caused not a few
patients to retrograde from convalescence already commenced
to a new course of the disease, accompanied
perfectly with the
first symptoms (§ 48) ; that wane and cordials were not tole
tical

rated in this order of Fevers ; that Camphor, which was some
times employed in order to promote perspiration,
remarkably

aggravated the pain of the head and the Fever ; and that
opiates, far from procuring sleep as desired, rather increased
delirium and sleeplessness.
How strongly was I convinced of
these practical truths by the circumstances of a Bilious Fever,
by which I was attacked in Mantua in the summer of 1791
(§ 48), and for which I was treated in Luzzara by my most
dear friend Dr Luigi Navaroli."
Filled still with the theoretical principles of the schools,
and practising only for two years in this Hospital (the Hospital
of Mantua), I was perpetually agitated by those illusions, which
experience gradually dispels, and I was animated by that con
fidence which the practice of any master, of any time, and of
any doctrine, tends, if I mistake not, to diminish rather than to
increase. It appeared to me then, that Art possessed still more
I urged more
power than I believe it to possess at present.
than once my physician to try again strong doses of Peruvian
Bark, after sufficiently copious evacuations had been procured ;
and I further compelled him at the same time to try the effect
"

of Sedatives in

a

liberal dose, in order to free

me

from the most

cruel symptom by which I was tormented,
But the febrile exacerbations, instead of

namely, sleeplessness.
being mitigated under
the use of bark, were redoubled in strength, and recurred more
violently ; and Laudanum and Cynoglossum drove from me
sleep instead of favouring it ; while the delirium, heat, head
ach, and the throbbings of the arteries increased under the use
of anodynes, tonics, or the generous wine which my friend*
provided for me. My medical friend, alarmed by a second re
lapse which these attempts and irregular proceedings had pro
duced, consulted
read

over

in his

the

writings

of the ablest

practitioner?.

He

the work of Dr Grant, and with these observations

hand, induced

me

i

to adhere

strictly

to the use of mild
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purgatives
disease

and

was

antiphlogistic remedies, by

means

of which the

finally subdued."*

Tommasini goes on to say that Gastricism, that, is mere
Gastric and Bilious disorder, lost its ancient influence, and he
was further convinced that all fevers were not, as Brown pre

tended, produced by Asthenic Diathesis

(§ 92).

;

He then takes

extended and elaborate view of the effects of the methods of

an

treatment

pursued by English, American,

and French

physic

cians in Yellow Fever and Bilious Fevers.
Tommasini himself

admits that the

phenomena of
Leghorn Epidemic
description of that dis
ease given
were
instrumental
in directing
by Palloni,
powerfully
his thoughts and reasonings in this line.
That disease was,
he inferred, highly and distinctly inflammatory, presented de
cided marks of Phlogosis ; and he then set himself to prove
that all the American, the English, and the French authors,
who had written on it from personal observation, either said
the same thing, or gave testimony which could only be inter
preted as denoting the existence of inflammation. When you
look for any given thing, you are pretty sure to find it in some
Tommasini looked for Phlogosis or Inflamma
way or other.
virtually

of

the

1804, and

the

tion in Yellow Fever and Bilious Fever

only

;

and he found it not

in these maladies but in many more.
was then the grand essence of all acute dis

Inflammation
eases,

and of

a

large

number of chronic diseases.

It

seems

to

thought, that, in order to reason and to
speculate about any thing, or on any subject, in a satisfactory
or
manner, it is necessary to fancy some existence, some being
essence which the mind lays hold of, or tries to lay hold of ;
and this being done, all reasoning, formation of inferences, and
establishment of conclusions becomes easy.
Phlogosis was a
stimulus ; it was an irritant agent ; and so long as it was pre-

be

a

law of human

&ent, it caused excitement and irritation in the organs and tex
tures, probably in the fluids of the human body. To counteract,
the effects of this
oppose, or at least to abate and alleviate,
Stimulus, it became necessary to have recourse to the use of a

to

*

Kicert.be Patologiche sulla Febbre di Livorno del Anno 1804, &c. &c.

Del Prof. G. Tommasini.

Napoli,

1817.

§ 91, pp. 136-139.
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certain class of agents ;
medicines, drinks, and external means.
Forthwith these were called Contrastimulants or Controstimu—

lants. These contrastimulant remedies consisted in

general

and local ; the

of

Refrigerants,

blood-letting,

Nitre, Bitartrate
of Potass, Acetate of Potass, Citrate of Potass, Acidulous
Drinks ; Evacuants and Laxatives, especially the Neutral Salts;
Antimonials, Cool Drinks, and all depressing means.
In this manner was established that system of precepts and

practices

to

use

which Tommasini

gives

the

as

name

of the New

Italian Medical Doctrine.

A

singular part

of the whole of this

history is,

that Tom

masini appears sincerely to believe, that the doctrine which he
advocates as the New Italian Medical Doctrine is really new

original. This belief can be received as indicating only
things, either a very considerable degree of con
fidence in the ignorance of readers, or a large amount of igno
rance on the
part of the learned professor. It would not be
difficult to prove, that this doctrine is as old as Hippocrates,
and has been maintained not only by his own countryman
Baglivi, and many others, but has been a standing doctrine
It
among English physicians for fully a century and a-half.
was a doctrine maintained not only by Sydenham, Andrew
Brown, and Dover, but at later periods by Huxham, 1750-51 ;
Cleghorn, 1751 ; Sir John Pringle, 1752 ; Francis Home,
1759 ; Brocklesby, 1764 ; Donald Monro, 1764 ; George For
dyce, 1770-1794; Grant, 1771 ; James Sims, 1773 ; and al
most every good physician since their time ; and if it fell into
partial abeyance, it was revived as to Fever, and received new
illustrations and confirmations by Sutton, Irvine, Jackson, Bur
nett, Bateman, Clutterbuck, Percival, Mills, and not a few others,
and cannot in any sense of the term be pronounced to be new.
These men did not, indeed, speak or write much about their
Some of them are so silent on this head,
theoretical opinions.
to
discover whether they had any doctrinal
that it is impossible
With
all of them, theory and doctrine hung
or not.
principles
so loosely, that if they influenced, they never seem to have em
But all of them observed the
barrassed their practice.
phe
and

one

of two

nomena

and tendencies of diseases.

All of them

considered
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likely to do good to the patient, and employed these
means skilfully and promptly, and all of them eschewed what
ever
they perceived did harm or interfered with the powers of
nature in producing recovery.
Huxham, Cleghorn, Home, Sir John Pringle, Donald Monro,
Brocklesby, Grant, Sims, and Fordyce, all prescribed venesec
what

was

tion in Fever and

ministered
them

nitre,
antimony.

Inflammatory Diseases.

All of them ad

many gave cream of tartar, and several of
All gave aperient medicine and the neutral

tonics, stimulants, and nutritious food
during the presence of the symptoms indicating active Fever
In proof
or Inflammation, active or subacute, or even chronic.
All

salts.

avoided

of the correctness of this statement, it cannot be necessary to
give extracts from the works of these physicians, which are
But it may not be useless to
accessible to every one.
refer to two of those works which are perhaps less read.

perfectly

It has been mentioned in the text, that

adisciple
Rogers

Dover,

of Sydenham, when he afterwards

and

Dampier

to

South

who had been

accompanied

America,

describes

Woodes

shortly,

in the year 1709, an acute
Fever among the seamen, to which he gives the name of Plague.
It is needless to say, that this was not Plague, properly so
after the

storming of Guayaquil

called, but merely the Ardent Bilious Fever of these regions,
which often attacked European sailors ; Remittent Fever, in
short, or Bilious Fever, or Yellow Fever, or Sailors' Fever ;
(Fievre Matelotte). This Fever Dover treated with great suc
cess, and almost

mortality, by means of copious blood-letting,
He afterwards relates how
and the use of cooling acid drinks.
in England he, in like manner, treated very bad malignant
Spotted Fever, apparently Typhous Fever, by copious blood
letting and refrigerant remedies, and with like success.
no

The work of Dr James Sims

on

the Febrile Disorders of the

of Tyrone in Ireland during the years 1765, 1766,
1767, 1768, and onw;ard to the early part of 1772, is full of

County

instances of the
ment

antiphlogistic and lowering method
having been employed by him, with the same

of treat

beneficial

results.
In the Febrile Disorders of that

County,

Dr Sims made

use
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only of blood-letting, but Antimonials, especially Tartrate
Antimony and Kermes Mineral, the Neutral Salts, Cream of
Tartar, Acids in general, and every part of the cooling and
lowering method of treatment. In several epidemics he ex
posed the patients freely to cool and cold air for some time.
And he disapproves in decided terms of the use of Cordials and
Stimulants in the early stage of Febrile Disorders.*
Let it not be forgotten, though it seems like repetition and

not

of

iteration to say, that Cullen had with great care reduced the
practical results given by these physicians into a system of
general principles, and by combining with them those derived
from his

own

his First

Lines,

peutics,

experience,

laid before medical

most useful

a

the careful

masini from

study

Compendium

of which would have

into the mistakes and

falling
which his writings present.
In what sense the peculiar Italian
Tommasini professes to promulgate,
what

it is entitled to be called

practitioners, in
Special Thera

of

prevented Tom

misrepresentations

Medical
can

be

Doctrine, which
styled New, or in

Discovery, those who are
now stated, as
acquainted
illustrating the History
of Medicine both in England and on the Continent
during the
latter half, it may be said three-fourths, of the eighteenth cen
tury, will be capable of forming a just understanding.
sense

a

with the facts

NOTE T, page 508.
The Rev. Dr John Walker to Dr Cullen in

expected
"

Dear

vacancy in the

regard to the
Professorship of Natural History.

Sir,

Moffat, 7th February 1778.

I received this

poor Dr

week, for the first time, the accounts of
Ramsay's illness, and of his being thought past hopes

of recovery.
When you mentioned to me, some time ago, your
view of the place for Harry, f I looked forward with regret at
*

Observations

on

Epidemic Disorders,

with Remarks

Malignant Fevers. By James Sims, M.D. London, 1773.
but especially pages 154, 156, 158, 159, 204, 208 ; and on
Air, 211-215.
t Henry Cullen,

M.D.

on

N/ervous and

8vo.
the

use

Passim;
of Cold
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the very

of any interference between us, yet I
than likely that before any opening in that
both he and I might be otherwise and

possibility

thought it more
place could happen,
At the worst, in the event of a competition,
better appointed.
I was conscious that, on my part, it would proceed without
any infringement of that sincere and entire regard which, for
I have uniformly
many years, both from duty and inclination,
I was in
maintained for your person, character, and family.
at
a friend for a
such
of
preference,
taking umbrage
capable
And I relied on
not merely to his own son, but to his merit.
your candour and generosity for my appearing as a competitor,
by fair and honourable methods, for an office which had been
for years the great object of my life.
With these

sentiments, which

I closed with the

proposals

of

I trust you will not condemn,
of my friends, who have

some

offered to interest themselves in my favour.
And being this
that
declined
informed
has
Harry
appearing as a candi
day

date,

I shall with

more

freedom and

alacrity proceed

to solicit

How far the other candidates may have gone I know
and I may perhaps be too late. But as I am assured that

others.

not,

promise of the place is yet given, I should reflect severely
myself afterwards, did I not do what is in my power at pre
I have been in several quarters disappointed.
I am for
sent.
several reasons sick of this place, and anxious to leave it, and
was even
thinking to give it up, if I could have but procured a
chaplainry to go wTith a regiment to America.
With my kindest service to Mrs Cullen, Bob, Harry, and all
the family, I ever am, with the greatest regard, dear sir, your
most obliged and affectionate humble servant,
no
on

John Walker."
Dr Robert

Blackcraig, physician in Edinburgh,
and Professor of Natural History in the University of Edin
burgh, died on the fifteenth day of December one thousand
seven hundred and
seventy-eight ; (1778).* There is, regarding
Ramsay

of

the date of this occurrence,
*

Scots

Magazine,

some

Volume

discordance in the accounts

XL., for 1778, p. 686.
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given by
Smellie,

different persons.
Kerr, in his Memoirs of William
who
became a candidate for the office,
Printer,

the

states that Dr

Ramsay

letters

to

date;
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relating
and

though

died in 1775.*

this event
two

which he

But several of the

quotes

are

without

dated

(No. 114, 116), yet we are
conjectural, and inserted after
No mention of the death of Dr Ramsay is made in
wards.
the Obituaries of the Scots Magazine for 1775 ; and, on the
other hand, it is distinctly recorded, in the volume for 1778,
as
having taken place on the 15 th day of December one
thousand seven hundred and seventy-eight ; (1778). Mr Bower,
the historian of the University of Edinburgh, places it in 1778,
and the appointment of Dr Walker in 1779 ;f and it is certain,
from the records of the Senatus Academicus of the University,
that Dr Walker was inducted on the third day of November
are

led to infer that the date

was

1779.
Dr Walker

singular

was

habits.

said to be
When at

rishioners, that he spent
made the

person of eccentric character and
Moffat, it was said by one of his pa
the week in hunting butterflies, and
a

of the souls of his

cure

parishioners

a

bye job

on

Sun

Whether this be true or not, he appears to have had
little of the elevation of mind which characterises the genuine

day.

naturalist.

He evinced the most extreme

jealousy of the at
History in any form, and

tempts of Smellie to teach Natural
great hostility against all who favoured his pretensions.
After the death of Dr Walker, his Executors published, in
1808, Essays on Natural History and Rural Economy, in one
Volume 8vo.
In these Essays the author treats of Botany,
Arboriculture, the Natural History of the Highlanders, Mine

ralogy, Geology, Zoology, and Statistics ;
superficial, yet the work

formation is often

and

though the in
uninstructive,

is not

and may be read with interest.
*

Life, Writings, &c. of William Smellie, by Robert Kerr,
Vol. II., p. 90, &c.
Edinburgh, 1811.
the University of Edinburgh, Vol. III., p. 226.

Memoirs of

in two volumes.

t History of
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NOTE U, p. 510.
Letter of Dr Cullen to the Honourable Henry
afterwards Lord Melville.
"

SlR,

Dundas, Esq.,

November

I

was

at Hillhead this

waiting

upon you, and of

but not

being

so

happy

morning
talking to you

as

to have the honour of

about

to find you at

trouble you with this letter to
to have spoken of.

explain

\2th, 1786.

little business ;
home, I beg leave to
a

the business I intended

My worthy colleague, Dr Hope, died yesternight, whereby
Botany is become vacant, and I intend
to propose my son, Dr Henry Cullen, as his successor.
I have always been ambitious of your favour ; I have
thought myself highly honoured and obliged by the instances
of it I have frequently received, and beg the continuance of it
on this
occasion, but think it incumbent upon me to lay the
grounds of my application before you.
My son has, for a great part of his life, made Botany his
particular study, and has given proofs of his proficiency in it.
My colleagues of the Faculty of Physic allow me to say they
are ready to
testify their opinion of his being well qualified for
the office he now seeks ; and a gentleman, who, it will be ac
knowledged, is one of the first botanists in Britain, and who
the office of Professor of

has had

ready

to

access

give

to know my son's progress in that

the most

ample

branch,

is

recommendation of his fitness to

fill the Botanic Chair.*

Presuming upon all this, I venture to add, that I flatter
myself upon some pretension to the favour of the administra
tors of the city.
For now thirty years I have served as a Pro
fessor in their University, and have devoted my time and labour
to the promoting of the reputation of this school of medicine.
With what
much
*

they

my labours have been attended, and how
have contributed to the increase of the students at

This is

success

supposed by

Dr Thomson to refer to Dr John Walker.
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the

University,

it is

and

some

It is natural for

for me to say ; but I
merit with the town of

perhaps unbecoming

trust I may be allowed to claim

Edinburgh,
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right

some

to their

favour.

to wish that

a
son, whom I carefully
study of Physic, should be a Professor in the
same
University with myself; and when his qualifications to
fill the found vacant chair are acknowledged
by those who are
the best judges of them, I hope it will not
appear presumptuous

me

trained to the

in

me

to solicit for

him.

To be honoured with your favour and
patronage upon this
I
be
of
the
utmost
occasion, would, know,
importance to my
son's success ; and I hope you will forgive me for
requesting

it in the most earnest
very

high obligation

manner.

Your

doing

so

will confer

The Honourable Henry Dundas, Esquire, to Dr
reply to the foregoing letter.
"

SlR,

just

now

than I do the

the honor of your letter. Nobody feels
importance of proper appointments to

the medical chairs in the

uniformly
stance,

so

didly not

University

of

Edinburgh

;

and I have

acted upon that principle ; and, in the present in
far as I may have any concern in the business, shall

continue to do

At the

in

Cullen,

12th November 1786.

I have

stronger

a

upon me, and I have the honor to be, &c.
William Cullen."
(Signed)

so.

time, under that reserve, I should act uncnninform you that I have, ever since the appointment

same

to

of Doctor Walker to the

Professorship of Natural History, re
tained a strong disposition to assist Dr Rutherford in his viewrs
to obtain a Professor's Chair.
He was at that time strongly
recommended to me by many persons whom I wished particu
larly to oblige ; but the current of opinion was so strong in
favour of Dr Walker, I was under the necessity of supporting
him.

Dr Rutherford's behaviour

occasion, it

impressed

me

with the

was

so

feeling

gentlemanlike
I have

on

expressed,

the

and
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which I wish to act upon in the
grounds operate against it.
I have the honor to be,

present instance,

if

no

public

Sir, with great respect, your

most

obedient and humble servant,
Henry Dundas."

NOTE

W,

p. 514.

supposed by some, that a misunderstanding or
unfriendly feeling had taken place between Cheselden and Dr
James Douglas. Of such an occurrence I find no distinct proof
either in the medical history of that period, or in that of the
relations subsisting between Mr Cheselden and Dr James
Douglas. The manner in which this idea has arisen, it appears
to me, is the following.
It has been

There

were

at

that

time, 1725-1736,

two persons of the

name

Douglas, brothers ; the one Dr James Douglas, the Lecturer
Anatomy, a physician ; the other, his brother, Mr John
Douglas, Surgeon to Westminster Hospital, a man of eminence
as a
surgeon, and particularly as a lithotomist, in which cha
racter he was a great patron and practitioner of the High Ope
of

on

ration.

Douglas, so far as I can perceive, continued during
life on the most friendly terms with Cheselden, and is well
known as one who took very great pains to explain both the
anatomical advantages of the lateral operation for Lithotomy,
as
practised by Cheselden, and to show its success when com
pared with the High Operation. There is no proof in the
whole course of their common history that either of these men
looked on the other with any other feelings than those of good
and friendly understanding.
Dr Douglas was a physician, and
took the deepest interest in the improvement of the Lateral
Operation, and in making known its peculiar advantages, chiefly
from his desire to benefit the science and practice of surgery,
Dr James

and from

a

desire, which
that

appears in all that he did, to render
through his hands as perfect as possible,

everything
passed
and to explain to others

wherein this

superiority

consisted.

DR JAMES DOUGLAS AND CHESELDEN.
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desire to claim for himself any peculiar merit in
proceeding, and certainly none to deprive Cheselden of the
was no

to which he

reputation

was

most

justly

entitled

as

cautious

a

and skilful operator.
It was more as an anatomist and sur
anatomist
than
in
gical
any other character, that Dr James
Douglas appeared as the advocate of the Lateral Operation.
Nor

can we

perceive

in the circumstance that Dr James

and Mr Cheselden both lectured at the

same

time

on

Douglas
anatomy,

any evidence of jealousy or envy in either of these two men.
Dr Douglas states, in terms
sufficiently clear and plain, the
reasons

wdiich induced him to

the

operation

the

subject

give the

of Mr Cheselden.

of conversation

several accounts of it

were

account

When that

operation
in

abroad, especially

made

public, though

accounts, of which he says he had

seen

three

which he did of

became

France,

and

several of these

or

four,

contain

many of the essential parts of Mr Cheselden's operation ; yet,
in every one of them, something is wanting.
Dr Douglas re

solved, therefore, for the
operation itself, to give,
method of

proceeding.

detail will be of

some

credit of
once

for

surgery and of the
Mr Cheselden's whole

English
all,

And he expresses the opinion, that this
use even to the Parisian
surgeons them

they have the best opportunities
making
experiments for every operation ; but
infinitely more so to surgeons in other places, both at home and
abroad, who have not had such advantages.
He farther adds, that he was obliged to Mr Cheselden for the
selves, notwithstanding

for

that

the necessary

chief -materials of his paper ; and ' as he has been so kind as
to communicate to me, with the greatest readiness and without
reserve, all the

knowledge of,

I

particulars
am

which I could not have

confident that

will

come

to the

to

pretend
dispute,
operation, and his whole operation/
Douglas was, to present a clear and
none

but what I here describe is his
Another

object

of Dr

distinct account of the anatomy of the parts concerned in the
operation, a matter which, it must be allowed, was given only
in

a
general way by Cheselden.
That all this was done in the most

the great surgeon

admitted

by

every

friendly manner towards
of St Thomas's Hospital, London, will be
one who remembers what
testimony Che-
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selden himself bore to the correctness of Dr Douglas's account,
a?nd that he subsequently, after the death of Dr Douglas, made

following spontaneous statement.
had,' says Mr Cheselden, this account of Hernia from the
late Dr Douglas, a most industrious anatomist, very communi
the
*

*

I

cative, and

much to be relied

*

*

on.

*

The

William

have from Mr Hunter

present

cases

I

of

Hunter), pupil his, who
(Dr
dissected many of those, which were shown me by the Doctor,
and who, to all the good qualities of his great master, has added
*
that of true philosophy.'
In

these

remarks,

a

forget not, that our friend the
Yelloly,
rectifying what he conceived
to be an erroneous statement by Dr Douglas, thought it incum
bent on him to republish, in the Fifty-First volume of the Edin
burgh Medical and Surgical Journal, f the account which Che
selden himself published of his method of operating, in the
To republish that account
Fourth Edition of his Anatomy.
was
perfectly proper, as it contains, regarding the patients ope
rated upon, some exact details not given in the ordinary editions.
But while we make this admission, it must be added, that Che
selden himself, though he lived several years after the date of
the publication of this Fourth Edition, and published one, or
rather two editions, never afterwards republished this ac
count ; and the descriptions which he has left in the Fifth
making

we

with the view of

late Dr

-

and Sixth

no

merely

an

no

complaint against
account

with

to

get
indication,

so as

which must be taken

Editions,

contain

into the bladder.

or

we

dislike

had

published
tion of Dr

Douglas's postscript,

The

Hospital

Operations
of La

in

the most

and

no

authentic,
remark, but
of

manner

There

subsequently,
separated these
or

Surgery

Charite, &c,

Cheselden,

that any
two emi

1808,

he shows that he had

by

re

with the illustrative por

of Moris. Le

translated

cutting,

is, in short,

find that when Dr Thomson, in

the account of

*

Douglas,

either at this time

and

as

of the incisions and

safety

misunderstanding
nent men;

Dr

no

belief

Dran, Senior Surgeon of the
Gataker, Surgeon. With

Thomas

Remarks, Plates of the Operations, and a Set of Instruments.
Cheselden, Esq., &c. London, 17-19. 8vo, p. 463.
t April 1839. P. 343.

By

William
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that any

misunderstanding

had taken

place, but,

on

737
the

con

trary, expresses himself pleased in seeing Cheselden bearing
testimony to the great services of Dr Douglas, and to the ex
cellence of his character in
It

general.

different with Mr John

Douglas,

the

Surgeon, the
some peculiar
Douglas.
dislike against Cheselden, and took various opportunities of
evincing this feeling, but more especially by writing a severe
and uncandid review or attack upon the large work of WTilliam
Cheselden upon the Bones. This work, which certainly proved
the diligence of Cheselden in the study of Osteology, and his
knowledge of the morbid states of the Bones, John Douglas
calls a late pompous work, and examines it in a spirit which
was

brother of Dr James

He had formed

shows that he must have been at

thing seriously
What might
part

wrong
be the

causes

of Mr John

a

great loss

to find in it any

defective.*

or

Douglas

which led to this

hostility

on

the

to Cheselden it is at this distance of

time not easy to decide.
Conjecture and probable supposition,
from certain facts given in the writings of Mr John Douglas,
all that

unlikely that Mr John Douglas,
was
performer of the High Operation,f
which had been first practised and then given up by Cheselden
for the Lateral Operation, was displeased at seeing, that the
former was neglected, while the latter was practised by the most
are

wTho

are

left.

It is not

the advocate and

eminent surgeons.
With considerable talents, and a sufficient
amount of anatomical information, Mr John Douglas appears
a
person remarkably different in disposition and
character from his brother Dr James Douglas, and to have in

to have been

dulged in those feelings of envy and jealousy, which are occa
sionally observed to tarnish the character of men belonging to
liberal professions.
Mr John Douglas, in short, appears to
have been one of those moral enigmas which not unfrequently
appear in the history of Surgery, of a person of superior at
tainments, and belonging to a profession esteemed liberal,
late pompous work.&c. by John Douglas. London, 1735.
or, a New Method of Cutting for the Stone ;
Douglassiana
|
first practised by John Douglas, Surgeon, F.R.S., and Lithotomist to the
*

Remarks

on a

Lithotomia

:

Infirmary at Westminster, &c.

VOL. II.

London, 1723.

3

A
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having
chiefly,

recourse

if not

to the

solely,

degrading

arts and

vituperative language

confined to inferior traders.

I cannot conclude this Note without

merits of Dr James

adverting

to the

great

anatomical teacher.

Besides
Douglas
Muscidorum
the
Corporis Humani et
Descriptio Comparata
the
Anatomicce
Quadrupedis"
Bibliographies,
Specimen, to which
Portal has assigned the highest character, he gave in 1730 an
excellent description of the Peritonaeum, one of the earliest ex
amples of structural and general anatomy, and which evidently
contains the germs and rudiments of the essay by his
pupil,
William Hunter, on the Cellular and Adipose Membrane, of
which it must be regarded as the precursor.* He was occupied
for several years in preparing a series of elaborate engravings
of the Bones ; and he had been engaged up to the time of his
death in preparing Drawings of the Uterus, gravicl and unimpregnated, and the contiguous parts. His death took place
before he was able to get these engravings published ; and before
the Drawings of the Uterus were engraved ; and both came into
the possession of Dr William Hunter, who succeeded him in
teaching Anatomy in the Anatomical Theatre at Covent Gar
den, London. They are now in the Hunterian Museum at
Glasgow. The copperplates of the engravings of the Bones
I had an opportunity of examining there in 1857, by the kind
as an

"

ness

of Dr Allen Thomson ; and I

think

no

one

can

look

through them, without perceiving that Dr Douglas must have
been not only a good anatomist, but possessed considerable
skill in regulating the pictorial representation of the objects.
The engravings of the Bones appear to be fully as good as
The appearance of
any of those published in the last century.
Cheselden's elegant work on the same subject may have inter
fered with the publication of Douglas's plates ; but it cannot
be

doubted,

that the latter would have formed

contribution to the illustration of
*

A

Description

on

its outside.

tion of the Abdominal Viscera in

Dr James
Fellow of

most

useful

Osteological Anatomy.

of the Peritonaeum, and of that

Ceelularis which lies

a

With

an

respect of

part of the Membrana

Account of the True Situa
these two Membranes.

Douglas, Physician in Extraordinary
the R. College of Physicians.
London,

to Her

1730.

By
Majesty, Honorary
4to.
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The

drawings

merous,

be

elaborate,

neighbouring organs

and instructive.

Dates

are

are nu

marked upon

extending from the year 1709 to 1738. It may
investigations upon which these drawings

of them,

some

of the Uterus and

that the

supposed

of which Dr Hunter must have

acquired a know
ledge in his association with Dr Douglas previous to his death,
may have first directed Dr Hunter's thoughts to the importance
The drawings for
of publishing a work on the Gravid Uterus.
the plates of Dr Hunter's great work on this subject published
in 1774, the originals of which, chiefly by Rymsdyke, are also
preserved in his museum at Glasgow, appear, from the dates
were

founded,

marked upon a number of
cuted chiefly at three distinct periods,
which

are

them, to have been exe
viz., from 1750 to 1754,

from 1764 to 1766 and about 1770.

They

of

are

much

a

larger size, and in a much higher style of art than any of those
belonging to Douglas which have been preserved. They are
also

chiefly representations

under Dr Hunter's

servation.

It

or

of

cases

and dissections which

Mr John Hunter's

is, nevertheless, proper

more

came

immediate ob

to say that the

drawings

Douglas manifest an intimate acquaintance with the subjects
which they illustrate, and present a considerable body of most

of

useful information.
Dr James

sixty-seventh

died

Douglas

the 1st of

on

year of his age,

leaving

April 1742,

in the

widow and two chil

a

dren.

NOTE X, p. 517.
Letter from Sir Benjamin C. Brodie to Dr Craigie

regarding

the Windmill Street School.

Though

I had from

various

sources

information

regarding

in Great Windmill

Street, yet I thought
Anatomy
it incumbent on me, when speaking of Dr William Hunter, to
the School of

apply to Sir Benjamin
only survivor of those
lishment.

The

Collins

Brodie,

at that time

(1855)

the

who had been connected with that estab

following

answer,

which I

quickly

received
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Benjamin Brodie, will, I think,
terest, both on account of the subject and

from Sir

"

My

DEAR

I

The

School,

to

building

as

as

I

with in

Row,

June

8, 1855.

your inquiries as to the Wind
able to do so.

answer

far

perused

of the writer.

14 Saville

happy

am

mill Street

SlR,

be

am

in Great Windmill

Street, including the House,

Museum, Theatre, and Dissecting Rooms, was erected by Dr
William Hunter, who continued to lecture there until he died.
For some time he had been assisted by Hewson, afterwards by
I have understood that Cruikshank had been

Cruikshank.

originally engaged by William Hunter as librarian, and that he
acted in that capacity for some time before he began to teach
anatomy.
After William Hunter's death the lectures
Dr Baillie and Cruikshank

by

conjointly,

were

delivered

until the former

re

(I believe) in the year 1798. They were then delivered
Cruikshank conjointly with Mr Wilson.
Cruikshank died

tired

by
shortly afterwards,* and was succeeded by his son-in-law Mr
Thomas, who, however, was engaged chiefly in giving demon
strations in the dissecting room, and delivered very few of the
lectures.
In

1805,

Mr Thomas left the

to me,

posed

being

then

and Mr Wilson pro
to succeed him as

school;

senior

pupil,
Anatomy in the Dissecting Boom,
In 1808, having become a good deal engaged in private
practice, Mr Wilson proposed to me that I should deliver a
part of the Lectures in the Theatre ; and accordingly I de
livered a considerable portion of each course during the next
a

Teacher and Demonstrator of

five sessions.
Anatomical

School,

in the

Surgery

At the end of that

same

period

I retired from the

but continued to deliver my Lectures
Theatre for two or three years longer.

From this time the Anatomical Lectures
Mr Wilson and Sir Charles Bell

*

Mr

death
the

Cruikshank died

was

the result of

on

conjointly

apoplexy

delivered

by

latter, however,

1800, at the age of 55. His
hemorrhage of the left hemisphere of

the 27th June

from

were

; the

on

brain, causing much laceration of cerebral

matter.

SIR BENJAMIN C. BRODIE TO DR CRAIGIE.

much the

taking
wards,
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larger share of them. A few years after
having retired altogether, the school became

Mr Wilson

the sole property of Sir Charles Bell, who, however, was as
sisted in teaching Surgery by his brother-in-law, Mr John Shaw.
On the establishment of

University College (then known as
University), Sir Charles Bell left off teaching ana
Windmill Street, being succeeded there by Mr Mayo

the London

tomy

in

and Mr Csesar Hawkins.

King's College was founded in 1830. But two or three
years elapsed before the building was completed, so as to admit
Mr Mayo then transferred
of Anatomy being taught there.
his Lectures to this

Anatomical
founded

by

new

Institution, of

which he

was

Professor ; and thus the School of
William Hunter, came to a conclusion.

the first

Anatomy,

Until the year 1807, the Lectures in Windmill Street were
illustrated by the preparations in William Hunter's Museum.

being at that time removed
purchased the building in Windmill

On the Museum

to

Wilson

Street from Dr

who had inherited it from his uncle.

Baillie,

that he should lose the

aware

had

rations,

rations to
made

by

purpose.
most

use

previously provided
supply their place.

his

hands,

own

I may

profound

and

observe, by

Glasgow,

Mr Wilson

Mr

being

of William Hunter's prepa
another collection of prepa

These

were

were

almost

admirably adapted

entirely
for the

the way, that Mr Wilson was a
a most excellent

and accurate anatomist, and

indeed, facile princeps among the London
day. By the arrangement made between
him and Sir Charles Bell, his anatomical preparations became
Sir Charles Bell's property, and with extensive, and some very
valuable additions made by the latter, are, as you are aware,
He was,
Anatomists of that

teacher.

in your metropolis.*
I have the pleasure of sending you,

now

course

delivered

by myself

at

our

by the same post, a Dis
College of Surgeons some

to the principal points respecting Wil
years ago, which refers
liam Hunter as a teacher, with which I have become ac

quainted.
*

This collection is

Surgeons, Edinburgh.

preserved

in the Museum of the

Royal College

of
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If I can give you any further information on the subject in
I
which you are interested, I shall be most happy to do so.
am, dear Sir, yours very truly,
B. C. Brodie.
Craioie."

Dr

In

July

1831 I

accompanied

the late Dr Herbert

Mayo

to

apartments in Great Windmill Street.
then in a transition state as to its contents,

visit the theatre and other
The Museum

was

undergoing the process of being conveyed to the
erecting for King's College. The greater part of
building
the preparations, especially those most delicate, had been re
moved, and only the most bulky, chiefly skeletons of animals,
which

were

then

remained ; the last relics of what had been left after the trans
ference of the Bell Collection to Edinburgh. But even with
all this

dilapidation and desertion before and around me, it
was impossible to avoid thinking with esteem and veneration
on the talent, the zeal, and the
energy of the man who, singly
and unaided, had been able to establish a place of instruction,
the influence of which was so powerful, so extensive, and so
beneficial.

NOTE Y, p. 674.
On the condition of Ormiston Hill at the time
(1778), at
which Dr Cullen acquired that
the
property,
following observa
tions are made by the Rev. William
minister of the

Cameron,

of Kirknewton, in the first Statistical Account; and as Mr
Cameron was a personal observer of what he
describes, his tes
be
timony may
regarded as well-founded.

parish

"

of

He

(Dr Cullen) was a great master in the scientific branches
husbandry ; a consummate botanist ; and possessed a full-

formed and correct taste in the fine arts.
These attainments
appeared conspicuous in his operations at Ormiston Hill. In
the year 1758 the Doctor, after
finishing his course of chemistry,
delivered to a number of his
particular friends and favourite
pupils nine lectures on the
of
In these
few lectures

subject

he,

for the first

time, laid

agriculture.

open the true

principle

ORMISTON

concerning the

nature of

HJLL; CHANGES

soils,
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ON.

and the

operation of manures.
his own, and which have since
been made known to the world by a
variety of channels, though
without any notification of the source from whence
they pro
The justness of these principles he demonstrated
ceeded.
by
his practice on the lands of Ormiston Hill, which,
These

discoveries

were

entirely

though
by immemorial
bad management, and situated in an unfavourable climate, he
raised in a few years to a surprising degree of culture and fer
tility. Early in life he was a proficient in botany, and was the
naturally

of

an

ungrateful soil,

rendered

worse

first person in Scotland who understood the Linnsean system,
and recommended the study of it to his pupils at a time when

it met with much

pleasure-grounds
lection of

rare

opposition
at

from others.

In his

Ormiston Hill he formed

an

gardens

and

extensive col

trees, shrubs, and herbaceous plants.

The culti

vation of these, and the accurate determination of their species,
afforded him always an agreeable relaxation from the more
serious studies and labours of his

Since the time of Dr

profession."*

Cullen, since 1792, when Mr Robert
Cullen disposed of the property of Ormiston Hill, nearly sixtyseven
years have elapsed ; and during that time, and especially of
—

late years, several important changes have taken place at Ormis
ton Hill.
Though the present proprietor, Archibald Wilkie,
who is also possessor of Ormiston, continued to oc
cupy, till 1852, the old mansion inhabited by Dr Cullen, and
had built an extensive establishment of coach-house, stables,

Esquire,

and other offices, he

westward,

on

erected,

about six hundred

yards to the
Dingle, which
country beyond to

the elevated western bank of the

overlooks the Caledonian

Railway

and the

large, commodious, and tasteful mansion in the
modernized Tudor style of architecture, and which forms the
The
finest object in the landscape in that neighbourhood.
old house has been since entirely given up to be occupied by
the

north,

a

servants.

*

The

Statistical Account

of Scotland.

Drawn up from ihe communica
By Sir John Sinclair, Bart.

tions of the Ministers of the different parishes.
Edinburgh, 1793. P. 416.
Volume Ninth.
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Over the
has been

Dingle

thrown,

with Ormiston

or

so

ravine, also,

as

a

substantial stone

Ormiston Hill

to connect

the west of the ravine.

on

bridge

the east,

From this

bridge the
Dingle
upwards to the
spectator
to
the
in
the
downwards
and
latter direc
north, though
south,
tion the view is limited by the winding nature of the ground ;
and he may see that it is justly entitled to be called a Bosky
Bourne, as it forms the boundary between the two properties.
This is the proper place to remark, as the circumstance tends
to throw light on some features in the character and habits of
on

obtains

an

excellent view of the

at the northern and lower

Cullen,

that

Dingle,

Cullen had affixed from the

on a

gate

Alfius, in the second

Epode

of

soliloquy

Horace,

outlet of this

of the

the words

"

usurer

Procul

Negotiis," evidently showing how closely he participated,
the

of

but in the

not in

praises of the country life,
expressive put in the mouth

Alfius,
language so
of this person. It is, indeed, evident that Cullen was an intelli
gent admirer of the Venusian bard, and entered warmly into
the sentiments, didactic, moral, and aesthetic, which that skilful
observer of mankind and their manners has painted so truly
and accurately.
It was characteristic of the same disposition, that he placed
over the front door of the house, when he took possession of
Ormiston Hill, from the eleventh of the First Book of the
Epistles of the same author, the words, Est Ulubris." The
Rev. Mr Cameron, the former minister of the parish of Kirk
newton, the author of the old Statistical Account, assigns as
that everything
the reason for this inscription the fact,
about the place was in such a ruinous state, so comfortless,
and so unpromising, that he placed over the front door of
The House may have
the house" the words now quoted.
been ruinous and comfortless ; and the general aspect of the
place may have been unpromising ; but this was not the
meaning of Dr Cullen, when he affixed the words Est Ulubris.
Mr Cameron has altogether mistaken both the original mean
ing of these words and the application by Cullen. To any
one who understands the
lines, and the Epistle, at the close
of which these words are introduced, it must be
superfluous

hypocrisy

which the

poet

has in

"

"

ORMISTON HILL.
to

observe,

and

that

what Horace

dissatisfaction,

viated

meant

restlessness and

745
that

was,

murmuring,

discontent
not alle

are

removed

by changing place and residence ; but that
in the most deserted and solitary places, such as was
Ulubrse,
an obscure town in the
marshy districts of Latium, if the mind
is right, tranquil, and properly trained,
happiness is within
or

every one's reach.
"

Coelum

non

Strenua

nos

The lines

are :

anirnum mutant,
exercet inertia

—

qui

trans

mare

currunt;

Navibus atque
bene
vivere.
Quod petis hie est ;
Quadrigis petimus
Est Ulubris, animus si te non deficit sequus."*

As if he had

Spain,

said,

"

:

You need travel neither to France, to

Germany, nor to Italy, in steamships or by railway,
properly. What you seek is here, at Ormiston
wherever lot or circumstances may place you, if the

to

seek to live

to

Hill,

or

well-balanced mind fail you not."
These are probably small matters.

wholly insignificant,
of

a man

such

While

we

if

they

contemplate
cares

arises and disturbs all.

siderable

sums

Hill from
what it

a

was

they

Dr Cullen.

as was

laxation from the

may not be
illustrate the habits and character

Yet

this

history

of active

life,

It is not

a

of rational and sober
one

unpleasant thought

matter of

that

doubt,

in

con

Ormiston

of money had been spent
reclaiming
nature, in improving it, and making it

state of

left

by

Dr Cullen.

More, indeed,

it than there could be any well-founded
returned during the lifetime of Dr Cullen.
In the hands of the

was

spent upon
of seeing

expectation

possessor, Ormiston Hill is still
more completely and profitably

present

highly improved and
utilized, than it was nearly seventy years back.
subject it is quite unnecessary to say anything.

more

re

But upon this

NOTE Z, p. 679.

Repeated reference was made in the first volume (pp. 110,
262, and 461) to the late Dr John Fleming, long a member of
*

Q. Horatii Flacci Epistolarum.

Lib. I.

Epist.

XI. Ad.

Lin. 27.

VOL. II.

3

B

Bullatium.
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the Medical Board of

"

Calcutta, and author of the
with their

of Indian Medicinal Plants and

Catalogue

in the
Drugs,
as
one of Dr Cullen's
languages,"
students who enjoyed a large share of his notice and favour.
The following extracts from letters addressed by Dr Cullen,
the one to his son William then in Calcutta, and the other to
Hindostani and

names

Sanscrit

Fleming himself, both on occasion of the latter taking his
departure for Bengal, seem on many accounts worthy of being
preserved.
Dr

Dr Cullen to his Son.
"

Dear
"

Edinburgh,

Willie,

Your letter of December last

was

both your mother and I wrote in answer to
I write this by Mr
first ships for Bengal.

19th December 1767.

very

it,

agreeable,

to be sent

Fleming,

by

and
the

for whom

both your mother and I have the greatest regard ; and we have
been singularly obliged to him for the attention he has given
to

Jamie and his affairs, of which he can give you account, and
we must refer to him, as well as
every particular relating

which

to this

Mr

family.

Fleming

is to settle in

below his merit ; but it is as a step to a
time I desire you will regard him as

Bengal,

better,
one

in

a

and in the

whose

station
mean

parts, judg

absolute confidence in ; and
I desire you may talk to him freely of all your affairs, as a
person who can advise you, and will do it, both with discretion

ment, and discretion, I have

an

and affection.

a

I

know

*

*

person in Bengal.
*
*
*
I must therefore tell you, that whatever you choose
to tell us of your affairs, will come to us very agreeably from
Mr Fleming.
Without regard to that, I recommend him in

hardly

single

every respect to your friendship ; and if you are in a condition
either of showing him or procuring for him civilities, it will

give
more

*

*

*

*

great pleasure.
Nothing would give me
comfort, or give me greater hopes of your success, than

me

perfect belief of your candour and sincerity. It is the surest,
perhaps the only, means of obtaining trust, favour, and
friendship. Believe me to be, very sincerely, dear Willie, your
affectionate Father,
Willtam Cullen."
a

and

DR CULLEN TO DR JOHN FLEMING.
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Dr Cullen to Dr John Fleming.
"

Dear

John,
*

*

"

thing

Now I have done with

of

for

1 live.

*

it is time to say some
If I have not done it sooner, it is not for

yourself.

want of esteem
reasons

*

Jamie,

and

having,

affection, which you have given me many
and which I think I shall retain as
long as

have, and shall always have, the

I

utmost

anxiety

about your success ; and was a little disturbed at a doubt
you
expressed, whether you should turn soldier or merchant. The
I

you shall become to good purpose ; but the first,
I
could
trust you in any line, I have an aversion to.
though
It is indeed difficult to say what new conjunctures may occur

last,

hope

in India ; but at

present there is but little view of forming more
and, at best, it is but a lottery, with so many

Clives there ;
blanks, that will not allow

prudence

to be concerned in it.

I

suspect there may be, or may occur, some disagreeable circum
stances in the situation you are to set out in ; but I am certain
for

you will get the better of any
I have often observed it of advantage for a man to set

that, by bearing

thing.
out in

a

little,

station to which he

really superior. His merit
greater by being compared with his station ; while
place it is no more than what is expected. I think
I should never have succeeded so well as I have even done, if
I had not set out as a country apothecary.
Excuse all this
which my anxiety dictates, and which, I believe, may be very
superfluous to your discretion. I have a very good opinion of
the last ; but I know your spirit, and am afraid on some occa^a

was

must* appear
in its proper

sions it may fret and bounce with some impetuosity.
I say no
in
a
bad line
more, but that twenty men succeed better, even

they

have set out in, than one that quits it for a seeming
I believe your friend Drummond will settle just now

better.
as a
can

his
"

physician

at

be had there

pride,

and

I have

Berwick,
;

—

seems

one more

—

I

hope

with all the

advantages that

but I suspect it is not quite agreeable to
a sort of
disappointment to his ambition.

advice to

give you,

which I think you stand
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in need

of, and that is, to take notes of everything that falls
observation, whether medical, mercantile, or mili

under your

No memory is equal to everything ; and you will im
prove your reflections by putting them in writing ; and I am
certain they must at length become very valuable. I have

tary.

often

said,

that

good

observers

are

more

than

scarce

; and I believe that most accounts
still very inaccurate and incomplete.
are
India

reasoners

we

good

have from

The

present

connection of Britain with it, is in its nature little known,
and

as

hereafter, uncertainly and doubtfully appre
I expect
sagacity before I die."

to its effects

hended.

to be vain of your

Since the notice in page 662 has been written, we have
learned that in the possession of John Loch, Esq., London, who
is mentioned in page 683
the Chancery Lawyer, are
Mrs

Cullen, by Ramsay.

good judges

son-in-law of Archibald

Cullen,
portrait of Dr Cullen, and one of
These portraits are pronounced by
as

a

to be the best extant.

INDEX.

A.

Argyll, Archibald,
quaintance

^Etiology,
causes

or

the

of disease

len, i. 331.

inquiry into the
according to Cul

i. 594.

attachment of Cullen

to, ii. 669.

Ague, leaping, or choreiform disease
of Forfarshire, remarks on by Dr
Farquharson, ii. 97, 706.
Albuminous urine, reference to writ
ers

ac

1749,

i. 70.

Aristotle,

his doctrines

on the nature
soul and on vital move
ments, i. 167.
Armstrong, Dr, his criticisms upon,
and objections to, Cullen's patho
logy of Typhus examined, ii. 113.

of the

Agriculture and horticulture, some
thoughts and remarks on by Cul
len,

Duke of, his

with Dr Cullen in

on, ii. 215.

Asphyxia submersorum,
Cullen's letter

or

Drowning,

the recovery of

on

persons under, ii. 88.

Aurelianus, Coelius,

his definitions of

acute and chronic

diseases,

ii. 10.

Alexander of Tralles, his definitions
of

diseases, ii. 11.

Alimentary articles, recent
of arranging by Prout, ii.

methods
603 ; by

Pereira, ii. 604, 612.
Alkalies, Dr Cullen's notions

as

to

of, i. 77, 79.
Alston, Dr Charles, his lectures on
Materia Medica, ii. 577.
death of, in 1760, interrupts
the

the

sources

course

Medica,

of lectures

on

Materia

tions between

physic

and surgery,

and surgeons, i. 662.
Barthez ; his doctrines regarding Vi
tal Principle and its supposed in

physicians

fluence, i. 443.
Mr Benjamin, letter from to
Dr Cullen ; remarks on carbonic
acid gas and on prussic acid, i.

Bell,

i. 141.

Anatomy, Morbid,

B.

Balfour, Mr A., letter from to Dr
Cullen, i. 644.
Barlow, Dr, his remarks on distinc

as

means

of in

struction in medicine, i. 114; au
thorities on in time of Cullen, i.
114.
Anderson, Dr James, editor of the
"Bee" and "British Poets," his
introduction to Dr Cullen, i. 134.
Antimonial powder and tartar-eme
tic, introduction and use of by

Cullen, i. 113.

Apoplexy ; objections to the patho
logy of given by Cullen examined,
ii. 192.
Aretaeus of Cappadocia, definitions
of diseases by him, ii. 10.

649.

Bell, Sir Charles,

one

of the teachers

in Great Windmill Street School

of Anatomy, ii. 517.
Berkeley, G., Bishop

of

Cloyne,

effects of his recommendation of
tar water, ii. 581.
Betham, Dr, a friend of Cullen, let
ter to him, ii. 220.
Black, Dr Joseph, his early predi
lection for chemical pursuits, i. 46.

his essay on magnesia,
lished in 1755, i. 51.

3c

pub

INDEX.
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Black, Dr Joseph, requested to teach
the Chemistry class during the
illness of Dr Plummer in 1755, i.
89.

elected professor of chemistry
1st November 1766, i. 160.

on

Charles, letter from

Sir

Blagden,

Dr Cullen

various

on

new

to

161.

Boerhaave, Hermann, his celebrity
lecturer

defects of

Chemistry, i. 38.
his pathological doc

on

trines, i. 118, 214.
-

his doctrines made
in Great

merits
of medicine, i. 201.
his

peculiar

as a

teacher

Bondioli,
disease,

his

opinions

on

forms of

ii. 417.

no

progress

Britain, ii. 353, 453.
unfavourable to
of his doctrines in Great
ii. 457 ; in France, ii.

459 ; their favourable reception in
Italy, ii. 354 ; modification of, ii.

364-453 ; rejection of these doc
ii. 487-502.
rectified account and authentic
statement of the relations between
Dr Cullen and him, ii. 710.

trines,

Brute

animals,

ther

they

on

the

possess
and

difficulty
inquiries

a

question

obscurity

which that

to

whe

soul, i. 190

gives rise,

i. 192-194.

his

opposition

Bufalini,

Kaau, the changes implied by
the doctrines taught in his Impetum faciens, i. 219.

to

practice

circumstances

reception
Britain,

653.

Bleaching, speculations by Cullen on
the improvement of, i. 74, 76.
Blood, states of, and changes in, on
their existence in fever, ii. 158.
Bloodletting, on its use and applica
tion in treatment of fevers, ii. 160,

had medical

never

any extent, ii. 348.

facts in

Chemistry by Cavendish, &c, in*
troducing Don Luzuriaga, i. 647.
Blane, Sir Gilbert, to Dr Cullen, i.

as a

showing that they were derived
from Cullen, ii. 227-279.
Brown, Dr John, great practical
errors in his therapeutics, ii. 336,
339, 343, 345.

of

;
the

question

to the doc

trines of

Brown, ii. 420, 421, 502.
Burke, Edmund, a candidate for pro
fessorship of logic in University of

Glasgow,

i. 72.
of Dr

Bust, marble,

Bordeu, doctrines of; on the influence
of the nervous system on secre
tion, i. 440 ; sets aside the dis

Cullen, ii. 660.

C.

tinction made

by Haller between Cachexia, on their character and
position in a nosological system,
Irritability, i. 442.
ii. 62, 63.
Bostock, Dr John, of Liverpool, no
tice of his death, and character, i. Car rick, Mr John, associated with

Sensibility
644,

and

645.

Dr Cullen in

the Hon.

Boyle,

Robert, his

its nature

energy

according

of; what
Cullen,

to

i.

Centres of Action in the Animal

288.

Brodie, Sir Benjamin,

of the
teachers in Great Windmill Street
School of Anatomy, ii. 517.
letter from to Dr Craigie, re
one

garding the Great Windmill Street
School, ii. 739, 740.
Broussais ; Works requisite to convey
just ideas on his doctrines, ii. 719.
Brown,
his

Dr

John,

hostility

commencement of

to Dr

Cullen,

ii. 222.

and progress of his doc
ii. 224.

origin
trines,

examination of thete

on

is

the search for remedies and medi

cines, ii. 558.
Brain, action or

delivering lectures

Chemistry in Glasgow College, i. 29.
Causes of disease, remote and proxi
mate, distinguished, i. 339, 340.
Caze, Le M., his doctrine of three

zeal in

doctiines,

Economy, i. 441.
Cephalalgia, Cephalaea,

Hemicrania

;

Headach, neuralgic and otherwise,
reference to, ii. 198.
Cerebral and spinal diseases, refer
ence to authors and literature of,
ii. 199.

observations on its state
in the first half of the eighteenth

Chemistry,
century,

i. 36.

its

application to explain
phenomena of living bodies in
seventeenth
212.

the
the

century premature,

i.
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Chemistry, lectures on, first delivered Compression, cerebral, remarks on
in Glasgow in 1747 by Cullen and
pathology of during second quarter
Carrick,

of nineteenth

i. 29.

knowledge of necessary

a

to

physicians, i. 664.
Cherry- laurel water (hydrocyanic
acid), effects of, experimentally
observed by Browne Langrish in
1746, ii. 582.

Cinchonism, a peculiar state proceed
ing from saturation of the system
by quinine, ii. 452.
Classification of diseases, and me
thods of distinction, on, ii. 36-40.
Clerk, Dr John, his first knowledge
of Dr Cullen, 12.
account of his

character and

qualifications by Cullen,
Clinical

Medicine,

i. 525.

lectures

on

in

ii. 193.

century,

Consultation practice of Dr Cullen,
great increase of in 1774, 1775,
and subsequent years, ii. 217.
Consumption, pulmonary, objections
to its nosological position as effect
of haemoptysis by Cullen, exa

mined,

Contagion

ii. 189-190.
of Typhus is

inert in

comes

138.
Continent
rather

and

lost, and be
climates, ii.

warm

Continuous

fevers;

succession of pa
roxysms or exacerbations, ii. 148.
Controstimulants of the Italian phy
sicians
are
the
antiphlogistic
agents of English physicians, ii.
390.
Craigie, Mr Thomas, Professor of
a

repeated

Edinburgh by Rutherford in 1748 ;
by Cullen in 1757, i. 101.
Moral Philosophy in the
general history of, i. 102.
University
of Glasgow, his death at Lisbon on
Cullen's qualifications for, and
9th December 1751, i. 72.
method of lecturing on, i. 107.
Dr Cullen relinquishes teach
Craigie, Dr David, letter to him from
Sir Benjamin Brodie on Great
ing of in 1775, ii. 92.
Coelius

Aurelianus,
diseases, ii. 10.

his definitions of

Cold, its operation physiological and
therapeutic, as taught by Cullen
and published by pupils, i. 413.
on the
production of, first no
tions and experiments by Cullen,

Windmill Street School of Ana
tomy, ii. 739.
Critical days, on their existence and

reality, ii. 150, 152, 154, 155.
Cullen, William, his birth on 15th
April 1710,

i. 52.
the state

Collapse,

340, 341.
College, this

defined,

i.

310,

term

employed
signify a

of instructions by lecture
wise, i. 526, and passim.

or

in the
course

other

tion to admission of certain licen

tiates, i. 658.
their exclusive proceeding vin
dicated by Dr Paris, i. 666.
College of Physicians of Edinburgh,
and restrictive acts

prohibitory

relating

surgery,

midwifery,

proceedings regarding building
new

hall, George Street,

found

27th November 1775, ii. 84.
new hall in George
Street (now the site of Commercial
1781, ii. 86.
in
on

met in the

Bank)

surgeon in

a

vessel to

August

in

Northumberland, i. 7.

Rothbury

studies in Edinburgh in 173436, i. 8.
his first acquaintance with Dr
John Clerk, i. 12.
with Dr W. Hunter, i. 12.

graduation
1740, i. 15.

of at

Glasgow

in

business as medical
in Hamilton in 1736,

commences

practitioner
i, 11.

&c. ii. 86.
of
ed

as

Spanish West Indies, i. 5.
attends an apothecary's shop in
London, i. 6 ; in parish of Shotts
in Scotland in 1732, i. 6.
lives in retirement at

Physicians of London, its
exclusive spirit, L 494.
account of proceedings in rela
of

to

goes

i. 1.

the

time of Cullen to

College

i. 1.

parentage and family,
education, i. 2, 3, 4.

a

magistrate

town of

or

bailie in the

Hamilton, i. 15.

marriage, on 13th of November
1741, to Anna Johnstone, i. 16.
•

removed in 1744 to

Glasgow,

17.

3 C2

i.
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Cullen, Dr,

course

a

commences

of

Practice of Medicine
lectures
in Glasgow in 1744, i. 20.
lectures on Theory and Practice
of Medicine in
College in
on

.

Glasgow

24, 25.

i.

1746-47,

lectures

on

and Ma

Chemistry

teria Medica and Botany in 1747,
i. 25; in summer of 1748, i. 32.
appointed professor of Medi
cine in the University of Glas
i. 70.
gow, 2d January 1751,
thinks of leaving Glasgow in
1751 and in 1753, i. 81, 82; and
in

brother of Dr
Cullen, letter to him from Dr Cul
len regarding investment of money
Mr

in

i. 68.

Chemis
on 19th

appointed professor of
try in Edinburgh College
November

1755, i. 91.

James,

a

son

him

to

preparing

Cullen ;

Dr

of

when

abroad, i. 132.
son of Dr Cullen,

to go

Patrick,

in

a

published

without

authority

1771, i. 143.

682.

contributor to Mirror and
Lounger, ii. 685.
Dr Henry, second son of Dr
a

Cullen, ii. 507, 510.
Archibald, third son of Dr
Cullen, studies medicine and gra
duates, ii. 511 ; then studies law in

practises as barrister
English Chancery Bar, ii. 512 ;
family of, ii. 682 ; death of, ii. 683.
Custom, effects of on corporeal and
London and
at

Mrs,

professor

wife of Dr

Cullen, death

of at Ormiston Hill in 1786, ii.
521.
(Dr), concluding months of his
life, ii. 655.
resignation of the professorship
on 30th December 1789, ii. 658.
death on 5th February 1790,
in 79th year, ii. 660.
interment within walls of old
church of Kirknewton, ii. 660.
estimate of intellectual cha
racter of, ii. 675.
his fondness for quiet of a

country life,

ii. 673.

contemporary friends

ciates, ii. 678.
Robert, eldest
birth of

tember

1742,

on

D.

Dead bodies, inspection of as means of
instruction in pathology, i. 114, 115.
Death from cold ascribed by Gau
bius without sufficient foundation
to freezing of the brain, i. 417.
as a
part
symptom of fever, ii. 116.
direct and indirect, on its na
ture as stated by J. Brown, ii. 422.

and

Defects of De Haen's method of cli
nical instruction, i. 106.
Definitions of diseases by Coelius
Aurelianus, ii. 10 ; by Aretaeus>
ii. 11 ; by Alexander of Tralles,
ii. 11 ; by Gordonius, ibid. ; by

Johnston,

of Institutes
or
Theory of Medicine on 1st No
vember 1766, i. 160.

elected

len,

ii.

Glasgow Debility ( Vires imminutae)

at

mentioned in a letter of Dr Cul
len, i. 132.
solicited to deliver lectures on
Materia Medica in 1760 ; com
mences in
January 1761, i. 141.
lectures on Materia Medica in

1761 ;

1796,

Robert,

land,

letter

in

mental functions, i. 318.

i. 86.

1755,

1764, then a judge
506, 507.
Cullen, death in 1810, ii.
in

son

22d

ii. 682 ;

and

asso

of Dr Cul

day
an

of

Sep

udvocate

ibid.

giving these definitions
by Sauvages, Cullen, and others,
mode of

ii.

12, 14,

Degrees

22.

of Scottish

Universities, let
Smith on, i. 473.
by Cullen on this

ter of Dr Adam

comments

letter, i. 483.
attempt by Cullen
traffic in, i. 467.
Delirium, attempt of Cullen

to

stop

to define

kinds of, i.

357, 358.
attempts of Cullen to distin
guish different forms of, ii. 201.
Delirium Tremens, various and
oppo
site methods of treating, ii. 450.
spontaneously curable, ii. 450.
Descartes, his ideas on the phenomena
ascribed to the sentient soul, i. 189.
Diabetes, progress in pathology of,
ii. 209, 210, 705.
Diathesis, various applications of
this term by the Italian followers
of Brown, &c, ii. 397.
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Dimsdale, Dr N. (Baron), questions
on inoculation, i. 652.
Disease, observations and reasonings
illustrate nature

tending to
328, 329.
Diseases,

classification

the

on

distinction

of,

of, i.
and

ii. 36-40.

len's

early
explaining,

ideas

on

and mode of

i. 126.

Emotions, mental,
stimulant
418.

or

and passions, the
exciting effects of, i.

Endurance of various powerful
dicinal agents, ii. 443.

me

uncertainty of their action
by many physicians, ii.

Epizootic disease of horned cattle;
alarm regarding in 1770, and Dr
Cullen's memorial regarding, ii.
Doctrine, new Italian medical ; not
77, 79.
new, but long and well known to Ethers, notions of Dr Joseph Black
on
preparation of, i. 574.
English physicians, ii. 497, 727,
729.
Evaporating fluids, Cullen's essay on
cold produced by, published in
medical doctrine,
new Italian
works proper to communicate just
1755, i. 54.
Examinations for medical degrees
views on its merits, ii. 720.
and licences to practice ; reasons
Dogmatism and experience in medi
against their being conducted by
cine, how distinguished, i. 339,
Diuretics,

remarked
393, 395.

340.

Douglas,

James, instructor of

Dr

Dr William Hunter ; his services
to anatomical science; to be dis
tinguished from Mr John Dou
ii. 734.
Mr John, lithotomist and surgeon
to Westminster Hospital (not to be
confounded with Dr James Dou
glas), ii. 734.
Dropsies, active, their existence re
cognised by Cullen, ii. 214.
Dropsy, tabular view of causes of by

glas,

Cullen, ii. 212, 709.
Drowned persons,

(Asphyxia),

dead,

and

apparently

letter

on

the

re

1774, ii. 88.
Drummond, Dr Colin, president of
covery of,

in

College of Physicians, leaves Edin
burgh for Bristol in August 1773,
ii. 81.

George,
Provost

port

of

his

efforts,

when Lord
to

Edinburgh,

the claims of Dr

sup

Cullen,

i.

94.

Dynamic and organic diseases,
ference

on

dif

between, ii. 422.

teachers, i. 667.
Exanthemata, or cutaneous erup
tions, on their nosological charac
ter and position, ii. 60, 183.
Excitation and excitability, origin
of use of these terms by Cullen, i.
317.
Excitement physiologically consider
ed, i. 311, 312.
F.
Facts and observations in establish
ing principles in medicine ; anx
iety of Cullen in studying and re

commending pupils

remote

causes

of

fever, ii. 135.
Elective

ii.

contagious properties, ii. 138.
(Febres; Pyrexiae),

Fevers

ob
servations on Dr Cullen's arrange
ment and descriptions of, ii. 56,
57.
Flowers, observations by Dr Cullen
the

arrangement of the com
flowers of class Syngenesia, Lin., i. 566.
Fordyce, Dr George, lecturer in
London, a pupil and correspondent

pound

Education, medical, on the proper
mode of conducting, i. 486.
notions of Cullen on, i. 501, 505.
as

study,

Falconer, Dr William, of Bath, let
ter from to Dr Cullen, on union of
nitrous acid and ammonia, i. 648.
Fever, both contagious, and void of

on

E.

Effluvia, human,

to

95.

attractions in

Chemistry,

Cullen's knowledge of, i. 44.
attractions in Chemistry, Cul

of Cullen, i. 122.
Dr John, his account of
the state of the medical school at

Fothergill,

Edinburgh

in

1732-1734,

i.

9,

Cullen,

on

523.
letter from to Dr
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award in the

the

case

of Leeds, i.

his account of the

Guani,

Peter, opposes doc
Brown, ii. 463, 466.

trines of

favours

at first

Joseph,

these

doctrines and

consequence,

practice

ii. 496.

ferent to them, ii. 468.

Franklin, Dr Benjamin, becomes ac
quainted with Dr Cullen, i. 139.

H.

Haen, De,

first teacher of Clin

the

ical Medicine in

G.

on

and

pupil

made

lecturer

a

as

Chemistry,

haave,

of Boer

successor

important improve

ments in his Institutiones Patholo-

giae Medicinalis, i. 220.

Geoffroy, Stephen,

his work

on

Ma

various pathological
doctrines maintained by, ii. 407,
408.
Glisson, his doctrine of Irritability
of Muscular Fibre, i. 231.
on

Goettingen University,
1752,

short account

i. 590.

the

nosological

definitions and

arrangement of Cullen examined,
ii. 17 ;

favourable

Gordonius, Bernard, his Lilium. Medi
cina;, and definitions therein, ii. 11.
a
disciple of Boerhaave,
improved and rectified the
system of that physician, i. 218.
applied the principle called Ir
ritability by Glisson, though with
out acknowledgment, i. 218.

Goiter, De,
who

Gout, various objections
of

pathology

this

to

Cullen's

disease

exa

mined, ii. 174, 176.
Gregory, Dr James, his Treatise on
General Therapeutics in Conspec
tus ; merits of, ii. 640.
Dr John, proposed for the Pro

fessorship

of Practice of

Physic

in

145 ; elected on 12th Fe
1766, i. 152.
his death on 10th
February
1773, und successor, Dr Cullen, to

1765,

i.

in

Practice of
(luani

Physic, i.
imagines a state

tion and

disease,

distinct from Nervous
228, 236.
his Commentaries on the Insti
tutions of Boerhaave, i. 217.
Hamel, Du, de Monceau, origin of

Irritative
ii. 401.

101.
called Irrita

as

a

cause

of

as

Influence,

his

i.

acquaintance

with Dr

Cullen,

i. 66.

Dr

J., letter

Cullen, i. 638, 639 ;
of

variolous

from to Dr
his ideas

on

i.

contagion,

639,

640.

testimony by,

ii. 24.

bruary

his doctrine of Muscular Irri

Haygarth,

Good, Mason, Dr, criticism by him
on

100.

Haller, Albert Von, his services as
an anatomist,
physiologist, expe
rimentalist, and correct and pre
cise writer, i. 221.

tability

ii. 560.

of in

Hahn, Dr, of Leyden, his opinion of
the First Lines of Dr Cullen, ii.

judicious,

teria Medica not very

Giannini,

Vienna, i. 103,

104.

his eminence
i. 38.

Gaubius,

the

of Brown,

indif

becomes

then

doctrines ;

in

opposes,

John

Frank,

Ligurian

1801, ii. 495.

in

epidemic

654.

on

the

utility

of the

Synopsis

Nosologiae, i. 642.
Heart and arteries, diseases of,

ad

rectifications of
knowledge on, ii. 208.
Heat, first notions of Dr Cullen on its
production in chemical changes,
i. 53.
Heat and cold, on the production of
ditions

to

and

by mixture, i. 581.
Hemorrhage, on the pathology of, as
given by Stahl ; examination of,
ii. 185, 186, 187.

Hemorrhagies, observations on their
place in Nosology, and objections
to considered, ii. 59.
Heurnius, Otho, of Leyden,

the

early

lecturers

on

one of
Clinical

Medicine, i. 103.
Hoffmann, Frederic, his doctrines in
Pathology, Etiology, and Thera
peutics, i. 182, 194.
accused by the Sfrihlians of
having borrowed from Stahl with
out acknowledgment, i. 198.
Home, Henry (Lord Karnes), his ac-
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quaintance with, and friendship
for, Dr Cullen, i. 60.
Home, Henry (Lord Karnes), his
correspondence with Cullen as to
coming to Edinburgh, i. 83, 84.
Hufeland throughout opposes
doctrines of Brown, ii. 469.

the

Irritation, spinal, reference

the

University

letter from Dr Cullen describ

days of, i. 607.
pathology, prevalent in
Edinburgh in 1756, i. 118; cau
tion of Ur Cullen in opposing this

last
Humoral

ing

system, i. 119.
Hunter, Mr James,
liam and John,
in

in

brother of Wil

educated

to

law

Long CalLanarkshire, in 1743,

Edinburgh;

derwood,

a

death at

of the doc
Brown in Medical
Schools of, ii. 354.
their modification in that coun
try, ii. 356.
trines

of

J.

Dr William, his first acquaint
ance with Cullen in 1737, i. 12,
13.
■

letters of to
660.

Cullen,

proposes, in

1765,

i.

121,

and

to

establish,

expense, a school of
Medicine in London or Glasgow,
i. 150.
illness of, ii. 513; and death,
his

own

516.
services and character, ii. 517,
518,
I.

of the original au
the Febrific influence
of Marsh Air or Miasma, ii. 136.

Lancisi,

one

thorities

on

his views on educa
tions of medical and surgical prac

Laurence, Mr,

thod of

arranging,

logical

on

on, ii.
asthenic

cumstances?

any cir

under

ii.431;

or

Cul

malignant

the Diction

of the hurt

dica

during

tury,

ii. 553.

the seventeenth

cen

Letters from Dr David Clerk to Dr
Cullen, i. 537, 538.
from Dr William Stark to Dr
Cullen, i. 629.
from Dr (Sir) James Carmi
to

Smyth

Dr

Cullen,

with

1784, i. 630.

?

same

account of

containing

to same,

sufferings

and death of

Dr William Stark, i. 630.
from Dr Foart Simmons to Dr
Cullen, regarding M. Barthez of
i. 622.
from Dr Thomas Yalden to Dr
Henry Cullen in 1777, i. 623.
from M. Senac to Dr Cullen, i.

Montpellier,
on

methods of
writers

by

ful luxuriance of the Materia Me

from

ii. 433.

Insanity,

Lemery, N., author of
ary of Drugs, aware

patho

of; influence of
171, 172.

it

i. 493.
Materia Medica

1761, published without
authority in 1771; statement by
Dr Munro Drummond regarding,

in

the

conditions

textures

on

vol. i. of Medical Communications

me

i. 394.

remarks

Inflammation,

Lectures
len in

chael

Cullen's

Indications, curative,

is

L.

i. 614.

539,
at

J.

Johnstonus, Joannes, definitions of dis
eases by, in his Idea Universal Medicince.
Amstelod., 1644 ; and in
his Syntagma, 1673, ii. 11.

titioners,

i. 20.

au

Italy, Northern, reception

Hume, David, the philosopher and
historian, a candidate for Profes

sorship of Logic in
of Glasgow, i. 72.

to

thors on, ii. 199.

on

progress of

improved

ii.

202, 203 ;
century,

treating,

in nineteenth

ii. 206.
Intermittent fever or ague, certain
forms of treated by Cullen by
means of tartar emetic, i. 114.
( Vis Insita) of Glisson

Irritability;

624, 625.
from

Dr

thew Dobson
ments

on

Cullen

to

regarding

Diabetic

Dr Mat

his

Urine,

experi

i. 625.

(afierwards Sir) Wal
Farquhar to Dr Cullen, ex
pressing opinion that Cullen might
from Mr

and Haller ; its nature and laws
by which its action is regulated, i.

ter

236, 240.

succeed in London, i. 628.
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Lord Karnes (Henry
Home) to Dr Cullen, i. 592.
Lord Karnes (Henry
from
to Dr Cullen, i. 597.

Letter from

Home)

Karnes

Lord

from

Home)

Letter from Dr Cullen to Dr David
Millar, i. 609.
extract of one from Dr David
Millar to Dr Cullen, i. 610.
.

(Henry

Cullen, i. 598.

to Dr

script

i. 591.

to Dr

same

to same, i.

from

same

to same, i.

(Lord Kames),
from

to same, i. 593.

same

to,

596.
599.
to M. Duhamel, i. 602.
from M. Duhamel to Dr Cullen

from

same

to same, i.

from

same

to same, i.

i. 604.
from Lord

Deskford, afterwards

Earl of Findlater, to Dr Cullen,
as
proposing Dr Thomas Reid
Smith
Dr Adam
to
successor
in the University of Glasgow, i.
605.
from

Dr Adam

Cullen, undertaking

Smith to Dr

i. 606.

Glasgow,

or

from Dr Hutchison of Glasgow
to Dr Cullen, i. 583.
from Dr Alexander H. Haliday

ii. 706.

Rev. Dr John Walker to Dr
ii. 729.

Cullen,

Dr Cullen to the Honourable
ii. 732.
Honourable Henry Dundas to
Dr Cullen, ii. 733.

Henry Dundas,
Sir

.

to Dr

from Dr John

Moore,

author of

i. 585.
from Mr Thomas Melville, i.587.
from Dr Archibald Davidson,
afterwards Principal of the Uni
versity of Glasgow to Dr Cullen,

"Zeluco," &c,

i. 590.
from Dr Hunter to Dr Cullen,
539, 540, 542, 543, 544, 545,
546, 547, 548, 549, 550, 551, 552,
553, 554, 556, 558, 559, 562, 615,
i.

from Dr Cullen to Dr

Hunter,
i. 539, 540, 541, 555, 557, 561, 562,
564.
from Dr

Cullen,

on

George Fordyce

to Dr

Tables of Chemical At

traction, i. 571

; note of introduc

tion, i. 627.
from Dr

Cullen,

Lettsom,

i.

Joseph

Black

to Dr

573, 577, 579.

from Dr Cullen to Dr William
on the last days and death

Hunter,

of David

Hume,

i. 607.

Brodie

to

Dr

ii. 739.

Dr John

on

Coakley,

Fever, chiefly

duction of Dr Cullen's

his Trea
a

repro

Lectures,

i.

165,

Lewis, Dr William, his Experiment
al

History

of Materia

Medica,

ii.

576.
Licentiates of

College of Physicians ;
proposition to prohibit them from
practising Midwifery, Surgery, and
Surgical Operations, ii. 87 ; op
posed by Dr Cullen, ii. 88.
Lieutaud, peculiar characters and
defects

660.

Benjamin

Craigie,
tise

Cullen, i. 584.

Cullen, requesting additions
corrections for, the unau

thorised edition of Lectures on
Materia Medica, with view to
translation into German language,
i. 616.
from Dr Cullen in reply to
foregoing, i. 617.
Dr Dobson to Dr Cullen, ii. 694.
Dr Jackson to Dr Cullen. ii. 699.
Dr Francis Hutchison to Dr
Cullen, ii. 703.
Dr Farquharson to Dr Cullen,

to teach class

of Ethics in Glasgow, i. 605.
from Dr Adam Smith to Dr
Cullen, regarding David Hume as
Professor of Moral Philosophy in

Physician who fur
publication the manu

of Dr Cullen's Lectures on
Materia Medica, i. 611.
from Dr Tode of Copenhagen

600.
601.
from Dr Cullen to Henry Home

from

the

from

nished for

of

his work on Morbid
i. 115.
defects of his Materia Medica,
ii. 575 and 695.
Lines, First, of Practice of Physic,

Anatomy,

by W. Cullen ; First Volume of,
published in 1776 ; second, in
1779; third, in 1779; fourth, in
1784, ii. 98.
French translation of by M.
Pinel in 1785, ii. 101.
another translation into French
language, with Notes by Bosquil-
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study and education, pro
priety of order and method in
Lines, First, of Practice of Physic,
prosecuting, i. 665.
by W. Cullen, translations into Medical School at Edinburgh, its
German language in 1778-80, and
origin, i. 8.
Medical Society of Edinburgh, first
1789, ii. 104.
Locales, or Local Disorders, diffi
origin of, i. 10.
culties regarding their character Medical education, observations on
and relative position, ii. 64, 65,
the best mode of conducting, i. 486.
ii. 102 ;

Ion,

subsequently by

M.

1817, ii. 103,

De Lens in

Dr Cullen's views on, i. 501.

409.
F.

Giacomo, his estimate
of J. Brown's Doctrines, ii. 503.
Ludwig, Daniel, endeavours to im

Locatelli,

prove the Materia Medica of the
seventeenth century, ii. 549.

Thomson's

opinions

legislation,

remarks

Dr

508.
Medical

on,
on,

i.

i.

486.
of ; distinction of
kinds of practi

Medicine, practice
different ranks

or

tioners, i. 490.
Miasma, terrestrial and paludal, a3
causes of fever, ii. 135.
Mackintosh, Dr John, his criticism of
the Spasm Doctrine of Cullen exa
Mineralogical Specimens, great value
and high price of in London in
mined, ii. 124.
Marsh Air, or Miasma, on the fe1759, i. 194.
brific powers and operation of, ii. Mineralogy, Cullen's notions on clas
sification in, ii. 3.
136.
Materia Medica; Lectures on ; inter
Mnesitheus, his method of arranging
ii.
and distinguishing diseases,
rupted by death of Dr Charles Al
M.

ston in

1760,

Lectures

i. 141.
by Cullen in

on

42.

1761,

published without authority
1771, i. 614.

in

—

587-605, 614-630.

subsequent

influence of
works, ii. 634.
on,

French Treatises on;

on

by Schwil

Maupertuis,
account of

Mechanical

place

in

the

animal

body,

and

explaining them,

i. 208

;

mechanical laws, limits to be ob
served in their application, i. 209.
doctrine that all

principles,
phenomena are to be ex
plained upon, ascribed to Boer
haave; unjustly, and denied by
medical

him,

i. 206.

Anatomy,

uses

merits of his
Morbid Anatomy, i. 114.
Morgan, Dr, a friend of B. Franklin,
introduced to Dr Cullen, i. 140.
reception of by Morgagni, i.
work

on

141.
Dr

John,

letter

from,

to

Dr

633.

Morbi Omissi ; affections not re
ceived in classification ; difficulties
regarding considered, ii. 69, 70.
N.
Natural

Philosophy, knowledge of,
practitioners,

necessary to medical
i. 664.

mechanical laws must be consid

ered in

see

Morgagni, peculiar

his Essai de

Cosmologie,
by Dr Cullen, i. 138.
phenomena may take

the School of Medicine

Morbid Anatomy ;
of, i. 114.

Cullen, i.

635.
gue, Alibert, and Barbier, ii.
German Treatises on by Horn,
Pfaff, Hartmann, &c, ii. 638.

letters and information

i. 622.

there,

condition of this branch of Me
dical Science previous to the time
of Cullen, ii. 535.
Treatise on ; by Dr Cullen,
published in 1789, ii. 527, 529.
short account of Cullen's Trea
tise on, and its general merits, ii.
Treatise

Montpellier,
regarding

Nerves, sensory and motific, origin

ally distinguished from each other
by Erasistratus, i. 205 ; and by
Galen, i. 206 ; and by Willis, i.
206 ; and by Freind, i. 206.
Cullen
did
not
distinguish
between
nerves

of

nerves

of

sensation,

motion
i. 266.

and
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Nervous Diseases, their distinguish
ing character, i. 343, 344.
System, mode in which Dr
Cullen

taught
in

of,

use

and

siology

influence

the

his Lectures

and

Phy
i. 264,

on

Pathology,

265.
considered as organ of relation,
i. 237.
as
organ of intellectual opera
tions, thought, reasoning, &c, i.

/

Parr, Dr, opinions of, on the doctrine
of fever taught by Cullen, ii.
124.
Passions ; (PaXhemata mentis), on the
stimulant effect of, i. 418 ; their

sedative and
419.

voluntary, involun
tary, mixed, and sympathetic mo
as

organ of

tions of animal economy, i. 284.

different states
and

waking,

considered
medium

of, during sleep

i. 309.

as

between

and the material

the

connecting

the

immaterial

parts of

man, i.

Dr Cullen on, i.

i.

of

325, 327.

doctrine of the influence

of the Nervous System in produc
tion of diseases first well taught
by Hoffmann, i. 196.
Pathological principles and therapeu
tic rules of Cullen and John Brown;
opposition between on almost all

points,
Pearson,

342, 343, 344.

ii.

Dr

Richard,

his

Synopsis

mentioned, ii. 644.

270.
the main channel of action of

various agents, i. 300.
Neumann, Caspar, Professor of Che

Berlin, his services to
Medica, ii. 561.
Nomenclature of diseases, observa
tions on difficulties in, ii. 27.
on
changes in, ii. 28.
at

mistry

Materia

Nosology,

observations on,

tinct branch of Medical
124.

as

a

dis

Science,

ii.

Synopsis of, by Dr Cullen, pub
in 1769, 1772, &c. ii. 1,

lished

688 ;
688.

various

editions

objections

to

of, ii. 5,

Cullen's,

exa

mined, ii. 6.

Percival, Dr Thomas, letter from, to
Dr Cullen, i. 635.
Pharmakopwia, edition of, 1774;
new edition of
by Dr Cullen, ii.
81, 573.

Pharmakopoeias, condition and cha
racter
of, during first half of
eighteenth century, ii. 564.
Phrenic centre, or Ganglionic system
of nerves, important influence as
cribed to it by Le Caze and Bori. 441.

deu,
Phthisis

Pulmonalis

objections

(Consumption),

nosological place as
of
Hwmoinysis ex

consequence
amined, ii. 189.

Medicine,
its

objects

or Institutions of
Dr Cullen's account of
and divisions, i. 253.

Practice

logy

and

endurance of by the system
in cholera and other morbid
states,
ii. 447.

Opium,

exceptions

to

in Delirium treii. 448.
Ormiston Hill purchased by Dr Gullen in 1778, ii. L'7<>.
*
past and present state of, ii
742.

employment

Science,

knowledge

of,

how necessary to physicians, sur
geons, and medical practitioners,
i. 664.

0.

limitations and

of, or Special Patho
Therapeutics ; see Prac

tice and i. 162.

Physical

,

to

Physic, Theory of,

literary history of, ii. 8.
Cullen's ; testimony in favour
of, and merits of, ii. 74, 76.
Nostalgia not maintained by Cullen
to be a local disorder, ii. 411.

its

depressing effect,

Pathology, peculiar doctrines

Pathological

279.

ing

P.

Physicians, on the mode of educating
and
ascertaining qualifications of,
i. 486.

Physiology, Biology, or Science of
Life and Living Bodies, Cullen's
ideas and doctrines on, i. 117.

Pinel,

mistaken views

ture of Cullen's

by, on the na
writings and doc

trine, i. 120.
Plater, Felix, the first who attempted
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to

into

diseases

arrange

external

to

according

classes

signs,

ii.

43.

criticisms

Ploucquet,

by

of Cullen's

definitions and classification

sidered,

ii.

con

20, 21.
of nosological ar
according to functions,

ii. 48.

Plummer, Dr Andrew, lectures by
on
Chemistry at Edi nburgh in 1726,
i. 39.

of, (paralysis), in 1755,

illness

on
prescription and composi
tion of medicines to be
separated
from remuneration for medical ad
vice and services, i. 668.

Prosecutions for

irregular and un
not discourage

licensed

his method

rangement

Profits

practice do
prevent quacks

or

and

quackery,

i. 663.
of

Psychology
principal

Dr

Cullen, view of
in, i. 289, 290.
Pyrexle and order Febres, criti
cisms upon and objections urged
against, examined, ii. 107, 111.
tenets

i. 86.

opposition to Dr
by electing him
joint-professors, i. 96.
viated

Cullen

Poisonous agents, their action
Nervous System, i. 300.
his

Pomet,

through

History

Complete

ob

in

1777, i. 459; ii. 662.

between

motific

nerves, i. 267.
Practice of Physic

and

distinction
sensiferous

i.

fessor

of,

or

146, 150.

Dr John

Gregory

on

the 12th of

February

announcement by Dr Cullen of
course of lectures on, in

summer

1768,

lectures on, diligence and assi
duity of Dr Cullen in giving a

complete

Physic

and

botanist,

Medica, ii.

sensations,
292, 378.
of Louvain

Rega

mann

the

on

their

adopted

nature, i.

after Hoff

idea of the influence of
in the

System

produc

tion of diseases, i. 200.
Remedial or medicinal agents, Cul

len's
395.

i.

of,

arrangement

394,

Remittent and Remittent-continuous

Fevers treated

by

Cullen

by

means

of Tartar Emetic instead of Peru
i. 114.

Bark,

Retreat at York for
treatment

204, 205.
Roche, De la, Dr,

1778,

contains

ii.

Analyse

Systeme

Nerveuc

an

doctrine of Cullen
nervous

and

noticed,

his work

des Fonctions du
in

reception

of insane

account of the

on

the functions

system; almost

a

translation of Dr Cullen's doctrines
on that subject, as given in the In

Medicine,

i. 435.

Surgery, Rogerson, Dr.of St Petersburg, letters
of,

to Dr

Cullen,

i. 642.

Royal Society of Edinburgh, pre
viously the Philosophical Society,
receives charter in 1783, ii. 220.
Dr Benjamin, of Philadelphia,

Rush,

ii. 81.

Prochaska and Sir Charles Bell

sensation,

to Materia

Reflex

stitutes of

course, ii. 93.

on distinctions among, i. 491.
President of the College of Physi
cians, Dr Cullen elected by vote
of the College, in August 1773,

separate

naturalist and

his services

of the

i. 619.

Practitioners of

393, 494.

vian

elected pro

1766, i. 152.
taught alternately by Dr Gre
gory and Dr Cullen, i. 161.
■

ii.

Ray, John,

the Nervous

Special Patho
logy and Therapeutics, on systems
of doctrines prevalent in
1748,
1756, i. 162.
schemes and propositions on
prospect of a vacancy in profes
sorship of, in University of Edin
burgh,

question the
Brown,

truth of the doctrines of J.

557.

Cullen, by Ramsay,

ii. 748.
Pouteau maintained the

Rasori, G., his experience of the G enoa
fever or Ligurian epidemic of 1800,
leads him to call in

of

Drugs, ii. 554.
Portrait of Dr Cullen, by Mr Cochrane
in 1768, i. 458 ; ii. 6*62.
and of Mrs

R.

and Cullen

nerves

i. 268.

for

motion

on

and

Cullen, on Ague, Miasma,
Jaw, i. 650 ; account
of Dr Cullen by, ii. 662.
to

Dr

and Locked
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Russell, Dr Balfour, notice of

ceedings

as

a

friend and

his pro

of

pupil

Cullen, i. 128, 129.
Rutherford, Dr John, his age and de
clining health, i. 144.

resignation of on
1766, i. 151.

12th

February

S.

Salt, speculations by Cullen
thods of refining, i. 75.
did not succeed, ibid.
doctrines

on

those

the

nervous

on

his

services

and classification of

to

his

system

(Sir)

James

Carmichael,

with vol. i. of Medical

Communications, i. 630.
to

same

giving

same,

account

of last illness and death of Dr W.
Stark, i. 630.

Sol-lunar influence on the attack and
relapse of fever, on, ii. 155, 156,
699.

Soul, sentient, various opinions on
its nature as taught by Aristotle,

cause

on

by Hoffmann,

i. 188.

its nature and varieties

and effect of

diseases,

i.

as

380,

382.

Speranza, Carlo, his condemnation
of, and opposition to, the doctrines
and practice of
J. Brown, ii.
Nosology
i.

diseases,

ii.

4,

Scottish degrees, traffic in during
time of Cullen, i. 463.
attempt to stop this by Dr
Cullen, i. 467.
Scudamore, Sir Charles, his criticism
of Dr Cullen's pathology of gout

examined, ii. 177, 179.

Modena, his opinion of
doctrines of J. Brown, ii. 352.

502.

Sprengel, Kurt,

13.

Scuderi of

Dr

Cullen,

i. 187 ;

taught by Whytt,

438.

Dr

to

Spasm,

resemblance between

Sauvages,
and

me

on

ayth,

Halle;

at

Professor of

his Institutiones

641."
his opinion

ii.

Botany
Medica,

of the

doctrines of John

system and
Brown, ii. 470.

Stahl, Ernest, bis systems of Pathology,
Etiology, and Therapeutics, i. 162,
164.

Stewart, Mr Dugald, visited while
a
boy by Dr Cullen, i. 135.
recommended by him to read
Scurvy, on condition of the blood in;
not always the same, ii. 216, 217.
Don Quixote, i. 136.
Sennert, Daniel, his classification and Sthenia and Asthenia of Brown, and
mode of distinguishing diseases, ii.
Italian imitators, on their existence
43.

the

and use, ii. 399.

Seusation, perception, formation of
terms, antagonistic, of certain
states of the system, ii. 257, 259,
thoughts, Boerhaave's observations
on, i. 203, 204.
266, 311.
Simmons, Dr Foart, letter from to Dr Stimulant agents, direct and indirect,
Cullen regarding M. Barthez of
as
taught by Cullen, i. 408, 410.
Montpellier, i. 622.
Stoerck, Antony de (Baron), his ex
Smellie, Dr William, at first a cloth
periments on various poisonous
merchant and man-midwife
in
vegetables, ii. 583.
Stratten of Utrecht, one of the early
Lanark, i. 18.
Smith, Dr Adam, appointed Professor
teachers of Clinical Medicine, i.
of Logic in
103.
University of Glasgow
in 1751, i. 71.
Stuart, Dr Charles, his intimacy with
appointed Professor of Moral
Cullen, ii. 88.
Philosophy, November 1751, i. 72. Sydenham, proposition by Cullen to
his letter to Dr Cullen on medi
publish an edition of the works of,
cal education,
i. 79, 80.
degrees, and physi
cians, i. 473.
his observations on definition
Smith, Dr Southwood, criticism by,
and classification of diseases, ii.
on Cullen's
12.
arrangement and patho
logy of fever, ii. 50.
Sympathies, account given by Barthez
his criticisms
of these, i. 455.
upon, and objec
tions to Cullen'a doctrine of fever
Sympathy, physical or corporeal, de
examined, ii. 117.
fined, i. 305.
■

-

'x.

of two

Sympathy
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i.

kinds; mental,

251 ; and corporeal, i. 251.
Dr Whytt's observations in

u.

250,

illustration of, i. 252.
Synocha, Synochus, and
curate

Typhus, ac
by Cullen,

of these terms

use

ii. 58.

System, method, and arrangement,
its use in teaching principles of

Universities, Scottish, alleged abuses
of in
granting degrees in time of
Cullen, i. 467, 473.
English, their exclusive and
monopolizing spirit as to medical
degrees, i. 494.

science, ii. 97.

Swieten's, Van, Commentaries, and
Boerhaave's aphorisms, intention
of Cullen to publish a translation
of them annotated, i. 99, 100.

213.
Vis medicatrix et conservatrix,
existence and effects, i. 303.
Vis medicatrix ; Autocrateia,

T.
Tartar Emetic and Antimonial Pow

der, introduction
Cullen, i. 11.3.
Tartar

and

of

use

by

Emetic, endurance of in cer
system, ii. 444,

tain states of the

446, 447.
Tartrate of
remarked

its

Dr

influence
i.

174.
Telluric Miasma

as a cause

Cullen
in

of

ii.

fever,

writers on, ii. 135, 136.
Theory or Institutes of Medicine, Dr

Cullen elected professor of
Nov. 1766, i. 160.

Theory

on

Physic correctly
against erroneous

Cullen
and views

of the

term,

i.

uses

254,

thez

as a source or

tion of phenomena, ii. 132.
Therapeutic agents, how they act
through Nervous System, i. 301.
Therapeutics, the third part of In
of

stitutions

Medicine,

teaching,

or

Cullen's

i. 388.

endurance

of certain

powerful medicines, opium,
timony, mercury, cinchona,
Tommasini,

adoption

on

ii.

Bar

move

sensation

the

in living
hypothesis of, i.

and examination of
i. 446.

arguments for,

W.

Walker,

Dr

John, letters relative
application for professorship
Natural History, ii. 729.
his

to

of

Dr

William, his letter to Dr
Fothergill, giving account
of proceedings of the London Col
lege of Physicians regarding the
proposal of Dr John Fothergill as
Fellow, i. 657, 658.
Wepfer, his experimental researches
or
on Cicuta,
hemlock, (Conium
Macidatum, Cicuta aquatica, &c.)
and various poisons, and the in

Brown, ii. 358.
his modification of them, ii.
430; and final rejection of them,
ii. 430, 440, 496; he founds the
medical doctrine, iinew Italian
trines of J.

;

of

Practical

Whytt,

of the doc

497, 727.
Typhus, a particular form of Fever
how defined by Cullen, ii. 58.

agent of

ac

its existence, properties, and
effects, objections to hypothesis of,

fluence

an

443.
his

ge

John

Fever, Dr Cullen's own ex
planation of the term, a generaliza
of

method of

and

bodies,

Watson,

260

Tolerance

cording
Vital principle, employed
by

1st

defined

by

a

animal body
to Cullen, ii. 133.

443.

con

114;

its

on

neral law of the

ment

Antimony,

trolling inflammation,

of

V.

Veins, obstruction of as cause of
dropsical effusion recognised by
Cullen before time of Bouillaud, ii.

Dr

these

researches

Medicine, ii. 577.
Robert, his writings

on

on

the vital and involuntary motions
of animals, i. 242.
merits of his

physiological

re

searches, i. 244, 252, 258.
death of, on 15th April 1766 ;
vacancy in chair of Institutions of
Medicine thereby, i. 152.
Willis, Dr Thomas, his endeavours to
reform and improve Pharmako-

in: DEX.
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logy, Therapeutics, and Materia
Medica, ii. 54 1.
Wilson, James, a teacher in the school
of Great Windmill Street, ii. 517,
741.

Windmill Street, Great, the school
of

Anatomy in, its origin, ii.
and termination, ii. 517,

514 ;
739.

William, letter from
to Dr Cullen, i. 636, 637.
Woodville, Dr W., his Medical Bo
tany, therapeutic and medical part
from Cullen, ii. 643.

Withering,

Dr

Sir W. Hooker's edition of in

644.

1832, ii,

Y.

Yellow fever of West Indies and
Gulf of Mexico, restrictions as to
its communicable
character, ii.
144.
of West Indies and Spanish

Main, an endemic disease in these
parts, ii. 144.
of

Leghorn,

was

it

an

inflam

disease ? ii. 430.

matory

Z.

Zwelfer, John, of Vienna, tries to
amend and improve the Augsburg
Pharmakopceia, ii. 548.
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Abernethy, Mr,

lecture

tumours,

on

p. 23.

Alexander, Mr, of Southbar, his fa
vour for Dr Thomson,
p. 7.
Allen, John, his intimate friendship
with Dr Thomson, p. 11.
his lectures

on

physiology,

Arrott, Mr, surgeon,

partnership

with

p. 13.

Dr Thomson's

Education, medical, Dr Thomson's
writings and opinions on, p. 65.
pjrskine, Dr, connection with Dr
Thomson, p. 28 ; death in 1811,
p. 35.

Fowler,

Dr

Mr
Mr

Benjamin, pp. 22, 27.
John, surgeon, p. 32.
Dr Thomson to delineate

morbid appearances in
ease,

p.

John,

his

lectures

on

cases

Dr

p. 76.

Carswell, Sir Robert, his employ

by

Salisbury,

anatomy, p. 35 ; his death in 1818,

Gregory,
ment

of

him, p. 13.

Gordon,
Bell,

Richard,

11.

of dis

Dr

Practice

versity

James, Professor of the
Physic in the Uni

of

of

Edinburgh,

p. 56.

Chemical

Society

Cleghorn, Dr,
!•,

Sir

hernia, p.

of

in

1798,

Glasgow,
Astley, his

p. 15.

Hamilton,

p. 8.
work

on

24.

William, Professor of
Anatomy in the University of
Glasgow, p. 8.
Hemorrhage from arteries, Dr Thom
son's researches

Delineations of morbid appearances
in

disease, advantages of,

p. 57.
Dr Thomson's collection of, ib.
Dispensary, New Town, establish
ment of
■

his death in

1821, p. 58.

in 1815, p. 50.
for Diseases of the
Eye, in

p. 55.

1821,

ployed by

on

the

nature for

means em

suppressing,

p. 23.
Hernia ;

anatomy and pathology of
investigated by Dr Thomson, p. 28.

Hunter, John, doctrines on inflam
mation, as explained by Dr Thom
son, p. 36.
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Infirmary, Royal, management
1800, p. 18; in 1818, p.
lectures

Inflammation,

utility,

on

Dr

by

in 1813 ; their

Thomson, published
merits and

of in

50.

p. 39.

lege of Surtreons of Edinburgh in
1793, p. 13; enters into partner
ship with Mr Arrott, ibid. ; pub
lishes an edition of
Fourcroy's
Chemistry, 1798-1800, p. 14 ; de
livers

Jones, Dr, of Barbadoes, researches
on

the

suppression

of

hemorrhage,

lectures

on

1799-1800,

p. 15 ;
to surgery, p. 17 ;

surgery in 1800, p. 19 ; researches

p. 19.

in

Lauderdale, Earl of, a student of
chemistry in 1798-9, p. 14.
M'G rigor, Sir

tribute to Dr

James,

Thomson's exertions in the mili

tary hospitals in Belgium, p. 45.
Macdonald, Dr Hermann, his re
searches
on

in

chemistry

gives attention
begins to teach

along

with

Medicines, their

use

their

disease ;

Thomson's

Dr Thomson

callus, p. 17.

necrosis and

in the

cure

opinions

in

of
Dr

redundance,

regard to,

p. 63.

Pathology, general, establishment of
the professorship of in 1831, p.
67 ; discussions regarding, p. 68.
Russell, Professor, p. 17.

regard to the suppression
hemorrhage, p. 19 ; lectures
military surgery and medicine
1803-4, p.
receives

pital

of
on

in
21 ; visits London and

appointment

an

as

hos

mate in the meLical service

of the army in 1803, p. 22 ;
gives
attention to hernia, p. 24 ; re
searches on the repair of wounds
of the intestines, p. 25 ; receives

appointment as Professor of
Surgery to the Royal College of
Surgeons of Edinburgh in 1804,
p. 27 ; is appointed Professor of
Military Surgery in the University
of Edinburgh in 1806, p. 29; his
political opinions, p. 30 ; obtains
the degree of M.D. in 1808, p.
31 ; publishes a tract on litho
tomy, ibid. ; describes a peculiar

an

fracture of the base of the skull in

Variola), chicken-pox, and
modified small-pox, Dr Thomson's
investigation on their pathological

Small -pox,(

relations, p.

52.

Society, Royal Medical, of Edin
burgh, p. 11.
Stethoscope, Dr Thomson's opinions
regarding the, p. 62.
Surgery and Surgical Pathology, Dr
J. Thomson's services in teaching
p. 39.
Syphilis, Dr Thomson on the treat
ment of, without using mercury,

them,

p. 48.

Thomson, Dr John, biographical
tice of his life and

writings,

no

p. 1 ;

birth, early life, and educa
tion, p. 5 ; choice of a profession,
p. 6 ; love for botany and general

his

science, p. 7
in

1789,

sistant

; goes to

p.

9 ;

Edinburgh
appointed as

apothecary in the Infir
10 ; joins the Medical

mary, p.

Society
in

in

London

comes

1790, p. 11 ; studies
in 1792, p. 12 ; be

Fellow of the

Royal

Col

p. 35 ; publishes lectures on
inflammation in 1813, p. 35 ; his
character as a lecturer on surgery,
p. 39 ; excursion to the Continent
in 1814, p. 43 ; becomes Licen
tiate of the Royal College of Phy
sicians in 1815, p. 44; visits the
hospitals in Belgium after the
Battle of Waterloo, p. 44 ; re

1812,

ceives the

appointment

of Staff-

in the army, p. 46 ; pub
report on the wounded, p.

Surgeon
lishes

47 ; researches on syphilis carried
on in the military hospital in 1817,
p. 48 ; assists in the establishment
of the New Town
50 ;

attempts
nagement of
in 1818, p.

small-pox

in

to

the

Dispensary, p.
improve the ma
Royal Infirmary

50 ;

researches

on

52 ; de
the diseases of

1817-20, p.

livers lectures on
the eye in 1819, p. 55 ; becomes
candidate for the chair of the Prac
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